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PREFACE
nPHlS

volume has been prepared

to the

monuments

of

those situated between

all

for the use of visitors

Upper Egypt,

on

this side of the

Sudan

make more than one

Egypt

;

and the

say,

its

Egyptian

last

The

frontier.

of visitors, after leaving Cairo and
not

is to

Balianeh, the southernmost

town of Middle Egypt, and Adendan, the
village

that

majority

neighbourhood, do

or two excursions in

fact that the

Middle

present writer has not the

opportunity to describe the ancient sites between Cairo

and Balianeh,

will

not be found greatly to lessen the

scope of the book.

The only

claim which

is

made

for this

each chapter has been written actually
cases a stone's throw
therein described.

from careful

away

Guide

in,,

is

that

or in a few

from, the temples or tombs

The information supplied

is

derived

and prolonged personal observation and

thought, checked and augmented by the

study of the

handful of pertinent books which alone could be carried

and there

is

no antiquity or ancient

site,

however

;

small,

viii
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here recorded which has not been personally seen and

examined.

The

object of the

Guide being alone the describing of

the ancient remains and the explaining of their purpose,

no other information has been given, except a few hints as
to the best

methods of

visiting the various sites.

A. E. P.

Luxor, 1909
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE
PHARAOHS OF EGYPT
(

The

(iaies

here ^^iven arc those of Professor Breasted)

DYNASTY O
At

Egypt was divided into the two kingdoms of the
Upper and Lower country. The names of several of the Kings of
the Delta are known, and those of two or three of the Upper
Egyptian kings have been found. The latter dynasty seems to
have ended with
this period

:

Selk

Narmer

.......
DYNASTY

Mena

3425

I

Narmer and his son (?) Mena united the
their successors reigned over Upper and
capital being .Memphis.
I.

B C. 3450
B.C.

.......

two kingdoms, and

Lower Egypt,
B.C.

3400

B.C.

3200

B.C.

3000
2980
2900

Seven other kings.

DYNASTY
Nine kings who reigned

at

DYNASTY
Nine kings who reigned
Zeser
Sneferu

3.

10.

at

II

Memphis.

.

III

Memphis

......
DYNASTY

B.C.

B.C.

IV

.......
......

This was the great age of the pyramid builders of Gizeh.
I.
Khufu
B.C. 2900
B.C. 2850
3. Khafra
B.C. 2825
4. Menkaura
7. Shepseskaf
B.C. 2750
b

xvii

their
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XVlll

DYNASTY V
The kings

of this dynasty are said to have been of Heliopohtan

......

origin.
I.

2.

Userkaf
Sahura

B.C.
B.C.

2750
2743

8.

Neferarkara
Asesa

B.C. 2731
B.C. 2683

9.

Unas

B.C.

3.

.

.

DYNASTY

2655

VI

During this dynasty, which ruled at Memphis, the princes of the
various provinces of Egypt obtained a degree of power which they
had never before possessed and the period has a distinctly feudal
character.
;

I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Teta
Userkara

Pepy I.
Merenra
Pepy 1.
Merenra

B.C.

B.C.

1

little is

B.C.

II

known

little is

known

2565
2475

VII

of this dynasty, which ruled at Memphis.
B.c 2475

DYNASTY
Very

2625

2600
2590
2570

B.C.
I.

DYNASTY
Very

B.C.

B.C.

VIII

of this dynasty, which also ruled at

phis

B.C.

DYNASTY
This dynasty is also very obscure.
been of Herakleopolitan origin
.

Mem-

2450

IX

The
.

family
.

B.C.

is

said to

have

2445

DYNASTY X

....

This dynasty, though obscure,
was also Herakleopolitan

is

better

known than
B.C.

the

2300

last.

It

A CHROXOLOCICAL

DYNASTY

'l"AHI,K

XIX

XI

This is the first Theban dynasty, ihc ruling family being originally princes of Thebes.
I.

2.
5-

6.

Antef
Antef II.
Nebtauira Mentuhotep
Nebhapetra Mentuhotep
Seankhkara Mentuhotep

>

I

,

r B.C.

2160-21 10

B.C.

2076-2030
2030-2002
2002-2000

.

B.C.
B.C.

DYNASTY

XII

Egypt was very prosperous under this second Theban dynasty
and the ruins of many buildings of this period are known.
I.

Amenemhat

2.

Senusert

3.

Amenemhat

4.
5.

I.

B.C.

.

B.C.
1

B.C.

1.

Senusert II.
Senusert III.

B.C.
B.C.

7.

Amenemhat
Amenemhat

8.

Sebekneferura

6.

....

I.
.

III.

B.C.

IV.

B.C.
B.C.

DYNASTY

1

1

1

1

1

1

XIII

....
....

This dynasty is still rather obscure.
Sebekhotep II.
Neferhotep
Sebekhotep III.

It

was also Theban.
Between
.

~j

[b.c. 1788

.

Sebekemsaf.

2000-1970
1 97093
935- 903
1 903- 1 887
887- 849
849- 1 80
180I-1792
I792-1788

and

.

|

.

'

B.C.

1700

.Many other kings.

DYNASTY XIV
Very

known

little is

of this dynasty, which

is

About

origin

said to be of Xoite
B.C.

1700

DYNASTIES XV and XVI
These are the Hyksos, or " Shepherd," dynasties, when Egypt
was under the dominion of Asiatics.

Khyan
.•\pepa

B.C.
I

B.C.

1700
1650
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XX

DYNASTY

XVII

This was the Theban dynasty which revolted against the Hyksos.
B.C. 1600
^. (?) Sekenenra III
B.C. 1590
4. (?) Karnes

DYNASTY
Under

this

Theban dynasty

XVIII

the power of

Egypt reached

zenith.
B.C.

1580-1557

B.C.

1

557-1 501

its

A CHRONOT.OCTCAI,
5.

b.
7.
8.
<).

10.
I

I.

'IWP.LE

Rameses \'I.
Rameses \'1 1.
1.
Rameses \
Rameses IX.
Rameses X.

K.C.

1

l!.C.

1

Kaineses XI.

H.C.

Rameses XII.

B.C.

1

B.C.

XXI

157-1 142

1

1

1

42- 123

1

23-1 121

1

II2I-III8
18-1090
I

I

DYNASTY \XI
This dynasty was lanite.

Amen was now
1.

Herhor

2.

Ncsiibanebded

3.
4.

High

of the

}

Pasebkhennu
Painezcm I.

6.

Amenemapt
Seamen

7.

Pasebkhennu

5.

The power

(

I.

.

1

1085-1067
1067-1026
1026-976
976-958
958-945

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

II.

090- 1 08

B.C.

B.C.
B.C.

DYNASTY

XXII

This dynasty was Bubastite, but some traces of
found in Upper Egypt.

its activities

I.

Sheshonk

3.

Takelotli

I

B.C.

Osorkon

II

B.C.

4.
6.

Priests of

at its height.

B.C.

I

Takcloth II
Other kings.

B.C.

DYNASTY XXI
This dvnasty was Tanite, but

it

is

are

945-924
895-874
874-853
860-834

1

somewhat obscure.
B.C.

745-718

DYNASTY XXIV
This dynasty, which was Saite,

is

of

little

importance.
B.C.

718-712

DYNASTY XXV
We

here have three Ethiopian kings, during whose rule Egypt
was invaded by the Assyrians.
1.

2.
3.

Shabaka
Shabataka
Taharka

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

712-700
700-688
688-663
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DYNASTY XXVI
During this dynasty, which was of Saite origin, there was an
attempt to remodel the country on the Hnes of the Old Kingdom.
I.

Psametik

2.

Necho

B.C.

663-609
609-593
593-588
588-569
569-525

B.C.

525

B.C.

I

B.C.

3.

Psametik

4.

Apries

5.

Aahmes

6.

Psametik

B.C.

II.

B.C.

II.

III.

DYNASTY XXVII
During

dynasty Egypt was under the rule of the Persian
kings, who were regarded as Pharaohs
B.C. 525-415
this

.

.

DYNASTY XXVIII
This was a Saite dynasty of no importance

.

B.C.

415-399

B.C.

399-378
393-380

DYNASTY XXIX

.......

This dynasty was of Mendesian origin
2.

Hakar

.

.

B.C.

DYNASTY XXX
the last Egyptian dynasty.
and attained to some power.

This
1.

2.

is

Nectanebo
Nectanebo

I.

II.

.

.

.

.

.

It

was of Sebennyte
.

.

.

.

B.C.
B.C.

origin,

378-361
359-342

DYNASTY XXXI
This marks the second dominion of the Persians over Egypt.
B.C. 342-332

DYNASTY XXXII
During this period Alexander the Great, Philip Arrhidasos, and
Alexander II. ruled over Egypt as Pharaohs
B.C. 332-305
.

A CliRONOLOCilCAL '1A15LE

XXlll

DYNASTY XWIll
This

is

the

well-known Ptolemaic period, when

Egypt once

more became a nation of some power.

J-

45-

6.
78.

9-

ID.
I

I.

12.

1314-

15.

16.

Ptolemy I., Sotcr I.
Ptolemy II., I'hiladclphiis
Ptolemy 111., Euergetes I.
Ptolemy I\'., Philopator.
Ptolemy v., Kpiphanes
Ptolemy \'I., Philometor
Ptolemy \'II., Eupator
Ptolemy VIII.

B.C.

304-283
283-246
246-222
221-205
205-181

r B.C.

181-170

H.c.

B.C.
B.C.

B.C.

.

.

Ptolem\- IX., Eiier.i.^etcs II.
Ptolemy X., Soter II. LathyriiN
Ptolemy XI., Alexander 1.
Ptolemy XII., Alexander II.
Ptolemy XIII., Neos Dionysos

r B.C.

.

.

Ptolemy XIV.
Ptolemy X\'.
Ptolemy .XVL, Ciesarion
.

B.C.

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

,-B.C.

170-116
7- 06
106-87
87-80
80-5
I 1

1

51-23

DYNASTY XXXIV
Egypt was ruled by the Emperors of Rome, each of whom
became Pharaoh
B.C. 30-.\.D. 394

North g^^o
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I

ABYDOS

T HE

temple of Sety 1st at Abydos is of such beauty and interest Methods
"."^
it should be visited by all those who are able to undertake \'f'

that

r

,

•

Abydos.

•

1

somewhat tuing excursion. Most of the tourist-steamers stop at
Balianeh, the nearest town on the river, sufficient time to allow of
a visit being made to Abydos, which lies some six or seven miles
west of the Nile. Good donkeys are to be obtained at Balianeh,
the

and there are also one or two carriages for hire. The excursion
may be made by train from Luxor with comparative ease. One
leaves Luxor early, reaching Balianeh at about mid-morning, and
one returns by the train which passes Balianeh about 8 p.m., arriving
at Luxor just before midnight.

The History of Abydos
Near the

site of the

Abydos

there stood at the dawn
or Thinis,' in which resided the

later

named This
chieftains who ruled

of history a city

the land for many miles to the
powerful
north and south. Several of these chieftains having reigned in
succession, there arose a ruler named Selk, " the Scorpion,"
who conquered all the country as far south as Edfu, or Gebel
Silsilch, and perhaps as far north as Assiut.
He built for

himself a southern capital at
1

The

north,

city of

Thinis

and not on the
I

is

site

Kom

el

Ahmar

sometimes thought to

of

Abydos

;

but this

is

(p. 307),
lie

where he was

situated farther to

highly improbable.

the

of
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acknowledged by the

local title of " Hawk-Chieftain,"

and assumed

continued to reside at Thinis also, and when
he died he was buried in the western desert behind Abydos. His
successor, Narmer, extended his conquests towards the north, and
presently came into collision with the kings of Lower Egypt, who
the

name

of Ka.

He

reigned at Buto, not far from the sea. Narmer seems to have
forced a marriage between the heiress of that kingdom and
himself; and in the person of the son of this union, Mena, Upper
and Lower Egypt were united. King Mena for political reasons
was obliged to found for himself another capital, which he named
Memphis, and placed at the point where the Nile valley opens into
He was, however, crowned at Kom
the wide plain of the Delta.
el Ahmar, and he still resided for part of the year at Thinis, where
The fragment of a vase bearing
it is probable that he was buried.
his

name was found amongst

the ruins of the latter city.

known as the
Temenos or Enclosure of Osiris — an open space at the north-west
Here there was
of the modern village of El Arabah el Madfuneh.
a small mud-brick temple, dedicated to the jackal god Wepwat,
" the Opener of the Ways," who was the primitive deity of the
district.
The royal residence was probably situated in the desert,
These

ruins are situated in that part of the site

a short distance back from the town
there was the royal burying-ground.

The

1st

and Ilnd
dviiastiGS

;

and

The

still

farther

westward

objects found in

the

town show that already a high state of civilisation had been
arrived at, and an ivory statuette of a king of this period found
here is executed with a degree of artistic skill never surpassed at
any time in Egyptian history.
As each of the kings of the 1st dynasty died he was buried here
Of King
^t Thinis, which was now a city of some size.
o Zet, the
third Pharaoh ^ of the dynasty, part of a slate-stone bowl has been
found in the town while many other objects undoubtedly dating
from this period have come to light. Two large fortresses were
now erected in the desert, and here the troops of the province were
quartered. In the llnd dynasty. Kings Khasekhemui and Perabsen
resided at Thinis, and clay sealings bearing their names have been
found in the fortress, known as the Shunet es Zebib, and in the
town. The Pharaohs of this dynasty were still buried here with
J

.

;

their ancestors, although they

as their
1

the

The word Pharaoh was
title

Egypt.

had now come

to

regard

Memphis

home.
the

title

of the Egj'ptian kings, just as

of the Japanese emperors, or

Mikado

Khedive that of the modern

is

rulers of

Ai;VI)OS

3

In the Ilird dynasty the cusIdmi of biiryint; ilie Pharaohs liere Th<; Ilird
ceased, though tlie place had now gained such fame as a royal ^y^'' '\'''^

necropohs that

it

had become

tlie

^"'^^

chief seat of the priesthood of

'*^^'

the dead. With the primitive god Wepwat, the god Khentamenta,
" the Chieftain' of the Underworld,' was now worshipped ; and in

the IV'th dynasty a temple of

some

honour.

a small ivory statuette of himself,

Ik-re

King Khufu

left

size

was erected

in

their

which was recently foimd while of King Menkaura a sealing has
been unearthed.
In Lower Egypt, and especially at Memphis at this time, the The god
god Osiris was held in high honour, and traditions seem to have Osiris,
been already in circulation, relating how this deity once ruled as
king of Egypt, and tauj^ht the arts of civilisation to his subjects.
The first king of Egypt was naturally the greatest of the inhabitants of the Underworld, and thus he came to be identified with
Khentamenta of Thinis. Tradition stated that Osiris had been
murdered, and that his body had been torn into many fragments
;

;

and since at Thinis the early and now half-forgotten kings of
Egypt had been buried, and the city had become famous for its
necropolis, it is not surprising that gradually there grew up the
belief that the mutilated body of Osiris himself had been interred
here.
This god now took his place beside Wepwat and Khentamenta in the affections of the people of Thinis. Great honour was
paid, in consequence, to the tombs of the archaic kings, for one of
them sheltered the body of Osiris and soon the tomb of King
;

dynasty came to be regarded as the actual divine
sepulchre, for what reason we do not know. Meanwhile, however,
other cities were also making claim to the possession of the body
and although this fact never wholly banished the
of Osiris
belief of the Thinites that the corpse of their god lay here, it
became more generally acknowledged that the head only of Osiris
was buried in this necropolis. One now begins to hear of another
deity also, Anhur, who seems to have been one of the early gods
of Thinis
but as yet his power does not seem to have been
Zer of the

1st

;

;

great.

In the \'th dynasty the head of Osiris came to be the recognised
emblem of the district, and while the site of the old city retained
its name of Thinis, the neighbourhood was now known a.s Abdii,
" The Mound of the Osiris-head Emblem." This word Abdu, or per1

Literally, "First of the

hills.

West,'

tlie

Underworld being

in

the western

The

\'x\\

^"'^ ^
'

y"^^

'^'^

'^^•
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haps Abidii, was altered

in

The

Greek times

to

Abydos,

province, however, was

in

memory of the
named after

Abydos

in

Thinis.

The name of KingUserkaf of the Vth dynasty was found on

Greece.

a seahng in the town

;

still

of Neferarkara, another king of this dynasty,

a decree has been found allowing the priests to be exempt from
forced labour there is a sealing inscribed with the name of King
;

an alabaster vase bearing the name of Userenra was
while of about this date there is an inscription
also discovered
referring to a " Prince of Abdu," which is the earliest instance of
the use of this name. A decree dating from the reign of Teta of
the Vlth dynasty was found here King Pepy 1st seems to have
King
built a temple on the site of the early shrine of Wepwat
Merenra restored or added to this temple; and of Pepy Ilnd an
inscribed vase has been unearthed, and a statue is referred to in an
inscription.
Nothing is heard of Thinis or Abydos during the
The Xlth obscure period of the Vllth-Xth dynasties
but in the Xlth
and Xllth
dynasty we find the kings carrying on extensive building operadynasties.
A king of Thebes, named Nubkheperra Antef, states
tions here.
that he extended his dominions as far north as the northern
frontier of the Thinite nome, conquering the troops of a Lower
Egyptian king with whom he was contesting the Egyptian throne.
This King Antef undertook large building works here, dedicating
them to Anhur, Lord of Thinis, and also left a stele in the temple.
and
King Sankhkara Menthuhotep built or repaired a temple
King Nebharpetra Menthuhotep also built here. Senusert 1st of
the Xllth dynasty swept away a large part of the early temple,
and erected a much larger edifice in its place. The work was
carried out by a certain Menthuhotep, who says, " I conducted the

Shepseskaf

;

;

;

;

;

;

work in the temple, I built the god's house, dug the sacred lake,
and built the well." He also built the sacred barge of the god,
erected altars adorned with lapis lazuli, bronze, electrum, silver,
and copper, and made ornaments of malachite and costly stone.
This temple seems to have been dedicated either to Osiris of
Abydos or to Anhur, who had now become a deity of much
importance in Thinis for elsewhere one reads that Senusert 1st
erected temples to these two gods, and placed therein costly gold,
silver, copper, and bronze utensils.
During this reign also we
read of an otificial who visited Abydos on his way to collect recruits
for the army in the oasis of El Khargeh, to which a good road
runs from Abydos.
Under the great King Senusert Ilird extensive works were
carried on at Abydos. This king, desiring to be buried beside the
;

Senusert
Illrd.

Al'.NDOS
archaic kinj^s nf

I'^f^'vpl

and

tlicir

chief

5
(

'siiis,

ami

yet Icchiij;

ii

upon liim to erect a pyramid at Mcini)his, resolved to
be interred at both places. He therefore constructed a huge rockcut tomb for himself at Abydos, and here it is probable that he
was buried for a short space of time, his body afterwards being
removed to his northern pyramid. The officials whom lie sent to
superintend the temple works have left some records of themselves.
We read of one who erected a statue of the king. Another tells us
how he was sent to adorn the secret place of Osiris with gold
obtained in the king's Nubian wars. A portable shrine of gold,
silver,
lapis lazuli, caro/>-\\ood, j/wru-wood, and other costly
materials was made and the official in charge states that he also
inciiinljcut

;

decked the statue of Osiris with electrum, malachite, lapis lazuli,
and every precious stone.
At this time the god Osiris had become the chief deity of The worAbydos, and the ceremonies in connection with his worship were ^'P.^*^
of an elaborate nature,
in tlie reign of Senusert Ilird we read
of a kind of religious drama which was here enacted, and which
purposed to relate the story of the conflict between Osiris and his
enemies. The first ceremony was "The Going, Forth of Wepwat
when he proceeds to Champion his Father"; and the priests then
repelled the attacks of the enemies upon the sacred barque. Then
came the feast called " The Cireat Going Forth," when the sacred
barque was carried to the supposed tomb of Osiris in the western
desert.
Here a mimic battle was fought, and very possibly "the
slaying of the enemies" was represented by actual human sacriThe sacred barque was then carried around the upper
fices.
desert, was conveyed to the east bank of the river, and finally was
brought back to the temple. The official in charge of this ceremony then tells us how he followed the statue of the god into his
house, "to tend him when he resumed his seat."
In this drama
we catch a glimpse of the prehistoric history of Egypt, for in the
])artisans of Osiris one must sec an early conquering tribe who
defeated the aboriginal races.

(Kom

el

In the temples of Hieraconpolis

Ahmar) and Edfu one again meets with
which

traces of this

be discussed in their correct place.
King Amenemhat Ilird of the Xllth dynasty sent an official to Ihe Xllth
Abydos to assist at some such festival as the above, and this and-'^IHt'i
personage also conducted work on the sacred barge, "fashioning
its colours"; and, by virtue of his office as Master of Secret
Things, he clothed the statue of the god with its ceremonial robes.
In the Xlllth dynasty Sebekhotep Ilird built onto the temple of

tradition,

will
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In the
also restored the tomb of Senusert Illrd.
second year of Neferhotep the king states that, finding Abydos in
ruins, he searched in the library of Hehopolis, and there found
documents relating to the Osiris temple, from which he was able
to reconstruct the ceremonies and re-establish the priesthood of
Abydos. When his orders had been carried out he visited Abydos
in state, sailing up the canal which connected the town with the
Nile.
In his fourth year he issued a decree regulating the
boundaries of the necropolis, and ordering all trespassers to be
branded. The name Abdu or Abydos seems now to have become
the general name for the double city of Thinis and Abydos,
though in speaking particularly of one or the other part of the city
their individual names were used.
King Sebekemsaf built onto
the temple an otherwise unknown sovereign named Penthen left
his name here
and under King Khenzer^ a certain Amenysenb
cleansed the temple of Senusert 1st, renewed the painting of the
reliefs and inscriptions, and rebuilt the altars of the god with cedarwood.
Aahmes 1st, the first king of the XVllIth dynasty, restored
the ruined temples of Abydos, and also erected a pyramid here for
himself, in order that he might be buried temporarily beside his
ancestors before being interred in Thebes.
He also constructed
a inortuary chapel near this pyramid for his grandmother
Tetashera.
The ne.xt king, Amenhotep 1st, built a temple in
honour of his father Aahmes. Thothmes 1st, the succeeding
Pharaoh, ordered a barque to be built for Osiris, made of
cedar, the bow and stern being of electrum.
A portable barque
was also made, being decorated with gold, silver, black copper,
lapis lazuli, and other precious stones
and he ordered statues to
be erected, their standards being of electrum. He further presented the temple with otTering tables, sistrums, necklaces, censers,
and dishes. The name of Thothmes Ilnd is found in the temple
Osiris,

and

;

;

The
XVIIIth
dynasty.

;

together with that of Thothmes Illrd.

Thothmes
Illrd.

This latter king took much interest in Abydos, and built largely
onto the ancient temples, setting up also the statues of Senusert
Illrd, his ancestor.
The high priest of Osiris at this time,
named Nebuana, states that he conducted many works in the
temple of Osiris, using gold, silver, malachite, lapis lazuli, and
"every splendid and costly stone" in the decorations. "I was
summoned," he writes, speaking of himself, "to the god's golden
house, and my place was amongst his princes. My feet strode in
1

Sometimes called Nezerra.

Al'.MKlS
tlic

splendid place

;

I

was

7

ointment and
yearly tax which had to be

aiioiiUcil witli

llie

finest

;

a wreath was around my throat." The
paid into the treasury at this time by the four chief officials of
Abydos consisted of three (h'/>cnx ' of gold, a quantity of hncn,
honey, and j,'rain, and some oxen. The tax of Thinis was six
debens of gold and half a deben of silver, together with bread,
grain, honey, and cattle in vastly larger ciuantitics than those
demanded from Abydos. Yor example, 62 sacks of grain were
asked of Thinis and orlly 3 sacks of Abydos; 17 head of cattle
were asked of Thinis and about 4 or 5 of Abydos while 20 sacks
;

unknown contents were demanded from Thinis and none from
Abydos. Thus it is seen that still in the XVI Ith dynasty the city
of

I

of Thinis was very wealthy, and was the actual, as well as the
nominal, capital of the province. In this reign we read of a prince
of this Thinite province, named Antef, who controlled the entire
and the products of these oases
oasis region of the western desert
;

must have been a source of considerable wealth.
then,

we are

to

At

this period,

imagine the administration of the province as being

conducted from within the walls of the enclosed city of Thinis, at
and here we may
the north-west end of the modern village
picture the rich temples rising amidst the houses, their altars
;

gold, and their halls ringing with the noise of
sistrums and the sound of the chants of Osiris. To the south of
this enclosure, and possessing the tombs of the archaic kings in
the desert, was the city of Abdu or Abydos, and perhaps it already
was enriched with temples dedicated to Osiris and Khentamenta,
besides those dedicated to these gods within the enclosure of
Thinis. Another deity had now been joined to the company of

blazing with

gods worshipped in Thinis and Abydos. This was Unnefer, who
was identified with Osiris, and who afterwards came to be one of
the greatest gods of Egypt.
King Thothmes IVth appears to have taken great interest in The end
He presented 1200 siat of land to the temple, and ^^^j^.
Abydos.
,

He also
regulated the supply of cattle, poultry, &c., for its altars.
made endowments for the tomb of Aahmes 1st. Amenhotep I Ilrd
erected a large temple in Thinis but this was abandoned during
Of
the heretical period which followed on the death of this king.

(jynastv.

;

Akhnaton a scarab was found in the town.
King Rameses 1st of the XlXth dynasty, and King Sety 1st The.XIXth
'Jynasty.
restored some of the buildings within the Thinis enclosure but
;

the energies of the latter were mainly given to the erection of his
1

A deben

of gold weighed about 100

grammes.
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splendid temple in

Abydos proper, dedicated

to Osiris,

and

Isis,

other gods not closely connected with the
district.
It is this temple which forms the main objective of the
modern visits to Abydos, and it may be said to be perhaps the
Here the mysteries of Osiris
most beautiful temple in Egypt.

Horus, and also

to

were performed, and the souls of the dead kings were worshipped.
Rameses 1 1 nd built another temple near that of Sety 1st, and he
His activity here was
also restored some of the ancient buildings.
due to the fact that when he visited Abydos in his first year, he
had found the funds of his father's temple misappropriated, and
parts

of

it

still

unfinished.

With the assistance

of his vizir,

Parahotep, and the high priest of Osiris, named Unnefer, he soon
placed matters here upon a sound basis
and during his reign
Abydos may be said to have reached the height of its power and
wealth.
The high priest Unnefer was a personage of great importance at Abydos, and came of a family of high sacerdotal
dignitaries.
His father was high priest of Osiris before him his
step-father and half-brother were in turn high priest of Anhur, at
Thinis while his grandfather seems to have been a high priest
of Amen.
Numerous statues and steles inscribed with his name
have been found at Abydos, where he seems to have ruled in
undisputed power. A certain interest attaches to his half-brother,
who was named Minnies for, besides the office of high priest of
Anhur here, he held the position of chief ritual-priest, or in other
words chief magician, of the king. As Rameses Ilnd is generally
regarded as the Pharaoh of the oppression, this chief magician
;

;

;

;

be a personage of some interest to Biblical students.
At the back of the temple of Sety 1st, King Merenptah constructed some underground chambers, in the darkness of which
the mysteries of Osiris were performed
and perhaps human
sacrifices were here made.
By this time Osiris had become one of
the most important deities of Egypt, and Abydos was regarded
will

The worOsiris'

;

We

as the chief seat of his worship.
now hear little more of the
primitive god Wepwat and the other deities, Khentamenta and
Unnefer, are at this time merely names of Osiris. The traditions
;

relating to him have so far developed that his enemies are now
designated as the worshippers of the god Set
his wife is the
goddess Isis and his son, who avenged his murder, is the god
Horus.
The power of Osiris covered a wide province in the
religion of Egypt.
He was a sun-god, a moon-god, a god of
vegetation, a god of the Nile, and, above all, the great god of the
Dead and of the Underworld. Every person who died in the
;

;

AH Y DOS
faith,
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and one spoke of
nowadays we would use

so to speak, was identified with Osiris

"Osiris" So-and-so

in tlio

same way

lliat

;

the words " the late."

The Chancellor Bey, on behalf
k-ft his name at Abydos.

dynasty,

of Kin^ Scptah of the XXtli The XXth
King Rameses Ilird built a

Uy||^i^s^'

Thinis for the god Anhur, and seems to have erected a
He speaks of having built a large
palace for himself in or near it.
enclosing wall also, with ramps and towers, and with doors of
cedar fitted onto doorways of stone. This is perhaps the great
wall which still rises to a great height around the ruins of Thinis.
Rameses I\'th added to this temple; and he also erected a stele
on which is inscribed a prayer to Osiris that he may grant a long

temple

in

Another Pharaoh of the name of Rameses,
reign to the king.
sometimes called Rameses Vllth, also erected a stele here, praying
in very humble terms, and in beautiful language, that his life may
King
be spared a prayer, however, which was of no avail.
l'a)nezem Ilnd of the XXIst dynasty is stated to have sent a
statue of a great Libyan chieftain named Namlot to be erected at
Abydos.
Inscriptions of Kings Takeloth 1st and Ilnd have beeii found
During the reign of Taharka the vizir
in the Thinite enclosure.
Mcnthuemhat visited the royal tombs at Abydos, and inscribed
King Haabra of the XXVTth
his name on the rocks near by.
dynasty undertook some building works here, as did his successor
Aahmes Ilnd. The latter king sent an official named Pefnefdeneit
to superintend the work, and this personage records that he restored

—

Tiie
'°
'x^^v;",{^

dynasties,

the ruins of earlier temples, re-established the priestly revenues,

made vineyards. These vineyards he supplied with foreign slaves, and they then yielded 30/////
of wine per day.
He confiscated the property of the local prince,
who apparently had been held responsible for the disorder which
obtained and he applied this income to meet the burial dues of
the necropolis, in order that all persons might be freely interred
in the holy ground.
He also states that he arranged and conducted
a performance of the Osiris drama, which has been mentioned
above.
Kings Nectanebo 1st and Ilnd also turned their attention
to Abydos, and the former I'haraoh erected a temple of some
planted arbours of date palms, and

;

size.

The Ptolemies do not seem to have given much attention to The later
Abydos, and the Romans also omitted to build here. This must period,
have been due to the decline of the power of Osiris at Abydos, or
rather to the change of the seat of his worship to Phila;. Very
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heard of the once wealthy city. The temples fell into
and the unchecked town rose over them. The graves in the
necropolis were looted for the gold which they contained, and the
once holy tombs of the archaic kings were given over to the
thieves.
Even the god Osiris, who in Ptolemaic times had become

more

little

is

ruins,

the hero of
late

Roman

many complicated
days,

and

finally

legends, gradually lost favour in

became a demon

of minor but hostile

power.

The Temple

of Sety 1st

When Sety 1st, the second king of a new dynasty, came to
the throne, he must have realised that he could offer no better
proof of the legitimacy of his descent from the ancient Pharaohs
of Egypt than by displaying an active

regard for their souls'
In building this temple at Abydos, dedicated to the
main gods of Egypt, and especially to Osiris, he caused the
worship and ceremonies to centre around the paramount fact of
welfare.

from the archaic kings, and of these kings' collective
Sety 1st selected a stretch of desert land
behind the town of Abydos for the site of his temple, about a mile
his descent

identity with Osiris.

east of the city of Thinis.

If the

reader will look at the plan of

the building he will see that, unlike all other Egyptian temples,
this building has a wing or annex on its east side
and all those
;

who have

studied the building have

come

to the conclusion that

the chambers forming this wing were originally intended to be
built onto the south

end of the

unknown reason they were

axial line, but

that for

some

placed at the side. Mariette
stated that the builders had struck rock at this point, and had had
but recent excavations
to extend their work eastward to avoid it
behind the temple have shown that there is no such rock here, and
indeed there is none within a mile of the spot. These recent
excavations have disclosed a number of subterranean chambers
and passages built at a later date in more or less the axial line,
finally

;

and these are evidently the buildings referred

down

to

by Strabo, who

which, rising here in the
sand, discharged itself into a small channel, and so finally joined
The reason, then, for the turning aside of the back
the Nile.
rooms of the temple is surely obvious the builders found that
they were approaching moist, unstable sand, upon which the
states that they led

to a spring

:

A?.\'nos

1

U)
fmindiitions cniiUl never rest secure, and tliey were
(~)\ving to the
ab;uuU)n all hope of bnildinj,' in this direction.
delay thus caused, the temple was many years in process of
oljlij^ed
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AT ABYDOS

and was still unfinished at the death of Sety. It was
completed, however, by Rameses Ilnd, his son, who, in spite of
his many protestations of filial piety, placed his own name and
figure as conspicuously as possible on all the walls, and even
renamed the building after himself.

building,

I

The

fore-

and

court

second
court.
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The Pylons and Forecourt
the houses of the village,

of the temple are

and the

visitor first

still

buried under

enters the open

Second Court, of which only the southern end is now preserved.
At this end there is a raised terrace, approached by a gently
graded stairway and on this terrace rise the stumps of twelve
;

square pillars, built, like the temple, of limestone, but having
sandstone bases. These pillars supported a roof which has now
disappeared, and thus a kind of portico or pronaos was formed
along the front of the main building. The reliefs on the pillars
show Rameses Ilnd embraced by the principal gods of Egypt.
On the outer walls of the main temple there is at the east end a
long inscription which tells how Rameses Ilnd came to Abydos,
and, finding the temple unfinished, decided to continue the building.
Farther along (i) one sees a large figure of the king offering
the symbol of Truth to Osiris, Isis, and his father Sety 1st.
Next
(2) there are the figures of Horus, Isis, and Sety 1st, after which (3)
Rameses is shown standing beside a sacred tree, on the leaves of
which Ptah writes his name, while Thoth records the number of
his years.
He is presented at the same time with the royal crook

by Harmachis, behind whom Osiris stands. Rameses is
forward by Horus (?) and Khnum, preceded by the
standards of the Jackal which represents Wepwat of the south,
and that of the uninterpreted emblem of Thebes. The king then
and on the west wall (6) there is a damaged
(5) addresses Osiris
scene in which he is shown slaughtering Asiatic prisoners before

and

flail

ne.xt (4) led

;

The

first

Hypostyle
Hall.

Amen-Ra.
One now

enters the first Hypostyle Hall, the roof of which is
supported by two rows of twelve columns. To obtain some idea
of the magnificence of this hall, the visitor should look at it from
the extreme east or west end, allowing the eye to travel down the
whole length of the rows of columns. In the original plan this
hall was entered from the Second Court through seven doorways,
but all but two were later blocked up by Rameses Ilnd. Seven
corresponding doors lead from this hall into the second Hypostyle Hall, from which again seven shrines open.
These shrines
from east to west are dedicated to Sety 1st, Ptah, Harmachis,
Amen-Ra, Osiris, Mut, and Horus and thus the two Hypostyle
halls are also divided into seven sections, each dedicated respectively to one of these gods.
The visitor, however, will find it best
to examine all the main reliefs in this first Hypostyle Hall without
regard to these divisions. Commencing from the first scene on
the east side of the main entrance (7) one sees Rameses between
;

AH Y DOS
Amen-Ra and Turn
" stability."

of On,

Above
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who throw over him

tlic sij^ns

of " hfe

"

shown offering vases
before a ram-headed form of Amen-Ra.
Next (8) Rameses holds
a rehyious standard before tlie shrine of Ptah
and above this
scene he kneels upon the symbol of the union of Upper and Lower
Egypt, while the stems of the papyrus and lotus plants, emblematic of the two countries, are interlaced by Wepwat and Horus(?).
Rameses is then (9) shown worshipping Min, behind whom arc
the mystical insignia of his cult
and above this the king draws
by a rope the sacred barque of Seker, which rests upon a sledge.
On the east wall (10) Rameses is purified with the water of life
by Thoth and Horus and above this he performs a ceremonial
and

this

tht-

kinj,'

is

:

;

;

dance* before a seated figure of Ptah, behind whom stands the
lion-headed consort of that god, Sekhmet. Next (i i) he is suckled
by Hathor of Prr-k'ait, Hathor of Alabastronpolis, Hathor of
Diospolis Parva, and Hathor of Dendereh
and he is dandled
by Isis(?). This scene is intended to demonstrate the divine upbringing of the king and the next scene (12), which represents the
god Khnum, who made man on a potter's wheel, presenting the
;

;

newly-fashioned child to Ptah, is intended to show his divine
On the south wall between the doorways the reliefs
continue.
First (13) Rameses is introduced by Mut to Ptah and
Sekhmet, and Ptah records his royal name. Above this he stands
before a shrine containing the barcjue of Seker.
Then (14) he is
blest by Harmachis, while behind him stand two goddesses, one
of which is Hathor.
Above this he offers a figure of Truth to
Amen-Ra and Hathor. Next (15) he makes an offering to
Amen-Ra and Mut and above there is a variation of the same
subject.
Next (iCi'i he offers kneeling statuettes to Amen-Ra and
Mut and above this he burns incense before Amen-Ra and
Khonsu. He is then (17) seen receiving the symbol of Jubilees
from Osiris, and behind him stand Harscisis and I sis. Above this
his name is inscribed upon his shoulder by Thoth, in the presence
of Osiris.
He next (18) receives the royal cobra, the Hathor
symbol, and a necklace from Isis, and the double crown from
Horus. Above this he is suckled by Isis in the presence ot
Horseisis.
On the west wall (19) Rameses offers various golden
origin.

;

;

symbols to Osiris, Isis, and Horseosiris and above this his name
is written on the sacred tree by Thoth, he himself kneeling amidst
the foliaj^e.
He is then (20) led by Wepwat of the south and by
Harendotes to Hathor of Dendereh and (21) he is purified with
;

;

1

The

reader will

remember

that

David danced before the ark of the Lord.
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life by Thoth and Horseisis
while above this he
dances before a god and is embraced by other deities.
On the
north wall (22) he performs one of the well-known but little
understood foundation ceremonies before Horseisis, who projects
towards him the symbols of "power," "stability," and "life."
Above this he worships Horseisis. He then (23) performs the
foundation ceremony of pegging out the limits of the temple in the
presence of Osiris
the goddess Saf khet, the patron deity of
archives and records, assisting him. Above this he breaks ground
with a hoe before Osiris. Finally he receives life from Amen-Ra,
while Osiris stands behind him
and above this he offers incense

the water of

;

;

;

and a
The second
Hall

'

libation to

Amen-Ra.

f he visitor has now seen the main reliefs in this hall, and should
P^^^ through one of the seven doorways into the second Hypostyle
Hall.
The roof is supported by three rows of twelve columns, of
which the third row stands on a raised platform or terrace, which
forms the threshold of the seven sanctuaries. The reliefs on the
east and north wall of this hall do not attract one's attention.
Those on the west wall, however, are perhaps the most beautiful
temple reliefs now preserved in Egypt. From this point onwards
practically all the workmanship is that of the reign of Sety 1st,
and the superiority of these reliefs over those of Rameses Ilnd,
which have already been seen, is at once apparent. Under Sety 1st
Egyptian art reached one of its highest levels and the delicate
cutting of the stone displayed here, and in his tomb and temple at
Thebes, is worthy of the best periods of the old kingdom.^ The
;

scenes on this west wall have lost their original colour, but the
white limestone only serves to increase their beauty.
first see
Sety 1st (25) burning incense and pouring a libation before Osiris
and Harendotes. Above this he kneels before a god. He next

We

(26) presents offerings before (27) a shrine containing Osiris seated

between the goddesses Maat and Renpet on the one side, and I sis,
Amentet-Hapet, and Nephthys on the other. Above this he pours
1

The

art of this period

may

be traced

in its

development from that of the

One first finds a softening
Thothmes IVth, which becomes
very marked in the late years of Amenhotep Illrd. Then follows the exaggeration of the new characteristics under Akhnaton, and the attempted return
Under Horemheb the influence of
to the old canons under Tutankhamen.
Akhnaton is still marked, though, in the main, the style has returned to that
of Amenhotep Illrd. These varying characteristics are, however, solidified
early

XVlIlth dynasty with considerable

influence, perhaps

under Sety
Pharaohs.

1st

;

due

clearness.

to Syria, in the art of

but after this the art steadily deteriorates under the Ramesside
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a libation before Osiris and Isis.
He then (28) offers a figure of
Truth to Osiris, Isis, and Horseisis wliile al)ove this lie kneels
;

before Horus

and the

and

Isis,

receiving

the curved sword,

the crook,

from the former.
One should now enter the first sanctuary at the west end, which he-sinciuwas dedicated to Horus. On its walls Sety is shown worshipping
^"^h \\"i*ll
that god
and especially noticeable are the beautiful reliefs on the of the
east side (29), where one sees the sacred barque of Horus standing second
in its shrine, the king burning incense before it, while below he j|yi|"'^iy'<=
makes various offerings to Horus and Isis. At the end of the
sanctuary is a false door which was heavily inlaid with metal, as is
shown by the deep cutting between the ornamentation. One may
notice the grass mats rolled up at the top of each panel of the door,
as was the custom in the case of real doorways.
Between the
entrance of this sanctuary and that of the next there is a recess in
which the deities Isis, Unnefer, and Horseosiris are shown and
above this there is a large relief (30) showing the king receiving
emblems of royalty from Horus and Isis. The second sanctuary
is dedicated to Mut, and on either wall one sees the sacred barque
of the goddess, before which the king burns incense.
The rest of
the reliefs show him making various offerings to Mut.
The recess
between this and the next sanctuary contains figures of Nut, Osiris,
and Isis and above it (31) the king is seen kneeling and burning
incense between Osiris and Isis. The third sanctuary is that of
Osiris, and through it one passes into the chambers specially
dedicated to his worship, which will be described later.
On the
east wall (32) the king is seen burning incense before a shrine containing the emblem of Abydos
the wig and head of Osiris raised
upon a pole. In front of the shrine are five standards, namely,
tlail

1

;

;

;

:

the Jackal Wepwat of the south, the Jackal Wepwat of the north,
the Ibis of Hennopolis, the Hawk of the Horus tribes, and the
figure of Anhur of Thinis.
On the opposite wall (33) there is the

and one may here notice the rich and
the coloured fans and plumes, the head
of Osiris above the shrine in the barque, and the fruit offerings
of grapes, pomegranates, figs, &c.
Between this and the next

sacred barque of Osiris
elaborate ornamentation

;

:

sanctuary the recess

in the wall is decorated with the figures of
Mut, Amen-Ra, and Khonsu and above it (34) the king is seen
kneeling between .Amen-Ra and Osiris, bedecked with the magnificent insignia of royalty. The next sanctuary, which lies in the
axial line of the temple, is dedicated to Amen-Ra, the great god of
the empire.
In the reliefs he is sometimes shown in the form of
;
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Min, as at the Luxor temple and elsewhere. One sees the sacred
barque of the god, accompanied by those of Mutand Khonsu and
again one observes the gaudy fans, plumes, and insignia. Fruit
and flowers are heaped before the barque grapes, figs, pomegranates, trailing vines, festoons of flowers are shown and jars of
wine, golden statuettes, &c., are here seen. Outside this sanctuary
the next recess in the wall contains the figures of Harmachis, AmenRa, and Mut; and the relief above it (35) shows the king kneeling
between Amen-Ra and the ram-headed Harmachis, receiving from
the former a curved sword and a mace. The king holds a tame
bird in his hand.
The following sanctuary is that of Harmachis,
;

:

;

The next recess
reliefs are not unlike those already seen.
contains the figures of Sekhmet, Ptah, and Harmachis and the
large relief above it (36) shows the king in the sacred tree, on the
leaves of which Ptah and Horus(?) write his name. The next
and the

;

sanctuary

is

dedicated to Ptah, but

it

is

much

ruined.

One

here

notices again the clean white of the walls, which so admirably
shows off the fine workmanship of the reliefs. Between this and

the next sanctuary the recess
king with Thoth and above

in the wall

contains the figures of the

he is seen offering to Ptah
(damaged) and Sekhmet. The last sanctuary is dedicated to
Sety 1st himself On its walls we see (38) the king enthroned and
carried by three hawk-headed beings called " The Spirits of Pe " (a
city in the Delta), and three jackal-headed beings called " The
These two cities
Spirits of Nekhen,'' i.e. Kom el Ahmar (p. 307).
were the archaic capitals of Lower and Upper Egypt. Before
him go the standards of the shield and crossed arrows of Neith,
the so-called scorpion sign, the emblem of Thebes, the disc and
;

feathers of

Amen-Ra,

The Hall

hawk

of the

Horus

tribes, the ibis of

Hermopolis, and the jackals, Wepwat, of the south and north.
Above this the king, holding the crook and flail, stands between
Thoth and Nekheb on the one side and Horus and Uazet on the
other.
The goddesses Uazet and Nekheb are the patron deities
We next (39) see the
of the two above-mentioned capitals.
for, like the gods, he possessed an image
barque of the king
which was carried in this portable vessel in the temple procesAnother interesting scene here (40) shows him seated
sions.
above the sign of union between Nekheb and Uazet, while Horus
and Thoth lace together the stems of the papyrus and lotus plants,
and Safkhet records the ceremonial union.
Between this last sanctuary and the passage on the east side,
closed with an iron door, there is an open doorway leading into a
;

of Seker.

the

this (37)

three-coluinncd

On

liall,

known

to ilic Kj^yplians as ilic Hall of Sckcr.

show the kinj^ worshipping the hawkheaded Seker and the human-formed Timi. On the east wall are
four recesses, of which the first contains the figures of Turn, Tlioth,
and Seker; the second of Osiris, Min-Ka (?), and a god whose
name is now lost the third of Seker, I'tah, and Seker again and
llie fourth of Osiris, Turn, and llor-ur of tlic south.
Between
the north wall ihc reliefs

;

;

is shown worshipi)ing the gods.
On tlie
west wall he offers four times to the hawk-headed Seker.
Two rooms lead otTthe southern end of this hall, the first having Chamber
The first is the °^ ""'•
a vaulted roof, and the second being now roofless.
chamber of Tum, and in the reliefs one sees the king adoring that
god and the associated deities. On the east wall (41), at the top,
the king kneels before a shrine containing the humanly-formed
Ptah-Thenen, a disk-headed .A.mcn-dwelling-in-Aten, a licd^
headed Osiris-Unnefer, a sphinx representing the king, and the
Below this the king kneels before the lionlion-headed Sekhmet.
Iieaded Tum, on whose head is his distinctive symbol of a hawk
and lotus-flower, Ptah-Osiris, Shu, the hawk Horus perched upon
the ua:jct sign, Isis, Nephthys (?), Nekheb, and a woman-headed
hawk of Hathor. On the opposite wall (42), at the top, he worships
before a shrine containing the mummified hawk of .Seker, the lionheaded Tum, the ibis-headed Thoth, a naos in which is a lotus
and a crescent-moon connected with the worship of Tum, a sphinx
representing the king, and the lion-headed Tum holding a flail
and sacred eye. Below this the king burns incense before a shrine
containing a figure of Tum with a hawk and lotus upon his head,
Nu the primeval water, Khepera, the dawn, with a scarab on his
head, Thoth, and damaged figures of Neith and Uazet.
The second room, the Chamber of Osiris, has upon its walls Chamber
some curious reliefs. On the east wall (43) we see the king kneel- °'^ Osins.
ing before a naos containing the two hawks of Seker, and behind
The god,
this is a representation of the sarcophagus of Osiris.
crowned with the crown of Upper Egypt, lies upon a bier, and Isis
in the form of a hawk hovers over him, while the goddess in
human form and Horus stand at either end of the body. Above
this relief one sees Osiris holding a crook and flail, the jackalheaded Anubis, Nekheb wearing the crown of Upper Egypt, and
three unnamed figures holding snakes and lizards, who are said to
be giving life, might, and strength to the king. On the opposite

these recesses the king

'

>

The symbol ded

of Osiris,

will

be seen at

and has the meaning of "

(52).

It

perhaps represents the backbone

stability."
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wall (44) one sees a shrine containing two hawks, one representing I sis and the other Horus and behind this is the sarcophagus
;

Osiris again.

of

He

Hes on

Egyptian tombs, while
this

again

is

the

lion-couch,

so

common

in

and Horus bend over him. Behind
which a now damaged figure of the

Isis

a shrine in

hippopotamus goddess Taurt is shown. From these rehefs it is
clear that in this chamber were celebrated the mysteries connected
with the resurrection of Osiris.
after his

murder and

intercourse with

his

burial,

wife

Tradition stated that the god,

came to life for a short time and had
Isis, who
afterwards gave birth to

Horus.
^j'^eOsiris
Halls.
is

Behind the sanctuary of Osiris, which, it will be remembered,
the third from the west end, there is a portion of the temple

especially dedicated to Osiris.

The

visitor

should enter

it

through

the Osiris Sanctuary, and he will then find himself in a hall, the
On the north wall
roof of which was supported by eight columns.

damaged, but are still good.
shows the king ofifering before the
and below this he worships
shrine of Anubis, containing a jackal
at the shrine of Harendotes, in which is the figure of a hawk.
The third relief (46) shows him opening the door of the shrine of
Horus, which contains a hawk. The eighth relief (47) shows at
the top the shrine of Heket, in which is the figure of a frog and
below this the king opens the door of the shrine of Min-HorseisisThe ninth relief (48) represents him worshipping at the shrine of
the reliefs have been intentionally

The

first relief

at the top {45)

;

;

the

cow

SJieutait.

On

the south wall (49)

is

the great

emblem

of

Abydos, the head of Osiris, having a large ornamental wig, placed
upon a pole, while the king and Isis worship it. Next (50) is the
ibis-standard of Thoth then (51) the great khcrp or baton of Thoth
and the hawk-standard next (52) the ^/dY/-symbol of Osiris clothed
with a girdle and skirt and (53) the king and Isis lift the same
;

;

;

symbol.
On the rest of the wall the reliefs show the king
worshipping various gods. We see, then, that the reliefs in this
hall were intended to give a kind of catalogue of the larger shrines

and emblems employed in the Osiris worship. Three sanctuaries
lead off the west end of the hall. The first is dedicated to Horus,
and the fine coloured reliefs show the king offering to that god,
with whom are associated Osiris and Isis. The second chamber
is dedicated to Osiris, and to the king who is here identified with
The brilliant reliefs show the king crowned and enthat god.
throned, wearing the insignia of Osiris, while Anubis, Isis, Thoth,
salute him
and on the end wall he is embraced

and Horseosiris

:
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by

Osiris, with

dedicated to

whom

Isis,

are

I

and the

with Osiris and Horns.

sis

reliefs sliow

The

third sanctuary

is

the kinj^ worshippinjf her

The four-columned

sanctuaries, which forms the east

so
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and Horns.

hall with its three

end of the Osiris Halls,

much ruined that it does not repay a visit.
One now returns to the second Hypostyle

Hall,

is

now

and enters the

passage at the east side, closed by an iron door. On the south wall
One sees Sety 1st
of this passage (54) is the famous list of kings.
holding a censer, and the young prince Rameses, afterwards
and before
King Rameses Hnd, reading from a papyrus
thcni in two rows are the cartouches of a large number of the
l^haraohs of E,L;ypt, beginning with Mena and ending with himThe third row of cartouches is a repetition of his own
self.
This list has been of great value to Egyptologists in
names.
but it
ti.ting the position of certain of the less known Pharaohs
does not give the names of all the monarchs, and the spelling of

riic list

f>f

"^"'K^'

;

;

some

of the earlier

names

is

defective.

A

passage leading towards the south, and ending in a stairway,
once led out to the desert at the back of the temple and it seems
to have been used at the festivals in which the processions visited the
tomb of Osiris. The reliefs date from the reign of Rameses Ilnd.
On the west wall (55) that king and his son, Prince Amenherkhepshef,' are seen catching a bull for sacrifice
and farther
along (56) the king drags forward the elaborate barque of Seker.
On the east wall (57) he and four genii pull at a rope which is
attached to a net in which many wild duck have been caught.
These he and his son present to Amen-Ra and Mut.
At the
;

;

other end of the wall

(58) he drives four sacrificial calves to
Khonsu, and dances before a god whose figure is now destroyed.
Returning to the passage in which the list of kings is shown,
one may pass through the iron door at its east end into several
ruined and unfinished chambers.
One first enters a hall of ten
columns, in which the reliefs have never been completed. Those
at the south-west corner, showing the slaughtering of cattle, are of
good workmanship, and especially one figure (59) is noticeable for
It represents a man pulling at a rope attached
its spirited action.
to the hind leg of a bull, and one can well see the tension of his
muscles. The other chambers are hardly worth visiting.
One
hall contains reliefs representing the sacred barques, and a bench
or shelf running around the walls seems to have been the resting1 This
prince, who was the heir-apparent, seems to have died
Rameses Ilnd was succeeded by another son, Merenplah.

early,

for

Unfinished
"-liambers.
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of the actual barques.
Foreign inscriptions of the 6th
century B.C., and later Coptic inscriptions, are scrawled upon the
place

walls.

The Temple of
The

rich-

ness

and

the temple.

The temple

of

Rame.ses IInd

Rameses IInd, which was erected

king's reign, lies a short

early in that

distance to the north-west of that of

It is very much ruined, and only the lower parts of the
and the bases of the pillars remain but even from this
remnant one may learn how costly and beautiful was the
In describing the edifice, Rameses IInd states
original building.

Sety

1st.

walls

;

that he built this

"august temple, established

for eternity," for the

god Unnefer and that it had " portals of granite, the doors thereto
of copper, wrought with figures in real electrum a great sanctuary
of alabaster set in granite"; and other costly features. He also
states how "he established for the god permanent daily offerings.
... He filled the temple with everything it was overflowing with
food and provisions, bulls, calves, oxen, geese, bread, wine, fruit
it
was filled with slaves, doubly supplied with fields, made
numerous with herds the granaries were filled to overflowing,
The treasury was filled
the grain-heaps approached heaven.
with every costly stone, silver, gold in blocks; the magazine was
;

;

;

;

.

filled

.

.

He planted
with everything from the tribute of all countries.
set with e\ery kind of tree, all sweet and fragrant

many gardens

woods, and the plants of the Land of Punt." One sees, then, in
these ruins, the remains of a temple of exceptional richness and
The few remaining reliefs upon the walls display a
beauty.

removed above that shown in most
and the visitor will find it worth his
while to devote some time to an examination of the ruins. The
modern gate of the temple has been affixed to the doorway leading
into the Second Court and the Forecourt lies half buried in
delicacy of

workmanship

far

of the temples of this period

;

;

The
.Second

rubbish outside the protected area.
One enters the Second Court through a pink granite portal, on
which one sees the king offering to Osiris, while Thoth and Safkhet
record his jubilee. Around three sides of this court ran a covered
gallery, the roof of which was supported by rectangular pillars,
having on their outer sides colossal figures of the king in the form
of Osiris.

At the fourth or northern side these figures were con-
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upon a raised platform, and, together
with a second row of square pillars, served to support the roof of a
kind of vestibule. The reliefs in the Second Court are of considerable interest. At the east end of the north wall we see (i) a
number of priests carrying flowers, and leading towards the temple
a bull, fattened for sacritice and bedecked with flowers, an oryx,
and a gazelle. Coming from the temple to meet these sacrificial
gifts there is (2) a procession headed by men clapping their hands,
singing, blowing trumpets, and carrying festal banners.
Behind
tinued, but here they stood

them there

is a chariot, the horses of which are held by a groom,
while another holds the reins.
Then follow a group of nobles,
behind whom are soldiers with feathers in their hair who play upon

Other soldiers, carrying shields, spears, and axes,
and more standard-bearers are then seen while finally
there are negroes, one of whom has a tom-tom slung behind him,
and Asiatics clad in long robes. The scenes along the east wall
show (3) a number of priests leading to the temple fatted bulls and
castanets.

follow

;

;

a calf, while others carry offerings of geese, pigeons, bread, fruit,
&c. Farther along this wall one sees only the lower part of reliefs,
representing persons carrying offerings but towards the end (4)
the masonry is less ruined, and one sees the temple servants bearing dishes of food on their heads, the procession being led by one
who carries on his shoulders a statuette of the king, preceded by
a Ritual-Priest burning incense before it. The scribe of the temple,
with pen and writing-tablet in hand, and a priest displaying his
baton of office, receive the offerings.
Turning to the other side of the court, the west wall is just high
enough to allow of the lower reliefs being seen. Butchers (5) are
shown slaughtering and cutting up the sacrificial bulls and (6)
servants are seen running forward with the joints of meat, each of
which has been purified by the Libation-Priest, who carries the
vase of holy water, and presents the ofl^erings to the scribe whose
business it is to record them.
Bulls, antelopes, and geese (7) are
brought to the temple, and (8) are received by a scribe who writes
their number upon a tablet, a priest who burns incense, another
who extends his hand, and a Ritual-Priest who holds the baton of
;

;

his office.

The
bule.

Vesti-

One now ascends the low steps to the raised Vestibule. On the
east wall (9) nine captive southern tribes are represented, their
names written in ovals, above each of which rise the head and
shoulders of a typical negro. With the exception of Wawat, or
Lower Nubia, these tribes are all located above the Second Cataract.
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On

the west wall (10) a similar scene shows nine captive Asiatic
tribes.
PVom this \'eslibule four small chambers lead olV. In the

Room

of

is a scene (1 1) in which the king is shown
baton towards a now damaged barcjue containing

Hathor there

holdinj^ out the

a statue of the cow of Hathor suckling a small figure of the I'haraoh.
In the Room of Rameses Ilnd (12) the king, seated in a sacred
barc[ue which rests upon a sledge, is drawn along by six figures,
representing the spirits of Eileithyiapolis or Nekheb (El Kab) and
The Room of the Union is
the spirits of I'e, a city in the Delta.
but in the Room of Sety
too much damaged to be of interest
one may distinguish the lower part of a barque which contained
a figure of Sety 1st. These four rooms, then, which are dedicated
to the father of Rameses Ilnd, to himself, to the Union, and to
Hathor, the goddess of birth and of maternity, are evidently intended to demonstrate the fact of the succession of Rameses Ilnd
and they are thus a fitting introto the divine rights of his father
duction to the scenes in the inner chambers, where he stands in
the presence of the gods.
One passes now through a ruined grey-granite doorway into the First Octofirst Octostyle
Hall, the roof of which was supported by eight ^^y'"^ HMsquare pillars of sandstone. Only the lower parts of the walls
remain, and here one sees a line of kneeling Nile-deities, each
bearing a tray of otilerings. A narrow stairway, once ascending
to the roof, leads from the east side of this hall.
On the west side
there is a chamber (Room of Anhur) in which only the lower part
of the reliefs can be seen.
One next enters the much ruined second Octostyle Hall, from The second
;

;

which three chambers lead on either
side are for Osiris.

a

number

In the

Room

side.

The

three on the east ^^'°^'y'°

of Linen a relief represents

of priests carrying necklaces

and a casket containing

The king walks behind them, pouring out a libation.
The Rooms of Ornaments and of Offerings are much ruined but
fine linen.

;

in the

Room

of

Upper Egypt,
In the

Room

Thoth a

relief

shows the king, wearing the crown of

ottering a pot of incense to a seated figure of Osiris.

of

Min

the king

is

seen pouring libations and burn-

ing incense before the sacred barques, while on the west wall he
worships the god Min; but these scenes are much damaged. In

Room

Horus Gods one sees the king, wearing
Lower Egypt, dancing before the gods, and holding
On the opposite
in each hand a symbol composed of three vases.
Two once
wall he is given life by a damaged figure of Horus.
splendid, but now much ruined, chambers lead respectively from the*

the

of the Cycle of

the crown of
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chamber on

either side of the hall. In each of these chambers
a series of recesses around the walls have once contained statues of
the various gods.
In the west room the first recess in the south
wall (ii) is less ruined than are the others and here one sees the
king making the mystical sign of holding up the little finger before
a figure of Osiris standing in front of a winged rt'<?rt'-symbol, which is
thought to be a conventionalised representation of the backbone
of Osiris.
The room on the east side of the sanctuary has upon
its west wall a relief (12) showing three deities, of which the first
is nameless, the second is the goddess Heket of Abydos, and the
third is the god Anubis of the necropolis.
The room on the west
side of the sanctuary has at its south end a shelf on which offerings were placed.
On the west wall (13) three goddesses are
shown the first is nameless, the second is the scorpion goddess
Selk, and the third is Hathor of Dendereh.
The Sanctuary is so much ruined that it is difficult now to picture
third

;

:

The
'

^"'^ "^'^^'

it

now

fallen,

The

magnificence.

in its original

has

but originally

it

is

splendid doors of beaten bronze.

made

entirely of alabaster, resting

great pink-granite doorway

said to

The

have been

walls of the

fitted

with

chamber were

on a foundation of sandstone,

and were covered with reliefs and inscriptions, of which only a few
traces are now left.
At the end of the chamber there was a now

much broken group

of five seated figures sculptured in grey granite.

These represented Sety 1st, a Queen, Osiris, Rameses Ilnd, and
another god or personage whose name is lost and in this group
the purpose of the temple is shown.
Osiris, who embodied the
personalities of the dead Pharaohs of Egypt, was here worshipped
as the king's ancestor, having the same spiritual relation to
Rameses as had his father Sety 1st in actual fact. In one of the
rooms of the temple a list of kings was found, and was carried out
;

of the country

many

years ago.

One

sees, then, that, like the

was a shrine of the dead monarchs,
whose virtues and divine rights were inherited by Rameses Ilnd.

temple of Sety

1st, this

also

Other Remains
The numerous

other remains at

Abydos need only be recorded

briefly here, as they are rarely visited.
The remains of the city
of This and of the " Temenos of Osiris " are to be found to the
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temple of Rameses. Here mounds and pits of
rubbish, with some fragments of masonry sliowinj^ above the
Hij^h walls of
surface, mark the site of the once famous place.
crude brick are seen around it, and on the east side is the sacretl
In the desert behind this site lies the necropolis, one of
lake.
the most extensive in Ej,'ypt. Tombs of almost all periods have
Some distance back towards the western hills
here been found.
two low mounds of a red colour will be seen. These are composed of the fragments of the offcring-pols placed upon the tombs
of the earliest kings of Egypt by later generations
and beneath
the mounds M. .Amelineau and Professor Petric discovered these
early royal sepulchres, dating from the 1st and Ilnd dynasties.
The tombs are now not worth visiting, for they are half-covered
by debris. Some distance to the north-west of these tombs stands
a large and imposing brick building, now known as the .Shunet cs
Zcbil).
The walls still stand to a height of over 40 feet. The
length of the building is about 400 feet, and its breadth over 200.
It was evidently a fortress of the 1st or Ilnd dynasty
but in
later limes it was used as a burial-place for ibis-mummies, that
bird being sacred.
Hence it received in ancient Egyptian the
name Shenet Debhib, "The Storehouse of the Ibis-mummies,"
and this is evidently the origin of the meaningless modern name
which would be translated "The Raisin Magazine."
Another
somewhat similar fortress lies to the west, and is now used as a
Coptic monastery, known as Anba Musas.
In the desert to the
south of the necropolis is the temple and "false "-tomb of Senusert Illrd.
The temple was discovered by Dr. Randal Maclver,
and the tomb by the present writer. Here the body of Senusert
was probably laid previous to its final burial at Dashour, in order
that it might be near Osiris for a while.
Other " false "-tombs are
here found, and there is a " false "-pyramid of Aahmes 1st farther
noilh-\ve.st of the

;

;

to the south.

Between Abydos and Nag'-Hamadi the only site of interest is
cemetery of El Amrah, 5 miles south of
Abydos, on the west bank. This is now entirely excavated. A
few graves of this and later j^eriods are the only remains until
that of the prehistoric

Hou

is

reached.

CHAPTER

ES SAYAD— DENDEREH

HOU AND KASR
of visitin-

Hou
Kasr
^^^

ancf
es

A ^"^^^ passing
remains

the railway bridge of Nag'-Hamadi, the

'^^

first

which are met with are situated in the
neighbourhood of the modern town of Hou on the west bank of the
The tombs of Kasr
river, .and Kasr es Sayad on the east bank.
es Sayad are decorated with reHefs which are only rather poor
copies of those found at Sakkara and elsewhere, and the traveller
will not find them quite worth a visit while there are other and
Nor are the antiquities at Hou of any
better things to be done.
general interest. Those who wish to visit the tombs ^ of Kasr es
Sayad should take the early train from Luxor to the station of El
Dabbeh, which is reached about 9 a.m. Donkeys must here be
procured, and the traveller is advised to bring his own saddle with
him from Luxor. The path runs direct from the station to the
cliffs, which are here of magnificent form and colour, and thence
bears off to the right, round the corner and straight ahead for two
miles or so. The i^eturn journey to Luxor can be made by the
train, or the visitor can arrange with one of the excursion
steamers to stop to pick him up at Kasr es Sayad. For a visit to
Hou, Nag'-Hamadi is the nearest station.
ancient

The History
Hou.

II

Hou and Kasr

of

es

Sayad

The modern town of Hou marks the site of the ancient Diospolis
In early days
Parva, the capital of the province of that name.
the city was named Hct-SckJtem^ " The House, or Fortress, of the
Hathor-totem," and thus, like Dendereh, it was presided over by
Very little is known of its history. The
the goddess Hathor.
prehistoric cemeteries near by indicate that it already existed at
that period.

The

cemeteries also show that
1

See

p. 28.
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it

was flourishing

IIDU
diirinj^

the Old

AND KASR

and Middle Kinj^doms.
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Duiinj^ the XVlltli dynasty

was here a settlement of those Nubian tribes who buried
dead in what are called " pan-graves," and who, perhaps,
were retained here as soldiers. As there was a fortress here in
Rouuin times, it is ciuitc possible tliat there was one in early days
also.
lib dynasty have also been found,
Cemeteries of the X\
and that the city was at this time flourishini,' is shown by the size
of the tax which the officials were called upon to pay each year to
the crown.
In the reign of Thothmes Ilird the tax paid by the
Recorder of the city consisted of five (fedi'ns of gold, a large quantity
of grain, and other items now unreadable, while the Scribe of the
Recorder paid three dchciis of gold. In the XXI I nd dynasty we read
there

their

1

1

Lady of Diospolis Parva, who was made
Governor of the Oases. The Oasis of El Khargeh is most easily
reached by the caravan route from Hou, the journey on camels
taking about four to five days. The remains of the temple at llou
bear the names of Ptolemy V'llth, Philometer 1st, Ptolemy Xth,
I'hilometer Ilnd, the F^mpcror Nerva, and the Kmperor Hadrian.
The fortress built here in Roman times may have been used as a
basis of communication with the oasis.
The name of the city of Khenoboskion in early times is not Khenoknown with certainty. Its (neek name Khenoboskion, liowever, Ijoskion.
which means " geese-pasture," suggests that large numbers of geese
were here reared. Now, in the list of town taxes of the reign of
Thothmes llird, one reads that a certain city situated north of
Dendereh and not far from Hou, and named Heturt-Amenemhat,
was called upon each year to provide 500 geese (?), amongst other
items.
It is therefore possible that Heturt-Amenemhat is the
name of Khenoboskion. In early times it was perhaps the terminus
of one of the many eastern trading roads or caravan routes to the
gold-mines, and it is not unlikely that it was originally an ofishoot
from the city of Diospolis Parva. In the Vlth dynasty two of the
princes of the province of Diospolis Parva, and other nobles whose
names are now lost, where buried in the cliffs behind Khenoboskion,
which suggests that at this date the daughter city had become
equal in size to the parent. The name Heturt-Amenemhat, " The
great enclosure of Amenemhat," seems to indicate that a fortress
was erected here by one of the kings of the Xllth dynasty named
Amenemhat and, if this is so, one may draw a close parallel
between the twin cities of Diospolis Parva and Khenoboskion and
those of Hieraconpolis and Eileithyiapolis, Elephantine and Syene,
Hierasycaminos or Pselchis and Contra Pselchis (Kubban), and

of a Priest of Hathor,

;
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others.
is

In each of these cases the parent city of great antiquity

situated on the west side of the river,

and

trading centre,

its

under the XI Ith dynasty, is situated on the east bank.^
In the XVI I Ith dynasty the heavy tax imposed upon the Mayor
of Heturt-Amenemhat is a proof of the wealth of the city at that
time.
This tax consisted of 5 dcbens of gold, i deben of silver, over

fortified

1000 loaves,

many

sacks of grain, &c., 5 calves, 3 yearlings, 3 twoand the 500 geese mentioned above.
In later times Khenoboskion is mentioned in the Itinerary of
Antonine, a list of Roman stations, and elsewhere, and was then
still of importance.
The high mounds of ruins and debris which
year-olds, 2 full-grown oxen,

marked the site in modern times have been almost entirely dug
away by the sebakhhi, or peasants who use the remains of ancient
towns as manure, there being certain beneficial chemicals
decayed rubbish.

The Antiquities
Hou.

The town

of

Hou

is

of

Hou and Kasr

es

in the

Sayad

a large, untidy place rising high upon the

These

mounds, composed
and the usual debris
They are being dug away by the scbakhht, and in

ruins of the ancient city.

ruins consist of

of collapsed brick buildings, broken pottery,

of a town.
places these excavations are so extensive that one may stand on
some high eminence and watch the people digging through the

same broken bricks and potsherds

The remains

thirty feet below.

of a sandstone temple are to be seen among these mounds, not far
from the market-place. On the bank of the river there are traces

of an ancient quay wall.

town stands the

Roman

some

high

On

the edge of the desert behind the

fortress, the brick walls of

Near

which are

still

cemeteries of
the prehistoric period, the XI Ith dynasty, and the XVI I Ith dynasty,
excavated by Professor Flinders Petrie, extend over the desert.
The tombs
As has been said, nothing now remains of the ruins of Kheno° h^j^*^^^ boskion itself.
The two rock tombs which are cut into the cliffs
Sayad.

fifteen feet

in places.

this fort the

—

date from the Vlth dynasty that period of Egypt's many-phased
history when, under the strong rule of the Pepys, the organisation

Upper Egyptian provinces was practically for the first time
undertaken. In many of the provincial towns the local princely
family became elevated to a considerable degree of importance,
of the

^

See also the history of Onibos, opposite to Koptos.
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lombs of these
families, dating from just this one dynasty. These two tombs were
the burial-places of Prince Zauta and Prince Adu, who were both
l)rinces of the province of Diospolis Parva.
Prince Zauta seems
to have been th^ founder of the family, and the workmanship
shown in his tomb is better than that in the tomb of Adu, who
at several district capitals there

remain

fine

probably succeeded him.

Zauta held the titles of Prince of the
Province, Governor of the South, Keeper of the Door of the South
(/>. of the Nubian frontier). Master of the Secrets of the Door of
the South, ^r/<;-//(;- Prince, Governor of the Fortress,' Sole Companion, Royal Registrar, Ritual-Priest, and Overseer of the Priests
of the Pyramids of Meryra, Merenra, and Neferkara. Adu's titles
were the same, with the omission of those relating to Nubia and
the south, probably owing to the fact that this office had been
handed over to the prince of some other province. A prince of
Dendcreh held the title at about this period, and princes of
Elephantine are also known to have held it. The fact that Zauta
and .Adu are both connected with the pyramids of King Neferkara
Pcpy Ilnd and his predecessors shows that they lived at the end
of the dynasty, and it is possible that in the troubled times which
followed, the Nubian frontier was not protected.
On the way to these two tombs the visitor will pass five rock Tcmb
tombs of no interest. The sixth tomb is that of Adu. On either *^
side of the broken entrance of this

tomb

there are inscriptions cut
On entering, the

into the rock, giving the titles of the prince.

tomb

seen to consist of a rectangular chamber, from the back
which a sloping passage leads down into the actual
sepulchre, now blocked with rubbish.
The walls of the chamber
are decorated with coloured reliefs similar to those found at
Sakkara and elsewhere. Upon the inner side of the front wall
immediately to one's right on entering is a much damaged scene
is

wall of

showing Adu harpooning fish, and to one's left is the corresponding
scene showing him hunting birds with a boomerang. The rushes
amongst which the hunt is taking place are full of birds of various
kinds,
is

and a

figure
1

butterfly

The

is

also seen.

The lower

part of the scene

end wall of the chamber has upon it the
of the prince standing before the usual offerings, and there

destroyed.^

left

Heqhet.

It is necessary to state that an interpretation of this scene given in
another guide-book, in which Adu becomes a warrior with weapon uplifted
to slaughter his enemies, is as incorrect as the general description of the
'-

two tombs there given.

of
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also part of a stele or false-door depicted, above which is an
inscription of some length giving the usual laudatory comment on

is

his

the

life.

The

reliefs

on the corresponding wall at the right end of
The back wall has upon it a large

tomb are destroyed.

quantity of offerings, while at the far end, to one's left, are scenes
The first two from the top contain hunting inciin five registers.
dents the third shows tame animals being fed, &c. the fourth
;

;

contains

some

which a man
being held and

interesting cooking scenes, in two of

seen fanning the food or the fire over which it is
row one sees a number of slaughtered gazelles.
The second tomb, that of Prince Zauta, has had a large part of
j|.g fj.Qj,{ ^all quarried away by some unscrupulous persons in need
of easily obtained slabs of stone.' The reliefs which are still to be
seen on the inner side of this wall show the slaughtering of cattle,
is

;

in the fifth

Tomb
Zauta.

of

The
figure of the owner with the titles inscribed above it.
tomb, although much damaged, is seen to have consisted of three
main rooms, the entrance-door having led into the middle room
but the partition walls are now destroyed. From the back wall
of this middle room the shaft descends, in the form of a sloping
passage, to the burial chamber, now blocked with debris. From
the left-hand chamber a small undecorated room leads, in which
are four niches only large enough to have contained small objects
and a

;

From the
of funeral furniture.
recess leads, now much damaged.

right-hand chamber

On

a

small

the far wall of this right-

hand chamber are reliefs showing the prince seated before a
number of persons who are bringing offerings to him, and some
figures of ritual-priests near by are engaged in a well-known
ceremony, descriloed elsewhere (p. 274). On the corresponding
left wall are hunting scenes, and representations of servants bringing offerings. On the sides of the entrance to the shaft the prince
seen seated to receive more offerings.
In the neighbourhood of these two tombs there is a cemetery
of the same period, which seems to have been almost entirely dug
out by tomb-plunderers.
is

From Hou to Dendereh, on the East B.\nk
Between Khenoboskion and Keneh on the east bank there are
mounds of an old town at Deshneh and at Fou, which was the
and there is a small plundered cemetery at El
ancient Bopos
the

;

1

Probably early

in the

nineteenth century.
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town of Kcnch marks the site of the ancient
beinj,' thus in Greek times called "New-town,"
cannot date earlier than that period. Neither on this nor on the
west bank will the visitor find anything' to interest him.
KeiKiwich.

Tlic

Kainepolis, which

'rUK AnCIKNT SlTK.S ON TllK W'\:si B.\NK.
Ridin;.^ alonjjf

the desert southwards from Hou one passes several
dug out, while a small Roman fort

prehistoric cemeteries, mostly
is

also seen.

Near Wakf there are

prehfstoric cemeteries,

and

New

Empire. The city known in the
XV'IIIth dynasty as Wahast, and seemingly connected with the
oases, is listed as being situated ne.vt to Hou and Khenoboskion
and is probably to be located somewhere near Wakf. Other prehistoric cemeteries lie some six miles south of Wakf but near
Dendereh there is little of value or importance. There do not
seem to have been any prehistoric settlements nearer Dendereh,
which at that time was a kind of no-man's land between the
territory of the tribes of Diospolis Parva and that of the Setworshippers of Ombos.
also a few graves of the

;

;

DENDEREH
in

The temple of Dendereh is
Upper Egypt, as it is one

usually visited by persons travelling Methods of
"'
^
of the best preserved of the ancient ^'>""|g

It stands on the edge of the western desert opposite
The tourist
Keneh, about half-an-hours ride from the river.
steamers allow the passengers sufificient time to visit the temple,
but one may also make the excursion with ease from Luxor by
At Keneh station one may obtain a carriage in which to
railway.
drive to the bank of the ri\er, where a ferry-boat will be found.
Donkeys should have been sent on from the station to meet one
on the west bank, and the ride through the fields to the temple is

edifices.

usually enjoyable.

Thk History of Dendereh
it

In ancient times the official name of this place was Ant, but
was also known vulgarly as Tantarer, from which the Greek
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Tentyra and the modern Dendereh are derived. It was the capital
Upper Egypt, which was bounded on the
north by the province of Diospolis Parva the tombs of whose
princes have been described above, and on the south by the
In the last chapter the visitor will have read
province of Thebes.
how the archaic kings of Thinis, who reigned before Mena, pushed
their way southwards, and founded a capital for themselves at
K6m el Ahmar near Edfu. A tradition states that at the beginning of things the followers of the god Horus defeated those of
the god Set in a fierce'fight at Dendereh, and finally crushed them
and there is reason to suppose that
in a desperate battle at Edfu
one may see in this tradition a reference to the concjuests of these
Dendereh was throughout its history conThinite chieftains.
sidered to be the place at which the prehminary battle to that at
Edfu took place, and the god Horsmataui, " the hawk who unites
the two lands," who represents the unity of Upper and Lower
Egypt brought about by the conquests of the archaic kings, is
described as the child of Dendereh and Edfu, or rather of Hathor
and Horus, the gods of those places.
Hathor, the patron deity of Dendereh, was a goddess of very high
standing in Egypt but in the mythology of the best periods of
Egyptian history she is evidently composed of a combination of
several independent forms. Sometimes she is the cow which issues
sometimes she is the fairy godmother,
forth from the western hills
who is present at childbirth and sometimes she is the fair goddess
from the land of Punt. But here at Dendereh she appears in her
original form. She is the beneficent goddess of maternal and family
Her form is generally that of
love, of beauty, of light, and of joy.
a woman, above whose head rises the sun's disk, fixed between a
pair of cow's horns. The totem by which in prehistoric times she
was represented consisted of a cow's head fixed upon a pole, having
above it a casket or shrine. In later times the cow's head gave
and in this
place to the model of a woman's head with cow's ears
form we see the totem used as a column in the great Hypostyle
Hall of the temple. The trinity of Dendereh consisted of Hathor,
Horus of Edfu, and their son Horsmataui, and was thus identical
with that worshipped at Edfu, with the difference that the chief
deity was there Horus instead of Hathor.
The earliest temple at Dendereh is said, in the inscriptions in the
existing building, to have been built by those archaic kings who
were known as the " followers of Horus." A temple was then built
here by Khufu, the Pharaoh who erected the great pyramid at
of the \'Ith Province of

—

The
archaic
period.

;

The
goddess
Hathor.

;

;

;

;

The

early

temples.

DENDEREH
A

Gizeli.

plan of the

been found

in tlie

Iniildin.t^,
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hide,

aidiivcs of the royal palace

I'epy of the V'lth dynasty

Kinj^

drawn upon
;

and

is

durinj,-^

said to liave

the reign of

that kiii^ thereupon rebuilt

the temple which had fallen into ruins.

At

this period

The tombs

Dendereh was a place of considerable importance.

of the nobles, which

lie in

the desert behind the temple,

Tlie

Vlth

''y"'^^')'-

were excavated by I'rofessor Flinders I'etrie some years ago, and
many inscriptions bearing on the history of the Vlth dynasty were
So many of these persons held the title of Hcq ltd,
discovered.
" Ruler of the Fortress," tliat one is led to suppose that there must
have been a fortified enclosure here in which a part of the Upper
Egyptian army was stationed. One reads of a "steward of the
magazine of stores of war," and again of a "captain of the host";
while, like the prince of Diospolis Parva, whose tomb has been
described above, and some of the princes of Elephantine, a prince
of Dendereh held the title of " Governor of the South," which
entailed the guarding of the Lower Nubian frontier against the
negro invasions. One noble, named Merra, tells us that he laboured
all his life for the furtherance of the interests of Dendereh, and that
he was praised not only by the citizens, but by " the travellers and the
negroes of foreign lands." This indicates that the negroes of Lower
Nubia were in the habit of entering Egypt peaceably and peneThe tombs of six probably
trating as far north as this province.
successive princes of the province of Dendereh have been fou^id,
and most of them seem to have held high oftlces in the Government while their wives and daughters acted as priestesses in the
temple of Hathor,
Some of these nobles speak of themselves as having conducted I worthe " Voyage of Hathor," in which ceremony one may recognise j^'^ho
the voyage of the sacred barge, containing the image of Hathor, to
Edfu to visit the temple of Horus, her consort. This festival was
one of considerable importance in Upper Egypt, and seems to have
dated from the earliest times. The barge was towed up the river
by numerous galleys, and on nearing Edfu it was met by the barge
of Horus. The images of the two deities were carried up to the
temple, and, after some days, the goddess was taken down stream
again to Dendereh. Inscriptions from these tombs also refer to
the sacred kine of Hathor, which seem to have been kept near the
temple but their burial-place has not yet been found.
At Gebelen an inscription of King Nebhotep Menthuhotepof the The Xlth,
Xlth dynasty refers to him as " son of Hathor, Lady of Dendereh." ^II'/V '^"'^
At Dendereh the cartouchfe of a King Menthuhote]) was found, dynasties.
;

'.'e

;

:>
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which indicates that Dendereh continued to flourish at this period.
At about this time a queen, named Neferukayt, held large properties in this neighbourhood, and the tomb of her steward was
found in the cemetery. From Senusert 1st of the Xllth dynasty
the temple of Hathor received rich presents of golden ornaments
and traces of a temple built by Amenemhat 1st have been found.
A vase of a little-known king of the XI II th dynasty, Khaneferra
Sebekhotep Ilird, was recently found near the temple.
In the XVIIIth dynasty Thothmes Ilird restored the temple,
and is said to have rebuilt the original shrine of the days of Khufu.
The festival of the Voyage of Hathor to Edfu, which seems to have
fallen into abeyance, was revived by this king. At this time the tax
which had to be paid to the Crown by the chief official of Dendereh
consisted of one deben of gold, a little silver, some grain and honey,
and the smallness of
five calves, one ox, and a few two-year-olds
The name of
this tax indicates that the town was not very rich.
Thothmes I\'th has been found on a stone in the temple and a
colossal statue of Queen Mutemua, his wife, was recently unearthed.
In this dynasty the general custom of regarding certain animals as
sacred led to the building of catacombs for their interment in the
desert.
Gazelles, cats, ichneumons, birds, and snakes were here
buried, though of these species only the snake is known to have
been specially sacred to the goddess Hathor.
Except for the traces of the work of Rameses Ilnd and Rameses
Illrd,^ nothing more is seen of Dendereh until the days of the
Ptolemies. This does not mean that the place fell into insignificance, but rather that the remains of this date still lie hidden under
the mounds of ruins which have collected around the temple. The
present edifice seems to have been begun sometime previous to the
reign of Ptolemy Xth Soter Ilnd, as the building was sufficiently
advanced for that king to place his cartouches in the crypts.
Ptolemy Xlth Alexander and Ptolemy Xlllth Neos Dionysos also
;

The
XVIIIth
dynasty.

;

;

Later
hibtorv.

^

inscribed their

names

here.

Some

of the

inscriptions outside

the temple refer to Ptolemy XVIth Cassarion and to the Emperor
Augustus.
On the rear wall Caesarion and Cleopatra Vlth are

shown.

The Greek dedicatory

inscription states that

the great

1 A block of stone bearing the cartoucte of one of the Rameses is built into
the pavement at the mouth of the crypt in the small court to the west of the

second vestibule.
- In a recent visit to Dendereh the writer noticed a brick to the south of the
temple stamped with the cartouches of Menkheper-Ra, the Priest-King of the

XX 1st

dvnaslv.
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Hypostyle Hall was finished in the twentieth year of the Flmperor
Tiberius, while another inscription states that the decoration of the
outer walls had been finished in that sovcrei^-n's second year,
riuis the tenii)le as it stands dates from about H.C. 125 to 60 A.H., its
building occupyinj,' about 185 years. It was not, however, regarded
as finished for the priests had, no doubt, the intention ofaddinj,'
a forecourt and pylons in front of the main building, and erecting
an enclosing wall around it, as at Edfu. Money, however, was not
forthcoming, and it was not till the time of the Emperors Domitian
and Nerva Trajan that even the entrance-gate in the brick enclosCoins have been
ing wall in front of the temple could be built.
found here extending down to the reigns of Theodosius Ilnd and
\alentinian Ilird, and the extensive mounds left by the ancient
town show that it was still a place of sopie considerable size.
In the days of the Romans the goddess Hathor was identified Hathor in
with \'cnus and Aphrodite.
The Greek dedicatory inscription '^"^ times,
was
erected
for "the great goddess .'Xphrothat
the
temple
states
Terra-cotta statuettes of Aphrodite,
dite and her fellow-gods."
modelled in the usual Greek style, with one arm raised above the
head, are sometimes found near the temple.
;

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE

The visitor on approaching the temple passes through the much- The
ruined masonry gateway of Domitian and Trajan, which formed approach
the main portal in the brick-enclosing wall around the temple- temple,
The mounds of the ancient town rise around this
doorway, but a space in front of the temple has been cleared,
across which one passes to the main temple. The fagade of the
temple is imposing, and being well preserved a good idea of the
appearance of the building in ancient times may be obtained,
though originally the brilliant colouring of the reliefs must have
given a far less sombre tone to the whole. This fac^ade is formed
of six Hathor-columns, with screen-walls between them. The reliefs, which are much damaged, show "The Prince of Princes,
Autocrator Tiberius Claudius Citsar," before the gods of Denbuildings.

'

dereh.

One passes through the doorway into
known to the Egyptians as the Khent
columns support the

lofty roof.
'

the great Hypostyle Hall,

Eighteen
These columns are shaped in the

Spell T-b-r-s K-1

or First Hall.

u-t-i-s.

The great
jjypostyle
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form of the totem of Hathor, described above, which is often represented by itself as the emblem of Hathor. Painted in brilliant
colours and used as a column, its decorative merits are obvious
but its use thus in the temple is not due to the good taste of the
Egyptian architect, but to the piety of the priests. The faces of
the Hathor heads have all been intentionally damaged by Christian
fanatics, and the reliefs on the walls have also been badly mutilated.
These reliefs, which date from the reigns of Augustus,
Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, are of no great interest.
On the screen walls at the west of the entrance (i) the Pharaoh,
crowned as King of Lower Egypt, leaves his palace to visit the
temple.
Before him walks a small figure of a priest burning incense, and one also sees five tribal standards moving in procession
before him. These standards are the Jackal Wepwat of Thinis,
the Ibis of Hermopolis, the Hawk of Edfu and Hieraconpolis, the
emblem of Thebes, and the complicated symbol of Dendereh.
The first four of these standards are almost invariably shown at
this ceremony of " going forth from the palace," and even as early
as the archaic period one sees them preceding the king in a ceremonial relief of the reign of Narmer, with the difference, however,
The next scene
that the ibis there gives place to a second hawk.
(2) shows the king being purified by Thoth and Horus of Edfu, but
;

much damaged

and thirdly (3) we see him crowned
These two goddesses were the patrons
respectively of Eileithyiapolis (El Kab) and Buto, the archaic
This series of reliefs is concapitals of Upper and Lower Egypt.
tinued on the west wall, where (4) the king is led by Menthu, the
war-god of Thebes, and Tum the god of Heliopolis (called, in the
Bible, On), to Hathor of Dendereh
(5) he marks out the limits of
the temple by driving in the boundary posts, while Safkhet, the
goddess of Records, and Isis, assist him
(6) he presents the
temple here represented by a single shrine to Hathor
(7) he
worships Hathor, Horus of Edfu, and their small son Horsmataui
(8) he offers a figure of Truth to Hathor, facing whom is a small
and finally (9) he presents the symbol of
figure of Horsmataui
"fields" or "estates" to Hathor and Horsmataui. On the east
side of the doorway the first scene (10) shows the Pharaoh, now
crowned as King of Upper Egypt, leaving his palace as before.
The rest of the scenes on this and on the east wall are too
damaged to be of interest. Those on the south wall show the
Pharaoh in the presence of the gods of Dendereh.
the relief

is

;

by Nekheb and Uazet.

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

The

scenes in this hall are thus mainly concerned with the
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building ot the temple, and the arrival of the king to

visit

the upper parts of the walls, and on the columns, the king

it.

is

On

shown
and so

presenting flowers, chaplets, fine linen, incense, sistrums,
Hathor and to other gods. In the inscriptions this hall

forth to

is spoken of as the place in which the sistrums and the tambourines were sounded
and one may picture the groups of
priestesses passing between the columns, and may hear in the
imagination the echoing sounds of their barbaric music.
The ceiling of this hall is decorated with an elaborate series of
The ceiling
of the great astrological scenes.
The ceiling will be seen to be divided by the
architraves into seven sections.
In the westernmost section one
Hall
sees an elongated figure of the goddess Nut, who is supposed to be
resting her hands and feet on the ends of the world, her body thus
forming the arch of heaven. A long line of figures is here seen,
and amongst them one may notice at intervals the northern six
signs of the Egyptian Zodiac
the lion, the serpent, the balances,
;

—

the scorpion, the archer, and the goat. A second line here contains eighteen ships, in which are the Decatii or presidents of
the eighteen sections of ten days into which the half year was

In the second section of the ceiling there will be seen at
end a winged figure which represents the wind, while amongst

divided.
either

the various astrological figures the twelve hours of the night will

be noticed, and the Decani here arranged into groups of three, to
represent the space of one month, will be observed.
In the third
section the scenes refer chiefly to the moon, which is here represented by the sacred eye. First we see the fourteen days of the

waning moon

then the fourteen days of the waxing moon ascending the steps of heaven and lastly the god Osiris, in his capacity
;

;

moon

god, is seen seated in a boat with Osiris and Nepthys
The fourth or middle section of the
floating above the heavens.
ceiling is, as usual, decorated with alternate vultures and disks
with spread wings.
The fifth section is decorated with three
rows of figures, amidst which one may discern the twelve boats
of the hours of the day, each having in it the sun's disk and the
figures of the divinities to which each hour was sacred.
The
sixth section has at either end a winged figure of the wind, while
numerous astrological figures are represented. The seventh section of the ceiling is decorated, like the first, with an elongated
figure of Nut.
At the north end the sun pours down its rays upon
the shrine of Hathor
while at intervals along the line of figures
one sees the southern six signs of the Zodiac the crab, the twins,
the bull, the ram, the fishes, and the water-carrier.
The eighteen
as a

;

—

1)|':xi)1':ki;H
ships of the

Jh\ir>it

n(

the secoml

lialf
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of the

)'c;ii

are here also

shown.

One now

Hypostyle Hail, the roof "f he small
columns, clumsilv decorated with the Hyposiyle
Hathor head and shrine above the ordinary floral capital. The
bases of these columns are of granite, such as is quarried at Aswan.
This hall was known to the Egyptians as the " Hall of the Appearance." The reliefs on the lower parts of the walls relate to the
ceremonies in connection with the founding of the temple. The
first scene at the west of the entrance (ii) shows the Pharaoh
(whose cartouches have been left blank, as though the Egyptians
had found themselves unable to keep up with the rapid changes of
rulers at the end of the Ptolemaic dynasty) crowned as King of
Lower Egypt, leaving his palace to visit the temple. He is preceded by the standards of the Jackal of Thinis and the emblem
of Thebes, while a priest burns incense before him.
He then
(12) breaks the ground for the new temple with a hoc, in the
presence of Hathor. Next, on the west wall (13), he kneels before
the goddess and shapes the first brick for the building.
This is
an indication of the antiquity of the ceremony, for it dates back to
the archaic days when the temples were built of brick instead of
stone.
The next scene (14) shows the king placing the foundation
stone in position, or performing some similar building ceremony,
before the goddess. Then (15), with a gesture of the hand, he
presents the temple to Hathor and Horsmataui. On the south
wall (16) he presents a metal-headed spear to Horus of Edfu
and
in this connection it may be noticed that the troops of Horus, who
defeated those of Set at Dendereh and Edfu, are said to have been
metal workers, whereas the weapons of their enemies were made
of flint, wood, and stone.
Lastly (17) the king burns incense
before Hathor.
At the east side of the entrance (18) we see the Pharaoh,
crowned as King of L^pper Elgypt, leaving his palace, preceded
by the standards of the Jackal of Thinis, the Hawk of Edfu and
Hieraconpolis, the Ibis of Hermopolis, and the emblem of
Thebes.
He then (19) presents blocks of gold and silver to
Hathor for the decoration of the temple. On the east wall (20)
he performs an obscure ceremony of throwing balls of perfume
over the temple in the presence of Hathor and Isis. Next (21) he

which

is

passes into the small

supported hv

|

six

''

;

presents the tem])le to Hathor and Horus of Edfu, before whom
stands the "child of Hathor." Finally, on the south wall (22),
the

god Ptah introduces the king

into the presence of

Hathor

"
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and Horus, while their youthful son shakes a sistrum before
them.
From this hall six chambers lead off, three on either side but
Chambers
leading
at the time of writing no steps have yet been taken to exclude the
from small
bats from the temple, which therefore congregate in hundreds in
Hvpostvle
these dimly lighted rooms. The first chamber on the west side
HkU.
was known as "the Silver Room," and the representations show
At the side
the Pharaoh offering various ornaments to Hathor.
of the doorway he is seen entering the chamber, and offering a
casket to Hathor, said to contain gold, silver, lapis lazuli, and
;

An

malachite.

was

filled

inscription in this

chamber

states that the

with " a multitude of stones, and with

all

chamber

the splendid

of the mountains."
The second chamber, from which a
doorway, now closed, led out of the temple, was used for the
storing of the jars of holy water obtained from the seven most

gems

Through this chamber the Libationway to perform the ceremony of
purifying the temple.
The third chamber seems to have been
used for the storing of various offerings. The first chamber on
the east side of the hall was that in which the incense and
unguents were prepared or kept
and the reliefs show the
Pharaoh offering these to the gods of Dendereh. In the second
room on this side the harvest products of the fields were kept,
sacred reaches of the Nile.

Priest passed each

day on

his

;

i.e.

the

fruit, flowers, plants, &c.,

which were offered as

room was used

sacrifices to

housing of
the various offerings which were brought into the temple by the
the goddess.

Lastly, the third

side door leading

The

First

Vestibule.

from

this

for the

chamber.

First Vestibule which one now enters was known to the
Egyptians as the " Hall of the Altar." It was here that the great

The

sacrifices were offered to the gods.
One must, of course, imagine
each of these halls as having been separated from those before
and behind it by great double doors of cedar wood, ornamented
with shining metal and with painted designs.
At these sacrificial ceremonies the priestesses and privileged worshippers were
assembled in the great Hypostyle Hall. From here one might see
through the open doors into the small Hypostyle Hall, where the
priests were gathered.
At the hour of sacrifice the doors of the
First Vestibule were opened, and one then saw the priests of high
rank at the altar. The doors of the Second Vestibule and of the
Sanctuary were probably seldom opened, and none but the priests
and nobles of highest rank were ever permitted to see these inner
chambers.
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upon the walls of this First Vestibule show a I'haraoh,
whose cartouches have been left blank, offerinj; libations and sacrifices before the j^fods of Dendereh.
On the south wall, at the west
and east end (23 and 24), one sees two damajjed figures of a ranihcadcd and a bull-hc.ided demi-j^od assisting the king to make
otTcrings to Hathor and Horus.
Two doorways in the west wall of
this vestibule lead to a stairway ascending to the roof, which will
be described later. Of the two doorways in the east wall the first
also leads to a stairway to be described later, and the second
admits one to a chamber, called, according to one interpretation
reliefs

of the inscription, the " Room of Purification."
however, are not of particular interest.

The

reliefs here,

The Second Vestibule, named the " Hall of the Cycle of the The
Gods," being never entered by the public, or even by the priests of y-^*^°'}'^i
lower rank, contained reliefs in which some of the mysteries of the
Hathor religion were revealed. In thfese reliefs Hathor is represented

in

light.

On

her capacity as a sim-goddess, the patron deity of life and
the south wall at the west and east sides of the doorway
of the .Sanctuary (25 and 26) the king is seen offering two mirrors
to the goddess, she being the deity of Beauty.
These mirrors arc
round plates of polished copper, with wooden handles carved in the

form of Hathor heads.

way Hathor

is

Above the cornice of this Sanctuary-doorrepresented as a human-headed hawk standing

within the disk of the sun, which rises above the horizon.

On

is a chamber which was Chambers
Room," and which was used for the storing leading
of the garments with which the statue of Hathor was clothed on the .Second

the east side of this Vestibule there

known

as the " Linen

festal occasions.

open

On

the west side a passage leads into a small Vestibule,

end of which there is a small chape!
upon a platform. This passage was known as the "Silver
Room," and the reliefs indicate that it was used for the storing
of precious metals and stones. The reliefs in the court are of
some interest. On the two main walls (27 and 28) one sees a long
list of offerings, each object being carefully drawn in miniature;
and above this the king is seen slaying with a spear the crocodile
of Set in the presence of Horus of Edfu, and he also is shown
offering to various gods.
The small chapel was used for the
services in connection with the ceremonies of "the Dav of the
Night of the Child in his Cradle" a celebration relating to the
birth of Horus, which was solemnised at the end of the Egyptian
court, at the south

raised

—

year.
On the ceiling of this chapel there is a relief of considerable interest. The goddess Nut is here shown in a grotesque,
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though conventionally correct, attitude, in which her hands and
touch the two sides of the world, and her body is arched
above it. A somewhat similar but much elongated figure of Nut
will have been observed on the ceiling of the great Hypostyle
Hall.
In this goddess the Egyptians saw the progenitor of
all things.
She is here shown standing on the primeval waters
under the earth; her robe is decorated with the zigzag lines by
which the Egyptians pictured water, and thus she seems to be
clothed in the rain and dew of heaven which made the earth
fertile, while from her body the sun and moon issue forth, the
former pouring its rays upon the hills of the world, from which
A Hathor-headed shrine rises in the valley
the trees spring up.
between the hills, and above it a group of hieroglyphs gives the
feet

The
Sanctuary.

name of the goddess, " Nut the Unknown."
One now returns to the Second Vestibule, and enters the Sanctuary, a chamber which, when its doors were closed, must have
been quite dark. To the Egyptians it was generally known as
the "Dwelling Place of the Golden One." The inscriptions tell
and sealed for the greater part of
and were only opened at the great festivals. The reliefs
show the Pharaoh in the presence of Hathor and other gods. On
the west and east walls (29 and 30) he burns incense before a
shrine containing the sacred barques of Hathor and Horus.
From a passage which runs around the back of the Sanctuary
Entering this passage on the west
several chambers lead off.
side, the first chamber on the right was known as the " PuriThe next chamber was called the " Necklace
fication Room."
Room," and in the doorway one sees a representation of the king
presenting a necklace to Hathor. The third room was named
" The Flame Room," and leading from this was " The Throne
Room of Ra." The next chamber lies immediately behind the
Sanctuary, and was one of the most sacred rooms in the temple.
Here the golden images of Hathor were preserved in a recess
high up in the south wall. On the north wall on either side of
the entrance we see the king led by the goddess of Lower Egypt,
Uazet (31), and the goddess of Upper Egypt, Nekheb (32), to
Hathor.
Two other reliefs represent King Pepy of the Vlth

us that the doors were closed
the year,

Cliambers
behind the
Sanctuary.

dynasty kneeling before Hathor. An iron stairway leads up to
On its south
the recess in which the golden images were kept.
or back wall there is a representation of the totem of Hathor, over
which the sun spreads its wings, while two winged female figures,
corresponding very closely to the Hebrew cherubim, are repre-

DKNOKRlvIl
senlcil.

after

Ihe next

wl)ich

c]iainl)cr

follows " Jlie

.,3

was known as "The \'asc Kooni";
Sistnim Room," in which there are

two recesses

for the storing of the golden sistruni-synibols so
frequently seen in the temple reliefs. The following four chambers
were called respectively "The Room of the I'nion of the Two

Lands"; "The Si-^vr Room," the god Seker being a form of
"The Hinh Room,' in which the birth of Horus was
celebrated; and lastly, " The Resurrection Room."
In all these
chambers there are at present so many bats, that the visitor is
advised to do no more than to make the tour of the passage,
without entering the rooms leading from it.
Osiris;

Before quitting the temple the visitor should not fail to ascend The stairfrom which a splendid view of the surrounding country ^^'^^^ '° ^^^
may be obtained. A winding stairway leads from the west side
of the F"irst Vestibule, and a straight stairway from the east side
to the roof,

ascends in an easy gradient to the roof. These stairways were
used by the priests of Hathor at the great festival of the New
Year, when the image of the goddess was carried around tlic
temple and up on to tlic roof, in order to gaze upon all her possessions.
A great procession was then formed, the king sometimes
taking part in it. At the head were the standard-bearers carrying
the standards of the primitive provinces. The king then followed,
holding in his hand the standard of Dendereh, and behind him
walked a number of priests bearing the standards of all the provinces of Egypt.
Then came the Chief Ritual- Priest, chanting
from a papyrus and behind him walked a priest wearing a mask
in the form of a lion.
A priestess bearing two caskets followed
next, and then the High Priest, the Second Priest, the Third
Priest, and the P'ourth Priest walked in succession.
Several
priests dressed to represent certain demi-gods came ne.xt, and
behind them the king and queen sometimes walked, when the
former was not heading the procession. The casket or shrine in
which the image of the goddess was placed then followed, being
carried by several priests and behind it walked ten priests, each
carrying a casket containing some image or symbol which was
held to be sacred. The reliefs on the walls of the stairways show
this procession ascending and descending to and from the roof.
At the south-west corner of the roof there is a twelve-columned
chapel, which was used as a halting-place at the processional
;

;

festival.
A flight of iron steps, in place of the damaged original
stone steps, ascends to the highest part of the roof. At the northeast corner of the lower level there is a small chapel in which the
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mysteries of the resurrection of Osiris were performed.
In the
inner chamber Osiris is seen lying on, or rising from, his bier.
This chapel may be compared with that on the roof of the temple
of Isis at Philae (p. 485).

The

crypts.

The

visitor

is

not advised to

visit

more than one of

the twelve

crypts which are built below the temple, the most easily accessible

Reliefs

on

the outside
of the
temple.

being that leading from the third room behind the Sanctuary.
Here on the walls of the passages are representations of the temple
statues and paraphernalia which were perhaps kept in these
crypts.
The workmanship is excellent, and the plumage of a
hawk here represented should be particularly noticed. A statue
of King Pepy, the original builder of the temple, is also seen.
Persons wishing to examine the reliefs on the outside of the
temple should commence from the north-west corner, proceeding
southwards along the path over the mounds of debris left by the
ancient town. The first relief of interest (33) shows the Pharaoh
standing in the presence of Horsmataui, the tunics of both figures
being beautifully carved to represent elaborate embroidery. Ne.xt
(34) the king is seen leaving his palace, crowned as Pharaoh of
Lower Egypt, the usual standards preceding him. He is then (35)
purified by Thoth and Horus of Edfu
he is (36) crowned by
Nekheb and Uazet (37) is led by Menthu and Tum to Hathor
and Horsmataui (38) pegs out the limits of the temple
(39)
breaks the ground in the presence of Isis and a snake-headed form
of Horus (40) shapes the first brick for the temple
(41) throws
perfume over the building (42) presents the finished temple to
Hathor and Horsmataui
and along the remainder of the wall
he is seen making various offerings to the gods of Dendereh. On
the south or rear wall of the temple the large reliefs represent
whose father
(43) the famous Cleopatra and her son Ciesarion
worshipping Hathor, Horsmataui, Unnefer,
was Julius CiEsar
Horus Behudet (a form of Horus of Edfu), and Isis and farther
along the wall (44) Cleopatra and Ca^sarion are again shown worshipping Hathor, Horus Behudet, Horsmataui, the Child of Hathor,
Between these two groups there is a large
and Hathor again.
Hathor-head, now much damaged. The reliefs on the east wall
of the temple are still partly buried in rubbish, but apparently they
were much the same as those on the west wall.
Returning the same way as he has come, the visitor should
enter the small Birth-House, which stands at the south-west
corner of the temple. This building consists of a sanctuary on
either side of which is a narrow chamber, while in front of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

The

Birth-

House

at

the south.
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The rchefs, wliich were
a roofed vestibule.
worked in the reign of the Kmperor Augustus, arc of little interest.
We see Hathor suckling the child Horus, and on the cast and west
In the rear
walls of the sanctu.ir\ the cow of Ilathor is shown.
wall a recess has been cut in which, in high relief, stands a figure
On either side of
of the god Bes, the patron deity of childhood.
the recess a figure of the cow-headed Ilathor is cut in relief, but
the arms of these figures have been so carved that they grasp the
hands of Bes. Higher up one sees the totem of- Hathor cut in
high relief, while at the base of the wall there is a figure of the
sanctuary there

goddess,

now

is

headless.

At the north-west of the main building, the visitor approach- The Hinliing the temple will have noticed a small edifice partly buried in ^^"^ ^'
rubbish.
This is again a Birth-House, and was erected by the
Emperor Trajan. It is here necessary to explain what is meant
In the temples of Ptolemaic date
by the term " Birth- House."
there is almost invariably a small temple attached to the main
buildings and in the reliefs on its walls there are always scenes
Here were celebrated the cererelating to the birth of Horus.
monies based on the tradition which relates how the child Horus
grew to the stature of manhood, and, making himself Pharaoh of
The main point
Egypt, overthrew the enemies of his father.
which the reliefs seem to be intended to demonstrate is that
lorus, as first Pharaoh of Egypt and ancestor of all later Pharaohs,
was the offspring of the gods, specially commissioned by them to
I

unite the contending factions of the country, and to evolve law
and order out of the chaos. In uniting Egypt the first Pharaoh
had to be recognised as the local king or chieftain of every tribe,
and had to be crowned, nominally, at many different places. To
recognise any later sovereign as Pharaoh, the priests of each city
had to assume that he was the true descendant of Horus, and had
been chosen for the throne by the gods themselves. Hence, at
the sovereign's accession, in every large temple the story of the
divine birth of Horus had to be repeated, the new king had to be
acknowledged as the physical or spiritual descendant of Horus,
and the crowning of the Pharaoh both asking of the province and
as the ruler of Upper and Lower Egypt had to be performed.
For this purpose the Birth-Houses came to be built, and sometimes, as at Dendereh, a Coronation-House also.
The Birth-House in question was decorated with reliefs showing the birth of Horus, and the suckling of the baby by Hathor
We see the gods
and other goddesses seated upon couches.
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fashioning the child and his ka or double in heaven, and contemplating their work on earth.
The temple, however, is at
filled with rubbish, and harbours so many bats,
cannot be recommended.
Just to the south of this temple there are the partly buried

present so

much

that a visit to

The Coronation-

House
and the
;

doorways.

by the late Ptolemies, in which the
show the king leaving his palace, and crowned by the
goddesses Nekheb and Uazet. This seems to have been a kind
of Coronation-House, in which the new Pharaoh was recognised
There are on the east side of the temple
as such by the priests.
enclosure two masonry doorways, one bearing the cartouches of
the Emperor Antoninus, and the other those of Tiberius Claudius
and Nero. A Greek inscription on the latter mentions the twentyruins of a small shrine built
reliefs

first

The Coptic
Church.

it

year of Tiberius.

}3etween the northern Birth-House and the Coronation-House
there stand the half-buried ruins of a very fine church, built of
sandstone.
It is large and roomy, and has several chapels.
The
recesses are decorated with very excellently carved designs and
;

when

fully

excavated one

may hope

to see in

it

one of the

finest of

the early Christian buildings of Egypt.
It is possible that this
church marked the famous centre of Christian activity in the fourth
century, known as Taboma or Tabentiescli. At Tabenna, which
is known to have been located somewhere in this neighbourhood, fifty thousand monks are stated by St. Jerome to have
assembled to celebrate the Easter festival. It is to be hoped that
this building will soon be cleared of debris.
The cemeIn the desert behind the temple lie the cemeteries of the \'lth
teries of
dynasty, but the large brick tombs of the princes of the province
Dendereh.

are

now much

while

all

and the inner chambers are inaccessible,
and reliefs have been removed. Some two

ruined,

inscriptions

or three miles back in the desert there are several small tumuli
graves of Ptolemaic or Roman date, in which the Beduin of the
period were perhaps buried.
Some ancient quarries are to be
found some miles farther to the south-west. Between Dendereh
or Keneh and Koptos there is nothing of interest.

CHAPTER III
KOPTOS— OMBOS— KUS— SHENHOR— MEDAMUT
npHE ordinary traveller in Egypt will not find worth his while

Methods
it
Koptos, which stand near the site of the of ''s'ting
KoplOS.
but persons who are particularly interested in anli(|uities will perhaps desire to visit the small temjjles
here.
Those who are travelling by dahabiyeh, and who are
moored near Kuft, will find the excursion an easy one. The trains
from Luxor are fairly convenient and, if a dragoman has been
sent on ahead with a good donkey, it is possible to leave Luxor
by the morning train, to pay a visit to the ruins, and to return to
Luxor in time for lunch.
*•

to visit the ruins of
1
n
I- imodern
village of Kuft
i-

•

1

1

1

•

1

;

;

THE HISTORY OF KOPTOS
The

history of A'op/os, the

back

Greek form of

the ancient Egyptian

On

the west bank of the
was the predynastic settlement of Ombos (p. 53) and
it would seem that the inhabitants of that town were engaged in
mining gold in the eastern desert, as the original name of the
place, Xiibi, "gold," indicates.
They therefore required a mining
station on the east bank of the river, and the foundations of the
It is usually thought that Koptos
future Koptos were thus laid.
itself dates back to the earliest known period
but this is not so.
Except for a few small prehistoric cemeteries in the hills several
miles from the town no trace of anything earlier than the 1st or
llnd dynasty has been found. Ombos, on the opposite bank,
judging by its vast prehistoric cemeteries, is a much more ancient
settlement and just as Hieraconpolis on the west bank is a more
ancient city than El Kab on the east bank (p. 307), Elephantine
than .'Xswan (p. 391), Koshtanmeh than Kubban (p. 525), and so
on, so here the western city is more ancient than the eastern. This
is due to thfe^fact that the main lines of communication from end to
A'cd/f carries us

to archaic times.

river there

;

;

;
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end of Egypt are upon the west bank of the river, which was thus
and wherever a city is found on the east bank
populated first
opposite to an early settlement on the west bank, one generally
finds that it is an offshoot or mining station of a date later than that
From Koptos a road ran to the breccia
of the western city.
quarries of Wady Fowakhieh, and to the gold-mines of the Wady
Hammamat district. Archaic inscriptions in the cjuarries show
that they were already being worked in the 1st and Ilnd dynasties,
and it was probably the miners and quarrymen who founded the
city of Koptos. Wady Fowakhieh is half-way between Koptos and
the Red Sea, and before long the Egyptians penetrated through to
the coast along this route, and possibly began already to open up
communication with Sinai, Arabia, and the land of Punt. It may
be presumed that the men of the desert, the forerunners of the
Beduin, were an important element in the early population of the
station
and it is not surprising, therefore, to find that the early
god of the place was Min, the patron deity of the eastern desert,
whose totem was an object built up of Red Sea shells and the like.
Professor Petrie found three archaic statues of this god in Koptos,
upon which the figures of various desert animals were rudely cut.
In the IVth dynasty the town had already begun to rise into importance, and a ceremonial jar bearing the name of King Khufu
(B.C. 2900) indicates that the temple services flourished at this time.
In the Vlth dynasty Pepy 1st and Ilnd erected or restored a temple
here; and in the Xlth dynasty it was already a place of considerable importance.
In the eighth year of the reign of Sankhkara
Mentuhotep (B.C. 2030), an official was sent along the road to the
Red Sea to obtain myrrh and incense from the land of Punt (p. 269),
and he is said to have set out from Koptos with an army of 3000
In the Xllth dynasty, Amenemhat, a noble of Beni Hasan,
men.
states that he went to Koptos at the orders of Senusert 1st (B.C.
1970), with an army of 600 men, to bring gold from the mines near
that place.
Senusert 1st is known to have repaired the temple at
;

;

Koptos, as also did Amenemhat 1st before him.
The quarries
behind Koptos were worked by Senusert Ilird (e.g. 18S7), who is
there called, "Beloved of Min, Lord of Koptos"; and under

Amenemhat

Ilird there are various traces of activity in the city,
time must have been a place of great importance,
eclipsing the mother city Ombos on the west bank.
The site was
probably enclosed with walls early in this dynasty, as were El
Kab, Aswan, and perhaps Karnak, for fear of the negroes who

which by

this

were expected

to

invade Egypt at any

moment from

the desert

KOPTOS
In the dark ages of the

(p. 447)-

occ.isional li^ht

is

slicd
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Xlllth and XVlth dynasties

upon the history of the

city.

Under

Kinj-

Nubklieperina Antef, an ofticial of the temple of Min, named Tela,
was found guilty of treason (?), and all his goods were given to the
//^?-prince of Koptos.
Tlie same king undertook some work in the
temple, as blocks bearing his name indicate. Another king of tliis
period, Ra-hotep, states that the doors of the temple had decayed,
and were restored by him and of the Pharaoh Sebekhotep
Ilird scarabs have been found here.
During the Hyksos period
Apepa 1st connected himself with the town and when the kings
of the XVIIIth dynasty came to the throne, the city came in for
considerable attention.
Thothmes Ilnd carried on some works
here, and objects bearing the name of Hatshepsut have been
;

;

Thothmes Ilird

found.

rebuilt the temple,

and we learn

that in

his reign the tax collected

from the city was one deben of silver
and half a deben of gold, ten measures of grain, some honey, and a
number of calves. The smallness of the gold tax indicates that the
gold-mines were not being vigorously worked in this neighbour-

On

hood.

the other hand, in the chapel of Menkheperrasenb (p.
see the reception of the gold from the captain of the
police of Koptos, and from the governor of the " gold country " of
125),

we

Koptos. The names of Thothmes IVth and Akhnaton have been
found in the city and we know that the latter king worked the
quarries.
Under Sety 1st and Rameses Ilnd (f,.c. 1300) various
building works were carried on
and a tablet found at Koptos
;

;

relates

how

and a princess came to Egypt,
apparently via Koptos, with horses, goats, cattle, gold, silver, and
greenstone.
Merenptah and Rameses Ilird undertook building
certain Hittite princes

works here, and under the latter king an expedition was sent to
Punt which returned in safety to Koptos, where the goods which
they had brought were loaded on to Nile vessels amid rejoicings.
The king is said to have presented thirty-nine people to the temples
of the city. Rameses IV'th seems to have paid a visit to the town
on his way to the breccia quarries and Rameses Vlth seems to
have been connected with the place. In later times Painezem,
Osorkon, Shabaka, Psammetik 1st (or Ilnd), Aahmes Ilnd, and
Nectanebo have all left their names here.
In Ptolemaic times the trade with the east brought considerable
wealth to Koptos. The city was now the capital of the fifth nome
of Upper Egypt, of which the standard was two hawks.
Queen
Arsinoe, the daughter of Lysimachus of Thrace, was banished by
her husband, Ptolemy Pliiladclphus, to Koptos, where she held her
;

4

.
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years.
A curious story dating from this

some

period

how

Prince Setna, the son of Rameses Ilnd, heard from a
ghost at Koptos how a certain book of magic had been dropped
relates

how its owner and child had been
and how they desired to be reburied at Memphis.
Many of the Roman emperors have left their names at Koptos,
for during that age the trade-route with the East was much in use,
and the breccia and granite quarries were worked from this base.
The Imperial porphyry quarries of Gebel Dukhan and the white
granite quarries of Um Etgal (Mons Claudianus) also used Koptos
as a base.
In the ninth year of Domitian an interesting tariff of
taxes on goods passing in and out of the city across the desert
was drawn up, and a copy has fortunately been preserved. An
inscription of the eighth year of Trajan has also been found here
and another inscription of this period tells us that there was now
into the

river at that place,

drowned

there,

a senate at Koptos, as at many of the other Egyptian towns. The
city rebelled against Diocletian in 292 A.D., and was utterly destroyed by him in punishment. Both Strabo and Pliny tell us
that the population was very mixed, and had Arabic and Phoenician

elements in it and one may thus suppose that the city had for
long been a seat of disaffection. The worship of Min continued
down to late times, but now Osiris, I sis, and various forms of
Horus were also worshipped. Aelian states that the inhabitants
but he must
crucified the hawk and worshipped the crocodile
have been thinking of Ombos on the other side of the river, where
such customs might be expected. The city recovered from the
;

;

.

in the Middle Ages was a place
but it finally fell into disrepute, and
Kus took its place as the terminus of the desert routes. The
Christians have left traces of their churches amidst the ruins of
the old temples; and the name Koptos is still preserved in the
word Copt (a native Christian), as also it is in the word Egypt

blow

inflicted

by Diocletian, and

of considerable importance

(Greek

:

;

Aiguptos).

THE ANTIQUITIES OF KOPTOS
The

ruins
in the town

Passing through the town of Kuft a large open space is reached,
covered with enormous quantities of potsherds, with here and there
mud-brick walls rising to some height. This is the site of the
ancient Koptos, and of the excavations of Prof. Flinders Petrie in
1893-4. Amidst the chaos of ancient rubbish various remains of
stone-work stand out, and attract the visitor's eye. The largest

KOPTOS
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Here may he
west ciul of tlie site.
seen a number of sandstone and j^ranitc blocks datini,' from various
periods, and re-uscd in the buiklin^ of an early Christian churcli.
Three square granite pillars still stood in |)ositinn until recent
years, while others lie on the ;>;rountI, and these seem to have been
fjroiip

of such ruins

built into the

lies at tlic

doorway and the choir of the church.

originally dated from

the

reign

of

'Ihe pillars

Thothmes Ilird, and were
XVIIIth dynasty style; but

decorated with fine reliefs in the best
except one panel have been carefully chiselled out by the unconsciously barbarous Christians. The one remaining panel seems
to have been hidden by a wall, and therefore escaped destruction,
all

and solitarily remains to tell of the beauty of the early temple
which stood here.' Upon it Thothmes lllrtl is seen standing,
while beneath him runs an inscription relating to the jubileefestival.
The name of Amen, which also occurs, has been erased
by King Akhnaton who worshipped the god Aton but it has been
carefully rewritten at a later date, probably by order of Sety 1st.
These pillars liave been erected by the Copts upon a platform
composed of fragments of a Roman temple, on one of which the
cartouches of Augustus Ciesar may be seen.
A few yards to the south of this group of ruins lie a number of
Ptolemaic and Roman inscribed blocks of stone, built into a later
;

wall.

Farther to the south

name

of Ptolemy

I\'th,

is

a granite block inscribed with the

Philopator;

and near

it

is

a

colossal

granite statue of a queen, much battered and worn. At the southwest end of the site there stands a sandstone door with some
it, some of which still remain coloured.
show Claudius Ciesar worshipping Horus, Isis, Sebek,
Min, and other gods. Near this is a stone tomb, from which a
granite sarcophagus and a stele were removed a few years ago to
the Cairo Museum.
A similar tomb to the east of this now stands
open.
It consists of a small sandstone chamber, standing above
ground, and roofed with sandstone blocks, one of w hich has been
removed. Through the aperture one sees a stone sarcophagus
lying empty, the lid being tipped over to one side. There are no
inscriptions, but the form of the tomb shows it to have been
Ptolemaic or Roman.
Just near this tomb is a small granite
temple or shrine, dating from the reign of Ptolemy Xlllth Neos
Dionysos, the father of the famous Cleopatra.
The reliefs show
the king worshipping various gods, but only a sma,]l part of them
remains.
A few yards to the south is another small temple, now

small panels of relief upon

The

reliefs

1

This

pillar

has

now been removed

to the Cairo

Museum.
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forming part of a native house, and harbouring goats and chickens.
The reliefs are bold and well executed, especially noticeable being
a fine scene of four priests carrying a throne or shrine, upon
which a lion is represented. The cartouches seem only to give
the title Autocrator CcCsar, which was held by all the Roman
Prof Petrie's excavations were made at
Emperors in Egypt.
about the middle of the east end of the site, and the works are
marked by the usual pits and rubbish mounds. A few stone
blocks and some Coptic pillars are to be seen
and a broken
basalt naos of i^tolemy Xlllth of fine workmanship lies half
buried in the ground. The east end of the site is covered with
the ruins of small mud-brick houses of the old town.
Thetemple
The most interesting ruin in the neighbourhood is a small
of Kaleh.
Roman temple standing at the corner of the village of Kaleh, less
than a mile north of Kuft, by a path across the fields. The temple
consists of a forecourt and second court, with a chamber on either
side, and a sanctuary with a passage running around it, from the
south side of which another chamber leads. The entrance to the
forecourt abuts the houses of the village towards the east, but
the temple may be entered by another doorway upon the south
side of the second court.
The roof has entirely disappeared, and
all the reliefs seem much worn and weathered.
The walls, however, are very perfect, and the general plan of the temple is
extremely clear. In the main sanctuary the main wall is dedicated
to Min, but the little chamber at the back of this is dedicated to
Isis.
Here are the best preserved reliefs, and the visitor will note
the rich colouring which is still to be seen.
In the forecourt is a
scene showing the king, wearing the crown of Lower Egypt,
leaving his palace.
The reliefs outside the temple are boldly
executed, but are much damaged.
The cartouches throughout
are those of the Emperor Tiberius Claudius.
Observed from the
back the temple is seen to stand upon a high platform of very
solid masonry, which raised the west end above a moat or lake,
now dried up, into which it projected. The ruin has not yet been
excavated or cleared by the Department of Antiquities, but its
interests are 'protected by the Department's gaffir, and as it is
very rarely visited by tourists, its walls have escaped the scribbles
so commonly seen in other temples.
A few tombs of no importance at the edge of the desert are the
only other ancient remains in this locality.
;
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Ombos
Hefore describing the antiquities of Onibos, which lies on the
west bank of the river at a point equidistant between Kuft and
Kus, mention must be made of those ancient sites which he

.\iiiic|uiiies

''^'«''n

and
Dendcreli and Ombos.
Riding along the edge of the Umbos:
desert southwards from the temple of Dendcreh one passes only ^"^^^ ^^nk.
meagre traces of one or two cemeteiies until the village of Dcr is
reached. Here there are the ruins of an ancient Coptic monastery
anil a short distance to the south rises a mound of mud-bricks,
which appears to be a ruined masiaba or pyramid. Not far from
here are the extensive prehistoric cemeteries of Ballas, now mostly
dug out. Passing a few Xllth and XVIIIth dynasty tombs, excavated by Professor Petrie, one reaches the site of Ombos. The
l)etween

;

traveller will not find much to attract him to this place, and the
excursion, which is best made from the station of Kus, on tlie
opposite bank of the river, is long and tiring.

THE HISTORY

01"

OMHOS

Like the ancient town of Kom Ombo, near Aswan, this city was
named AVy, "The Golden"; and from this word the Coptic Ombo
and Greek Ombos were derived. The extensive prehistoric cemeteries which lie to the north and south of the site speak for the
great antiquity of the place and it may be that its name is derived
from the fact that, before the foundation of Koptos, it was the
treasury to which the gold was brought from the Eastern mines.
When two cities of high antiquity are in close proximity to each
other on opposite banks of the river one often finds at any rate in
Upper Egypt that the city on the western bank is in each case the
more ancient of the two. In the caseof Diospolis Parva and Khenoboskion, which stand opposite to one another, the former, on the
west bank, is the more ancient, and is the capital of the province;
while tlie latter, on the east bank, does not rise until the \Tth
dynasty.
Hieraconpolis and Eileithyiapolis stand opposite one
another, and the former, which is on the west bank, is certainly the
more ancient. Of Elephantine and Aswan, the former is the older
city.
In the case of Dakkeh and Kubban, the former, on the west
bank, has near it an archaic fortress while the latter, on the east
bank, does not date earlier than the Xllth dynasty. The reason
;

—

—

;
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Most of the cities of Upper Egypt in archaic
is obvious.
times traded in gold, and despatched caravans into the eastern
desert.
These cities were usually built on the western bank of the
river, owing, perhaps, to the fact that the main routes of communication from end to end of Egypt passed along the western desert.
for this

Mining stations had, therefore, to be founded on the eastern bank,
opposite to the parent cities, and these stations soon became
cities as large as those on the western bank.
It is certain that
Diospolis Parva, Hieraconpolis, Elephantine, and Dakkeh were
settlements of great antiquity, and that originally the raison d'etre
of their offshoots Khenoboskion, Eileithyiapolis, Aswan, and
Kubban, was the gold-mining in the eastern desert and therefore,
since Koptos was the terminus of several trade routes and gold;

in the eastern desert, since no antiquities have been
found there earlier than the 1st dynasty, and since Ombos undoubtedly dates to the prehistoric period, one may safely say that

mining routes

Koptos was an offspring of the

was the
The god
Set.

city of

original repository of the gold

Ombos, and

that

Ombos

from the eastern mines,

its

name being derived from this fact.
The patron deity of Ombos was the god Set, one of the aboriginal
gods of Egypt. When the army of the Horus-worshipping tribes
invaded the southern provinces of Egypt (which invasions are perhaps to be identified with the wars of the archaic kings of Thinis),
it was the army of the Set-worshipping tribes which was defeated
The presence of this stronghold of Set
at Dendereh and at Edfu.
here at Ombos accounts for the first battle having been fought at
Dendereh and, arguing in the opposite direction, the fact that the
battle with Set was fought here shows that Ombos was already in
After these wars between Horus
existence at this very early date.
and Set, the two nations seem to have entertained nothing but
respect for one another, and while the victories of Horus were
celebrated at Dendereh, Edfu, and elsewhere, the god Set continued to be worshipped by the conquered aborigines, who nowOne of the early kings of
intermarried with their conquerors.
Egypt seems to have been crowned both at Ombos and Hieraconpolis, for above his name as Hawk-chief of Hieraconpolis there is
drawn both the hawk and the figure of Set or it may be that
through his mother this king inherited the actual chieftainship of
In
the Set tribes, just as he inherited the hawk chieftainship.
later times Set is often spoken of as a valiant fighting god, warring
on the side of the Egyptians against their enemies and on an
XVIIIth dynasty relief he is seen in the act of giving life to the
;

;

:

(,)M1U)S

Pharaoh as

Kinj; of Hieiacoiipolis.
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In early prayers fur

llic

dead

invoked together with Horns. Even at Kdfu,the place of his
is spoken of as assisting King Thothnies IV'lh, along
with the other Egyptian gods. And in the Xl.Xth dynasty Kings
Sety 1st and Ilnd were named after him. .Set, then, ailiiough
originally the enemy of Horns, reigned throughout the best part
of Egyptian history as the equal of that god and it was only in
Ptolemaic times that the traditions of the archaic wars, in the light
of the development of the worship of Horus, Osiris, and Isis, came
to be the basis of a persecution of .Set which ended by converting
him into Satan, Prince of Evil. It is difficult to say from whence
the god .Set came in early times
but it cannot be denied that he
was originally connected with the Asiatic god Sutekh, with whom
he was in later times identified. He is always represented either
as a fabulous monster having upright, square-topped ears, a long
snout, and a rigid tail, or else as a human-bodied creature having
the head of that monster.
The temple of -Set at Ombos seems to have been in existence in The temple
Umtx)s.
the earliest times, and pottery and sealings of the period previous °
Scarabs of Senusert
to the IVth dynasty have been found there.
1st and Senusert III rd of the Xllth dynasty and of Sebekhotep
In
Ilird of the Xlllth dynasty have also been discovered there.
the XVIIIth dynasty Thothmes 1st built here, and the beautiful
relief of that king which adorned this temple will perhaps have
Later
been noticed by the visitor in the Cairo Museum.
Thothmes Ilird rebuilt the temple on more extensive lines, and
Rameses I Ind
this work was finished by his son Amenhotep I Ind.
undertook some restorations to the temple, and Merenptah added
Rameses Ilird states that he rehis name to the new reliefs.
He placed slaves
stored the temple, building up its ruined walls.
and captives there to tend it, endowed it with the revenues from
certain lands and islands, presented it with herds of cattle, and
increased the ofterings at its altars. Nothing more is heard of the
temple until the XXI Ind dynasty, when one of the Sheshonk
kings left his name here. The only other reference to Ombos
dates from the Roman occupation, when Juvenal in his fifteenth
Satire describes a fight which took place between the people of
At Ombos the crocodile was
Dendereh and those of Ombos.
while for
held sacred, owing to its (now obscure) relation to Set
During
the same reason it was held in abhorrence at Dendereh.
a feast at Koptos it seems that some persons from Dendereh killed
one of these animals, and a fight ensuing, they captured and
he

is

defeat, Set

;

;

;
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actually devoured an

Ombite

citizen.

which we obtain of Ombos, so in the
and Set fighting with one another.

in the first ghmpse
see the gods Horus

Thus, as
last,

we

THE ANTIQUITIES OF OMBOS
The
temple,
town, and

pyramid.

be seen of the once prosperous town and
Amidst the heaps of debris one may see here and
its fine temple.
cartouches
there some of the limestone walls of the temple, and the
large,but
very
never
was
town
The
conspicuous.
are
Merenptah
of
The temple had in front
it seems to have been closely compacted.
Little

now remains

to

mam
of it a mud-brick pylon, with recesses for flagstafifs and the
chambers, built of stone, were surrounded by a brick-enclosing
wall.
A short distance to the north there are the remains of a
:

pyramid, which, by the rough workmanship displayed in its buildFrom this point for
ing, seems to date from a very early period.
prehisseveral miles towards the south there extend the famous
Thousands
toric cemeteries known as the cemeteries of Nekadeh.
of prehistoric and archaic graves have been opened here, both by

and from the pottery
authorised and unauthorised excavators
here found Professor Petrie was first able to draw up his— to
Egyptologists— famous sequence of pot-shapes, by which the preAt the southern end of
historic period in Egypt is now dated.
these cemeteries, a short distance north-west of the town of
Nekadeh, Monsieur de Morgan in 1897 discovered a large brick
;

The tomb
of Menes.

tomb, containing various inscribed objects which prove it to be
the burial-place either of King Menes himself, the first king of the
dynasty, or of his wife or daughter. The brick ruin is not
visiting, as it is too much damaged to be intelligible.
Archaeologists, however, who are anxious to see it will find the
excursion from Kiis railway station neither difficult nor tedious,
while for those persons who are travelling by dahabiyeh and are
1st

now worth

moored a short way below Nekadeh the excursion may be made
on

foot.

KUS AND SHENHUR
Methods of
visiting

Kus and
Shcnhflr.

Returning once more to the east bank of the river the traveller's
lie
attention may be called to the ruins of Kus and Shenhur, which
Neither
to the south of Koptos, and almost opposite to Nekadeh.
visit
of these places possess ruins of sufficient interest to make a
interto them worth the traveller's while, unless he is particularly
ested in antiquities but those who wish to make the excursion,
;
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and do not own a dahabiyeh,shoiilil travel by llic early train from
Luxor to Kns, taking,' their donkeys with them. Shenhiir Mes some
3A miles to the south of Kus, and the train which passes Kus at
noon on its way to Luxor ma\- he cau.qht.

KUS

The modern town

of Kus is built upon the ruins of the ancient
Keskes, of which the patron deity was the >(od Hor-uar,
" Horus the Elder," who was also god of Kom Ombo.
Hor-uar,
or as the Greeks called him, Arueris, is usually identified with
city of

Apollo, and hence the city was

known

to the

I

in

he ruins
the

''^^"•

Greeks as Apollino-

however, is entirely unknown until the
period of the Ptolemies, of which date a Greek dedicatory inscripThe only remains to be seen are the
tion was observed at Kus.
extensive mounds of dcl)ris, and a block or two of stonework from
In the mosque there is a granite basin inscribed with
the temple.
the name of Ptolemy Ilnd Philadelphus.
One fragment of stone
construction has upon it a Ptolemaic or Roman relief, representing
a Pharaoh sacrificing a gazelle
and near this it is evident that
the ruins of the temple are buried.
Keskes, or Kus, rose in importance as Koptos declined and in the Middle Ages it is said to
have been second in size only to Cairo. It was then the chief
terminus of the trade routes with the East, but in more modern
times it gave place to Keneh, and sank to its present insignificant
polis

Its history,

I'arva.

;

;

size.

SHENHl>R

The modern village of Shenhur marks the site of the ancient The temple
town of Sen/tor, a place which has no history earlier than the <jfShenhur.
Roman period. At this date a small temple was erected here,
which exists in fairly good preservation at the present day. This
temple consists of three much ruined halls or forecourts, the
second of which has the bases of eight columns, and behind these
courts

the main temple,

still partly roofed and not extensively
oriented from south to north, and on its %vest side is
an open space, in which are the potsherds and other remains of the
ancient town
while on its east side stands the modern village

ruined.

is

It is

;

buried amidst the trees.
ruined,

and has no

The

first

inscriptions.

court of the temple

The second

court, in

is

entirely

which are

the columns, has a fragment of an inscription on the north door-
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way, giving the cartouche of the Roman Emperor Nerva. The
is mainly filled with rubbish, but part of an inscription
can be seen on the south wall. A ruined gateway leads from this
court into the first hall of the temple, of which the side walls alone
are standing.
In the north wall are two small doorways leading
into side chambers, both roofed, but much filled with rubbish, and
a main gateway leading into the second hall.
From this hall a
door in the west wall leads into the side chamber, and one at the
west end of the north wall leads into another chamber, now choked
with rubbish. The main doorway in the north wall brings one
into the partly roofed pronaos, from which a door leads off to the
south.
In front of one is the sanctuary, with the usual passage
leading round the back of it, partly roofed. The sanctuary is the
only part of the inner chambers of the temple decorated with
reliefs.
The outer face of the doorway has the usual winged disk
upon the lintel, while to right and left are small reliefs showing the
Pharaoh worshipping Min, Horus, Thoth, Amen-Ra, and other
The outer face of the front wall shows on the right a bigger
gods.
relief of the king worshipping Isis, and on the left a similar scene
with Mut as the deity. Entering the chamber, which is much
choked with rubbish, on the north wall the king is seen before
Mut and Isis, while on the side walls similar reliefs show him
before Isis, Khonsu, Horus, Thoth, &c. All these reliefs are much
weathered, and are not very clear. All the cartouches which are
to be seen here read simply "Autocrator C;esar."
The passage
around the sanctuary is partly roofed. From the west wall a doorway leads into a small chamber, while in the middle of the north
wall there is an opening from which a small passage in the
thickness of the wall goes off to right and left.
The reliefs upon the outside of the temple are much blurred,
In the middle of this wall there is
except those on the back wall.
a false door with a winged disk above, and some small side-reliefs
showing the king in the presence of Isis, Thoth, Khonsu, and other
To the west of this false door there are some large reliefs
deities.
representing the king worshipping Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu, and
and to the east similar reliefs show him worshipping Min,
Isis
Mut, Khonsu, and Isis. These must be regarded as the main
but the name Senlior suggests that Hor or
deities of the place
Horus was also a patron of the town.
Just to the north of the temple there is a mound of ruins upon
which is built a mosque, the minaret of which now leans dangerThe mosque is a decidedly picturesque building, and,
ously.
third court

;

;
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tof^etlicr with the tniiplc and llic l)ark)^ round of trec^>, forms a
The minaret will serve as a landmark to
picture of j^rcat charm.
those who are riding from Kus. A few remains of a Coptic church
are to be observed in the neiglibourlioodjand near the cdj^e of the
desert, some miles to the east, there are two or three mounds which

mark

the sites of ancient towns.

FROM KUS TO THEBES
After leaving Shenhur, a person riding on the eastern side of Kastbank.
except one or two

the river towards Luxor passes no ancient sites

—

plundered, and some ancient
stone blocks near the railway— until he reaches the village of
Medamiit, which is supposed to mark the site of the Christian
town of Maximianopolis. The remains of the temple, which once \[edanuit.
stood at Medamut, are sometimes visited from Luxor by persons
who are desirous of a long donkey-ride. The road passes to the
east of the railway line, and with a good donkey the ruins may be
reached in about an hour. They are, however, of little interest.
insignificant

A

cemeteries, entirely

built by Amenhotep
and Rameses Ilnd, and dedicated

temple once stood here,

by Sety

The

1st

II

nd,

and enlarged
god Mentu.

to the

present remains of columns, &c., mostly date from Ptolemaic
and Roman days, and the cartouches of Ptolemy Euergetes 1st,
Ptolemy Euergetes Ilnd, Ptolemy Lathyros, Ptolemy Auletes,
Antoninus Pius, and Tiberius are to be observed.
IJetween Nekadeh and Thebes, upon the west bank of the river, West bank,
there are several plundered cemeteries, but no sites of interest to
Between Nekadeh and the
the ordinary traveller are found.
village of Kamuleh there are four Coptic convents, which are said
These are Dcr el
to date from the time of the Empress Helena.
Melak, Deres Salib, Der Mari Girgis, and Der Mari Bokli.

CHAPTER

^

IV

THEBES
Situation,

&c.

'

I

*HE modern town

--

Uksur

("

The

of Luxor, which

word

is

a corruption of El

Castles"), stands on the site of the southern

portion of the ancient city of Thebes.

The

visitor arriving

by

railway drives from the station through the native streets to the
Europeanised portion of the town, which is mostly situated on or
near the river front. Those arriving by steamer or dahabiyeh

town, and the native
beautiful temple of
Unfortunately there are a few
houses between it and the river, but it is hoped that some day
these will disappear. To the south of the temple is the entrance
to the Luxor Hotel, beyond which is a row of shops, &.C., leading
along to the huge building of the luxurious Winter Palace Hotel.
To the north of the temple stand the Karnak, vSavoy, and Grand
The house and offices of the
Hotels, hidden amidst the trees.
Inspector-General of Antiquities stand on the edge of the river
some distance farther to the north, the approach being along the
find

themselves at once

in this part of the

quarter remains to be seen later.
Luxor stands, backed by the town.

Here the

Luxor-Karnak road.
Luxor is 454 miles south of Cairo, and 136 north of Aswan.

A

comfortable night journey from Cairo in the wagon-lit brings the
traveller to this the ancient capital of Egypt
and no one who has
found his way to Cairo should fail to travel up to this interesting
Nor should he allow but a few days for his
centre of antiquities.
visit.
There is so much of importance to be seen here that he
Luxor, with its fine
should arrange to make a prolonged stay.
:

The name
" Thebes."

hotels, is a good centre for the excursions to all the ancient sites
from Abydos in the north to Edfu in the south.
The name of the province of which Thebes was the capital was
Wast or Tjamet, which in later times came to be known as the
The two towns occupying the sites of Karnak and
Thebaid.
Luxor w-ere known as " the two Apts." the word Apt signifying " a
60
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often calleil Apt-asiit, " the tlirones of Apt,"

harhn'' Karnak was
while Luxor was called Apt-reset, "the southern Apt."
Ihe word
Apt was pronounced, in the New Empire at any rate, Ape and
the feminine article /</, " the," was often placed before it, thus
j^iving Tape.
The (Jreeks corrupted this into Thebai or Thebes,
;

thus identifying

it

with the

name

of cities of their

Attica, Thessaly, Cilicia, Asia Minor,
in

own

in liujolia,

had done
Abdu, which they had altered to
In the days of Homer the name Thebes had already
use and the lines are well known which thus refer to
<S:c.,

just as they

the case of the Eijyptian

Abydus.

come

into

the city

;

:

" By the fertile stream
Egyptian Thebes, the heaps of precious ingots gleam,
The hundred-gated Thebes, where twice ten score in martial state
Of valiant men with steeds and cars march through each massy gate."

Where,

in

To

the Egyptians Thebes was known by many names.
It was
" Victorious Thebes," " The Thrones of the Two Lands," " The
Mysterious City," "The City of the Hidden Name," " The City

Lord of Eternity," "The Mistress of Temples," "The
Mistress of Might," and so on.
It was also called simply Nu, or
Nut, "the City": and from this is derived the No or No-Amon
which is so often spoken of and which the Assyrians changed to
Ni.
The western bank of the river, where lay the Necropolis, was

of the

Wast

or Tjamet Amentet, " Western Thebes"
was generally called Pa-Hathor, " the house
of Hathor," she being patron goddess of the western hills
and
hence the Greek Pathyris. As late as the seventh century A.D.,

often called simply

but

in later

times

;

it

;

however, the name Tjeme is found as the designation of the
western desert at this point.
The Greeks also called Thebes
Diospolis Magna, Amen being identified with Zeus
and Diodorus indicates that the Egyptians preferred this name to that of
Thebes.
Diodorus says that Thebes is the most ancient city of Egypt,
and, though this is evidently not cocfect, it may well be oTie of
;

There are some traces
bank of the river opposite

the most ancient cities of the country.

of prehistoric remains on the west

Karnak, and at Karnak itself relics of a period as early as the
Ilnd dynasty have been found. The cultivated land on the east
bank of the Nile valley is particularly wide at this point, and the
site of Thebes was the centre of what must always have been a
populous district.
The site, being on the river bank at about

History,
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the middle point of this wide area, could not well avoid becoming
the market-centre and thus one may suppose that there was a
;

settlement here from the earliest times.
The beginning of the
history of the town is, of course, lost in obscurity.
In all probability there were three small towns in early times which later
became amalgamated. The first of these was situated on the

west bank, probably in the neighbourhood of the later palace
of Amenhotep Ilird, and the town of Medinet Habu, for near
this point some early tombs and pottery fragments have been
observed. The second stood at Luxor, near the later temple of

Amenhotep Ilird, and the third was situated at Karnak. These
three towns, being some miles apart, were quite separate so long
as they remained of small size.
It is probable that Karnak was
the most ancient of the three
for, as has been said, there are
indications that the place was in existence in archaic times.
Throughout the main part of the Old Kingdom the place remained
of no importance, and the capital of the province was Arment,
some distance to the south on the west bank of the river. In
;

the Vlth dynasty (B.C. 2500), however, the local princes of Thebes
obtained some degree of power, as did so many provincial families at
this time.
The tomb of a certain Ahy, who was " Great Chieftain
of the Province," was discovered some years ago in the Theban
necropolis
but, although he was buried in Thebes, the inscriptions do not mention the name of that city, though there is a
reference to Arment and to Dendereh.
This family of princes
seems to have retained its power during the confused period
which followed, for in the Xlth dynasty we again catch sight of
;

them (B.C. 2100). One of the princes of this line was named
Antef or Antefaa, and under one of the Pharaohs of dynasty
X. he seems to have held the important appointment of" Keeper
of the Frontier of the South " (see p. 29), which title generally indicates that the possessor was the most powerful of the
Upper Egyptian nobles.
The successor of this prince, also
named Antef, having further increased his sphere of influence,
declared himself Pharaoh, and managed to extepd his kingdom
from the Theban province to the First Cataract on the south and
This king seems to have been closely
to Abydos on the north.
connected with Karnak, for he was buried at Dra abu'l Neggar,
exactly opposite that place, and particular reference is made to
him in a list of kings at Karnak. The first really great Pharaoh
of this line, however, was Nebhapetra Mentuhotep, whose temple
and tomb at Der el Bahri are described in Chapter X. This

TIIF.TIES
kinj^'s

rci},^n

lasted

for

nearly

inj,'

towns may have also increased
period

ferred

the glory of

and under his rule
two ncij^hixnirand wealth. At about

years,

prosperity, while the

Karnak enjoyed the greatest
this

lifty

C).-?

in size

Thebes, " like a splendid sea,"

is

re-

to.

.At the beginning of the .\IIth dynasty Amenemhat 1st (B.C.
2000-1970) erected a temple at Karnak, which was enlarged by his
and the walls of other buildinj^s of this
successor, Senusert 1st
dynasty have recently been discovered. Senusert II Ird (ii.c. 1S871849^ restored Der el Bahri, and undertook other building works.
As the capital of Egypt, Thebes must now have been a place of
considerable wealth antl size and although the Pharaohs of this
;

:

dynasty lived mostly in the north, they did not neglect the
It is at about this date that large tombs
southern metropolis.
were made in the hills to the north of the Theban necropolis,
which perhaps indicates that the town on this side of the river
had now attained some size. At the beginning of this period
a certain noble named Antefaker constructed for himself a

tomb
(P-

which

may now

be

seen

at

Shekh

alxT

el

Curneh

'55)-

In Dynasty XIII. Sebekhotep II Ird (?) built a temple at Luxor,
a fact which shows that this town was also now of considerable
During the chaotic period, between Dynasties XIII. and
size.
X\"II., one hears practically nothing of this neighbourhood.

Some of the kings were buried at Dra abu'l Neggar (p. 186) in
small brick pyramids. While the Shepherd Kings were reigning
in Lower Egypt, the remnants of the old line of kings seem to
have held a precarious sway at Thebes and under three kings,
Sekenenra 1st, Ilnd, and 1 1 Ird of Dynasty XVI L, the power of
King Kames, who sucthe old capital began to be won back.
ceeded to the third Sekenenra, made himself master of Upper
;

Egypt

practically

as far south

as the

likewise seems to have been buried at

He
Second Cataract.
Dra abu'l Neggar, and

neighbourhood, form
Egypt.
Aahmes 1st (B.C. 1580-1557) restored the temple at Luxor,
and his successor, Amenhotep 1st, conducted extensive works at
Karnak, and on the edge of the western desert at Dra abu'l
Thothmes 1st and Thothmes Ilnd
Neggar and Medinet Habu.
and under the succeeding
built at Karnak and elsewhere

and his wife's jewels, discovered
one of the richest "finds" ever made

his

in that

in

;

Pharaohs, Hatshepent and Thothmes I Ilrd, Thebes became the
most important city in the world. Vast wealth had been brought
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here from the Pharaohs' trading expeditions or victories in Asia

and the Sudan, and enormous numbers of foreign slaves were now
compelled to work for the beautification of the city. At Karnak
the great festival hall of Thothmes llird, and the obelisks and
buildings of his predecessors, formed a group of temples of great
magnificence. They were surrounded by gardens filled with the

and

flowers

Egypt and of Asia. These extended to
modern Luxor, where there were other

trees both of

the south towards the

The houses of the town clustered around these two
temples.
and on the other side of the river there
groups of buildings
were, no doubt, many villas. At the edge of the western desert
there were the temples at Medinet Habu, Der el Bahri, and elsewhere and a small town inhabited by the priests and other
persons connected with the necropolis began to grow up at Der el
Medineh.
Thothmes Ilird went regularly every summer to the wars, and
returned to Thebes at the end of September or beginning of
October, bringing with him the wealth which he had captured
It was then that the people of Thebes
in Syria or the Sudan.
obtained their glimpses of the outside world, and learned to
admire the luxury of conquered Syria and to despise its people.
Each year the fleet of war galleys moored in front of the city
and discharged onto the crowded quays the wretched, bedraggled
prisoners who had been brought here to work for the rest of their
Each year the loot from the Syrian cities golden
lives as slaves.
vases, fine linens, splendid arms and armour, gilded chariots, and
numbers of horses was conducted through the thronged streets
Each year the soldiers of the victorious army
to the palace.
paraded through the city, and the sounds of martial music were
as frequently heard as were the chants of the priests.
Thothmes organised regular " Feasts of Victory," which were
conducted in the most gorgeous manner and presentations of
In recording these gifts
the loot were then made to the temples.
" My majesty gave [to the temple] three Asiatic
the king says
My majesty presented gold, silver, lapis lazuli, malacities.
;

;

—

—

;

:

.

.

.

chite, copper, bronze, lead, colours, &c., in great quantities.

.

.

.

gardens, and ploughed lands of the
The king also presented the temple with 1578 Syrian
choicest."
During the cool winter
slaves, and of course numerous negroes.
season the court remained for the most part of the time at Thebes
I

set aside

numerous

fields,

;

which the traders and ambassadors
In the
of the countries of the whole known world converged.

and the

city

was the centre

to

THEBES
Thothmes went away to
sweltering under tlie summer

spring
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the wars again
sun,

and

;

remained quiet

Thebes,
until

the

autumn.

Amenhntop IInd(n.C. 1448), the successor of Thothmes Ilird,
same aggressive policy; but by this time Egypt had
learnt to adopt some of the barbarous methods of her enemies,
and we are told how the Pharaoh slaughtered his captives in the
carried on the

.Six princes of 'I'ikhsi, whom he had captured, were
hanged head downwards on the walls of Thebes, while a seventh
was taken up to the Sudan and there executed in a similar manner.
Still the wealth of the world poured into the city, and still the
temples were enlarged and beautified. .Vftcr the short reign of
Thothmes IV'th, Amenhotep Ilird came to the throne; and the
luxur)- and wealth of Thebes may now be said to have reached
This king built the temple of Luxor, and from it to
its height.
the temples of Karnak he constructed a wide road bordered with
sphinxes. This road passed along more or less the same line
as that of the modern Luxor-Karnak road. The river was probablv closer to it than it is now (p. 87), but there was room, no
doubt, for the villas of some of the nobles between it and the
The two towns of Luxor and Karnak were now amalgawater.
mated, and the town on the west bank of the river was probably
linked to the main city by a chain of villas and by a good high-

temples.

road.

The king

and the two

erected his mortuary temple on the west bank,
remain to this day to tell of its magnificence.

colossi

South of this temple he constructed for himself a beautiful palace
on the edge of the desert, and just to the east of it he made an
enormous pleasure lake, where he and his famous queen. Thiy,
Here he held his court
could sail together in a golden barge.

shadow of the magnificent Theban hills and hither came
the ambassadors of Asia, and even of the Greek islands, to do
him homage. The three towns, now amalgamated into the one
and there
city of Thebes, became the wonder of the world
in the

;

;

appear

to

have been not a few foreigners who deserted their

own

countries in order to live here.
only tolerable from September to

the

summer months

it

The

May

climate, of course,

was

and during
each year
must have been the custom to move to the
;

north.

The next Pharaoh, Akhnaton, owing to his religious beliefs,
found Thebes an objectionable place to live in, and built himself
Here he
a new capital at Tell el Amarna in Middle Egypt.
reigned for a dozen years or so, while Thebes lay under a cloud,
5
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her temples closed, and her wealth diverted. But at the death
of Akhnaton the court returned to the old capital, and Thebes
once more became the proudest city of the world. The kings of
the new dynasty, Horemheb, Rameses 1st, and Sety 1st, built at
Karnak on an unprecedented scale. Th evast Hypostyle Hall
was now erected, and numerous pylons and other buildings were
up.
Karnak was now becoming the religious quarter of
Thebes, and Luxor the secular and there is reason to suppose
that the king's palace was now situated at Luxor.
This new
dynasty was of Memphite origin, and there was now a tendency to
spend the greater part of the year in the north. Rameses Ilnd
(B.C. 1292 to 1225) does not seem to have lived here much, and
thus Luxor became somewhat weakened in power and Karnak,
the religious centre, became the most important of the three
quarters of Thebes. After the time of Rameses II nd practically
no building was undertaken at Luxor, but a great deal was done
at Karnak.
The palace of Rameses Illrd (B.C. 1198-1 167) was
situated near that of Amenhotep Ilird on the west bank, and
here he built his great temple Medinet Habu. This king, being
.of a religious disposition, seems to have lived at Thebes for considerable periods, but the city was now beginning to be a sort of
Rome of the Middle Ages, dominated by the priests. We read
how the king "planted Thebes with trees, shrubs, isi-plants and
menhet-flowers " but this was done not so much for the glory
set

;

;

—

;

its religion.
During the reigns of the
Ramesside kings the power fell more and more into the
hands of the high priest at Karnak, and finally the High Priest
Herhor dethroned the unfortunate Rameses XI 1th, and made
himself Pharaoh (B.C. 1090). From that moment Thebes ceased
to be the real royal city, and became the centre of the religion.
Karnak was now the Vatican or the Canterbury of Egypt Luxor
was fast becoming a mere village and the town on the western
bank was now the centre of the mortuary worship. The Pharaohs
of the succeeding dynasty
Sheshonk, Osorkon, Takeloth, and
others did not reside at Thebes, but they added certain buildings to those already existing at Karnak.
Then followed the
Ethiopian dynasty (B.C. 712 to 663), during which Thebes came
in for considerable attention, and was regarded more as an
administrative centre than it had been for some hundreds of
years.
Lower Egypt was at this time exposed to the invasions
of the Assyrians, and the Pharaohs were thus obliged to reside

of the city as for that of

later

;

;

—

in

the

upper country.

—

In

the

year B.C. 661

the generals

of
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Ashuibaiiipal razed the city to the ground, and stripjied the
precious metal from the temples.
"Two enormous obelisks,
wrou^dit of brij^ht silver, whose weight was 2500 talents," were
carried to Nineveh.
Many of the inliabitants were slain, and
for

many

years the fate of the city was the talk of the world.

words of the prophet

Nahum

be remembered

will

;

The

" Art thou

better than No-Amon, that was situate among the rivers, that
had the waters round about it, whose rampart was the sea river ?),
Ethiopia and Egypt were
and her wall was from the sea ?
Vut and Lubim were thy
her strength, and it was infinite
Yet was she carried away, she went into captivity her
helpers.
young children also were dashed in pieces at the top of all the
and they cast lots for her honourable men, and ail her
streets
great men were bound in chains."
A century later (li.c. 525) Thebes was again stripped by Cambyses, who, however, could not have found much left to carry
;

:

:

away with him.
For the next three hundred years the city remained in some
and very little was done to beautify her temples, or
to restore to them the wealth which they had lost.
In I^tolemaic
times there was a considerable revival, and Karnak received
much attention. The city, however, revolted against Ptolemy
Epiphanes and was severely chastised. Diodorus, who visited
Thebes about B.C. 57, writes as follows concerning its origin and
" Afterwards reigned Husiris, and eight of his posterity after
size
him; the last of which " (of the same name with the first) " built
that great city which the E^gyptians call Diospolis, the Greeks
Thebes; it was in circuit 140 stadia" (about twelve miles),
" adorned with stately public buildings, magnificent temples, and
rich donations and revenues to admiration
and he built all tlie
obscurity

;

:

;

private houses,

some

four,

some

five

stories high.

And

to

sum

word, he made it not only the most beautiful and
stateliest city of Egypt, but of all others in the world.
And
we have it related that not only this king, but the succeeding
princes from time to time, made it their business to beautify the
city
for that there was no city under the sun so adorned with

up

all

in a

.

.

.

;

so

many and

stately

monuments

of gold, silver,

and

ivory,

and

multitudes of colossi and obelisks."
In B.C. 24 Strabo visited Thebes, and describes it as follows
" Next to the city of Apollo is Thebes, now^ called Diospolis,
with her hundred gates, through each of which issue 200 men,
with horses and chariots,' according to Homer.
Other writers

—

:

'

.

.

.
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use the same language, and consider Thebes as the metropolis of
Vestiges of its magnitude still exist, which extend 80
Egypt.
stadia " (about 9 miles) " in length. There are a great number
of temples, many of which Cambyses mutilated. The spot is at
He then goes on to describe the
present occupied by villages."
monuments on the other side of the river, and speaks of the
colossi, the Ramesseum, the tombs of the kings, &c.
Under Roman rule Thebes appears to have been but a collec-

and around the ruins of the old temples.
came here in considerable numbers to see its

tion of villages built over

Roman

tourists

wonders, of which perhaps the most attractive was the musical
Memnon (p. 248). In early Christian times the western bank
of the river at Thebes became famous as a monastic settlement,
The Bishop
and hundreds of anchorites lived in the tombs.
Pisentius, who was one of the founders of this settlement, is said

have lived in a tomb in which were several mummies, and to
have held converse with their souls. The great monastery of
Der el Bahri (" the northern monastery "), dedicated to St.
Phoebammon, and that of Der el Medineh, were now founded
and both on the east and west bank of the river many of the
Around the
old temples were converted into Christian churches.
temple of Medinet Habu there grew up a large Christian town
at Luxor the village spread itself over the ruins of the temple
and at Karnak the ancient buildings were surrounded by the
hovels of the natives. Thus Thebes became divided once more
to

;

;

;

into its three original parts.

In early times the god of Thebes was Mentu, whose original
seat of worship

was Arment.

In the

tomb

of the Vlth dynasty

prince of Thebes, mentioned above, no reference is made to Amen,
who was then evidently a god of no importance. He was pro-

perhaps a deified hero, or perhaps
bably a minor local god
originally but a spirit or bogie which haunted the neighbourhood.
In the Xlth dynasty he had risen to some power, and in the
Xllth dynasty he was more important than Mentu. The rise
:

of Thebes necessitated the rise of its local god, and when the
became the proud metropolis. Amen became the state god.
A local goddess, Mut, " the Mother," was now raised to a degree
city

of great importance by being associated with Amen as the wife
To complete the trinity the local moon-god,
of that god.
Khonsu, possibly a form of Horus, was named the son of Mut

and Amen.

The

old state

god of Egypt was Ra, the sun-god, whose chief

THEBES
seat of worship

was

Ileliopolis,

near Cairo.
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In onler to

make

Amen
fied

acceptable to the nation as the royal god he was identiwith Ra imder the name Amen-ra seten neteru, " Amen-Ka,

king of the gods," which was contracted into Amonrasonter, the
famous name of later times.
Amen was sometimes identified
with Min, the god of Koptos, and under the name Min-Amen he
received much worship in Roman and Ptolemaic times.
The goddess of the western hills opposite the city was Hathor.
Sometimes she was regarded as a beautiful woman sometimes
she was a cow which could be seen coming forth from the hills
and sometimes again she was a serpent. The main seat of her
worship was Dendereh, but all these western hills belonged to
lier, and she was certainly the most important mortuary deity of
Thebes.
There were many other gods worshipped in Thebes,
but none which belonged i)rimarily to the city.
;

;

CHAPTER V
THE TEMPLE OF LUXOR
temple
THEwalk
from

of Luxor stands on the river bank, a few minutes
Visitors
the imposing Winter Palace Hotel.

it best to examine the temple in the afternoon, for the
hghts are then very beautiful while by moonlight the colonnades
are perhaps more impressive than any other buildings in Upper
Egypt.

will find

;

History of the Temple

On

the site of the temple there seems to have stood during
Kingdom a small building erected by King Sebek-

the Middle

hotep Ilnd for a block of stone bearing that Pharaoh's name has
been employed in the foundations of the later edifice. A shrine of
Thothmes Ulrd was built on the site of the later Forecourt of
Rameses Hnd, and it is probable that the original shrine of the
The famous Senmut, the supporter
Middle Kingdom stood here.
of Queen Hatshepsut, states that he conducted all the works of
the queen and of Thothmes Hlrd at Luxor. The south end of
the temple which is seen to-day, that is to say, the colonnaded
Forecourt and the chambers leading from it on the south, was
erected by King Amenhotep Ulrd of the XVIIIth dynasty, and
was dedicated by him to the great Theban trinity— Amen- Ra,
In ancient times the temple was generally
Mut, and Khonsu.
;

known
and

in

as

"The Temple

medifeval times

Castles," from

it

which the

of

Amen

in

the Apts of the South";

came to be known as El Uksih; " The
modern name of the town "Luxor" is

corrupted.

The reign of Amenhotep Ilird marks the zenith of Egyptian
wealth and prosperity, and the king had not been long upon
the throne before he felt it incumbent on him to erect in the city
of Thebes a temple worthy of the most wealthy metropolis of the
At Karnak there was already the temple of Thothmes
world.
70
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Illrd and his predecessors, ami on the wist Ijank oi ilic river
but in the
numerous temples studded the edj^e of the desert.
heart of the city there was no edifice of any ma^mitude to be
shown with pride by the Thcbans to the numerous foreijjners
who now visited Kgypt. In erecting the temple the kiny took
the opportunity of i)lacing before the Thcban populace upon its
walls a series of scenes relating to, and justifying, his accession
Egyptian law decreed that the king should either
to the throne.
but
be the son or the husband of a Pharaoh's eldest daughter
Amenhotep Hlrd was neither. His father, Thothmes IVth, seems
to have had no daughter to whom Amenhotep could have been
married in order to become legal king and his mother, Muiemua,
was in all probability the daughter of the king of a small North
Moreover, the wife whom he had
Syrian countr)' called Mitanni.
married when he was still young— the famous Queen Thiy— was
not royal at all, and very possibly was not Egyptian. The erection of the temple at Lu.vor, therefore, was undertaken probably
for the purpose of conciliating the people and priesthood of
Thebes and the reliefs, which demonstrate the miraculous birth
and divine coronation of the king, were intended to set at rest any
doubts as to the legality of his accession. The temple is thus an
entirely personal monument, and the glorification of the king is
Speaking of this building the king says
its evident motif.
" .Amenhotep Ilird, Ruler of Thebes, is satisfied with the buildWhen the people see it
ing made for his father Amen-Ra.
It is Amenhotep Ilird who
they give praise to His Majesty.
hath satisfied the heart of his father Amen."
When Akhnaton, the son of Amenhotep Ilird, came to the
throne and renounced the worship of Amen, he ordered that
god's name to be erased wherever it occurred and one may see
to this day how it has been chiselled out in all the inscriptions.
;

;

;

:

.

.

.

;

A

small shrine of .\ton, the new god, was erected within the preLuxor temple.' The next king, Tutankhamen, who
returned to the worship of Amen, destroyed this shrine and con-

cincts of the

;

tinued the building of the original temple which Amenhotep Ilird
had left unfinished. Horemheb andSety 1st of the XlXth dynasty
proceeded with this work. Rameses Ilnd much increased the size
'

it the pylons and Forecourt at the
north end, and a few small additions were made shortly afterwards by Merenptah, Sety Ilnd, Rameses Ilird, Rameses I \'th,
The architect of the work of Rameses Ilnd
and Rameses Vlth.

of the temple by adding to

1

Fragments from

this

temple are (1907) preserved

in the

Luxor temple.
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Priest of Amen named Bakenkhonsu, who tells us that
he erected obelisks " whose beauty approached heaven," and that
he laid out a " garden planted with trees " in front of the pylons.
" I made," he continues, " very great double doors of electrum
their beauty met the heavens. I hewed very great flagstaffs, and I
The
erected them in the august court in front of the temple,"
A broad and magnifitemple was now at the height of its glory.
cent avenue of sphinxes extended from its pylons to the temple of
Karnak, along which the great processions of priests passed on
Around the temple were beautiful gardens, and
festal occasions.
on its west side were the extensive quays of Thebes, always
crowded with galleys. So great was the wealth of the priesthood
that the walls of the temple were inlaid with electrum, the doors
were studded with gold, and it is said that even parts of the pavements were covered with sheets of silver.^ Under Rameses Ilird
and a herd of 279 head
there were 2623 servants in the temple
of cattle supplied the altars, according to a list of this date.
Menkheperra, the son of King Painezem 1st of the XXlst dynasty,
restored parts of the temple which were ruined.
In the reign of Smendes one reads of a flood which destroyed
or endangered the building (p. 301), and another flood in the
In the XXVth dynasty
reign of Osorkon Ilnd is recorded.
Kings Shabaka and Shabataka restored parts of the building
and in the XXIXth dynasty King Hakar ^ added to it, as did also
Nectanebus Ilnd in the XXXth dynasty. Finally, Kings Alexander and Philip built here but by that time the riches of the
temple had probably been carried off" during the various invasions
In Christian times
and revolutions of later Egyptian history.
churches were constructed inside the temple, and after the
Mohammedan conquest houses were erected in the once sacred
courts, which, falling and being rebuilt, soon filled the place with
debris.
A mosque, dedicated to a much honoured saint, was
built in the Ramesside Forecourt, and still stands there, although
the main part of the temple has now been cleared and walled in.

was a High

;

;

;

;

Description of the Temple
The Forecourt of
tep'lllrd.

On

passing through the modern gate one enters the Forecourt
IlIrd, around which runs the famous colonnade, so
The columns are still almost perfect except for
often portrayed.
of

Amenhotep
1

-

Breasted, Records, ii. 886.
Weigall, Report on the Temple of Luxor, Annales du Se>~'ice.
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those at the north end, where originally the first gateway of the
temple stood. The roofing blocks, which lay across the architraves, and thus connected them with the now much damaged
back walls, have all disappeared. One must imagine this court in
its original state as being smoothly paved, and, as now, open to
the sky, the colonnade, however, casting more shadow than it
does at present.
On the columns, architraves, and walls the
inscriptions and reliefs were highly coloured, and the effect of
this must have been brilliant.
At the north end of this court, in
the original design of the temple, was the front gateway, and
beyond this stretched an avenue of sphinxes which, on nearing
Karnak, led one to the various buildings of Amenhotep Ilird in
that temple.
Later in his reign the king perhaps added in front
of the Forecourt a grand colonnade, which, however, remained

The Hypostyle Hall,

The

First

Vestibule,

unfinished at his death.
At the south end of the Forecourt stands the Hypostyle Hall,
jj^g roof of which was supported by eight rows of four columns, on
the lower parts of which Rameses IVth and Rameses Vlth have

placed their cartouches. On the now much damaged walls the
reliefs of Amenhotep Ilird have been supplemented by a series of
cartouches of Rameses Ilird, and a long inscription at the top
dates from the reign of Sety Ilnd.
Inscriptions also mention
repairs executed by Sety 1st and Rameses Ilnd in this hall.
One now passes into the First Vestibule, which originally
possessed eight columns. The vestibule has been re-used as a
Roman temple, and an apsidal recess has been constructed at
the south end, flanked by two granite pillars. The walls have
been covered with plaster, and elaborate scenes of men and horses
have been painted on them. These are now in a very bad state of
preservation, and the original reliefs can here and there be seen.
Of these original reliefs the most interesting is a group at the east
end of the north wall (i). One there sees a throne, ornamented
with the figure of a lion, carried on the shoulders of several nobles.
On the throne there was originally a figure of Amenhotep Ilird,
but this is now entirely destroyed. Fan-bearers walk by the side
of the throne in an attitude of humility. A group of nobles follows
behind, and in front are soldiers armed with spears, shields,
and sickle-shaped swords while a priest burning incense, and
musicians singing and clapping their hands, proceed at the head
of the company. The king is supposed to be going in procession
to worship Amen-Ra, and at the corner of the wall here one sees
him in the presence of that deity pouring out a libation upon some
;

riCMPLK
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bunches of
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seen kneeling
inside the shrines of the various forms of Anicn.
The first of the
temple chambers is, thus, appropriately decorated with scenes
showinjj the arrival of the Pharaoh at his temple and his introductory worship of the god Amen.
flowers.

is

Returning to the Hypostyle Hall, since the original doorway Theshrincs
leading towards the Sanctuary is now blocked by the Roman 'f ^'"' '"''
altar,

one

may

enter the small chapel on the east side, on the walls

of which .\mcnhotep Ilird

A

on

is

shown worshipping the goddess

.Mut.

the west side was

dedicated to Khonsu.
Passing out by the doorway on the east wall of the Hypostyle Hall,
and skirting the foot of the rubbish mounds which here encroach
on the temple precincts, one turns to the right and enters the
Birth-Room. The roof of this chamber was supported by three The Birthcolumns, but it has now collapsed. On the west wall (2) are the Room,
well-known reliefs relating to the pretended divine birth of the
king. There are here three series of scenes, the story commencing
at the north end of the bottom series.
In the first scene one sees
Queen .Mutemua, the mother of Amenhotep Hlrd, embraced by
Isis in the presence of Amen.
The god .Amen is here supposed to
have met Mutemua by chance, and to have loved her while Isis
tells him who she is and how she may be approached.
The ne.xt
scene shows Amen being led by Thoth to the queen's chamber,
the latter god having suggested a means by which King
Thothmes IVth, the cjueen's husband, may be temporarily got
out of the way.
In the next scene Amen and the queen are
seated together, and are borne aloft by the goddesses Selket and
Neith, while the god puts the breath of life into her nostrils.
Amen had disguised himself as the king, and had found the
queen asleep in her chamber
and she, awakened by the
fragrance which filled the room, and believing him to be her
husband, had led him to her couch and had listened to his words
Before leaving her the god revealed himself, and told her
of love.
that the child of their union should be named Amenhotep.
In the
next scene we see Amen giving instructions to the god Khnum,
whose duty it was to fashion man upon a potter's wheel. Finally,
similar chapel

;

;

end of this series, Khnum is shown modelling two figures,
one of the king's physical body and the other of his i^a or spiritual
double, while Isis gives life to the figures.
In the second series,
higher up on this wall, the scenes run from south to north.
First,
the god Thoth is seen announcing to the queen that her confinement approaches. Next, Mutemua is seated upon a stool, while
at the
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Khnum

chafe her hands. Taurt and Bes, the patrons of
and many demi-gods, are grouped around the queen.
In the following scene Isis is shown presenting the new-born
and, finally, the child is nursed by
infant to Amen, its father
Isis

and

childbirth,

;

Amen

presence of other gods. In the uppermost series we see the child in the presence of the gods, nursed by
the nine Hathors and by the queen while the last scene at the
Upon
top north corner shows the now grown man as Pharaoh.
the other walls of this room the king is represented as being

on his knees

in the

;

blessed by various gods.

Passing through a door in the south wall one enters a much
ruined chamber, built on a plan similar to that of the Birth-Room.
The reliefs are badly damaged and are difficult to distinguish. On
the north wall there is an interesting and better preserved scene
(3),

representing the king standing

in

a boat

plucking reeds,

which he afterwards presents to the god Min. This is doubtless
some Nile ceremony connected with the king's birth or coronabut those who
tion, the actual significance of which is now lost
have been to the temple of Kom Ombo will remember that this
same ceremony is there represented in the Birth-House (p. 389)
in a ridiculously exaggerated form.
A doorway in the west wall leads into a chamber which was
originally one of the vestibules before the Sanctuary, but which in
later times was itself converted into a sanctuary. A masonry naos
or shrine, erected by Alexander the Great, occupies the main part
of the chamber. The doorways in the north and south walls have
been blocked up, though one may now pass through a small opening in the former. The reliefs on the walls of the original chamber
;

The

later

Sanctuary,

King Amenhotep Ilird in the presence of the gods. On
the east wall (4) the king is seen presenting slain bulls and other
offerings to the sacred barque of Amen, which stands in a shrine.
On the south wall, at the east end (5), he kneels, as King of Upper

represent

Egypt, to receive life from Amen-Ra, while the goddess Urthekau
stands behind him. At the west end of this wall (6) he kneels, as
King of Lower Egypt, for the same purpose. On the west wall (7)
we see him presenting flowers to Amen-Ra and Mut, and making
This barque was probably
offerings again to the sacred barque.
made of cedar of Lebanon covered with gold-leaf, and in it was a
shrine in which a portable image of Amen-Ra could be deposited.
It was regaiMed with the utmost reverence, and was only shown in
public at great festivals or in times of distress. One reads, for
example, how in the reign of Osorkon Ilnd it was brought out in
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order to appease the waters of a l1oo(l,i)ne of the priests addressing
The shrine of Alexander the Cireat is dedicated
a long liynin to it.

Amen-Ka, Mut, and

to

Khonsii.

but already one begins to see

Tlie reUefs are carefully executed,

in

the modelling those exaggerations

which give so grotesque an appearance

An

monument

a

of acacia

for his father

inlaid

with

Amen-Ra,

gold,

Ptolemaic reliefs.
Alexander "made it as

to later

inscription inside the shrine states that
in

white stone, with doors

had been in the time of
thus led to suppose that a shrine

as

it

Amenhotep Illrd" and one is
some kind existed in this chamber in the XVIIIth dynasty.
The visitor should now enter the Second Vestibule, the roof of The
which is supported by four graceful columns. The scenes on the
walls show the king in the presence of Amen-Ra and other gods.
At the east end of the south wall (8) one sees the king embraced
by Amen-Ra, from whom he receives "life," while behind him
;

of

^,'^,'^*^'J^

stands the goddess Anient and the goddess Mut. On the west
wall (9) there are much damaged scenes representing priests
bringing offerings to Amen and the visitor should especially notice
;

the fine ram-headed vases which they carry.

The ram,

of course,

was the sacred animal of Amen-Ra.
Leaving this chamber by the door in the west wall, and turning
to the left, one passes through two ruined and open rooms into the
long hall which runs transversely behind the later, and before the
original. Sanctuary.
Twelve columns support the roof, most of
which have collapsed. The reliefs are much damaged, and the
visitors' attention need only be called to one scene (10) at the
north end of the east wall.
Here we see the king, holding the
crook, led by Horus to Amen-Ra, while behind the king are two
goddesses, Mut and Uazet. The faces of these two should be
observed, as they are typical of the period, and have considerable
artistic merit.

The

original Sanctuary of the temple

chamber opening from

On

is

a small four-columned The

the middle of the south wall of this hall.

north wall, to the west of the doorway (11), we see
Amenhotep Ilird dancing before Amen-Ra, holding two vases in
his hands
and to the east of the doorway (12) he is seen led by
Tum and Horus to Amen-Ra. Both here and in the later Sanctuary,
which is said to be a copy of an earlier monument, the god Amenthe

;

Ra

god Min, in whose form he is
something of an innovation for,
although the identification of Min with Amen-Ra may date from an
earlier period than that of Amenhotep Hhd, the predominance of
is

closely identified with the

most frequently shown.

This

is

;

^.'''S'"^^

orinctunrv.
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in the heart of the temple of the original Amen-Ra
We may, perhaps, see in this the influence of
unexpected.
Queen Thiy, the wife of Amenhotep Ilird for her father, Yuaa,
was a priest of Min and at the same time a keeper of the sacred
cattle of Amen.
Queen Thiy may have learnt to worship Min as
a child and her husband, who seems to have acted on her every

the

Min form

is

;

;

wish,

may have

temple

insisted

on the prominence of that god

in his

new

order to please her.^
The visitor should now return to the Forecourt of Amenhotep
The Colonnade of
j j jj-^j ^^^^ should pass northwards into the Colonnade of Horemheb,
^
Horemneb.
,.,.,
^
,
,,
which is the most imposing part of the whole temple, l" ourteen
columns, in two rows, supported the lofty roof, which has now disappeared and on the side walls, now much damaged and reduced
to less than half their original height, there were superb reliefs,
brilliantly coloured. The hall was perhaps designed by Amenhotep
Ilird, but it was incomplete at his death. His successor Akhnaton,
having renounced the worship of Amen, did not continue the work
His
but the next king, Tutankhamen, decorated the walls.
successor Horemheb, however, imposed his cartouches over those
of Tutankhamen. These reliefs are of particular interest, and give
one a clear insight into the ancient ceremonies of the temple. The
most important celebration of the Theban year was the " Feast of
Amen in the Apts," in which the god was brought from Karnak to
His sacred barge, accompanied by many galleys, was
Luxor.
towed up stream, while on shore the portable sacred barques were
carried, amidst a procession of priests and nobles, to the temple.
After great sacrifices had been made in the Luxor temple the
procession returned to Karnak, where further ceremonies were
performed. This festival was particularly honoured each year by
Horemheb, for it was during its celebration that he had been
chosen king by the priesthood of Amen. Horemheb was not of
royal birth, but as commander-in-chief of the army he had risen to
such a degree of power that he was selected to fill the vacant
Coming to Thebes to be crowned, he arrived just as this
throne.
and the reliefs on the walls of this
festival was in progress
colonnade give one a good idea of its nature.
Thefestival
The visitor should first look at the reliefs at the west end of the
scenes.
south wall then those on the west wall, north wall, and east wall ;
in

,„

.

;

;

;

;

may be

passing that Min, as god of vegetation and generation,
god Adon, who again is identified with
Aton. The son of Amenhotep Ilird and Queen Thiy renounced the worship
of Amen for that of Aton.
1

is

It

noted

in

precisely similar to the Nortli Syrian
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and finally those at the east end of tlic south wall. At the west
end of the south wall (13) a much damaged relief shows the king
holding the k/icrp or baton towards Amen-Ka and Mut, while four
priests pour water or wine from large amphora- into tall jars which
stand before the shrine. .Vt the beginning of the west wall (14;
we see all manner of offerings and temple paraphernalia
standards, sacred bar(.|ues, vases, chests, fruit, flowers, geese, &c.
which are supposed to be heapetl up before the shrine of Amen
in the Luxor temple on this festal day.
Ne.xt (15) we see twelve

—

dancing

girls, drawn in small size.
They are bending themselves
iKickwards till their hands touch the ground behind them, and are
evidently supposed to be performing various contortions for the
edification of the persons attending the festival.
Four girls shake
sistrums beside them, and above are men beating castanets and
drums. Next (16) there are the representations of a number of
booths in which the slaves of the temple busily prepare meat,

incense, flowers,

fruit,

wine,

and so

forth for the "beautiful festival

of the -Apt."

Butchers are seen slaughtering and cutting up the
oxen, and their active figures are drawn with unusual skill. There
now begins a long procession which is supposed to be coming
along the river bank from Karnak.
It is headed (17) by a company of soldiers bearing shields, battle-axes, and spears, and

accompanied by standard-bearers.
We next (iS) see the two
chariots of the king, led, empty, by grooms, who turn to watch
the crowds behind them.
Then follows (19) an animated group of
men who pull at a rope which extends into the scenes on the now
destroyed upper part of the wall, where it was shown to be attached
to the sacred barge which was being towed up the river from
Karnak; Next (20) we see a group of five negroes, four carrying
bludgeons and one a drum and behind them there is a much
damaged group of negroes wearing feathers in their hair, and
playing castanets. Eight women (21) shake sistrums, and behind
them a group of men clap their hands in rhythm to the song which
the whole company is singing. One must imagine the road lined
with people as this noisy procession goes by, and the houses were
no doubt decorated for the occasion. Then follows (22) another
group of men pulling at a rope, and this time sulficient of the wall
remains to permit one to see that this rope is attached to an
elaborate sacred barge, which is also towed by a many-oared
galley.
Next (23) there is a group of soldiers bearing standards,
followed by others who beat castanets and drums, clap their
hands, and blow trumpets. Three groups of priests (24) are next
;
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shown, each group bearing on its shoulders a portable sacred
barque, while incense is burnt before each of them. The last of
these three groups has as a background a representation (25) of
the doorway of a temple flanked by flagstaff's.
This is evidently
one of the gates of Karnak temple, from which the procession is
issuing. Finally (26) there are offerings and temple furniture, which
are supposed to be placed before the shrine of Amen at Karnak.
At the west end of the north wall (27) we see the king standing
before Amen-Ra and Mut, and offering incense and a libation to
Amen-Ra. Crossing now to the opposite side of the Colonnade,
we see on the east end of the south wall (28) these two scenes repeated. Those who are acquainted with the style of art which
obtained under Akhnaton, the heretic king, will see at once that
his influence

is

still

felt

in the art of this period.

The head

the king, especially the modelling of the mouth, chin,
shows distinct traces of the Akhnaton style.

On
and

we

the east wall

offerings, here

first

and

of

throat,

see (29) the usual temple paraphernalia
to be before the Karnak shrine of

supposed

Amen. Next (30) a spirited group of bulls with decorated horns
awaits sacrifice. Then (31) the three sacred barques are carried
These are
at the head of the procession returning to Karnak.
followed by standard-bearers and a well-drawn group (32) of
negroes, who dance, blow trumpets, and appear to be half mad
Higher up on the wall many-oared galleys are
with excitement.

Then follow
shown, floating down the river towards Karnak.
two chariots, behind which is a guard of soldiers.
A group (34) of girls shaking sistrums, and men clapping their
hands, is now seen after which more standard-bearers and soldiers
(35) are shown. Then follow (36) minstrels playing on lutes, others
(33) the king's

;

beating castanets, and others clapping their hands. Above these
we see the barges floating down the river, and it will be observed
that since they are now going down with the stream they no longer
Next (37 and 38) there are more
require to be towed by ropes.
sacred barques carried by the priests, and below these the booths
Finally (39) we see the king
of the butchers are again seen.
offering a last sacrifice at Luxor before passing out of the doorway,
which is shown behind him. At the east end of the south wall

king is seen offering bouquets of flowers to Amen-Ra and
Mut. The much damaged statues in white marble at the north
end of the Colonnade represented Rameses Ilnd and the goddess
Mut on the one side, and Amen and Mut on the other.
One now enters the Forecourt of Rameses I Ind, the greater portion

(40) the
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with the ruins and rubbish of the medi;i.nal Tlie ForcThe mosque of Abu'l HaggaK stands on the toji of this ^;',',^,'^5
viiiaKC.
mound, and the Department of Antiquities is therefore unable to Und.
On enteri'ij,' the Forecourt the
clear this part of the temple.
visitor should tirst look at the two damajicd grey granite colossal
of uliich

is

still

lllled

Ilnd, which are seated on either side of the
the throne of the east, or right hand, colossus (41)
there is a symbolical representation of the union of Upper and
Lower Egypt. Two figures of the Nile are seen binding together
figures of

Rameses

On

entrance.

and papyrus plants, which are the symbols
Below this there is a series of captive Asiatic
nations, the name of each being written in an oval from which
On the opposite
the upper part of a typical Asiatic figure rises.
the stems of the lotus

of the two countries.

colossus a similar series of negro tribes are shown. Against the
right leg of the eastern colossus (42) there is a beautifully modelled
rigure of Queen Mut-Nefertari, the wife of Rameses Ilnd, and a
similar but damaged figure is to be seen at the side of the western

Between the columns in the front row on the east side
of the Forecourt there are five colossal statues of Rameses Ilnd,
the third of which, stepping out as it does from the dark recess
colossus.

between the columns,

is

particularly impressive.

By

the leg of

a small figure of Queen Mut-Nefertari
on the plinth of the second statue is the figure of the "king's
beside the third statue
daughter and king's wife," Amenmerit
and on the plinth of the fifth
Mut-Nefertari is again shown
statue is the figure of the "king's daughter and king's wife,"
Banutanath. Both Banutanath and Amenmerit were daughters
and at the same time wives of Rameses Ilnd. The reliefs on the
walls behind these statues show Rameses in the presence of the
gods. At the east corner (43) he is seen led forward by Menthu
the

first

statue there

is

;

;

;

of Thebes,

Wepwat, and Thoth.

Turning now

to the

west side of the court, six

much damaged

between the columns as before. The
on the walls behind are of interest. In the middle of the

colossi are seen standing
reliefs

south wall (44) there is a small representation of the actual front
gateway of the temple, which the reader will presently visit. One
sees the two seated colossal figures at the sides of the doorway, the
four standing colossi, the two obelisks, the pylons, and the flag-

Walking towards this doorway
Rameses Ilnd while behind them (45
and 46) various nobles lead forward enormously fatted bulls, whose
horns are fantastically decorated. Those of one of the bulls which
staffs

from which

flutter

pennants.

are seventeen of the sons of

;
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were naturally "crumpled" were fitted with metal tips in the form
of hands, while a metal head was fastened between them, thus
giving the effect of a figure with waving arms. It will be observed
how the hoofs of the bulls have grown upwards, as is often the
case with prize cattle which are not properly exercised. Some of the
bulls have heavy earrings in their ears, and others are bedecked with
flowers.
Farther along the west wall, beyond the doorway, Queen
Mut-Nefertari is seen shaking two sistrums, while behind her are
the damaged figures of many of the sons and daughters of Rameses
Ilnd. The king is known to have had in sons and 67 daughters
at least, and it is probable that he had many more than this.
Three
The three small chapels at the north end of this Forecourt are
chapels in
dedicated respectively to Mut, Amen, and Khonsu. On the east
the Forewall of the middle chapel, i.e. that of Amen (48), Rameses is shown
court of
Rameses
offering incense to a figure of Min, and on the west wall, opposite
Ilnd.
On
(49), he makes an offering to the sacred barque of Amen- Ra.
the east wall of the chapel of Mut (50) he burns pellets of incense
before the shrine of Mut and Neith and on the west wall (51)
there is the barque of Mut, and a figure of that goddess in a shrine
The elegant pink granite
before which Rameses worships.
columns in front of these chapels seem to have belonged to an
edifice earlier than the rest of the temple, for the name of
Thothmes Ilird of the XVIIIth dynasty is seen on one of the
blocks.
Fragments of stone bearing this king's name were
recently found by the present writer a few yards to the west.
The pylons
The visitor should now leave the Forecourt by the door on the
and front
west side, and should pass round to the front of the temple. The
entrance.''
gateway between the two pylons is now partly filled with rubbish,
over which the roadway to the mosque passes. At present only
Two
the western pylon is freed from the debris of the village.
colossal figures of Rameses Ilnd are seated at the front entrance,
Of the four standing
that On the east side being still partly buried.
colossi which flanked the gateway, only one now remains while of
the two obelisks one has been removed to the Place de la Concorde
;

;

and the other, in its original position, is now partly encumbered with debris. The inscriptions on the obelisks give the
titles of Rameses Ilnd, and state that he made these monuments
The scenes on the front of the pylons
for his father Amen-Ra.
are somewhat difficult to distinguish and as very similar reliefs
are to be found on other temples \\here they can more easily be
in Paris,

;

seen, only the general significance need here be noticed.

fourth year of his reign

Rameses Ilnd advanced

In the

into Syria to

TiTK
make war on

'^^•^[PTJ•

the Hittitcs,

of tuxor

ami by rapid marches he
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c|ui(-kly

trated as far as Kadesh, one of the enemy's capitals.

was out-man<t:uvred by the Hittite king, who attacked him in the
rear, separating his advance column from the main army. Rameses
saved the situation by his bravery and dash, keeping the llitlites
engaged until his reinforcements arrived. The battle was a victory
for neither side, and led to the making of an offensive and defensive alliance between the Hitlites and Egyptians.
On the north
face of the east pylon the Battle of Kadesh is represented, and
one sees Rameses Ilnd charging the enemy in his chariot. On
the west pylon the Egyptian camp is shown, and Rameses is seen
holding a council of war.
Returning now towards the modern gateway along the outside The outer
^''''"*
of the west wall of the temple, several reliefs relating to the wars
^Y^!*,'
of Rameses will be observed.
First (52) we see the king storming temple,
a fortress near Tunip, in the land of Naharin. Then (53) in his
chariot he charges the enemy, and his horses are shown biting at

Below this we see him receiving the prisoners who are
Next (54) he rides back in triumph amidst a train of
captives.
A much damaged scene at the end of the wall of the
Forecourt (55) shows the king in his chariot charging the enemy,
who fall back on their city. Some of the inhabitants fly from the
city, and drive their cattle into the marshes.
Round the corner
(56) the king in his chariot, followed by his soldiers, attacks the
city of Saturna.
Beyond this (57) there is a striking representation
of a devastated country. A dismantled and ruined fort stands
empty upon a hill, while around it one sees the bare fields and the
fallen trees, all of which have been cut down.
Not a.living thing
is shown in this scene, but farther along the wall one observes the
army of Rameses, in perfect order, returning from the land which
they have laid waste. At about a third of the distance along the
wall (58) the army is shown climbing the eastern slopes of the
Lebanon, while below on the sea-coast another contingent of
Egyptian troops is coming to meet them. At the end of this wall
(59) the sons of Rameses are shown bringing in the Asiatic
prisoners which they have taken.
his foes.

brought

in.

Before leaving the temple the visitor should look at the small
Coptic Church which stands outside the west wall of the Colonnade
of Horemheb, near the reliefs which have just been described (55
The columns which supported the roof lie scattered over
to 58).
the site; and at the north-east corner the well-preserved baptismal
tank is worthy of notice.

I'lif

Coptic-

*-""'''^"-

CHAPTER

VI

THE TEMPLES OF KARNAK
T VISITORS

Luxor

do well

pay

two or three
be as well
not to attempt to see all the ruins at one time.
The temple of
Khonsu (p. 88), the great temple' of Amen-Ra (p. 92), and the
northern and eastern buildings may be visited in one morning.
The southern ruins (p. 108) should be reserved for an afternoon
A view of the temples at sunset and by moonlight should
visit.
be obtained if possible. A drive or donkey-ride of less than half-anhour takes one from Luxor to Karnak. The word Karnak means
in Arabic "a window," and seems to have been applied to the
temples and to the surrounding village from the fact that the
great windows of the Hypostyle Hall were a conspicuous feature

^

visits to

to

will

to

at least

the great temples of Karnak, and

it

will

of the ruins.

History of Karnak
The history of Karnak is largely the history of Thebes. Thebes
does not appear to have been a city of any particular importance
before Dynasty XL (B.C. 2160-2000), and the temple of Karnak,
though it existed pi-evious to that date, was probably of unpretentious
size.

The

tribal

god of Thebes was Amen, "The Hidden"

;

and

here at Karnak it is possible that a shrine was dedicated to him
in archaic times, though as yet no antiquities of that date have
been found to confirm this supposition. In Dynasty XL the
princes of Thebes became, by conquest, the Pharaohs of all
Egypt and Amen thus became the royal or state god of the
country.
Ra, the sun-god of Heliopolis, had been the patron
deity of the royal house previous to this and the tradition was so
firmly established that Amen in his new role was identified with
Besides Amen there were two
the sun under the name Amen-Ra.
other tribal deities of Thebes
Mut, the " Mother," and Khonsu,
;

;

:

a beautiful

young

man who seems
84

to

have

been connected
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originally with Horus.

These three quite separate

tribal

gods of

Theban district were now formed into a definite
Amen-Ra became the father, "the king of the gods";

the peoples of the
trinity.

and Khonsu, soon identified with
the sun, became their offspring.
When the great kings of Dynasty XII. came to the throne about
B.C. 2000, and Thebes became the mighty capital of a nation once
more united and consolidated after generations of internal strife, a
large temple was erected to this trinity, and traces of it have been
found at Karnak. It is probable that Karnak at this time was the
This temple
actual site of the city, and that Luxor was a suburb.
of Dynasty XII. seems to have stood not far from where now
Mut, the mother, was his wife

the

moon

since

;

Amen-Ra was

stands the sanctuary of Philip Aridaeus (p. 99), for just to the
south of that building a pedestal was found bearing the name of
Amenemhat 1st, the founder of the dynasty while Amenhotep,
the high priest under Rameses IXth (p. 109), states that a
sanctuary was built in the time of Senusert 1st. Fragments of
Nubian ("pan-grave") pottery of this date have been found to the
east of the temple, and suggest that a Nubian garrison was
Statues
stationed here, or that Nubian slaves were in residence.
and other remains of the succeeding dynasties have been found
and the temple seems to have existed throughout the troubled
;

;

When, with Dynasty
times of the Hyksos rule which followed.
XVIII., the power of Thebes was restored, the great temple once
more began to flourish. An inscription in the quarry of Ma'sara
near Cairo records the fact that Aahmes 1st in his twenty-first year
and
(B.C. 1559) was cutting stone for one of the temples of Thebes
another inscription records his splendid gifts to Karnak. Amenhotep 1st erected some beautiful buildings of white limestone, of which
many blocks have been recently unearthed. Thothmes 1st, the next
king, also built here and Anena, the noble whose tomb (No. 81)
is to be seen at Shekh abd'el Gurneh (p. 133), records the erection
;

;

still existing (p. 99), a doorway named " Amenmighty-in-wealth," of which the door was of Asiatic copper inlaid
with gold, and two obelisks, one of which still stands (p. 98).
Thothmes Ilnd continued the work at Karnak, and a statue of this

of two great pylons

Thothmes Ilird and
king has recently been found (p. 99).
Hatshepsut (b.c. i 501-1447) both built here, and the former
Pharaoh undertook such extensive works that the temples now
began to assume something of their present form. The temple in
general was now called "the Throne of the World" or "the
Glorious Building." At this time the reader must remember that

'mi',
the Great

My|)i)slylc

Ol"

IICMI'I.IIS
Hall,

KAkXAK

I'oiccoiirl,

llie

and
main

llic
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jjvIous

lcni|jlc, chd not
which now stand at the entrance of tlie
and if he will lay his hand over these buildintrs upon the
general plan of the temple he will be able the more readily to
understand the appearance of the site in Dynasty XVI 1. It is
possible that the river ran tluoiij^h what is now the Forecourt, and
To
that the Ijuildinj^s were pushed westward as it receded.
rd is due the I'cstival Hall at the east of the main
Thothmcs
temple, the temple of I'lah and lathor, and other buildings. .Amenhotep Ilnd and Thothmes l\tli, the succeeding Pharaohs, both
added to the now glorious temple, and Amenhotep Ilird (li.C". 141 11375) also built extensively, erecting, amongst other buildings, two
pylons which now form the east wall of the Great Hypostyle Hall.
The temple of Mut (p. ill) was built for the most part by this
king, and a small temple of Mentu to the north of the main
Then followed the great
buildings was also erected by him.
religious revolution of .Vkhnaton (B.C. 1375-1358) and the tempo-

exist

;

1

1

1

1

1

Amen-Ra. Previous to the revolution Akhnaton
up a small temple to Ra-Horakhti Aton, the new god, at
Karnak and after his death this was utterly destroyed by the
once more triumphant priests of Amen-Ra, and the fragments
were used by Horemheb (B.C. 1350 -131 5) in the building of his
pylons. When Amen-Ra had thus returned to power, the priests
decided that his glory should be made known to the world by the
rary downfall of
set

;

The
erection of the largest temple in his honour in existence.
Great Hypostyle Hall was therefore planned, which was to be a
vast portico or pronaos in front of the temple of Dynasty X\T1I.
Horemheb. it was so far
(who held the throne only from
that king was able to inscribe his name
l'..C. 1 31 5 to 13(4) that
upon one of the pillars and upon the doorway through the front
pylons. Horemheb also connected the temple of Mut with the main
temple by means of two pylons and an avenue of sphinxes (p. in).
Sety 1st (B.C. 1313-1292) and his successor Rameses Had (n.c.
Built almost entirely

finished

in

the reign of

by the reign of Rameses

1st

1292-1225) undertook the decoration of the Great Hypostyle Hall,
but neither of these two kings built extensively at Karnak, though
many reliefs and inscriptions date from their reigns. At this time
the front pylons and Forecourt did not exist, and the temple began
In the open space in front of it Sety I Ind
with the Hypostyle Hall.
(B.C.

1

209-1 205) erected a small temple

(p. 92) at

the edge of the

Nile.

receded 500 or 600 yards, and

tlie

The

(p.

92)

and also a

([uay

however, has nowquay stands in the midst of the
river,
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dry land. Rameses Ilird (B.C. 1 198-1 167) creeled a temple in this
open space where the P^orecourt was later laid out (p. 94), and
another temple was placed by him close to that of Mut (p. 113)He also began the temple of Khonsu (p. 88) upon the site of an
earlier edifice.
Under the later Ramesside kings little building
was undertaken, but in the reign of Herhor (B.C. 1090-1085) the
temple of Khonsu was completed. From this time onwards for
many years no great works were undertaken at Karnak. It
already composed such an enormous mass of buildings that no
attempt was made to increase its size at all considerably. The
Bubastite kings (B.C. 945-745) added a doorway here and there,
and a few reliefs and inscriptions were carved upon the walls.
The Ethiopian Pharaohs (B.C. 712-663) added some columns in
front of the Great Hypostyle Hall, and erected one or two small
shrines.
The Assyrian invasions at this time stripped Karnak of
much of its wealth but, thanks to the energies of the governor of
In
Thebes, Mentuemhat, the wrecked buildings were restored.
the succeeding dynasty the Forecourt appears to have been
planned, but the building of the great pylons which now form the
front entrance of the main temple does not seem to have been
The
undertaken until Ptolemaic times (B.C. 300 onwards).
Ptolemies restored and added to the various temples, and their
handiwork is to be seen in all directions, though nothing very
The Roman emperors do not
large was undertaken by them.
seem to have carried on any works of importance at Karnak, and
The early
the place must have largely fallen into ruins.
Christians converted many of the temples into churches, and their
rude paintings are to be seen on many of the walls (as, for
example, p. 104). The village soon spread over the ruins, which
gradually became buried beneath the debris. Excavations during
the last half century have cleared most of the buildings, and these
works are now being carried on with energy by the Department
of Antiquities, under the superintendence of Monsieur Legrain.
;

The Temple

of

Khonsu

The first temple which one reaches when approaching Karnak
from Luxor is that of Khonsu, begun by Rameses Ilird (B.C. 1198),
on the site of an earlier temple. Khonsu, god of the moon, was
the son of Amen and Mut, and was the third member of the
He is generally represented as a young man
Theban trinity.
wearing the side-lock of hair which generally denotes a youth ol
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princely rank.

The temple stands on

the

left

89

of the main road,

j,'reat j^ateway which rises before its pylons forms the
terminus of the famous avenue of sphinxes. These sphinxes will
have been observed on either side of the modern road for some
distance back, thou^^h orijiinally they ran all the way from the
temple of Luxor. The isolated gateway in front of the temple of

and the

Khonsu was erected by Ptolemy
Ilird Euer}(etes(B.C. 247-222), and
orij^inally walls ran from right and
enclosing

temple

left

of

but

these have been entirely de-

stroyed.

it

Upon

the

the gateway

;

we

see Ptolemy Ilird offering to his

ancestors and to the various gods,
in company with Queen Berenice.

Passing across the open court The ForeIjeyond this gateway, we enter the

temple through a doorway between
the pylons, and so reach the Forecourt, on the west, east, and north
sides of which there are two rows
of heavy columns, those on the
north side being raised on a low
terrace.

The

inscriptions

and

re-

on the columns and walls of
this hall were made during the
reign of Herhor (B.C. 1090-1085).
At the south end of the west wall,
above the doorway, we see (i) two
galleys being rowed up-streain to
Luxor, and towing behind them
the sacred barque (2), now somewhat difficult to distinguish. BeThk TEMl'LK or
tween the second and third columns
KIIONSU: KARNAK
(3) the king is shown standing on
board the galley upon which the portable sacred barque has been
placed. Above the second doorway (4) other galleys are shown.
At the end of the wall (5) more barques are seen, and behind them is
a row of princes. This procession of galleys from Karnak to Luxor
formed the main incident of the great yearly festival, at which the
image of Amen was conveyed from its sanctuary at Karnak in order
The festival is
that the god might behold his temple at Luxor.
liefs

'^o"'"'-
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shown

greater detail on the walls of the Luxor temple (p. 78),
At the west end of the north wall (6) we see priests bearing along
in

the barques of Mut, Khonsu, and Amen (the Theban trinity) and
above this the king is shown praying before Ptah, dancing before
Harmachis, and worshipping various other gods.
On the east
wall, over the first doorway (7), the king kneels before Khonsu,
and higher up worships other gods. An interesting representation
of the gateway and pylons of this temple (8) is next shown. Eight
flagstafifs are seen in front of the pylons, heavily clamped with
bronze.
Next (9) the king is seen worshipping before the large
sacred barque of Amen-Ra, and the smaller ones of Mut and
Khonsu. At the end of the wall are priests carrying upon their
;

shoulders a standing figure of the god Min (10), to whom the king
offers flowers.
Priests carrying standards march before the god.
At the east end of the north wall (11) the barque of Amen is again
shown, carried on the shoulders of the priests while in the corner
(12) the king receives jubilee gifts from the hawk-headed Khonsu.
;

The doorway
Nectanebo
The Hypo
siyle Hall.

leading into the Hypostyle Hall was erected by

1st (B.C.

382-364).
is not a building of great

The Hypostyle Hall

Four large
size.
and four small columns support the roof, and one may still see how
the hall was lighted by grated windows above the side architraves.
There were several statues of the sacred apes of the moon in the
hall, but only two are now left.
These date from the reign of
Sety 1st (B.C. 1313-1292), and therefore belonged to the earlier
temple which stood on this site before Rameses Ilird erected the
The reliefs and inscriptions upon the walls of
existing edifice.
the hall date from the reign of Rameses Xllth (B.C. 11 18-1090), the
last of the Ramesside Pharaohs, whose throne was seized by the
high priest of Amen, Herhor. Above the doorway at the west end
of the south wall (13) we see him purified by Thoth and Horus of
Edfu before Amen-Ra and the goddess Ament. At the west end
of the north wall (14) the king burns incense before the barques
which are carried on {he shoulders of the priests. On the

(15),

south wall, at the east side of the doorway (16), he makes offering
The
to Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu, who are seated in a shrine.
doorway leading into the next hall was built by Herhor and
restored by Nectanebo

The
Sanctuary

and inner
chambers.

One now

1st.

passes into a hall in the middle of which are the ruins
of the red granite sanctuary originally built by Amenhotep Ilnd
(B.C. 1 448- 1 420), incorporated in the new temple by Rameses Hlrd,
and reinscribed by Rameses IVth, but very little of it now remains.

I'lii;

The

walls

to li^ht

'i'i:Mri,i;s

and

left

are

oi-

kakxak

i)artly

constiiulcd

taken from an earlier shrine of Thothmes Illrd

which seems

to

have

stooil

here.

(is.c.
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of blocks

1501-1447)
left or

In the corridor on the

west of the sanctuary the reliefs show Km^i Rameses I\'lli in the
presence of the j^ods. The reliefs of this kinj,' in the east corridor
have considerable merit. Here on the south wall we see the king
(17) offering to Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu. On the east wall (18)
he offers flowers to Khonsu (19) he offers a statuette to Ament
(21) he is led
(20) he is purified by Thoth and Horus of Edfu
forward by Mcnlhu and Tum and (22) he offers the figure of
Truth to Amen-Ra and Mut. On the west wall (23) he offers a
figure of Truth to Amen-Ra
(24) he burns incense before Mut
and (25) he offers food to Khonsu. The chapels on either side are
dark, and are of no interest. A stairway leads to the roof from
We now pass on into a small four-pillared
that on the east side.
The earliest reliefs here date from the reign of Rameses IV'lh,
hall.
but others have been added in Ptolemaic and Roman times. At
the east of the entrance (26) we see one of the Cassars offering
to the gods.
On the east wall (27) the upper panels show
Rameses I\'th offering to the sacred barque, and below this a
Roman Pharaoh kneels before Khonsu, Thoth, Unnefer, and <i
number of minor gods. The damaged reliefs on the north wall
are Ramesside. Those on the west wall (28) show a Roman
emperor offering to Amen-Ra, Ptah, Hathor, and a number of
small gods. The reliefs at the west end of the south wall (29)
show a Roman Pharaoh offering to Amen-Ra. It is interesting to
notice the graceful movement of the Ramesside figures, as compared with the stiff upright postures of those of Roman date.
From this hall five doorways lead into chapels, of which those in
the north wall are dedicated to Amen, Mut, and Khonsu by
Rameses Illrd. In the chapel leading from the east side of the
hall a relief, showing Rameses Illrd before Ptah (30), retains part
of its colour.
To the west of the temple there is a little shrine of Ptolemaic The temple
date which is hardly worth a visit. The shrine was dedicated to of Osins.
Osiris, and on the sides of the doorway the king appears before
Osiris and other gods.
One passes through a two-columned
portico lit by grated windows, and through a vestibule, and so
reaches the little sanctuary, at the end of which is a recess. In
this recess the king is seen worshipping the figure of Taurt on one
side, and the standard of Hathor on the other.
Below this there
was a crypt, from which a passage passed into the main temple.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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The Great Temple of Amen-Ra

Tlie pylons
Having visited the Temple of Khonsu, one proceeds along the
and enroad to the north, which presently bends to the west, and later to
trance of
the north again, bringing one finally to the front of the huge
the great
temple.
pylons of the Great Temple of Amen-Ra. Leading up to the

gateway there is a well-preserved avenue of ram-headed sphinxes,
which were erected by Rameses Ilnd. At the west end of this
avenue there is a rectangular terrace which in ancient times was
washed by the river. Records of the height of the inundation
under the XXIst-XXVIth dynasties are marked on the front of
this terrace.
There were here two small obelisks dating from
the reign of Sety Ilnd, but only one now remains.
To the south
of the entrance there is a small, half-buried shrine built by
Harkar (b.c. 390). The two front pylons date from the Ptolemaic
era, but they were never completed
and the great mounds of
mud-bricks on their east and west sides are evidently the ruins of
the scaffolding used by the builders in their construction.
The
larger of the two pylons is nearly 150 feet in height.
Visitors are
strongly recommended to ascend the north pylon, from which a
fine view of the ruins may be obtained. It is approached through
the doorway in the north side of the Forecourt, an ascending
pathway and modern steps leading up to the summit.
One now passes into the large Forecourt, which was laid out in
about the XXVIth dynasty.
It covers an area of nearly ten
thousand square yards but it is now difficult to picture the place
as it appeared originally, when a level pavement was to be seen,
instead of the irregular bramble-covered earth which now takes
On the north and south sides of the court there is a
its place.
much-ruined gallery of columns, which have not yet been fully
;

The Forecourt of
the great
temple.

;

excavated. On the left or north of the entrance there is a large
altar of late date, and farther to the north stands a partly unexcavated building consisting of three shrines dedicated to Amen-

Ra, Mut, and Khonsu, and dating from the reign of Sety Ilnd.
The reliefs on the walls are of no particular interest, and only
show the king worshipping the sacred barques, and in the
presence of the gods. Behind this building there is a row of ramheaded sphinxes, which seem to have been placed here for future
Leading up to the
use during the building of the pylons.
entrance of the Great Hypostyle Hall there were two rows of five
columns connected by screen-walls, but only one of these columns
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now remains

standing. They were erected by the Ethiopian
Pharaoh Taharka of the XXVth dynasty, but they also bear the
names of Psametik Ilnd of the XXVIth dynasty, and of
Ptolemy IVth Philopator, the latter king being responsible for
the screen-walls.
The two pylons which formed the east wall of
this Forecourt, dividing it from the Great Hypostyle Hall, have
both fallen and the mass of tumbled blocks of sandstone gives
one, perhaps, a clearer idea of the size of the pylon than would
the perfectly preserved building have done.
;

The temple
of Ranieses
Ilird

Forecourt
°'
'

,

temple

^

of

Rameses
Illrd.

On the right or south side of the Forecourt there is a small
temple built by Rameses Ilird of the XXth dynasty, and which
consequently stood here before the Forecourt was built.
On
either side of the entrance is a badly proportioned statue of the
king, standing upon a high pedestal.
Both figures are made of
sandstone, and have been coloured. On the two small and ruined
pylons behind them we see the king slaughtering captives, whom
he grasps by the hair, in the presence of Amen-Ra. This god
delivers to him a series of captive cities, each represented by the
upper part of a figure rising from an oval in which the name of
is written.
One now enters the small, open Forecourt,
on three sides of which there runs a covered sjallery, its roof being
supported by square pillars, having against their front sides

the place

.

.

colossal

Osirid

figures

of

the

.

king.

damaged, and only three of them

still

These

.

now much
The
some interest.

are

retain their heads.

scenes on the walls of this little Forecourt are of
At the east side of the doorway (i) the king is seen receiving
from Amen-Ra the symbols of jubilees, indicating that the god
From the east end of this wall a
will grant him a long reign.

scene extends along the east wall to the side doorway, (2) representing the king leading a procession of priests, who carry to
the temple the sacred barques of Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu
upon their shoulders, M'hile others waft fans. Beyond the doorway (3) the king burns incense and pours a libation before the
sacred barque, which is now supposed to have been placed in
its shrine.
At the west end of the north wall (4) the king again
receives jubilee-symbols from Amen-Ra.
At the north end of
the west wall (5) he burns incense before a statue of Min which
is carried to the temple on the shoulders of the priests, a cloth
embroidered with the cartouches of the king being thrown over

wooden structure on which the statue stands. Above the now
blocked doorway walk many priests, bearing the three standards
of the hawk, the emblem of Thebes, and the Disk and Feathers of
the

ticmit-ics

rni':

Amen.

IJcyoncl

iloorway

ilio

ov karxak

((>) tlu-

kiiii;

is
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shown worshippinjj

now been placed in its shrine, the
Tlu- last scene on this wall (7) shows
bowing around il.
the king making ofterings to Amen-Ra, Mm, and Khonsii.
Ascending a slight slope at the south end of the Forecourt, the The
the slaluc of Min, which lias

priests

visitor linds himself in a \'eslibule, the roof of
-

-

1-

....

r

which

11

is

supported
J

.

1 he reliefs are much damaged, but
ot lour columns.
show the king in the presence of Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu, and
other gods. The lower parts of two black granite statues dedicated to Sekhmet, the lion-headed goddess, by Rameses Ilird,
The figures of the king on the two jambs of
will be observed.
the doorway leading into the next hall (8) will be seen to have
once been inlaid with bronze or gold, for the marks of the pins
which held the metal in place are still noticeable. One passes
.

by a row

now
here,

into a

small eight-columned

which are of no particular

Hypostylc

The

Hall.

show the king

interest,

1

lJ"'e,

VcsiiHall,

and Sanctuark^s of
the temple
°|j^,"i"""'''^

reliefs

the

in

presence of the various gods. From this hall three sanctuaries,
with adjoining rooms, lead off, and in each shrine the king is seen
making offerings before the sacred barcjues of the gods. The
middle shrine is, of course, dedicated to Amen-Ra that on the
east to Mut; and that on the west to Khonsu,
Leaving the temple of Rameses Ilird, the visitor should give a
;

few moments to the examination of the gateway (9) just to the east
of that building (see plan). This gateway, now in ruins, was
There was a
•erected by the Pharaohs of the XXI Ind dynasty.
two-columned portico before the gateway, and it should be noticed
that the scjuare stones abo\e the capitals of the columns were
covered with gold or bronze, as
which are still to be seen. There

is

is

indicated by the nail-holes
here a closed gateway, and

beyond it (10) upon the left arc the famous reliefs and inscriptions
of Sheshonk 1st, the Shishak of the Bible, which commemorate his
victory over Rehoboam, king of Judah, about B.C. 926. These are
carved upon the south face of the pylon of Rameses 1st, and visitors
who wish to see them must approach from the outside of the
It will be remembered that the Bible refers to this war
temple.
"And it came to pass
in the following terms (i Kings xiv. 25-26)
in the fifth year of King Rehoboam, that Shishak king of Egypt
came up against Jerusalem and he took away the treasures of
he
the house of the Lord, and the treasures of the king^s house
even took away all and he took away all the shields of gold which
Solomon had made" and (2 Chron. xii. 2-4 and 9) " It came to
pass, that in the fifth year of Rehoboam, Shishak, king of Egypt,
:

:

;

;

;

:

'Ihe Buba-

^^
^,1^^

^'
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came up

against Jerusalem because they had transgressed against
the Lord, with twelve hundred chariots, and threescore thousand
horsemen and the people were without number that came with
;

him out

And

of

Egypt

;

the Lubim, the Sukkiim, and the Ethiopians.

which pertained to Judah, and came
herf show the king smiting a group of
kneeling Asiatics. On the left Amen is seen extending the sword
of victory to the king. Behind and below him there are the names
of the captured Palestinian towns in several rows.
Many of these
are now lost, but originally there were 156 names, some of which
are well known to Bible students.
Perhaps the most interesting
amongst them is " The Field of Abram," and the name " Jordan"
also occurs.
The inscriptions give no details regarding the campaign, but only in vague terms record the king's victory over the
he took the fenced

to Jerusalem."

cities

The reliefs

Asiatics.

Returning now to the Forecourt we proceed towards the Great
Hypostyle Hall, which is entered through a partly ruined doorway
of Ptolemaic date.
The pylons on either side of this doorway,
built by Rameses 1st, are ruined, and at the time of writing (1908-9)
work is being carried on by the Antiquities Department with the
At present the pressure upon the sides
object of rebuilding them.
of the doorway is so great that it has been necessary to hold them
back by means of wooden beams but these will be removed as
soon as the pressure has been relieved and the masonry solidified.
On either side of the gateway stood a colossal figure of Rameses
II nd, but only the south figure now remains standing.
The visitor now passes into the Great Hypostyle Hall, the
largest hall of any temple in the world, covering as it does over
50,000 square feet. The roof, now fallen in, was supported by
134 columns in 16 rows, the two middle rows being higher than
those at the sides.
These larger columns are some 33 feet in
circumference, and about 80 feet in height. When the hall was
roofed it must have been in perpetual semi-darkness, for the light
appears to have been admitted only through the grated windows,
one of which is to be seen on the right-hand side behind the large
columns. At present the hall cannot be seen in its entirety, as the
work of consolidating the columns is proceeding but the visitor
will be able to reconstruct the edifice in his imagination without
difficulty.
The enormous circumference of the columns and their
closeness one to another does not permit one to appreciate the
spaciousness of the hall from all points of view but here and there
the eye may travel down the whole length of one of the aisles, and
;

;

;

TTIE
it

is tlion

'I'EM1'IJ:s

Ol'

that the vastness of the building

K.\R\.\K
is

seen.

there are reliefs and inscrijitions which were once

and the

I'haraoiis

Amen-Ra and

who

In
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all

hij,dily

built the hall are seen in the

directions

coloured,

presence of

has ahcady been stated at the
the IMiaraoli who planned and
conceived this great building was probably I lorcinheb (i;.c. 1350be{,'inning

131

The

5).

other j^ods.

It

of this chapter that
hall

was so

far finished in the reij^n of

Rameses

1st

1315-1313) that that king was able to inscribe his name on
one of the cohimn'^. The reliefs were added during the reigns of
Sety 1st and Rameses Ilnd (n.c. 1313-1225); and Rameses lllrd,
(B.C.

I\th, \'Ith, and \IIth

added

their

names upon the

and

walls

columns. The pylons whicli form the east end of the hall liad
been erected by Amenhotep Ilird (l!.C. 1411-1375) in front of the
temple of the XVTIIth dynasty, which lies beyond; and the(;reat
Hypostyle Hall was in reality an enormous portico or pronaos
built in front of these pylons, corresponding to the great hall

Esueh (p. 302), or that at Dcndereh (p. 35). As the reliefs
upon the walls of the hall are at present not easily seen, the visitor
will do well to give his time to the more general contemplation
of this huge ruin, and then to pass on through the pylons of
at

Amenhotep

Ilird into the earlier temple.
Let the visitor now forget the existence of all the temples of The earlier
Karnak so far described, and regard them as non-existent for '*^"'P'^here he stands at the original front gateway of the temple of the
;

X\TIIth dynasty, and nothing but an open court lay before it.
the Pharaohs of the XlXth dynasty added the Great Hypostyle Hall this earlier temple became the inner sanctuary
but
originally it was a complete temple in itself.
We first find our-

When

;

selves in a transverse court, generally called the Central Court, the
walls in front of us being ruined. On our right is an obelisk of Aswan

by Thothmes 1st (n.c. 1 535-1 501).
There were originally four obelisks here, but the other three have
they stood at what was the entrance of the temple. On
fallen
the left, on the east face of the pylon of Amenhotep Hlrd (11),
there is a fine relief showing a great galley rowed by long oars.
This galley tows the
Soldiers and priests stand on the deck.
sacred barque of Amen, which is seen farther along the wall (12),
and upon which King Amenhotep llird is shown worshipping
We now pass on through the ruined pylons
before the shrine.
built by Thothmes 1st, and so enter a court, around the sides of
which there were a series of Osirid figures, like those we have
already seen in the temple of Rameses Ilird (p. 94) and elsegranite, 76 feet in height, erected

;

7
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The Obe-

somewhat difficult to understand, owing to
and alterations which were made to it. Originally, in the reign of Thothmes 1st, it was simply an open court
lying between the inner and outer pylons erected by that king.
Then, in the same reign, a roof supported upon columns was added,
so that the court became a pillared hall. Next, Hatshepsut appears
to have removed part of the roof and to have placed two great
obelisks here, one on either side of the middle aisle. Thothmes
Ilird, after Hatshepsut's death, was an.xious to obliterate all
traces of the queen's work, but at the same time did not care to
destroy such fine monuments as these two obelisks of hers. He
therefore surrounded them with masonry up to the roof of the hall,
thus completely hiding them from persons inside that building; but it
would seem that he permittedtheir upper parts to project uncovered
above the roof, where they could only be seen at a distance, and
the name of the queen upon them could not be read.
This
masonry casing has now partly fallen, and thus the one obelisk

^1^!!.^°'^^^'

which

where.

This court

is

the various additions

shepsut.

remains standing (on the left) can be seen in its entirety.
monument of Egyptian ingenuity although it
is a monolith, its height is no less than 97^ feet.
Both obelisks were
quarried in the granite hills of Asw^n, were floated down the river
to Karnak, and were then erected, trimmed, and inscribed and it is
definitely stated that the entire work took only seven months to
accofnplish.
In the inscription the queen addresses herself to the
visitors of all ages who shall admire her work, and she says of it
" I will make this known to the generations which are to come,
whose hearts will inquire after this monument which I have made,
and who will talk inquiringly and gaze upon it in future. I was
It is

still

a magnificent

;

;

:

sitting in the palace, I was thinking of my creator, when my heart
urged me to make for him (these) two obelisks whose points reach
unto the sky, in the noble hall of columns which is between the two
great pylons of Thothmes 1st.
O ye who see my monument in
the course of years, and converse of what I have done, beware of
know not, I know not why these things were done.'
saying,
I
Verily the two great obelisks which my majesty has wrought, they
are for my father Amen, to the end that my name should remain
established in this temple for ever and ever." The queen was
evidently fearful lest persons should not believe that the work had
been accomplished in so amazingly short a time as seven months,
and she therefore makes an oath that she speaks the truth, the
nature of which is so terrible that there can be no possibility of
In conclusion she says
the statement being inaccurate.
"Then
'

:

'II
let

not

liiiii

who

1

kakxak

ii:mi'li:s ni'

1:

shall hear this say

is

it

a

which

lie

I
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havt; spoken,

low like her
The visitor should walk round to the back of the fibelisk, where
he will see more clearly the manner in which Thothmes llird hiil
it with masonry.
If he enters the opposite side of the hall, where
stood the second obelisk, he will see how that j^reat monolith has
crashed down, destroying the roof and columns. We nf)w pass
through the next ruined pylon of Thothmes Isl, and on through a
but

let

him only say

'

'

I

I

This brings us into another transverse hall of
It was, however, blocked up
columns, erected by Thothmes 1st.
by Thothmes Ilird, who placed a small shrine on either side of
the middle aisle.
We next reach a great granite doorway erected
by Thothmes Ilird, on the walls at either side of which are lists
of conquered states.
Just to the left, in the shrine built by
Thothmes Ilird (13), there is a recently discovered statue of
Thothmes II nd, which is interesting since there are but few such
relics of him now know n.
Passing through the gateway we come
to another transverse court which lies before the main sanctuary.
Before us there are two niost graceful granite pillars, erected by
Thothmes Ilird, that on the left having a papyrus design upon it
and that on the right a lotus, symbolic of Lower and Upper
Egypt.
On the left (14) there is a hne head of Amen-Ra in
quartzite sandstone, and opposite it (15) there are portions of a
These were
statue of the goddess Anient in the same material.

shattered gateway.

erected by

Tutankhamen

(l!

C.

Pharoah who came to
Akhnaton but I loremheb
own over it. Beyond these

1355), the

the throne at the death of the " heretic "

;

erased the royal name arid wrote his
statues to the north or left there is a ruined hall of the time of
Thothmes Ilird, in which the lower parts of delicate columns are
On the right or south
to be seen, bevond which are shrines.
through a ruined gateway we see a corresponding pillared hall, at
the

end of which are sanctuaries.

The granite sanctuary
now be entered without

is

a state that it cannot The s.-\ncIt was erected in the tuary
to replace the original

in so ruinous

great difficulty.

of Philip Arrhidaeus (n.c. 318)
sanctuary which had fallen into ruins.
reign

The

The

reliefs

inside the

should pass round to
the right or south side in order to examine the scenes upon this
outside wall.
Here in the top row (16) Philip is crowned by the
In the second row
gods, and led into the presence of Amen-Ra.
the festal barques of the gods are carried upon the shoulders of
the priests
and the visitor should observe the white screens in

chamber

are without interest.

;

visitor
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the form of wings, which hide from view the shrines in which the
statues of the gods are kept.

We may

barques to be seen.

row there are more
enter the door on our right at

In the third

now

This
the end of the wall which runs parallel with the sanctuary.
brings us into some ruined chambers dating from the reign of
Thothmes Illrd. On our right (17) there is a limestone figure of
Amenhotep Ilnd, who has been seated beside a god now destroyed.
In the next chamber on the left wall (18) Thothmes Ilird is seen

making

offerings

to

Amen.

The

offerings

consist

of beautiful

vases and ornaments which deserve close inspection. (They can
best be seen by morning light.) Opposite there are some steps,

from the top of which the south wall of the sanctuary can be seen.
Through a doorway (at 17) we pass on southwards into a small
chamber, and before us is a granite altar approached by steps
made by Thothmes Illrd. There are two chambers to the west
or right of this.
In the first, on the left wall (19), we see Thothmes
Ilnd with arms raised pouring holy water over a figure of Amen;
and at the end of the wall he stretches out his hands in the
performance of some unknown ceremony before that god.
The visitor should now return to the sanctuary and should walk
round the back of it. On the right, i.e. eastward, there is an open
court in which traces of the temple of the Xllth dynasty have
been found. Beyond it stands the imposing Festival Hall of Thothmes Illrd, which will be described later (p. 103), since it does not
The visitor
actually form part of the main temple of Amen-Ra.
should now pass round to the north side of the sanctuary. Here
(20) on its outer wall we see Philip in the presence of the gods.
In the middle he dances before Amen, holding two flagons in his
hand. At the west end of the wall, just above a small flight of

we see the representation of a large statue of the god Min
standing on a portable erection, behind him being the curtained
To this
shrine in which the statue stands when not exhibited.
steps,

figure Philip

Running

seen offering two model trees, symbols of the god.
is another

from the reign of Thothmes Illrd,

wall, dating
fine

is

parallel with this wall of the sanctuary there

black granite gateway.

Amen-Ra.

seen offering to

and numbe/less
It

Hatshepsut

We may

court

contains
;

but

now

Passing through the doorway
from which leads a chamber recently

vases, chests, &c.

we reach a small
rebuilt.

in which is a
the wall (21) Thothmes Illrd is
The offerings include two obelisks

On

it

is

some highly coloured

now

reliefs of the

time of

closed to the public.

return past the front of the sanctuary

and past
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the obelisk of Hatshepsut to the central court.
Here we may
turn to the right or north, and pass round to the outer wall of the

Hypostyle Hall
found there.

These

reliefs

in

order to inspect the

which are

represent scenes from the wars of Sety

Under the heretic King
1313-1292).
possessions in Asia had been totally
kings,

reliefs

Horemheb, Ramescs

1st,

&c.,

1st

to

be

(B.C.

Akhnaton the Egyptian
lost, and the succeeding

had been too

Next

above the stump of a broken column) we see him (24)
shooting his arrows at the Beduin, who appear to
have attacked him on his march across the desert. Beyond this
in the lower part of the wall (25) he is seen in his chariot returning triumphant to Egypt after this campaign. He leads a number
of prisoners towards the canal which runs beside the frontier city
of Tharu, and which is seen to be full of crocodiles.
On the
opposite side of the canal the Egyptian officials are waiting to
receive him with bouquets of flowers.
Next in the lower row (26)
(just

reliefs

on the

oftheGreat
busily occupied Hyjrastyle

with the reorganisation of the country to make any definite
attempt to regain them. Sety 1st, however, in the first year of his
reign entered upon the series of campaigns which are represented
in these reliet's, and recaptured the greater part of the lost territory.
The scenes commence on the east face of the projection
of the wall beyond the pylon of Amenhotep Hlrd.
Here (22) we
see at the top of the wall a figure of Sety 1st standing beside his
chariot receiving the submission of the chiefs of the Lebanon,
whom he compels to cut down cedar trees for him. We see the
Syrians felling the trees, while an Egyptian oflficer reports the
progress of the work to the king.
Below this scene the king is
shown in his chariot attacking a hill fortress of Canaan. The
ground is strewn with the dead which have fallen to his arrows.
This was the culminating victory of the campaign in the first
year of his reign against the Beduin, whom he pursued from
the Eastern Delta across the desert to this city on the frontier of
Canaan. Turning the corner of the wall we next see at the top
(23) a damaged scene showing the king in his chariot charging
into the enemy who are flying towards their city of Zenoam, which
is seen upon a hill surrounded by forests, amidst the trees of
which some of the fugitives hide. The city of Zenoam lies a short
distance inland from Tyre.
Below this scene he is shown in his
chariot on the march from Egypt across the desert to Zenoam.
Above him two of the fortified outposts which he had to pass are
shown, and below the horses a lake called " Sweet " is represented.
in his chariot

The

'^''^"
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he presents captives to a seated figure of Amen-Ra, in front of
whom the booty of beautiful vases^, &c., is piled up. Above this
is a similar scene of the presentation of the booty to Amen.
There then follows a large scene showing the king slaughtering
his captives in the presence of Amen-Ra, who presents the sword
of victory to him. The god holds a number of ropes which are
attached to the series of ovals in which are written the names of
The words of Amen to the king, in the
the captured nations.
form of a poem, of great impressiveness, refer to him as " a
circling star which scatters its flame," as a " young bull ready horned
and irresistible," as "a crocodile lying on the shore, terrible and
unapproachable," and as " a fierce-eyed lion amongst the corpses
in the valleys."

A doorway leading into the Hypostyle Hall is now passed, and
beyond it (28) there is a similar scene of the slaying of prisoners
before Amen. Next (29) at the bottom of the wall he presents
Hittite prisoners to a shrine in which are Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu,
and Maat. It should be observed that the goddess Mut has the
form of Sekhmet (see p. 11 2, where the subject of the identification
of these two goddesses a hundred years earlier is discussed).
Above this scene he presents Libyan prisoners to Amen-Ra, Mut,
and Khonsu. Farther along, in the lower row (30), the king is
stepping into his chariot after a battle with the Hittites, dragging
him by the hair. Above this he is seen returning
in his chariot from the Libyan war, driving prisoners before him.
Next at the bottom of the wall there is a large scene (31) repre-

prisoners after

He

charges into their midst in
This is the earliest battle with
the Hittites known to history.
This warlike people were already
pushing southwards from Asia Minor into Syria, and Sety probably
encountered them behind the Lebanon. Those who have seen the
monuments of Sely's son, Rameses Ilnd, will be familiar with the
representations of the desperate battle of Kadesh fought between
the Egyptians and Hittites only a few years later, by which time
the domination of Syria hung in the balance between them. Above
this scene there are two representations of the battles with the
Libyans.
On the left the king on foot is seen in the thick of the
battle attacking his adversaries with a spear.
On the right he is
in his chariot with his sword raised, and about to strike down a
Libyan chieftain. It should be noticed that his horse's reins are
Above this again, at the top of the wall,
tied round his waist.
there are the remains of a scene representing the capture of a
senting a battle with the Hittites.
his chariot

and they

fly

before him.
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Galilean city named, like

The

Kadcsh.

city stands

its

more powerful neighbour

on a

hill, at
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in the nni

ili,

the foot of which the cattle

of the inhabitants are driven away to a place of safety. This completes the series of reliefs here, and the visitor may now take one
of three directions
either he may ascend the inclined path which
:

may enter the main temple again
through one of the doors in the wall just described, or he may
choose to cross the open ground to the north in order to visit the
temple of Ptah, which stands immediately under the brick girdle
leads up to the pylon, or he

wall (p.

1

06).

The Fkstival Hall of Thothmks
The temple

or festival hall of

IIIrd

Thothmes Illrd stands behind,

main temple of Amen-Ra (p. 93). Behind
sanctuary of Philip Arrhidaeus there is an open space,
where, perhaps, once stood a temple of the Xllth dynasty.
Thothmes llird converted this space into a level court, and
built a series of chapels on either side of it, and his Festival
Hall at the east end of it. These chapels are much ruined on
the north side, and on the south side they have almost entirely
disappeared.
We cross this open court, and so reach the hall.
Entering, the visitor finds himself in a spacious building, the roof
of which is supported by two rows of ten columns.
The capitals
are curious, and appear at first to be inverted
but in reality they
are representations in stone of the knobs of the tent-poles used in
a festival marquee. It should perhaps be stated here that the
forms of all stone columns in Egyptian architecture (except The
the simple square pillars and their elaborations) are derived from i^?ypt'an
earlier columns of wood and other such materials.
Thus the stone
column with the papyrus capital is derived from a palm-trunk, or
similar support for the roof of an archaic shrine, surrounded by a
cluster of papyrus-reeds, the flowers being bunched at the top.
Again, the column with the palm-capital has its origin simply in a
palm-tree used to support the roof of a mud-built house. Egyptian
festivals are known to have taken place in elaborate tents; and
such tents, it would seem, were held up by poles not unlike walkingstaves.
Thus in this festival hall a column was used which represented such a pole. A gallery of square pillars passed around the
sides of the hall, the roof of the gallery being lower than that of the The Hall,
hall.
The outer wall of this gallery is now destroyed, and the hall
i.e.

at the east of the

the

;

thus appears to be open.

Above

the gallery there were apertures
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the wall of the hall, through which the light passed into the

Upon the square pillars there are reliefs showing the
king embraced by various gods
for example, on the east face of
the north-west pillar (32) he is embraced by Amen-Ra
on the
south face of the third pillar on the east side of the hall (33) he is
embraced by Mut and on the north face of the same pillar (34)
building.

:

;

;

by Horus. The names, and often the figures also, of Amen-Ra,
and of many of the other gods, have been erased, either by Akhnaton, the "heretic" king who abandoned the worship of the old
gods of Egypt, or perhaps by the Christians. The hall was used
later as a Christian church, and one may see traces of Coptic
paintings of saints on the columns (as for example at 35 and 36).
Three ruined statues, one sitting, one kneeling, and one standing,
are to be seen at the north-west end of the hall, the kneeling
figure being of King Merenptah.
The north wall of the hall,
between the doorways of three sanctuaries which are here built, is
partly ruined
but there still remains a scene upon it (37) showing
Thothmes Ilird standing in the presence of the god Min. The
;

three sanctuaries are almost entirely destroyed, except for the west
wall of the middle chamber.
Here (38) one sees the king making
offerings to a seated figure of Mut, while behind him three women

clap their hands and chant.
figures of priests

who

Upon

the rest of the wall there are

carry the ceremonial paraphernalia, con-

sisting of small figures of the king, batons, censers, &c.

The visitor should leave the hall by the doorway near the north
end of the east wall (39), which leads into a ruined chamber of
which two columns and part of their architrave alone remain
On the left as one enters (40) there is the fragment of
standing.
a granite altar of the time of Thothmes lllrd. One now steps
across the ruined wall ahead (41), and turns to the right, entering
a small hall in which stand four delicate and almost perfectly preserved columns, spanned by their architrave. The walls of this
little hall are much damaged, but enough remains upon them to
repay a visit. Upon them the king caused to be carved a catalogue of the flowers, plants, birds, and animals, which were to be
found in the temple gardens, and which had mostly been brought
by the king from Syria in the twenty-fifth year of his reign. On
the east wall (42) we have a view of the garden, and one may see
the splendid flowers, some shown in various stages of their develop-

On the
while amongst them are gazelle and various birds.
south wall (43) there are representations of fruit, flowers, birds, and
cattle
and on the west wall (44) there are again birds, flowers,
ment

;

;
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and animals, some of which are particularly well drawn. We now
leave this hall by the steps at the south-east corner (45), and,
passinj4 throu>^h two ruined rooms, we enter a doorway upon the
left (46) which leads us through another ruined chamber to a wellpreserved sanctuary.
Upon the front wall of this (47), above the
doorway, 'I'hothmes Ilird is seen standing while the jackal-headed
Anubis offers him a pot of ointment and a strip of linen. Jiehind
him is a green-coloured figure of Hapi, the god of the Nile, bearing offerings signifying " plenty."
Farther to the left the king is
seen being kissed by Hathor, the Egyptian Venus. Entering the
shrine we find that the reliefs date from the time of Alexander, who
states in

of

an inscription here that he rebuilt the original sanctuary
Illrd.
In the middle of the room there has been a

Thothmes

huge statue of a hawk

now

remains.

On

in crystalline

limestone, but only the pedestal

the walls the king

the right-hand side,

is

commencing from

seen before the gods.

On

the entrance and continuing

—

middle of the back wall, the scenes are as follows
First
corner) he is purified with water by Horus of Edfu
next
he robes himself with the sacred skirt next he sits on a throne and
purifies his hands in a basin
then he walks forward holding a
staff; next he holds up a pellet of some unguent or incense
then
he stands in the presence of Min-Amen-Ra then before AmenRa on the next wall he pours holy water over a statue of
Amen-Ra and finally he makes an offering to Amen-Ka.
to the

:

(in the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We
south.

now

return to the Festival

Presently on the

left

Hall,

and turn

we pass two small

to the left or

shrines erected

Thothmes lllrd. The next building on the left is a hall in
which seven of the columns and part of the roof are standing.
At the north end of the Festival Hall there is a series of small
shrines.
Only the first of these is now properly accessible (48),
b\-

On
the
in

the walls

Thothmes Ilird

is

Near here

seen before the gods.

famous Table of the Kings, now in the Bibliothcque Nationale
Paris, was found, which gives a list of fifty-six of the king's

Around the Festival Hall Rameses Hnd built a stone
upon the outer side of which are reliefs showing him
the presence of the gods.
To the east of this wall, i.e. behind

ancestors.

girdle wall,
in

same king erected a small colonnade, now ruined.
Farther to the east there is a fine gateway built in the girdle wall
by Nectanebo, and finished by the Ptolemies.
Not far from
here are the remains of several uninteresting buildings of various
dates.
From the south-west of the Festival Hall a path leads up
to the Sacred Lake, which will be described later (p.
1).
the hall, the

1

1

io6
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The Temple of Ptah and Hathor
fail to pay a visit to this little temple which
a short distance to the north of the main temple, just inside

Visitors should not
lies

The building was erected in honour
the brick boundary wall.
of the Memphite god Ptah, the Vulcan of the Egyptians, and his
consort Hathor, by Thothmes Ilird, upon the site of a Xllth
dynasty temple.
Some building had been done here by
Hatshepsut during her sole reign, but Thothmes Illrd erased her
The building was enlarged under the Ptolemies. A
path leads across the open ground from the large temple to this
little shrine.
One enters the building through a series of six gatecartouches.

ways, built close together, but now considerably ruined. The first
most western) of these was erected under the Ptolemies.
The second gate, however, is much earlier, dating from the
reign of the great queen Hatshepsut, whose cartouches have been
erased from the building probably by her successor Thothmes Hlrd.
The queen is seen to be making offerings to Ptah, Hathor, the
goddess Anient, Amen-Ra, Mut, and others now destroyed. The
third gate was erected by Ptolemy Neos Dionysos.
The fourth
gate, again, was built by Hatshepsut, whom we see on either side
dressed as a king of Upper and Lower Egypt, the cartouches,
however, being erased. The fifth gate dates from the reign of
Ptolemy Hlrd. One then passes into a little four-pillared court
with screen-walls on either side. The sixth gate was erected by
Thothmes Ilird, but inscribed upon it also are the cartouches of
Rameses Hlrd and of Ptolemy Hlrd Euergetes.
On one's left there is a scene showing Thothmes Ilird worshipping Amen-Ra and Ptah, Ptah (with his consort Hathor) being
the patron god of this temple and Amen-Ra the presiding deity of
now enter a hall, the roof of which was supported
all Karnak.
On the left, above a small doorway, Ptolemy
by two pillars.
Xlth and his wife Arsinoe are seen worshipping Ptah and
Hathor. At the side of this some steps lead up to an undecorated
chamber. In the north wall of the hall there is a doorway inscribed with the cartouches of Thothmes Hlrd, who evidently is the
Above this a scene has been
builder of the original temple here.
added by Ptolemy Xllth, who is seen worshipping Ptah, Hathor,
and Imhotep. The last-named deity was in Ptolemaic times identi{i.e.

We

fied with Asclepius, the

god of medicine

the section on Gebelen, p. 297).

To

(see

remarks on him

in

the right of this there are

THIC
two

niclifs

in

tlie
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wliu h temple utensils or papyri

were

kept.
Above them one sees Thothmes 1 1 lid burning incense
before a damaj^cd figure of Ptali.
On the next wall above two
more niches the same king is seen in the presence of Anien-Ka

and Ptah.

Returning
which one entered this

of the doorway through
one sees Ptolemy Xlth worshipping
Hathor. On the adjoining wall there are tlie figures of the gods
Amen-Ra, Ptah, Khonsu, Mut, and Hathor, that is to say, a combination of the Theban Trinity Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu, with
the Memphite Ptah and Hathor.
The cartouche inscribed beside
this scene is that of Horemheb.
A list of priests connected with
this temple is here inscribed.
It mentions one high priest of
Ptah and Hathor, four ritual priests of those deities, and twelve
libation priests.
On the left of this one sees two niches as on the
opposite wall, and above them Thothmes Ilird is shown making
an offering to Ptah. On the ne.Kt wall, above another niche, there
is a figure of Thothmes IHrd adoring Amen-Ra and Ptah, but it
is

to the right side

hall

much damaged.

In this hall there stand three altars upon which the sacrifices
Ptah and Hathor were made. That in the middle was set up
by Thothmes Hlrd when he erected the temple but that on the
southern side dates from the reign of Amenemhat Sehetepabra,
to

;

who seems to have been the builder of an earlier temple on this
now entirely vanished. The northern altar is uninscribcd.
We now pass into the sanctuary and see before us a headless

site,

statue of Ptah,

the temple.

On

probably contemporaneous with the building of
the walls of this

room

arc figures of Thothmes

Hlrd

adoring Ptah and Hathor.
In the chamber on one's right there
is a fine standing statue of the goddess Sekhmet.
The light in
this

chamber

is

dim

;

and the

statue, with

its

lion face

staring

through the darkness, inspires the visitor with a certain amount
of awe even at the present day, the natives being often actually

One can therefore well imagine that
the goddess was believed to have been the

afraid to enter the temple.
in

ancient times,

when

bloodthirsty agent of the sun-god in the great massacre of
kind, this sanctuary must truly have been a place of terror.

room on the opposite

side of the building does not repay a

manThe

visit.

Tme Ruins North of thk Main Tempi.k
With the exception of the temple of Ptah and Hathor the ruins
main temple of Amen-Ra need not be visited.

to the north of the
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On

of the pathway from the Great Hypostyle Hall to the
temple of Ptah there are the remains of three small shrines of
XXVI^^'^
Dynasties XXV. and XXVI. The southernmost of the three was
Theshrines

the

left

King Psammetichus Ilird and Queen Ankhnesneferabra
by their major-domo Peduneit. In the four-columned
hall which stands before the sanctuary, King Aahmes Ilnd (B.C.
570-526) is seen on the left, and Queen Neitaqert (Nitocris) on
the right. The middle shrine was built by a prince Sheshonk in
the reign of Aahmes Ilnd.
The northern shrine was built by
Taharka (b.c. 688-663).
Near the temple of Ptah there is a gateway passing through
the brick girdle wall.
Outside this gateway one traverses the
mounds of debris of the ancient town, and presently reaches the
ruins of the temple of Mentu. This temple was once an imposing
building, but it is now almost entirely destroyed.
It was erected
by .Amenhotep IlIrd in honour of the war-god Mentu, and was
enlarged by Rameses Ilnd and by later kings. Two obelisks once
stood at its doorway. A fine granite gateway was built in front
of this temple by Ptolemy Philadelphus, leading to which was an
avenue of sphinxes.
built for

(B.C.

The temple
of

Mentu.

To
and

526)

the west of this temple there

is

a small Ptolemaic chapel

brick girdle wall which
surrounded these temples, there are six little chapels erected at
various dates between the third and eighth centuries B.C.
None
farther

to the

south, against the

of these are of interest to any but archaeologists.

The Ruins South of the Main Temple
Those who wish
should

make

to see the

a special

temple of Karnak

visit to

at all

thoroughly

the buildings to the south of the

main temple. These ruins look their best in the late afternoon,
and the reader is therefore advised to see them at that time. One
enters the temple by the smaller gateway, which will be found on
the right-hand side of the main road at the point where it turns
to the left to skirt

round

into a rectangular court,

to the great

on the

left

gateway.

of which

is

One

thus passes

a doorway giving

It was under the north-east end of
access to the main temple.
this court that the great cache of statues was found in 1903-4.
It would seem that at some time, when the destruction of the

temple at the hands of foreign invaders was feared, the priests

removed most of the statues which adorned the halls and courts
and buried them here, where M. Legrain (who is in charge of the
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excavations which the Department of Antiquities is carrying on
at Karnak) had the good fortune to find them.
On the west wall
of the court' (\) there are some damaged scenes showing the
I'haraoli Sety Ilnd (B.C. 1209) in the presence of the gods.
On
the nortli wall (2) there is a long historical inscription of Rameses
Ilnd.
On either side of the entrance to the main temple (3) there
are reliefs showing Rameses IXth (n.c. 1142) in the presence of
the gods.
On the east wall, near the north corner (4), Merenptah
(B.C. 1225) is seen kneeling between the forepaws of a ram-headed
sphinx (symbolic of Amen-Ra), over which the hawk of Edfu
hovers.
Farther along this wall (5) there are lengthy historical

inscriptions of

Merenptah and Rameses Illrd, the former referand the people of the Medi-

ring to his wars with the Libyans

terranean.
Still farther along (6) there is a fine representation
of -Merenptah in the act of slaying a group of enemies. The
south side of this court is formed by a pylon built by Thothmes

IHrd, upon the walls of which (7) are lists of nations conquered
by him. On either side of the doorway through it there are

Amenhotep Ilnd, Rameses
The doorway, though ruined, is very
and the lintel, now lying on the left

granite statues of

Ilnd,

and other

Pharaohs.

fine.

It is

made

was
two niches in
which the water of purification, or some other ceremonial accessory, was kept.
On the right and left of the doorway as we pass
out into the next court there are the lower parts of two enormous
granite statues of Thothmes IlIrd, upon which later kings have
placed their names. Two obelisks stood before them, but these
of granite,

of alabaster.

In the right-hand

wall

of the path,

there are

now destroyed. On the right the face of the pylon (8) is
decorated with a relief showing the king slaying large numbers
of foreigners.
At the north corner of the east wall of this court
Rameses IlIrd is shown adoring Amen-Ra. Behind the king is
the hawk-headed Khonsu.
Near this (10) there is a small doorway of the time of Thothmes llird, through which one enters
an alabaster corridor which leads to the sacred lake (p. iir). A
corresponding doorway at the other end of the wall (11) also dates
from the time of Thothmes lllrd. Inside this doorway, on the
left, there is a figure of Rameses IXth, and before him the figure
of the High Priest of Amen, Amenhotep. The high priest offers
flowers to the king, but since he is drawn on the same scale as
his master, it is evident that the Pharaoh was but a figure-head,
as indeed the whole history of these last Ramesside kings makes
are

'

Sef^

the general plan of the temples of Karnak,

p. 85.

no
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Outside the doorway, a few yards to the left, the high
priest is again seen in the presence of the king, and two servants

clear.

fine linen.
Beyond this there is a still larger
Amenhotep, cut upon a scale which no noble of earlier
times would have dared to aspire to and one sees how these
high priests were gradually gathering to themselves the power
which actually set them upon the throne of Egypt a few years

deck him with
figure of

;

Returning to the court, we come ne.xt to the pylon which
forms its southern side. This was built by Thothmes 1st and
Hatshepsut (B.C. 1500), but the queen's names were erased by
Thothmes Ilnd, whose own cartouches were placed there. In
later days Sety 1st (h.c. 1200) added considerably to the scenes
and inscriptions upon its walls. On the left, or east, pylon (12)
Sety 1st is seen sacrificing to the gods, and the earlier Pharaohs
On the right, or west, pylon (13) there is a large
are also shown.
figure of Rameses IJIrd standing between the gods Thoth and
Horus of Edfu, who pour the water of life over him. Farther
along he stands between Turn and Harmachis. Above this, high
up, the sacred boat of Amen is carried along on the shoulders of
the priests, with King Sety 1st marching before it.
We pass on through the doorway of this pylon, which was built
by Thothmes Ilnd and Thothmes Illrd. On the right side of
the doorway Rameses Ilnd is seen led forward by Mut and
Khonsu, and standing in the presence of Amen. Against the
south face of the pylon there are, on the west, a seated statue
of Thothmes Ilnd in quartzite sandstone, and another of Amenhotep 1st in crystalline limestone, while on the east there is
another statue of Thothmes Ilnd. On the walls of the pylon
behind these statues Thothmes Ilnd is seen slaying his enemies.
Looking at the pylon from this side in the late afternoon, with
the green brambles and grasses in the foreground, the visitor will
agree that there are few ruins in Egypt which offer so picturesque
a grouping. We now find ourselves in a ruined court on our
left is the sacred lake, beside which is the modern pump-house
on our right is a gate of exit to the road and before us is a pylon
Across
built by Horemheb, which is almost entirely destroyed.
this we may walk to the ne.xt court, in which many palms now
It is interesting to observe, on the south-west corner of
grow.
the pylon (15), a Christian recess cut into the old wall. There
later.

;

;

;

are other similar relics of early Christianity in various parts of the
now have on our right, across the road,
neighbouring ruins.

We

the temple of

Khonsu

;

and on our

left

there are the ruins of a

TIIF.
temple

little

built
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by Amenhotep

pillars of whi( h thai kini; is

temple
temple

The

IIiul (B.C. 1448),

seen before the

not unlike that of Thotlnncs

is

iii

on the square
In tlcsign this

},'otls.

Illrd behind the

main

but it is now too ruined to be of much interest.
103)
south side of the court is formed by a second pylon built by
(p.

;

Horemheb, largely out of the blocks of the shrine of Ilarmachis
erected by Akhnaton, the "heretic" Tharaoh.
Before it stand
the much damaged colossi in crystalline limestone of Rameses
Ilnd.
The splendid granite doorway which leads through the
pylon is now much ruined; but on the right (16) there are four
panels of

reliefs

which should be observed.

At the bottom

Horemheb stands before Amen-Ra above this he is seen before
Min still higher before .Amen-Ra again and at the top he
stands before Mut and Khonsu, the figures here being now head;

;

;

A

across the doorway brings our walk in this
end
beyond it we see amidst the palms the
avenue of sphinxes which led to the temple of Mut. On the east
of this avenue there is a small chapel of Osiris-Ptah, erected by
Tanutamen and Taharka (B.C. 688-663).
In returning to the main temple the sacred lake may be \isited.
Almost every Egyptian temple had a lake at its side, upon which
certain ceremonies were performed.
The sacred barques of the
gods were floated upon its waters and to this day there is a native
tradition that upon this Karnak lake a golden boat may sometimes
be seen, which is evidently the barque of Amen. The lake was
surrounded by a terrace of masonry, and originally must have been
most imposing. We have already seen how it was approached on
the west side by an alabaster passage (p. 109).
On the north side

less.

paling

direction to an

:

;

there are traces of buildings of the time of

The Temple of Mut
From

the pylon of

Horemheb

Rameses

in

Ilnd.

Asher

an avenue of sphinxes
leads southwards to the temple of the mother-goddess Mut, the
consort of Amen, which is situated in a part of Karnak known in
ancient days as Asher.
From the main road from Luxor to

Karnak there

is

(see above)

a branch road which runs oft" to the right or east
beyond the European cemetery. This takes us

at a point not far

end of the temple of Mut, which stands on the left,
projecting into a lake
and, passing round it to the north end of
the temple we may enter the ruins by the gateway at the end of

to the south

;

the avenue of sphinxes.

Tliesacied
'^^'""
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History of
the temple,

The temple dates for the most part from the reign of Amenhotep
nird (r.c. 1411-1375), but an earlier building, dating from the
reigns of Hatshepsut and Thothmes Ilird (B.C. 1500), had occupied
the site previous to this
and Amenhotep Ilird used many of its
;

stones in

its

foundations.

whose chapel

at

It

Shekh abd'

is

el

interesting to note that Senmut,

Gurneh

is

numbered

71,

was con-

cerned in the building of this earlier edifice. The temple was much
defaced during the persecution of Mut and Amen in the reign
of Akhnaton (B.C. 1 375-1 358), but one of the successors of the
" heretic " Pharaoh, Tutanhkamen, seems to have undertaken some
repairs.
Rameses Ilnd, Sety II nd, Setnekht, Rameses Ilird and
Rameses IVth, covering the period from B.C. 1293 to 161, each
Pinezem Ilnd, Shashank 1st, Piankhi, and
undertook work here.
Taharka (b.c. iooo to 663) have left traces of their work in the
temple
and Ptolemy 1st added considerably to the buildings.
The temple is now almost entirely destroyed, and is in no part
more than a few feet in height, the ground plan of the buildings
being thus alone visible. It is, however, well worth a visit, as its
1

;

is most picturesque.
At the south end of the avenue of sphinxes there is the main
doorway to the temple, built by Ptolemy 1st. On the left there is
a relief showing the king shaking two sistrums before Mut and
the lion-headed goddess Sekhmet, while behind him the queen
plays a harp and a princess beats a tambourine. We now pass
through the first court which is still unexcavated. Here there
were lines of ram-headed sphinxes, some of which may still be
seen, while an overturned colossal figure of a king is to be noticed
on the left. The second doorway is then reached. On either side
there is a figure of the bearded dwarf Bes, a god almost as closely
connected with womanhood and maternity as was Mut herself.
This gateway is said in the inscription to have been built by
Amenhotep Ilird and Rameses Ilnd, and to have been restored
We next pass into the second court, around
in Ptolemaic times.
which are numerous seated statues of the lion-headed goddess
Sekhmet, many of which bear the name of Amenhotep II Ird, while
others are dedicated by Pinezem Ilnd and Sheshonk 1st. The
goddess Sekhmet was the wife of Ptah, the great Memphite deity, and
thus bore to him the same relationship that Mut did to Amen, the
Theban god. She was identified with Hathor and there seems
little doubt that she was also identified with Mut in some of her
In the reign of Amenhotep 1 1 Ird there was a tendency to
forms.

situation

;

introduce features of the religions of the north into the

Theban

I
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Rames, the vizir at the end of the reign (j). 160), socnis
have been a Memphitc noble and it is known tlial the kinj^s

worship.
to

;

of this period tliemselves lived for part of the year at Mempliis.
The free introduction of these Sekhniel fij^ures into the temple of
Mut may thus be accounted for by the supposition that Mut of

Thebes and Sekhmet of Memphis were

identified as one goddess
by those who were desirous of uniting the thought and policy of

Upper and Lower Egypt

(see also p. 162).

We

pass on through a ruined doorway into the third court. On
our left there is a Jarge statue, i)robaljly of Ameidiote]) lllrd,
and on the riglit is a fine figure of Sekhmet in large size, bearing a dedication by Sheshonk 1st.
The walls of this court
have the name of Rameses II nd inscribed upon them. Ascending
now to the main temple, which is almost totally destroyed, we find
ourselves in what was once an eight-columned hall, beyond which
is

to

the sanctuary, while on either side the ruins of small chapels are
be seen. On the right of the sanctuary four baboons in sand-

two of which are still standing, form the side-ornaments of
a doorway leading into a gallery in which there is a lonj4 row of
.Sekhmet figures. Beyond the main temple, to the south, there
is a Ptolemaic gateway overlooking the horse-shoe shaped lake
which spreads round this end of the building. It is perhaps not
an accident that the lake is shaped like one of the hieroglyphs
The whole temple and lake are
connected with womanhood.
In the south-west corner of the
surrounded with brick walls.
enclosure there is a ruined temple of Rameses Illrd. On the
west e.xterior wall there are some scenes from that king's campaigns in Syria and Libya.
stone,

CHAPTER

VII

MORTUARY CHAPELS OF THE NOBLES
'

I
-*-

^HE

mortuary chapels of the great nobles of the XVIIIth
dynasty, which are excavated in the sides and at the foot

known as Shekh abd' el Gurneh, Gurnet el Murrai,
El Assasif, and Dra abu'l Neggar, do not receive as much attention from the visitors to Thebes as they deserve.
They are of
extreme interest. Nowhere else can one obtain so clear an idea
of the manners and customs of the ancient Egyptians as in these
The walls of each chapel are covered with paintings
chapels.
depicting scenes from the everyday life of the people, as well as of
the grandees and although they have suffered very severely at
the hands of the natives, one may still find representations of enthralling interest, which are as pleasing to the ordinary traveller
as they are valuable to the archaeologist. The chapels usually
consist of two or more chambers cut into the rock, the walls of
which are decorated with paintings. Sometimes a well leads
down from one of these rooms, or from the courtyard in front, to
of the low hills

;

the chamber in which the mummy was buried but often there is
no such burial-place, the bodies having been laid to rest in small
;

Thus, just as the
pits in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings.
kings were buried in the valley, but built their mortuary temples
on the edge of the cultivation, so the nobles were often buried
beside their royal masters, but constructed their mortuary chapels
Thus it would be incorrect to use the
in the main necropolis.
word " tomb " in describing these chapels for often the tomb
is not here at all, and in almost every other case it is at least
some yards distant from the chambers visited by us. The chapels
on the hill of Shekh abd' el Gurneh may be described first. The
hill is situated immediately behind the Ramesseum, the majority
of chapels being on its east and north sides, enclosed by a wall.
The enclosure is entered on the east side, opposite the Ramesseum and from the gateway paths lead in all directions to the
;

;

various chapels.
114

MORTUARY CHAPELS OF THE NOBLES
NO. 100.

This

THK M()RTUAR^

iinpdil.'int
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OK KKKH.MAKA

(hapcl, which faces one on enterinj^ the en-

One first enters a transverse corridor,
is of pecuhar form.
thence passes into a long, narrow passage, the roof of which
All the walls are covered
slopes upward to a considerable height.
with paintings, but these are much blackened by the smoke of the
fires of the natives who used to live in this chapel until recent
closure,

anil

years.

Rekhmara was
Thothmes

vizir

...

during the latter half of the

and was thus
a tmie when Egypt was at the
Ilird,

at the

reign

head of the government

of The career
'^ekh-

at "

mara.

power. He came ol a
noble family, his uncle having been vizir before him. His duties were
manifold,and comprised tlie superintendence of almost every branch
of government work, the Pharaoh and the Chief Treasurer being the
only two persons with whom he was required to consult. It is
said that " there was nothing of which he was ignorant in heaven,
The inscriptions
in earth, or in any quarter of the underworld."
in the tomb are of very great importance, for they give a detailed
account of the duties of a vizir, and state the moral principles which
guided his administration. One of the last duties in the life of Rekhmara was the crowning of .Amenhotep Hnd as king after the death
of the great Thothmes Ilird and his decease must therefore have
occurred not long after l!.C. 1447. As there is no burial-chamber
in the chapel, it may be supposed that he was buried in one of the
pits in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings.
Amidst the many scenes depicted on the walls of this chapel, it
will only be necessary here to draw the visitor's attention to the
At the north end of
ten representations of the greatest interest.
the west wall of the first room, one sees (i) a wine-press, near The scenes
which are numerous jars of grape-juice. The grapes have been '" ^
placed in a kind of trough, and the workmen tread them with
their feet, supporting themselves by means of ropes hung from a
cross-bar.
The juice passes out by a drain, and is received in the
On the east wall, just to one's left on
large jars here shown.
entering (2), there is a scene showing the reception of the tribute of
Farther along the same
cattle, rings of gold, chests of linen, &c.
wall (3) there is a representation of the court of law in which the
vizir sat to dispense justice.
P'our rugs or mats indicate the foot
of the throne
and up the central aisle one sees the prisoners
brought forward by the police. Attendants stand on either side
zenith of

its

;

'

;
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of the court, and outside there are messengers, and persons who do
obeisance before entering. At the south end of the west wall (4)

one sees the

arrival of the tribute from Nubia and Asia.
The
negroes bring giraffes, cattle, leopards, baboons, monkeys, elephants' tusks, gold, &c.
and the long-robed Asiatics bring
;

10

I

I

8

1
chariots, vases, jars of wine,

r

and other costly

articles, all of

which

are recorded by the scribes of the vizir before being placed in the

The

scenes

in the

second
room.

Treasury.
Passing into the second room, on the south wall (5) Rekhmara
is shown seated upon a chair watching various craftsmen at work
and farther along (6) one sees two men fetching^ water from a
:
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square lake surrounded by trees. One of the men stands up to
his waist in the water, and holds the water-pot upon his shoulder.
A short distance farther on (7), just beyond a break in the wall,
there is an interesting representation of a seated and a standing colossal statue, to which the finishing touches are being put

by workmen who stand on scaffolding. Above this Rekhmara
watches the weighing of gold, the making of a statue of the king,
and other works. One next (8) sees a series of the usual funeral
scenes, which, however, can be better studied in other tombs. The
bier is dragged towards the tomb the boats cross the Nile to the
necropolis
and the funeral furniture is borne along.
On the
north wall (9) an interesting painting represents a pond with trees
growing around it, and a boat sailing upon it. This is supposed
to be in the "happy land" to which the soul of Rekhmara had
;

;

gone. On this wall the visitor should also particularly notice (10)
a scene representing a feast, at which men and women are present.
Musicians play upon the harp and lute, and the guests are waited
upon by male and female servants, wreaths being placed around
their necks, and dishes of food handed to them.
The other scenes
in this chapel will be best appreciated by those who will closely
examine them, after seeing the similar representations in the
various chapels which are about to be described.

Chapels 99,

98,

and 97 are without

interest,

and have hardly any

of their paintings preserved.

No. 96A.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF SENNEFER

Travellers should make a point of visiting this chapel, as the
paintings are particularly fresh, and the scenes depicted are of
much interest. The noble for whom the chapel was made was

named .Sennefer. He was entitled //.^z-Phnce of Thebes, Superintendent of the Granaries of Amen, and Superintendent of the Cattle
of Amen
and since mention is made of the funeral temple of
;

Thothmes

Ilird,

upon one of
long

and the name of Amenhotep Ilnd is inscribed
one may suppose that he lived in, or not

his amulets,

after, the reigns of

those Pharaohs.

The chapel is entered by a steep tunnel, which opens into a low
chamber covered with paintings. On the right one first sees (i)
the figure of Sennefer entering, so the inscription says, into the
Underworld after a happy old age. Near by servants are shown
carrying boxes and a bed for his use in the tomb.
Farther along

I

he

first

'°°'"-

ii8
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(2) other servants are seen carrying the cartonnage head which
fits over the mummy, the ushabti figures which were supposed to
act as servants in the next world, collars, and other paraphernalia.
Sennefer and his daughter Muttuy, who was a songstress of
Amen-Ra, stand near to receive these articles. We next see (3)

the king's nurse Sentnefert, holding a sistrum
she has just risen from her chair, which stands
beside her. On the opposite side of the doorway into the next
room (4) there are figures of Sennefer and his sister. Beyond this
(5) he is shown, baton in hand, seated upon a chair, while a \\ oman
and several men make offerings to him. The ceiling of this room
has been painted to represent a cluster of vines.
We now pass into the second room, which is of some size, the
The second

Sennefer's

sister,

and a necklace

:

room.

Above the doorway through
roof being supported by four pillars.
which we pass (6) two jackals, symbolising the necropolis, are
shown seated upon

their shrines,

and the

inscription gives a prayer

may come

forth from, and go
Turning to the left (7), Sennefer and his sister
Meryt are shown walking towards the doorway, "coming forth to
Next (8) one sees Sennefer
earth to see the ^/t';?-disk every day."
and Meryt seated. On the right of the entrance (9) Sennefer and
for the soul of Sennefer, that

he

into, his temple.

Meryt, the former smelling the fragrance of a lotus-flower, sit
before a quantity of offerings presented by a priest clad in a
leopard-skin. Then (10) Sennefer and Meryt are purified with
holy-water by a priest connected with the mortuary temple of
Thothmes Illrd. Strange to say, on one of the amulets around
the neck of the figure of Sennefer is the name " Alexander," written

MORTUARN'

CllAri.l.S

()|

I

HI,

\()Hl,i:s

II.)

and one must therefore suppose that the tonil) was
in hieroglyphs
open in the Greek period, and was visited by a person of that
name. At the far end of this wall (ii) Sennefer and his sister
make offering before a shrine in which Osiris and Anubis are
shown. On the ne.xt wall (12) a funeral boat, containing the
statues of Sennefer and Meryt, is towed across the river, accompanied by other vessels. A damaged figure of Sennefer is here
represented, a mirror and pot of ointment being under his chair,
and many offerings heaped up before it. Farther on (13) one sees
.Sennefer seated to receive the offerings brought to him by male
Next (14) there is a damaged representation of Sennefer
servants.
and Meryt in the presence of Osiris and Hathor, the latter having
:

a

Finally (15) servants bring furniture for

hawk upon her head.

the tomb, oxen are slain as offerings, and in the lowest row we bee
workmen setting up two obelisks at the door of the chapel. To one
is a woman offering two vases, and on the other
a scene possibly representing a human sacrifice
man partly wrapped up crouching on a table or stand. The scenes
on the pillars are of interest. In one of these (16) Sennefer sits

side of this there
side there

—

is

amidst the foliage of the sacred tree with his wife beside him, and
vases of wine before him. In another scene (17) Sennefer, seated,
receives a bowl of wine from Meryt, " to make a happy day," as
Elsewhere (18) we see Sennefer purithe inscription phrases it.
and (19) he is shown, receiving from Meryt
fied by Ritual-priests
a necklace with a scarab-pendant, and another with pendants of
Finally we
the so-called girdle, backbone, and snake amulets.
may notice a scene (20) in which Sennefer and Meryt are seated
before a sacred tree, amidst whose boughs a sniall figure of Isis is
;

represented. The ceiling pattern in this room is partly that of the
It is painted over
vines which has been seen in the first room.
the rough, unsmoothed rock, which increases its effectiveness, and
at

the

same time must have been a considerable economy

to

Sennefer.

This chapel

is

situated in the court of a larger chapel, No. 96B,

the entrance of which
present it is closed to

is

to

the

be seen a few yards
public.

distant.

The owner was

the

At
same

Sennefer who lived under Amenhotep Ilnd, but the scenes on the
much damaged, although once of very considerable
Mounting the stairway at the side of the court, we pass
interest.
on our right the chapel of Rames, surnamed May, No. 94, the
scenes in which are now destroyed for the most part. Continuing
walls are
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ascend the stairway we reach another large court, at the end
of which is the mortuary chapel of Ken-Amen, No. 93, now
to

closed.

no. 92.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF SUMNUT

The path continues up the hill, winding slightly to the south,
ahd presently we reach the tomb of Sumnut, a prince who held the
important Court appointment of " Washer of the King's Hands,"

The

first

room.

during the reign of Amenhotep Ilnd. Entering the
first room, one sees on the
right(i)an unfinished painting in outline, and the red

10

squares employed by the
artist in order to fix his
proportions are still to be
seen. On the north wall (2)

numerous

funeral offerings

are depicted, amongst which

are statuettes of the king

and queen.

On

the

left

of

the entrance (3) the souls
of Sumnut and his wife,

holding two bi-aziers on
which pigeons are burning,
stand facing a number of
offerings which they have
come forth from their tomb
to receive.
On the south
wall (4) there are some much
damaged scenes represent-

ing

various

Sumnut
are

is

filled

works which

inspecting.

with grain

;

Jars
others

containing wine are standing in shady booths
trays of grain,
meat, flowers, and fruit are carried by servants.
Passing into the
Thesecoiul next room, one sees on the right (5) an unfinished representation
room.
of Sumnut and his wife seated before offerings made by their son.
On the opposite wall (6) another unfinished scene shows the harpooning of fish and hunting of birds with boomerangs in the marshes,
the bag being presented to .Sumnut and his wife. In the third room,
;
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oil the noilh wall (7) there are funeral scenes, in four rows.
top live shrines for holding religious images are shown, and
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At the

men

are

seen carrying the burial paraphernalia to the tomb. In the second
row a bundle, probably representing the victim of a human sacriA chest for holding the canopic jars
fice, is dragged on a sledge.
and the coffin, beside which are images of Isis
is dragged along
and Nephthys, is also drawn towards the tomb. In the third row
one sees funeral chests, sacred barques, shrines of Anubis, a
;

hawk-standard symbolic of the west, and other objects. Two men
shown performing the funeral dance, which was an integral
part of the burial ceremonies, and which is already seen in the
tombs of the \Tth dynasty at Sakkani. An o,\ is then represented
being slain before the door of the tomb. In the lowest row are
funeral boats, and sledges upon which are statues of Sumnut and
Farther on (8) we see the damaged figures of Osiris and
his wife.
Hathor, and at the end of the wall Sumnut and his wife are seated
are

On the opposite wall various cerebefore a quantity of ofierings.
monies are performed before the two mummies. Food and drink
offerings are made to the embalmed bodies, and the ceremony of
"opening the mouth" of the mummy is shown, a priest touching
mouth of the body with a carpenter's tool. Lastly, one may
observe the scene representing the funeral feast (10), at which
vSumnut and his wife are seated, while facing him is his son
Amnefer, who was Ha-pnnce of Neferusi, and Superintendent of
Various male and female
the Priests of Thoth of Hermopolis.
relatives are present, and women entertain them by dancing and
playing harps. The pathway continues up the hill, and presently
the

divides, the southern path leading to

No. 91.

The name
were

THE MORTUARY CHAPRL OF A CHIEF ARCHER
of the person buried here

is

now

lost,

and Chief of the Archers.

/ir^a-/i(i-Fr'\nce,

much damaged

but his

titles

The chapel

is

At the north
end (1) one sees Asiatics clad in white robes, bowing and presentFarther along the king, who is
ing beautiful vases as tribute.
either Thothmes Ilird or Thothmes I\'lh, is seen seated under a
canopy to receive these gifts. At the south end of the chapel
(2) negroes are shown bowing to the ground, and bringing in
unfinished,

their

and

is

in

a

tribute of tusks,

anim.-Us,

&C.

condition.

Negro soldiers, carrying
some of the famous

shields, are also seen, these probably being

I

he third

""ooin.

122
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Mazoi troops wliich formed the backbone of the Egyptian army.
There is little else of interest in the chapel.
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shown

ciittinj^

up the meal

for

wliile others

sacrifices,

llic
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bring

same purpose. Below tliis a house, wiili door and
seen standinjj amidst the pahns.
A wine-press
elegantly decorated is seen near by.
Helow this again soldiers
are shown walking towards the house and at the bottom there is
an interesting representation of the branding of cattle, A man
heals tJie stamp in the lire, in the presence of Amenneb, who is
seated on a stool, with his servants behind him.
Farther on (5)
one sees a damaged (igure of Amenneb holding the standard of
the royal daJuxbiych^ and leading captive several Asiatics from
Naharin, who bring tribute of horses and various articles. On the
left of the entrance (6) Amenneb and his wife are seated, and are
presented with exquisite golden bowls by two of their daughters,
whose figures arc now much damaged. Near by women dance
j^ecse for the

windows,

is

;

and play upon

and harp and there have been representasquatting on the floor, playing pipes and singing.
It is unfortunate tliat these are partly destroyed, for they were
depicted full-face, which was not at all a common manner of
tions of

the kite

;

women

representing the human form.
of the Mazoi^ or negro

On

captain

the

opposite

wall

(7)

the

and other
officials, present to Amenneb the troops under their charge, armed
with bows and arrows, spears, and shields
and conspicuous
amongst them are the standard-bearers and a trumpeter.
troops,

of Thebes,

;

NO. 89. THli

MORTUARV

CHAI'KI,

OF AN

UNKNOWN

OFFICIAI,

Descending somewhat and turning northwards, one soon reaches
this chapel, the name of the owner of which is now lost.
Turning

.{

R

n n
to one's right on entering, there is (i)an unfinished representation
of a funeral feast.
Offerings are made to the Ka of Amen-Ra,
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Harmachis, and Thothmes Illrd. At the south end of the west
wall (2) one sees the ceremonies performed before the mummy
before burial. A damaged scene (3) shows King Amenhotep 1 1 Ird
seated with Hathor, while Asiatics, Negroes, and Egyptian soldiers
bring offerings of vases, gold, &c. but the drawing is poor and is
;

much

On

the west side of the northern pillar (4) there is
an unfinished representation of Thothmes Ilird drawn in outline
with red paint. On the north wall (5) soldiers are seen running in
front

faded.

and behind a

No. 88.

chariot,

which

is

not

now

very clear.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF PEHSUKHER

The pathway continues northwards to the chapel of Pehsukher,
who was a high official of the XVII Ith dynasty, the name of the
actual Pharaoh

whom

J

he served not being preserved

D n D D
4

-1

in the inscrip-

c

1

r—

Amongst Pehsukher's many titles may be mentioned that
lions.
of Erpa-Z/a-Frlnce, Royal Registrar, Watching the King's footsteps
in the Lands of the North and South, and Standard-bearer of the
King. On one's right on entering (i) Pehsukher and his wife are
seen standing before a heap of offerings. Farther along (2) the
Second
&c.

Priest of

On

Amen, named Mahui, offers Pehsukher
is a damaged stele.
At

the north wall (3) there

flowers,

the left
of the entrance (4) Pehsukher stands before the door of his house,
and makes a list of men, chariots, and horses which are brought
before him.
Below this there are damaged scenes of harvesting,
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ploughing, &c. On the opposite wall (5) a scribe makes 'ists of men
are recruited for military service.
Much of the decorations

who

remain unfinished.

Chapel No. 87 is not worili
around the bend northwards

visiting.

to

One

passes from No. 88

this chapel.

It

belonged

to

a

Superintendent of the Granaries of the .South and North, named
Min-nekht but not much of the original decoration now remains,
except in the innermost chamber, where on one wall there are
funeral scenes.
A pathway now runs up and down the hill, and,
descending by it to a somewhat lower level, we pass on our left the
;

following chapel.

No. 86.

THE

This tomb

.MORTU.'\KV

CHAPEL OF RAMENKHEPKR-SKNI!

one of the most important at Thebes.
Ramenkheper-senb was High Priest of Amen, and at the same
time held the important posts of Superintendent of the Gold and
is

historically

Q
us

I
•

(«

Silver Treasuries, and Chief of the Overseers of Craftsmen, under
Thothmes Ilird; and that king's great building works at Karnak
seem to liave been under his direction in part. On entering the

chapel one observes on the right-hand side (i) a scene showing
and geese being led in. P'arther along (2) we see in the top
row a number of chariot-makers busily at work in the second row
men are making bows and arrows and in the third row vases,
chess-boards, &c., are being made. The necessary amount of gold
for these works is being weighed out.
The inscription states that
Ramenkheper-senb is "inspecting the workshop of the temple of
Amen, the work of the craftsmen, in real lapis lazuli, and in real
cattle

:

;
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malachite."

On

the north wall (3) gold is brought in by the
of Koptos and the Superintendent of
the Gold-Country of Koptos; and the inscription reads, "The
reception of the gold of the highland of Koptos, as well as

captain

of the

Mazoi

the gold of Kush."
Persons are shown bringing bows and
arrows, ostrich feathers and eggs, an ostrich, a hare held by
the ears, a gazelle with long ears, and other creatures of the
desert.
At the north end of the west wall (4) there is a
small representation of a two-doored magazine, containing rows
of jars.
Farther along (5) an important scene shows two

most beautiful vases and
which speak of the luxury of the

lines of Asiatics bringing forward the

ornaments of gold and

silver,

Orient at that time. Plumed helmets of bronze, chariots, bows
and arrows, weapons, children as slaves, and horses, are brought
in by these Asiatics.
The inscription states that amongst these

persons are " the Chief of Keftiew, the Chief of the Hittites, the
Chief of Tunip, and the Chief of Kadesh." On the left of the
entrance (6) are scenes of harvesting and finally on the opposite
;

wall

we may observe

under

which

the

(7)

king

a

damaged
was

representation of the canopy

seated.

Much

of

the

chapel

is

unfinished.

Descending the pathway and turning

slightly to the south,

one

reaches

NO. 85.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMENEMHEH

This chapel is famous for its historical inscriptions which throw
on the campaigns of Thothmes Illrd. Amenemheb was an
Erpa-/ia-Vnnct and Royal Registrar, and he also held a high
In the
position in the army during the king's Asiatic campaigns.

light

Campaign Amenemheb was present at the capture of
Kadesh, and took prisoner two nobles of that city. The king
presented to him a lion-shaped ornament, two pendants in the form
of flies, and four bracelets, all of the finest gold, as a reward for his
In the \TIIth Campaign he captured three prisoners in
bravery.
Naharin, and near Aleppo he captured thirteen men, seventy asses,
and thirteen bronze spears inlaid with gold. Several prisoners fell
and he was richly rewarded by
to him at the battle of Carchemish
At the battle of Senzara he killed a man in single
the Pharaoh.
combat, and was rewarded with two silver rings and some other
At 'an elephant hunt which the king organised
objects in gold.
during this campaign, Amenemheb saved his master's life. The
king's \'Ith

;
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king was attacked by a large elephant, but
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Amenemheb, running

forward, drew the animal's attention to himself, and was pursued
When the
into a ri\ er, uhere he took refuj^e between two rocks.

elephant attacked him, he cut off its trunk with a blow of his sword,
to escape.
The king rewarded him with gold, and
with three sets of clothing in place of the one damaged during his

and managed

14

15

12
11

10

13

9

L

a

4

3

adventure.

men

after a

D
In the

U"T\ D

L

Xth Campaign Amenemheb captured three
fight, and receiv^ed from the king two

hand-to-hand

gold necklaces, four bracelets, two fly-shaped pendants, a lionformed ornament, and a male and female slave. In the XI\'th
Campaign against the Beduin he captured three men and in
the .W'llth Campaign he was the first to scale the walls of
Kadesh, capturing two of the enemy, and being rewarded by the
;
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king with

Kadesh

presents.
During this siege the Prince of
mare towards the Egyptian chariots in order to
of battle and the stallions were already becoming

various

sent out a

disturb the line

;

when Amenemheb rushed forward on

foot, pursued the
mare, and killed her with his sword, thus saving the situation.
After the death of Thothnies II I rd, Amenemheb lived a retired life
for a short time
but one day while rowing a sacred vessel at one
of the religious festivals on the Nile, the new king, Amenhotep I Ind,
observed him and invited him to the palace. On reaching the
throne-room Amenemheb bowed low but the king spoke in a most
friendly manner to him, saying, " I know your character
I was
but a fledgeling in the nest when you were in my father's retinue.
I give you the office of deputy of the army.
You shall inspect
the personal troops of the king."
So in this important position
Amenemheb remained for the last years of his life.
room.
On entering the chapel one sees on the right (i) Amenemheb
and his wife Bakt, the former holding two braziers in each of which
a dead dove or pigeon lies.
Farther on (2) the usual funeral feast
is depicted.
He and his wife are seated, while their son offers them
bouc[uets of flowers.
The guests sit near musicians play upon
harps and lutes and there are traces of women dancing. On the
north wall (3) there is the partly-destroyed funeral stele, on which
some Coptic hermit who used this chapel as a dwelling-place has
painted Christian crosses in red. A damaged scene near this (4)
shows Amenhotep I Ind presenting Amenemheb and his wife to
Thothmes IlIrd, who is dressed as Unnefer, the god of the dead.
This is interesting as being a clear instance of the identification of
the king with Osiris (or Unnefer) in the underworld and of the
living king's duties as mediator between man and god.
On the
west wall (5) Asiatics are seen, clad in white ornamented robes,
bringing offerings and paying homage. Their red beards are
noticeable, and it is to be observed that they bring some of their
children with them.
Farther along (6) there is a damaged scene
representing Thothmes Ilird seated under a canopy, while

restive

;

;

:

.

First

.

.

;

;

;

Amenemheb

presents to

him these

Asiatic

prisoners.

On

the

west side of the lintel between the two middle pillars (7) there is
a curious hunting scene showing a man striking an enormous
female hyaena with a stick and it probably refers to some incident
in Amenemheb's life, when he was attacked by a hytena and defended himself in this manner. The size of the hyaena is suggestive
of the exaggerated dimensions of the proverbial angler's fish.
On
the left of the entrance (8) Amenemheb stands before the door of a
;
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house, and soldiers are brought forward lo him, aiul aie listed by
his scribes.
On the left of the passage into the next room (9)
there is a scene representin.L; llic offerinj.' of ornaments, vases,
statuettes, &c.

On

the right as one enters the second

nettini; of birds

;

and on the north wall

room

(10)

one sees the The second

(11) the spearing offish

is

room,

shown. On tlic west wall (12) the funeral feast is shown. Male
and female servants offer food and drink to the guests and male
and female harpers are seen, while women are shown playing on
the pi]K's.
On the left of the entrance (13) offerings .nre brought
to the tomb, and placed in booths, in which servants prepare them
for consumption.
Funeral boats cross the Nile the bier is drawn
along on a sledge to the sepulchre bows and arrows, shields, a
chariot, and other warlike objects are brought to be buried in the
tomli of the old warrior and women are seen wailing with arms
raised.
On the left wall of the recess at the west of this room (14)
;

;

;

;

the

mummy

stands, while before

sary at the funeral.

A

it

are laid out the insignia neces-

ritual-priest reads the

formuhe, and behind

coffm is dragged on a sledge by men and kine. Jars of
wine for the funeral feast stand in decorated booths. On the
opposite wall (15) more offerings are brought, and a garden is
shown with a lake in it, surrounded by trees, this perhaps being
this the

the estate for the

No. 84.

endowment

of the tomb.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMUNEZEH

This chapel lies just to the south
general interest, though to archaeologists
Amunezeh was an Erpaha-VrxTiCo., the
Steward of the Palace, during the reign
one's right on entering (i) the guests are

On

the north wall (2)

is

the

of No. 85.
It is not of
it is of some importance.

Chief Royal Herald, and
of

Thothmes

Illrd.

On

much broken

funeral stele

;

and on

the west wall (3) there are scenes showing the Asiatics bringing in
their tribute, but these representations are very much damaged.

Some

of the Asiatics are coloured red-brown like the Egyptians,

and wear short

but have beards and longish hair. Others
and wear long white robes, ornamented in
At the opposite end of the wall (4) Negro tribes are seen
skirts,

are yellow-skinned,
colours.

bringing in their tribute of leopards, leopard-skins, giraffes, baboons,
and gold-rings. A monkey clings round the neck of the giraffe.
On the south wall (5) there is again a damaged stele, through

9

The

first

seen at the funeral feast, room.
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tunnel has been pierced. On the east wall (6)
depicted seated before a quantity of offerings.
I'he second
On the north wall of the second room (7) there is a damaged
room.
but interesting scene showing Amunezeh in his chariot, galloping

which a

later

Amunezeh

is

towards an enclosure into which many wild animals have been
Here one sees antelopes, wild bulls, ostriches, and other
creatures of the desert and into their midst Amunezeh shoots
driven.

;

i t
9

10
8

3

H

C

5
(>

1

r

arrow after arrow as he gallops around the outside of the stockade,
Farther along (8) he
his chariot reins tied around his waist.
inspects the produce of his farms and still farther (9) he and his
;

wife are seen seated before a

number

of offerings.

On

the opposite

wall (10) there are scenes from the funeral ceremonies. The last
chamber in the chapel is vaulted, and has an elaborately decorated
ceiling.

A

niche at the west end was the receptacle of the /\a-
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place has been used by Coptic hermits,
rough paintings on the walls.

statues.
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who have

left

reached by retracing one's steps northwards,

and continuing by the path which leads to the conspicuous ruined
brick tower.
This chapel was constructed for a judge named
Aahmes, but only the ceiling pattern now remains. To the north
of the chapel of Minnekht, No. 87, and just to the south of, and
above, this chapel, No. 83, the visitor will find

NO. 82.

THK MORTU.VRV CHAPEL OK AMENEMHAT

This chapel dates from the middle of the XVIIIth dynasty.
the Steward of the Vizir, and Scribe of the (irain
of Amen under Thothmes Illrd.
The Vizir was perhaps User,
who is shown in the wall-paintings here, and who was probably

Amenemhat was

related to

On

Amenemhat.

the north wall of the

ing scenes, but one only

first

room

(i) there

have been hunt-

First

room,

now

sees a few antelopes in an enclosure
as has been observed in the tomb of Amunezeh. On the

such
west wall (2) there

a

fragmentary scene representing birds

butterflies delicately

drawn and coloured, reminding one of

and

is

Japanese workmanship. On the left of the entrance (3) the Vizir
User and also his wife Thuau are shown seated. On the south
wall (4) Amenemhat is seen offering a sacrifice to his dead relations.
Near this on the west wall (5) there is a damaged scene
the funeral feast.
Amenemhat and his wife are
seated before numerous ofterings
guests are seated near by
women play upon the pipes, clap their hands, and dance while a
man plays a harp. Below this bulls are brought to the butchers,
and one bull is seen to toss another with which it has been

representing

;

;

;

fighting.

On

the south wall (6) there are the usual funeral scenes, here .Second
some of the other chapels. Along the top row room,
from east to west one sees the funeral boat towing another vessel,
containing the /w;-statues, across the Nile. Offerings are brought

more

clear than in

to the tomb,

and two oars

tomb

— having

a religious significance
In the second row there are

— are

more
and an object dragged upon a sledge, which is possibly the
victim of a human sacrifice wrapped in a cloth or skin.
Farther
on two men are seen performing the funeral dance, and near this
offered at the
boats,

door.
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meat

ofifered at the

is

mummy

shown

In the third row the

door of the tomb.

being dragged to the
sepulchre by men and oxen, while before it walk a priest and the
widow.
A ritual-priest reads a long prayer from a papyrus. A
casket is brought to the door of the tomb, and two women bewail.
Behind the tomb stands the
goddess Hathor with a hawkstandard on her head. On
the opposite wall (7), passing
from west to east, we see
is

Amenemhat

and

lying on a bier which

his

represented.

then

9

~3

Amenemhat is
Bakt, who was

alive,

still

lO

11

wife

Bakt seated, while in the
upper registers before them
the funeral of

is

8

[T

shown

is

twanging a harp and wailing
a funeral dirge. She is depicted with her

and there

mouth open,

an expression of
grief on her face which is
cleverly,

is

if

1

grotesquely, por-

Their

trayed.

son,

named Amenemhat,

plays a

behind Bakt, and their
daughter makes sad music
lute

upon the double-pipes.
various

relations

c

also

3

The

who have

gathered together to bewail
the deceased noble sit on
stools, while servants offer
them drink and put ointment
on their heads. In the lower
register there are

damaged

some much

scenes showing the

priests making offerings to the
and performing the mystic ceremony of "opening the
mouth " of the dead man so that he may breathe in the underworld.
Passing into the last room one sees over the doorway (8)
a group of women wailing and tearing their hair in front of
Amenemhat's coffin, the first two women having allowed the

mummy

hair to
stele

over their eyes.

On

is

a funeral

which has been painted over figure-scenes now

visible in

fall

one's left (9) there
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inscription on the stele gives prayers for
the benefit of the great Vizir User, who was probably a relation
of Amenemhat and here the twenty-eighth year of the reign of

The

places beneath.

;

On the north wall (10)
is given as the date.
of offerings, and below it there are the figures of
the ritual-priests performing a funeral ceremony very commonly
represented upon the monuments. Two priests stand praying,
Thothmes llird

there

a

is

list

one reads from a papyrus the magical formula, another kneels in
prayer, and one turns round to perform the "banishing" rite.
Below, again, one sees Amenemhat's relations, and servants are
depicted bringing offerings to the tomb. On the opposite wall (i i)
one sees at the top the ritual-priests making offerings to the dead
below these the friends and relations are again shown and below,
again, one sees a festival in honour of Hathor, the Golden One of
Dendereh, as she is here called. Men and women jump and
dance, some of the men click castanets, and three women hold
Below
necklaces, which are always acceptable to this goddess.
one sees cows, antelopes, &c., brought as offerings.
;

;

No. 81.

THE MORTUARY CH.\PEL OF ANEN'A

It
one of the most interesting in the group.
a noble who held the offices of Superintendent
of the Granaries, Superintendent of the Workmen in the Karnak
Treasuries, Superintendent of the Royal Buildings, //<7- Prince of
the City, &c., during the reigns of the Pharaohs Amenhotep 1st,
Thothmes 1st, Thothmes Ilnd, Thothmes Ilird, and Hatshepsut.

This chapel

was made

is

for

An historical

inscription of considerable value was cut upon a stele
end of the outer chamber of the tomb but this is now quite
Fortunately a good copy had been made. From it
destroyed.

at the

;

we learn that Anena inspected all that the king received in the
way of metals and jewels and superintended the building of all
He was in charge of the building of the now
public monuments.
;

ruined hall at Karnak in which -stands the obelisk of Hatshepsut.
He superintended the excavation of the tomb of Thothmes 1st, the
first royal tomb which was cut in the Valley of the Tombs of the
Kings and under the following Pharaohs he rose to such power
" I increased beyond everythat he cannot find words to tell it.
" I cannot tell it.
thing," he says.
But I will tell you this, ye
people hear, ye.
Do the good that I did, do ye likewise. My
years were passed in gladness, because I showed no treachery, I
did not inform against any one, I did no evil.
I was devoid of
;

:
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hesitancy,

I

The chapel

was devoid of blasphemy towards sacred things."
consists of a front gallery cut in the rock, the roof

six square pillars.
One enters through the
aperture between the south wall and the first of these pillars, all
the other apertures being now closed.
The roof of the gallery has

being supported by

partly fallen,

and has been replaced by woodwork. From this
end of which are four

gallery there leads a chamber, at the far

The
gallery.

seated statues.
The paintings in the gallery are of considerable interest, and
deserve to be examined with some care. On our right as we
enter (i) there are scenes from the hunting field. The large figure
of Anena is partly destroyed
but one may still see his legs, which
show that he was running and the lower part of a bow is to be
observed with which he was shooting arrows at a number of wild
;

;

The most

the picture is that of a
on its hind legs and bites with its
teeth at one of the arrows, breaking it off with its fore paw.
One
of Anena's hounds rushes forward to attack the infuriated beast.
It is probable that this incident actually occurred, and was described by Anena to the artist engaged upon the painting of his
tomb in order that a record of it should be made. In the lower
part of the scene are three figures of huntsmen, painfully inactive
and stupid in comparison with the spirited drawing of the hysna,
and with the equally clever drawing of a dog which is shown in
the act of biting the stomach of a rearing animal.
The head and
ears of this dog are drawn in correct perspective, and its attitude
as it makes an upward bite, its tail tucked well between its legs
and its hind quarters drawn in to avoid the kick of its victim's

animals.

striking figure in

female hyjena which rears

hoofs,

is

true to nature.

itself

The

artist

whose work

this

scene

is,

was

evidently original, though he was by no means great. His animals
as they gallop are extremely stiff, and prance like the conventional
chariot horses one so often sees on Egyptian monuments and
;

human

But the above-mentioned
dog and the hytena are to be ranked high amongst the specimens
of Egyptian art which have come down to us, if only as indications
of their author's momentary freedom from convention.
Upon the next pill^ar (2) there is an interesting representation of
Anena's garden. At the top are seen ten dom palms, and here we
see the gardener taking his orders from Anena who is seated with
In the middle of the garden, below a
his wife in an arbour.
number of small trees, there is a pond (now much damaged), and
beside it another gardener stoops down. At the bottom of the
his

figures are poorly executed.
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scene one can just make out the front wall of the garden, at one
end of which is a small wooden door. Rising above the wall the
store-houses and granaries can l)e seen. At the top of this picture
there is an inscription which gives the number of trees possessed
by Ancna 73 sycamores, 31 acacias, 170 palms of one kind, 120
palms of another kind, and so on.
On the third pillar (3) there is the figure of Anena seated upon
a chair, a large number of offerings being placed before him,
including baskets of grapes, bread, meat, vases of wine, and a
censer in the usual form of an arm.
On the fifth pillar (4) two
scenes remain. The upper scene shows the ploughing of Anena's
and the lower scene shows the same fields at harvest-time,
fields
:

;

xnu
11

»

10

12

i L

pnnnnnDE;
'A

may be seen at the present day)
having grown up. Upon the sixth, and last, pillar (5) three scenes
remain. The uppermost shows us a group of labourers working
with the pitchfork below this one sees the corn carried away in
rope nets and at the bottom three men and a black woman are
seen working at harvest-time.
Opposite these scenes, on the west wall (6), there is the usual
representation of the harpooning of fish in the marshes, a sport
much indulged in by the ancient Egyptians. 15elow this some
servants bring in the produce of the estate, and notice should be
taken of the prettily decorated baskets. Farther along this wall
(7) there are painted five rows of animals farmed upon the estate.
The wall is much damaged, but it can be seen that these animals
were being led towards the seated figure of Anena, who, with his
a fine crop of durra (such as

;

;
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dog under

his chair, and his relations around him, watches the
parade of his possessions. In the top row one sees geese and
flamingoes
in the second row are donkeys, one of which is
depicted in the act of braying, with its ears thrown back
in the
third row are sheep and goats, two of which are seen to be butting
one another, a man carrying a lamb, and behind him some indistinct swine
in the fourth row are oxen
and in the fifth row
there is a spirited drawing of cattle being led in by farm-hands, a
calf trying to run away and an old man of ample girth being
;

;

;

;

noticeable for their execution.

On

beyond the door (8) one observes
and relations watching the parade of foreign
Egypt from the wars of Thothmes 1st. There

the continuation of this wall

Anena and

his wife

tribute brought to

are here five rows of figures.
In the top row an Egyptian soldier,
armed with a battle-axe and stick, is driving in a group of Nubian
women, who are carrying their children in cow-hide baskets upon
their backs

:

in the

second row one sees the soldiers bringing

the third row

in

destroyed, but in the fourth there are
fair-skinned Asiatic women carrying their children upon their
shoulders, and an Asiatic man leading a bear (.'')
and in the
lowest row tribute of vases, baskets, and other goods, is brought
the spoil

;

is

;

Farther along (9) there is a figure of Anena, who is supposed
be engaged in his official work of inspecting the cattle and
grain of the temple estates.
In the third row offenders are
brought for trial, and one man is receiving a sound beating.
Farther along this wall (10) there is an interesting scene representing the weighing of the jewellery, necklaces, and other treasure
belonging to Karnak. A large pair of scales is seen one man
watches the indicator, while another writes down the record. The
weights are here to be seen in the form of oxen and trussed ducks.
Many weights in these forms have been found in Egypt, oxen and
ducks having been the medium of exchange before weights were
invented.
The ox-weights appear in Egypt for the first time in
the XVIIIth dynasty; but it may be mentioned that the custom of
regarding an ox as a monetary unit was so widespread that in
Rome, for example, the word for a head of cattla, peais, originated
the word pccun/a, money. An inscription near this scene gives a
list of the donations to the various gods at Karnak, but it is now
almost unreadable.
We now enter the inner chamber. On our left (11) at the end
in.

to

;

The

inner

chamber.

^f

jj-^g ^^j^jj

^^gj-e

are large figures of

Anena and

his wife

;

but the

paintings have been maliciously rubbed and blurred in ancient
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Offerings are presented to the deceased couple by a male
The rest of the wall is occupied
fij,aire, perhaps that of their son.
In the top row one sees the
with funeral scenes in four rows.

times.

mummy

and a boat in which are
seen crossing the Nile from the
city to the Necropolis. Below this, women are shown pouring dust
upon their heads and weeping; and two other boats are seen
In the third row there is a plan of a house
crossing the water.
of

Anena

lyiny under a

the A'^-statues of the deceased

canopy

;

is

and garden, a lake with palms around it (drawn as though the
This
lake were in mid air), and some squares of irrigated land.
scene occurs on several toml)s, but it is impossible to say what it
the estate from which the tomb
or perhaps again it may be the temple
grounds in which the funeral ceremonies took place. In the
lowest row we see three men performing the funeral dance which
represents.

derives

its

It

may perhaps be

endowment

;

was one of the oldest ceremonies of the mortuary ritual. Other
figures carry to the tomb the funeral furniture which is to be
buried with the deceased.
On the opposite wall (12) the funeral ceremonies are again
shown. Here we see on the lower part of the wall the ceremony
always performed by the ritual-priests at funerals, in this case led

by Anena's brother, who was a priest of the goddess Mut.
In the recess at the end of this -chamber there are four much
damaged seated statues. From left to right these are Anena's
wife Thuau, Anena himself, his father also called Anena, and his
On the walls at either side are paintings
sister (.') Aahhotep.
showing Anena and his relations. His favourite dog is seen
behind his chair.

No. 80.

This chapel

The

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF TEHUTINEFER
is

Anena (No. 81).
somewhat rough, but they have several
Tehutinefer was a Prince by rank, but he held

situated to the south of that of

paintings in

points of interest.

it

are

the office of Scribe of the Treasury, under one of the Pharaohs

X\TIIth dynasty. His sister was named Takhat, and was
a musician of Hathor of Dendereh. It is possible, therefore, that
their residence was at that city.
On the right as one enters (i) there are figures of servants
bringing offerings to the tomb; and a woman is seen shaking a
sistrum.
On the opposite wall (2) Tehutinefer and Takhat are
shown seated, while their daughter stands behind them, and
of the
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makes

their son

offerings before them.

Behind

this

some women dance

a harp and

the chair of Tehutinefer there

monkey

is

group one

man

sees the guests seated at the funeral feast, while a

for their entertainment.

a

plays

Under

much damaged representation
The walls at the other

eating from a dish.

Second

of his pet

room.

end of the chapel have never been decorated with paintings but
passinginto the inner chamber there are some scenes of interest
to be observed.
On the left (3) there are representations of scenes
from Tehutinefer's official work as Scribe of the Treasury. In
the top row we see gold brought in and weighed and a servant
In the second row gold
is beaten for some negligence in his duties.
a servant,
is again weighed, and a scribe writes down its value
bowing, announces the arrival of booty, consisting of tusks of
elephants, skins, a casket slung upon a pole, and other articles.
and again
In the third row, grain is heaped up and measured
one of the men is beaten for some offence against the rules. On
;

;

;

;

the opposite wall (4) there are scenes
from the funeral. In the uppermost

row the mortuary

priests perform
ceremonies before the mummy of
the dead noble. In the second row

mummy is drawn to the tomb
upon a sledge pulled by men and
oxen women weep and tear their
hair
and the priests perform the
ceremony of sacrificing a cow and
the

;

;

pouring out a libation before the

mummy.

:

In the third row servants

are seen bringing offerings to the
funeral.

Near

representing

this there is

Tehutinefei-'s

a scene
house

1
r
amidst the trees at the edge of the
river.
His boat waits for him on
the water, and on shore his chariot is standing in charge of a
groom. At the end of this wall we see him sitting in his spirit
form with his wife and daughter, while a woman on earth stands
before him, her hair disordered by her demonstrations of grief.
On the end wall of this chamber (5) Tehutinefer is shown worshipping Osiris Unnefer, the god of the dead.
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THE M(JKrUAKY CHAl'KL OF MKNKH Kl'KK

Mcnkliepcr, sometimes called Ramcnkheper-senb, was the son of
Minnekht, whose tomb (No. 87) is to be seen upon this hill. He
was a noble, who held the offices of Scribe of the Granaries of the
King, and libation-priest in the mortuarytempleof Thothmes Illrd.
This temple was excavated by the present writer a few years ago.
It is situated on the edge of the cultivation, not far north of the

Ramesseum.

Menkheper evidently

lived quite shortly after the

death of that great I'haraoh, though the exact date is not known.
On one's right on entering the chapel (1) Menkheper is seen with
his wife and daughter standing in a boat which has pushed its
way amidst the reeds. In one hand he holds a boomerang, and
in the other a decoy.
The reeds are full of nests, in some of which

1

r

young birds and above the reeds a flight
some being at once struck down by the boomerangs.
Farther along this wall (2) we are introduced to Menkheper's
farms and estates. At the top a bull is led along and servants

are eggs and in others

of birds

;

rises,

;

carry a jar of grape-juice from his vineyards, a group of similar
Below this geese, flowers, fruit, and
jars being shown near by.
wine-press is here seen, in which
more jars are brought in.

A

tread the grapes with their feet, holding on to ropes hanging
The juice runs
froni a cross-bar in order to support themselves.
out of the press and is caught in ajar by a man (in the painting

men

the jar

is

destroyed).

Below

this

again

is

the vineyard, and one
and carrying

sees the labourers plucking the bunches of grapes

them

in.

Egypt were famous, and Greek
was first invented in the valley of the Nile.
the Egyptians were addicted to systematic intern-

The wines

writers state that wine
It is

said that

of ancient
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perance

;

and

certainly these statements find

in the tomb-paintings,

On the opposite wall (3)
including funeral furniture, vases,

and wine-drinking.
offerings,

some confirmation

which so frequently represent wine-making

we

see a quantity of

sandals,

bow and

arrows, shields, tunics, jewellery, i/s/iad/t-figures, canopicjars,

S:c.,

placed before the seated figure of Menkheper, beside whom are
his parents, now once more united with him in the Underworld.
Servants
Beyond this one sees the funeral feast in progress.
a man plays a
offer food and drink to the assembled guests
harp women play on the pipes, dance, or clap their hands in unison
with the music. On the right of the entrance into the unfinished
chamber (4) Menkheper is represented seated to receive the
homage of his son, who was a scribe in the mortuary temple of
;

;

Thothmes

Ilird,

where the father had served.

On

the

left

of the

entrance to the tomb (5) there have been some rustic scenes, and
one may still see well-executed geese driven in, and eggs carried
in baskets.

NO. 78.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF HOREMHEB

At the top of the

hill,

above the chapel of Anena (No.

81),

and

Thenuna (No. 76), there is the
mortuary chapel of Horemheb, an official who lived during the
reigns of Thothmes Ilird, Amenhotep Ilnd, Thothmes IVth, and
Amenhotep Ilird, i.e. from some time previous to B.C. 1447 to
some time after B.C. 141 1. He held the offices of Superintendent
of the Sacred Cattle, Superintendent of the Workmen of Amen,

just to the left of the chapel of

Superintendent of the Military Scribes, Superintendent of the
Recruits, Superintendent of the Horses, Captain of the Archers,

and Royal " Nurse" or Guardian to one of the Princesses. The
chapel was decorated for the most part during the reign of
Thothmes IVth, and must have been finished early in that of

Amenhotep Hlrd.
Entering the tomb, a scene
the usual funeral feast.

is

observed on the right

The guests

(i)

showing

are seated and servants offer

them food, while women dance and play upon lutes for their
amusement. Lower down there are some blind minstrels a fat
old man plays a harp others sing and clap their hands. Horemheb himself nurses a young princess upon his knee. Butchers are
seen busily cutting up oxen for the feast. On the opposite wall
At the top Asiatics are
(2) the foreign tribute is brought in.
shown leading horses decked with gay plumes. Fine vases, orna;

;

MORTUARY
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Lower down,
ments, and rings of gold are also brought in.
negroes are seen arriving from the Sudan. Amongst them there are
some women who carry their babies in baskets upon their l)acks;
At the bottom
these are represented in a very lifelike manner.
some of the negroes dance, and one beats a drum in honour of
Cattle are driven in, and soldiers are seen armed
the occasion.
with shields and axes. .-Xt the end of the wall there is a much-

damaged

figure of

King Thothmes

I\'th, to

whom

this tribute is

supposed to be brought. On the left of the entrance (3) there is
another feast scene. Women are seen presenting beautiful golden
bowls to the now obliterated figures of Horcmhel) and his wife.
Two women play upon lutes one has been drawn in a full-face
:

8

L

]

a

r

1

Another woman
view, which is very rare in Egyptian painting.
plays upon a harp. The pretty transparent garments which these
women wear should be noticed. Below this fattened bulls are led
On the opposite wall (4) Thothmes IVth is
to the slaughter.
shown enthroned beneath a canopy, while two servants fan him

Horemheb has been presenting flowers to the king,
but his figure is here, and in many other parts of the tomb, erased.
next see troops, led by the regimental standard-bearers, being
Persons bring in produce from the
listed by the military scribes.
fields and carry it to the storehouses, which are entered through
with plumes.

We

a doorway inscribed with the
figure, with unusual naturalism,

name
is

of

Thothmes

IVth.

One

seen passing through this door-
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way, and half hidden by
in fattened

Inner

chamber.

We

now

it.
Below this there are persons bringing
oxen, antelopes, birds, &c.
pass into the inner chamber, and on the left (5) funeral

scenes are to be observed. At the top the coffin (much damaged)
is dragged by oxen towards the tomb.
A bundle dragged along
upon a sledge possibly contains the body of a human victim
sacrificed to the soul of Horemheb, but this is not a certain
interpretation of the scene.
Women mourners wail as they walk
along.
In the second and third rows all the objects which are to
be buried with Horemheb are carried to the tomb ornaments,
bows, arrows, boxes, his chariot, &c. In the lowest row are the
funeral boats crossing the Nile from the city of Thebes to the

—

Farther along the wall (6) an obliterated figure of
seen praying to the gods and his heart is weighed
in the balances before Thoth, Shu, and various seated gods, while
Osiris, the great judge of the dead, is seen seated in his shrine.
Above the balances are the well-drawn insignia of his office. On
the opposite wall (7) there are damaged funeral scenes and
farther along (8) there are much faded representations of Horemheb and his son in a boat, engaged in boomeranging birds and
spearing fish. Below this there is a charming little scene showing
an old trapper, named Ptahmes, kneeling beside a group of welldrawn pelicans. His hand is at his mouth, as though to indicate
to his assistants that they must be silent as they await the signal
necropolis.

Horemheb

is

;

;

to shut the trap.

NO.

T-J.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF REY

be found a short distance above the chapel of
Ramenkhepersenb (No. 79).
The personage for whom it was
made was named Rey, and held the office of Superintendent of the
Engravers of the King. He was also connected with the mortuary
The scenes are very much damaged,
temple of Thothmes IVth.
and but little remains. One observes the usual representation of
a feast, and there are some soldiers to be seen but the chapel
does not repay a visit.
This chapel

is

to

;

NO. 76.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF THENUNA

At the top of the hill, above the chapel of Anena (No. 81) and
north of the chapel of Horemheb (No. 78), there is the chapel of
Thenuna, who was Standard-bearer of the King, Superintendent
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of the Sacred Cattle of Amen, and Steward of the Palace, probably
One enters
in the reign of Thothmes Ilird or Anienhotep II nd.
a large hall, the roof of which is supported by four square pillars.

On the right (i) there are some well-drawn scenes, showing cattle
being listed by scribes. The figures of the scribes are very
animated, and are suggestive of the energy with which their work
was supposed to be conducted. On the adjoining wall (2) offerings
Unfinished

made to the soul of Thenuna by his son or relative. On the
next wall (3) there has been a figure of the king seated under a
A magnificent series of vases,
canopy, with Hathor behind him.
&c., supposed to be the tribute of Asia, is shown before the king.

are

The

paintings are unfinished in this chapel, and the excavation
From this chapel
of a further chamber has been abandoned.
one enters the chapel of Amenhotepsase, which is about to be
described, through a hole in the wall.

No. 75.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMENHOTEPSASE

Amenhotepsase was Second Priest of Amen in the reign of
Thothmes IVth, and appears to have been a dignitary of great
Those who have visited the chapel of
importance at court.
Razeserkasenb (No. 38) will remember that that ofiticial was
Steward of the House of Amenhotepsase, which indicates that the
Second Priest was a wealthy man. In the priesthood of Amen
High Priest, the Second Priest, the Third Priest,
and the Fourth Priest at the head of the religion, and Amenhotepsase was thus a priest of almost the highest possible rank.
The chapel is entered by a hole in the wall leading from
there were the
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No.

76,

grating,

real entrance is now closed with an iron
the right of this closed entrance (i) Amenhotepsase

and the

On

and his wife (both figures erased) are seen seated before a
heap of offerings, amongst which some wine jars hung with
garlands of flowers are noticeable. Above them is an inscription
giving the name and titles of the deceased noble.
Before
them are scenes in five registers, representing a feast given
in honour of Amenhotepsase.
In the uppermost row are menservants bringing food, Szc.
In the second row are guests seated
while others offer them food in the third the official, Bak, offers
flowers to his late master, and behind him are some well-drawn
;

women

playing harps, guitars, &c.

In the fourth

stands the

L

J

1

I

8
9
°n
r~
Entrance
steward Razeserkasenb, while behind him are three seated women,
one playing a double-pipe and the others clapping their hands as
an accompaniment to the music and in the fifth row there are
men and women seated at the feast, while waitresses offer them
dishes of food. A continuation of the last row along the bottom
of the wall shows the chariot, and its horses, which has brought
Amenhotepsase to the feast. In front are two outrunners, and
behind are other servants, one of whom has the honour of carrying
The next wall (2) has upon it some mystical
his master's shoes.
The middle part of the wall shows a cavity
scenes, mostly erased.
from which a painted plaster stele of the usual type seems to have
been removed by robbers. Above is an erased figure over which
holy water is being thrown by small figures on either side, while
mythical figures composed of the ded and s/i// symbols are making
offerings.
A small inscription in the lower corner of the scene
;
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says that the offerings are "for thy spirit, O Second I'riest of
Amen, Amenhotepsase." At the north end of the adjoining wall
(3) there is an interesting scene representing the two pylons and

main doorway of a temple, on either side of which is a colossal
Over the
statue (one erased), and an obelisk, or ceremonial post.
doorway is a cartouche of a king, in which the name has unFourteen trees stand near the
This scene
it.
evidently shows the temple of Amen at which Amenhotepsase
officiated, and in all probability it may be identified either with
that part of Karnak which was adorned by Thothmes IVth, or
In both
with the now destroyed temple of that king at Gurneh.
cases there were pylons and colossi, and Amen was the presiding
deity.
The scene which occupies the rest of this wall (4) is much
fortunately never been written.

temple, and sixteen male figures approach towards

damaged, and some of the figures are chiselled out. There are
three men walking side by side, and behind them two others,
while before them stand seven women holding sistra in their
hands. These are the deceased's wife, his three daughters, and
three women unnamed.
On the left of the entrance (5) is a scene
showing the weighing of gold in the scales by Razeserkasenb in
the presence of Amenhotepsase, the large figure of the latter being,
however, erased. The gold is in ring form, and the weights are in
the form of lying bulls, while one is shaped like a frog. Specimens of the weights of the bull-form are fairly well known, and are
In Egypt they do not appear
almost always made of bronze.
before the New Empire, the weights of the Old and Middle
Empires being almost always simply rectangular in shape. A few
specimens of the frog-form are known, but these are rare. Watching the operation of weighing are six figures (which appear at first
sight to be only two, as they stand one behind the other), and the
inscriptions call them the " Masters of the workmen of the temple

of Amen," and "the Superintendents of the workmen of the
temple, taking the silver and gold." Behind this scene are four
rows containing representations of the workmen of the temple, for
whose use the gold and silver has been weighed out. In the first

row are carpenters engaged in making symbolical figures in the
second row are a sculptor carving a sphinx, and a vase-maker
modelling a vase in the third are vase-makers, and the method
of work should be noticed and in the fourth chests, collars, &c.,
are being made. The third man is using a bow drill. A chariot
;

;

;

is

being

made

in

separate parts, for use in the religious processions.
is a large erased figure of Amenhotepsase

Behind these scenes
10

'
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with his titles displayed near him, and a statement of how greatly
he pleased the Pharaoh as "the eyes of the king in Thebes." He
is here (6) seen to be inspecting the harvest produce, shown in
four rows, and scribes are seen recording the amount of grain
brought in. In the lowest row three men carry a measuring-rope,
a coil of which is wound round the arm of the first and third
man, each coil being surmounted by a gold or gilt ram's-head with

uraeus on the forehead.
This rope must have been the
standard measure of the Amen temple, and these rams'-heads the
two knobs with which the rope was ended. The opposite wall (7)
is unfinished, and the two main figures, one carrying a tall fan,
have been erased. There is a good drawing of a servant bending
forward and probably putting a collar around his master's neck.
Behind these is a large quantity of temple furniture, the painting
the

of which

unfinished.

is

There are

sphinxes,

collars,

staves,

statues of the king, vases, tables, a harp, shrines, fans, dishes, &c.

The cartouche upon the statues is that of Thothmes I Vth, and it is
this that we can date the tomb.
At the north end of this
wall is a very much damaged figure of what was probably the king

from

seated under a canopy, with Amenhotepsase bowing before him.
In the inner room, the right wall (8) has upon it some much
damaged and unfinished scenes showing the deceased and his
wife seated, while before them are offerings.
There have been

and the funeral boats can
At the end of the chamber (9) there
is a plastered niche for the A'(7-statue to stand in, and it is through
this that the hole into the next chapel has been forced.

funeral scenes on the rest of this wall,

be seen crossing the water.

No. 74.

This chapel

is

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF ZENUNI
situated near the top of the

hill,

at its northern

From

the chapel of Thenuna (No. 76) one passes over the
summit of the hill and descends somewhat, this chapel being found
side.

a few yards from the boundary wall of the enfor the Superintendent of the Military
Scribes and Scribe of the Recruits, Zenuni, who lived during the
Upon the right on entering
reign of Thothmes IVth (B.C. 1420).
(i) there is a figure of Zenuni making an offering to Osiris, who is
seated beneath a canopy. Zenuni's wife, who was a songstress in
On the
the temple of Thoth of Hermopolis, stands behind him.
adjoining wall (2) there is a damaged funeral stele upon which the
cartouches of Thothmes I Vth appear. On the next wall (3) ser-

upon one's
closure.

It

left,

was made
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and horses, are listed and at the other end of the
wall (4) there is an interesting representation of a military parade.
In the second row a portly standard-bearer should be observed.
Upon his standard there are the fii,fures of two men wrestling, this
vanls, cattle

;

[

a

r

1

evidently being the sign or crest of the regiment.
Below this there
some negro troops with feathers in their hair, for in old days,
as at the present time, the Egyptian army was largely drawn from
the Sudan.

are

NO. 7^. TJJK

MORTUARY

C

HAPKL OF A MASTER BUILDER

This chapel lies a few yards from No. 74, just described. It was
never finished, and such scenes as were completed have been much
damaged. The owner was a master builder in charge of the work
upon the two great obelisks in the temple of Amen but both his
name and that of the king he served arc lost. There have been
scenes of fishing and bird hunting, and much temple furniture
;

is

depicted.

No. 72.

A

short

Amen and
(P- 255),

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF RA

way above No. 7^

is the chapel of the High Priest of
the mortuary temple of Thothmes Ilird
bore the unusual name of Ra (the .Sun). He was the

of Hathor

who

in

named Aahmes, and lived during the reign of
Amenhotep Ilnd. The chapel was never finished, and is nqw very
much damaged. Before us on the left as we enter (i) there is a
son of a priest

148
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much damaged
canopy.

On

figure

of

Amenhotep

Ilnd

the right wall of the inner

seated beneath a

room

(2) funeral cere-
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caused them to be placed here, fearing that his name might be
erased from the inscriptions upon the plaster when the regime
which he supported should fall, and hoping tliat this hidden record
of his identity might be overlooked by the destroyers.

Chapel No.

70,

much damaged

belonging to a noble named

Amcnemheb,

is

too

to require a description here.

NO. 69.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF MKNNA

one of the most interesting of the mortuary chapels, and
should make a point of seeing it. It is situated at the
and
north-east corner of the enclosure, at the bottom of the hill
is just inside the small gateway which leads into the enclosure
from the back of the native houses behind the tomb of Nekht (No.
Menna was superintendent of the estates of the king and of
52).
Amen, and scribe of the estates of the king in the north and south.
He lived at about the middle of the XVIIIth dynasty, but the
The colouring of the
actual king whom he served is not known.
paintings is extremely fresh and bright, and much of the work has
This

is

visitors

;

A curious
evidently been executed by an artist of high standing.
feature of the tomb is the fact that some personage, perhaps from
motives of revenge, has carefully and systematically destroyed in
the paintings most of the essential things which would make for
Menna's happiness. By depicting on the walls of a chapel of this
kind the scenes from the life of the deceased, it was thought that a
permanency was given to them. Menna is here shown in the act
of throwing a boomerang at a flight of duck, and he would thus be
He is shown
able to indulge in this sport throughout eternity.
overlooking the agricultural work on his estates, and thus would
always be able to entertain himself in this manner. But an enemy,
entering the chapel, has cut the pictured boomerang in half, so that
and has broken out the eye of the
for ever the hunting is spoilt
figure inspecting the estates, so that never again will Menna be
able to see his possessions. Throughout the chapel the destruction
of these essentials is to be observed and, according to Egyptian
beliefs, the happiness of Menna would thus have been much imEntering the tomb, one sees on the right (i) the figure of First
paired.
Menna and his wife standing before a heap of offerings. Menna chamber,
carries two braziers upon which birds are sacrificially burnt in the
flames. Behind are male and female relations bearing flowers and
At the far end of the wall sit the souls of Menna and his
food.
;

;
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wife, while a relation

ofifers

them bouquets

of flowers.

On

the

adjoining wall (2) there is the funeral stele, at the sides of which
two male and two female relatives pray. On the next wall (3) the
relatives are seen seated at the funeral feast in honour of the
while in the two lower rows funeral ofterings are
souls of the dead
;

brought and priests perform the last ceremonies. The ordinary
priests, it may be noticed, are clad in leopard-skins, while the
Ritual-priests, or wise men, have a white band across their
shoulders.

At the opposite end of the tomb

wife worship Osiris, below

consumed in
some charming

whom burnt
flames.
On

flesh are

the

are

rustic

7 11

scenes,

(4)

Menna and

offerings of geese

his

and other

the adjoining wall (5) there

which should be carefully
examined.
The figure
of Menna, with eye de-

lO

stroyed, overlooks these
scenes.

9

from

In the top row,

a slave
seen kissing the foot of
the overseer; the lands
left to right,

is

are measured by

1

means

of a rope, from which,
the
knobs
however,

L
2

which assured the correctness of the measurement have been struck
out by the avenger, in

1

order that Menna may
never again count his
acres a boy walks along driving an animal, also destroyed, and
carrying a small kid Menna stands under a canopy to watch the
arrival of a boat from some other part of his estates ; the passengers from the boat come ashore and are received by a servant and
In the second row, from
sailors are beaten for being late of arrival.
left to right, Menna's chariot and servants await to carry him to his
fields
the quantity of his grain is recorded by the scribes ; Menna
stands under a canopy while servants bring him drink and lastly
In the third row,
there are scenes of winnowing and threshing.
Menna sits under a canopy, outside of which is a tree with birds'
scenes of reaping follow a girl brings a jar of
nests built in it
water to a labourer who drinks from it, but the avenger has de;

;

;

;

;

;

;

stroyed his mouth, so that, being thirsty, he will fail to do the work
which Menna requires of him a woman, nursing a baby, sits under
;
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work men carry
two girls quarrol and tear
one another's hair two men sit in the shade under a tree, the one
piping a tunc upon a tlute and a water-skin hangs on a branch to
In the bottom row there are ploughing scenes,
cool in the breeze.
a tree

away

;

a girl, nakeil save for a Ixlt, assists in the

the corn

in

nets sknig on poles

;

;

;

;

a girl takes a thorn out of
is shown
the heads of the flax are removed from the stalks
by means of combs or forks fixed to the ground. At the end of the
wall nearest to the door Menna is shown seated, while his three

and the sowing of seed
another's fool

;

;

daughters, gorgeously arrayed, shake sistrums before him. Observe how the curls of their hair fail prettily across the face, and
notice their elaborate head-dresses of gold.
On the left wall of the inner chamber (6) there are funeral scenes Inner
^'lamber.
In the top row, furniture is brought to
of considerable interest.
chairs,
beds,
chests,
deceased—
the tomb to be buried with the
ushabii figures, vases, «S:c. and cows for sacrificial purposes are
;

In the second
brought along, together with offerings of food.
row the funeral boat, containing the bier and the mourning
women, is rowed across the river to the western side. The procesIn the third and fourth row an
sion then moves up to the tomb.
ox is purified and sacrificed funeral boats cross the river boxes
of various goods are carried along towards large figures of Hathor,
the goddess of the western hills, and Anubis, the god of the
Farther along the wall (7) the heart of Menna is
necropolis.
weighed in the balances in the presence of Osiris, while Thoth
records the good and bad deeds of the deceased. The avenger
has destroyed the plumb of the scales and the eye of the figure
which is holding them, in order that they may weigh falsely, and
On the opposite w all
that Menna may thus be " found wanting."
;

;

(8)

funeral boats are seen sailing on the Nile, and certain cerewas endowed with life are shown in

monies by which the

mummy

Many

of these ceremonies have been rendered
by the destruction of parts of the figures. At the end
of the wall a figure clad in yellow is thrice seen upon a chair.
This is probably the .f^w-priest, who, according to religious papyri,
performs a mystical ceremony at the funeral, clad in a cow-skin.
Farther along the wall (9) Menna and his family are seen amongst
the reeds in a boat, first spearing fish (and it is to be observed
that his hand directing the spear is destroyed, so that his aim may
be bad) and then boomeranging birds, which are retrieved by a
The boomerang has been carefully cut in
cat and an ichneumon.

a series of scenes.
ineffective

two, so that the sport

may be

spoilt.

Butterflies are seen over-
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and crocodiles are shown. Upon the
lotus-flowers.
There is here a
charming figure of a girl leaning from the boat to pluck one of
these luxuriant water plants. The face has been destroyed, but
the figure is graceful and dainty in spite of the conventionalities of
the artist. Farther along the wall (lo) Menna and his wife receive
offerings.
At the end of the room (ii) there is a niche in which
are the lower parts of the statuettes of Menna and his wife. The
figures were probably smashed by the same hand which damaged
head, while

in the

water

fish

swim amongst the

surface the duck

the scenes.

No. 68.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF NESPANEFERHER

This chapel dates from the XX 1st dynasty, or even later (about
It was made for a priest of Amen and Chief Scribe of
The scenes in it
the Temple of Amen, named Nespaneferher.
B.C. looo).

are

much damaged and

are of

little

interest, but the ceiling is

worthy of notice.

No. 67.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF HAPUSENB

Hapusenb, who caused

this chapel to be made, w'as one of the
nobles of the court of Queen Hatshepsut. The chapel is so much
destroyed that it has not been necessary to close it with a wall or
door.
Part of this destruction may have been due to the persecution of his memory instituted by Thothmes Ilird at his succession,
just as in the case of Senmut (No. 71).

No. 66 does not contain the name of the personage
was made. It is almost entirely destroyed.

No. 65.

for

whom

it

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AIMADUA

This large chapel is situated a short distance above No. 67, and
approached by a pathway skirting the wall of the enclosure. It
was originally made for a noble of the XVIIIth dynasty, but was
re-used by Aimadua, the chief of the scribes of the temple of
Amen under Rameses IXth (b.c. 1142). One enters a large sixpillared hall, the walls of which were originally sculptured with
scenes but these have been covered with plaster and other repreOn the right (i) the
sentations have been painted over them.
sacred barque of Amen is seen carried by priests, the king burning
is

;
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At the points wlierc the plaster has fallen
can be seen underneath. On the end wall

off
(2)

On the adjoining wall
seen bringing- offerings.
carry sacred vessels, and Aimadua is seen offering to
Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu. On the left of the entrance (4) the
sacred barque of Amen is carried by priests and censed by the
priests

are

(3) priests

C

"n

000 000
3

(>

n

A

r

be noticed. On
again depicted, and
On the adjoining wall
(6) Aimadua and his relations make oflferings to Osiris and Maat.
In the inner room there are mythological scenes, and Aimadua
makes offerings to the gods of the Underworld.
Pharaoh.

series of beautiful vases should here

the next wall (5) the barque of Amen
behind it walk the souls of dead kings.

NO. 64.

This chapel
side of the

hill.

is

THE MORTU.-VRY CHAPEL OK HEQERHEH
is

situated at the foot of the enclosure on the north
It

was made

lived in the reign of

for a noble

Thothmes

named Heqerheh, who

l\'th (B.C.

1420),

and was

tutor
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and guardian of that king's son, Prince Amenhotep, afterwards
Amenhotep Ilird, and of other princes. The tomb is much
damaged, but there are some scenes of interest still left in it. On
the end wall, west side, there is a much broken scene showing
Heqershau, probably the father of Heqerheh, nursing the young
king Thothmes IVth upon his knees. His feet rest upon a footstool on which nine captives are shown.
Heqerheh stands near
by, and behind him there are two princes.

NO. 63.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF SEBEKHOTEP

Just to the west of No. 64

is

another

much damaged

chapel,

Sebekhotep who was "Prince of the
Territory of the South and the Territory of Sebek," and held the
office of Royal Registrar, Superintendent of the Seal, and Superintendent of the Priests. One of his daughters appears to have
been one of the secondary wives of Thothmes IVth, for Sebekhotep
calls himself the father-in-law of the king, and he mentions the
Princess Thaa, the daughter of Thothmes IVth, who was probably
his grand-daughter.
The only scene in the chapel which calls for
attention is to be found on the right side of the inner corridor.
Here there is a garden of Paradise in which is a lake. There are
fishes in the water, and lotus flowers float upon the surface.
Sebekhotep and his wife walk beside this lake, and drink of its pure
water, raising it to their lips in the hollow of their hands. Seated
under the shady trees they eat food given to them by the treegoddess, Isis, whose body seems to grow out of the trunk of a
persea tree. This was the heaven in which the Egyptian prayed
to rest; he always asked that his soul might be refreshed with
water, that he might be fanned by the cool north wind blowing
through the trees beside a lake, and that there might be flowers
and scents to soothe him.
which was made

NO. 62.

for a certain

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMENEMUSEKHT

Amenemusekht was a Superintendent of the Court, and a
Royal Registrar, but it is not known what king of Dynasty
XVIIIth he served. His mortuary chapel, situated not far from
No. 63, is so much damaged that it is practically without interest.
Prince

.

MOR'I'UARN' CIIAIM'I.S

it

about the

rci},'n

named

of

Thothmes

Illrd.

MOKTIAKV

ANTKFAKER

CIIAI'i;i. Ol"

the oldest chapel on the

is

hill

of

Shckh abd'

does from the .\IIth dynasty.
up on the hillside, above and to the north of
the brick ruins of Wilkinson's house.
One
enters a long passage, the walls of which are
covered with coarse plaster crudely painted
with scenes relating to Antefaker, the Theban
noble for whom the chapel was made. On
datinj4

as

the right
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tliis

Xo. 60. nil

This

NOIU.KS

it was
chapel is almost entirely destroyed,
User, the son of the Vizir Aahmes, whose
would seem, is No. 83. The chapel appears to date from

for a vizir

chapel,

'llli:

IHE MOkTUAkY CHAI'liL OK L'SKk

No. 61.

Like No. 62,

made

Ol'

It

it

we

cord which

men

see (i) three
is

el

Ciiirneh,

situated hi^h

is

pulling at the

connected with a bird-trap.

Higher up others catch

fish in

ther along (2) AntcAiker

is

a net.

Far-

shown shooting

his arrows into an enclosure in which are
antelopes of various kinds, wild cattle, hares,
(S:c.,
pursued by hounds.
Farther along
again (3) there are some interesting cooking
scenes. A man cooks some food over a fire
which he fans into flame pots are filled a
woman grinds grain and so on. .Still farther (4) Antefaker and his wife are seen re-

c

Zl

;

;

;

ofterings.
On the opposite wall
near the door (5) the funeral boats are seen
crossing the river from Thebes to the necropolis.
The cofitin is drawn along by men
and oxen. Farther along (6) four men with
curious head-dresses dance the funeral dance,
and higher up women and girls also go
through the steps of this ceremonial measure.
In the inner room on the right (7) male
and female harpers are seen. On the ad-

ceiving

b

joining wall (8) offerings are shown.
In the
floor of this room the shaft goes down to the

tomb where Antefaker was
the statue of the deceased.

buried.

Beyond

it

there

is

a niche for
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NO. 59.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF KEN

Somewhat higher, and slightly to the south of No. 60, there is
the small chapel of Ken, a High Priest of Mut.
Little is to be
seen here except the usual representation of the funeral feast.

No.

58.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMENHOTEP

On a level with the brick ruins of Wilkinson's house, but a short
distance northwards, there is the small chapel of the Superintendent of the Priests of Amen, Amenhotep, who seems to have
Amenhotep Ilird (B.C.
much damaged, and is not of interest.

lived during the reign of

chapel

is

NO. 57.
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1).

The

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF KHAEMHAT

This beautiful chapel, made

for

Khaemhat. the Superintendent

of the Granaries during the reign of Amenhotep Ilird, is situated
between the Ramesseum and the enclosure of Shekh abd' el

Gurneh

just to the south of the large chapel of

Rames (No.

55).

which has upon its walls
some of the finest reliefs in the necropolis. It was made at a time
when the Egyptian art of the New Empire was at its height. The
grace and delicacy of the work of this period is such that, in spite
of the conventionalities which so limited the capacities of the
artists, no one can look upon it without pleasure.
One enters a small transverse chamber, and upon the left wall
Khaemhat (i) is seen standing, while before him are persons who
have brought offerings, and a portly butcher holds the leg of an ox
which is being cut up. We next (2) see three beautifully executed
male figures bringing offerings to a shrine in which the snake
goddess Rennut, " the Lady of the Granaries," is seated nursing
an infant. Farther along (3) a large number of ships are seen at
anchor, moored to the Theban quays, having brought the grain for
The
the royal granaries from the length and breadth of Egypt.
elaborate masts, and the great rudders ornamented with the head
In a niche
of the Pharaoh carved in wood, should be observed.
at the end of the room (4) there are the much-damaged statues of
Khaemhat and his wife. On the adjoining wall (5) servants are seen
bringing in a number of bulls of a remarkably small variety. The
wavy hair of the figures in the lowest row (see p. 163) has a very

Visitors should not

fail

to see this chapel,
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Farther along (6) there is a damaged figure of
Khaemhat presenting a statement of the produce of the country
to a ligure, also damaged, of Amcnhotep 1 1 1 rd.
The king's throne
should be observed. It is supported by lion legs, between which
are a captive negro and a captive Asiatic, symbolic of the king's
conquests in the south and north.
On the arm of the throne the

pleasing

eftect.

Pharaoh is shown as a lion slaying an Asiatic.
Turning now to tlie wall at the right of the entrance (7) many
interesting rustic scenes are to be observed.
At the top Khaemhat
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goes to measure his lands. In the third row his chariot is seen
Refreshments are seen
waiting for him, tended by grooms.
standing in the shade of a tree, and a servant takes some food
from the box in which it was packed. In the fourth row there are
scenes of sowing and reaping. Two men press the corn into a net
A boy sits upon a stool and plays a tune upon a
to carry it away.
Near him Khaemhat's chariot is again seen. The driver
flute.
sits half asleep in it, the groom crouches in the shade of the tree,
and the horses quietly graze. In the lower rows there are scenes
One of the workmen is shown drinking from a
of ploughing.
water-skin hung on the branch of a tree to be cooled by the breeze.

On

the opposite wall (8) the king,

now

headless,

is

shown seated
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under a canopy, while Khaemhat and his friends and assistants
bow to him. At the top Khaemhat is decorated with golden necklaces by order of the king as a reward for his faithful services.
This event occurred in the thirtieth year of the reign, i.e. B.C. 1381.

room are not of much interest. At the
god Osiris and the goddess Hathor are
seen. In the innermost room there are statues of the deceased and
his relations, now much damaged.

The scenes

end of the

in the inner

left

No.

wall the

56.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF USERHAT

Visitors to No. 57 will have noticed that at one corner of the first
chamber there is a hole in the wall through which a second chapel
can be seen. The actual entrance to it is in an adjoining hollow,

approached by a somewhat circuitous path. This chapel was made
for Userhat, a tutor and scribe in the reign of Amenhotep Ilnd
On the outside of the doorway there are damaged
(B.C. 1448).
On
figures of Userhat and his wife offering sacrifices to Osiris.
our right upon entering (i) Userhat and his wife are seen standing
On the opposite
before offerings which their son presents to them.
wall (2) Userhat offers an elaborate table of fruit and garlands of
flowers to King Amenhotep Ilnd, who is seated upon his throne.
The king, whose face is destroyed, wears a fine red tunic spotted
with yellow, and holds a little ceremonial battle-axe in his hand.
Farther along (3) we see at the top two rows of bakers seated
In the
beside tables upon which are loaves of bread and cakes.
third and fourth row the friends and relations of Userhat sit beside
other tables of bread and baskets of provisions, while jars of wine
are placed upon stands nearby. A waiter offers a bowl containing
some drink to one of these guests. In the fifth and sixth rows
servants are seen bringing the baskets of bread and cakes to the
door of the house, where an overseer with whip in hand counts
them. Farther along again (4) men bring in bags of gold-dust
from the mines, and these are counted by overseers. By this scene
Userhat wishes to illustrate his great wealth. In the two bottom
rows men are seen sitting upon stools under the trees in the garden.
Some have fallen asleep, and their heads are buried on their arms.
Two barbers are at work cutting the hair and shaving the heads
of some of these men, while others sit waiting their turn. This
scene seems to be representative of Userhat's kindness to his
servants, who,

and enjoy

his

when
bounty

their

above-shown work

in the

garden.

is

finished,

may

sit
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Uscrhat
will he

to the wall at the left of the entrance (5)

It
his wife and daughter stand before offerinj^s.
observed that the two female li},'iires have been rubbed out and
it
may here be pointed out that in early Christian times this
rhape! was used as a dweHinj,'-pIace by some monk who, for fear
lest he should be tempted as was St. Anthony, obliterated every
female figure in the wall-paintings throughout the chapel. Some
rough crosses and drawings are to be seen here and there, which
Farther along the
are also to be attributed to this pious hermit.
wall (6) at the top there are rural scenes showing cows pastured
amongst the trees. One of the cows licks her calf. In the third
row the cows are thrown down and branded. In the fourth row

and

;

10
11

12
8

(i

1

r

men bring in baskets of grain which are heaped up and measured.
On the opposite wall (7) there is a large feasting scene in which all
the female figures have been destroyed by the Christian hermit, as

is

Under
and near

also the harp belonging to the squatting figure of a harper.

the chair of the large figures there is a
it are a looking-glass and other articles.

monkey

eating,

Over the seated figure
whom women (destroyed) and a man are making

of Userhat to
offerings, runs the inscription

"For the sake of thy soul, make a
thy beautiful house of eternity which is thy dwelling
Thou art seated in it, thy heart being happy, whilst thou
for ever.
followest this good god Osiris, Lord of Eternity, who grants that
thou shalt receive food in his presence at all times of the day."
Passing into the inner room we see on the left (8) a fine hunting
happy day

scene.

:

in

Userhat

in his chariot, the reins tied

round

his waist, shoots
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mass of gazelle, hyaenas, jackals, hares, &c. Note
bottom right-hand corner of the scene the welldrawn jackal entangled and caught in the low branches of a tree,
while blood flows from its mouth. The rest of the wall is occupied
with the usual scenes of snaring and boomeranging birds, harpooning fish, Sec.
but in the bottom row (9) there are some
spirited figures treading grapes in a wine-press.
At the end of
the wall (10) there have been seated statues, but only part of one

his arrows into a

especially at the

;

remains. On the right wall (11) there are a number of women
wailing at the funeral, and below them offerings are being
while at the bottom funeral boats are seen
brought to the tomb
;

crossing the Nile.
Farther along the wall (12) more offerings
are being brought to the tomb, and it is interesting to notice that

a horse as well as the chariot of the deceased is led along.
coffin is dragged along by five men and some oxen.

NO. 55.
Situation

and
history.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF RAMES

Visitors should not

Theban mortuary

fail

to see this, the

most important of the

It is situated

amidst the mounds of

chapels.

debris between the

Ramesseum and

the

hill

of Shekh abd'

Giirneh, a few yards to the south of the chapel of

(No.

57).

It

was made

the early years of

The

for

Rames, the

el

Khaemhat

Egypt during
Rames was a
seems probable

Vizir of

Amenhotep IVth (Akhnaton).

personage of great importance at this period. It
that he already held the office of vizir at the close of the reign of
Amenhotep Illrd. His mortuary chapel appears to have been
begun at about the commencement of the reign of Amenhotep IVth
(B.C. 1375), and it is thus almost contemporaneous with that
of Khaemhat, in which mention is made of the thirtieth year
of the reign of Amenhotep IlIrd (p..C. 1381).
Rames appears
to have died childless, and the chapel seems to have been
made for him by his brother Amenhotep, who held the offices
of Steward of the King's Palace at Memphis, and SuperinThis Amenhotep has caused
tendent of the Royal Craftsmen.
his own figure to appear almost as prominently as that of
Rames in the chapel and one may therefore perhaps suppose
His death, it
that Rames was already dead when it was made.
may be conjectured, occurred about the second year of the reign
of Amenhotep IVth, and he was perhaps buried, as were many of
;

the great nobles, in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings. The
chapel which we now see, or at any rate its decoration, was
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The scenes on ilie east wall
executed soon alter this dale.
(i to 7) seem to date from the second or tliird year of the reij,'n
of Amcnhotcj) IX'tli; those at the south end of the west wall
and those
(13) probably date from the fourth year of the reign
at the north end of the west wall (16) from the fifth or sixth year
of the reign.
remembered that .\menhotep IVth
It may be
abandoned the worship of Amcn-Ra and the old gods of Egypt
in about his fifth year, and adopted the worship of Aton, whose
symbol was the sun's disk, from which many rays, each ending in
a human hand, projected. He then changed his name from
Amenhotep to Akhnaton. At the same time the king rid himself of the old art, and adopted entirely new canons.
This change
;
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Uninscribed Hall
took place while the chapel of Rames was still in the hands of the
craftsmen, and the last scenes are executed in the new style.
\'isitors should certainly read some account of the artistic and
religious revolution before seeing the monument.*
Rames is
said to have been "a doer of truth, a hater of deceit,"' and the king
is said to have loved him " because of his remarkable traits."
Besides being vizir he also held the offices of " Chief of the
Works Amongst the Great Monuments, Superintendent of the
Priests of the North and South, Judge, Master of the Wardrobe,
Master of the Secrets of the Palace, and Head of the Entire
1

In Professor Breasted's " History of

given.

.See also
1

E^pt "

a good account of the period

the present writer's " Life of .Akhnaton

"

is.

(Blackwood & Son).

1

The
^^^

east
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Land."
He was probably of Memphite origin, for his wife has
a Memphite name, and his brother was in charge of the palace at
Memphis. The latter was thus an early convert to the new religion
which originated in Heliopolis, not far from Memphis, and which,
therefore, might be expected to appeal to him more than did the
Amen religion of Thebes.
The chapel has not yet been entirely cleared. There was
probably an open court in front of the pillared hall, but it is now
buried beneath the rubbish.
The hall is only partly exposed,
though it is probable that the portion still buried is largely
undecorated.
The chapel was discovered in i860, and was
partly opened by Ebers in 1872 and by Villiers Stuart in 1879.
108 and 112 by early Egyptologists.
It has been numbered
The present writer discovered the beautiful reliefs upon the east
wall, and enclosed them, in 1908, partly at the expense of the
Department of Antiquities and partly at that of the Metropolitan
Museum of New York, U.S.A.
Upon entering the tomb the visitor should pass round to the
eastern wall, the reliefs on which, being earlier in date than
those on the other walls, should be seen first.
Upon this wall
one sees a series of beautifully executed reliefs, cut in the natural
limestone, all the flaws in which have been filled with white
plaster.
In the lower row there are four groups of figures facing
two other groups. From north to south these are ( i an official
)

of

Amen named Keshy and

his wife,

who

is

not

named

;

(2) the

Master of the King's Horses, May, and his wife, the priestess of
Mut at Karnak, Urnure (3) the father of Rames, named Neby,
and his wife Apuaa (4) the brother of Rames, Amenhotep, the
Steward of the King's Palace at Memphis and Master Craftsman,
and his wife May. These four groups are faced by (5) Rames and
his wife Ptahmeryt, behind whom are (6) Amenhotep again (the
brother of Rames), his daughter Ptahmeryt, and his wife May,
under whose chair there is a pet cat killing a bird. Above these
figures there are others, now much damaged by the breaking of
Here, about half-way along the wall, a man is seen
the stone.
seated with a little girl by his side. This is the Superintendent
of the Recruits, Amenhotep, probably a relation of Rames. The
prominent jaw and strong features shown in the profile indicate
Behind him the brother of Rames,
that this is a careful portrait.
Amenhotep, is again seen with his wife.
Facing this figure
Rames and his wife are represented, and it will be noticed that
a pet goose is shown under his chair. Behind him the father and
;

;
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At
Raines,
north rnd of llie wall (7) there are small, unfinished figures

mother
tlu'

(if

brins^ing offerings,
figures

are

observed

and above them two beautifully executed male

The wig of the foremost should be
same manner as does that of one
tomb of Khaemhat (p. 156), a pecuUarity of

be seen.
undulates in

to
it

:

Apiiaa, are again represented.

of the figures in the

tlie

this period.

The

should notice certain points in the scenes upon the
be observed that the reliefs have never been painted,
This was perhaps
altliough it was the usual custom to do so.i
due to the good taste of the sculptor, or more probably to the fact
that the work was never completed. In each case, however, the eyes
have been painted in in black, the eye being the essential feature.
It is a curious fact that the eyes and eyebrows of the third group
(3), which represents the parents of Rames, are painted heavily
and with square ends to the lines, that being the fashionable way
of painting the living feature at the beginning of the reign of
Amenhotep Ilird at which time they lived. The eyes of all the
other figures, however, are painted in thinner lines, pointed at the
ends, according to the fashion of the younger generation, who
evidently did not plaster their eyes and eyebrows with kohl as
wall.

visitor

It will

had done. The eyes of the three figures at the south
end of the wall (6) have been sponged out, perhaps by some tombrobber afraid of being observed by the souls of the deceased, who
were supposed to see from out of the eyes of their portraits. To
this day the Egyptian lonilvrobber believes that if he breaks the
eyes of the first figure which he encounters on an ancient monument, his actions will go unpunished by the occult powers. It
should also be noticed that the names of Amen and Mut, and the
word "gods," have been cut out by the agents of the new religion
of Aton, who had instructions from Akhnaton to obliterate the
names of the old deities of Egypt. These have been reinserted
their fathers

about the time of

.Sety 1st after the reversion to the old religion of

Amen.

We now turn to the south wall, upon which there have been two The south
rows of paintings representing the usual funeral scenes. The upper ^^'^l'scene appears to have represented that part of the funeral procession in which the sarcophagus of the deceased, presided over by
the figures of Isis and Nephthys, and the so-called human sacriWhen the new religion
fice (according to Maspero) are depicted.
1

Thf

reliefs in

colour, have

still

the

tomb

of

Khaemhat, although now almost devoid

traces of the paint

which covered them.

of

1
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was introduced the king appears to have banned these ceremonies
and in this tomb it would seem that he is responsible for the careful
In the lower row
plastering over of the whole scene with mud.
one sees (from left to right) first a group of mourners (8), then a
number of retainers carrying the funeral furniture jars of wine,
;

:

boxes, beds, chairs, &c. Objects very similar to these were found
in the tomb of Yuaa and Thuau at the tombs of the kings (p. 226),
and are now to be seen in the Cairo Museum. Next (9) there are
some well-grouped women wailing and gesticulating. Then we
see a number of servants bringing offerings of flowers, wine, &c.
Next (10) there are some more weeping women, from whose eyes

and in front of them there are the yellow- and redclad figures of priestesses or funeral-dancers.
In front of them
there has been the figure of a priest making an offering, but it has
been erased, possibly owing to the fact that Akhnaton did not
the tears flow

ceremony which he was performing. We then see
representation showing the mummy of Rames

tolerate the
(11)

;

damaged

a

standing before the door of the tomb, while priests perform the
last ceremonies before it.
Behind the tomb is a large figure of
Hathor, the lady of the western hills.
Next (12) a damaged
figure of Rames is seen, behind whom is that of his wife Ptahmery.

Below them there are some unfinished

figures of

Rames and

others,

rhe west
wall

We now
change

come

to

the last scenes

executed previous to the

In an elaborate shrine (13) sits the young
IVth, represented with somewhat boyish features.
the goddess Maat.
Below the throne are the

in the art.

king Amenhotep
TBehind him sits
names and symbolic representations of the vassal nations of his
empire. Rames stands before the king holding the standard of
Other figures follow, but the work is unfinished, and it
his office.
is interesting to notice the methods employed by the craftsmen.

We may

see that the drawings of the figures are

first outlined in
then the surface of the stone is lowered around these
drawings in order that they may stand out in relief Next, the
hard edges are rounded off; and lastly the detail is cut in with a
We now come to the doorway leading into the inner
fine chisel.

black paint

On

;

Rames

seen, on the left (14) coming forth
and on the right (15) entering
again into the " Hills of the West." Farther along the wall of the

hall.

either side

from the underworld as a

is

spirit,

outer hall (16) we see the scenes executed in the new style. Here,
instead of the conventional figure of the Pharaoh which we noticed

on the opposite side of the doorway, the king and

his

young queen
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what appears lo l)c fairly close portraiture.
The rays of the Alon, the new god, stream around them, liehind
them are courtiers and attendants. In front (17), executed only
in black outline, there are figures of nobles prostrating themselves
before the king.
In the top row Ranies is decorated with gold
collars as a reward for his diligence, and he is then seen turning
to his friends to display to them these collars around his neck.
Below this he, or some other official, is seen introducing Egyptians,
Asiatics, Negroes, and Libyans, to the glories of the king and of
the new religion.
These foreigners are not bound, and do not
crawl up to the throne in humiliating attitudes as do the captives
seen in reliefs of other periods. The king no longer decorates his
throne with the representations of these bound foreigners which
he did before the change in the religion, as we may see in the
reliefs on
the opposite wall (13)
for the new religion was
essentially humane.
Still farther along the wall there are some
unfinished scenes (18) showing various persons carrying bouquets
of flowers.
Lastly, (19) low down on the wall there is a representation of the little temple of Aton at Karnak, built by the king
at the beginning of his reign.
Thus in this mortuary chapel we have a complete record of the
change of religion and art which caused such an upheaval in
Egypt. The chapel was lefi unfinished, for soon after the fifth or
sixth year of the young king's reign the whole court was transferred
to Tell el Amarna. As has been said, Rames was probably already
buried and, after the names of Amen and Mut and certain scenes
had been erased, the mortuary services in honour of his soul were
no doubt continued here. In the reign of Rameses 1st or Sety 1st
the names of .\men and Mut were restored, and the figure of
.A.menhotep I\'th (16) was erased. Thereafter the chapel soon fell
into disuse, and about three hundred years later it was used by
Nefertiti are

in

;

;

other persons as a place of burial.

No.
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Ol'

HfV AND KENURK

This chapel

is situated a few yards outside the enclosing wall of
Gurneh, at the foot of the hill below and somewhat to
the north of the main entrance. It was made for a standard-bearer

.Shekh abd'

of

el

Amen named Huy who

usurped by an

official

lived in the

.WTIIth dynasty, but

it

was

of the temple of K4ionsu,

named Kenure,
are some interest-

in the XlXth dynasty. On the left as we enter
ing funeral scenes, including a curious representation of a figure of
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Anubis, the funeral god, dragged along on a sledge, preceded by
wailing women.
On the opposite wall the cow of Hathor is seen
emerging from the western hills, to receive the offerings of the
deceased noble and his wife. On the right of the entrance, at the
top, are the seated figures of the deceased King Amenhotep 1st
and Queen Aahmes-nefertari, who are worshipped by Huy and
his relations.

No.

This

53.

little

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF AMENEMHAT

chapel

and Nekht (No.
It was made for

is

situated between those of

Rames (No.

55)

52) outside the enclosure of Shekhabd' el

Gurneh.
a noble named Amenemhat, who seems to have

Amenhotep 1st
Amenemhat is seen

lived during the reign of

of the entrance (i)

(B.C. 1557).

On

the right

shooting bulls, ostriches,
antelopes, hares, porcupines, and
other animals which have been driven
into an enclosure and are hunted by
dogs.
On the end wall (2) is the
funeral stela.
At the top Amenemhat makes offerings to two prin-

3

cesses, one of whom is Aahmeshenttameh, the sister of Amenhotep 1st,
while the other is a " royal wife,"

whose name is now lost. On the
adjoining wall (3) Amenemhat spears
a hippopotamus in the marshes.
r
1
Farther along (4) he harpoons fish
and brings down birds with his boomerangs. On the left of the
entrance (5) the usual funeral feast is shown, and one of the
male guests is seen to be overcome with nausea.
Below this
women contortionists perform their tricks to amuse the guests.
In the inner room on the left wall (6) the usual funeral procession
is seen wending its way to the necropolis where Hathor and Osiris
await to receive the deceased into his rest.
On the opposite wall
(7) funeral ceremonies are performed before the mummy of
Amenemhat, and farther along there are figures of himself and his

2

relations

(8).
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No. 52.
lliis

little

necropolis.

seum

to

there

is

Dcr

el

Bahri.

otTl'erings

we enter
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to tourists in the
of the path from the RamesTiie colouring is very well preserved, and

a dainty quality

as

1-:

left

in the paintings

which makes them partifor a certain Nekht, a

The chapel was made

scribe of the granaries at the middle of the
left

1

one of the best known

is

situated on the

cularly attractive.

the

1
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chapel
It is

I

(i)

Nekht and

piled before them.

A

W'lIIth dynasty. On
heap of

his wife are seen with a

bull

is

slain as a sacrifice to

them.

Upon

the rest of this wall, (2) there are agricultural scenes which
are worthy of close observation.
At the top there are scenes of
winnowing and measuring the grain,
in tlie presence of Nekht, who sits in
an elegant bower. Observe the quails
hung up by their legs outside. Below
this reaping is shown, and the corn is
pressed into nets to be carried away.
Below this again the land is ploughed,
and trees are cut down where new
ground is being reclaimed. The atti1
T
tude of the old ploughman bending
over his plough is particularly spirited.
.\ man is shown drinking from a water-skin which has been
hung on a tree to cool in the breeze. Upon the next wall (3)

c

•-;

On the adjoining wall (4) the
there is the usual funeral stela.
The guests are seated
scenes represent the mortuary feast.
upon grass mats, and the women are seen to be talking to one
another. A nude waitress puts a collar of flowers around the
neck of one of the guests. Three women entertain the company by playing upon the lute and harp, and by dancing while
a blind harper also makes music for their edification. At the
bottom right-hand corner the favourite cat of Nekht is seen under
the chair, devouring a fish.
Beyond the doorway (5) Nekht is
seen hunting birds amongst the reeds, into which he has peneHis family are enjoying the sport with him.
trated in his boat.
;

In one hand he holds a decoy, and in the other a boomerang.
Farther along he spears fish from a boat but the spear has never
been painted in, the scene being quite unfinished. There is here
a charming figure of his little daughter who points to the fish and
;

1
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Below this there is the representation of
looks up at her father.
a vineyard and a wine-press and poultry is plucked. The other
scenes in the chapel ar^ mostly unfinished, Nekht having died
before the completion of the work.
;

NO.

THE MORTU.\RV CHAPEL OF USERHAT

51.

This chapel

is

situated on the right-hand side of a hollow not

far to the east of

when
made

for a certain

King Thothmes

On

One passes it on the left
Ramesseum to the chapel of Nekht. It was
Userhat who was High Priest of the deified
during the reigns of Rameses 1st and Sety 1st.

No. 52 (Nekht).

riding from the
1st

we enter (i), in the upper half, Userhat is seen
kneeling before twenty-four judges of the dead who sit in front of
a shrine in which Osiris is enthroned between the standing figures
Parther
of the ibis-headed Thoth and the jackal-headed Anubis.
along (2) Ra-aakhepcrsenb, the father of Userhat, and also High
Priest of Thothmes 1st, kneels while priests pour holy water over
him from two golden vases, saying as they do so, " Twice pure is
the Osirian High Priest of Thothmes 1st." At the end of the
the right, as

wall (3) Userhat (?) says prayers before a heap of offerings. Along
the lower half of the wall there are figures of Userhat and his
relations, who bring flowers and offerings to place them before a
shrine of Harmachis, behind whom is the goddess of the Under-

Userhat himself pours
world called "The Lover of Silence."
wine over the heap of offerings which they have brought. On the
adjoining wall (4) there is a painting which is one of the finest in
the necropolis. We see Userhat with his wife and sister (.') seated
in Paradise in the shade of a fig-tree burdened with fruit, amidst
which the wagtails flit. They sit on elaborate chairs, their feet
resting on wooden boards, and drink the water of life from golden
cups.
Under the chairs are garlands of flowers with which they
may deck themselves. Above the two women their souls flutter in
the form of human-headed birds. A tree goddess (see pp. 1 19, 1 54),
rising out of the lake which lies before them, pours from a vase
the water which they are drinking, and offers them bread, figs,
grapes, and a honeycomb. Userhat stretches out his hand to take
one of the figs. Between him and the goddess the T-shaped lake
is to be seen at which the souls of Userhat and his wife in the
form of semi-human birds drink the water from the hollow of their
hands. The scene is not quite finished, but as it stands it is of
wonderful beauty and grace. On the next wall (5) there are four

M()R'ri'.\k\
little

(HAPia.s ov vwv: nobles

funeral scenes one above

tiie

son of the owner of the chapel,

some

of his father

toj^-^ether

women, makes a funeral
and mother. This scene

wailinj,'
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At the top Userhat, the

other.

with another

man and

offering to the seated ghosts
is

repeated twice below

;

in

the third, the twisted candles should be noted burning in honour of
Still lower a man and woman make ofiferings to the
the dead.

shades of two deceased

relatives.

to

Farther along the wall

members of the family making
Thothmes 1st, each seated in a shrine.

see various
that the

woman

in

(6)

offerings to Osiris
It

we

and

should be noticed

the upper

row carries a long papyrus-reed,
drawn naturally and not conventionally as

it

always appears

upon the monuments. Beyond
the doorway into the innerroom
(7) the visitor

should notice

in the

middle row the black stone statue

drawn on a sledge with women singing before it,
and fans wafted over it. It is dragged towards the lake of the
temple upon which is a barque (now damaged) ready to receive it.
of

Thothmes

1st

On

the opposite wall (8) in the top row there are scenes illustrating
judgment of the soul. Near the entrance we see the heart of
Userhat weighed in the heavenly scales against the figure of a
man. Userhat stands in the presence of Osiris, with whom is
Below this the funeral boat is
the hawk of the Western Hills.
dragged by oxen towards the tomb, \vailing women preceding it.
In the corner we see the mummies of Userhat and his wife standing up, while a priest oflTers to them, and another reads the ritual

the

of the funeral from a papyrus.

Chapel No.

belonging to Neferhotep, the poet who wrote
Lament," is at present closed while
It is situated next door to No. 51.

50,

the well-known " Harper's

being repaired.

No. 49.

THK MORTU.VRY CH.\PEL OF NEFERHOTEP

This chapel is situated at the north-east face of the low mound
which rises at the mouth of the bay known as EI Assasif. It is
not yet open to the public. Upon its walls there are some beautiful paintings, which are now so blackened by smoke that the closest
The chapel was
scrutiny is required in order to appreciate them.
made for a certain Neferhotep, and for a relative of his named
Amenhotep, during the reign of Amenhotep IlIrd or Horemheb.
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THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF SURERE

NO. 48.

A

short distance to the south of No. 49, not far from the house
of the Omdeh of Gurneh, and next door to No. 32, is the chapel of
Surere, a noble of the court of Amenhotep Illrd. The chapel

Rames (No. 55), of a pillared court, and
some internal chambers excavated in the rock.
These inner
chambers now appear as a vast cavern half filled with debris.
The carved doorways of the innermost chambers are remarkable
consisted, like that of

for the cats sculptured in high relief

on the

Only a portion

lintels.

of the pillared court has been excavated.

Here

there are reliefs

showing the figure of Amenhotep Ilird, but the inscriptions are
for the most part erased.
No. 47

an unexcavated chapel not

is

far

from the house of the

Omdeh. It was made for a certain Userhat, a noble of the court
of Amenhotep Ilird, and once contained some beautiful reliefs
representing Amenhotep Illrd, Queen Thiy, &c.
but these have
been hacked out by robbers and sold.
No. 46 is the chapel of a certain Rames, of the XVIIIth dynasty,
;

situated immediately below
Gurneh.
No. 45 is the little chapel of Tehutiemheb, an official of the
XlXth dynasty, who usurped it from its original owner Tehuti, a
steward of the previous dynasty. At present it is not open to the

but it is without interest.
It
Wilkinson's house on Shekh abd'

public.

It is

hat (No.

57).

is

el

situated not far to the north of the chapel of

Khaem-

the chapel of Amenemhat, a noble of Dynasty
has only just been opened.
No. 43 is that of Neferrenpet, also just opened.
No. 42 is the chapel of Amenmes, now being opened (1909).
No. 41 is the large chapel of Amenemapt, of the early part of
This fine chapel is now open to the public,
Dynasty XlXth.
too late, however, to be described here.
We may now turn to the chapels in other parts of the necropolis;
and first we may describe the chapel of Huy at Gurnet el

No. 44

XXI

I

nd.

is

It

Murrai.
NO. 40.

This chapel
Colossi, that
It

was made

is

is

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF HUY

situated

upon the low

hill

for

Huy, who with

his

which

rises

behind the

Shekh abd' el Gurneh.
brother Amenhotep was joint-

to say, south of the hill of

MORTUARY

(

1

1.\ l'i:i,S
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Viceroy of Ethiopia in tlie leijin of Tiitankliainen (B.C. 1355).
On the right on entering (i) the Pharaoh is seen seated under a
canopy, while ofllcials come towards him Ijowing, and Iiiy receives
I

a

liU'fi

of gold,

riie inscription says tliat

this ring is the seal of

and it states that the territory under the conruns from Napata in the Sudan to El Kab (p. 312).
On the opposite wall (2) the Pharaoh is again seated on his
throne, and Huy stands before him (much damaged) to present the
line vases which are here depicted.
These represent the tribute
the viceregal office,

trol

of

Huy

cai)lured in .Asia, for

the

commander

Huy

as \'iceroy of the

Sudan was perhaps

of the Ethiopian soldiers of which the Egyptian
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kind of tribute. The various objects are placed before the throne
The inner room does not repay a visit.
(8) of the Pharaoh.

We now come

to the chapels in the district known as El Assasif,
those in or at the mouth of the bay of Der el Bahri.

i.e.

Chapel No. 39 belonged
of Amen in the reign of
is

decorated with very

just

opened

it

to a certain

Thothmes

(1908-9),

I

fine reliefs.

Puamra, the Second

Ilrd.

The chapel

The present

and a description of

it

is

Priest

large,

and

writer has only
is

not yet prac-

ticable.

No. 38.
Visitors

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF RAZESERKASENB

who have seen Chapel No. 75 at the top of the hill of
el Gurneh, will remember that Amenhotepsase, the

.Shekh abd'

personage for whom it was made, held the office of Second Priest
Amen during the reign of Thothmes I\^th, and that a certain
Razeserkasenb was steward of his household. It is the chapel
of this steward which is now to be recorded.
It is situated not far
north of the chapel of Nekht (No. 52) in a hollow behind the
modern houses.
On the left on entering Razeserkasenb and
his wife and son stand before a heap of offerings which are presented to Amen, Harmachis, Osiris, and Hathor.
Some smaller
figures behind represent, at the top, two sons and, lower, servants.
A figure carrying a jar of wine is noticeable for its spirited drawing.
At the bottom are butchers cutting up oxen for the funeral
feast.
Upon the adjoining wall, at the top, are scenes showing
the measuring^ of the fields with a measuring-rope. First walks an
old farmer with long hair, then three retainers, then Razeserkasenb
holding his palette (observe the curious shin-pads upon his legs),
then a man with a writing tablet, and lastly a servant holding a
Refreshments are to be seen in a box under the
pair of sandals.
shade of a tree. In the next row farmers bring offerings to a
bower in which Razeserkasenb is sitting. A white goat here seen
At the left Razeserkasenb
is drawn with great freedom and spirit.
makes an oftering to the serpent Rennut, the goddess of the
In the third row on the left the crops are harvested, and
harvest.
on the right the grain is winnowed. Below this again are ploughing scenes, and on the left a water skin from which the labourers
may drink hangs on a tree, while refreshments are seen under it
in the shade.
On the right of the entrance there is an unfinished
scene showing Razeserkasenb and his wife standing before offerof

MORTUARY CHAPELS OF
ings.

On

tlu-

opposite

wall

there

is

I

a

HE NOBLES

damaged
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figure of the

owner seated in what was once a bower, while his two daughters
present to him a collar of flowers and a dish of ointment. The
dresses of the two women are somewhat peculiar, and are arranged
around the breast in an unusual manner. Behind these two figures
there are jars of wine decorated with vine leaves, and dishes of
Below are female musicians, and amongst
food and ointment.
them is a delightfully drawn figure of a young dancing girl. The
harps and other instruments held by these women should be
Beyond this there are the usual feasting scenes. The
noticed.
In the bottom row
guests are waited upon by nude waitresses.
corner a man is seen to turn in discomfort from the
being overcome with nausea, while his companion touches
him on the arm to know what troubles him. This scene, which
also occurs in other chapels, is supposed to be indicative of the
plenteousness of the repast and it seems to have been the height
at the far
feast,

;

of good manners for the guests to eat and drink until nature thus
revolted.

Chapel No. 37
certain

is

Horua who

No. 36.

It was made
Amenartas.

not yet open to the public.
lived during the reign of

for a

IHE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF ABA

This chapel was made for a noble of the XXVIth dynasty named
Aba, the son of Ankhhor and Taari, who held the office of Steward
of the Palace of Queen Netakret (Nitocris.), the daughter of
Psamtek 1st. He was also Master of the Wardrobe, and " Nurse"
He is said to have been acquainted
{t.r. Guardian) of the Queen.
with the secret rites performed for the late Queen Shepenapt in
her temple, by which is meant the little temple at Medinet Habu
At the period at which Aba lived there was a tendency
(p. 245).
in art and religion to return to the style and customs of the
Thus in this chapel we shall
classical period of the Pyramid Age.
notice many scenes which remind us of the reliefs in the tombs at
Sakkara.
The chapel is entered by a broad flight of steps at the foot of
which an iron door has recently been placed. One then enters an
anteroom, the walls of which, though much damaged, still bear
some interesting scenes. On the right as we enter (i) there is a
much damaged scene showing Aba as a priest adoring the hawkheaded Harmachis. The careful modelling of the limbs of the god
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should be observed. The figures are reminiscent of early work,
but the scene is not early in character
it will be recognised by
;

Inner Chamber
I

CO

s
o,

I

O

o

O

o

o

o

\-

<
I

O

Entrance

do
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o
o
o
13

o
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o
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T^-^J
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•
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R

8

who have visited the tombs of the kings as being that which
almost always found at the doorways of the royal tombs of the
XlXth and XXth dynasties, where the king is seen making an
those
is
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offering to Harmachis. At the end of the room (2) there is a " false
it is
iloor" modelled more or less on the old Sakkara dosij,'n
through this door that the soul of the dead man was supposed to
In the niche in the middle of the
pass in and out of the tomb.
:

On
"false door" there probably stood a statue of the deceased.
the left wall (3) there is a damaged figure of Aba seated before
offerings,

be

above which

is

a

at the disposal of the

list

of supplies of

dead man.

kinds which are to

all

Walking towards them

(4)

men and women

bringing offerings of proThis scene
visions, live animals, vS:c., to place before the shrine.
is copied very closely from early mortuary decorations, and the
women in the lowest row are especially reminiscent of the work of
On the right wall (5) Aba has been shown
the classical period.
there are rows of

Below him
seated before offerings, a pet gazelle under his chair.
three men make offerings to a standing figure of his Ka, clad in the
simple skirt of early days and holding the long staff of that period.

The ceiling of this room is coloured blue and is decorated with
yellow stars. An inscription along the middle gives the cartouches
of Queen Netakret, and the name of Aba.

We

now

pass through a doorway, on the right of which (6) is a
holding two braziers, upon which offerings of
then reach a hall, the roof of which
birds, &c., are burning.
has been supported by square pillars with Hathor-head capitals
not unlike those at Dendereh. They are here introduced perhaps
fine figure of .Aba

We

connection with .Vba's office of Steward of the Queen's Palace,
Hathor being the patron lady of Egyptian queens.
Upon the left

in

wall as we enter (7) there are a number of roughly cut scenes
representing various arts and crafts. .At the top left-hand corner
shoemaking and leather-cutting are shown
and below this
chariot-making is represented. A large and well-drawn figure of
;

Aba

(8)

style.

watches these scenes.
Farther along the wall

He

is

(9)

at the top

clad in the Old

Kingdom

men and women
deceased. On the

•dance and clap their hands in honour of the
west wall (10) there is a second "false door," on which there are
inscriptions of some historical importance, stating that Queen

Netakret was the daughter of Psamtek, and that her mother was
Shepenapt. On the sides of the doorway leading into the next
hall (ii and 12) there are the figures of the three jackal-headed
and three hawk-headed spirits of Nekhen and Pe (p. 212). Eight
sacred bulls and cows are also shown, and there are the sacred
oars to be seen, as at Medinet Habu (p. 240) and elsewhere.
We now enter a pillared court which was originally open. On
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the

left (13)

there

is

a third "false

door.''

On

the right (14) one

Aba and his father Ankh-hor sitting together before offerings.
Above them Aba and his wife receive the adoration of their son.
Upon the adjoining wall there is (15) an interesting hunting scene
sees

which various animals are being shot. Below this, at the
bottom, Aba's chariot is noticeable. On the rest of this wall there
are many small figures bringing offerings, &c., to the tomb, which
should be carefully examined both on account of the neatness of
the work and also because of the interest of the scenes represented.
One may now pass into the inner hall from which small
chambers lead. The tomb where Aba was buried is entered from
one of these chambers. On the right, near the entrance to this
hall, there is some coarse painting surrounding a low tunnel cut in
the wall. This dates from Ptolemaic times, when some personage
of that period used this place as a convenient sepulchre.
in

Chapel No. 35 is not yet open to the public. It
from the temple of Der el Bahri. It was made

far

the

XXVIth

is

situated not

for a noble of

dynasty.

open to the public, is situated just to the
was a most imposing chapel, and the
brick pylons are still to be seen but now the inner chambers are
It was made for the famous Mentuemhat, a governor of
closed.
Tbebes at the time of the Assyrian invasions (XXVth dynasty),
who carried on great works of restoration at Karnak and elsewhere
Chapel No.

east of this.

34, not yet

Originally

it

;

(p. 88).

Chapel No. 33 is that of Peduamenemapt, a noble of the XXVIth
It is situated in the plain in front of the temple of Der
dynasty.
el Bahri, and consists of an enormous open excavation in which
are shrines dedicated to the worship of the deceased, and from
which the actual tomb leads down into the depths of the rock.
This subterranean portion is now closed. It is extremely deep,
and the walls are covered with mortuary texts now much damaged.
No. 32, near the house of the Omdeh of Gurneh, and next door
No. 49, was made for a certain Thothmes, a Steward of a
Queen's Palace. It is not yet open to the public.
No. 31 is the chapel of Khonsu, of Dynasty XXth, just opened

to

(1909).

No. 30 is that of Khonsumes, leading from No. 31.
Nos. 29-20 are reserved for chapels in the neighbourhood not
We may now turn to the chapels in that part of the
yet opened.
necropolis known as Dra abu'l Neggar, i.e. the district north of
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Here were buried many of tlic kings of the XllltliEl Assasif.
Wllth dynasties in tombs above which were brick pyramids;
but these are now destroyed and their exact location lost.
NO.

19.

rilK

MOKTIAKV

CHAI'Kl,

OF AMKXMRS

This small chapel, only recently excavated, is situated on the
between the entrance to the \alley of the Tombs of the
Kings and the northern rest-house of the Department of Antiquities
It was made for a certain
(a conspicuous pink-washed building).
hillside

Amenmes, who was

the

High

Priest of the deified

Amenhotep

1st

about the time of Rameses 1st. The paintings in this tomb are
much damaged, but they are exceedingly well executed, and
should be seen by all those who are particularly interested in
Egyptology. On the left wall as one enters (i) at the top, the
sacred barques of Amenhotep 1st are seen
taking part in some festival in honour of
Uninscribed
Chamber
In the second row the sacred
the god.
barque is placed upon a sledge and is
z
dragged along towards the king's mortuary temple, the pylons of which are seen
near by. In the third row there are scenes
at

1

—

from the funeral of Amenmes. Women
are wailing as the cofitln is dragged towards them by men and oxen. On the
the top row, the festival scenes are continued.
Thothmes Ilird in a shrine,

next wall

(2), in

There

the figure of the deified

is

near the pylons of the temple, and in the presence of this image
of the great warrior-king the soldiers hold fencing and wrestling
matches.
The figures, though so much damaged, are seen to
notice especially the muscles of the legs
be wonderfully drawn
In the second row the lake of the temple
of the combatants.
is seen, and on it floats a barque in which is a shrine containing
a statue of the deified Queen Aahmes-nefertari, before which
The barque is towed by a galley toa priest burns incense.
wards the quay, where priests stand awaiting its arrival in order
to carry the statue to the temple which is seen behind them.
Below this the scenes from the funeral of Amenmes are continued.
The mummies of himself and his wife stand before the door of the
chapel or tomb, while two male relatives weep beside them, and a
woman hugs the feet of the mummy in the excess of her grief.
Beyond the door of the tomb are the pink hills of the west, and
:
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Amenmes and his wife and son are seen to
be walking. The cow of Hathor, the lady of the western desert,
appears before them.
into these the souls of

On

the opposite side of the doorway (3) the statue of

Amenhotep

gorgeously decorated and carried in a high chair of gold, is
carried along by the priests, while magnificent fans are wafted over
The temple is seen near by. Below this are more funeral
it.
scenes, his soul and that of his wife being worshipped by relations.
On the next wall (4) in the top row there are some much damaged
gods and goddesses. In the lower row Amenmes and his wife are
seated in Paradise while relatives adore them.
Before them there
is a palm-tree decorated with flowers, which is interesting as being
an exam.ple of the design from which some forms of decorated
Behind the figures of Amenmes
stone columns were derived.
afnd his wife their two souls in the form of birds drink the water of
life which flows from a vessel held by a now destroyed tree goddess
1st,

(p.

The

168).

rest

of the paintings are too

much damaged

to

permit of description.

NO.

18.

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF

P.AK

somewhat to the north of that just
described, at the side of the pathway leading from the rest-house
of the Department of Antiquities to the mouth of the \'alley of the
Tombs of the Kings. It was made for an untitled personage
named Bak, who was the son of a Scribe
f>f the Cattle
of Queen
Nefertari, and
iMiMc-DiDrri^
^
UNINSCRIBED
lived somewhere about the time of ThothChamber
mes Illrd. The chapel hardly repays a
Q
^
visit, as the paintings are quite conven5
2
6
1
tional.
On the right as we enter (l), at
the top, Bak and his wife receive offerings
from their son. Thei^ little daughter is
seen by their side, and a pet goose is shown under the chair (as in
In the lower row, his
the tomb of Rames, p. 163, and elsewhere).
On the next wall (2) is the
father and mother receive offerings.
On the adjoining wall (3), at the top, Bak hunts
funeral stele.
Lower
birds with the boomerang, and spears fish in the marshes.
down there are scenes from his vineyards, and a wine-press is
shown. At the other side of the doorway into an inner room (4)
there are much damaged scenes showing the listing of the jars of
wine, and the weighing of precious metals. A weight in the form
This chapel

is

situated

'

I

I

i

'

•

MOiri'UAKN

cuArHLs

oi'

stele

again

;

and

to the left of the

xor.LKS

riii:

On

of a hippopotamus should be noted.

the next wall

entrance (6) there
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a funeral

is

the usual

is

funeral banc[uet.

No.

17.

This chapel

is

THK MOKTLAkV

t

HAl'KL OK

of considerable interest, but

it

AMENNEB
is

little visited,

as

somewhat off the beaten track. It is situated amidst the
modern houses on the hillside above the pink-washed rest-house of
the Department of .Antiquities. It was made for a noble who lived
somewhere about the time of Thothmes llird, or perhaps slightly
earlier.
He was a scribe and "doctor," and is said to have
"accompanied the king's footsteps in
it

is

His name is everywhere erased, but it can be seen to
have been Amenneb.
He was the
son of a personage named Nebsenuy.

foreign lands."

On

s

lO

as we enter (i) Amenneb
and his wife are seen standing at the
the

left

door of the chamber.

Next

to this (2)

their brother otifers flowers to them.

On
we

the next wall

see on the

wife seated

;

(3), in

]

[

1

r

the top row,

left the deceased and his
and under the chair their

S

2

1

seen holding a mirror. On
the right the deceased is seated on a

daughter

is

daughter offers vases to him. In the second row
two on a reed-mat and one on a chair. The
figure seated upon the chair holds out a drinking cup into which
a waitress pours some pleasant mixture composed of several
ingredients.
To the left three women clap their hands and sing,
another plays a harp, and a man plays a guitar. In the third row
On the adjoining
the relations of the deceased are seen feasting.
wall (4), on the right, there is a large figure of the deceased with
his staff in his hand.
On the left he is seated on a chair while a
In the middle, between the two
waitress mixes a drink for him.
chair, while his

three

women

sit,

above-mentioned

figures, there are

representations of granaries,

and servants are seen walking up the stairs to them. In the lower
row we see on the left the bakers with their round loaves of bread.
Farther along are jars of wine, and servants are seen with provisions which are to be brought as offerings to the chapel.
right side of the entrance

doorway

(5),

on the

left,

there

is

On

the

a large
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figure of

Amenneb

seated with his palette in his hand.

The

figure

On
On

him has been erased, and restored in later times.
the next wall (6) the deceased worships Anubis and Osiris.

offering to

the adjoining wall

the offerings

(7), to

made by

the

the deceased

left,

his son.

is

The scenes on

seated to receive
this wall are un-

finished, but they are extremely important to the archaeologist on
account of the foreigners depicted in them. At the top we see
Cretan men and Asiatic women bringing to the Egyptian court the
tribute of their countries.
In the second row an Asiatic chieftain,
clad in flowing white robes, sits on a chair, while his wife, with
heavy, flounced skirts, stands beside him.
An Egyptian official,
standing in front of him, holds a vase which he seems to have
and
received from the chieftain, judging by the latter's gesture
other vases are shown near by. The scene perhaps represents the
receiving of presents'by an Egyptian envoy which are to be con;

veyed by him

to his court.

In the inner

room there are some

interesting funeral scenes.

On

mummy

of Amenneb is dragged
along on a bier. A ritual-priest reads the funeral service from a
long papyrus, as he walks before it. In the second row the funeral
boats are seen crossing the river, and at the right end of this row
the door of the chapel is seen, before which an ox is slain as a
sacrifice.
A priest offers a leg of the victim at the door, and a
priestess kneels holding two jars of wine.
In the third row the
the

left

wall

(8), at

the top, the

At the right end of the fourth row
two dancing figures should be observed, as in the chapel of Anena
At the right end of the wall there is a
(p. 137) and elsewhere.
large figure of Hathor, the goddess of the western hills.
On the
end wall (9) there are the figures of Anubis and Osiris, one on
either side of a niche in which a statue of the deceased once stood.
On the remaining wall (10) priests are seen performing the last

funeral boats are again shown.

rites

before the

Sumnut

mummy,

as in the chapels of

Menna

(p.

151),

and elsewhere and at the end of the wall the
souls of the deceased and his wife, and his mother and father, are
seen seated before numerous off"erings which have been made to
them by their relatives.
121),

(p.

No.

16.

;

THE MORTUARY CHAPEL OF PANEHESI

This chapel is situated just to the south of the southern resthouse of the Department of Antiquities, not far from No. 17. It

was made

for a certain

Panehesi, a priest of

Amenhotep

1st,

who

MORTUAin

CIIAIMCI-S

lived about the time of Scty 1st.

OK

PI

IK

NOBLES

The excavation

i8i

of the cliapel

and the paintings are very rough, but they are not without

interest.

On

our right on entering (i) the two bottom rows of paintings
represent rustic scenes.
In the upper of these two rows, on tlie
left, we see the cutting of the corn which is carried away on
donkeys. Farther to the right the ploughing of Panehesi's fields
is seen.
One of the cows has refused to draw the plough, and has

down, thereby almost dislocating the neck of its mate, to
which it is connected by the yoke (here not drawn). The farmer
vainly attempts to set matters to rights.
Hchind the plough a
woman sows the seed. In the lower row cattle trample on the
grain to thresh it, while Panehesi watches them, seated in the
liehind him is a bo.\ containing refreshments,
shade of a tree.
beside which a servant stands.
Farther on, a tree is cut down,
and there are more ploughing scenes. Above these two rows
lain

seen making ofiferings
Panehesi and his
wife who are seated beneath a
tree of Paradise from which a
a priest

is

to the souls of

goddess leans forth
the water of

life

to

3

pour out

for the benefit of

another figure of Panehesi's soul.
Under the tree the two souls,
now in the form of lairds, are shown. On the next wall (2), in the
top row, the deceased man and his wife stand before a now
destroyed figure of Osiris, the god of the underworld.
In the
bottom row there is a representation of one of the great festivals in
honour of Amenhotep 1st, at which Panehesi officiated in his lifetime (see the chapel of Amenmes, p. 177). From the gateway and
pylons of a temple, decorated with eight flagstaffs, issues a procession of priests bearing vases and other ceremonial utensils.
Some carry a huge vase on a portable shrine upon their shoulders.
The vase has a lid in the form of a ram's head, the sacred animal
of Amen.
A great bunch of flowers is borne before it, and a priest
burns incense in front of it. On the ne.xt wall (3), at the top, there
is seen, on the left, a statue of Amenhotep 1st seated upon a
splendid portable throne. Fans are wafted before and behind it,
and flowers are seen in profusion. It rests upon an altar or
Below
pedestal, before which Panehesi and his wife sacrifice.
this are figures of Amenhotep 1st and Queen Aahmes-nefertari
seated in a shrine, adored by Panehesi and his wife. The right
half of the wall, where was a splendid sacred barque, is almost
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On

the farther side of the doorway into the
Panehesi makes a libation and sacrifice
at the gate and pylons of the temple.
On the opposite wall, along
the top row, he and his wife adore various demi-gods in Hades
entirely destroyed.

inner room,

now

closed

(4),

and below this there are some unfinished funeral scenes,
(5)
showing the bier dragged along towards the tomb.
;

Chapels Nos. 15 to 11 are situated in this neighbourhood, but
have not yet been opened. Nos. 10- are situated at Der el
1

INIedineh (p. 279).

LIST OF

MORTUARY CHAPELS ACCESSIBLE
(with

IN

NOVEMBER

I909

permanent numbers)

The mortuary chapels of Thebes are being excavated and safeguarded continuously, and many have been found since the above
The following is the present list
descriptions were written.
:

1.

MORTUARN
52-

(

ll.M'l.LS

OF

'I'HE

NOBLES

1S3

CHAPTER

VIII

THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS

np HE
'

valley in which the

tombs of the Pharaohs of Dynasties

XVni., XIX., and XX.

are situated,

known

to the natives as

Moluk, lies amidst the limestone hills behind the temple
of Der el Bahri and the Theban plain. There are several ways of
approaching it. The main road leads north-west from the temple
of Sety at Giirneh, and, turning west, soon passes in between the
A ride
hills, where it is clearly marked, and cannot be mistaken.
of less than half-an-hour through rugged desert scenery brings one
to the wooden barrier which marks the entrance of the royal
There is a bridle-path over the hill, leading from
necropolis.
a steep path, somewhat
Cook's rest-house at Der el Bahri
dangerous for inexperienced climbers, leads from immediately
above the north galleries of the temple of Der el Bahri there is a
and from the
third path between the two above mentioned
Bibdn

el

;

;

;

south of Der

The

el

Medineh a long but easy track leads over the

however, will find it best to ride up the long
road and to return over the hill by the path which
As the tombs are lit by electricity
leads to Cook's rest-house.
from 9 A.M. to i P.M. (after about March 15 from 8 A.M. to
12 P.M.), and are closed in the afternoons, the visitor will find
best to bring the excursion to an end at Cook's rest-house
it
In or near the valley there aie the tombs of
at lunch-time.
all the Pharaohs of the three above-mentioned dynasties, from
Amenhotep 1st to Rameses Xllth, with rare exceptions. The
tomb ofTutantkhamen has not yet been found (1908). The tombs
of Rameses Vlllth and Rameses IXth have not been found, and
probably are not situated in this valley at all, these Pharaohs
having reigned in the north for but a year each. Akhnaton was
buried at El Amarna, and his successor Smenkhkara's tomb has
The position of the tombs will be seen
not yet been discovered.

hills.

visitor,

valley

upon the accompanying map.

The
184

list is

as follows

;

THE TOMB.S OF THE KINGS
Rameses Vllth.

'I.

30-

•2.

Kaincscb IVtli.
*3. Raniescb llird taband(.ncd).
Ruiiieses

*4.

U

5-

11

3'32-

X 11 ill.

inscribed.

Ramcses Ilnd

7-

(blocked).

Merciiptah.

Ramcses Vth (usurped
Ramescs Vlth).

Amenmeses

10.

Ranu'ses

•11.

by

(lunching tomb).

(begun

Ilird

by

Setnokht).

Uninscribed.

13-

The Chancellor Bey

by

(usurped

Set-

neklitl.

''5- Sely Ilnd.

Rameses

**i6.

**i7. Sety

•35.

.\menhutep Ilnd.

36.

Prince Mahi-rpra.

I

Ilrd.

37-

Uninscribed.

38.

Thothmes

39-

.\menhotep 1st.
Uninscribed shaft.

40.

41.

44.

1st.

II

f <

Probably Thothmes Ilnd.

Thothmes IVth.
The Lady Tentkaren.

45-

Prince Userhat.

46.

Yuaa and Tuau.

*47. Septah.

1st.

1st.

Rameses Xllh

18.

I

Thothmes

43-

(blocked).

I

•34.

42.

12.

Tausert

Uninscribed.

33-

•*6. RanK'Sfs Xth.
*t*8.

(electric engine).

•19. Prince Mentuherkhepeshef.

The

49.

Uninscribed.

50.

Queen Hatshepsut.

52.

Uninscribed

S3-

22.

Amenhotep

23-

Ay

24.

Uninscribed (west valley).
Uninscribed (west valley).
Uninscribed shaft.

1

Ilrd (west valley).

(west valley).

Vizir

51-

21.

shaft.

Amenemapt.

48.

20.

5455-

Queen

Thiy,

56.

Uninscribed.

Horemheb.

27-

58.

Uninscribed.

28.

59.

29.

60.

26.

and

later

.\kh-

naton.

57-

25-
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Uninscribed shaft.

Those marked
with two asterisks are lit by electricity.
with one asterisk are open to the public, but are not lit. All other tombs arc
closed to the general public.

Tombs marked

Those who only have a short time
advised to

many

visit as

the followinj,' order
35

Amenhi

i7-

8.

II.

9.
6.

spend

in the valley are

:

tep Ilnd, as an example of a niid-XV^IIIth dynasty tinib.

king's
16.

to

of the seven best tombs as they can in

mummy

still lies in this

The

tomb.

Rameses 1st, which, though small, shows the development of the entrance
and passage, and the extension of the painting.
Sety 1st, the largest and finest tomb in the valley, and a good example of
the art of the XI Xth dynasty.
Mcrenptah,

in

which

is

the Pharaoh's great sarcophagus.

Rameses Illrd, showing the developments of the XXth dynasty.
Rameses Vth and Vlth, a good example of late Ramesside work.
Rameses Xth, one of the last tombs in this valley.
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In the following pages the

tombs are described

in

the order of

numbers, but by examining the best ones in the above chronological order the visitor will obtain a better understanding of the
points which have now to be discussed.
Thebes became the residence of the Pharaohs of Egypt in the
Xlth dynasty, when the princes of this locality made themselves
rulers of all Egypt.
These kings were buried in rock-cut tombs in
various parts of the Theban necropolis and the visitor may perhaps have seen the sepulchre of Mentuhotep Illrdat Derel Bahri.
Some of the other kings of this house were buried in the face of the
hills just to the left, or south, of the entrance to the valley, a part
of the necropolis now known as Dra abu'l Neggar.
The Pharaohs
of the Xllth dynasty were buried near Memphis
but some of
those of the Xlllth to XVIIth dynasties were again interred at
Dra abu'l Neggar, and here the immediate ancestors of the great
kings of the XVII Ith dynasty lay. King Amenhotep 1st (B.C. 1557)
decided to be buried in quite new ground. He selected a desolate
hillside above the cliffs which form the southern end of the valley
of the Tombs of the Kings, and not far from the summit of the
range of cliffs which rises behind Der el Medineh. During the
their

The

his-

va^liey

;

;

First use of
the valley, reign

of his successor

Thothmes

1st there lived a

noble

named

Anena, whose tomb (No. 81) is to be seen on the hillside of Shekh
abd' el Gurneh.
This noble seems to have advised his royal
master to place his tomb down in the desolate valley which subsequently became the royal necropolis, but which at this time was
absolutely devoid of tombs of the dead or habitations of the living.
In his biographical inscription Anena says " I saw to the excavation of the rock-tomb of his majesty, alone, no one seeing, no one
hearing." Thus, with the utmost secrecy, the Pharaoh Thothmes
1st was buried in his tomb which is now numbered 38, deep in the
valley below the place at which his father lay
and from that time
onwards for four and a half centuries the Pharaohs were buried
:

;

Rameses XI Ith, the last king of the XXth dynasty
monarch to be interred here (No. 4).
As a general rule in the XVIIIth dynasty only the Pharaohs

in the valley,
(B.C.

The

per-

sonages
the valley,

1

100) being the last

themselves, or queens
large

who reigned

tombs here, the bodies of

in their

own

right, constructed

their nearest relations being buried

Generally also a favourite vizir or noble was allowed
rock chamber excavated near the tomb of
his master.
Amenhotep 1 1 Ird, however, allowed Queen Thiy both
to bury her non-royal parents Yuaa and Tuau here in a large
tomb (though on the outskirts of the royal area), and also to
with them.

to

be buried

in a little

O

o

o
t-'

H

O

X

<

U
h
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them (No. 55) but he only
permitted this because he did not intend to place his own tomb in
the valley at all.
There is another great valley leading westwards
from a point a short distance north of the modern barrier and
far up this he excavated his own tomb (No. 22).
His son and
successor was buried at Tell el Amarna, though his body was
later brought to this necropolis
but one of the succeeding kings,
Ay, was likewise buried in this western valley (No. 23). King
Horemheb, however, returned to the earlier site, and cut his tomb
not far from that of Amenhotep Ilnd.
His relations seem to have
been buried with him. Rameses Ilnd buried his ciueen in the
valley now known as the Valley of the Tombs of the Queens, and
from that time onwards for some generations many of the queens
and princes were there interred. Queen Tausert, who reigned in
her own right at the end of the XlXth dynasty, following the
example of Hatshepsut, constructed her tomb in the Valley of
the Tombs of the Kings, and, against all tradition, allowed her
favourite chancellor, Bey, to excavate a tomb of the large type
for himself there.
After this, however, only the Pharaohs seem to
have been buried here.
The tombAs it was the custom to bury jewellery and other precious articles
robbers.
with the kings' bodies, there was always great danger of robbery
and it was for the sake of security that Amenhotep 1st and
Thothmes 1st excavated their tombs in this remote region. They
each constructed their tombs with but a small and rough entrance
and this entrance was hidden by debris as soon as the king had
been buried. It is probable that the overseers of the work were
bound by the most solemn oaths to keep the secret of the location
of the tomb, and it may be that the slaves employed in its construction were afterwards killed, though it must be said in fairness
to the ancients that there is no direct evidence to confirm this
supposition. Unless all the workmen were thus silenced, however,
it is difficult to understand how it came about that Setnekht in
excavating his tomb (No. 11) drove it straight into the tomb of one
of his predecessors, Amenmeses (No. 10), the location of which it
would seem that he did not know, although Amenmeses had been
dead but a half-dozen years. Here it is probable that six years
after the making of a tomb there was no one alive to tell of its
existence.
The rough entrance-passage of the royal tombs from
the time of Thothmes Ilird to the end of the XVIIIth dynasty led
down to a deep well, which served two purposes. In the first
place it carried off any infiltrations of rain-water which might
construct a sepulchre for herself near

;

;

;

;

;

im: I'OMBS OF THE KINGS
penetrate into the tomb; and
l)lind to

those rolibcrs

whocUd

in

not

the second place

know

189
it

acted as a

that the jiassa^e continued

hchintl the ap|)arcntly solid wall on the opposite side of the well,

wasted the time of those who should guess this simple device,
nevertheless would have to descend the well on the one
side, ascend it on the other, and discover what part of the sheer
wall was to be tapped to tind the blocked opening to the farther
Should these ditiliculties be overcome and an entrance
l)assages.
etTected, the robbers would presently find themselves in a pillared
But in the
hall, which would appear to form the end of the tomb.
tloor of this hall there was a stairway leading downwards which
was filled with debris to the surface of the floor, the whole area
being then plastered over with mud, so that no trace of this farther
extension of the tomb could be detected. It was only when the robbers had found, and had dug their way down, these stairs, that they
would reach the real burial-chamber, where the king lay in a stone
sarcophagus heavily lidded. In the early tombs it was generally
only the last two ciiambers which were decorated with inscriptions
and paintings, all tlic previous chambers and passages being
no vestige of the
roughly cut in the rock, and untrimmed
Sometimes the walls
king's name being anywhere inscribed.
of the well were decorated, so as to assist the confusion of the
Towards the close of the XVIIIth dynasty, however, it
robbers.
became the custom to decorate some of the first chambers and
corridors, and to make the mouth and entrance-passage somewhat
It was felt that the rabbit-hole of an
larger and more imposing.
entrance (such as the visitor will find in No. 35), if it helped to hide
the tomb, certainly did not assist in the magnification of the king's
The entrance to the tomb of Horemheb is thus much more
glory.
imposing, while in the case of the tomb of Sety 1st the inscriptions
and reliefs actually begin at the entrance and, since that entrance
was supposed to be well hidden by the mounds of debris which
were always thrown over the mouths of these tombs of the XVT Ith
and XlXth dynasties, this piece of vanity did not much endanger

and
hut

it

who

;

;

I

mummy's safety. In every case the greatest secrecy was
exacted from all those who had anything to do with the tombs,
and it is probable that no post-funerary ceremonies of any kind
were performed in the valley. The funeral temples of the Pharaohs,
where their souls might be worshipped, were for this reason placed
the

far

away from

their sepulchres,

on the edge of the

cultivation,

instead of at the mouth of the tomb as in earlier times (for example,
The two most
the temjilf of iMentuhotep IlIrd at Der el Bahri).
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famous of these mortuary temples, of course, are the Ramesseum
and Medinet Habu and the visitor will have seen the temple of
Sety at Gurneh, and the much-ruined temple of Thothmes Illrd.
Sety Ilnd was the first Pharaoh to excavate his tomb in such a
;

manner

much

that the entrance-passage led into the hillside without

tombs previous

to his having descended into the
After the reign of Rameses Ilird
the Pharaohs seemed no longer to take much trouble to hide their
tombs. As they ceased to build temples for themselves at the

gradient,

rock at a

fairly

edge of the

all

steep incline.

cultivation,

The

great
robberies,

it is

possible that the ceremonies in honour

now performed

at the mouths of their tombs
and the appearance of these mouths leads one to suppose that they
were not totally hidden, but were only closed with stones and
debris.
Much larger sarcophagi were now employed, and each
Pharaoh's body lay under several tons of granite. The kings of
this age, however, knew quite well that several of the tombs of
their ancestors had been robbed, and it is probable that they did
not bury so much jewellery with them now as formerly.
There must have been large numbers of police and watchmen
stationed in and around the valley, and there were numerous
The temptaofficials and priests connected with the necropolis.
tion to rob the tombs in their charge must have been very great,
and, either by these men themselves or by organised gangs of
A series of
thieves, practically every tomb was in time looted.
great robberies was detected during the reign of Rameses Xth,
and a fairly complete account of the trials has come down to us.
The governor of the eastern bank of the river at Thebes first
detected the robberies, and made use of them to bring trouble
upon the governor of the western bank. The latter, however,
managed to save his face by acting with energy himself in the
detection of the robbers, and by stating that the evidence produced in the first instance by his colleague was incorrect. The
records which we possess show clearly the quarrel between these
two officials but as it was the policy of each of them to find the
offenders as quickly as possible, it came about that a very large
number of persons, innocent and guilty, were brought to trial.
Some of the confessions of the robbers, in which they describe
how they burst their way into the tombs, tore the jewellery from
the bodies of the dead' kings, and burnt their coffins, are of very
yreat interest, and tell a verv vivid storv of the destruction of
which we at the present day see so many traces. During the
following dynasty the robberies had become so alarming that the

of their souls were

;

;
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tomb tl>e nnimmies which still
remained in them, and \o hide them elsewhere. A laifje number
of roval nunnmiis were therefore carried to the tomb of
Amenhott'p Unci (No. 35), which happened to be known to some

priests decided to take from every

of the officials, and were there hidden
the tomb of Amenhotep 1st (No. 39).
B.C. 960)

many more

;

others were secreted in
few years later (about

A

royal bodies were carried to a small

tomb

near Der el Bahri and were buried there. Two of these hidingplaces were discovered in recent years, and the mummies were
taken to the Cairo Museum, where they now lie. At the time
when these removals were undertaken a few of the early tf)mbs
were still unknown, or had again been forgotten after being
and these are the only tombs in which the
once robbed
;

excavators of the present day discover, or hope to discover, royal
remains which are worth the finding. All the other tombs stand
open, or half choked with rubbish, and contain no antiquities.

Many of them have stood thus for several hundred years, and
Creek and Roman travellers have left their names upon the walls,
while in some cases Coptic hermits have used them as dwellingDiodorus
In the time of Strabo forty tombs stood open
places.
speaks of seventeen, but says that forty-seven were recorded in the
which would mean either that
official register kept by the priests
they knew of more royal tombs than we do now, or that they counted
Napoleon's archaeologists mention
in some of the small pits.
In modern times robberies sometimes occur here and
eleven.
in the one instance in which the Department of Antiquities has
ventured to place the mummy of a Pharaoh in the tomb where he
was originally buried (No. 35), a daring robbery was effected. It
would be very desirable to replace the mummies of the Pharaohs
in their tombs; but after some years' experience the present
writer feels that he at any rate would not be inclined to urge this
undertaking, for their ultimate destruction, at some time when the
hands of the law were momentarily impotent, would be inevitable.
No native robber would be satisfied that splendid jewels were not
secreted in the bodies until he had broken every royal mummy to
;

;

;

pieces.

who has seen the tombs of the nobles at Shekh The inGurneh,
or elsewhere, will remember that it was the and paintabd' el
Egyptian custom to cover the walls with representations of scenes ings.
from the life of the dead man and our museums are full of the
This
objects of everyday use which were buried with him.
custom seems to have originated in the desire to display the posThe

visitor

;
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sessions of the owner of the tomb, in order that there might be a
continuation of them in the underworld.
In the case of the kiny,
however, this was unnecessary. His future life and all his possessions were assured to him, for he was immortal.
As Pharaoh he

was a god and although the creed was not closely adhered to, it
was believed that as long as his name was inscribed upon his
mummy he need not ever fear poverty or annihilation. The
Egyptians thought that their Pharaohs were the descendants of
Ra, the sun-god, and that the divine spirit passed from one ruler
;

from age to age. Thus, all he required in his
and mythology of the underworld and, with a
few notable exceptions, neither were scenes from his life painted
upon the walls of his sepulchre, nor were the comforts of life, in
the shape of house furniture, buried with him.
In the tomb of
Thothmes IVth some of the king's weapons were buried with him,
and in that of Rameses Ilird these and a few other objects are
represented upon the walls. But these instances are probably
exceptional.
It must also be remembered that the tombs in the
valley correspond to the actual burial-pits at Shekli abd' el Gurneh,
the painted chambers which we see at the latter place being really
the chapels above the tombs, and they therefore correspond to
the royal mortuary temples.
Thus, just as one does not expect
biographical paintings in the burial-pits of the tombs of the nobles,
but only in their chapels above, so one does not expect anything
except religious scenes and texts in the royal tombs, but may look
for the goods of this world in the mortuary temples to a certain extent.
There some of the possessions of the king are recorded, and
his deeds are often mentioned, but such records were not really
necessary for his soul's welfare.
In earlier times it is probable
that this mortuary ritual was written upon a roll of papyrus which
to his successor

tomb was the

ritual

;

was buried with the body but in the XVIIIth dynasty, when the
kings began to be buried in this valley, the custom had developed,
and the walls of the funeral chamber were painted drab colour to
;

Upon
represent in enlarged form this papyrus of earlier days.
this surface the ritual was inscribed in more or less cursive
such as would be written with the pen upon the
papyrus and just as the vignettes to the scribe-written papyri
were roughly drawn in outline, so on the walls of the tomb the
figures of the gods were merely sketched in, with but a touch of
Towards the end of the XVIIIth dynasty,
colour here and there.
this custom, which the visitor will observe in No. 35, died out,
and it became usual to paint more elaborately the gods and
characters,
;
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development, introThis stage
hieroglyphics of the ritual.
duced by Thothnios IVth, may be observed in the tomb of
Rameses 1st (No. 16). About this period (to be precise, in the
time of Horemheb) the custom of executing these figures in low
and thus in the tomb of Scty 1st
relief came into existence
(No. 17) one finds the walls decorated with elaborate scenes and
inscriptions beautifully cut upon the stone and afterwards richly
coloured.
There is now no trace of the connection between these
and from
figures and those drawn with the pen upon papyrus
in the

;

;

iienceforth the walls are decorated with the

same manner

of

work

as are those of the great temples.

According to the ritual of Ra, the great sun-god each evening The Solar
descended behind the horizon and passed in his boat through the io|y'°'
twelve divisions {i.e. hours) of the underworld and so ascended
again triumphant next morning. The identification of the king
;

with

Ra

led very naturally to the application of this

myth

to the

dead monarch. As the sun set at night, so the king
died as the sun passed through the underworld at night, so the
king had to make his way past the twelve divisions of that dark
land during the night of death; and as the sun rose in the morning once more, so the king would come back to earth again when
It was necessary, therefore, to supply
the long night was passed.
the royal soul with all those religious formula; which would assist
him to pass through the darkness and would permit him to enter
the twelve portals, each of which was guarded by a terrible serIt is not always clear whether the king travels wil/i the
pent.
and so little is the ritual understood,
sun, or actually as the sun
and so tedious are the formuke when translated, that the visitor
need not trouble himself to examine the scenes before him too
closely. "The Book of that which is in the Underworld,"' " The Book
of the Twelve Portals," "The Book of the Sun's Journey through
the Underworld," and "The Book of the Praisings of the Sun,"
supply the bulk of the inscriptions and scenes. Besides this
soul of the
;

;

doctrine of the king's identification with the sun after death, there
was another, and quite separate, series of beliefs which came to
form part of the ritual of the royal tombs. The great god Osiris

was believed to have lived upon earth in the far past, and to have
been murdered by the god Set, his death being later revenged by
When the king died he was believed to be
his son Horus.
absorbed into Osiris, in just the same way that, according to the
but in this case he
solar doctrine, he was absorbed into the sun
required to be "justified" before he could come into his kingdom,
;

13
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though, being a god already, this was but a formality. The king
on earth was the incarnation of Horus, as he was also of Ra he
was in fact the son of Osiris during his life, and Osiris himself
after his death.
Thus we find some of the chapters of " The Book
of the Dead" in the royal tombs, which belong to the Osirian and
not the solar series of myths.
In each case countless spirits
and demigods address the king, and are answered in correct
terms
countless prayers and praisings are spoken
countless
names called and responses given and countless ceremonies are
performed. Often it is obvious that the ancient scribe himself
does not know the sense of what he is writing, and it would thus
be futile for any one at the present day to attempt a detailed
explanation of the ritual.
1 he question is sometimes asked as to how many years these
:

;

;

;

The construction of

tombs occupied in the making. From the shortness of the
some of the kings who have fairly large tombs in the
valley it would seem that they were excavated with great rapidity.
Rameses Vllth reigned about one year, but his tomb (No. i),
although small as compared with some others, is of fair size.
Amenmeses probably reigned only a year or so, but his tomb
(No. lo), which is now reserved for visitors to take their luncheon
in, will be seen to be by no means small.
The work seems to
have been commenced immediately upon the accession of the
Pharaoh and, if he lived to reign for several years, the tomb
was sometimes lengthened and elaborated, until, as in the case of
The
that of Sety 1st (No. 17), it reached enormous dimensions.
tombs, it is thought, were excavated by means of flint tools, the
Slaves, Egyptian
final dressing being done with copper chisels.
and the rapidity
and foreign, were employed upon the work
with which the rock was tunnelled suggests that the overseer's
whip was in constant use. It was important that good virgin
rock should be selected. Setnekht commenced a tomb (No. 11)
beside that of Amenmeses (No. 10), the location of which was
hidden and unknown to him. After tunnelling for a short distance
his workmen cut their way right through into the tomb of Amenmeses and therefore the work had to be abandoned. Setnekht
then usurped the tomb of Tausert (No. 14), his predecessor.
Rameses Ilird at the beginning of his reign cut a sepulchre at
the north end of the royal area (No. 3), but abandoned it after the
work had continued for some time, owing to the poor quality of
He then took possession of this abandoned tomb of
the rock.
Setnekht, deviated its course so that it might run clear of the
gj-gj^^

reigns of

;

;

;
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sepulchre of Amenmeses, and made it into a quite satisfactory
piece of work.
There is only one other instance of usuipation in
the valley, namely, that of Rameses Vlth, who is seen to have

usurped the

The

tonilj of

Rameses \'th (No.
how the workmen
'

9).

tombs while they Ti<-" I'g'itIt would
tombs
seem certain that sunlij^ht (reflected into the tomb by mirrors; and
small oil lamps were the only two methods of lighting^ employed
but by the latter method a very pure non-smoke-giving oil would
have had to be used.
Modern excavations have been conducted on this site by^ Exca\a'°"^'
various persons.
M. Loret, then Director of the Department
of Antiquities, made some valuable finds here at the end of the
last century
but the importance of these discoveries has been
eclipsed by those of Mr. Theodore M. Davis, who for some years
has superintended and financed the excavations here on behalf of
the Department.
question as to

were enga^fed upon their decoration

is

lit

the

asked.

often

;

;

NO.

I.

THK TOMT.

OF'

RAMESRS

Vllth

The Pharaoh Ra-user-mery-Amen-setep-en-Ra Rameses-atAmen-neter-heq-an, generally called Rameses V II th, but sometimes,
and probably incorrectly, known as Rameses Xth, only reigned for
about one year (B.C. 1 50), and hence did not have time to excavate
a tomb of large size. This tomb is situated up a small valley which
leads westwards from the right of the main road somewhat before
reaching the point at which one first comes in sight of the wooden
barrier.
It has not been cleaned out in modern times and is not
Being small and not very interesting it
yet closed with a door.
is seldom visited.
On the right as one enters, the king is seen
worshipping a seated figure of Ptah-Seker-Ausar (a combination
of the three gods Ptah, Sokaris, and Osiris), and on the left he
Mythological figures are seen on
worships Harmachis-Tum.
and presently to right and left there is
either side as we pass on
1

;

the figure of the
priest or prince

god

who

" Horus-supporter-of-his-mother," or of the
acts the part of that god at the funeral, who

holds up a bowl from which the water of purification streams over
the deceased Pharaoh, clothed as Osiris.
now pass into the
burial-chamber, in which stands a rough, unfinished granite sarco-

We

'

tomb

In the

cartouches

;

Ilnd the cartouches are written over other erased
not a case of usurpation.

of Sety

but this

is
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On

phagus.

the walls of this

much damaged.

On

chamber are

the roof there

is

the usual scenes, here

that

curious elongated

goddess Nut, which the visitor will perhaps have
Edfu, p. 341, &c.).
In the
seen elsewhere (Dendereh, p. 41
recess at the end of this chamber, on the right, the king offers
figure of the

;

The mummy of
to Osiris-Unnefer, the god of the dead.
Pharaoh has never been found. The tomb was perhaps un-

"Truth"
this

known

to the priests

who

transferred the royal

mummies

to their

and it may have been found and robbed at a later
In Greek times it was standing open, for there are some
of that age upon the walls.

hiding-places,
date.
graffiti

NO.

2.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES

IVth

The Pharaoh Ra-heq-maat-setep-en-Amen Rameses-maa-maatmery-Amen (Rameses IVth) reigned for half-a-dozen years, about
This tomb is situated on the right, or west, of the main
B.C.
170.
1

It must have been robbed not
road, just outside the barrier.
many years after the king's burial, for when the priests removed

the first batch of royal remains to the tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd,
they could only find the coffin of the Pharaoh, and this they

The mummy had probably been broken up
hid.
The tomb was open in Ptolemaic times, and there is a

religiously

already.

Latin inscription dating from the Imperial age scribbled upon the
wall, while from the Coptic age there is a graffito on the right
wall behind the entrance-door, reading " Ammonios, the martyr."
but it is not sufficiently
It is now closed \v\ih an iron door
Curiously enough, the architect's
interesting to be much visited.
original plan of this tomb, drawn on papyrus, is still preserved (at
;

Above the main entrance the visitor sees the sun's disk
within which are the figures of the ram-headed god of the setting
I sis
and
sun and the scarab-shaped deity of the rising sun.
Nephthys are show^n, one on either side. In the first corridor on
Turin).

The

corri-

dors.

left the Pharaoh is shown adoring the hawk-headed Harmachis
and the sun is represented passing between the two horizons.
Beyond this in forty-five lines is inscribed " The Book of the

the

;

The second

corridor contains long inscriptions,

relating to the worship of Ra.

In the third corridor are mytho-

Praising of Ra."
logical figures

and

texts.

Passing into the fourth section of the

tomb, the visitor will see upon the walls the long inscriptions
which constitute chapters cxxiii., cxxv., and cxxvii. of " The Book

Till;
of the Dead."'

cation

"

iOMBS

oi'

rill-;

kings

These are the chapters which

'97

refer to the "justifi-

of the dead.

One now

enters the l)urial-chanibcr, in the middle of which
stands the large granite sarcophagus in which the Pharaoh was
buried.
It has been broken by the early robbers
who stole the body of the king as mentioned above.
It

'

ij

J,

r
I

\

^
J

C

measures ii^

feet

by

7 feet at the sides,

III

now passed through

is

the serpent-guarded portal into

The god

the second division of the underworld.

Atum
]

and

over 9 feet in height. On the walls of this chamber there are some scenes which call for remark.
On the left walls chapters i. and ii. of " The Book
of the i'ortals" is inscribed with appropriate scenes.
Illustrating chapter i., we see the king kneeling
before the sun-god, who is towed in his boat through
the first division of the underworld, and offering him
the symbol of "Truth." The souls of the wicked (.''),
in charge of the god Atum, are seen bound and
In chapter ii.
fettered, and some are lying dead.
one again sees the sun-god in his boat, which has

now

leaning upon his staff watching the
wicked serpent Apophis who has been rendered

[

is

harmless by means of certain
walls of this chamber chapter
II

spells.
iii.

On

of the

the right

same book

The boat of the sun
is inscribed and illustrated.
has now entered the third division of the underworld. Here, among other figures, twelve goddesses
divided by a serpent into two rows of si.x, are seen
to represent the six hours of the night before and
This part of the ritual ends here
after midnight.
in the middle of chapter iv., when the sun-boat has
passed into the fourth division of the underworld.

Upon

the roof of this

chamber

is

the figure of the

goddess Nut, and upon her body are marked the
constellations of the heavens.

Beyond the burial-chamber there is a corridor riie inneron the walls of which " The Sun's Journey through most
THI-:

TOMH

KAMF.SES

(IF

the Underworld " is inscribed. On the lintel of the
door leading into the last chamber the visitor will

notice a representation of the boat of the sun restUpon the walls of this
ing upon a double sphinx.
last chamber there are representations of a bed, a chair, two chests,
IV.

chambers.

1
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and the usual four canopic vases. These objects were, perhaps,
actually placed in this room at the time of the funeral, though this
was somewhat against the custom of earlier times.
NO.

3.

This tomb

THE DISCARDED TOMB OF RAMESES
now

Ilird

runs into a spur of rock to
the left, or east, of the main road, a short distance outside the
barrier.
It was excavated for Rameses II Ird, but was abandoned,
probably owing to the poor quality of the rock and the king was
is

partly choked.

It

;

finally

buried in No.

NO.

4.

11.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES
tomb

Xllth

be excavated in the valley, being
made for Rameses Xllth, the last king of the XXth dynasty,
who signed away one by one all his rights to the High Priest of
Amen-Ra, finally losing his throne to him about B.C. iioo. The
mummy of the Phai-aoh was carried to the hiding-place at Der el
Bahri by the priests of the next dynasty, where it was found in
The tomb is unfinished and undecorated, except
recent times.
for some figures beautifully outlined in red paint at the entrance.
The king is here seen worshipping a god who is represented as
having four rams' heads (see p. 199) Harmachis and Mersergert,
the goddess " who loves silence." The poverty and insecurity of
the court at this period is clearly shown by the fact that, although
the king reigned twenty-seven years, the painting and sculpturing
of the tomb was hardly begun.

This was the

last

to

;

NO.

5.

;

AN UNINSCRIBED TOMB

lies on the left or east of the road near the wooden
probably dates from the XV^IIIth dynasty, and may
have been excavated for a queen or some great noble.

This tomb

barrier.

It

NO.

6.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES Xth

This tomb was made for the Pharaoh Nefer-ka-Ra-setep-en-Ra
Rameses-kha-uas-merer-Amen, who for some time was called
Rameses I Xth, but who, there seems little doubt, should really
be numbered as Rameses Xth. He reigned about 1140 B.C., and
it was during his lifetime that the great trial of tomb-robbers,

'I'HK

TOMBS OF

THi:

KIN'CS

i.jc;

mentioned above, took place. His own mummy, however, did not
escape the h;inds of the thieves.
It seems already to have been

when the priests hid the various royal mummies, for it was
not found in either of the two hiding-places, although a casket
belonging to his burial was carried by them to Der el Bahri. The
lost

tomb

l.iy open in Ptolemaic times
but in recent years it has Ijeen
cleaned up, and closed by an iron gate, while electric light has
been installed in it. It is situated on the left of the road immediately inside the wooden barrier.
The entrance is imposing, and
it
is at once apparent that it could not have been entirely hidden
from sight at any time with much success. The tomb passes into
the hillside with little slope, and it is only in the innermost cor;

ridors that the descent, so usual

in

all

the corridors in earlier

tombs, is observed.
Entering the tomb one observes on the right (i) the figure of The first
corridor,
the king burning incense and oftering a vase to Amen-Ra-Harmachis [a combination of the great Iheban deity and the Heliopolitan sun-god, here shown as having four rams' heads], and to
the goddess Mersergert, " The Lover of Silence, daughter of the
Underworld."
On the opposite wall (2) the king performs the
ceremony known as the sctcn dc hotcp before Harmachis and
Osiris, the former being the Heliopolitan form of Ra with whom
the king became identified after death, and the latter being the
Somewhat farther along on the right side
great god of the dead.
(3) nine serpents, followed by nine bull-headed demons, nine
figures each enclosed in an oval, and nine jackal-headed figures,
are to be seen.
These are triple trinities, or cycles, of creatures
of the underworld, shown in illustration of the book of " The
Sun's Journey through the Underworld" which is here inscribed.
On the opposite wall (4) is the text of chapter cxxv. of " The Book
of the Dead," and beneath it there is a figure of the god '" Horussupporter-of-his-mother," or the priest or prince who performed
the role of that deity at the funeral ceremony, pouring the water
of life over the deceased king who is represented in the form of
In exOsiris, having been absorbed into that god after death.
planation of this scene, it should be mentioned that the god
Horus, after the death of his father Osiris, was said to have
" supported " his mother, assisted her to bury the dead god, and
In the same way, when the king
to have overcome her enemies.
died and was absorbed into Osiris, his son was expected to " support " the royal house,
king.

It is

and

to see to the funeral-rites of the

not clear whether this figure of

"•

dead

Horus-supporter-of-
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his-mother " is that of the god himself, or that of the king
guise of Horus, performing for Osiris the
rites which he wishes to be performed for
himself in similar manner, or again of the
priest or relative who actually performed the
Symbolically, however,
funeral ceremony.
it certainly was intended to indicate that the
rites of burial had been performed for the
king which Horus and Isis were thought to
have performed for Osiris. In the scene
before us it will be observed that Horus
wears the side lock which signified the rank
Four uninscribed chamof a royal prince.
bers, two on either side, are here seen these
being used for the storing of funeral offerings.
The second
Passing on into the second corridor, one
corridor.
sees on either side (5) the serpent which
guards the door. That on the left is said to
" watch the door for him who dwells in the
tomb " and that on the right is said to
" watch the gate of Osiris." On the left (6)
the king is seen advancing into the tomb, a
goddess carrying his names before him and
acting as his herald. Farther along, on the
left (7), there is an inscription from '' The
Book of the Dead," beyond which the king
is
seen worshipping Khonsu-NeferhotepShu, a hawk-headed deity who addresses
" I give
the king in the following words
thee my power, my years, my seat, my throne
upon earth, to become a soul in the Underworld.
I give thy soul to heaven, and thy
body to the Diiat (Underworld) for ever."

in the

VI

;

lO

11

IV

;

Ill

:

Tlie third
corridor.

One now

enters the third corridor

;

and

behind the doorway, one again
On the right
sees the guardian serpents.
wall (8) the king is seen offering a figure of
Maat, the goddess of Truth, to Ptah, before

on either

whom

in

side,

smaller size Maat herself stands.
(9) there is a mystical re-

Farther along

presentation of the dead king as Osiris,
stretched along the hills of the world, above

xhe tomb of
rameses x.

II

1

1:
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which the disk of ihc sun rises. The l)eelle, symboUc of new
comes from out tlie disk to bring^ life once more to the
earth
and as the sun thus renews the activities of the world each
morning, so the king's mummy will be revivified at its resurrection.
On the remainder of this and the opposite wall are mythological
figures
and one sees the boat of the sun sailing across the
creation,
;

;

heavens.
The passage

into a chamber, and before us on the Tlie inner
' t^hanibers.
the figure of " Horus-supporter-of-his-mother
with arms raised, holding four instruments of religious significance
above a religious standard of the ibis of Thoth, the god of wisdom.
right (10)

now opens

we see

the opposite side (11) a similar figure holds a bowl of water
which Hows over the standard of the ram of Khnum, the god of
the Cataracts, from whence the pure and sacred water of the Nile
was thought to spring. These two figures are clad in the priestly

On

and it is evident tlial they are intended to endow
wisdom and purity. The drawing of the profile,
Passing
with its strong features and hooked nose, is remarkable.
on through a pillared chamber, and down the wooden gangway to
the burial chamber, one sees the tank in the floor, in which the
leopard-skins,

the king with

granite sarcophagus,

now

lost,

stood.

The

only scene which calls

chamber is to be seen behind this tank (12).
A figure of the infant Horus is shown seated within the winged
and it seems probable that this figure is symbolic
disk of the sun
of the renewal of life and youth after death.
for

remark

in this

;

NO.

7.

THE

TOMI! OF RAME.SES Ilnd

Opposite the tomb last described, on the right of the main road
just inside the barrier, there is the tomb of the famous Rameses Ilnd
but for the present it is closed both owing to its dangerous condiIt is of vast
tion and to the fact that it is not properly cleared.
;

being of the same length, and of larger area, than the great
tomb of Sety 1st (No. 17). The tomb was robbed during the reign
and
of Rameses Xth, the trial of the thieves being on record
Herhor, the first king of Dynasty XXI., removed the mummy of
the Pharaoh to the tomb of Sety I., about B.C. 100. The wrappings
were there renewed, and about B.C. 1065 a new coffin was supplied.
The body, being again in danger of robbery, was removed to the
tomb of Anhapu about B.C. 973, and thence to the tomb of Amenhotep about B.C. 963. Finally it was hidden at Der el Bahri about
size,

;

1
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and there

g6o,

B.C.

was found
Museum.

it

exhibited in the Cairo

NO.

in

modern

times.

It

is

now

THE TOMB OF MERENPTAH

8.

A

few yards beyond tomb No. 7 a path leads to the right, or
and brings one to the tomb of Ba-en-Ra-mery-.A.men
Hotep-her-maat-Merenptah, commonly called simply Merenptah.
This Pharaoh was the son of Rameses Ilnd, and reigned from
B.C. 1230 to 1215.
The tomb was robbed not very long after the
king's death
and his body was carried by the priests to the tomb
of Amenhotep Ilnd (No. 35), where it was deposited by mistake in
the coffin of Setnekht.
When this hiding-place was found in
recent years the mummy was identified by the rough inscriptions
upon the bandages. The tomb was cleaned out a few years ago,
and under the rubbish in the burial chamber the great sarcophagus lid was discovered, which is now exhibited />/ si/u. The
tomb was closed with an iron door, and electric light was installed.
Visitors are recommended to see this tomb, as the sarcophagus is
of great beauty but it should be remarked that the descent and
ascent 'of the long corridor is somewhat tiring.
Merenptah is
usually said to have been the Pharaoh in whose reign the Exodus
took place, but this is not certain.
The Bible does not, as is

west,

;

;

Pharaoh was drowned in the
Exodus was as disastrous a catastrophe
to the Egyptians as the Hebrew tradition indicates, there is no
reason why the monarch should not have been comfortably buried
generally thought,

Red Sea

in his

The

first

corridors

On

;

tell

and, even

if

us that the

the

tomb.
the lintel of the door one sees the disk of the sun in which

dawn and the ram-headed
and Nephthys worship, one on either
side.
Entering the passage, which descends at a sharp angle, one
sees on the left (i) a fine coloured i^elief representing the king
worshipping Harmachis.
Three perpendicular lines of hiero-

^^^

^'^^

beetle which represents the

figure typifying sunset.

Isis

glyphs farther along give the titles of the " Book of the Praising
of Ra," which is inscribed upon this wall in tolerably complete
form, and is continued on the opposite wall.
One then sees a
symbolical representation of the sun's disk passing between the
two horizons. Entering the second division of the corridor there
is to be seen on the left (2) a figure of Isis kneeling, and near
her the jackal, Anubis, the god of the Necropolis. Isis tells the
king that she extends her protection over him, and gives him

THl-:
breatli for his

scene

in
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On

which Nephthys

the opposite wall (3) there is .1 similar
In the third
takes tlie place of Isis.

corridor on the right (4) there is an
interesting representation of the boat
of the sun passing through the under-

world towed by the gods.

On

the

opposite wall (5) is the boat of the sun
again, and in it stand Horus and Set.
The latter god was still regarded as

but in later times he
a good deity
came to be the Prince of Evil.
The corridor now widens into a
chamber (IV) in which there are
figures of various genii and gods of
To the left, on
the underworld.
the back wall of this room (6), is a
figure of Anubis before whom are two
;

of the four genii

who

n

n
I

I

M
A

VII

D

Vl

the opposite side (7) there is the
figure of " Horus -supporter -of- his-

mother," of which an explanation has
been given in the description of tomb
No. 6. Before him the remaining two
genii are shown. One now passes into
a chamber, the roof of which is supported by two columns. Immediately
to one's left (8) the king is seen before
Above the adjoining wall (9)
Osiris.
it is interesting to notice a great block
flint

III

serve Osiris.

On

of

P

c; D

X

aha

'Ds
1\

T^
4

.5

III

protruding from the roof, which

workmen have not troubled to cut
away. The chamber (X) which leads

3

the

off to the right is unfinished.

A

II

stair-

way passes down through the floor of
Chamber V, which brings us presently to the room (\'II) in which lies
the outer lid of the great granite sarco-

phagus. This great lid seems never
THK TOMB OF MERENPTAH
to have been carried down to the burial
chamber, but to have been left here owing to the ditificulties of
moving it farther. One now passes on through a corridor (VIII)
to the much-ruined burial hall (IX), the vaulted roof of which
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The
columns.
scenes in this hall are too much damaged to be of interest but
the visitor's attention will naturally be claimed by the beautifully
sculptured inner lid of the granite sarcophagus, which lies here in
The mummy of the king was placed in a
its original position.
wooden coffin, and this coffin was placed in a now destroyed granite
was supported by eight now much damaged

;

sarcophagus, of which the recumbent figure before us formed
lid.
It was intended that this should then be placed inside
an outer sarcophagus, the lid of which has been seen in Chamber
VII but there does not seem to have been time for the accomThe electric light is effectively
plishment of this difficult task.
thrown on to the figure, and the visitor cannot fail to be impressed

the

;

by

its

grandeur and dignity.

NO.

9.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES

Vth

AND RAMESES

Vlth

This tomb, which was erroneously called by the Greeks the
tomb of Memnon, runs into the hillside immediately under the
custodians' shelter, on the right of the main road. It was excavated
for Ra-user-maat-sekheper-en-Ra Rameses-Amen-khepeshef-meryAmen that is to say, Rameses Vth (B.C. 1 160). His successor was
Ra-neb-maat-mery-Amen Rameses-Amen-her-khepeshef-neterheq-an, Rameses Vlth. The first part of this name, Ra-neb-maat,
is the same as that of Amenhotep Ilird, who was called " Memnon"
by the Greeks. Rameses Vlth seems to have failed to find opportunity in his troubled reign for the making of a tomb for himself
and when he died, therefore, the priests placed him in the
tomb of his predecessor, changing the cartouches from the former
to the latter names.
The tomb was robbed shortly afterwards,
and when the priests came to transfer the royal mummies to the
tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd in order to hide them, they could only
find the body of Rameses Vth.
This and the empty coffin of
Rameses Vlth they carried away, and these were found in the
hiding-place in recent years. The tomb was standing open in
Greek times, and a graffito on one of the walls reads " Hermogenes of Amasa has seen and admired the tombs, but this tomb
of Memnon, after he had examined it, he more than admired."
The tomb is now lit with electric light, and is a good example of
It should certainly be visited.
the work of the period.
Upon entering the first corridor one sees upon the left (i) a
figure of the king in the presence of Harmachis and Osirisand upon the opposite wall (2) a
Chieftain-of-the-Underworld

—

;

;

THE TOMBS
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similar scene occurs.

Farther along, on the
seen between tlie twelve hours of
the night, inverted to indicate that they are
on the underside of the world, and the
twelve hours of the day. On the right wall
of the second corridor (4) there is a figure
the sun

nine figures.

n
IX

and towards him ascend
Above floats the boat of the

is

it a pig, representing a wicked
driven by the holy apes of Har-

many

a

VllI

tomb there
representations of the enemies of

In these sections of the

inachis.

are

D

and from

sun,

Ijoat of

left (3), tlic

is

of Osirisenthroned,

being,
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the sun which he meets and overpowers on

VII

his journey

through the night.
Passing
through the third corridor one enters a
chamber (IV) which leads into a four-pillared hall (V).
Here above the farther
door (5) one sees the king burning incense
before Osiris.

On

VI

the pillars there are the

gods and on the ceiling
an elongated figure of the goddess
Nut (the Heavens). Stretching from this
room downwards there are to be seen to left
and right the two winged serpents of the
underworld. We pass through the sixth
and seventh corridor, and so enter an antechamber (VIII) in which chapter cxxv. of
figures of various

there

a

;

is

IV

"The Book of the Dead" is inscribed.
The burial hall (IX) is now reached, in the

III

middle of which the broken sarcophagus of
granite stands.

The astronomical

upon the ceiling of
able interest.

figures

"

this hail are of consider-

On

the right wall (6) there
is a representation of the boat of the sun in
which the god stands in the form of a beetle
(the rising sun) with a ram's

ting sun).

which
with

is

The boat

is

head (the setdrawn across the sky,

supported by two lions. Two birds
heads, the usual form in which

f i

human

a soul is represented, are seen worshipping
the sun as he passes.
These are the souls
of the gods of the sunset and sunrise.

the
^'-

to.mf!

ok ramkses

and kamesks

vi.
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THE TOMB OF AMENMESES

NO. lO.

Amenmeses (B.C. 1215), one of the successors
Ra-men-ma '-setep-en-Ra Amenmeses-heq-uas.
The tomb which he made for himself faces the visitor as he walks
southwards along the main road, not far inside the barrier. The
claim of Amenmeses to the throne was not recognised by later
The

full

name

of

of Merenptah, was

kings

;

figures

and one of these deliberately erased the inscriptions and
upon the walls of his tomb, so that now almost nothing is

be seen. It has already been stated at the beginning of this
chapter that the tomb was so successfully hidden after the burial
of the king that Setnekht (No. 11), six years later, drove his own
tomb right into it by mistake, not knowing that it e.xisted. It
may have been Setnekht, or his son Rameses Ilird, who deto

stroyed the inscriptions, and it is possible that the mummy was
same time carried out of the royal valley and deposited in
some more humble tomb, for it has never been found. The tomb
has not been entirely cleared in modern times, and it is possible
It may, however, have
that the body still lies beneath the debris.
perished at the hands of the robbers. The tomb is now used as a
lunching-place for tourists who have brought their refreshments
at the

with them, and tables and forms are provided.

NO.

II.

THE TOMB OF

R.-VMESES llird

This tomb was begun by Setnekht, the father of Rameses Ilird,
about B.C. 1200. The work was abandoned, however, when the
tunnel was found to have cut into the tomb of Amenmeses (No.
10), the existence of which had not been known to the workmen
and Setnekht then usurped the tomb of Tausert (No. 14). When
Rameses Ilird came to the throne (B.C. 1198) he excavated tom'b
No. 3, but abandoned this owing to the bad quality of the rock.
He decided that it would be cheapest to continue the tomb
discarded by his father, changing its course so that it should
Here he was ultimately buried
avoid the tomb of Amenmeses.
but the priests who are responsible for the hiding of the royal
mummies carried his body to Der el Bahri, where it was found
His granite sarcophagus is now exhibited in
in modern times.
the Louvre at Paris, while the lid is in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
;

;

1

Later changed to maat.
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in (ireek times, and there are
upon its walls. It was reopened Ijy the traveller
It is
Bruce, and hence is sometimes called " Bruce's tomb."
situated on the left side of the road, between the custodians'
house and the fork of the roads. It is now lit by electric light.
One enters the tomb down a flij^ht of steps, and on either side The first
of the doorway there are two bull-headed totem standards jorsTnd

The tomb was open

Cambridge.
several

tjraffiti

One observes sidechamonce the great development made l^ers.
in the style of the entrance, which is
far more imposing than in the case
sculptured in the rock.

n
lU

a

D

at

K

1

14

—

•

Tj,

'1

J—

15

tomb of Merenptah who had
reigned but a few years previously.
On the left (i) the king is seen before

of the

Harmachis, and farther on the sun
shown passing between the two
horizons, as we have already seen in
is

I
I

"The Book of the
other tombs.
Praising of Ra" is inscribed upon
Leading
this and the opposite wall.
from this and the next corridor there
are a series of ten small chambers,
five on either side, which were used
for the storing of offerings

paraphernalia.

In

and funeral

Chamber

A

there

have been scenes showing persons
cooking and preparing provisions for
the tomb, but these are

aged.

On

much dam-

the right wall

(2), at

the

cauldron is seen boiling upon
In
the fire, tended by two men.
THE TOMB OF K.WIESKS 111.
Chamber B funeral boats with elaborate sails are seen passing across the Nile. Chamber C is decorated
with a series of figures of gods of the harvest and of plenty, some
In Chamber D on
with ears of corn rising from their heads.
on the middle
the right wall (3; there are military standards
wall (4) there are arrows, sheaths, bows, and other weapons
and on the left wall (5) there are the four tribal standards
top, a

;

;

archaic days, had gone before the Pharaoh at
and functions. In Chamber E one sees the
gods of the Nile and of the fields bringing offerings of flowers,
Chamber F contains representations of jars of
fruit, and birds.

which, since

certain ceremonies
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Chamber G

wine, vases, skins, furniture, &c.

is

decorated with

In
sacred animals, and sacred symbols.
Chamber H one sees the canals of the underworld which traverse
the fields of the blessed
and on these the king is seen floating in
his boat.
In Chamber I there are the two famous representations
of Egyptian harpers.
On the left (6) the harper plays before the
of

representations

;

gods Anhur and Harmachis

The
Rameses 1"

Shu.

inner

rooms.

on the right (7) before Atum and
song is "Receive the blessed King
;

:

probable that harpers of

It is

this

kind played at the

deceased and
lamenting their death. Finally, in Chamber J there are representations of twelve forms of Osiris. As has been said before, it
was against earlier custom thus to portray material things upon
the walls of the tombs; but Rameses Ilird seems to have been
unwilling to rely entirely on the power of his godhead for his soul's
comfort after death.
At the end of this corridor, beyond the series of side chambers,
there is on the left (8) the figure of Isis with the jackal Anubis,
and on the right (9) the figure of Nephthys also with Anubis.
Farther along, on the left (10), the king is seen standing before
Atum and before Ptah. It was at this point that the tomb ran
funeral

The

refrain of their

ceremonies,

singing the praises

of the

Amenmeses and it now deviates, therefore, to the
our right (11) we see the king pouring out a libation
before Ptah-Seker-Ausar (a combination of Ptah, Sokaris, and
Before us (12) the
Osiris) who is guarded by the wings of Isis.
now pass
king is seen in the presence of Osiris and Anubis.
through Corridor I\^ on the walls of which the journey of the sun
through the underworld is shown with texts from "The Book of
This
that which is in the Underworld/' and so enter Chamber V.
leads into a pillared hall (VT), through the floor of which the
into that of
right.

;

On

We

passage leads downwards. At the bottom of the left wall (13)
there are representations of the four great races of mankind known
to the Egyptians the Temehu, or Libyans, with pointed beards and
:

light

brown

Amu,

skins

;

the Nehesu, or Negroes, with black skins the
and the Remitu, or Egyptians,
;

or Semites, with yellow skins

with dark brown skins.

A

;

chamber (VII) leads from this hall
it are much blackened by smoke,

to the right, but the scenes in

and are not of interest. On the right wall (14) the king is led
forward by Thoth and Harmachis, to be presented to Osiris.

On
On

the middle wall (15) the king is in the presence of Osiris.
the left wall (16) the king offers an image of "Truth" to

Osiris.

I

in:

ro.MKs

oi-

rni;

ktncs
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The remaining chambers of tliis tomb are now closed to the
The scenes are much damaged, and they are not of great

public.

interest.

NO.

12.

AN l^NINSCRIBED TOMR

This tomb is situated a few yards from the tomb of Amenhotep
Ilnd (No. 35). It is not inscribed, and its date cannot be stated
with certainty.
It is now blocked with debris.

NO.

13.

THE TOMB OK THE CHANCELLOR BEY

This tomb is excavated at the south end of the valley, on the
right of the path leading to the tomb of Tausert (No. 14) and Sety
Ilnd (No. 15). It is interesting as being the only tomb in the
The noble
valley of royal size made for a non-royal personage.
He held the position
for whom it was excavated was named Bey.
of Chancellor during the rei^n of Queen Tausert (No. 14), and rose
The tomb has not been
to very great power (about B.C. 1210).
cleared in modern times, and is now almost totally blocked with
debris.

NO.

14.

This tomb

is

THE TOMB OF TAU.SERT AND .SKTNEK.HT
situated at the extreme south of the royal necro-

From the custodians' house one walks southwards, keeping to

polis.

the right at the junction of two paths which is presently reached.
One now passes the tomb of Septah (No. 47) on the left, and the

Bey (No. 13) on the right. The path now leads round to
and this tomb is to be seen on the right, closed by a small
It was excavated for Queen Tausert, who reigned in
iron door.
her own right about B.C. 12 10, and therefore was entitled to a tomb
In the first passages she is seen with her husband
in this valley.
Septah but by the time that the tomb had penetrated to the inner
halls, Septah had died and Tausert had married Sety Ilnd.
The

tomb
the

of

left,

;

figure of the latter king

Tausert.

is,

thus, to be seen in these inner halls with

After the death of Tausert there was general disorder in

may be supposed

that the tomb was then plundered.
when he had restored order, began
the excavation of tomb No. 11, but abandoned it as recorded
above. He then usurped this tomb of Tausert, and changed the

Egypt, and

The

it

following king, Setnekht,

figures

and
14

inscriptions accordingly.

Some

of the jewels of the

2IO
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queen had survived the destruction and these were placed, perhaps at the orders of Setnekht, in a convenient rock chamber (No.
56) where they were recently found in 1908 by Mr. Theodore M.
Her body, however, seems to have been left in the tomb.
Davis.
The body of .Setnekht seems to have suffered destruction at the
hands of later robbers, for it has not been
found. The priests who were hiding the royal
remains in the tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd seem
to have entered this tomb, and to have found
XIII
a mummy there which they believed to be that
a D D D
of Setnekht. The tomb was evidently in great
;

Don

disorder, but they placed this

empty

mummy

in the

Setnekht and carried it to the
hiding-place, where it was discovered in modern
When it was unrolled, however, it was
times.
found to be that of a woman and one must
therefore suppose that it was in reality the body
of Queen Tausert, since all other queens of this
period were buried in the Valley of the Tombs
of the Queens. The tomb then remained open
coffin of

;

and was
It

visited

by

now been

has

by candle-light.
Entering the

travellers in

cleaned, and
first

Greek times.

may be

visited

corridor one sees on the

right (i) the figures of Tausert

and Septah

in

the presence of Ptah, Harmachis, and other
On the opposite wall (2) Tausert and
gods.
.Septah stand before Harmachis, Anubis,

and others.

The second

corridor

is

I

sis,

damaged.

In the third corridor to right and left we see
and figure of Setnekht super-

the cartouches

imposed on plaster over the earlier figures.
We now pass into a small chamber (IV) which
leads into a larger room (V), above the door
THE TOMB OF TAUof which Anubis and Horus are seen worshipSERT AND SETNEKHT
Continuing on our way downping Osiris.
wards we pass through Rooms VI and VIII, the walls of which
are covered with crude paintings of the time of Setnekht superimposed over those of Tausert. Hall IX is now reached, the roof
of which is supported by eight pillars. This was the original
burial chamber of Tausert and it is clear that when the hall was
;

made

the queen's consort Septah

had already died and Sety Ilnd

THE
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had taken his place for the figure of the latter king is to be seen
on one of the far pillars to the left. Two further corridors, added
l)y Setiifkht when he usurped the tomb, bring us to the final hall
In the midille, lying upon its side,
(XlII) where he was buried.
is the lid of the granite sarcophagus of Setnekht, l^eautifully sculptured to represent a recumbent figure of (Osiris. The body of the
It does not seem to have been usur|)ed
sarcophagus is broken.
from the original burial of Tausert, but appears rather to have been
;

made

for Setnekht.

NO.

This tomb
the pathway.
en-ptah,

15.

THE

TO^^P.

OF SETY

iind

situated not far to the east of No. 14, at the top of

is

It

was made

commonly

for

King User-kheperu-ra Sety-mcr-

called Sety Ilnd,

who reigned

li.C.

1209-1205.

mummy

was carried to the tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd
by the priests of i?.c. 960, and it was there found in modern times.
This is the first tomb to be cut into the rock without much downward gradient and in other ways the style of the work shows a
It is a curious fact
considerable advance on previous customs.
that the cartouches and figures near the doorway have been erased
and re-executed. There seems little doubt, however, that the same
cartouches {i.e. those of Sety Ilnd) were erased and were rewritten,
and the plan of the tomb seems to preclude the possibility of its
having been commenced by an earlier Pharaoh. It seems more
likely that Sety Ilnd was for a time exiled, his name being erased
and later was reinstated, his name being then reinscribed.

The

king's

;

;

The

sculpture in the

first

corridor of the

tomb

is

beautifully

On the left as one enters the king is seen worshipping
Pa-Ra "The Sun," and Nefertum. On the right he worships Ra

executed.

and Seker.

We

now

pass through corridors, upon the plastered

walls of which the paintings have never been finished

;

and pre-

we reach a small chamber, on the walls of which there are
various figures of the king and of many sacred symbols each resting
sently

We then enter a four-pillared hall, from which
in its shrine.
a further passage descends. On the pillars are the deities Nefertum, Horus, Harmachis, Ptah, Anubis, Horus-supporter-of-hismother, Maat, and Seb. The tomb comes to an abrupt end a
short distance farther on, the king having died.
The walls have
been hastily painted, and on the ceiling a large figure of Nut has
been rapidly put in. Fragments of a sarcophagus are here to be
seen.
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NO.

It

1

6.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES

1st

This tomb is situated to the east of the lunching tomb,(No. lo).
was made for Ra-men-pehti Ramessu (Rameses 1st) who reigned

about B.C. 131 5. A mummy which appears to have been his was
found at Der el Bahri in the royal hiding-place. The tomb is now
It is much more
lit by electric light, and is worthy of a visit.
imposing at the entrance than those of all earlier kings except
Horemheb (the immediate predecessor of Rameses 1st). The
visitor will remember how small and rough the first stairways and
passages are in the tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd but here they are
wider and more carefully worked. The king reigned so short a
time that the tomb was never finished, and he had to be buried in
the chamber at the bottom of the second flight of steps, which, if
the tomb had been continued, would have been developed into the
well.
In this little chamber stands the large sarcophagus of
granite in which the royal mummy rested. The walls around are
It will be remembered
covered with well-preserved paintings.
that in the tomb of Amenhotep Ilnd (No. 35) the figures of the
The next king,
king and gods were painted in outline only.
Thothmes IVth, first originated the custom of colouring the figures
as completely in the tomb as they were coloured in the temples
and here we see the last phase of this custom. In the next tomb
which we shall visit they will be found to be executed in coloured
;

;

relief.

On

the

right

as

one enters the goddess

Maat, Truth,

is

and the king is shown oftering to Nefertum, a deity usually
On the
distinguished by the lotus which rises from his head.
west wall the boat of the sun is seen drawn by four figures
and other mythological scenes are here represented, illustrating
chapter ii. of " The Book of the Portals." Below the boat the
god Tum is seen slaying the evil serpent Apophis. On the south
wall, behind the sarcophagus, one sees on the right the god
Horus-son-of-Isis leading the king, behind whom are Tum and
seen,

;

Neith, towards Osiris, before whom stands the figure of HorusAt the other end of this
supporter-of-his-mother (see page 195}.
wall the king makes an offering to the beetle-headed Tum-RaKhepera and over the door of the recess he kneels between a
;

kneeling jackal-headed figure and a kneeling hawk-headed figure,
representing the spirits of the two ancient cities of Pe and
Nekhen, the primitive capitals of Lower and Upper Egypt. In
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Osiris-Chieftain-of-thc-Undei world

of

is

shown, supported by the ram-headed god of the sunset and of
Tkfore them the cobra Nesert, the deity of the harvest, is
death.
On the east wall the king
coiled, typifying the renewal of Hfc.
is seen between the jackal-headed Aniibis and the hawk-headed
Horus. Near by are various mythological figures, amongst which
we may notice the twelve hours of the night in the form of godAt the
desses ascending the steps to the apex of the midnight.
left of the entrance the goddess Maat is seen again, and the
king is represented in the presence of Ptah, near whom is the dcdsymbol, so commonly used in ancient Egyptian religion.

No.

17.

THE

TOMI'.

OF

.SKTY 1st

excavated for Ka-men-maat Sety-mer-en-I'tah
(Sety 1st), who reigned B.C. 13 13-1292, is the most imposing
sepulchre in the valley. Sety 1st was the son of Rameses 1st,
whose tomb has just been described and the development in
No longer are the first corridors roughly
style is very striking.

This

tomb,

;

and left undecorated
begin from the entrance,
whole length of the tomb.
now take the place of the
those who have visited the
cut

;

but now the inscriptions and figures
and continue uninterrupted down the

Sculptured

reliefs, brilliantly

coloured,

paintings seen in earlier tombs and
great temple at Abydos will recognise
;

workmanship which they have admired on the walls
The mummy of Sety 1st was removed by the priests
to Der el Bahri, where it was hidden with many more royal
bodies and thus it has been preserved to us, being now exhibited
The tomb was apparently open in Greek
in the Cairo Museum.
times, but it became silted up, and was rediscovered in 1817 by
but from that
Belzoni.
It was then said to be quite undamaged
time, until it was closed with an iron door in recent years, it was
left open, and consequently was much cut about by thieves and
early archaeologists (it would be difficult to say which of the two

the beautiful
of that ruin.

;

;

did the greater damage).
in situ by Belzoni

where

it

now

The

was taken

great alabaster sarcophagus found

to the

Soane Museum

in

London,

stands.

Entering the tomb, the visitor observes upon the left (i) the The first
Harmachis, while just beyond corridors,
it (2) the sun's disk, in which are the figures of the ram-headed
god of the setting sun and the beetle-shaped god of the dawn, is
shown passing between the two horizons. The long texts which
figure of the king standing before
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Book of the Praisings of the Sun." One
passes down a stairway, and on the
118
left, at the top of the wall, thirty-seven
forms of the sun-god are shown, while
on the right thirty-nine are seen. Near
J=U 15
the bottom of the steps one sees on the
left (3) a kneeling figure of Isis, and on
Xll
XII
the right (4) a similar figure of Nephthys.
The fine profiles of these figures should
1 14
be noted. Corridor 1 1 1 is now reached.
On the right wall (5) the scenes represent the journey of the boat of the sun
through the fourth division of the underfollow are from the "

now

I

world,

On

t.t'.

the

the fourth hour of the night.

left

side

(6)

the boat

passes

through the fifth division, drawn by
seven gods and seven goddesses. The
inscriptions on these walls are taken
from the fourth and fifth chapters of the
" Book of that which is in the Underworld." One now passes into a chamber (IV) upon the walls of which various
gods are shown. On the right (7) the
king is seen in the presence of Hathor,
Isis,

Hathor again, and

Osiris.

On

the

adjoining wall (8) Osiris, Anubis, and
Horus are shown. On the left (9) the
king is shown in the presence of Isis,

12 131

VI

a a

10

Ll

in

II

Hathor, and Osiris.
The middle
Hall V is now entered, the roof of
halls and
which
is supported by four columns.
corridors.

On

the right

v.all

of this hall (10) the

sun's journey through the

fifth

division

of the underworld, from the '"
the Portals," is shown. On the

Book of
left

wall

the journey through the fourth division,
from the same book, is to be seen. On
the lower part of the wall (11) the god
Horus is shown, and standing before him

THE TOMB OF SETY

I.

are the four divisions of mankind, each
represented by four figures. First there are four Egyptians, then
four Asiatics with beards, then four negroes, and finally four Libyans

I

with feathers

roMii.s

in:

in tlieir

hair.

oi

On

ki.\(;s

iiii;

the pillars

tl)i'
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kinj^ is sci-n in tlie

presence ol various gods, some ut" \\ Imin embrace him. From this
but here the scenes, which
liall a second pillared room(V'i) leads
represent the journey of the sun through the nintii to eleventh
divisions of the underworld, are only sketched in outline, the
chamber never having been finished. It was intended only as a
The
blind for any rol)bcrs wlio might i)cnctrate into the tomb.
main chambers arc reached down a stairway descending through
the floor of Hall V, which was entirely closed after the funeral.
Robbers would thus think that this Hall VI formed the end of the
the robbers did not
tomb. The ruse only partially succeeded
detect the stairway, but, finding that the walls of Hall VI rang
hollow, they broke through into Corridor VII below, as may
now be seen. This corridor, now approached down the stairs, has
some interesting scenes upon its walls. On the left (12), along
the top of the wall, one sees a series of statues of the king represented as standing upon pedestals, while priests make offerings
and perform ceremonies before them. Such statues were placed
;

;

in royal and in other tombs as a place of habitation for the K'a or
"double" of the deceased. The accompanying texts are taken
from the "Chapter of the Opening of the Mouth," i.e. the ritual
relating to the endowing of the statues and mummy of a dead

person with

life.

On

the opposite

wall

(13)

there are

similar

We

now
scenes, which are also continued into Corridor VIII.
On the right wall (14), from north to south, the
enter Room IX.

—

Hathor
following gods are seen to be worshipped by the king
(the corner figure), Anubis, Isis, Horus, Hathor again, with a
beautifully executed profile,

The

great burial-hall (X)

the roof

;

and

at

and
is

Osiris.

now

reached.

Six pillars support The

the farther end the floor descends to a lower

'^^l'

burial?-']^

The scenes and inscriptions in the first part of the hall rooms,
describe the sun's journey through the first and second divisions
On the right wall (15) we may notice the
of the underworld.
twelve black -headed hours of darkness. On the opposite wall (16)
there are twelve hour-figures, which are noteworthy by reason
level.

unconventional manner in which they are drawn. The
shoulders are almost correctly drawn and the contrast between
In the sidethese and the other figures in the hall is striking.
room (XII) there is an interesting representation (17) of the cow
of Hathor standing across the heavens, with the stars and planets
of the

;

of the universe spread under her. The texts in this room tell the
story of the destruction of mankind by the sun-god, then king of

2i6
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The king's
Egypt, after which that deity retired to the heavens.
sarcophagus stood at the lower end of the hall, but it has now
been removed, as stated above. This portion of the hall has an
arched roof, which is decorated w.ith a series of astronomical
figures.
On the left there is a recess (i8) in which the figure of
the king identified with Osiris is seen. Two religious symbols,
connected with the god Wepwat stand beside him and on the
while on the left
right Anubis performs a mystical ceremony
Further passages and
are the four genii of the underworld.
chambers were cut in the rock beyond this, but they are now in a
;

;

ruinous state.

Room

journey through the

XIII remains
sixth,

to

seventh,

be

visited.

and eighth

Here the

sun's

divisions of the

One of the pillars has fallen: on the
is recorded.
A shelf
other there are figures of the king, Ptah, and Osiris.
runs around the room, upon which the paraphernalia of the
Underworld

funeral was placed.

NO.

18.

THE TOMB OF RAMESES

Xlth

*

The tomb of Ra-kheper-maat-setep-en-ra Rameses-Amen-herkhepshef-mery-Amen, known as Rameses Xlth (B.C. 1120), is situated just to the east of No. 17. It contains practically no inscriptions
It is
or reliefs, and the electric engine has been housed in it.
The mummy of the Pharaoh was
therefore closed to the public.
found at Der

NO. 19.

el

Bahri

(?) in

the coffin of a certain Nesikhonsu.

THE TOMB OF PRINCE MENTUHERKHEPESHEF

This tomb, which has recently been cleared, is situated between
tombs of Thothmes IVth (No. 43) and Hatshepsut (No. 20),
under the eastern cliffs of the valley. It was made for " the Eldest
Royal Son of the King, the j^/;/-priest. Chief Royal Scribe of the Two
Lands, Great Superintendent of the Troops," Mentuherkhepeshef,
who lived towards the close of the long line of Ramesside kings.
The tomb, which is obviously unfinished, consists of but a single
corridor, at the end of which a recess for the coffin has been sunk.
On entering the tomb one notices on either side the drawings of
the swing doors, which, as may be seen from the pivot-holes at
the

the top, actually stood here. On either side of the corridor there
are delicately executed paintings representing the prince in the
presence of various gods. On the right wall, from west to east,

iiii-:

roMBs

oi'
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1
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—

these gods are
Ptah, Thotii, Khnuin, Hapi, Duamutcf, Mersegcrt
(" ihe-Lover-of-Silence"), and Sekhmet.
On the left the gods
are
Osiris, Plah, Klionsu, Bast, Amselh, Kcbh, and Anicn-Ka.

—

The

luxury of the period can be seen in the costly and elaljorale
robes which the prince wears
while the delicacy of the colouring
suggest considerable refinement in artistic taste.
;

No. 20. thp:

tomb of hatshepsut

The famous queen, Ra-maa-ka Hatshepsut

(B.C. 1500), conBahri as her mortuary temple.
She therefore cut her tomb into the cliffs of the valley at a point
immediately behind this temple, so that, penetrating far into the
rock, her body might lie deep below the shrines where her soul
would be worshipped. The rock, however, was very bad at the
point selected, and the workmen had to turn their tunnel to one
side.
The tomb was discovered in recent years, but was found
to be in a most ruinous condition. The passages are very long
but,

structed the great temple of

Der

el

;

tombs of Amcnhotep 1st, Thothmes Ist,and Thothmcs Ilnd,
it has no well.
In the burial-chamber the sarcophagus of the
cjueen was found, but her body has been lost.
The sarcophagus
of Thothmes 1st, her father, was also found here and it would
seem that the queen had removed the Pharaoh from his own
tomb, No. 38, and had placed his body beside her.
like the

;

No. 21.

AN UNINSCRIBED TOMB

This small tomb, which is situated not far down the valley
from the tomb of Hatshepsut, may have belonged to a noble of
her reign, but there is no direct evidence as to its identification.

No. 22.

THE TOMB OF .AMENHOTEP

Illrd

what is known as the western valley,
gorge which opens to the west from the
main road, some four hundred or five hundred yards before the
main valley is reached. Far up this gorge, in virgin ground. King
Neb-maa-ra Amenhotep-heq-uast (Amenhotep Ilird) excavated
his tomb
and here, after a brilliant reign, from B.C. 141 to 1375,
he was buried. The tomb docs not seem to have been known to
This tomb

that

is

is

situated in

to say, the great

1

;

the priests

who

places, for the

transported the royal

mummies

to other hiding-

body of Amenhotep Ilird was not thus rescued, but
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2i8
fell

a victim to later robbers.

expedition,

and

door was affixed

it

lay

open

The tomb was known
until a

to the entrance.

to Napoleon's
few years ago, when an iron
It is not open to the general

public.

One first pa.sses down a long passage cut in three sections which
slopes rapidly downwards. The well is then reached, around the
walls of which there are paintings

of various gods.

Crossing

showing the king in the presence
one enters a two-pillared hall,

this well,

through the floor of which a stairway leads down to further
chambers, exactly as in the case of earlier tombs of the XVIIIth
dynasty. This presently brings one to a small chamber on the
walls of which are some much-damaged paintings representing
the king before the gods.
One now passes into a pillared hall, at
the far end of which, in a sunken recess, the broken fragments of
the sarcophagus are to be seen.
One or two much-damaged
chambers complete the tomb.

NO.

Amenhotep Ilird the Court was removed for
Amarna, where, under the direction of the
Pharaoh Akhnaton, a new religion absorbed its attention.
Smenkhkara and Tutankhamen were the succeeding Pharaohs,
They
but neither of their tombs have yet been found (1908).
After the death of

a short time to Tell el

(u.c. 1350) by Ay (Ra-kheper-kheperu-ari-maat,
The
Neter-at-Ay-neter-heq-uast), who was not of royal birth.

were succeeded

tomb

was excavated

in the western valley near
Entering the tomb, one walks down
a passage and a flight of steps, past a small chamber, and so
reaches a larger room, on the walls of which are paintings. On
the right there are some figures of apes, after which the tomb is
sometimes called " the Tomb of the Apes." On the east wall the
king, with his wife, is seen boomeranging birds. Again, he stoops
down to pluck reeds. On the left wall the king and his Ka stand
The broken sarcophagus, once
before Nut, Hathor, and Osiris.
very fine, lies here in the burial-hall. The visitor will notice in
this tomb a great freedom from the conventional Egyptian type
of paintings, and it would seem that Ay did not regard himself

of this Pharaoh

that of

Amenhotep

exactly as a royalty.

Illrd.

THE TOMBS
AND

NOS. 24
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UNINSCRIBEP TOMBS

25.

These two tombs are situated in the western valley not far
from the two royal sepulchres just described. They contain no
inscriptions, but they probably belonged to princes or nobles of
the

end of the XVIIIth dynasty.

TO

NOS. 26

These
valley.

UNINSCRIBED TOMBS

31.

tombs are situated

six

They

in

are mostly pit-tombs,

various

parts of the

and contain no

main

inscriptions.

They probably belonged to princes or vizirs of the XXIIIth
dynasty, who were buried near the Pharaohs they had served.

AND

NOS. 32

The

^}.

UNINSCRIBED TOMBS

situated just to the west of No. 42
devoid of inscription. The second tomb
is situated immediately to the left of the tomb of Thothmes Ilird
(No. 34).
It was perhaps used as a burial-place of one of his
family, or perhaps for a vizir such as Rekhmara, whose tomb-chapel
is to be seen at Shckh abd' el Giirneh, but whose burial-pit is not
first

of these

(Thothmes Ilnd

?),

and

is

is

known.
No. 34.

This tomb

is

THE TOMB OF THOTHMES

excavated

east corner of the valley.

in

"chimney"

a

From

Ilird

of rock at the south-

the custodians' house one walks

southwards, turning to the left at the junction of the paths, and
thus leaving the tombs of Septah (47), Bay (13), and Tausert (14)

on one's right. The path terminates in a flight of steps leading up
the "chimney."
Ascending these, and crossing a platform of
rock, one finds in the far corner the mouth of the tomb, which is
approached by a steep flight of steps.
The situation is most
impressive, and repays a visit but the descent of the tomb is
somewhat difficult. The coffin and mummy of the great Pharaoh,
Ra-men-khepcr Thothmes Ilird (B.C. 1 501-1447), were found at
Dcr el Bahri, where they had been hidden by the priests. The
tomb is now open to the public, but it is not lit with electric
light, and candles have therefore to be used.
Passing into the
tomb one descends a steeply sloping passage, which brings one to
;
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a second flight of steps. At the bottom of these one enters a
second passage, which terminates in the well, now crossed by a
bridge.
Thothmes Ilird is the first king to have used a well in
his tomb.
All his successors employed the same device until the
end of the dynasty. This well was made partly for the purpose
of deceiving would-be robbers, for the entrance to the chambers
on the opposite side was blocked, and was not visible to the eye.
The robbers would thus descend the well in search of the burial,
and, finding none, would think that the tomb had never been
used.
The well was also intended to carry ofif the torrents of
water which the king knew would be likely to rush down this rock

"chimney" on

rainy days,

chamber.

far

So

the

Amenhotep Ilnd (No.

and might penetrate

tomb
35).

is

We

into the burial-

almost precisely

now

like

that

of

enter a two-pillared hall,

upon the walls of which there is a long list of 741 gods and demiThere is a similar hall in No. 35, but it is not decorated.
As in No. 35, one now passes down a flight of steps in the lefthand corner. This flight was originally blocked up, so that a
robber would believe this hall to be the end of the tomb.
Descending the steps one reaches the large burial-hall, which is of
oval shape, probably to suggest a cartouche
and at the far end,
behind the two pillars which support the roof, the royal sarcophagus is to be seen. This again is like that of Amenhotep Ilnd.
Upon the walls of this chamber there are the texts and illustrations of the " Book of that which is in the Underworld," executed
in outline as in No. 35.
On the left face of the nearer pillar there
is an interesting scene very roughly executed, showing the king
being suckled by Isis, here shown as a tree-goddess, of whom only
the breast and arm are depicted as though growing out of the
trunk.
Behind the king stand his queens Ramery and Aahset,
his secondary wife Nebtkheru (whose name is not enclosed in a
cartouche, as are those of the two first named), and his daughter
Nefertari.
Above this scene one sees the king and his mother
floating through the underworld in a boat.
This mark of filial
piety is the more appreciated when one remembers that the king's
mother was a woman named Ast, who was not of very lofty
The tomb has been left partly unfinished, as though the
origin.
king, occupied by the administration of the great empire he had
built up, had not bothered to give much attention to his last
gods.

;

resting-place.

THE TOMBS OF
NO. 35.

THE

TO.M15
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The tomb of Ra-aa-kheperu Anienhotcp-neter-heq-an, the son
and successor of Thothmes IIIrd(u.C. 1448-1420), is situated at
A pathway leads westwards from
the west side of the royal area.
near the custodians' house, and brinj,'^s one to the mouth of the
tomb. This sepulchre was so well hidden that the priests of the
century li.C, who possessed the secret of its location,
decided to use it as a hiding-place for the royal mummies which,
in their own tombs, were in danger of destruction at the hands of
Here the bodies of many of the Pharaohs were found in
robbers.
The
recent years, as well as that of Amenhotep Ilnd himself
latter body was left in the tomb, and may now be seen there by
The tomb is lit by electric light, and is perhaps the most
visitors.
Those who desire to see only the six or
impressive in the valley.
Chronologically
eight best tombs should visit this sepulchre first.
it is the earliest of the group of tombs now lit by electric light,
and previous to it in date there is only the tomb of Thothmes Ilird
ninth

open

to the public.

One descends

a flight of steps, and passes

A

down

a

sloping

second flight of steps and
deep well, across which a
As has been said at the
modern bridge has been placed.
beginning of this chapter, the purpose of the well was twofold.
In the first place, it carried off the rain-water which otherwise
might soak into the tomb and in the second place it led the
tomb-robbers astray. The entrance to the farther chambers on
the opposite side of the well was blocked, and hidden by plaster,
across which the painting was extended, and thus the tomb
appeared to end at the bottom of the well, where a little chamber
was cut as a further blind. Crossing the bridge, one passes into
a two-pillared hall, which is devoid of decoration. A stairway
descends through the floor at the left-hand comer of the hall.
These stairs were filled up after the funeral, and the robbers who
penetrated as far as this would be likely to believe that they had
reached the end of the tomb. Descending the stairs one passes
into a six-pillared hall, all the walls of which are covered with
inscriptions and scenes from the ''Book of that which is in the
Underworld," roughly painted upon drab-coloured stucco to repre(See introduction to this chapter, p. 192.) Upon
sent papyrus.
the pillars one sees the king in the presence of various gods,

corridor roughly cut out of the rock.
a second corridor brings one to a

;
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boldly drawn in outline.

At the far end of the hall, the floor of
here at a deeper level, the sarcophagus stands, and in it
lies the mummy of the Pharaoh himself.
The native custodian
generally turns out all the lights except that which falls upon the
mummy, and the effect thus produced is most impressive. The
king appears to be lying peacefully asleep. The likeness, however, has not been very closely preserved by the embalmers, for
the nose was evidently more aquiline in life, and the mouth not so
wide. The limbs, now thin and withered, were in life robust and
which

is

man of great physical strength, and
draw a bow which none of his soldiers
were strong enough to use. He was a strong and powerful ruler,
who consolidated the many kingdoms and races which his military
genius and that of his father had incorporated in the Egyptian
empire. He was perhaps less humane than his temperate father
and on one occasion he is said to have slain in cold blood with
his own hands a number of rebel princes, while another was tied
head downwards to the prow of his dahabiyeh when he returned
from the wars. It is interesting to recall these and other scenes
from his life of thirty-three centuries ago, as one looks upon his
actual body and the visitor will find it worth his while to read
something of the king's history before coming to see his body.
muscular

is

;

for this

king was a

said to have been able to

;

;

The wonderful

preservation of the hall in which he

colouring on the

undamaged

walls,

lies,

the fresh

and the newly polished appear-

ance of the quarzite-sandstone sarcophagus, give the impression
that Ancient Egypt is not as far removed from us as we had
thought.

chamber

to the right there lie three bodies which
tomb, without names upon them. One of these
is the mummy of an elderly woman, whose brown hair, however,
had not yet been silvered by age. This is possibly the body of
Amenhotep's wife, Queen Taa, though it is perhaps that of some
other queen, such as Hatshepsut, who had been removed here for
safety.
The second mummy is that of a young boy of about
fourteen years of age, who wears the side-lock of hair indicative
of youth.
This young prince may have been one of the elder
sons of Amenhotep Ilnd, who died before his father, thus leaving
Thothmes IVth to succeed to the throne, which he had never
expected to do. The third body is that of a young woman, probably under thirty years of age, who was perhaps a daughter or
secondary wife of Amenhotep.

In a side

were found

in the

I
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OK I'KINCK MAIIKkl'RA

This tomb lies between Nos. 13 and 35. It was made kn a
noble named Maherpra, who held the offices of royal tutor and
It was
royal standard-bearer during the reign of Hatshepsut.
discovered a few years ago, and was found to contain many
antiquities which are now exhibited in the Cairo Museum.

No. 37. .\N I'N'INSCRIBED

TOMH

This tomli lies on the left-hand side of the foot of the steps
which lead up to the tomb of Thothmes Ilird (No. 34). It is
uninscribed, and probably lielonged to some noble of the reign of

Thothmes Ilnd

or Illrd.

NO. 38.

This

is

the earliest

THE TOMB OF THOTHMES
tomb

ISt

actually in the valley, being

King Ra-aa-kheper-ka Thothmes

1st (i!.C.

1

made

for

535-1 501), apparently

one of his nobles named Anena. It is situated
between the tomb of Tausert (No. 14) and that of Sety Ilnd (No.
One passes down a
It is not open to the general public.
15).
A second
flight of steps and presently enters a square room.
flight of steps leads on into the burial-hall, the roof of which is
The walls have been covered with
supported by one column.
In this hall stand fragments of
stucco, but this has now fallen.
In seems
the base of the sarcophagus of quartzite-sandstone.

at the suggestion of

probable that Queen Hatshepsut, his daughter, transferred the
body from this insignificant tomb to her own more elaborate
sepulchre, for a sarcophagus bearing the king's name was found
The mummy was later hidden at Dcr el Bahri, where
in her tomb.
it was found in modern times.

king's

NO. 39.

THK TOMB OF AMENHOTEP

1st

tomb is remarkable. It lies high up on the
above the royal valley, at its extreme south end. By the
pathway which passes above the tomb of Thothmes Ilird one
ascends the sloping side of the hill until the summit of the clilits

The

situation of this

hillside

overlooking Der el Medineh is almost reached. Here some houses
used by the watchmen who guarded this tomb are seen, and about

2
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200

feet to the west, in the gully, the

The Abbot Papyrus,

found.

in

entrance to the tomb will be
which a record of the Ramesside

inspection of certain tombs is given, describes the position of the
tomb accurately, stating that it is 120 cubits {i.e. about 200 feet)

down the hill from these houses ^ and we are here told that it
belonged to King Zeser-ka-ra Amenhotep (1st) who reigned about
B.C. 1557-1545The tomb was then found to be intact; but the
;

who

mummies six hundred years after the
removed the body of that king to Der el
Bahri, where it was found in modern times.
The tomb is entered
down a rough flight of steps which brings one to a low doorway.
Passing through this, one enters a chamber from which a tunnel
leading to the ruined burial-hall is cut. A further chamber contains some bones and other fragments of the burial. No inscriptions
remain, and the tomb has no interest to the visitor, except as being
the earliest sepulchre in the vicinity, and the precursor of the
tombs in the valley below.
priests

hid the royal

death of Amenhotep

NOS. 40

1st,

AND

41.

UNINSCRIBED TOMBS

These two tombs are uninscribed and are of no
interest.

dynasty,

particular

They were probably made for nobles of the XVII Ith
who desired to be buried near the kings they had served.

NO. 42.

This tomb

THE TOMB OF THOTHMES

Ilnd

(?)

situated on the right-hand side of the path which
leads to the tomb of Thothmes Ilird (No. 34), at the foot of the
steps which give access to the crevice in the rocks where that tomb
is

One descends a rough flight of steps leading down
door passes along a sloping passage
enters a small
chamber in which are stacked some pots and thence one passes
into the burial-hall.
This hall is oval, or cartouche-shaped, and
the roof is supported by two pillars. The walls have been plastered
and tinted drab-colour, but no inscriptions or figures have been
painted there. The kherkcr ornamentation around the top of the
walls has been put in, but the tomb was left unfinished.
A coffin
is

to

excavated.
the

;

;

;

Thothmes Ilird, but entirely
uninscribed and unpolished, stands at the far end of the hall, the
lid lying beside it.

of quartzite-sandstone, like that of

1

See the present writer's

article regarding

its

identification in Les Annales.

i()Mi;.s
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There seems little doubt that this tomb was made for a I'haraoh,
but was left unfinished owin;^ to his sudden death, thouj^h it was
certainly used as his burial-place, since pots and cither articles
from the burial have been found.. It is similar in style to the tomb

ofThothmes

Ilird, but

is

smaller

in

size.

It

is

probably earlier

ofThothmes Ilird, for it has no well, and in this it
tombs ofThothmes 1st and Hatshepsut. It is not later

than the time
like the

is

than the reign of that king, for the custom of shaping the burialhall into an oval died out after that time.
Now the tomb of
Thothmes 11 nd has not yet been identified, though the king's
mummy and inner cofilin were found at Der el Hahri, where they
had been hiiiden by the priests. Thothmes llnd, after a short
reign, died in a somewhat sudden manner at the height of the
great feud which so confused the reigns of Thothmes 1st, Ilnd,

and

and Hatshepsut; and it would thus seem very likely
tomb was rapidly made as his burial-place. In the event
of no other tomb being found which can be proved to belong to
Thothmes Ilnd, one may say that this sepulchre may be regarded
III rd,

that this

as belonging to him.'

No. 43.

The tomb

of

THK TOMP, OF THOTHMES

IVth

Ra-men-kheperu Thothmes-kha-khau (Thothmes

IVth) is excavated at the foot of the south-east cliffs of the valley,
above and to the right of the tombs of Mentuherkhepeshef (No. 19)
and Hatshepsut (No. 20). Thothmes I\'th died at the age of about
twenty-six years,in n.C. 141 1, but before B.C. 1350 the tomb had been
robbed.
In the eighth .year of the reign of Horemheb (B.C. 1342)

tomb was entered by Maya, " Superintendent of Works in the
and the rifled mummy of its occupant was placed
once more in its coffin, from which the plunderers had dragged it.
In about B.C. 960 the mummy was carried to the tomb of .Amenthe

Necropolis,'"

hotep Ilnd and there hidden.

tomb

is

closed to

usual flight of steps,

the public.

At the time of writing (1909) the

One

and passes mto a

enters the

tomb down

corridor, at the

the

end of which

a second flight of steps leads to a second corridor.
The well is
then reached, and upon its walls are some interesting paintings

representing the king in the presence of the gods.
In the tomb
of Amenhotep Ilnd, the father of Thothmes I\'th, it will be
1

It

noble

would seem that the modern excavators found traces of the burial of a
in this tomb.
But this must have been due to some

named Sennefer

later shifting, for the

tomb

is

certainly royal.
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remembered that the gods were drawn in outline. Here Ave have
them completely painted for the first time in this necropolis.
Crossing the well one reaches a pillared hall and it is particularly
;

interesting to observe the ancient rope

by which the plunderers
ascended, fastened round one of these columns, and still hanging
down the well. A further flight of steps, a corridor, and again
another flight of steps, brings one to a chamber, on two of the walls
of which are paintings showing the king with the gods, while on
the third wall is the inscription stating that the above-mentioned
Maya had entered the tomb. Then follows the four-pillared burialhall, in which the fine sarcophagus of the king still lies.
The
sarcophagus is much bigger than that of Amenhotep Ilnd, but the
burial-hall

of

is

somewhat the same shape.

to either side contain

remains of the original

Chambers leading

off

burial.

THE TOMB OF THE LADY TENTKAREU

NO. 44.

This tomb is situated between the tombs of Hatshepsut (No. 20)
and Rameses Xllth (No. 4). In it the remains of a lady named
Tentkareu were found, she having been one of the women of the
court.

NO. 45.

This tomb
the

XVIIIth

THE TOMR OF PRINCE USERHAT

not far from No. 44.
It was made for a noble of
dynasty, but it is not inscribed or decorated.
lies

NO. 46.

THE TOME OF VUAA AND TUAU

Between the tomb of Rameses Xllth (No. 4) and that of
Rameses Ilird (No. 3) a small tomb was discovered in 1905,
which was approached by a flight of steps and a sloping passage.
It was found to contain the bodies of Yuaa and Tuau, the parents

Queen Thiy, the consort of Amenhotep Ilird (B.C. 141 1-1375).
With them was a number of interesting antiquities, now exhibited
The tomb itself is uninin the Cairo Museum (the Davis room).
scribed and is of no particular interest.
of

NO. 47.

The tomb
(B.C.

12

tombs

1

THE TOMB OF SEPTAH

of King Akh-en-ra-setep-en-ra Mer-en-ptah-Septah
lies on the left of the path which leads up to

5-1209)

14

and

15.

Septah was the Pharaoh who was married

to

riii:

Queen
(No.

I'o.Miis

Taiiseil (No.

His

()!•

ki\c;s

rill.

14) previous to her
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marriage

to

Scly llud

are seen beside those of tiie queen in the
tomb. Soon after the burial had taken place,
aj,'ents, perhajis of Sety Ilnd, entered the tomb and erased the
name of tlie I'haraoh wherever they found it. Later, the priests
who were transporting the royal mummies to a place of safety
entered the sepulclire and carried the body of the king to the tomb
first

15).

fijfures

corridors of

lier

Amenhotep Unci, where it was found in recent times. They, or
some other well-wishers, restored the erased cartouches of the king.
The inner cliambers collapsed at some time or other and the first
of

;

corridors alone remain at the present day.
On the right and left as we enter the figure of the goddess of
Truth (Maat) is seen with wings outstretched. On our left there
is

a fine representation of Septah addressing Harmachis
and
this is the usual representation of the sun passing between
;

beyond

Near the bottom of the accessible portions of
the tomb, on the left, there is a scene showing the
of the
king, or of Osiris, tended by Isis, Nephthys, and the jackal-headed
the two horizons.

mummy

Anubis, while above and below are the jackals of the Necropolis,
seated upon the gates of the underworld.
The ceiling, which,
though much damaged, is very fine, should be observed.

NO. 48.

THE TOMH OF THE

VIZIK

AMENE.MAPT

This small undecorated tomb contained the well-preserved body
Amenemapt, who lived during the WTIIlh dynasty.

of the \'izir

NOS. 49

TO

54.

UNINSCRIRED TOMB.S

These small tombs have been discovered during the last few
years, but they were mostly empty.
One tomb contained the
mummies of monkeys and a clog, perhaps the pets of ."Xmenholep
Ilnd, near whose tomb they were found.
They are of no interest
to the visitor.

NO. 55.

THE TOMB OF QUEEN THIV

This tomb is situated just to the south of that of Rameses Xth
(No. 6). It seems to have been made for Queen Thiy, the wife of

Amenhotep

Illrd([;.c. 1411-1375)

body was removed from

it

to

;

but

make room

would appear that her
"
for that of the " heretic

it
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King Akhnaton which had been brought back to Thebes from
The latter body was
Tell el Amarna, probably by Tutankhamen.
found in the tomb when it was opened in 1907, but some of Queen
Thiy's funeral furniture still remained there. The tomb is not inscribed, and now that the antiquities have been removed, it is not
of

much

interest.

NO. 56.

AN UNINSCRIBED TOMB

This tomb, situated just to the north of No. 57 and almost
4, is not inscribed, and there is no clue as to whom
was made for originally. In it was found the jewelleiy of Queen
Tausert(No. 14), which had perhaps been placed here by Setnekht,

opposite No.
it

who usurped

her tomb.

NO.

57.

THE TOMB OF HOREMHEB

At the time of writing (1908-9) this tomb has not been opened
It was discovered recently
and as the publication
of the discovery has not yet been made, an account of it would be
premature. .'\ long series of passages and steps lead down to a
well, on the opposite side of which there is a pillared hall, and
beyond it a further passage leads down to the burial-hall, where
Some excellent paintings adorn the
stands the sarcophagus.

to the public.

walls.

;

CHAPTER

IX

THE MORTUARY TEMTLES OK THE KINGS OF
DYNASTIES Will. TO

TN
'•

XX.

the last chapter the visitor has been introduced to the Valley
Tombs of the Kings, in which lie the sepulchres of the

of the

and it has been pointed
Pharaohs of Dynasties X\TII. to XX.
tiie mortuary temples of these sovereigns were erected at
It is now
the edge of the desert some distance from their tombs.
necessary to describe this line of temples, which runs the whole
length of the necropolis on the border-line of the fields. The
mortuary temples now known are the following
;

out that

:

Amenhotep 1st
Thothmes 1st
Thothmes Ilnd
Thothmes Ilird
Amenhotep Ilnd
Thothmes IVth
Amenhotep II Ird

whose tomb

is

(p. 243),

„

„

„

(p. 243),

„

,,

„

(p. 255),

„

„

„

(p. 255),

„

„

„

(p. 249),

„

„

„

(p. 245),

,,

„

„

(p. 256),

„

„

„

Rameses Ilnd

(p. 249),

,.

•.

Merenptah

(p. 248),

,.

,,

„
„

Septah
Tausert

(p. 255),

„

„

„

(p. 249),

„

„

„

KamesesIIIrd

(p. 229).

..

„

„

Sety

1st

Besides these there
at

(p. 243),

Der

el

is

No. 39

the mortuary temple of

(p.
(P-

Queen Hatshepsut

Bahri, which will be described in the next chapter;

and

there are also the minor temples of other queens, which will be

We

may describe these temples
noted in the present chapter.
the order of their situation from south to north.

in
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From Luxor one

rides along the path which passes the colossi,
and one turns sharply to the left immediately after reaching the
rest-house of the Department of Antiquities, which stands amidst

the trees at the edge of the cultivated land. The road, which is
clearly marked by stones, then leads southwards, turning presently to the left, and later to the right again around the front

Here on certain days there are a few natives to be
found who have small antiquities for sale. The visitor will do well
to note that legal vendors should have upon their arm a brass
badge with their licence number upon it, by which they can be

of the ruins.

identified should they give trouble.
1

he history

of Medinet

^* "

at Medinet Habu are entirely mortuary in charand form the southernmost group in the long line of royal
funeral temples which runs the whole length of the necropolis.
The history of the ruins upon this site dates back to the reign of
Amenhotep 1st (B.C. 1557). The tomb of that king (No. 39, above
the Valley of the Kings) lies to the north-west of Medinet Habu,
upon the hills above Der el Medineh, and, judging by the custom
obtaining during subsequent generations, the royal mortuary
chapel would be situated on the edge of the cultivation more
Now the small temple of Dynasty
or less opposite the tomb.
XVIII. inside the enclosure of Medinet Habu, is to be dated to
the reign of Amenhotep 1st, that king's name having been found
there, and it is therefore very probable that that building was his
mortuary temple. It may, in fact, be the "temple of Amenhotep
of the garden," referred to in the Abbot papyrus in connection
It was usurped by Thothmes 1st,
with the tomb of Amenhotep 1st.
the next king, who probably used it as a moi tuary temple for himThe following sovereigns, Thothmes llnd, Hatshepsut, and
self.
and Thothmes Ilird, added to the buildings, but Hatshepsut and

The temples

acter,

Thothmes Ilird made other mortuary temples for themselves, the
former at Der el Bahri, and the latter to the south of the
Ramesseimi. The buildings were further restored by later kings,
and Rameses Ilnd, who buried

his wife Nefertari in the valley

immediately west of this site (p. 281), built what appears to be a
Rameses Ilird (B.C. 1198little mortuary chapel for her here.
1 167) some generations later built the great temple here as a place
of worship for his soul, thus carrying on the mortuary traditions ot
It is thought that his palace was situated just to the
the site.
south of the temple, but this is not certain, though, as the palace
of Amenhotep Ilird is situated not far away, it is quite probable.
The kings of the Ethiopian Dynasty XX\'. added to the temple

Mokii

.\k\

oi

ri.Mri.i;^

riii.

kincs
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dynasty (Ainenartas and
her successors) erected mortuary shrines near b\
Later I'haraohs
of Amenhotc|)

qucciis of

ImI, ;uui llu-

lliis

.

built here, or inscrihetl

tlu'ir

times one of thf courts of

and a town

tlic

names

u|)on

tlu;

walls.

In Cliristian

temple was >onvcrted into a

churr.li,

upon the ruins of the priests' houses
of earlier days. The place was called in dynastic times 1 /lainu,
and in Coptic days this name had become 'Ijcnic, or Pkastron it
TJ^ine, "The Castle of TjC-mc."
When the Christians were persecuted by the Arabs the town fell into ruins, and so remained.
The origin of the modern name " Habu" is not known.
At Medinet Habu there are three distinct temples anil a
pavilion.
At the present time, when riding^ to Medinet Habu from
the north, one skirts the enclosing^ wall, passes a walled-in pylon
and j^ateway, and enters the enclosure throuj^h the jxavilion of
Rameses Illrd. One then sees straight ahead the },'reat pylons
L;rew

up around

it

of the large temple of the same Pharaoh.
On the right there is
the temple of Amcnhotep Tst, enlarged by the l^tolemies, who

added

On

to

the

it

left

the pylons which have been seen from the roadway.
is

the small temple of Amenartas.

The

ruins will,

therefore, be described in four sections
1.

2.

3.

4.

The
The
The
The

Mortuary
Mortuary
Mortuary
Mortuary

Rameses Illrd.
Temple of Rameses Illrd.
Temple of Amenhotep 1st.
Temple of Amenartas.
Pavilion of

THE MORTUARY P.WILION OF R.AMESES
MEDINET HAIJU

llird

AT

•

Raineses Illrd lived at a lime when there was considerable
Kgypt and .\sia, and there were many .-Xsiatics
attached to the court.
It was only natural, therefore, that the
Egyptian architects should be influenced by their ideas, and
should sometimes erect buildings which resembled those of Syria.
The pavilion of Rameses Illrd, which we now approach, is built
in the style of the Syrian citadels, which we see so often re])resented in the war scenes upon temple walls in Egypt. The main
building consists of two crenellated towers, which rise above a
gateway, and contain several apartments. There is an enclosed
intercourse between

courtyard in front of this, at the entrance of which, on either side,
is a guard-room.
Passing between tliese two rooms or iodgt s, one sees on the left
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The

walls,

(south-east wall of the Pavilion) a scene (i) showing the king slaying his enemies, the Nubians and Libyans, in the presence of

Amen-Ra, the state god of Thebes. On the right (2) he performs
the same ceremony before Harmachis, the sun-god of Heliopolis,
the enemies here being the Hittites, Amorites, Thakari, Sardinians,
Passing in between the
Sicilians, Tyrrhenians, and Philistines.

two high walls of the Pavilion, one sees on the left (3) and right (4)
a representation of the king leading prisoners into the presence of
Amen-Ra, to become slaves in the temple. A seated granite
This
figure of the goddess Sekhmet is now seen on either side.
goddess was said to have been the agent of the sun-god in the
massacre of mankind which had occurred in the young days of the
world and it is probable that her presence here was intended to
;

be a further indication of the warlike character of the building.
On the walls behind these two statues the king is seen (on the left)
Safkhet, the goddess who
before Thoth, the god of wisdom
records the great historical events.; Ptah, the Memphite Vulcan
and Sekhmet and (on the right) before Tum, one of the forms
of the sun god of Heliopolis, originally connected with Aton or
Adonis, the great Syrian deity Anhur, the ancient god of This,
;

;

;

;

the early capital of Dynasty

I.

;

and other gods.

In the door-

seen bringing prisoners to
Amen-Ra and on the right (6) he smites down his enemies,
On the
while a symbolical lion attacks them with tooth and claw.
west face of the Pavilion (7 and 8) the king is seen presenting his

way

on the

itself,

left (5),

the king

is

;

.

The upper
chamber.s.

captives to the gods of Egypt.
Thus we see that the Pavilion

forms a kind of triumphal
entrance to the temple, and to the palace at the south of the
temple, and was built in order to perpetuate for his soul's delight.
Its martial character,
the victories won upon earth by the king.
as we have seen, is indicated by its similarity in construction to
the forts and citadels of Asia by the reliefs upon its walls, and
The scenes upon the rooms
by the two figures of Sekhmet.
inside the Pavilion, however, are of a very different character, and
are intended to represent the pleasures of home comforts to which
;

life, and to which his soul in the
We ascend the steps on the south
underworld would return.
side of the tower, and presently reach a chamber, the roof of
which is destroyed, thus exposing the room above. It is on the
walls of this upper chamber that one sees the famous harem
On the west
scenes, so often mentioned in Egyptological works.
wall the king, seated, catches hold of the arm of one of his ladies.

the victorious king returned in

^a

Vm'i'iii««/l«-A\l'lii<M

/q-Q-

^-T5—0-'^
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Court

First
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St;in.l

AN1>

3

•

•

• •
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and strokes her chin with his finger. On the south wall other women
play tambourines to amuse him. The scenes on the other walls
are somewhat similar, but all are in bad preservation.
Women
are seen with flowers in their hands, while others wave fans to and
fro
and it soon becomes apparent that behind the stiff con;

ventionalities of the artist a scene of Oriental palace

traced as profligate

as

it

is

luxurious.

life

is

to

be

These were the scenes

which Rameses Illrdwished to perpetuate for the benefit of his
and these were the rooms where that soul would lodge until
born again in human form.
Looking eastwards out of the
windows of the chamber, the royal soul would see the sunrise,
thought to be so essential to happiness in the underworld, and
the city of Thebes would be in full view.
He would look to
right and left on the scenes of his triumphs carved upon the walls
of the Pavilion, and the nations whom he had conquered would,
for him, remain conquered as long as figures of the captives were
preserved upon these stones. The visitor looking from this window
will notice some curious brackets projecting from the walls, carved
in the form of the heads and shoulders of foreign captives, who
appear to be lying on their faces pinned down by the weight of
the masonry above.
Over each of these brackets (which have no
architectural use) there is an open space or recess in the wall
where a stone has been inserted after the completion of the building.
It is possible that slain foreign captives were really placed
here above their images, and were built into the wall, for the
custom of thus burying human beings in or under a building is
soul

;

not uncommon as a foundation ceremony in other countries.
Their souls would thus remain for ever the slaves of the king's
soul
and when he was tired of the amusements of the harem
within, he had but to look out of the window to feast his eyes upon
these wretched representatives of the nations he had conquered.
;

THE GREAT MORTUARY TEMPLE OF RAMESES
AT MEDINET HABU
riie

Pvlons,

llird

From the Pavilion one passes across an open court to the main
temple which stands before one, its great pylons rising to an
impressive height. Originally four masts of wood clamped with
shining copper stood in front of the pylons, and at their tops long
streamers of coloured linen fluttered. The recesses in which
these masts stood may be seen let into the masonry of the pylons,
two on either side of the gateway. The usual scenes are sculptured

MORILAKN
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upon the face of the two pylons, sliouinjj; the kinj^ slaying his
between the two
enemies before Amen-Ra and Harniachis.
recesses for the masts, at the foot of the right pylon (39), there is
a scene showing the king smiting two captives in the presence of
Amen-Ra; and beneath this there is an inscription which tells us
in bombastic language how Rameses Ilird overthrew the Libyans
in

the eleventh year of

been "

like a

liis

plundering

reign.

Here the king

lion, terrifying

is

said to have

the goats," and again he

"like a mountain of
is said to have fallen upon the Libyans
granite " so that " their blood was like a flood, and their bodies were
crushed on the spot." Below this the gods Ptah and Thoth are

seen inscribing the kings name on a leaf of the sacred tree, while
the king himself kneels before Amen.
We now enter the First Court 0/ the temple, which is peculiar
in that the galleries to left and right have their roof supported on
the one side by columns with calyx capitals,

by square

pillars against

and on the other side

The

which Osirian figures stand.

has thus a somewhat unbalanced appearance, but

it

is

court
never-

Osirian figures have been much damaged
otherwise the court is in good preservaTurning to the left as we enter, we see on the face of the
tion.
left or south pylon (i) a great battle picture, representing the
The king
defeat of the Libyans in the eleventh year of the reign.
theless impressive.

The

in Christian times, but

charges into the midst of the enemy, who are
and it is said that he pursued them
Being Libyans they are reprefor " sixty miles of butchery."
sented as having beards, long hair, and the heavy sidelock. Other
Egyptian chariots charge w ith the king, and in the lowest row we
see Egyptian infantry, assisted by Sardinians (in horned helmets)
and Philistines (in feathered head-dresses), who acted as Egyptian
mercenaries. At the end of this wall, behind the corner pillar (2),
the king is seen walking with fan bearers wafting their long fans
On the south wall there are several
before and behind him.
apertures which seem to have given access to this court from the
royal palace, which probably stood amidst gardens at the south of
This fact seems to explain the presence of the
the temple.
columns only on this side of the court they, formed a kind of
portico in front of the entrance to the palace, and it was from
this portico that one was supposed to look across at the
Osirian figures on the opposite side of the court.
The main
in

his chariot

scattered or slain before him,

:

entrance was on the east side, but the royal entrance was on
south side. On this wall there are several scenes of interest.

this

The
'
*

^^

^^^^^
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First (3)
his pet

we see the king
hon running by

behind him, while

in his chariot returning

his side.

soldiers, nobles,

him.

Beyond a doorway

Under

his feet are the

from the wars,

Fan bearers walk before and
and priests are grouped around

(4) the king is seen slaying Asiatics.
heads of four foreigners sculptured in the
round, forming a kind of bracket such as we have noticed in the

Below

Pavilion.

this

we

see soldiers at their sports in the pre-

sence of the royal princes. First two men fight with singlesticks,
and it will be observed that they wear a shield on the arm. Then
two Egyptians are seen wrestling. Next a negro wrestles with an
Egyptian and farther on we see that the Egyptian (coloured
red) has thrown the negro, and holds up his hands in appeal to
There is here a window, at the opposite side of
the umpire.
;

which (5) the king again slays Asiatic prisoners, standing upon a
bracket formed of three sculptured heads representing foreign
Below this the sports are continued. First, an Egyptian
types.
who has thrown his negro adversary appeals to the umpire.
Second, an Egyptian wrestler bodily lifts an Asiatic slave who has
Next, two men wrestle, and one
to fight with him.
catches the other's leg to throw him. Then an Egyptian wrestler
Next, two men fence with singleflings an Asiatic over his head.
sticks, their forehead, chin, and knuckles being protected by pads.
Lastly, the victorious fencer raises his hands in appeal to the

been made

umpire, and his opponent staggers off with his hand to his face, as
though his nose were bleeding. Prince Rameses, the king's son,
who was a military commander, watches the sports with his suite.

Farther along the wall (6) the king, accompanied by his nobles,
inspects his horses which are held by the grooms, one of whom
blows a call upon his trumpet. On the west wall, left side (7), the
king is seen presenting to Amen-Ra and Mut three rows of capIn the top row the prisoners are probably Sagalassians of
those in the second row are the Danaans and those in
The Philistines occupied the sea-coast
the third row Philistines.
towns of Palestine, and while some of their communities, as we
have seen, fought as mercenaries for the Egyptians, others leagued
tives.

Pisidia

;

;

themselves with the Pharaoh's enemies, as is here indicated. On
the opposite wall (8) there is a long inscription giving an account
Here
of the king's war in Syria in the eighth year of his reign.
he had to meet and scatter a league of Greek and Asiatic nations
who were threatening Egypt from this direction. The great
battle

victory

on the coast of Palestine
is

triumphantly recorded.

is

described, and the Egyptian
the north wall, behind the
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Osirian pillars

the king

seen presenting to Amen-Ra, Mut,
two rows of prisoners ; and the
inscription records the king's speech to the gods/in which he says,

and Khonsu

(9),

(the

Theban

is

trinity),

with reference to the captives

:

"

I

carried off their people, all

their possessions, all the splendid precious stones of their country,

they are placed before thee, O Lord of Gods. ... I have carried
the males thereof to fill thy storehouse, their women
to be the servants of thy temple."
Farther along (10) the king,
in his chariot, drives before him Libyan, Syrian, and Philistine

them away

captives.

behind.

:

His pet

Next

lion trots

(11) the king

by his

side,

and fan-bearers walk

seen attacking an Amorite city.
He has alighted from his chariot which has been left in charge
of the grooms, and standing upon the corpses of his fallen enemies
he shoots his arrows at the defenders of the fortress.
The
Egyptian attack is led by Sardinian mercenaries who carry round
shields, and wear horned helmets.
Scaling ladders have been
placed against the walls of the city, and the attacking party has
already gained a footing on them. Farther along, beyond a doorway (12), the king is seen standing on the balcony of his palace,
his arm resting upon the cushioned balustrade, while fan-bearers
stand behind him, and officers and priests are in attendance.
The king addresses the nobles who bring to him the Asiatic
captives which they have taken, and they reply in the usual
laudatory manner. On the adjoining wall, or pylon (13), the king
is again seen on his balcony receiving the officials who bring the

hands of the

is

Libyans which had been cut off on the battleLibyan war as a means of counting the dead.
Prisoners are also brought before him.
A sloping causeway now
leads the visitor to the granite doorway, through which one passes
into the Second Court.
Thesecond
This court has a galleiy on each of its four sides, the roof of
court.
which is supported by five columns on the north side, five columns
on the south, eight square pillars with Osirian figures before them
on the east, and eight on the west. Behind these pillars on the
fields

of

slain

the

west side there are eight columns, for the gallery is here deep.
One of the columns on the north side has been pulled down in
Christian times to make room for the altar of the church into
which the court was then converted. The Christians destroyed
the Osirian figures, and covered the ancient reliefs with plaster.
They then closed the court in, supporting the roof with columns
which may now be seen on the south side of the temple. Turning
to the left the visitor will find some scenes of interest upon the

MORTUARV TEMPLES
walls.
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(14) leads Asiatic prisoners to Aincn-Ra and
kinj; (15) in liis chariot dri\cs prisoners licfore liim,
kiii}^

while fan-bearers walk behind, and below him his bodyguard of
Egyptian and Philistine soldiers are seen.
Next (16) the king in

arrows at a horde of flying enemies, many of
have been slain. The colour on this scene is partly preserved, and one may notice the elaborate blue robes of the
foreigners.
Philistines, distinguished by their feathered caps, are
High up above this
here again seen assisting the Egyptians.
scene the king is shown walking towards the temple doorway
his chariot shoots

whom

with the four standards of the four primitive tribes of Egypt before
him.
On the adjoining wall (17) lie is seen in his chariot, the
horses of which are held by grooms, turning round to inspect the
heaps of hands, cut off from the slain, which are brought in by
The number of hands
the soldiers together with some prisoners.
On the right-hand side of the entrance
is recorded by scribes.
and coming towards
(18) Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu are seen
them hand in hand (19) there are three hawk-headed figures
representing the spirits of Hieraconpolis (the first capital of
Upper Egypt), the goddess Nekheb, lady of that city, the king,
the goddess Uazet, lady of Buto (ilie first capital of Lower
Egypt), and three jackal-headed figures representing the spirits of
that city.
The corner of the court here has been screened off, in
order to form a little chapel in which offerings might be made.
Upon the adjoining wall {20) the king is seen purified by Thoth
and Horus of Edfu as an openings ceremony at a religious festival
in which he took part and which is represented upon this north
wall.
We see him (21) walking behind a sacred boat which is
carried on the shoulders of the priests to meet (22) the great barque
of Amen-Ra, which is also carried on the shoulders of the priests.
High above this we see a representation of the festival of the god
Min. The statue of the god is shown borne on a structure covered
with a great canopy, almost hiding the priests who are carrying
it.
On the lower part of the wall the barque of Amen-Ra is now
placed in its shrine, and the king (23) makes offerings to it.
Above this we see the king at the festival of Min carried upon his
portable throne by soldiers whose heads are decked with feathers
Returning to the middle of the
while courtiers walk behind.
court we now ascend a slope to the gallery which passes along its
west end. On either side of this slope there is the pedestal of a
The reliefs on the
great colossal statue now totally destroyed.
west wall of the gallery show the king in the presence of the
;
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gods, and along the lower row there are figures of his sons and

daughters.

The

great
^

"^

Hall°^

We now enter the Hypostyle Hall, which is far more ruined
than the two preceding courts. The Christian village was built
over this hall, and as much of the twenty-four columns as showed
Thus only
above the then level of the ground was destroyed.
The scenes upon the walls show
their lower part now remains.
the king in the presence of various gods, but they are not of much
On the left or south side (24) he is seen with bow in
interest.
hand leading behind him a number of captives. At the same
time he presents some beautiful Asiatic vases to Amen-Ra, Mut,
and Khonsu. On either side of the hall there are several small
Chapel A is
chapels, dedicated to the worship of particular gods.
Here we
dedicated to the worship of the deified Rameses lllrd.
see princes and princesses (his sons and daughters) bringing
offerings to him and to his queen who stands behind him.
Chapel
B is dedicated to Ptah, the Memphite Vulcan C to Osiris and
D to Ptah again. Here there is a headless statue of that god
sculptured in alabaster. Chapel E is dedicated to Amen-Ra, and
upon the right wall (25) the bringing in and slaughtering of fatted
bulls for sacrifices should be noticed.
Along the middle aisle we now pass into the first small Hypo^'^y^^ Hall, the roof of which was supported by eight columns.
Through a doorway on the left (26) one passes into a series of six
small chambers, where certain mysteries connected with the king's
Passing through the first
life in the underworld were performed.
of these chambers, one enters a two-columned room, which leads
into a chamber in which there is a stone bench passing around
From this room
the wall, upon which offerings might be placed.
two chambers lead. On the right one enters an arched chapel
dedicated to Osiris. On the left one passes into a chamber, on
;

The

first

HvDostvle
.Hall.

;

Here
the right wall of which (27) are some interesting scenes.
the king in the underworld is seen ploughing and reaping the
fields.
The canals and pools of Paradise are shown, and the
figures of the

water.

On

gods of the underworld are seen seated beside the

the opposite wall the king addresses Osiris, before

whom

are the four genii

From

this

who serve him rising from a lotus-flower.
chamber one passes into the final room, where a number
of sacred emblems and sacred cattle are seen.
The second
Returning, one enters the second small Hypostyle Hall. On the
right of the aisle there is a sculptured red granite group repre!y^
senting the king seated with the ibis-headed Thoth and on the
Hall, &c.
:
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shows him seated wit'i ihe >,foddess
The kini; was thus shown to be llie male of Wisdom and
The remaininj^ ehapels and chambers have little ol

boniewhal similar

interest to

show

to the

},'n)up

ordinary

visitor.

The scenes upon the exterior of the temple are of onsiderable
interest.
The visitor should return throu{,di the Second and First
(

Tiik
'^^tkkiok

left or north upon leaving the temple.
back of the pylon he will find upon its west ^jn
face (28) at the top a scene showing Rameses in his chariot
attacking two Hittite cities, on the walls of which the defenders
are seen.
Some fall from the battlements, and many lie slain
around. Below this there is a scene from the Libyan war. The
Egyptian archers and light infantry attack the enemy, numbers of
whom are slain. Rameses has alighted from his chariot and binds
two Libyans. The inscription here speaks of the king as being
" like Baal in his hour of wrath, raging like a hawk amongst the

Courts, turning to the

Walking round

to the

sparrows." On the adjoining wall (29), at the top, there are five
scenes from the Amorite war. The king in his chariot attacks a
city of the enemy.
Before him Egyptian archers and .Sardinian
infantry make the assault, and eticct a footing upon the walls,
where an Egyptian trumpeter blows a triumphant call. Next, the
king, having left his chariot, attacks the fortress.
Then, standing
alone, he receives three lines of prisoners, who are to be placed as
slaves in the temple of Amen-Ra.
Then, riding in his chariot,
with his lion trotting beside him, he drives two lines of prisoners
Next, the king leads two lines of captives, and prebefore him.
sents them, together with a number of fine vases, to Amen and
Khonsu. Below these five scenes from the Amorite war there
are five others from the Libyan war of the eleventh year of his
reign.
First, Rameses is seen charging the Libyans in his chariot.
The Egyptians are supported by archers who shoot their arrows
from the walls of two Egyptian fortresses near by. Then we see
Then,
the king dragging captives by the hair towards him.
accompanied by two sunshade-bearers and an officer, he inspects
three lines of captives, and says to the officer, " Say to the van-

quished chief of the Libyans, 'See how thy name is obliterated
Next, Rameses, driving in his chariot, with
for ever and ever.'"
two lines of Libyan captives before him, approaches a group of
Then he leads two lines of captives to Amen and Mut.
priests.
We now pass the projection made by the second pylon, and come
"
to seven scenes relating to the war with the " Peoples of the Sea
in the eighth vear of the king's reign.
As these scenes run froni^
16

,
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west to east, they should be seen in that order.
First (34) the
king is seen standing on a balcony, fan-bearers being behind him.
He reviews the recruits levied for the coming war, and distributes
arms to them. Next, the king in his chariot sets out for the war,

accompanied by Egyptian and Sardinian

infantry.

Then Rameses

(33) is seen charging into the enemies' ranks.
to consist mostly of Philistines, distinguished

The

west

and south
"
w'nlls."

These are seen
by their feather
head-dresses.
The two-wheeled ox-carts in which are the enemies'
families are seen to be waiting near the scene of the battle.
Next
(32) there is the representation of a great sea battle between the
Egyptians on the one hand and the Sardinians and Philistines on
the other.
From the shore the king and the Egyptian archers
pour volleys of arrows into the enemy's fleet. Then (31) the kingis seen standing in the balcony once more to receive the Philistine
prisoners.
Next (30) the king is seen bringing prisoners to present
them to Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu. Finally we see Amen
presenting the sword of victory to the king who brings three rows
of captives to his shrine.
The rest of the wall has upon it three
scenes from the first Libyan war, but they are somewhat damaged
and ai'e not of great interest.
The back or west wall has upon it no scenes of much interest,
At its south end (35) there are scenes efrom the Negro wars, but
they are much damaged. We now pass round the corner to the
south side of the temple.
Here there are long lists inscribed
relating to the temple supplies
and the king is seen in the
presence of the g^ods. Outside the Second Court of the temple (36)
there are the remains of the Coptic church, thrown out from inside
Not far from this, amongst the
the temple in modern times.
mounds of rubbish, a passage was recently found descending into
The stone walls of the
the earth, and leading to the temple well.
passage are inscribed with the names of Rameses Hlrd, and with
;

Farther along (37) there is a stairway
figures of the water-gods.
On the
leading up to a window overlooking the First Court.
sides of this the king is seen slaying a Negro and an Asiatic
The visitor will now see before him on the west side of
prisoner.
the projecting pylon (38) a magnificent hunting scene. The king
in his chariot spears wild bulls who run towards a reed-covered
swamp. The bulls are splendidly drawn, and the scene is perhaps

examples of Egyptian animal portraiture in
have been killed, and one falls wounded at
the edge of the lake, disturbing the duck and the fish in the water.
one of the

existence.

finest

Two

bulls

MOR'i'r.\K\' 'n:Mi'i,i:s
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liunling antelopes antl w ild asses.

Tlie visitor now finds himself back once more in the court at
front of the temple, and he may now wish to visit tlie Temple
of Anu-nliott'p 1st wliich stands to the north of the I'avilion.
tiie

THK MORTUARY TEMPLK OF AMKNHOTFP
THOTHMF.S 1st AT MKDINKT IIAIiU

1st

AND

The First Court, Vestibule, and Pylons of this temple are of The later
A large number of blocks from :"W'i"'"s.
Ptolemaic and Roman date.
earlier temples have been used in their construction, and the
IWil if the visitor will enter the
work is in places very rough.
First Court, and will look back at the Pylons and Ciateway, he will
be duly impressed by the beauty and elegance of the building.
The front gate of this First Court, now walled up, bears the
cartouches

emperor

Antoninus Pius (a.d. 138-161), and the same
up two rows of eight columns here, only two of

of

set

which are now complete. A large red-granite
Thothmes Ilird is here to be seen. The First
names of Ptolemy Lathyros (n.C. ri7-io6) and
We now pass between the pylons
(li.c. 80-52).

funerary stele of
Pylons bear the

Ptolemy Auleles
and approach a
small hyp;ethral court and pylons which were erected by .Shabaka
The sides are formed
(B.C. 712-700) and Taharka (n.c. 688-663).
by four columns to right and four to left, joined by screen walls.
Neklunebef (^i:.C. 361-343) here imposed his name over those of
and the names of Ptolemy Lathyros are
the original builders
On the front wall, left side (i), Nekhtnebef is seen
also seen.
;

slaying foreign prisoners as his greater ancestor Rameses llird
now pass on through a small
had done in the main temple.
doorway upon which are the names of Ptolemy Lathyros and of
Taharka, and so enter the Second Court, on either side of which

We

This court appears to have been
stood a row of nine columns.
built during the reign of Thothmes Ilird (B.C. 1 501-1447) and to
have formed an integral part of the original temple. To the right
there is a gateway upon which is the name of Pedeamenapt,a noble
of the XX\' I th dynasty whose tomb is described on p. 73. On its west
1

wall,

which

is

the front wall of the

main

building, there are inscrip-

Thothmes Ilird, Horemheb (e.C 135°-' 3 '5^'
Sety 1st (B.C. I3I3-I292), Rameses Illrd, and J'ainezem 1st. The
latter king has left an inscription saying that he found the temple

tions of the time of
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and restored it, and he gives the
Splendid Throne of Amen-Ra."

in ruins

"The
The

origi-

nal temple,

We

now

name

of the temple as

enter the main temple, and find ourselves in a j^allery
This part of the building was begun

surrounding a sanctuary.

and continued by Thothmes 1st,
Thothmes Illrd. It was, doubtless, intended to be the mortuary temple of Amenhotep 1st, but
was usurped by his successor Thothmes 1st, as has been pointed
Upon the doorway of the
out in the introduction to this chapter.

by Amenhotep

Thothmes

sanctuary there

Merenptah

1st (B.C.

1557),

Ilnd, Hatshepsut, and

is

an inscription dated in the second year of
king had given orders to

(B.C. 1223) stating that that

the Chief Ritual Priest to restore the temple.
side of the sanctuary

doorway

(2)

On

the right-hand

King Thothmes Ilird

is

seen

from Amen-Ra. Entering the sanctuary one observes
on the walls the original reliefs of Thothmes Ilird to which
Sety 1st has added. On the left (3) AmenT^a writes upon the
leaves of the sacred tree, and Thothmes Ilird is led towards him
Above this he dances before Amen-Ra.
by Tum and Hathor.
Outside the sanctuary on the north side (4) there are some muchdamaged reliefs relating to the foundation ceremonies. The king
is seen breaking the ground with a hoe, kneeling to fashion the
These foundation ceremonies will be seen
first brick, and so on.
In the
to better advantage at Dendereh (p. 36) and Edfu (p. 338).
inner chambers behind the sanctuary the king is seen in the
presence of various gods: (5) he is kissed by Amen-Ra. Additions
were made to this main part of the temple by Hakar (B.C. 400)
and by Ptolemy Physkon (B.C. 171-130).
About thirty yards to the north of this temple there is an open
tank in the ground, the sides of which are constructed of masonry.
This seems to have been the site of the performance of that part of
the funeral ceremonies which were concerned with the launching
of the mortuary barque upon the waters. It may also have served
for the irrigation of the garden which seems to have been laid out
around it. There is also a smaller tank in the neighbourhood
connected with the temple by an underground passage. From
this tank the water for the temple seems to have been brought,
just as that for the temple of Rameses Ilird was brought from the
To the west of these
well on the south side, mentioned above.
tanks there is a small brick chapel which contains fragments of
statues of Rameses Ilnd and his wife Nefertari, and may perhaps
be the funeral shrine of Nefertari, who was buried in the \'alley
There are also some
of the Queens, just to the west of this place.
receiving

life

MORTUARN

IM'.MPl.l'-S

Ol'
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to be seen here, and oliici objects found in the
The masonry and brick walls which surround
the enclosure were probably built by Kameses llird; but the
cartouches of Kaniescs \'tli have been inscribed upon the stonework.
Cliristian

columns

neij^hbourhood.

IHK MOKTl'ARV TKMPI.K OK AMKNAKIAS AT

MEDINKT HABU
This

little

temple, which

is

distinctly called a AV^-chapcl in the

inscriptions, stands just to the south of the

main pathway from the

Pavilion to the great temple.
Persons entering Medinct
through the Pavilion pass this building upon their left.

Habu
The

Queen Amenartas, the daughter of
Piankhy II nd, who reigned about H.C.
Upon the right and left sides of the doorway the queen
700.
is seen in the presence of Amen-Ra and Mut.
We pass into a
four-columned hall which stands before the sanctuary.
Facing
us to the left and right the queen is seen performing the usual
foundation ceremonies.
The sanctuary is surrounded by an
ambulatory, upon the walls of which there are many mystical
On the right side of the doorway into the
funeral inscriptions.
sanctuary the queen is seen led forward by Thoth and Anubis,
and below this Prince Piankhy's wife Shcpenapt, the succeeding
builder was the well-known

Kashta, and

wife

of

queen, makes offerings to the queen's

Ka.

On

the

left

side

the queen presents offerings of three bulls to .\nubis, and below
this Queen Shepenapt makes ofterings to Hathor on behalf of

Amenartas. Additions were made to this building (on the west
side) by Queen Neitakert, the grand-daughter of Amenartas.
On
the wall of the first of three additional chambers this queen is

The third
seen receiving the devotions of three ritual-priests.
chamber is dedicated to a queen named Mehtenusekht. In this
chamber there was a crypt, which now lies open.

THE MORTUARY TKMPI.E OF AMEXHOTEP
AND THE COLOSSI
The Mortuary Temple

of

Amenhotep

lllrd

Ilird

(n.c.

1411-1375)

Habu, a stone's-throw from the resthouse of the Department of Antiquities, which stands amidst the
trees at the desert end of the pathway across the fields from
Luxor. The temple is almost totally destroyed, and but a few
lies to

the north of Medinct
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bases of

and fragments of

pillars

now remain

inundation,

stone, flooded each year

main

of the

building.

by the

The two

great

which sit side by side amidst the fields, and which are
perhaps the most famous relics of ancient Thebes, flanked the

colossi

They

front entrance of this temple.
to the

two colossi which

are thus similar, for example,

in front of the

sit

Luxor Temple, or

to

Horemheb colonnade

of that temple (p. 8i).
there were perhaps two pylons of crude brick, as in

those in front of the

Behind them
some of the other mortuary temples of the XVTIIth dynasty; and
behind these again there was perhaps an open court, or two
The pylons and walls,
courts, surrounded with a brick wall.
being of brick, have disappeared, owing to the rise in the level of
the floods of the inundation which now cover the surrounding
fields each year, but which in ancient times did not penetrate nearly
In one of these courts there was a great stone
so far westwards.
stele upon which was an inscription referring to the dedication of
This

the temple.

stele,

now overthrown,

is

still

to

be seen lying

some distance behind the colossi. Behind this again there was
the main temple, which, as has been said, is now entirely ruined.
It was once a rich and gorgeous monument worthy of the great
king

who

built

Magnificent."

it, who has rightly been called "Amenhotep the
The king says of it that he " made it as a monu-

an everlasting building of fine
ment for his father Amen
white sandstone, wrought with gold throughout, its floor adorned
with silver, and all its portals with electrum. ... It is numerous
It is supin royal statues ... of every splendid, costly stone.
plied with a station of the king " (marked, probably, by the fallen
Flagstaves
stela), " wrought with gold and many precious stones.
It resembles the
are set up before it wrought with electrum.
Its storehouse
horizon of heaven when the sun rises therein.
is filled with slaves, with the children of the princes of all the
countries made captive by his majesty." In another inscription the
king says " My majesty filled the temple with monuments, and
with my statues " (probably the colossi are meant). " When they
are seen in their place there is great amazement because of
.

.

.

;

'

'

:

Cireat was all that which I made, of gold, stone,
and every splendid and costly stone, without end." All this has
now gone, and the two great colossi alone remain.
The two colossi represented King Amenhotep Ilird seated upon
their size.

The
colossi.

.

.

.

Beside the legs of the statue there is in each case a
Queen Thiy, his wife, on the right, and of Mutemua,
On the sides of the throne there are
his mother, on the left.

his throne.

small figure of
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the two lands by plaiting togctlier the stems of the lotus-

and

This
papyrus-plants, symbolic of the two divisions of Egypt.
design is often found upon the royal throne, and dates Yr.uk
The colossi are made of sandstone, probalily
to early times.
quarried at (icbel Silsileh (p. 35()). They were both monoliths
originally
but the northern colossus partly fell and was restored
The
with sandstone blocks in the reign of Septimius Severus.
southern ligure measures 52 feet in height, or 65 feet including
the pedestal, or again about 70 feet including the now destroyed
;

Each

crown which probably surmounted the head.
in

length

;

the breadth across the shoulders

middle finger of the hand

The northern

is

4^

is

foot

is

20 feet

;

10^ feet

and the

feet long.

colossus, which, as

it

afterwards partly

fell,

may

have been cracked by the great earthquake of n.c. 27, became
famous in the days of the Roman occupation on account of a
curious noise which came from it in the early mornings. This
noise was first observed by Roman travellers of about the reign of
Nero (a.d. 54-68), and so strange was the sound that the colossus
became the most important monument to be visited in Upper
Egypt. It was perhaps due to the slight expansion of this crack
stone when the rays of the sun fell upon it afier the contracor again the breath of wind
due to the coldness of night
which comes witli the dawn may have whistled through the crack.
A large portion of this colossus seems to have fallen about .\.\). 200,
and the restoration now seen was made soon afterwards by the
Emperor Septimius Severus (.\.D. 193-21 1).'
The two colossi are sometimes called A.v Satini/idf, "the Idols," The

in the

tion

;

1^-11

and early modern travellers state that they are
In C^reek times the
called respectively '/diiia and ^haina.
northern figure was thought to be a statue of Memnon, the son
of Tilhonus or Dedun, a Nubian god, and of Eos, the Dawn. This
Memnon was one of the great heroes of the Trojan war, who was
said to have led an army of Ethiopians to the siege of that city.
by the natives

;

.

»

That the sound was due

y

to a crack in the stone as stated above

seems

The great earthquake of K.c. 27 is known to liave shaken the
Theban monuments very considerably. The sound was first noticed a few
.\ portion of the colossus was restored about .\.i). 200, and
years later.
hence probably fell just before that time. The fact that it fell indicates
probable.

and the fact that the sound was not heard before the
that there were cracks
earthquake, and ceased after the restoration, suggests that a crack produced
the sound.
;

nai

"^y"''^.

colossi.
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The Greeks misread

The vocal
Memnon.

names

of Amenhotep Ilird (who erected
and, knowing that the Trojan hero of
that name came from this part of the world, they identified the
two Memnons, and regarded the colossus as the figure of the
Trojan hero. The sound emitted from it was then said to be the
cry of Memnon to his mother Eos, when she appeared each day as
the dawn above the eastern horizon.
Strabo visited the colossi about B.C. 24, three years after the
earthquake, and states that the upper portions of the northern
He heard a sound issue from the
statue had been shattered.
remaining portion of the figure, but he was not convinced that he
had not been imposed upon by some of the natives.
In the
eleventh year of the reign of Nero, about A.D. 65, a traveller
scratched a record of his visit to the colossus upon its pedestal
and from that time onwards it became customary to write verses
or epigrams upon the pedestal.
Eight governors of Egypt thus
inscribed their names, and several other persons of distinction
recorded the fact of their visit. Hadrian with his wife Sabina
stayed several days (a.d. 130) at the foot of the colossi in order to
hear the sound. The vain court poetess, Balbilla, wrote several
verses here, including one in sixteen very bad hexameters in
honour of Hadrian. Some good lines were written by a certain
Asklepiodotus, in which he refers to the Memnon legend.
Pausanias, Pliny, and Juvenal in their writings refer to the phenomenon. The sound was said to be like a gong or like the blast of
a trumpet, while others describe it as being similar to the singing
of human voices.
It was heard only at or just after sunrise, but
often visitors were disappointed and failed to hear it, in which
It may have been
case they considered that Memnon was angry.
in order to propitiate him, after failing to hear the sound, that
orders were given by the officials of Severus that the figure should

the colossi) as "

the

Memnon

"

;

;

be restored.

THE MORTUARY TEMPLE OF MERENPTAH
The ruins of this temple are situated just to the north of the
above-mentioned temple of Amenhotep Ilird, on the edge of the
Only a few stones and some unsightly heaps of debris now
desert.
remain, and the road from Medinet Habu to the Ramesseum
Originally two pylons stood in front of
passes right across them.
the building, but these have now disappeared.
Beyond them there
was a court which had a colonnade of six pillars on either side.

Mr)R'ii'.\k\' 'n-.MiM,i;s
III

oi'

'nil':

Kixr.s

2.\,)

this court a ^reat sicla stood, taiiioiis to ai'lii|iianans as liavinj,'

upon it a reference to tlie defeat of tlie Israelites l)y Mcrenptali.
A second court can still be traced, and behind this the main body
of the temple stood.
The ruins were excavated by Professor Petrie
in 1896; and it is hoped that the Department of Anti(|uities at
some future date will he able to clear away the debris from them
as has been done at the Ramesseum.

IMK MORTUARY TKMPI,E OF lAl'SKRT

Queen Tausert, the daughter of Merenptah (n.c 1225), caused
her mortuary temple to be placed just to the north of that of her
father.
It is now almost entirely ruined, and is covered with
debris.
It lies within a levelled area which has been cut out of
the rock.
It was e.vcavated by Professor Pctrie in 1896.

THK MORTTAKY TKMPLE OK THOTHME.S

IVth

North of the temple of Tausert and immediately south of the
Ramesseum are the ruins f)f the mortuary temple of Thothmes I\th
(r}.c. 1420-14 1), now too much destroyed to require a visit.
The
temple was enclosed by a stout wall, and had the usual pylons
before it, but these are now destroyed.
The site was excavated
by Professor Petrie in 1896.
A little chapel dedicated to the worship of Uazmes stands
between this temple and the Ramesseum, but it is now almost
1

completely destroyed.

THE RAMESSEUM, OR MORTUARY TEMPLE OK RAMESES

Ilnd

The Ramesseum is situated on the edge of the cultivation south
of Der el Bahri and north of Medinet Habu.
Although largely
destroyed,

it

winter,

is

of great interest,

and

its

beauty as a ruin

The temple should be visited
when the lighting is most effective.

siderable.

in

is

con-

the afternoon

in

The pathway which

leads across the cultivation from the canal to the colossi should
be followed and usually there is a small track across the fields
branching from the pathway and leading directly to the temple.
As has been said before, the tombs of the Pharaohs of the early
part of the New P^mpire were hidden in the X'alley of the Tombs
of the Kings, and the temples at which their souls were worshipped
were placed at the edge of the cultivation.
The temples of
;
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Medinet Habu (p. 234), the temple of Sety 1st (p. 256), and the
other more ruined buildings which are to be found along the whole
length of the necropolis at the border of the cultivated fields are
all mortuary temples at which the souls of the kings buried behind the western clilifs were adored. The Ramesseum, in the same
way, is the mortuary temple of Rameses llnd, whose tomb (No. 7)
is

situated in the Valley of the

Tombs of the Kings (p.
who reigned from

the soul of that famous Pharaoh,

201).

Here

1292 to
Upon the

B.C.

was supposed to come to receive its offerings.
Rameses caused to be sculptured various scenes from his
wars, and especially those illustrating the adventures which befell
him at the battle of Kadesh, when he was forced to make a
desperate charge through the ranks of the enemy. Various gods
are seen upon the walls, especially Amen-Ra, the presiding deity
of Thebes, to whom the temple was dedicated and Rameses is
shown in their company.
Around the back of the temple there are a number of brick
buildings, most of which date from the reign of Rameses Ilnd.
These were used as storehouses and places of residence for the
priests and slaves attached to the temple
and it is thought that
there was a school or seminary here for the priests.
Merenptah
and Rameses Ilird added somewhat to these buildings, but they
seem to have fallen into ruins not long afterwards, though the
temple itself remained in good preservation. They were partially
excavated by Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie in 1895-96, and are
now (1909) being cleared of rubbish.
The earth and debris
removed from the site has been formed into an embankment
which passes around the whole area and, though it may perhaps
1225,

walls

;

;

;

be contended that this gives too tidy an appearance to a ruin
whose chief beauty lies in its picturesque disorder, it should be
remembered on the other hand that any other plan for the disposal
of these tons of rubbish was fraught with difficulties.
In Greek times the temple was called the Memnonium or the
Tomb of Osymandyas (the Greek rendering of one of the names
of Rameses Ilnd), but it is now generally known as the Ramesseum,
Diodorus, the Sicilian
a name given to it by Champollion.
geographer, describes this temple as he saw it about 60 A.D.
It
was then in good preservation, and the great colossal figure of
Rameses, which is now overthrown, was still without "a crack or
a flaw."

At the time of writing the main entrance

for the public is at the

east end of the south side of the temple, while a second entrance

>roR'rr.\R\- Ti'.Mri.r.s
is

situated at

description

it

tlie

will

of

tiii:

kixc.s

.^51

west tml of llic area
but for tlie purpose of this
be supposed that the visitor at first is standinj,'
;

Court, between the ruined pylons which edge the
cultivation and the main ruins of the temple.
Upon the west face
of the two pylons there are some interestin),' scenes from the
battle of Kailesh, which was fought between the Egyptians under
the

in

First

i

Rameses Ind and the Hittites about the year B.C. 1388. Kameses
Ind had marched into Syria to oppose the southern advance of the
Hittites, and the armies came into touch not far from the city of
Kadesh, which stood upon an island in the r)rontcs river.
Rameses
ml, then a youth, hearing that Kadesh had been
evacuated, pushed on with a division of his army and camped to
I

I

1 1

tiic city
but the Hittites in reality had made a great
movement to the east, and managed to push in between
the camp and the remaining Egyptian divisions.
They then
stormed the Egyptian camp, and Rameses only cut his way out

the west of

;

flanking

by desperately charging through the-enemy's ranks in his chariot.
He, and those of his soldiers who thus cut their way out, effected
a juncture with the advancing divisions, and after a pitched battle,
he was left in possession of the tield. Rameses all his life lived
on the reputation of this one wild charge which he had made to
escape from the massacre of his entrapped division and representations of the scene are recorded on the walls of several
temples.
In the glory of this one act of the bravery of despair,
the fact that he and his army were very nearly annihilated is quite
forgotten
but since Rameses almost at once returned from Syria,
bringing little if any booty with him, and made an alliance with
the Hittites (of which both the Hittite and the Egyptian copies
are now known;, it is obvious that his ultimate victory was in no
:

;

way complete.

On

the north pylon, at the extreme north end, there was a
of eighteen towns captured by Rameses in the eighth year of
his reign, only fourteen of which now remain.
Amongst them one
list

Damascus, .\skelon, Beth-.Anath, and Merom.
at the top, the ill-fated Egyptian
camp is seen. A wall of shields has been placed around it, and a
wicker doorway in it is protected by a group of sentries.
Inside
the enclosure animated scenes of camp life are represented. The
horses have been unharnessed from the chariots, and near by are
the baggage-waggons with their teams.
Soldiers are seen talking
together, and some amuse themselves by fencing with one another.
To the right the sudden and unexpected attack of the Hittites is
notices Jerusalem,

In

the

middle of the pylon,

ho

first

court,

-
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shown.

Farther to the right the king is seen seated, while his
generals stand around him.
He is here taking council as to what
course he should adopt. On the south pylon Rameses is seen
escaping from the camp in his chariot, driving the enemy before
him. Behind him his charioteers gallop along but in reality they
no doubt formed up around him, to protect him from injury.
Farther to the right the king is seen grasping his enemies by the
hair and slaying them.
The visitor should now walk across the court to the fallen granite
colossus, which is the largest statue in Egypt.
It was seated at the
left side of the entrance to the Second Court, and, no doubt, a
similar figure was intended to be placed at the right side. Attempts
have been made to quarry away the great figure, as may now
be seen. When complete the statue must have weighed over a
thousand tons. It was 57 or 58 feet in height the length of the
ear is 3^ feet the breadth of the face from ear to ear is 6| feet
the breast from shoulder to shoulder is 2i| feet ; the circumference
of the arm at the elbow is 17^ feet the length of the index finger
is 3^ feet
the breadth of the foot across the toes is 4^ feet
and
the area of the nail upon the middle finger is about 35 square
inches.
When it is remembered that this colossus was made of a
single piece of granite quarried at Aswan, shipped down the Nile
to Thebes, and dragged across the fields to its present position,
the visitor will be able to appreciate something of the stupendous
nature of the work. This is the statue of Osymandyas, of which
Shelley writes in his well-known sonnet
;

The
colossus.

;

;

;

;

;

:

"

I

met a

from an antique land
vast and trunkless legs of stone
the desert.
Near them on the sand,

traveller

Who

said

Stand

in

'

:

Two

Half-sunk, a shattered visage

The

legs, still

lies.

.

.

.'"

standing when these lines were written, are now

also shattered.
Ihe second
court.

We

now ascend

into the Second Court, only a portion of the
which now stands, this being supported by brick
buttresses recently built by the Department of Antiquities.
On
the west side of this wall there was a row of Osirian figures
standing against square pillars, but only four of these now remain.
The north and south sides of the court have almost entirely disappeared but the bases of the double row of columns may be
The west side of the court was formed, as at Medinet Habu,
seen.
by a gallery or terrace, the roof of which was supported by a row

front wall of

;

MORrr.\KV
of Osiris statues

'ii'.Mri.i'.s

and a row

ot"

of thi: kt\(;>

columns, only a

li;\v
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of these nosv

On the west face of tlie front wall of this court tliere
interesting scenes from the above-mentioned battle of
These arc seen to best advantage early in the afternoon,

remaining.
are

some

Kadesh.

To the left the king in his
the sunlight strikes the wall.
chariot charges through the chariots of the enemy in his escape
from the beleaguered camp. Helow him to the right runs the river
when

On the
Orontes, and into it the enemy is driven headlong.
opposite bank the Hittite troops try to rescue some of their
drowning comrades, and the king of Aleppo, one of the vassal
sovereigns of the Hittite power, is turned upside down by his
rescuers in order to relieve him of the water he has swallowed.
Half-way up the wall at the extreme right the city of Kadesh
is

seen standing on a round island in the river Orontes. This
city which Rameses had hoped to capture, but which rein the hands of the Hittites at the close of the war.

was the
mained

Above these

scenes, at the top of the wall, there are represenThese will be seen to better ad-

tations of the festival of Min.

vantage

them

We

at

Medinet Habu, and there

is

no need to describe

here.

across the open court, in which lie fragments of
from the fallen columns, and other debris of the
once imposing temple. The visitor should particularly notice the
colossal head of a black granite statue of Rameses, which is of fine
workmanship. Three flights of steps lead up to the raised terrace
at the west end. where stand the Osiris pillars corresponding to
those which we have seen in front of the above-mentioned scenes
from the battle of Kadesh. On the backs of these pillars the king
To the left, or south, there is
is seen in the presence of the gods.
On the east
a portion of the temple wall which has not fallen.
face of this wall, to the right, the king is seen kneeling before
the seated figures of Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu, while Thoth,
the god of wisdom, records his name in order that it may be
To the left he is led forward into the divine
perpetuated.
presence by Menthu, the Theban war-god, and Tum. In the
bottom row a number of the king's many sons are shown.
We now enter the ruins of the great Hypostyle Hall, whi(-h
originally was entered through three doorways placed at the head
The roof of the
of the three above-mentioned flights of steps.
hall was originally supported upon forty-eight columns. The calyx
capitals of the columns in the middle aisle are well preserved, and
The visitor will not fail to be impressed
are of very graceful form.

now pass

statues, blocks

'Ilu-

Great

||ypostyl''
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by the beauty of the ruins if he will stand in the middle of this hall
and will look westwards through the doorway to the Theban hills
On
or eastward to the fallen colossus and the fields beyond.
the west face of the wall described above there is an important
scene representing- the siege of the Amorite fortress of Zapur.
seen charging towards the doomed city in his chariot,
driven over the corpses of the slain. An overturned
chariot, from which the occupant is seen to be falling, is crushed
beneath the royal car. Along the lower line two sons of the
Pharaoh stab and slay, while old men, women, and children beg
piteously for mercy. The enemy in the beleaguered fortress appears

Rameses

which

is

is

be making a stubborn defence. The banner or standard which
above the citadel is pierced through and through with
arrows; the walls are crowded with warriors, and dead bodies hang
over the walls. The Egyptians, assisted by Sardinian mercenaries
in horned helmets, place ladders against the walls, and attempt to
mount while at the bottom four princes, protected by testudos,
At the opposite end of the hall, on the left
assist in the attack.

to

rises

;

of the doorway, the king

is

seen

receiving the

royal insignia

from Amen-Ra, behind whom is the goddess Mut. Below is a
row of the king's sons. On the right of the doorway Rameses
Behind
receives the symbol of life from Amen-Ra, who is seated.
the god stands Khonsu. while behind the king is Sekhmet. Below
a line of princes again.
pass on into the first small Hypostyle Hall, the roof of
which was supported by eight papyrus-bud columns. Part of the
^^^f g^jj] j-gmains in position, and on the ceiling astrological figures
may be seen. It would appear from the inscriptions that the

is

The

first

small

Hypostyle

We

sacred books of Thoth, the god of wisdom, were kept in this
To the right and left of the entrance the sacred barques
hall.

At the
trinity are shown carried in procession.
end of the hall, on the right, there is a large scene
showing the king seated amidst the foliage of the Heliopolitan tree
of life. Atum (seated), Safkhet, the goddess of history, and the
ibis-headed Thoth, write the king's names upon the leaves of the
tree, in order that they may never be forgotten.
Entering the second small Hypostyle Hall, one sees on the
The second
This
small
right the king making offerings to Ptah and Sekhmet.
There
l^ypos^y^'^
hall is much ruined, and only four of its columns remain.
were other halls and chambers beyond, but these are totally
destroyed. The visitor passes across an open space and, traversing the streets between the ancient brick buildings, soon reaches
of the

farther

Theban

^[OR'IUAR^

ri'Mi'LKs

oi-

doorway of the area, where he
the tombs of Shckh abd' el (iuriieli.
the western
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will find
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himself facinj^

llnd

Immediately to the north of the Ramesseum are the ruins of the
mortuary temple of Amenhotep Ilnd (h.C. i 448-1 420) but the
building is almost completely destroyed. The site was excavated
by Professor Uetrie in 1896.
;

THE MORTUARY TEMPLE OF SEPTAH
King Septah, the husband of Tausert (n.c 121 5-1209), placed his
temple to the north of that of Amenhotep Ilnd.
The site was
excavated by Professor Petrie in 1896, and some interesting objects
were found amidst the ruins of the building but the place is too
much destroyed to repay a visit.
;

THE MORTUARY TEMPLE OF THOTHMES
The

next temple

to

the

north

is

of

that

Ilird

Thothmes

Ilird

501 -1 447).
It was excavated by the present writer in 1905
at the expense of Prince Djemil Pasha Toussoun.
(B.C.

1

The temple
first

is

oblong form, running from due
divided into three sections or courts. The
entered between two ruined pylons of un-

built in the usual

This

is

or outer court

is

east to west.

baked bricks this court was left almost entirely unexcavated. An
opening in the west wall, in the axial line, leads into the second or
the pavement to the
fore court, which is built upon a higher level
An inclined
east of this doorway is made of limestone slabs.
causeway constructed of bricks leads up to the third section of the
temple, which again is on a higher level.
At the foot of this
ascent, upon the left hand, is a trough or basin of sandstone.
Upon the right hand, opposite the trough, there is an indication of
a stone construction which may have been an altar.
At the entrance of the third court, where the causeway passes the brick
;

;

crosswall, there are on either side of it a series of brick niches in
which small statues may have stood. The third court, in which
stood the main temple, was completely excavated to the pavement
level.
On the south and south-west sides of this court the natural
limestone had been quarried away in order to give a level surface,
and the face of the rock remained as a wall upon these sides.
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Upon

and north-west sides, however, a brick enclosing
had been constructed. Towards the north-east of this area
the ground dips, but rises somewhat again before the north boundary is reached, and the high level had been kept by the introthe north

wall

duction of a large quantity of sand, held in place on the north side
by a brick containing-wall running from east to west. In the
middle of the now level courtyard the main temple was built.
This temple was constructed partly of sandstone and partly of
limestone.

It is

so entirely ruined that

little

idea can be obtained

now seen are the
bases of a sandstone doorway and part of the adjoining wall upon
the south side the bases of two or three limestone columns the
pedestals probably of two colossal statues on the north-west side
a fragment of a colossal crown was found near by and an
The pavement of limestone
indication of some of the main walls.
remains intact in places, and towards the north-east it is seen
of

its

original appearance.

The main

features

;

;

—

;

have been built over the sand filling and its containing wall.
Most of the fallen blocks of relief are of limestone. The hieroglyphs and figures are of excellent workmanship, and some of the
colouring is well preserved. A magazine built at the west end of
the enclosure contains most of the fragments of the reliefs found
to

during the excavation.

Some distance to the north of this temple there are some ruins
which are thought to have been those of the palace of Hatshepsut.
Farther to the north-east there are some remains of a small building of Amenhotep 1st, which was perhaps a mortuary temple for
one of the members of that king's family, or for one of his ancestors.
Just to the south of the temple of Sety 1st there are the
remains of a temple begun by Rameses Ilnd, but abandoned
when he decided to build the larger edifice now known as the
Ramesseum.

THE MORTUARY TEMPI^E OF RAMESES
The temple

in

1st

AND SETY

which the deified Pharaoh Sety

ISt

1st (B.C.

1313-

1292) together with his father Rameses 1st (B.C. 1314-1313) was
worshipped, is situated at the north extremity of the line of
mortuary temples, not far from the point at which the road to

the Valley of the
It

is

Tombs

of the Kings enters between the
way to the tombs.

therefore generally visited on the

generally called the temple of GCirneh, but the

name

is

hills.
It

is

not very
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happy, as there are so many temples in Gurneh. The tomb of
Sety 1st in the valley (No. 17) is perhaps the largest and finest of
all the royal sepulchres, and although this mortuary temple is not so
large as those of later kings for example, those of Rameses Ilnd
and Rameses Illrd it was a more imposing structure than any
built by previous kings.
At the present time the entire court in
front of the main temple, which was entered through the usual
pylons, is destroyed, and thus the building has lost more than half
The temple, however, possesses in beauty and elegance
its extent.

—

—

what

it

lacks in

size,

graceful proportions.

and the
It was

visitor will not fail to appreciate its
built

towards the close of the reign

and was never finished by him, being completed by
Rameses 1st, the father of Sety 1st, had
his son Rameses Ilnd.
reigned for so short a time that he had made for himself only
a small tomb (No. 16) and had erected no mortuary temple.
of Sety

1st,

Sety 1st therefore included his name in the inscriptions in this
temple, and his figure is to be seen here and there upon the walls.
Rameses Ilnd showed his filial piety in completing the temple,

though probably he was only using funds specially left by Sety 1st
The names of Kings Merenptah and Septah
but no later king touched the temple,
have been inscribed here
which must have soon fallen into disuse. At the time of writing
the temple is much encumbered by fallen stones, but the Antiquities
Department proposes to clear them away within the next few
On certain days the vendors of small antiquities are
years.
authorised to ply their trade at a bench in front of the temple
and visitors are again reminded that only those who bear a brass
badge exposed upon their arm are licensed, and that it is against
the rule, made for the comfort of visitors, for these merchants to
offer their goods to tourists upon the pathways or highroads.
We first enter the colonnade in front of the temple. Upon the
facade, along the lower row, the figures of the provinces of Egypt,
each in the form of the Nile god Hapi, are seen bearing the produce of the country towards the main door. Above this, to the
right of the middle doorway (i), there is a large figure of
Rameses Ilnd, who decorated the whole of this wall, sacrificing
Behind the god there are
to Amen-Ra seated within a shrine.
standing figures of Mut, Khonsu, hawk-headed, and the king
Beyond this (2) the king dances before Min. We now
again.
enter the northernmost of the three doors, and nnd ourselves in a
large rootless hall, which originally contained ten columns, the
back portion being divided into several chambers. These columns
for that purpose.

;

;
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and dividing walls are now destroyed, and one sees but a larpe
open area, on tlio surrounding' walls of which Ranieses Ilnd is
shown offering to various ^ods. We pass through the door on our
left and enter a small cliainber.
On the left wall (3) Kanicses llnd
seen dancing before Min, behind whom stands the goddess
Between the king and the god there are two tall stands
upon which are two sacrificial vessels and a bunch of lotus flowers.
We now pass through this chamber into the central Hypostyle
is

Anient.

which were almost completed by Sety 1st.
main doorway (4) that king is led forward
by Mentu and Tum, the former giving him the symbol of life.
Ne.vt to this (5) he receives the symbol of many jubilees from a
seated figure of Amen-Ra, behind whom is Khonsu.
On the
Hall, the decorations of

Just to the north of the

opposite side of the doorway (6) Rameses kneels before the seated
figures of Anien-Ra and the deified Sety 1st.
Hehind the king is
.Mut,

who

raises her

arms

Along the upper part of

to bless him.

the south wall (7) Sety 1st makes an offering to Amen-Ra, while
the vulture goddess of Nekheb hovers above him.
Next (8) a

now headless figure of the king is shown leading cattle to sacrifice
Min. Then (9) with arms raised he presents the harvest (re-

to

presented by four stacks of corn decorated with feathers) to the
now headless figures of Amen-Ra and Mut. Next (10) the king,
again headless, offers flowers to Min and Isis.
Then (11) he
sacrifices to Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu
and at the end of the
wall, lower down (12), he is suckled by Mut, the mother goddess.
In the third room on the north of the hall, on the left wall (13), Sety
pours out a libation to Osiris, Isis, and Horus on the end wall
(14) he burns incense and pours out a libation to Amen-Ra, Mut,
and Khonsu, who are in a shrine and on the right wall (15) he
makes an offering to Osiris enthroned, behind whom are Isis,
Hathor, and Nephthys.
We now enter the second, or middle,
room on the south side of the hall. On the left wall (16) the
jackal-headed We])wet makes an offering to the enthroned and
deified Sety 1st, behind whom is the goddess of the Theban nome.
On the end wall (17) the enthroned figure of Sety is purified
with holy water by Horus-Supporter-of-his-Mother (p. 199) and
Thoth.
On the right wall (18) the former offers to Sety who is
enthroned with the goddess Maat. Passing into the next room we
see on the left wall (19) the figure of Thoth standing before the
sacred barque in which the image of Sety was carried at the
memorial ceremonies.
On the end wall (20) Sety is seen enthroned between Amen-Ra and Mut, the patrons of Thebes, on the
;

;

;
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one

side,

and Ptah and Sekhmet, the patrons

On

of

Memphis, on the

wall (21) Horus-Supporter-of-his-Mother makes
an offering to the soul of Sety, behind whom is a goddess, on
other.

the

left

is the name of this temple.
pass out into the front gallery and enter the temple
again by the southernmost of the three main doors, which leads us
into a two-pillared hall dedicated to the worship of Rameses 1st.
On the right wall (22; Rameses Ilnd is seen kneeling before Amen-

whose head

We

Ra,

Mut

now

who
;

Behind the king is
gives him the symbol of jubilees.
and behind Amen is Khonsu and the deceased Rameses 1st.

Three sanctuaries lead off this hall. In the two side ones are
reliefs showing Rameses before the gods.
In the middle sanctuary
we see Sety on either side offering to the sacred barques of AmenRa. On the end wall (23) Sety is twice seen, in the guise of Osiris,
in a hawk-topped shrine.
The back chambers of the temple are
much ruined and do not repay a visit.

CHAPTKR X
THE TWO MORTUARY TEMPLES OF DER EL BAHRI

ALTHOUGH the smaller of the two temples at Der Bahri
r^ not often visited, the large temple to be regarded as one of
el

is

is

the finest ruins in Egypt.

end of a bay not

It is

built against the cliffs at the

far north-west of the

western

Ramesseum.

There is a
rest-house near the temple at which visitors travelling under the
arrangements of Thos. Cook «& Son, or those staying at the Winter
Palace Hotel or Luxor Hotel, may take their lunch. At the gates
of the rest-house the vendors of small antic[uities are authorised to
goods to the tourists (see p. 258). It is usual for parties of
tourists to visit the Tombs of the Kings in the morning, to lunch

sell their

and then to visit Der el Bahri in the afternoon
but those who have the time to spare will find it best to combine
the excursion to this temple with something less fatiguing than a
at this rest-house,

;

the royal valley. The name Drr el liahri, " The Northern
Monastery," has reference to the Christian monastery erected on
the site of the large temple in about the seventh century .A.n.
In
ancient days this district was known as Zcsre/, "the Holy," and
the two temples were called Zcsrcii, "The two Holy [Places]."
visit to

THE MORTUARY TKMPI.E OF NEBHAPETRA
King Nebhapetra Mentuhotep (Xlth dynasty), who is generally
as Mentuhotep Ilird but is perhaps lobe regarded as Mentuhotep Ilnd, reigned for forty-six years from B.C. 2076 to 2030 and
we have here his tomb and funeral temple. In causing his body
to be buried here Nebhapetra was following the example of his
predecessor Nebhotep Mentuhotep 1st, whose tomb,' now fiilL-d up,
was discovered not long ago just near the house which stands in
front of the temple which we are about to describe.
This tomb
does not seem to have had a mortuary temple attached to it but

known

;

;

'

Called

Bab

el

Hosan by
261

the natives.
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Nebhapetra, being a much greater and more powerful king, was
not satisfied with the construction of a tomb for himself, and caused
a pyramid to be built in front of it and a mortuary temple around
about, called by the ancient Egyptians Akhaset, " The Glorious
Seat." These buildings are situated at the foot of the cliffs just to
the south of the large temple. They were discovered by Professor
Naville and Mr. H. R. Hall (Egypt Exploration Fund) in 1903
and though of great importance to archccologists the visitor will
not find the ruins of much interest now that the most valuable
;

One ascends to
objects have been taken to the Cairo Museum.
the platform upon which the pyramid is built by a sloping ramp,
flanked by colonnades of square pillars. One of the original beams
of wood will be noticed (under foot) as one ascends the ramp. At
the top the visitor finds himself upon a paved platform from which
rises the ruined base of a pyramid, about 60 feet square, which
was once cased with fine stonework, though the filling was of the
Around the pyramid there was a colonnade,
If the visitor
the walls of which were once covered with reliefs.
will walk round to the back of the pyramid he will find a row of
roughest material.

pits

sunk

in the

pavement and

originally

surmounted by decorated

In these pits were buried the favourite ladies of the
king's harem ; and those who have visited the Cairo Museum may
remember the beautiful white limestone sarcophagus of a woman
shrines.

named
there,

Kauit, which stands in a corner of the great central
and which was discovered in one of these pits. Behind

row of graves the

hall
this

visitor will see the entrance of the tunnel-like

tomb of the king himself which runs down into the rock for 500
and ends in a granite chamber in which an alabaster shrine
or sarcophagus was found wherein the royal mummy had been

feet,

After the king had been buried the temple, originally
intended solely for the benefit of his soul, began to be used as a
place of more general worship, and the goddess Hathor seems to
have been especially reverenced here. Dudumes, a king of the
Xlllth dynasty, has left his name in the temple, showing that it
was at that time a place of worship. On the right of the entrance
to the tomb, a few yards from the north-west angle of the pyramid,
laid to rest.

the famous shrine containing a figure of the

Hathor cow was

dis-

The shrine
was made during the reign of Thothmes Ilird, and the cow was
sculptured at the orders of his successor, .^.menhotep llnd, who
covered.

caused

it

It is

to

now

to

be seen

be placed here

the Western Mountains.

At

in

in the

Cairo Museum.

honour of Hathor, the goddess of
time the pyramid was still stand-

this

MORTUARY TKMl'MCS
ing, for as late as the
scri|)ti(>n

was

cut

upon

Ol'

Dl'.R
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tomb paintings of this period there is often a representation of a
pyramid and tomb standing in front of the hills from which the
Hathorcow looks out. This will have been noticed perhaps in
the mortuary chapels of the

ihcban nobles.

It

possible that

is

conventional representation of the tomb (with the pyramid
and the Hathor cow) has as its prototype this mortuary temple
It was the earliest building of any size in the
of Nebhapetra.
necropolis, and Nebhapetra, either on his own merits or on those
and
of his temple, became a sort of patron-saint of the cemetery
this

;

not surprising that the priests should .regard the building as the purest example of what a tomb should be. As a matter
of fact, the type is not a pure one for the pyramid, which in earlier

thus

it

is

;

days was the actual burial-place, is here an architectural feature
without meaning, since the actual tomb lies behind it in the rock.
142-1 123) an inspection of the
In the reign of Rameses I.Xth (i:.c.
1

tombs was made, and the "pyramid" tomb of Nebhapetra
was found to be intact. But in later years the king's mummy was
robbed and no traces of it, save only a few fragments of the
embalming cloth, were found by the modern archaeologists. The
temple fell into ruins before the end of the Pharaonic age, and the
pyramid was no doubt destroyed for the sake of its stone.
royal

:

THE MORTU.VRY TEMPLE OV HATSHEPSUT
In the last chapter the mortuary temples of the Pharaohs of the History of

XXth dynasties were described; and it was the temple,
seen how these buildings stood upon the edge of the cultivation,
while the royal tombs were hidden away in the distant valley.
Queen Hatshepsut's tomb was cut in the cliffs on the east side of
this valley, and was intended to run directly eastwards into the
great ridge of rock which, like a natural wall, separates the valley
from the Theban plain. Thus, if her mortuary temple was placed
at the opposite side of this wall, that is to say, against the eastern
face of the cliffs, the priests who worshipped her soul there would
be standing almost above the place where her body lay. In the
days of the old kingdom the mortuary temples of the kings stood
upon the east side of the pyramids in which they lay and here the
cliffs took the place of the pyramid, under which the body was
buried, and on the east side of the cliff's the temple would stand.
XVIIIth, XlXth, and

;
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The queen

therefore decided to build her mortuary temple close up
against that of her ancestor Nebhapetra, which has just been
described.
To a large extent she copied this earlier building,

though she dispensed with the pyramid. One ascended a similar
ramp, flanked by colonnades, and there were chapels in which the
cow of Hathor was worshipped; but her building was on a far
larger scale, and entirely eclipsed that of her ancestor. An avenue
of sphinxes led from the temple down to the edge of the cultivation, and at the east end of this there was a building which may
have been used as a palace by the queen. As this neighbourhood
was known as Zesret, "the Holy," she called her temple Zeserzesrie, " the Holy of Holies."
The archaeologist is confronted with
a very serious difficulty upon the walls of this great temple, for he
has to find his way through the confusion of cartouches which is
always met with in dealing with monuments of this period. Queen
Hatshepsut was the daughter of Thothmes 1st. When Thothmes
1st died he was succeeded by his son Thothmes Ilnd, who was,
perhaps, married to his sister, Hatshepsut. Thothmes Hnd was
succeeded after a short reign by his half-brother, or possibly son,
Thothmes Hlrd, who thereupon married Hatshepsut. At first the
power was almost entirely in the hands of the king but it soon
shifted to those of the queen, and Thothmes Ilird appears upon
the walls of the Der el Bahri temple in a very inferior position. It
was only when the queen died that he again obtained absolute
control of the government and showed himself to be one of the
So furious was he at the years of
greatest of Egypt's Pharaohs.
suppression which he had suffered during Hatshepsut's lifetime,
that in revenge he erased her name from all her monuments. This
he did in the temple of Der el Bahri but we are now confronted
with the difficulty. Over the erased name of the queen are written
;

;

the

names

of

Thothmes

1st

that these two kings were

and Thothmes llnd.
not

Is it possible
dead, and, after years of exile,

power? Or are we to suppose that Thothmes Ilird
names over that of Hatshepsut
We know that
kings sometimes did insert the names of their dead predecessors on

came back

to

inserted their

.''

erased cartouches for example, the name of Amenhotep Ilird,
erased by the heretic king, was rewritten in full (upon the sarcophagus of Queen Thiy) by Tutankhamen, or some other king. On
the other hand, why should Thothmes 1 1 Ird have particular feelings
For the purposes
of respect for the first two kings of that name
of this guide, fortunately, an answer need not be given to the
question, nor need the reader confuse himself further in the
:

.''
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only necessary for him to remember tlmt the temple
was built by Hatshepsut during the reign of Tholhmcs Unci, and
at the beginning of her joint reign with. Tholhmes Ilird (about

matter.

It is

when the king was in an inferior position that it was
unfinished at her death
and that at some time or other her

B.C. 1500),
still

;

;

name was everywhere

erased.
As Halshepsut was a queen regwas generally represented upon the monuments as a king,
and is often spoken of as "he" instead of "she." This was merely
a convention however, and there is no reason to suppose that she
actually assumed male costume in real life, as is so often stated.
The architect of the temple was probably the famous Senmut (p.
148), who was one of the queen's great supporters, and fell with
her.
Some additions were made by Rameses Ilnd; Merenptah
inscribed his name on the walls and in Ptolemaic times the innermost sanctuary was repaired by Physkon and Lathyros, who, however, seem to have mistaken the nature of the building, as we shall
see later. A Christian monastery was erected upon its ruins, and
soon little of the temple remained visible. Mariette excavated a
portion of the building, and the rest was cleared by the Egypt
Exploration Fund, under the direction of Professor Naville. The
restoration of the terraces was undertaken as the only practical
nant, she

;

means of protecting

the paintings from rain.
Before ascending the ramp a visit may be made to the lower The lower
colonnade on the south side. That on the north side is un- ^°"'''interesting.
The scenes are mostly erased, and the figure of
Hatshepsut is everywhere destroyed but half-way along the wall
;

Thothmes Ilird dancing

before Min.
Farther to the south (2), in the lower row, there is an interesting
line of soldiers carrying, besides their axes, branches of trees and
standards, this being the festival of the dedication of the queen's
(i) there is a fine figure of

The

met by a company of archers
we see butchers and priests
preparing offerings for the festival, and at the end of the wall
there are more troops. Above this are boats sailing down the
Nile, bringing the obelisks, which were finally set up at Karnak
We now ascend the ramp,
(p. 98), from the quarries at Aswan.
and, reaching the middle court, we bear off to the right. Here the
obelisks.

led

troop on the right

by a bugler.

view

is

very fine

Farther to the

;

is

left

the beautiful colonnade on our right, with

its

Theiindil'
'^o"'"'-

sixteen-sided columns standing out delicately against the towering

rocks behind, affords a composition of the greatest charm. Crossing the court a small, twelve-pillared hall is entered, which forms
the pronaos to a chapel of Anubis, the jackal-god of the necro-

^^"^ ch.ipel

ofAnubis.
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Here the colour is very well preserved, but the figures of
Hatshepsut have been erased, only those of Thothmes Ilird re-

polls.

maining.
On our right (3) the jackal-headed Anubis stands
looking towards a little niche, in which are figures of the three
deities, Nekheb, Anubis, and Uazet. Above this niche there is a
strongly coloured figure of Thothmes Ilird offering two cups of
wine to the hawk-headed Seker. At the other end of this wall (4)
there has been the representation of a shrine, in which is the
standard of Wepwet (a skin hung upon a pole), and before it there
was a figure of Hatshepsut, but this has been destroyed. Above
the shrine the visitor should notice the very decorative vulture
painted in red, blue, and white. On the adjoining wall (5) Anubis
sits enthroned, and receives a mass of ofterings presented by the

now erased figure of Hatshepsut. Above the queen the beautifully
coloured hawk of Edfu hovers. On the far side of the doorway
leading into the inner chambers (6) Amen-Ra is seen enthroned, and before him are offerings presented by the queen.
Above

the queen

fine colouring.

is

On

the vulture of El Kab, again noticeable for its
the next wall (7) are the hawk-headed Har-

machis and the goddess Nekheb, and above them
vulture with spread wings.

is another fine
Farther to the left (8) Anubis is seen
which are the figures of Nekheb (here

looking towards a niche, in
identified with Mut), Uazet, and Amen-Ra.
Above the niche is a
figure of Osiris.
The visitor should now enter the inner chambers
of this chapel. On the end wall of the first room the standard of
Wepwet is seen, but the figure of Hatshepsut before it is erased.
On the side walls Anubis and Amen-Ra are seen. A second room
leads off to the right, and in it there are representations of Anubis
and other gods. On the right is a good figure of Thothmes Illrd
pouring holy water over Seker, the god of the dead. From this
room another shrine leads off, very dark, and evidently intended to
be very secret.

Returning to the court, one should now enter the Birth Colonnade, upon the walls of which the immaculate conception and
birth of Queen Hatshepsut are recorded.
The visitor will remember a somewhat similar series of scenes
(p.

75)

now

in the Luxor Temple
Amenhotep Illrd. The scenes
are badly damaged for not only did Thothmes

referring to the birth of

before us
;
Illrd erase the figures of the queen throughout, but in later years
Akhnaton erased the figures of Amen-Ra. Rameses Ilnd recoloured a large part of the erased scenes, but his work is very
crude.
The series begins at the south end of the colonnade (9).
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Here

at the top of the wall, in the

middle of the portion which

Ka or astral body of the
unborn queen upon his knee, while before him and below him are
It was the desire of
the gods who have come to see the child.
Amen to find a woman who should give birth to a child which
should be the human counterpart of the astral child whom he
was nursing. He therefore cjuestioned the gods, and learnt from
Thoth that Queen Aahmes, the beautiful wife of the old King
Thothmes I., was a fitting mother for the child and the god of

is

sculptured,

Amen-Ra

is

seen with the

;

wisdom advised him to enter the queen's chamber while the king
was out. Acting upon this advice, Amen-Ra came down to earth,
penetrated to the queen's chamber, and seated himself beside
her.
Thereupon two goddesses transported them to the clouds,
where we see them (lo) seated opposite each other while the
god places the symbol of life to her nostrils, and the queen
becomes pregnant with the divine breath. The inscription tells
us that the god at first assumed the form of the absent husband,
He
in order that the queen should receive him as he desired.
found her asleep, but the fragrance of his presence awoke her.
It was not until he had accomplished his purpose, however, that
the queen realised that she had been transported to the heavens
and had been mated with a god. Amen-Ra then told her that
in due course she should give birth to
be named Hatshepsut, and should rule
then returned to heaven, and the queen
Amen-Ra then sent for
in her palace.

a daughter,

who should

the land of Egypt.
found herself once
the

He

more
ram-headed Khnum,

him

to fashion the daughter
he had created so that her form should be as exalted as
that of a god.
We then see Khnum (12) seated before a potter's
wheel, upon which he is fashioning the human body of the child
as an exact replica of the astral child which is seen beside it.
The frog-headed goddess Heket is seen putting life into the

the potter of the gods,

and

(ii) told

whom

The ibis-headed Thoth
of the divinely created babe.
now appears to the queen, and warns her to prepare for her
Queen Aahmes, now big with child (14), is led
confinement.
forward to her accouchement by Heket and Khnum. The scene
nostrils

(13)

in

which the queen

is

brought

to

bed

(15), like all

other scenes

It is difficult
wiih delicacy and modesty.
to make out the various figures, but by close examination the
visitor will see the queen seated on a chair, her hands chafed by

in this series, is treated

the midwives.
legs,

and

this

The chair stands upon a great couch with lionagain stands upon another larger couch. Below
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the heavens, are various gods,

north, solith, cast,

and

The

west.

midwife on the right of the queen should be especially noticed.
She kneels upon one knee, and her hands are outstretched towards
the queen.
Her figure is beautifully drawn, and quite lacks the
conventional faults which so often minimise the artistic value of
Egyptian drawings it might have been the work of a Greek.
At the extreme right sits Meskhent, the goddess of births, who
directs the midwives.
We next see (16) the queen seated on a
great bed, while two Hathors, with cow-heads, suckle the baby
and its astral body. It is curious to notice that the child, being
of divine parentage, has actually twelve Kas or astral bodies, and
these (17) we see being nursed by twelve goddesses. At the end
of the wall (18) the child and its ICa (erased) are presented to the
gods, the scene ending with an interview between Thoth and
Amen, at which the child's future is perhaps arranged. On the
end wall of the colonnade (19), in the lower scene, the child and
its Ka (erased) are seen in the hands of kneeling goddesses
and
Safkhet, goddess of History, dips her pen in the ink-pot to write
:

;

a record of the birth.
The visitor should

now walk round to the colonnade on the The Punt
south side, where the famous scenes from the expedition to the ^o'onland of Punt (pronounced Pount) are to be seen. The country
of Punt was situated on the shores of the Red Sea, and probably
embraced the whole area between Ras Ruway and Somaliland.
Egyptians to be the home of their
It was believed by the
ancestors, and they seem to have regarded it with considerable
Several expeditions thither are known
respect on that account.
and Queen Hatshepsut,
to have been made at various periods
in sending her ships there to obtain the gums and spices for
which parts of the country were famous, was only following the
example of many of her predecessors. The expedition seems to
have been fitted out upon the Nile, and to have passed into the
Red Sea by way of the Wady Tumilat Canal, which had connected the two waters since the days of the Xllth dynasty but it
is possible that the ships were built at Kossair or some other
port, the materials having been transported across the desert
The exact destination of the expedition is not
from Thebes.
known, but a luxuriant, marshy country at the edge of the sea
;

;

The series
is indicated by the reliefs.
south end of the colonnade, at the
Here we see two rows of boats.
south end of the west wall (20).
or at the

mouth

of a river

of scenes begins

at

the

2

70
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The lower row represents the Egyptian ships arriving at their
destination.
The sails are' spread, but the men are rowing to
help them along.
The inscription states that the ships are
"arriving at the goodly way into God's Land, journeying in peace
to the land of Punt."
The complicated rigging and tackle of
is most clearly shown, and will be easily understood
by those who are acquainted with the rig of sailing-vessels. In
each case the captain of the ship and first officer are seen standing in the enclosure which corresponded to the bridge.
In one
case the captain calls, "Steer to port I"
In front of these large
vessels there is a small rowing-boat, which seems to have been
sent ahead in order to replenish the empty water-jars from the

the vessels

streams or wells of the mainland, thus indicating that the journey
has not been without its hardships. Leaving the upper row for
the present, we pass on to the south wall (21).
Here (bottom
row) the Egyptians have now landed, and a small force of soldiers,
heavily armed with spears, axes, and shields, in case of attack,
is led into the interior by an officer.
They have brought with
them a few objects with which to trade with the natives strings
of beads, an axe, a dagger, some bracelets, and a wooden chest.
The chieftain of Punt, named Parahu, with arms raised in salutaThe
tion, steps forward to parley with the Egyptian officer.
representation of the enormously fat wife and daughter of the
prince is now to be seen in the Cairo Museum, the block of
stone having been stolen from the wall many years ago, and later
recovered. Two sons, and three servants driving a donkey on
which the queen was wont to ride, have now disappeared altogether. The village from which the prince and his family have
come is seen to the left (22). Here are houses built on piles
under the trees, with ladders leading up to them. A dog is seen
(high up on the wall), and cattle are shown grazing under the
trees.
The water, in which are all manner of fishes, seems to
approach close to the houses. The inscription tells us that the
men of Punt addressed the Egyptians in the following words
*'
Why have ye come hither unto this land, which the people of
Egypt know not? Did ye come down the ways of heaven, or did
ye sail upon the sea and upon the waters of God's Land? Or
have ye trodden the path of the sun? Lo, as for the King of
Egypt, is there no way unto his majesty that we may live by the
breath which he gives ?"
In the upper rows, just above the group
of soldiers (21), there is a tent, and before it incense, gold rings,
and other valuables are piled, these having been presented by the
:

:
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In this tent the Egyptian oflicers yave a feast of

"bread, beer, wine, meat, fruit, and everything; that is found in
Egypt,' for the edification of the chieftain. Above this, again,
we see the Egyptians carrying ofT the incense trees in baskets
and on the next wall, upper row (20), the ships are seen being
loaded.
Men walk up the gangways carrying the trees, and
above this more trees, apes, and other marvels from this strange
The inscription describes this scene
land, arc carried on board.
" The loading of the ships very heavily
in the following words
with marvels from the land of Punt all goodly fragrant woods,
heaps of myrrh-resin, with fresh myrrh-trees, with ebony and pure
ivory, with green gold of Amu, with cinnamon-wood, khcsytwood, with (i//;//// /-incense, jft'/z/tr-incense, eye-cosmetic, with apes,
monkeys, dogs, with skins of the southern panther, and with
Farther to the right we see the
natives and their children."
The inscription
ships returning, laden with their strange cargo.
tells us that they are now supposed to be upon the Nile again,
nearing Thebes. On arrival at the capital the produce of Punt
At the bottom of the wall are three great
(23) is displayed.
incense trees, representing the thirty-one trees which arrived
Above are skins, chests of
safely, and under these are cattle.
and higher up are panthers, a now headless
gold, bows, &c.
Cireat heaps of incense leaves (24)
giraffe, and other animals.
and above this gold
are being measured in wooden measures
rings are weighed in the balances against weights in the form
The inscription tells us that "silver, lazuli,
of oxen (p. 136).
malachite, and every splendid costly stone" was also weighed.
P'arther along the wall (25) there is a fine figure of Thothmes
He offers two jars of
Ilird, with his large, characteristic nose.
incense leaves to the erased barque of Amen-Ra, which was
carried on the shoulders of the priests. Amen-Ra then makes a
speech, saying that he will open up the land of Punt to Eg^yptian
On the end wall (26) an erased figure of Hatshepsut
enterprise.
is seen in a kiosk or shrine, below which is a striking decoration
of two lions and the symbol of the union of Upper and Lower
Egypt. Before her were the figures of three nobles, one of whom
was the great Senmut, but these have been erased. The queen
announces to them the success of the expedition, and, in a bomThis brings the series
bastic speech, testifies to her own glory.
On the north side of the fourth pillar from
of scenes to a close.
;

:

;

;

;

this

who

end (27) there is an excellent portrait of Thothmes Ilird,
is embraced by Amen-Ra.
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The
Hathor
Chapel.

The

now walk round

to the Hathor Chapel,
Punt Colonnade, corresponding
in situation to the Anubis Chapel, which has already been seen
on the north side of the temple. We first enter a hall, the columns
of which are now for the most part destroyed.
Some of these
had Hathor capitals (see Dendereh, p. 32).
On the wall to our

which stands

right

should

visitor

(28)

to the south of the

there

bottom row

are

some

interesting

festival

scenes.

In

the

branches of trees as well as their
arms, run forward to the sound of the tom-tom.
At the right
end two men dance and others beat castanets. Above are the
festal boats, upon
which are vacant thrones under canopies,
which will be occupied by the king and queen. Farther to the
left (29) Thothmes Hlrd presents a sacred oar to Hathor.
On the
adjoining wall (30) Hatshepsut, whose name is changed to that
of Thothmes Ilnd, dances before Hathor; and farther along (31)
the goddess, in the form of a cow, licks the hand of the enthroned
Pharaoh. This scene is repeated (32) on the opposite side of the
doorway. Passing through this doorway we enter the inner
chambers. The first of these rooms is a small two-pillared hall,
from which four little shrines lead off. On the right wall as we
enter (33) Thothmes Ilird is seen offering a curious symbol to
Hathor. On the next wall (34) there is an erased figure of
Hatshepsut making offerings to Hathor.
On the left side
of the entrance doorway (35) an erased figure of Hatshepsut is
seen offering harvest sheaves
decorated with feathers
to
Hathor.
On the adjoining wall (36) the lion-headed goddess
Urthekau offers her necklace to an enthroned figure of AmenRa. A fine doorway, with Hathor totems painted on either
side, leads into the inner sanctuary.
Here on either side {37)
there is a fine figure of the Hathor cow standing under a canopy
in its sacred barque, heaps of offerings being placed before it by
erased figures of Hatshepsut, in front of whom is the nude boydeity Aha, son of Horus.
We then enter the innermost vaulted

On

cow is seen, and
At the end wall
is a figure of the queen between Amen-Ra and Hathor.
In
shrine there probably stood a figure of a Hathor cow, such

shrine.

Hatshepsut
(39)
this

soldiers, carrying

either

is

side

(38)

the

shown drinking from

Hathor
its

udder.

as that found in the temple of Nebhapetra.

The upper
court.

We now return to the middle court and ascend the ramp
which leads up the hill. At the top of this a granite doorway,
erected by Hatshepsut, whose name has been replaced by that of
Thothmes Ilird, is passed, and we find ourselves in the upper court
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of the temple.

Before us is a series of niches in the wall, and in
the middle is the doorway leadinj,' to the inner sanctuary.
On
either side of the court are chambers in which the mortuary
services were performed.
may first enter the doorway upon
our ri.uht.
Inside this doonvay, on tlie left (40), there is a fij,'ure
of Hatshepsut, altered to Thothmes Ilnd, standing between Har-

We

machis and Amcn-Ra, to which gods this portion of the temple
seems to have been dedicated. In a niche in the opposite wall
(41) a little figure of Amen-Ra is seen. In the middle of the hall,
on our left, there is a great limestone altar, at the far side of which
are steps leading up to it. This altar was dedicated to Harmachis,
the great sun-god of Heliopolis, who in the form of Aton became
the sole god of Egypt in the reign of Akhnaton (p. 161). There
is

its

a

little

shrine leading off this hall to the right of the altar

;

but

where Harmachis was worshipped
heavily under Akhnaton, who, believing that

close proximity to the place

caused

it

to suffer

Harmachis was the only god, destroyed all the figures of other
gods carved upon its walls. As Thothmes Ilird had already erased
the figure of Hatshepsut in it, we now find only few of the reliefs
intact.
Entering, we see on the right and left walls the figures of
Hatshepsut (erased by Thothmes Ilird) and those of the gods
(erased by Akhnaton). On the end wall (42) there is a well-preserved figure of Thothmes 1st, and an erased figure of Hatshepsut
adoring at a shrine in which is a standard or totem of Wepwet.

A

recess leads

oft'

to the left.

and Queen .Senseneb,
figure of Anubis.

On

On

the right wall of this

his mother,

the

left

wall

make

Thothmes

1st

ofterings to an erased

Queen Aahmes. mother of

Hatshepsut, and an erased figure of Hatshepsut herself, make
offerings to an erased figure of Amen-Ra.
On the end wall an
erased Anubis salutes the erased Hatshepsut. The representations
of Senseneb, Thothmes 1st, and Aahmes in this shrine indicate that
the souls of Hatshepsut's ancestors were here adored, and her royal
descent celebrated. The colour upon the walls is wonderfully
fresh, but it has been somewhat spoilt by a coating o^ varnish,
which has turned yellow with time.
Returning to the court, we may enter the second door upon our
right, which admits us to a shrine dedicated to Min-Amen.
On
the right and left walls are large erased figures of Hatshepsut and
figures of Thothmes Illrd (not erased) offering to Min and .AmenRa. On the end wall (43) there is a damaged scene showing Hatshepsut, whose name has been changed to that of Thothmes Ilnd,
embracing Min. Crossing to the other side of the court we mav
18
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notice

on the east wall

a troop of soldiers bearing festal

(44)

Some are leading panthers along, and others
standards, &c.
carry the two portable thrones of Hatshepsut and Thothmes Illrd.

We may

then enter the chapel on our left, i.e. the second door on
the south side of the court, which was set apart for the funeral
services in honour of fiatshepsut. This chapel is modelled on the

form of the Old Kingdom mastaba chapels, the arrangement being
much the same as that, for example, in the chapel of Aba (p. 173).
Against the end wall stood the stela, but this is now destroyed.
The vaulted masonry roof should be noticed. To right and left
as we enter (45 and 46) butchers are seen cutting up the meat
which is to be sacrificed before the stela. On the right wall (47)
there are well-preserved rows of servants bringing all manner of
offerings towards the stela.
On the opposite wall a similar scene
is

represented, and the visitor

who

may

lead along a crane with

method

of securing a crane

is

its

well

particularly notice the servants

beak

tied

known

:

to

its

neck.

This

the bird has to thrust

head forward

in order to obtain the impetus to begin to fly, and
being rendered impossible, it can only walk. On this wall,
just below the point at which the roofed portion begins (48), there
is a series of small figures, some kneeling, and some pouring out
libations. This represents the well-known funeral service performed
by the "Reader-priests," which occurs constantly on the Old
Kingdom monuments, and continues throughout Pharaonic times.
At the end of the wall, on either side of the chamber, is an erased
figure of Hatshepsut seated upon the throne, symbolical of the union
of Upper and Lower Egypt. This symbol, so commonly seen,
consists of the intertwining of lotus and papyrus stalks, each held
by a figure of the Nile-god Hapi.
Returning through the court we now visit the ne.xt shrine on our
left, dedicated to Amen-Ra.
Here we have figures of Hatshepsut
(whose cartouches have been converted into those of Thothmes 1st
its

this

and Thothmes Ilnd) and Thothmes I Hrd offering to the gods. On
our left (49) Hatshepsut is embraced by the goddess Uazet. On
the adjoining wall (50) the queen offers cups of wine to MinAmen, and on the next wall (51) the queen on the left and
Thothmes I Hrd on the right offer the symbol of fine linen to

Amen-Ra.
The visitor should now

enter the main sanctuary of the temple,

which opens from the middle of the west wall of the court.
Before its granite doorway is a portico built in Ptolemaic times.
Here, in a rough red -paint inscription, mention is made of

MOR'rUARV TEMPLES OF DER
Amenhotep

l-.L
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and of Amenhotep, son of Jiapu, the wise man
of that reign.
Entering the first chamber we may notice at the
bottom of the wall on the left (52) some well-drawn ducks and
Ilird

other birds supposed to be in a lake. To one side are the squares
which represent the irrigated fields. High above this Hatshepsut
kneels, and beside her stands her daughter Raneferu.
They
present offerings to a much-damaged barcjue of ,\incn-Ra.
On
the right wall (53) Hatshepsut, Thothines lllrd, and the Princess
Raneferu sacrifice to this barque, behind which stood Thothmes 1st,

Queen Aahmes, and the little Princess Batineferu. We pass on
through the next chamber and reach the innermost shrine, which
was entirely rebuilt in Ptolemaic times. On the left and right
are various ill-proportioned figures of gods, those on the left wall
(54) being led by the deified philosopher Imhotep, and those on
the right (55) by the deified Amenhotep, son of Hap (p. 276).
Itu

would seem that

in

membered

this

Ptolemaic times the priests no longer rebuilding was the mortuary temple of
Hatshepsut, but regarded it as some mystical sanctuary connected with these two great wise men.
A few yards to the north of the Lower Court there is the tomb
in which one hundred and sixty-three mummies of priests were
found in the year 1891. These are now in the Cairo Museum. In
the valley to the south of the temple, behind the hill of Shekh
abd' el Gurneh, is the tomb in which the great find of royal
that

mummies was made

in 1881 (p. 191).

CHAPTER

XI

DER EL MEDINEH-^THE TOMBS OF THE QUEENS
—THE PALACE OF AMENHOTEP, KASR EL AGUZ,
AND OTHER ANCIENT SITES
DER EL MEDINEH

'"pHE

temple of Der el Medineh, though of small size, is a
and visitors should not
building of considerable beauty
From Luxor one takes the road which passes the
fail to see it.
colossi, and at the edge of the desert one leaves the rest-house of
-'

;

the Department of Antiquities on the left, and takes the road
which runs straight ahead into the desert. This road presently
bends to the right, and passes round behind the hill known as

Gurnet Murrai and the little temple is then reached. From it a
pathway leads over the hills to the south to the Tombs of the
Queens.
Although the present building dates from Ptolemaic times, the
gj^.^ seems to have a much longer history.
In the reign of Amenhotep Ilird (B.C. 1411-1375) there lived a master builder named
Amenhotep, the son of Hapu, who was famous for his religious
and philosophical teaching. When he died he was buried somewhere in the necropolis of Thebes, and a chapel was erected for
;

The

his-

tory of the

'"^^

'

In the year B.C. 1380 Amenhotep Ilird
the benefit of his soul.
called a meeting of various officials in this chapel, and issued a

Now the temple of
all time.
Medineh, which was founded by Ptolemy IVth Philopator,
has often been thought to have been built upon the ruins of a
chapel connected with this Amenhotep for in the temple there is
an inscription which states that the name of this wise man shall
In spite of
abide for ever, and that his sayings shall not perish.
many arguments to the contrary, it is quite possible that the existing temple stands upon the ruins of this chapel which was
dedicated to the soul of the old philosopher and, moreover, it
is possible that the tomb of Amenhotep was in the immediate
decree establishing services here for

Der

el

;

;

276
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neighbourhood. A tomb was recently found a few yards from the
temple, which dated from the reign of Amenhotep Illrd, and
which belonged to a master builder and thus there is no reason
to suppose that the more famous master l)uilder was not also
buried here, in which case his chapel would be situated in the
locality, and might well he the original of the temple which we are
In Ptolemaic times Amenhotep, son of Hapu,
about to describe.
came to be regarded almost as a divinity, under the name
Amenothes, son of I'aapis and he was ranked with another
famous Egyptian m.ister builder and sage, Imhotep, who had
When the Ptolemies erected
earlier received semi-divine honours.
the existing temple they caused a representation of the figure of
Amenhotep to be shown upon one of the pillars, and that of the
The reliefs in the sanctuaries are of
figure of Imhotep on another.
a mortuary nature, as though the temple was actually a funerary
It is said that the brick girdle wall dates from the earlier
chapel.
temple.
In Christian times a monastery was built inside the
enclosure, and portions of this building may be seen on the south
;

;

side of the temple.

One enters through a stone gateway in the enclosing wall, and The
crosses an open court. On the outside wall of the temple there "^"'P''-'are many Greek and Coptic inscriptions, cut there after the building had fallen into disuse. One then enters the first court, the
roof of which was supported by two columns. A partly destroyed
screen wall shuts off the three chambers which lie beyond it. At
either end of this screen wall there is a Hathor-headed pillar
abutting the wall and in the middle are two pillars with elaborate
capitals.
On these are the above-mentioned figures of the sages
;

Passing through the doorway in the
middle of the screen, one sees on the left (i) a small window and
below it there was a stairway leading up to the roof, but this is
Let us first enter the chamber on the right or north Nonhcrn
destroyed.
side.
On the right wall (2) Ptolemy IXth Physkon burns incense chamber,
and pours out a libation to Osiris, Nut, Isis, Hoius, Nephthys, and
Anubis.
At the end of the room (3) Ptolemy I\'th Philopator
makes an offermg to Hathor and Maat. On the left wall (4)
Ptolemy IXth Physkon offers a dish of food to Amen-Ra, Takat,
Hathor, Amen-Ra again, Maat, and Isis.
We next pass into the middle chamber. Over the door outside, Middle
cham»)tr.
above the cornice, the heads of the seven Hathors are seen. Over
the door inside (5) we see the scarab of the rising sun adored by
the eight sacred apes, whose special duty it was, according to

Amenhotep and Imhotep.

;
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sun as he rose above
wall at the top (6)
Ptolemy Physkon offers "Truth" to Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu,
Hathor, and Shut. Below he offers to Min, Ament, Mentu, Maat,
and Rataui. Farther along (7) at the top Ptolemy IVth and his
and still
wife Arsinoe offer to Amen-Ra in the form of Min
Below this the king, with
farther he offers to Osiris and I sis.
Hathor behind him, makes offering to Horus, and then to Osiris
and Nephthys. On the right wall (8) at the top Ptolemy Physkon

Egyptian mythology, to give praise

the eastern

horizon

(p.

566).

On

to the

the

left

;

Amen-Ra, Haka, Amen-Ra again, Shut, and Hathor
and below to Osiris, Isis, Nephthys, Horus,
and Hathor. Fartheralong, Ptolemy IVth
and Arsinoe offer a sacred eye to MinAmen-Ra, and still farther along the king
adores Hathor and Shut. Below this he
and the goddess Maat offer to Mentu
and next the king presents two symbols
On the
of Hathor to Hathor and Maat.
end wall (10) at the top the king worships
Amen-Ra and Mut, and Amen-Ra and
Khonsu. Below this he worships Hathor,
Hathor with Horus upon her knee, and
offers to

;

;

Maat.
'Southern

chamber.

We
On

now

pass on to the room on the

left.

^^3

C:
E.

the outside wall, above the door (11),

Plan of
cow of Hathor is seen standing in a
DE R -E L,-3I E D l"N E H
shrine upon the sacred boat, and Ptolemy
Physkon burns incense before it. Entering the room, we see
over the doorway (12) the four-headed ram, typifying the four
the

Nekheb, in the
while Hathor and Shut (behind) and

points of the compass, over which the goddess

form of a vulture, hovers

;

(in front) adore it.
On the left wall (13)
an interesting and impressive mortuary scene, representing the weighing of the heart of the deceased. The first
figure is the goddess of TiTith, Maat, and before her walks
the soul of the deceased, who is about to enter the Hall of the
He
Double Truth in order that his heart may be weighed.
We
is faced by a second figure of Maat as he enters the hall.
then see his heart weighed in the balances against the feather
Isis

and Nephthys

there

is

of truth.

Anubis

The god Horus holds the plumb of the scales, and
Next we see Thoth noting down the judgment

assists.

of the scales.

We

then see the young Horus seated upon the

DKR
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and beside him there is a
fearful monster.
If the ordeal of the scales has been successfully passed, the soul of the deceased will be claimed by the
youthful Horus, the mediator between man and his maker
but if
he has failed in the trial he will be devoured by this creature.
Next, presiding; over the trial, sits Osiris; and before him are his
four servants or }^enii, rising from out of the lotus flower wherein
they rest. At the top of the wall we see the forty-two judges of
the dead. On the end wall of the room (14) Ptolemy IVth sacrifices
to Osiris and Isis.
On the right wall (15) the great sacred barc|ue
of Sekcr-Osiris is seen resting upon a pedestal.
Before it are the
two jackal standards of Wepwet, representing the frontiers of
Egypt.
Behind it are the three standards of the primitive tribes
of Egypt (p. 36).
Below is the plumed lotus-standard of the god
Nefer-Tum, lying on another pedestal. At the far end of the wall
(16) we see the god Min on a shrine, and a curious figure of
Anubis clad in a red robe, and holding in his hand a disk. Before them Ptolemy Physkon burns incense in an elaborate censer.
To the south of the temple there are the remains of a town Other
which dates from Pharaonic times. At the time of writing it has >'<i'>ia'"s at
not been completely excavated
but sufficient has been found to Medjneh
indicate that it was a settlement of priests and necropolis workers.
Behind these ruins there are several tombs, now numbered from
I
They are not open to
to 10, and some are of much interest.
On the left of the hill pathway which leads from Uer
the public.
el Medineh to the Tombs of the Queens there is a group of
Ramesside stela; cut in the face of the rock. The first of these
dates from the reign of Rameses Ilird, and is dedicated to Ptah
and Amen-Ra. The second is of the same date. At the top there
is an interesting scene showing Rameses Ilird suckled by the
goddess Mersekert in the presence of Harmachis, and also
The third stela was made by
receiving a sword from Amen-Ra.
Rameses Ilnd; and the fourth shows a king, whose names have
been erased, between the gods. We next see two shrines, now
destroyed, and near them there are more stela?, including one
which shows Rameses Ilird and his father Setnekht. It would
seem that the presence of the stela; here is due to the fact that this
hill was sacred.
crook,

the

symbol of dominion

;

;

;
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THE TOMBS OF THE QUEENS AND PRINCES
The Valley of the Tombs of the Queens, the Biban cl Harivi of
the natives, is decidedly worth a visit. It is situated in the hills at
the back of the temple of Medinet Habu, and south of Der el
Medineh. The tombs are lit only by candles, and visitors are
earnestly requested to see that these are not held too close to the
paintings. In the XVTIIth dynasty, when the Pharaohs were buried
in the Royal Valley, it seems to have been the custom for their
queens (not regnant) to be buried with them in their sepulchres,

Thus in the tomb of
near them in small pits.
Amenhotep Ilnd (p. 221) the female mummy which lies in a side
So far as we know,
chamber may be that of his queen.
Amenhotep Ilird was the first king who permitted his queen to
and he did
lie in a large tomb of her own in the valley (p. 186)
or perhaps

:

because he himself had decided to abandon the necropolis
and to be buried in what is known as the Western Valley. The
succeeding king, Akhnaton, was buried at El Amarna, and was
we do not know what became of his
later carried to Thebes
queen. The tomb of the next king, Tutankhamen, has not been
found and that of his successor, Ay, has been so much ransacked
by early robbers that one cannot say whether the body of his
this

;

;

In the tomb of the next king,
queen lay with him or not.
Horemheb, the bones of four persons were found, and one may
suppose therefore that the queen was buried with him. Rameses
and he decided to bury his queen, Setra (B.C. 131 5),
1st succeeded
;

south of the necropolis, now known as the Valley
It is just possible that this valley
of the Queens.
had already l.^een used as a burying-place for a few of the members
It is not known
of the royal family of the XVTIIth dynasty.
in a valley to the

of the

Tombs

where the next queen, wife of Sety 1st, was buried. Rameses Ilnd
interred his queen Nefertari in this new valley, and also his
The tomb o
daughters Bantantha, Meretamen, and Nebtaui.
Merenptah's queen is not known. Tausert, wife of Septah and
Sety Ilnd, being a queen regnant, was buried in the king's valley
Prof. Petrie thinks that the wife of the next king,
209).
Setnekht, was buried in the Valley of the Queens in a certain tomb
of which the name is now lost. Rameses 1 1 Ird, the succeeding
Pharaoh, buried his queen Ast(or Isis) in this Valley of the Queens
and he also here interred four sons and a daughter, all of whom
died during his reign. The numerous uninscribed tombs in this
(p.

;
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valley probably belonged to the various princes antl queens of the

Ramesside age but, like the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings, it
probably ceased to be used as a royal necropolis at the fall of
the XXtii dynasty (li.c. 1090).
;

THE

ro.MB

OF qup:kn nkkkrtaki

Arriving at the valley, the visitor alights from his donkey at the
donkey-stand, and turns to his right along the path which leads
up the hill to the brick entrance of the beautiful and interesting
tomb of Queen Nefertari, the wife of Rameses Ilnd.
Queen
Nefertari, " Beautiful companion," was already married to the
king at his accession (B.C. 1292), but it is not known when she

She was probably a daughter of the late king Sety 1st, and
thus the sister or half-sister as well as the wife of Rameses Ilnd.
She is very conspicuous in the reliefs at Abu Simbel (p. 574) and
died.

;

her figure will be remembered at the side of the colossi in the
She is known to have presented the
temple of Luxor (p. 81).
king with at least two sons but another queen, Astnefert, must
have been somewhat of a rival to her, for she was the mother of
;

the king's most famous sons.

We first enter a hail, on two sides of which is a high shelf upon
which offerings might be placed. On the right of the entrance
(i) the queen is seen adoring Osiris, the god of the underworld,
who is seated in a shrine, the four genii who act as his agents
being shown before him, and the god Anubis behind him. On the
left of the entrance, from left to right at the top of the wall, we
see (2) the ka or astral body of the queen sitting in the tomb
playing draughts to pass the time her soul, meanwhile, in the
form of a human-headed bird, comes out of the tomb, and stands
above the doorway
next, her Xv/, clad in flowing white robes,
leaves the game of draughts, and, passing out of the tomb, kneels
then we see her
to adore the sun (3) rising between two lions
;

;

;

or celestial spirit or intelligence, in the form of a pale blue
of Osiris lying on a
crane, beautifully drawn
next is the
bier watched by Isis and Nephihys in the form of hawks typifying

X////,

;

mummy

which the queen's mummy will be guarded and
and continuing onto the next wall, we see various
mythological figures who will be her protectors, ending over the
door (5) with the four Osirian genii, the human-headed Amset, the
ape-headed Hapi, the hawk-headed Uuamutef, and the jackalheaded Khensenuf. Beyond the doorway (6) Osiris stands with
the

manner

in

farther along,

;

I'oMHs uv

Till".

the standards of

Wepwet

I
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On

the pro-

jecting walls at this side of the hall (7) Ncith and (8) Sclkis, both
clad in fine red dresses, stand to receive the queen as she enters

On the rij,dit (9) we sec the
Harmachis and Hathor cnthmncil.

the side chamber.

Horns to
charming

(10)

profile,

her reddened cheeks,

lier rich

tuicen led by
I'he

queen's

head-dress, and

her flowing robes, combine to give this and other representations
and fascination which will not soon be forgotten by
the visitor.
On the left (11) Isis leads the queen forward to (12)
Khepera, the beetle-headed god of the resurrection.
pass
through the door leading into the side chamber, and observe on
either side a figure of Maat, the goddess of Truth.
On the right
wall of this room (13) there is a ram-headed figure of the settingsun supported, as Osiris was at his death, between Isis and
Nephthys. Beyond this is a figure of the queen adoring various
sacred cattle (14), which are depicted on the adjoining wall. On
the next wall (15) she presents a great heap of ofiferings to a seated
On the other half of the wall (16) she presents
figure of Turn.
On the next wall (17)
otiterings to Osiris in a similar manner.
the queen stands in the presence of the ibis-headed Thoth, before

of her a grace

We

whom
Hcket.

are a palette upon which the god will write, and the frog
On the next wall (18) she offers the symbol of fine linen

to I'tah,

who stands

his face,

is

We

in

a shrine, the window of which,

in

front of

open.

now

return to the hall

and pass down the steps

to

the

lower chambers, observing on our left the goddess Seikis and on
our right Neith.
On the left wall (19) the queen makes an offering to Isis and Nephthys, behind whom is the winged goddess
Maat. On the right side (20) she ofiers to Hathor and Seikis,
Farther down we may
and Maat is again seen behind them.
notice on either side the jackal of the dead, and above it a
winged cobra protecting the name of the queen as an inhabitant of
Below it, on the left, is Isis again, and on the
the necropolis.
right Nephthys.

One now

passes into the lower

hall,

the roof of

which is supported by four square columns. The area between
the columns is sunk, and it was in this portion that the sarcophagus
(now lost) was originally laid. The figures upon the columns may
be noticed on the left (21) is the fine figure of Horus-Supporterof-his-Mother (see p. 199) on the right (22) is a similar figure
on the far side of the left column (23) the queen is embraced by
Hathor on the far side of the right column (24) she receives life
from Isis on the near or inner side of the right column (25), and
:

;

;

;

;
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on the corresponding side of the opposite column (26), are imposing
figures of Osiris.
We descend three stairs into the middle of the
hall.
The scenes upon the walls are now much damaged by
moisture, the rains of many winters having penetrated into these
lower rooms.
Here there are figures of the demi-gods of the
underworld, who act as the protectors of the queen's body and
the four large ded signs, which are painted on the sides of the
pillars facing this portion of the hall, and which are symbolic of
the power and stability of Osiris, carry out this same idea of protection.
The visitor may ascend the three stairs on the far side
of the hall, and here, on the back of the pillars, he may notice on
the right (27) the queen with Isis, and on the left (28) the queen
with Hathor. The remaining scenes in this lower hall are too
damaged to be of interest.
;

THE TOMB OF AMENKHEPESHEF
This tomb (No. 55) is reached by the path
into the valley from the tomb of Nefertari.
It

which leads farther
is one of the four

tombs which the visitor to this valley should not fail to see. It
was made for Prince Amenkhepeshef (or Amenherkhepeshef as it
is sometimes written), one of the young sons of Rameses Ilird
Rameses Illrdhad
(B.C. 1 198-1 167), who died in his childhood.
the misfortune to lose at least four sons in their childhood. The
mummies of the members of the royal family at this time show so

much

physical degeneracy,

some having been deformed and others

diseased, that this early mortality

known
title

is

not surprising-.

Nothing is
honorary

historically of this prince, except that he held the

of Master of the King's Horse.

On
tomb

the

left

as

we enter

(i)

Rameses

Ilird,

who has come

to the

seen greeting Isis with a
kiss, while behind him, Thoth, the god of Knowledge, holds pen
and palette, as it were to take down the king's declaration of his
Before them is the little prince clad in delicate
son's virtues.
He wears the side-lock indicating a royal
robes of fine linen,
prince, and holds an ostrich-plume standard. On the next wall (2)
the king burns incense before a shrine in which stands the god
Ptah. Next (3) the king introduces his son to another form of
Ptah. Then (4) he presents him to the jackal-headed Duamutef,
who leads them forward towards the inner chambers of the tomb.
At the end of the wall (5) Amset meets them and conducts them
to introduce his son to the gods,

is

11

ri
THE

TOMB
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the adjoining wall (6) they are met by Isis, who leads
Returning to the right of the entrance (7), there is
a damaged scene showing the king embracing a goddess (Isis ?),
and it is curious to notice how she affectionately strokes his chin

forward.

On

them onwards.

with her finger. On the next wall (8) the king introduces his son
Beyond a doorway which leads into a blank room (9)
to Shu.
Kebhsenuf (hawk-headed) leads the king forward, and (10) the
ape-headed Hapi also conducts him onwards. On the next wall
see thus how
(11) the king and prince are met by Hathor.
the king, as mediator between earth and heaven, has presented his
son to the gods to Ptah the god of Memphis, in which city the

We

:

many

other royal personages, probably lived ; to
and Hathor the great goddesses and
all of whom lead them onwards to the
to the four Osirian genii
tomb and to the underworld. The visitor should particularly notice
the elaborate costumes worn by the royal figures, and should comprince, like so

Shu the son of Ra

;

to Isis

;

;

pare them in his mind with the simpler dresses of earlier days, as
they may be observed, for example, at the Tombs of the Kings.
Passing on into the inner chamber, the goddess Nephthys is
seen on the right (12), and on the left (13) is Isis. The granite
sarcophagus, in which the prince was buried, lies empty in this
chamber. On the walls the king is shown presenting his son to
various demons of the underworld, beside whom chapters of

Over the doorway into the
books are inscribed.
chamber (14) two winged serpents guard the cartouches of
Rameses Illrd.

the

funeral

final

THE TOMB OF THYTI
short distance from the tomb of Amenkhepeshef is that of
un52), a queen of the Ramesside period, otherwise
known. She is called a royal daughter, royal wife, and royal

A

Thyti (No.

to say, she was the daughter of a Pharaoh, married
and was mother of the following sovereign. The
tomb is not very impressive, and may be omitted by those who are
pressed for time. The first corridor is much damaged, but we
may still see the figures upon the walls. On the left is the
goddess Maat with wings outspread, facing the doorway the
she shakes two
queen worships before the shrine of Ptah
she worships Amset, Duamutef,
sistrums before Harmachis

mother, that

is

his successor,

;

;

;

and Isis. On the right
queen stands before Thoth

the
Maat is seen as before
she shakes sistrums before Turn

wall
;

;

;
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l^ntcrinj,'
worships Hapi, Kebhsenuf, and Nephtliys.
the next room, we see on the left of the door the figure of Neith,
and on tlie rij^ht that of Selkis, the scorpion j^oddoss. On the
walls to left and right of the chamber there arc some remarkable

and she

figures of demi-gods.

On

the end walls of the

room

the queen

worships the four genii again, two on either side, who this time all
have human heads. The line elaborate dress of the queen on the
In the chamber to the right there is
right should be noticed.
an interesting representation of the queen adoring the Hathor cow,
which comes forth from the western hills. Between the queen and
the cow there stands a sycamore tree, from which the goddess
Hathor appears in order to pour out the water of life for the queen
In the innermost
In the room on the left is the burial-pit.
to drink.
room we see Osiris enthroned. Behind him Isis and Thoth,

and before him Neith and Selkis, are seen. On the side wails
sixteen seated gods are worshipped by the queen.

THE TOMB OF

A.SET

(l.SIS)

Rameses IlIrd, does not play an imQueen
Her full name seems to have been Asetportant part in history.
Amasereth, and as the second half of the name appears to be
Syrian, it may be that she was of that nationality. The tomb (No.
Isis,

the wife of

51), which is situated on the left of the pathway leading to the
higher southern group of sepulchres, is much damaged, and only
a few scenes of a conventional kind remain. The fragments of a
once fine sarcophagus are strewn over the floor.

THE TOMB OF SETVHERKHEPESHEF
This tomb (No. 43), a few yards from the last named, was made
another son of Rameses Ilird who died in his childhood. It
is blackened by smoke, and is not of particular interest.
One
passes through two long corridors in which the king is seen
presenting his son to the gods as before. .A. room is then reached
On the left
in which are representations of curious demons.
should be noticed the two mythological apes named Fu and Au.
In the innermost chamber, on the end wall there are two seated
figures of Osiris, and on the sides are a series of small figures

for

of gods.
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THE TOMB OF PARAHEREMEF

A few yards distant from the last tomb is No. 42, the tomb of
Paraheremef, another member of the unfortunate family of
Rameses Ilird, who was perhaps the eldest son.
In the first
corridor the king introduces him to the gods as usual.
A fourpillared hall is then reached, but the reliefs are so much damaged
that they are of little interest.
THE TOMB OF KHAEMUAST
This tomb (No. 44) should certainly be visited. It is situated at
the end of the pathway which leads off to the left from the donkeystand to the south-east corner of the valley. It was made for
Prince Khaemuast, another son of Rameses Ilird, who died
during his childhood and here, as in the tombs of his other sons,
the king is seen in the paintings introducing the young prince to
the gods. The paintings are partly unfinished, and one may see
the uncoloured white plaster here and there.
On the right as we enter (i) the king worships Ptah, and beyond
Beyond a doorway
this is the prince wearing the usual side-lock.
then (3) introduces his son to Shu
(2) the king worships Seb
;

;

advances with him to Tum, whose figure is destroyed.
On the left wall (5) Ptah is seen in his shrine (6) the king
presents his son to Thoth then (7) to Anubis and lastly (8) to
Harmachis. Entering the room on the right, we notice on the
right of the doorway (9) Isis and Nephthys, and on the left (10)
On the side wall (left) we see (11) the prince
Neith and Selkis.
standing alone adoring the demi-god Hapi, who by mistake has
been given a jackal-head (12) he adores Kebhsenuf and (13) he
adores two demi-gods. On the opposite wall (14) he worships
Amset (15) he worships Duamutef, who has been given an apehead instead of that of a jackal and (16) he worships two other
demi-gods. On the end wall (17) Isis talks to a seated figure of
Osiris on behalf of the prince; and (18) Nephthys likewise
addresses another figure of Osiris. There is a similar room on
the left of the corridor, and at the entrance are Isis, Nephthys,

and next

(4)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Neith, and Selkis, as in the case of the room just described. On
the left wall (19) the prince stands alone before Anubis and we
On the
then see him (20) before the four genii and Selkis.
opposite wall (21) he stands before Anubis, and (22) again before
;

_'«

t]

r
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the four genii, with

whom

We

now

Neith.

On

the end wall (23) Isis and
on behalf of the prince.
enter a long corridor, the roof of which is vaulted.
On

Nephthys address seated

is

figures of Osiris

the walls to right and left the king is seen presenting his son to
demi-gods.
In the final chamber, which is to be regarded as a
kind of sanctuary, the king alone is seen worshipping the gods and
interceding for his son.
On the end wall, to the right (24), Selkis
and Nephthys address Osiris and to the left (25) Isis and Neith
do likewise. In front of Osiris is the lotus-flower from which the
;

four genii
S"-

rise.

There are only two other tombs which call for remark in this
No. 38 is the burial-place of Queen Setra, the wife of
Rameses 1st, and in it are a few figures drawn in outline only.
No. 36 is the tomb of an unknown princess. The paintings are
much damaged, but have once been good. It is curious to notice
that, although the titles of the princess have been written in the
inscriptions^ her name has been left blank, as though the scribe
knew only that he had to prepare a tomb for a princess, but did
not know what she was called.
valley.

The Palace of Amenhotep

IIIrd

The ruins of the palace of Amenhotep IIIrd are situated on the
edge of the desert, some distance to the south of the temple of
Medinet Habu. They are not sutificiently interesting to be visited
by any but those who have ample time to spare. All that now
remains of the palace is the ground-plan of portions of its area,
outlined in crude brick walls a few inches in height.
entirely built of brick
the walls, ceilings, and

was

;

The palace
pavements

being covered with plaster, upon which the most charming paintings were executed, judging by the few fragments which have
been found. It is often asked why so many temples, but so few
palaces, of the Pharaohs exist and here the reader has the answer
to the question.
The palaces were not intended to be lived in by
more than one generation, and therefore they were built lightly of
brick whereas the temples were erected for all time, and therefore were built of stone.
In most cases they were placed on the
cultivated land, in order that they might be surrounded by gardens,
and hence the bricks have long-since disappeared into the soil,
;

;

IIIE

I\\I,.\rK
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and the ploiij^lis of tlie natives have passed over ilicir sites.
Anienhotcp Ilird, however, decided to ereit his palace upon the
desert, and tluis we are now able to trace the walls of the royal
might be gardens near the palace
barren nature of the ground, he caused an enormous
lake to be made on the east of the palace ;' and the visitor may
trace its limits by the mounds of rubbish which were thrown up
during its excavation. These are specially to be noticed on the
immediate east side of the palace.
1 he lake, which is now called
Birket Habu, was made by Anienhotcp 11 Ird in the eleventh year
of his reign (B.C. 1400), and is said to have been designed for the
entertainment of his much-loved queen, I'hiy. One may suppose
that the lake was surrounded by trees and flowers, and as our
inscriptions tell us that here the royal couple sailed in their beautiful dahabiyeh, which was called " Aton-Cileams," we may reconstruct
in the imagination a picture of great charm.
It was probably in
this palace that the heretic King Akhnaton was born (p. 161), and
here Amenhotep Ilird, whohas been called "The Magnificent,"
and the beautiful Thiy held their brilliant court. Some of the halls
in the palace were of considerable size, as the visitor may now perceive and traces of the columns which supported the wooden
roofs are to be seen here and there.
In some of the rooms there
are the remains of a raised dais on which the king's throne was
placed and in some places there are traces of the paintings
which covered the walls.
The site was excavated incompletely
by M. Grebaut, by M. Daressy, and by Mr. R. Tytus, but much
still remains to be cleared.
The other ruins in this neighbourhood are not worthy of a visit.
Some 700 feet south-west of the Pavilion of Medinct Habu is
a small temple of Ptolemaic date, known as Kasr el 'Aguz, ''the
Old Man's Castle," which was dedicated to Thoth, but it is of little
interest except from the fact that a series of Ptolemaic Pharaohs,
important for the order in which the names appear, are mentioned
Farther to the south
as the ancestors of Ptolemy Euergetes Ilnd.
there is a little Roman temple known as Der esh Shelwit, dedicated
to Isis, Lady of Arment.
In the desert to the west of this there is
a cemetery in which the sacred apes were buried. It is now known
biiildiny.

In orilcr that there

in spile of the

;

;

as Gebanet
'

The

present.

el

Kuriid.

cultivation liad not encroached as far westwards in those days as at
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Other Remains
There are, of course, several minor relics of the past which
Of these perhaps the only site
have not been recorded here.
which will be of interest to the visitor is that of a little temple of
King Seankhkara, of Dynasty XI., situated on the highest point
of the great

hill

Tombs

to the north-east of the entrance to the Valley

It can be seen with the naked eye
Only a few bricks now remain. In a valley at
the foot of this hill there are several watchmen's houses and some
The
graffiti on the rocks, suggesting that there are tombs here.
surface of the upper desert has upon it many palaeolithic flints.

of the

from the

of the Kings.

plain.

CHAPri:R

XII

FROM TH?:BES to ESNEH on the west BANK:
ARMENT, RIZAKAT, (".EHEL^.N, ASFUN — FROM
THE15ES TO ESNEH ON THE EAST BANK— tOI),
DABABIVEH THE TEMPLE AND CEMETERIES
OF ESNEH— FROM ESNEH TO EL kAb ON THE
EAST AND WEST BANKS
ARMENT

AFTER leaving the most southern of the antiquities of Thebes.
^^ there is no ancient site to be met with until the town of
is reached, which lies some nine miles up stream from
Luxor. From the hills above the Tombs of the Queens one may
look southwards over the wide, flat desert which sweeps round
towards the south-east and in the distance the trees of Arment
can often be clearly seen. For visiting Arment the ordinary .Method.-,
^'^"I'lR
steamers do not allow the necessary time but .'persons travelling p'
llic ruins
by dahabiyeh will find the excursion to the ruins worth making, of Arment.
more for the sake of the beauty of the country at this point than
of the interest of the antiquities. The dahabiyeh should be moored
a mile or so below Arment, as the ruins lie in the village of Old
Arment, which is about that distance north of the modern town,
and rather less than a mile back from the river. The excursion
may be made by train from Luxor, and in this case it will be found
most comfortable to take donkeys with one from Luxor. At the
station of Arment very miserable local donkeys may be hired, but

Arment

;

;

.

.

.

The train leaving
these cannot be used except by active males.
Luxor at lo A.M. or thereabouts reaches Arment in some forty
minutes and a ride of less than a mile brings one to the river.
Here a native ferry will be found, which will convey oneself and
A farther ride of half-an-hour then
one's donkey to the other side.
:

brings one to the ruins, which should thus be reached before noon.
The return may be inade in time to catch the train which brings
293
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one back

to

tourist very

mended
The
scenery
of Arnient.

to

Luxor in time for five o'clock tea. Although the
seldom visits these ruins, the excursion may be recomall those who have a desire to see Egypt thoroughly;

and lovers of the picturesque will certainly appreciate the scenery.
The appearance of the country here is very different from that
usually associated with Egypt.
Along the bank of the river there
is a splendid row of Icbbck trees, and amidst these are the ruins of
the ancient quay of Roman date, into which are built various blocks
from a Ptolemaic temple.
The main ruins are reached by a
charming road running along the river's edge at first, and later
passing a few yards farther inland. The path is deeply shaded by
through which the sun penetrates in broken patches of yellow
On the west side there are wide fields of sugar-cane edged
by European-looking bushes and one catches a glimpse here and
there of a running stream of water. In the autumn, when the cane
is green, the fields present an extremely beautiful scene
but the
winter visitor is likely to find them bare after the harvest.
In early times the name of Arment was An or On, sometimes
called Southern On to distinguish it from Heliopolis, which was
The hawk-headed war-god Menthu was here
the Northern On.
worshipped, and thus the town came to be known as An-Menthu,
or Per-Menthu, "the Temple of Menthu," from which the Greek
Herinotithis and the modern Arment seem to be derived.
If the
cemetery at Rizakat, six or eight miles to the south-west, is the
ancient burial-place of this town, then there must have been a
flourishing city here in the Middle Kingdom, of which date many
graves have been found. In the XVII Ith dynasty temples of
some size were erected here, but these are now all destroyed. The
and of course the name of Rameses
heretic Akhnaton built here
Ilnd is to be seen. The cartouche of Menkheperra, probably the
second king of that name, the son of Painezerii 1st, was observed
here but after that date no other records are found until the time
of the famous Cleopatra, under whom a temple was built for herself and her son Cjesarion, whose father was Julius Caesar. During
this period Arment became an important city, and was the capital
In early Christian times
of the Hermonthite nome or province.
After
it was still flourishing, and a large church was erected here.
this, however, it fell into insignificance, and remained an unimportant village until the modern sugar factories brought it again
some degree of fame.
trees,
light.

;

;

The

his-

tory of

Arment.

;

;

Arment

the
AiTiongst the modern inhabitants of
birth-place
belief that Moses was born at this spot.
of Moses.

Arment

there

is

a firm

In the absence of

any

FROM

llllJ;i:S

l()

I.SM,I1

3^5

knowledge re},'ardinj; this event, one may say that it is
quite within the bounds of probability that the law-giver really
was born here. Hidden amongst the rushes to the north of the
town, his cradle would have been within a mile or so of tlic ordinary
bathing-place of the princes and princesses living in the palaces
near Medinet Habu.
Indeed, one may go so far as to say that
there is no more likely spot for a royal bathing-place than the west
bank of the river, half-way between Luxor and Arment and if the
details of the Biblical account are to be accepted, one would
naturally look in this direction for the place at which the baby was
found by the princess.
During the days of the early modern travellers in Egypt, the The ruins
temple of Cleopatra and Civsarion was still to be seen, and appears ^^ Arment.
to have been an elaborate construction, nearly 200 feet in length.
Now, however, only a few fragments remain, for the temple was
definite

;

destroyed

in order to provide stone for building the sugar factory.
In different parts of the village, as one rides through it, masonry
walls will be seen dating from Roman times, and several inscribed

blocks of earlier date will be observed.
In one place there is a
chamber having a doorway upon which are reliefs representing one
of the Roman Pharaohs worshipping the deities Min, Thoth,

Horus-Mcnthu,

and

In the middle of the village
bath built of burnt bricks. The
main chamber, in the corners of which are limestone pillars, seems
to have contained the large plunge-bath, but this is now filled with
rubbish.
A small domed chamber stands at one corner, and other
more ruined rooms near by were perhaps intended for the hot-air
Isis,

there are the ruins of a

others.

Roman

At this part of the village there are extensive mounds of
accumulated ruins and rubbish, and one obtains a good idea of the
process of stratification. At the west end of the village there are a
few remains of a Ptolemaic temple, and here in a wide and open space
Several granite pillars
are the scanty remains of a Coptic church.
lie about, and one sees that the building was originally imposing.
In the desert at the back of Arment there is a cemetery of the
Roman period, from which a few antiquities have been obtained.
Amongst these antiquities there were a few tablets on which The sacred
Early writers speak '^"" °^
there was a representation of a sacred bull.
.Arment.
.V
,1
T^
at some length of this bull, which in Ora^co-Koman times was
" In the city of Hermonthis," writes
the- chief glory of Arment.
Macrobius, "they adore the bull Bacchis, which is consecrated to
the sun, in the magnificent temple of Apollo.
It is remarkable for
certain extraordinary appearances, according with the nature of
baths.

,

i-

1

•

1

1

•

1

•

'
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For every hour it is reported to change its colour, and
have long hairs growing backwards, contrary to the nature of
whence it is thought to be an image of the
all other animals
sun shining on the opposite side of the world." /Flian mentions
this wonderful bull, naming it Onuphis, and stating that " the name
of the place where it is kept may be learnt from the books of the
Egyptians, but it is too harsh both to mention and to hear." He
adds that "its hair turns the contrary way from that of other
the sun.

to

;

animals, and it is the largest of all oxen." Strabo also writes of a
sacred bull of Hermonthis, but he does nor mention its name.
The coins of the Hermonthite province, too, bear the figure of a
It may be that some
bull with lowered horns and waving tail.
day the tombs of these bulls will be found at Arment amongst the

remains of the once "magnificent temple of Apollo."

RIZAKAT
The road
to Rizakat.

To reach the cemetery of Rizakat, which is the next ancient site,
one should follow the sugar railway, which runs at the back of the
town towards the south. Just before reaching the village of Rizakat one must leave the line and bear off towards the west, crossing
the canal, and finally reaching the edge of the desert near a group
of small hamlets. The ride takes about two hours from Arment,
and during the sugar harvests the fields through which one passes
The ride can be recommended to travelare extremely beautiful.
lers who find themselves in this part of Egypt, for instance, those
who are moored here on dahabiyehs but the cemetery, of course,
has nothing of interest to show. It stretches for some considerable
distance along the desert's edge. The tombs at the south end have
been plundered several years ago, and those at the north end have
been robbed until quite recently; so that now there remains little for
The tombs, of which there
the scientific excavator to do there.
must have been several hundred, seem to have dated from the Xllth
to XVII Ith dynasties, and mainly consist of mud-brick structures in
the form of deep rectangular shafts, from the bottom of which a
;

wide rectangular pits lined with
vaulted burial-chamber leads
Ijricks, and entered by a sloping passage or stairway at one end
;

;

nothing interesting, either
to the antiquarian or to the ordinary traveller, in wandering over a
cemetery so wrecked and devastated by thieves, now stumbling into
a half-filled grave, now treading underfoot the bleached bones of

and other well-known forms.

There

is

FROM

rilEBI'S

some worthy Egyptian

;

and one

TO KSXKH
is
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glad to return to the

verdant fields, through whicli a path directly
be followed.

down

to the river

rich,

may

GEHEI-feN

From Rizakat to Gebeliin is a ride of some six or seven miles,
but as there are no antiquities here, and no other objects of any
particular interest, the ride cannot be

recommended.

Nor

is

Ge-

belcn of sufficient interest to entice the ordinary traveller, though
dahabiyeh-owners who are moored in this neighbourhood will find
a climb up the hill in the early morning or late afternoon enjoyable.
The two outcrops of rock which are known as Gebelcn, "the two
hills," form a very striking landmark as seen from the river.
They
each consist of a short and not very high range of limestone cliffs,

and are on the western bank of the river, the south end of the first
range running behind the north end of the second range. The
first or northern range rises abruptly from the flat desert, and at its
foot stands the small village of El Gherareh.
The ruins of an
ancient town lie under the north-west end of the second range, but
only a

mound covered

rocks," though the

now be seen.
as Anti, " the two

with fragments of pottery can

In Egyptian times the two ranges were

name Aa-em-atur,

known

" the island in the stream,"

seems also to have been used for Gebelen as a whole and the
town was called Per-Hathor, ''the Abode of Hathor." From this
the Greek name Pathoris was derived and since Hathor was
identified with Aphrodite, the name .Aphroditopolis, which Strabo
states to have been that of a city between .Arment and Esneh,
seems also to have been used. Close to Pathoris, and apparently
at the foot of one of the two hills of Gebelen, stood the sister city
of Crocodilopolis.
Strabo places it on the west bank of the river
not far south of Arment and another writer states that Asclepius,
the inventor of medicine, was buried at a Crocodilopolis, and that
on the Libyan hills in the vicinity there was a temple dedicated
to him. Now, although there are several cities which were named
Crocodilopolis, there is only one possible site near which there is a
temple on the hills namely here at Gebelen, where at the top of
;

Ihc
'^"'^"^nt

Gebelen.

;

;

'

:

the southern range there are the ruins of a very ancient shrine,
presently to be described. According to the Egyptians, the Greek <i<Ul. m

god Asclepius was

man

Imhotep,
1

to

be identified with the great Egyptian wise
and if
lived in the reign of King Zeser

who had

Mercur, Trismegistus' dialogue with Asclepius,

;

!

j^^J'^"'

Asclepius.
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credence to the Greek legend, one must believe that
Imhotep was buried at Gebelen. It is more easy, however, to
suppose that he was interred at Sakkara, near the pyramid of his
royal master
but, at the satiie time, the Greek story offers no improbabilities, since the temple and cemeteries of Gebelen date from
very early times, and the activity of Imhotep in this part of the
country is on record.' The figure of the wise man looms large in
the dim history of the period at which he lived.
Not only was he
the inventor of many medicines and the author of medical works,
but he was also a philosopher, a statesman, and an architect. To
him are attributed the first buildings of hewn stone in Egypt and
to his genius the conditions which produced the rise of the great
Pyramid Kings are due. If the hills of Gebelen contain his tomb,
is

to give

this

;

;

be not less than that they hold the
philosopher and wise man known in the

their interest to the visitor will

bones of the

earliest

world's history.

The cemeteries of

Gebelen.

The

for-

tress at

Gebelen.

Along the northern face of the first range there are many tombs
dating from the Middle Empire, all thoroughly dug out, and more
or less destroyed. Passing along the foot of the hills towards the
south, there lies an almost continuous cemetery extending to the
end of the range. This has been plundered again and again, and
now presents a sadly chaotic appearance. The tombs date from
early times down to the Roman period, but the majority are of the
Xllth to XXTIIth dynasties. About half-way along the range are
some grotto-like quarries, from which the stone for building the
temple seems to have been procured.
On the top of the southern range, and on the western slope of
the hill, an enormous quantity of large mud bricks will be seen
tumbled in all directions.
These form the ruins of a fortress
built by Menkheperra, the royal high priest of Amen-Ra, who
was the son of Painezem 1st of the XXIst dynasty.
A rough
pathway leads to the top of the hill from the west, but an easier
ascent may be made on the eastern side, where, up a cleft in the
rock, ran the original entrance path to the fortress.
The main
fort seems to have risen on the hill top, and the outbuildings
stood lower down the western hillside.
Many of the bricks are
stamped with the cartouches of Menkheperra and of his wife
Astemkheb. From the fortress a beautiful view may be obtained
of the flat, open desert stretching westward for many miles.
Across this wide expanse there runs a caravan road to the oasis
of El Khargeh
and the fortress is evidently connected with this
;

1

Imhotep

is

said to liave built a temple at Edfu.

I'ROM
route,

direction.

During;

'i'ni:?,KS

piobal>ly

beinj;
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Irom

that

.

it seems
and even royal, rank were
banished to the Oasis but under the rule of Menkheperra these
exiles had obtained the syni|)athies of the Upper Kj^yptians, and
there was good reason to suppose that they would enter the
country again.
The fortress thus appears to have been built

times

llie lioiiblcti

number of persons

that a

in \vlm,li I'aiiiL/oni 1st lived,

of

hi^h,

;

to stop their entrance

but

;

it

Thfobji'ii
"'^

''><^"

(jcIkIiii.

ceased to be of use when, a few

Menkheperra issued a free pardon to the exiles, and
obtained the sanction of the god Amen-Ra to a proclamation in
which he vowed that never again should any one be banished "to
the far distance of the Oasis, from this day for ever."
years

later,

Amongst

the ruins of the fortress a few pieces of broken lime-

mark the site of the ancient temple, dating from the
Old Kingdom.
No inscriptions now remain on the spot, but
those removed from here show the names of the little known
stone blocks

.

Ihc
*'
'l;"'?'*:
Gebelc'n.

Pharaohs, Dudumes Dedneferra of the Vllth dynasty, Menthuhotep 1st of the Xlth dynasty, Senebmaan of the XlVth dynasty,

Apepa 1st
Horemheb

of the

With

of the

X\

dynasty, and the
dynasty, Sety

Illth

well-known
1st

of the

kings

XlXth

dynasty, and Ptolemy Euergetes Ilnd.
Menthuhotep 1st speaks
of himself as the vanquisher of the Libyans and Nubians, both of
wliich peoples may have attempted to enter Egypt Ti'd EI Khargeh.

Dudumes

represented as being

is

led

by the god

Khonsu

to

Anubis.

One sees from the above-mentioned ruins that the city of The history
Pathoris (Aphroditopolis) or Crocodilopolis dates from a very o'^f^'-'x''^'"early period. Prehistoric and early dynastic cemeteries have been
found

neighbourhood, and

it has been seen that there is a
Imhotep of the Ilird dynasty was closely
connected with the city.
Kings of the obscure \'llih, Xlth,
XlVth, XVIth dynasties built and restored the shrines here; and
in the New Empire the place was still flourishing.
The Ptolemies
found it a worthy site for temple-building. Greek papyri of the
Ilird and Ilnd century B.C. have been discovered here, and

in the

possibility that the great

there

is

an inscription dated

Blemmyes, of

whom

in the

twelfth year of Trajan.

the visitor will find so

Nubia, were settled here

for

some

time.

many

traces in

The
Lower

Thus, the traveller pass-

ing by on his dahabiyeh or steamer should at least give his attention

a few moments to the site of this most ancient city.
Southwards from Gebelen the next ancient site lies under the

for
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modern

village of Tofnis.

desert behind there

is

Here there was a small

a late cemetery,

now

city,

and

the

in

entirely plundered.

ASFUN

We

The
the town of Asfun, the ancient Asphynis.
traveller will find, as at Arment, that the beauty of the country
but there are
in this neighbourhood repays a visit to the town
now reach

;

no antiquities to be seen. The site lies about a mile
and a half back from the river, the road to it being shaded by

practically

beautiful trees.

\"ery

little is

known

of the history of Asfun.

The

Xlllth dynasty,
At the west end of
for a statuette of that date was found there.
the town the remains of a temple were recently uncovered, and
reliefs were found inscribed with the name of a King Psametikse-neith Men-Kheper-ra.
No such king exists, and M. Maspero
has clearly shown that this inscription dated from Roman times
and referred to earlier kings whose names were half forgotten.
In the middle of the town there are very extensive mounds of
ancient ruins, which are gradually being dug away by the peasants who use the old town-rubbish as manure. A stratum of
red burnt material, running through these mounds at about the
Roman le\-el, shows that the town was once destroyed by fire.
In the desert behind Asfun is a small cemetery of no importance.
No other ancient remains are met with until the neighbourhood

town was certainly

of

Esneh

is

in existence as early as the

reached.

TUD
The ancient remains between Luxor and Esneh on the east
bank must now be recorded. The only site of interest is that of
Tuphium which

is to be identified with the
town stands on the edge of the
eastern desert opposite Arment, and may be approached along
In Roman
the embanked road leading east from the station.
and in
times it was called "the Great City of Ophieon "
Pharaonic times there was a temple here dedicated to Ra. The
high mound of debris upon which the modern village is built
Fragments of a temple of
indicates that the site is very ancient.
Ptolemaic date are to be seen amidst the modern houses, and the
cartouches of Ptolemy Physkon are to be seen. A temple, however, of much earlier date must have stood here, for there is a

the ancient city of

modern town

of Tud.

This

;
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fragment of an obelisk of Senusert 1st Iniilt into a slickh's tomb,
while the cartouches of Nekhtncbef (XXXth dynasty) are also to
be seen. Not far from here there are one or two cemeteries, now
ahiiost entirely pliindcrcfl out.

The

now draw
Chaghb to

hills

station of

great beauty.

in

towards the

river,

and from the railway

Matana they extend in a range of
About a mile and a half south of Chaghb station,
that of

just before reaching the village of

Dababiyeh, a wide valley opens
Going up this and bearing to the north one
upon some interesting quarries, which, though not of

amidst the

comes

hills.

importance to attract the ordinary traveller, will be
be worth a visit for the archii:ologist.
The quarries
consist of two wide, cave-like cuttings, the roof of which in each
case is supported by rough pillars
and there are also some open
sufticient

found

ito

;

quarries.

In the northern cave there

is

a small stele cut in the

Stele of

upon which King Sety 1st of the XlXth dynasty is seen ^i^'y '*'•
oftering to Amen-Ra.
Below is an inscription relating to some
quarry works, and at the bottom is the kneeling figure of the king's
In the same quarry are some Greek
chief builder, named Huy.
graffiti written in red paint, one of which is dated in the reign of
Caracalla, another in the first year of Elagabalus and Alexander
Severus, and a third in the eleventh year of Alexander Severus.
In the southern cave there is a large stele, part of which has been Stele of
broken away, dating from the reign of Smendes, the first king of Smendes.
The inscription states that the king was
the XXI St dynasty.
sitting in the hall of his palace at Memphis, when messengers
arrived informing him that a canal at Luxor had burst, and had
flooded the Luxor temple.
His majesty therefore despatched
3000 men and many builders to this quarrj', to cut stone for the
mending of the canal and it was during this work that the stele
was engraved.
In the neighbourhood of Maala and Matana, somewhat farther Maal.i, &c.
rock,

;

to the south, there are

some extensive

prehistoric cemeteries,

now

mostly dug out. It is evident that this stretch of country was
thickly peopled in that early period. At one point there are also
a few rock tombs of about the Xllth dynasty, but they are too
In one of them there is a
damaged to be of much interest.
fragment of an inscription stating that the deceased was a Royal
Registrar and Sole Companion, and traces of hunting scenes can
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be made out on the walls. At another point there is a cemetery
of the New Empire, entirely plundered.
Near the village of El
Helleh there are the remains of a Ptolemaic or Roman town, now
known as Kom el Birbeh and not far distant is a cemetery of
;

the

same

south of

date.

The

railway station of

Esneh

is

a short distance

this.

ESNEH TEMPLE
The temple of Khonsu
Upper Egypt.

Esneh should certainly be seen by all
There are various ways of making the
trip, those from the river being by far the most comfortable.
All
steamers stop sufficient time for the visit to the temple, which is
only ten minutes' walk from the landing-stage, through the rather
at

visitors to

picturesque streets of the town.

By

railway

it

is

best to take the

which leaves Luxor at sunrise, and arrives at Esneh station
somewhere about 7 or 8 a.m. The visitor can walk to the river,
and there his dragoman will have no difficulty in engaging a ferry.
As one crosses the river one sees the town of Esneh standing
imposingly on the mounds composed of the ruins of earlier cities.
The ancient quay, composed of heavy blocks of sandstone, will be
noticed, but the temple is buried out of sight amongst the houses.
Originally it is probable that there was an open space between the
river and the temple, the city lying mainly along the north and
west of it. If the wind has been favourable the visitor will reach
the temple by about 8 o'clock, and there he can remain until it
train

time to return to the station to catch either the 12 A.M. train
Assouan or the 11 A.M. train back to Luxor.
It must be
remembered, however, that the ordinary traveller can see the
temple in half-an-hour, and there is thus a tedious wait to be
endured before it is necessary to start back.
is

to

name of this city was 'J'a-Esfia, whence came
and the Arabic Esneh. By the Greeks the city
was called Latopolis, after the fish Latiis which was here venerated but this does not seem to have come into very common
use, and there was soon a reversion to the older name.
The early
history of the city is unknown, and it is probable that it was of no
In Egyptian the

the Coptic

'Sni',

;

great importance until the XVTIIth dynasty, when the trade with
the Sudan began to open up. A good caraxan road runs from
Esneh, through the oasis of Kurkur, to Derr and Esneh may have
;

I'ROM

I'MI'.nr.S

ijained sucli importance as
thib

route.

In

it

had
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the terminus of

modern times this trade was very considerable
Sudan during the Mahdi's rebelhon. It is
a temple was Iniilt here during' the reiyn of

until the h)ss of the

probable

that

Thothmes

is a record of the taxes imposed on the
under Thothmes Illrd. The Mayor had
to pay each year a quantity of silver and gold, two oxen, some
grain, and some linen.
An official called the ".Scribe of the
Islands of Esnch " paid two dchcn of gold, half a ilcboi of silver, a
while a third official paid two
necklace, an o.\, and some linen
chests of linen, some grain, two oxen, and two calves.
At about this period a /A;-prince of El Kab named Paheri was
In the Xl.Xth dynasty the city was
also //(/-prince of Esneh.

high

Illrd.

There

officials of this city

;

apparently flourishing. A block of stone near the river is inscribed
with the name of Rameses Ilnd; and in the cemetery large tombs
of about the same period have been found, among them being one
Of
of a certain Hui, who was overseer of the estates of Khonsu.
and under
the .\X\'lth dynasty tombs are found in the cemetery
the Ptolemies and Romans Esneh became of sutificient importance
At that time the city
to justify the building of the great temple.
was the capital of the Illrd nome of Upper Egypt, and in more
modern times as capital of the province of Esneh it retained its
importance. In 1889, however, it suffered a blow by the removal
In the present day Esneh has no
of the Government to Aswan.
Sudan trade, and most of the inhabitants work with the loom.
The temple is for the main part unexcavated, and lies under the
houses of the modern town. The pronaos, or first hall, however,
but owing to the high level of the modern
is entirely cleared
buildings, which are constructed upon the accumulated ruins of
the ancient cities, the roof of this part of the temple is on a level
with the house-tops, and to enter the pronaos one has to descend
a sleep flight of steps, as though the building were subterranean.
The temple as seen to-day is a rectangular building, 108 feet
wide and 54 feet deep, facing to the east, or rather to the river.
Originally there was probably an open space between the temple
and the water. The roof is intact, and is supported by twenty-four
;

;

pillars in six rows, each column being 37 feet higli and I7j( in
circumference. The first row of six columns abut the front wall,
or in other words the spaces between them, are walkd in by
balustrades, so that only one half of each is seen. The fai^ade is
120 feet wide and about 50 feel high. The cornice is of ihe usual

concave

style.

Tlio
**^"'P'*"-
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In the back or west wall of this building there is a large gateway,
now blocked, leading into the buried main temple. The general
appearance of the construction leads one to suppose that this

door was originally the front entrance of the temple, and that the
pronaos which we now alone see was added at a later date. The
decorations and inscriptions of the temple lead one to the same
conclusion, for the gateway has the cartouches of Ptolemy Vlth
upon it, whereas on the wall around it, and on all the pronaos'
walls and pillars, there are the cartouches of the later Roman
emperors. It may be, however, that the whole temple, including
the pronaos, was built under the Ptolemies, and that the pronaos
was left undecorated until Roman times. This gateway in the
west wall, as has been said, bears the cartouches of Ptolemy \'Ith
(B.C. 181-140), and the king is seen before Khnum and other gods,
as well as " King Ptolemy " and " Queen Cleopatra," probably his
father and mother.
The main temple, then, most probably dated
from the reign of this king or from the time of his immediate
predecessors.
Nevertheless it is stated that Champollion, who
managed to effect an entrance into the buried portion of the
temple, found the name of Thothmes Ilird there.
If this is true,
the Ptolemies must have rebuilt the temple on the site of an earlier
sanctuary, as they so often did in the case of the other monuments.
The pronaos, it seems, was either built or was first decorated
under the Emperor Claudius, whose cartouches were placed on
Under Vespasian the work was continued,
the cornice outside.

name appears on the fagade and in the decorations of the
The columns were decorated under Domitian, Trajan,
and Hadrian, whose cartouches appear on them. The walls were
and

his

ceiling.

then decorated under Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius

;

and

the blank pieces were finished under Commodus, Severus, CaraGeta's cartouche, however, wherever it occurs,
calla, and Geta.
It will be remembered that Caracalla
boast of the fact that he had killed his brother Geta, and
that he consecrated the sword which he had used for the purpose
Caracalla cultivated the
in the temple of Serapis at Alexandria.
Egyptian religion to a considerable extent, and favoured the Egyptian natives to the exclusion of the Greek-Egyptians of Alexandria.

was erased by Caracalla.

made a

emperor who is mentioned in this temple is Decius,
which he figures is the latest dated representation
The work in the temple ceased about this time,
of a Pharaoh.
and the decorations remain incomplete in places. The building
thus, as it is seen to-day, dates from about n.c. 180 to a.d. 250.

The

and the

last

relief in
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Tlie ])oints of inlenst m the temple are so apparent, and the
possibility of overlooking,' anything of importance so remote, since

there

is

but the one

directing.

The

hall, that

the visitor's attention requires

capitals of the pillars are extremely fine,

little

and those

two decorated with bunches of grapes (both pillars bearing the
Upon the south
cartouches of Hadrian) are especially noticeable.
wall of the hall will be seen in bold relief the different emperors
worshipping before the ram-headed Khnum: the hawk-headed
Horus the Horus in his form of a boy with the side-lock of hair,
Upon the
symbolic of youth
and the lion-headed Menhet.
north wall these gods will again be noticed, though the eye will be
mainly attracted by the large scene of the Pharaoh, with Horus
;

;

and Khnum pulling in a netful of birds.
Upon the ceiling are
extraordinary mythological creatures, more familiar to, but no
At the
better understood by, the Egyptologist than the visitor.
side of the entrance steps the doorkeeper's chamber will be seen.
The road back into the desert, where lies the ancient cemetery
of Esneh, leads through the town and out into the fields at the
north-west end. A bridge over the canal is presently crossed,
after

which the road bears

and

finally

I'-sneh

ccnictcr V

to the north, then turns to the west
a fairly straight path westward leads out into the
desert a half-mile to the south of the small village of Hagar
Esneh, the ride taking about three-quarters of an hour. Nothing

of importance is here to be seen.
Most of the tombs are of late
dynastic date, though some are Ramesside. Such antiquities as
have been found show a poorness of style not to be accounted for
merely by the poverty of the inhabitants of Esneh, but rather
suggesting that they were of a less cultured race, having a blood
connection, no doubt, with the Sudanese with whom they traded.
A large number of small pit tombs lie open, and the cemeter)'
shows abundant signs of having been often plundered.
Opposite the cemetery, but somewhat north of Esneh, are two N.ish'"'"''mg
niounds, known as Kom ed Ueir and Kom es Sinim, which stand
runi'-.
In 1830 temples were seen here, but now only
in the cultivation.
the
build
taken
to
having
been
a block or two is left, all the stones

1111

factory which can be seen at the north extreme of Esneh. These
stones were liroken up, and no inscribed pieces are now to be

found.
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FROM ESNEH TO EL KAB
West lank.

Between Esneh and Kom el Ahmar on the west bank there are
a few ancient sites which deserve a visit from the archneologist,
but which have Httle to show to the ordinary traveller. A short
way to the south of Esneh cemetery stands the Coptic monastery
of Manaos (Ammonius) and Shenudi (Senntios), a rectangular
building of crude brick standing on the edge of the cultivation.
The monastery now stands empty, but the Copts come there on
certain festivals.
It is said to have been founded by the Empress
Helena.
In it there are one or two early frescoes and several

Near the village of Mesawiyeh there are prehistoric
cemeteries of some extent.
In the neighbourhood of Kom el Mera
(also called Kummir) are the remains of the ancient town of
Pa-mera and a few stone blocks from the temple can still be
seen.
In the desert there are cemeteries in which mummified
gazelles were found, dating from the late dynastic period.
A
small cemetery lies near the village of Adem Agbeh, and another
at El Kenan.
Behind the town of Basaliyeh there stands a small
stone pyramid, known as El Kulah.
Its height is about 30 feet,
and its base about 50 or 60 feet square. It is much ruined, and
In the neighbourhood
there is nothing to give a clue to its date.
there are some prehistoric cemeteries. A ride of about an hour's
duration now brings one to Kom el Ahmar.
On the east bank of the river one or two late cemeteries of no
importance are the only ancient remains to be observed between
Esneh and El Kab. On the rocks not far from Esneh station
there is an important inscription of the time of the "heretic" king
Akhnaton, which relates to the quarrying works undertaken here
inscriptions.

;

East banlc.

early in his reign.

CHAPTER

XIII

THK HISTORY OF EL KAB (EILEITH VIAFOLIS) AND
KOM EL AHNLVR (HIERACONPOLIS)— THE RUINS
AT k6m EL AH MAR AND AT EL KAB-FROM EL
KAB TO EDFU
THE HISTORV OF

KII.EITHVIAPOI.IS ANl> HIKRACONI'OI.IS

*HE

ruins of the ancient cities of Eileithyiapolis and Hieraconpolis stand opposite to one another on the east and west
banks of the Nile, the former close to the water, and the latter on
'

I

the ed^e of the desert some distance back from the river.
present time these two sites are known respectively as El

At the

Kab and

Konvel Ahmar, "the Red Mound." In ancient times they were Thenames
""^ ''*''
Nekheb and Nekhen, and "El Kab" may perhaps be a
^f,'
corruption of the former name. The city of Nekhelj came to be
named Eileithyiapolis by the Greeks owing to the fact that the
goddess of the neighbourhood was identified with Eileithyia;
while Nekhen was re-named Hieraconpolis, " the City of the
Hawks," owing to the totem of that place being a hawk.
The large cemeteries of the pre-dynastic age which lie in the The
desert behind Kom el Ahmar indicate that an e.Ktensive settlement archaic
of that period existed here
and amidst the ruins of Hieraconpolis ^"'^
there have been found the remains of the first known kings of
Egypt. The earliest of these kings, named Selk"the Scorpion"
(who is probably to be identified with the King Ka buried at
Abydos), seems to have been the ruler of Upper Egypt only; and
Hieraconpolis appears to have been his capital. There is good
reason to suppose that both he and his successors were originally
chieftains of a hawk-worshipping tribe which came from Thinis. a
city not far from Baliana
that this tribe pushed southwards as far
as Edfu, defeating the aborigines'
and that its main capital was
called

'

;

;

;

See the tradition of Horus and Set as interpreted
temple of Edfu.
'
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Kom el Ahmar, which continued to be the royal city of
Upper Egypt even after Mena the first king of a united Egypt,
and probably the grandson of the Scorpion had carried the
government to Memphis. These early king-s were buried at
Abydos, near their ancestral home of Thinis, but they seem to
have been crowned at Hieraconpolis and the well-known hawkfixed at

—

—

;

name, or Horus-name, which every Egyptian Pharaoh possessed,
was the name given to him as chief of the Hawk-tribe at Hieraconpolis at his coronation as king of Egypt.

A

ceremonial mace-head belonging to King Selk was found by
E. Quibell at Kom el Ahmar, and on it are scenes representing that king performing the ceremony of breaking ground
with a hoe at the time of sowing, and receiving a sheaf of corn at
the harvest festival.
Another mace-head belonging to Narmer,
the next king, shows the monarch seated on his throne apparently

Mr.

J.

honour of his conquest of Lower Egypt and a
ceremonial palette also found here shows him at a city which is
probably to be read Edfu, sacrificing his enemies before the sacred
barque of Horus. Many other antiquities found here by Mr. Quibell
prove that a high state of civilisation existed at this early period at
Hieraconpolis. The portraying of the figures of men and animals
was as well executed as in many of the later periods of Egyptian
history
while the workmanship displayed in the making of stone
vases and of pottery has never been surpassed.
When Mena, perhaps the son of Narmer, was made Pharaoh of
^ united Upper and Lower Egypt, and built himself a capital at
Memphis, Hieraconpolis lost for a time something of its importance.
In the Ilnd dynasty, however, Kings Khasekhem and Khasekhemui both associated themselves with the city. Of the former
king there is a fine statue, found by Mr. Quibell at Hieraconpolis,
the inscription on which states that in a war with a northern people
he had slain or taken prisoners 42,209 persons; and on a ceremonial bowl also discovered here is the inscription " The year of
the smiting of the northerners the kheni^ or ceremony of purification, at the city of Nekheb;" below which the Horus-name
of Khasekhem and probably his cartouche-name, Besh, are
written on either side of the symbol of the uniting of the two lands.
Of King Khasekhemui there is an inscribed granite door-jamb
from the Hieraconpolis temple.
The history of this neighbourhood now passes from archaic
times to the better known period of the Old Kingdom. A sealing
of King Neter-Khet of the Ilird dynasty, and a cylinder inscribed
at a festival in

;

;

The early
dynasties.

:

;

The Old
Kingdom,

EL KAb AXn
with the
found at

KOM

l.I,

All
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name

of Kin^ Sneferu of tho I\'ih dynasty, have been
Hicraconpolis.
15y this time I-lileitliyiapolis was also

rising into prominence, and, jiidj,'in)^ by ilic elaborate burials, must
have already contained many rich inhabitants. From this point
a disused caravan road runs to various gold-mines in the eastern
desert, and it is probable that the rise of this town was due to its
importance as the terminus of this route. From the earliest period
the Egyptians used gold for ornamental jjurposcs
and even in
jirehistoric times gold-handled knives and yold-toppcd jars were
employed, while in the 1st dynasty gold beads and other jewellery
were also not uncommonly used. A prominent rock in the desert
behind El Kab has upon it many inscriptions, some of which might
well have been written by persons coming from or going to the
mines. While the god of Hieraconpolis was the hawk Horus, the
deity of El Kab was the vulture goddess Nekheb, who is some;

times called ' the Lady of the

Menkaura

Mouth

of the Desert."

Cylinders

and Userkaf of the Vth dynasty
have- been found at El Kab, which show that the town was flourishing at that date and we may imagine the place at this time as
busily absorbed in the coming and going of the gold-caravans,
possessing a market, a fort or camp, and no doubt a temple to the
vulture goddess.
Graffiti of Sahura and Asesa of the Vth dynasty
are found on the rocks behind the town.
Meanwhile on the west of the river a road led up to the
city of Hieraconpolis, which now possessed a fine temple, while
in the desert stood the great fortress for the troops, which
dates from very early times. Visitors came from far and near
worship at the shrine of Horus, where their kings had
to
been crowned; and by the \'Itli dynasty the temple had be- ihc VIili
come so important that it was now the repository for some of dynabiy.
Those who have seen the
the artistic masterpieces of the time.
Cairo Museum will not have failed to admire the great bronze
statues of King Pepy and his son which are exhibited there.
These were discovered by Mr. Quil)ell at Hieraconpolis, where
The base of a limestone statue of
they once stood in the temple.
Pepy Hnd was also found here. Hidden below the floor of the
Sanctuary, Mr. Quibell was fortunate enough to find the actual
figure of the hawk which was worshipped at Hieraconpolis.
The
body was of bronze, but the head and head-dress were of pure
of

of the I\'th dynasty

;

gold, the eyes being inlaid with obsidian.

names

of

This beautiful object

is

Museum. Of the same dynasty the
Kings Teta and Pepy are to be found on the rocks behind

also to be seen in the Cairo
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of Dudumes, an obscure king of the middle
have noticed at Gebelen, is also found here.
In the Xllth dynasty Eileithyiapolis was the more important of
An altar of Senusert 1st, however, and a statue of
the two cities.
Senusert Ilnd were found at Hieraconpolis, where they had been
placed by these kings in the temple of Horus. At this time the
negroes of Ethiopia had become unruly, and had penetrated more
than once into the land of Lower Nubia. They were also wont to
make incursions into Egyptian territory along the caravan routes
and there was some possibility that they
of the eastern desert
might attack Aswan and even El Kab. A huge fortification was
therefore erected along the east side of the cataract, which was
already built in the third year of Senusert Ilnd and soon afterwards the great brick wall, which to this day stands around the site
It was known as the "Wall of
of Eileithyiapolis, was erected.
Seshemtaui," that being the hawk-name of Senusert Ilnd and in

El Kab.

period,

The name

whom we

;

;

;

the forty-fourth year of Amenemhat Ilird a smaller wall inside
the wall of Seshemtaui was built to enclose the temple area. A
cylinder of this king was found at El Kab, a statue representing

him was discovered

at

Hieraconpolis, and a stele recording the

building of the Eileithyiapolis wall is now in England.
In the temple of Hieraconpolis the names of one of the Antef
kings and of a Sebekhotep of the Xlllth dynasty were discovered.

At Eileithyiapolis there are a few tombs of nobles of this date, one of
whom, named Sebeknekht, lived in the reign of Sekhemra-seuaztaui
Sebekhotep Ilnd, an obscure king of this dynasty. El Kab is,
indeed, one of the only cities in which there seems to have been a
continuity of prosperity during the troubled Xlllth dynasty and
the Hyksos rule which followed and if proof were needed that the
regime of the shepherd kings only obtained for a short period, one
would have but to look at the rock sepulchres of El Kab, where the
tombs of the Xlllth dynasty and those of the XVIIth and early
XVTIIth dynasties seem to run in unbroken sequence.
The noble family of which the above-mentioned Sebeknekht was
;

member managed to make
and when the
rule

extremely powerful during the
who were the
descendants of the old line of Egyptian kings, began to struggle
to recapture their throne from the foreigners, they had no more
powerful supporters than these nobles of Eileithyiapolis. A certain
Abana, the son of Raanet of this family, was a faithful servant
of King Sekenenra Ilird of the XVHth dynasty; and his son
Aahmes fought under King Aahmes 1st in his wars against the

a

Hyksos

;

itself

princes of Thebes,

i:i.

K\\\

wn

K6^[

Hyksos, and covered hiniscll'with

jilory.

aitmar

kt,
lie

lcll.>

us in

.:;ii

llie inscrij)-

tomb at K\ Kab how lie was made raptaiii of the king's
fleet of ships in Lower Eyypt, and liow he was present at tliesiexe
of Avaris, the fall of which marked the end of the Hyksos rule in

tions

ill

his

Egypt. Later he fou.^ht aj^ainst the nej^roes of the south, and was
mucii praised liy the I'haraoh for his \alour.
During the reij^n of
Amenhotep Ist.Aahnies still continued in active service, but his

deeds arc now somewhat eclipsed by those of another noble of
El Kab, known as Aahnies I'ennekhcb.
This personage was entitled Erpn-ha, I'rince, Royal Registrar, Career of
Sole Companion, (.\:c., and he begins his biography by stating that y»hmcs
'
he fought against the Lhksos under Aahmes 1st, who heaped hct""*^
rewards upon him.
He then fought in Ethiopia under Amenhotep
1st
and under Thnthmes 1st he saw active service in Syria. Here
also Aahmes son of Abana, was engaged in his old age.
In the
;

reign of

Thoihmes

to tight against the

1 1

nd,

Aahmes Lennekheb was

Beduin

and

still

active

enough

age he had the honour
of acting as tutor to Princess Ncferura, the daughter of Thothmes
Ilird and Hatshepsut. Thus this noble, who, in his youth, had
known Egypt in the hands of the Hyksos, lived to see it the greatest
and most wealthy country in the world.
In the temple at El Kab King Amenhotep 1st seems to have
undertaken some building operations. At Hieraconpolis there is a
tomb of a certain Superintendent of the Sculptors, named Tehuti,
who lived in the reign of Thothmes 1st. In the temple here there
was found an architrave bearing the name of Thothmes Hlrd;
and at El Kab the cartouches of Thothmes Ind and llrd, and of
Hatshepsut, are to be seen in the temple. One sees thus that in
the early W'HIth dynasty the two cities, especially Eileithyiapolis,
received a considerable amount of attention. This was partly due
to the richness of the local nobles and the importance attaching to
El Kab as a market and caravan terminus, but it was also partly
due to the fact that the Pharaohs at this time were very ready to
associate themselves with any relics of the old kingdom which they
had restored, and were proud to point to the two cities as the home
;

in his old

1

I

of their royal ancestors.
At about this period there lived at El Kab a prince whose name
was Paheri, and who was a grandson of Aahnies son of .Abana,

His father, who was named Atefrura, was tutor to Prince Uazmes
1st, and in those days this office was
one of the highest in the land. Paheri himself was tutor, it appears,
to another young prince named Uazmes, and also held the titles of
the son of King Thothmes

(

auii

^'-'hi^ri.

•)
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Erpa-ha, Prince, Sole Companion, //(2-Prince of Eileithyiapolis,
//(j-Prince of Esneh, and Superintendent of the Priests of Nekheb.
He regulated the corn and grain accounts for the whole district
from Arment to El Kab, and registered the gold which came in
from the mines. He was thus one of the most rich and important
officials of this rich land
and he seems to have lived throughout
the reign of Thothmes Ilird, when, under the rule of that great
king, Egypt rose to a height of prosperity never surpassed.
The
scenes depicted in his tomb give one a wonderful insight into the
manners and customs of the period. A feast is there shown, in
which one may detect the marks both of high civilisation and of
luxurious dissoluteness, and one is led to suppose that in these days
Eileithyiapolis was a wealthy and somewhat profligate city.
A step had lately been taken by the government which had
placed the city in an important administrative position.
Some
of the members of the family of Prince .^ahmes Pennekheb are
entitled " the First Royal Son of Eileithyiapolis," which seems
to indicate that one of the sovereigns of about the timeof Amenhotep 1st or Thothmes 1st had created them, in a manner, viceroys
of this district.
At about the same time we hear of a //^-Prince of
;

Hieraconpolis, who held office in the land of Wawat in Lower
Nubia, and " attained old age " there. In the reign of Thothmes 1st
a certain noble, named Thure, was given the title of " Royal Son,
Governor of the Lands of the South." This title was held by other
nobles in succession, and in the reign of Tutankhamen nearly two
centuries later it was changed to " Royal Son of Kush," that is to
There is evidence to show that these
say, "Viceroy of Ethiopia."
" Royal Sons " resided at El Kab and thus one may say, that from
the time of Amenhotep 1st or Thothmes 1st to the late Ramesside
times, when the office fell into disuse, El Kab was the capital of
Nubia, Ethiopia, and all the southern lands as far north as
Esneh.
The city now continued in great prosperity, though we hear
somewhat less of Hieraconpolis. In a list of taxes of the time of
Thothmes Ilird, one reads that the iVa-prince of Eileithyiapolis
had to pay each year a personal tax of four dcben of gold (a dcbcn
being loo grammes), three dcbcn of silver, and an ox
while
another local official had to pay three dcbcn of gold, one necklace,
two oxen, and two chests of linen. On the rocks behind El Kab
there is an inscription bearing the name of Thothmes IVth, and
that king is elsewhere stated to have paid a visit to Eileithyiapolis
on his way to a war in the south. Amenhotep Ilird erected a

—

—

;

;
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temple in the desert here, and dedicated it to the
He also rej,uiddcss Noklicb and 10 liis father I'liothmes IVth.
The heretic Kin^
stored, or added to, the temple in liie town.
charmini;

little

.Vkimatoii cut out the

names

of

Amen

in

these temples, but they

were later restored by Sety 1st. An altar of .Akhnaton was dis- TiicXI.Xih
covered at Hieraconpolis, and there a statue of .Sety 1st was also ^"^1 X.Xth
Qvn«istics
found.
Rameses Ilnd built at both cities, the work in the town of
El Kab being carried out by the Vizir Nefer-renpit, which indicates
that the viceroys of Ethiopia sometimes gave way to the vizirs in
these matters
but on the otiier hand it was the viceroy Setau who
built the little temple in the desert behind El Kab for Rameses Ind.
In the forty-first year of this king the jubilee of Rameses Ilnd was
held in the temple here, under the direction of Prince Khaemuast.
Mention is made of Rameses Ilird in a tomb at Eileithyiapolis
and an inscription of Rameses Vlth is found in the precincts of
A high
the later Ptolemaic temple in the desert behind El Kab.
priest of Nekheb under Rameses L\th is the owner of one of the
;

I

;

Kab tombs; a block of stone bearing the name of Rameses
Xth was unearthed in the temple of Hieraconpolis and in a tomb
behind that city the cartouches of Rameses .\llth occur. Thus
one sees that the two cities continued to play an important part in
the history of the Ramesside period, although they had lost much
EI

;

of their earlier wealth.

King Necho Uhcmabra of the .\X\Tlh dynasty placed a cere- The later
per'ods.
in the temple of Hieraconpolis which was found
restoraundertook
King Hakar of the X.XIXth dynasty
there.
tions at El Kab on a large scale; and King Nectanebus 1st of the
monial vase

XXXth dynasty continued the work. In the Ptolemaic period a
temple was erected at EI Kab by Ptolemy I.Xth Euergetes Ilnd,
and was completed by Ptolemy Xth Soter Ilnd. .\ considerable
amount of later pottery on the sites of both cities indicates that
they still continued to flourish for some years yet and in the
Egyptian temples of Roman date one often reads of Horus of
Hieraconpolis or of Nekheb of Eileithyiapolis as being still held
The goddess Nekheb is shown in the temple
in high honour.
;

reliefs

together with

Uazet the goddess of Buto, the ancient
the double

capital of Lower Egypt, crowning the Pharaoh with
crown of Upper and Lower Egypt.
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THE RUINS AT HIERACONPOLIS
Methods of
visiting the

The

ruins of Hieracoijpolis stand on the west

bank

of the river

near the village of El Mussat, which forms part of the district of
Basaliyeh. In the desert behind there are extensive cemeteries of
the archaic period, some rock tombs, and a large fortress which is
quite worth a visit.
The excursion can be made from the river
with ease, the ride from the Nile to the desert taking less than
half-an-hour.
Donkeys, however, have to be procured from the
village, and the visitor should bring his own saddle.
The tourist
steamers do not stop to allow their passengers to see these rums,
but those who are travelling by dahabiyeh may find the excursion
of interest.
Should the visitor come by railway from Luxor,
which is the best centre for so many excursions, he should take
the early train from that town, which reaches Mahamid station
at about 8 o'clock a.m.
Here his dragoman should meet him
with a donkey procured from the village, or better, from Edfu
and a ferry at the river's edge should be waiting. Kom El Ahmar
may be reached by 9 a.m., and a start on the return journey should
be made about noon to catch the express back to Luxor. This,
however, makes a long day, and the undertaking would hardly
repay an ordinary traveller, though the interest of the ruins to an
;

archaeologist

The

city.

is

considerable.

mounds and pits, overgrown with brambles
and weeds, which marks the site of Hieraconpolis will be a sad
shock to those who have hoped to find here a ruined city, through
the deserted streets of which they might walk.
Nevertheless
these untidy, half-excavated heaps of mud and potsherds have
yielded to the savant some of the most wonderful antiquities of
Here and there a trace of a wall will be
the Cairo Museum.
observed, or an overturned stone from the temple buildings but
the visitor will no doubt prefer to pass Cjuickly over the site, and
to thirtk only of the city as it was in the past, with its white
temples towering above the crowded houses of the town, and with
the noise of music and the savour of offerings rising continually to
The chaos

of small

;

heaven.

The

fort.

The

first

point to which the traveller's steps will be directed with

fort, an imposing structure which forms a landmark
The technical description given by
some distance around.
Mr. Somers Clarke, F.S.A. in "Hieraconpolis H." (Quibell and

interest
for

is

the

KI,
Green,
writes,

KAB AVn KoM

1902) ni.iy
''

lies

on the

cultivated j;round,

i:i,
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"This builclin^^,'' he
desert cdj^e, but very little removed from tlio
and at the mouth of a valley which runs into
well

be quoted

licic.

the western desert.
In plan it is rectanj^ular, with the entrance
towards the cultivated land. An outer wall has been built 2.34 m.
thick, standing in advance of the inner and chief wall, which
is 4. 87 m. thick.
There is a sp.icc of 2.23 m. between the walls.
The outer wall was lower than the inner.
The entrance is
formed in a sort of bastion, or tower-like projection, and is
circuitous to make it impossible for any body of
persons to rush through cjuickly.
There is not evidence that
any other entrance existed. The outer wall follows the plan of
the projecting bastion.
It is, however, so much ruined at this
point that it is impossible to say definitely whether the iloorway
was in the long face towards the N.E., or in the short return face
towards the N.W. There are indications which suggest that it
sufficiently

may have been in the
have made it most easy

arrangement would
were stairs to ascend
to the wall top, and we cannot suppose that there were not, these
must have been of wood, and placed in the slits on either, side of
In the
All traces of them have now vanished.
the entrance.
entrance can still be seen remains of panelling in the brickwork.
Whilst the surface of the outer wall was plain, that of the inner
wall, facing into the narrow space of 2.23 m., was built in panels.
The walls are entirely of crude brick, and were plastered and
whitened. The south-west wall remains unbroken, and stands to
a height of some 8.0 m. or 9.0 m. above the plain. The walls
near the gateway are also of about the same height, and it is
probable that they have not lost more than i.o m.'' The area
enclosed by the walls is covered with untidy heaps of rubbish and
sand: but the visitor should not fail to enter the enclosure, for,
shut in by the huge walls, and cut oH'from the sights and sounds
outside, there is a wonderful impression of solemnity to be experienced. The fort probably dates, like that at Abydos, from the 1st
return face,

and

to defend.

If there

this

or II nd dynasty.

Immediately to the west of the fort is a small mound or hillock. The rock
near side of which are many tombs, some cut into the rock to'"'>sand some made of crude brick. These tombs were excavated
some years ago by Mr. Tyler, and recently by Mr. (iarstang.
Two rock tombs, opened by Mr. Tyler in 1893, arc perhaps worth
a visit, tliough they are partly filled with sand and not easily
The entrance of on;' faces us as we approach, and that
entered.
in the

The former
is upon the right-hand side near by.
consists of a rectangular chamber, with a recess or shrine in

of the other

tomb

The decorations have been painted on
the north-west corner.
On either side of the doorway are
stucco, and are now very faint.
figures in low relief representing the deceased, but these are much
damaged.
before

him

On the right as we enter is a figure of the owner, and
are harvesting scenes, and a scene showing cows cross-

ing the water.

Companion,

An

inscription here

shows him

Ritual-Priest, Treasurer of the

to

have been a Sole
Sealer and

Hawk,

;

The

north wall is destroyed,
as is the shrine in it, which originally contained a stele and lists of
but on the west wall is a figure of the deceased, and
offerings
behind him scenes representing boats crossing the river helped by

the cartouche of

King Pepy

is

given.

;

persons who stand in the water. The south wall is much damaged,
but hunting scenes are traceable, and an inscription gives the titles
quoted above with now some indication of the owner's name, which
ankh. The east wall— on the left as
seems to be Pepy - - nen
one entered the tomb contains some scenes showing oxen being

—

driven along, &c.

The ^ther tomb is rectangular in shape, with a small burial
chamber leading out of it, and is decorated in the same manner.
On the west wall the owner stands with heaps of offerings piled
before him, and an inscription here gives a prayer to Horus of
Hieraconpolis. The north wall, from which the burial chamber
leads, is much damaged, but a scene in which oxen are being led
along is noticeable. On the east wall granaries are seen, and
there

is

a painted

stele,

the inscription on which

is

The fine ceiling pattern should be noticed. The blue
down the middle of the design give the name and

I'he terrace
jf
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tombs,

mainly

lost.

hieroglyphs
titles

of the

deceased, the former Horemkhauf-maa, " Hawk-with-his-Crowns
is truthful," and the latter Overseer of the Priests, Superintendent
Having seen these two tombs, a visit may be made
of the Fields.
to the terrace of tombs which can be seen in the face of a small
On the lower
hill about two kilometres westward along the wady.
level there are four

tomb entrances, and before these

there

is

a

wall constructed of limestone blocks which seems to have formed
Of the two main tombs in this group, one is
part of a courtyard.

a rectangular, undecorated chamber with vaulted roof, and having
a niche at the end in which are the broken and uninscribed statues
The other consists of an undecorated rect-.
of a man and woman.
angular chamber with two rough chambers looking from it. From
this group the pathway leads up the hill to the main terrace, from
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The first two tombs have no
The third toml>
inscriptions and are roii{,'h rectangular chambers.
has an inscriiition cut around the door. On the lintel the carwhich a

fine

view can he obtained.

touche of Thothmes 1st is noticeable, while the name of the
deceased, the Superintendent of the .Sculptors, Tahuti, is also
The chamber inside is rectanj,'ular, and has a vaulted
to be seen.
roof and on the right side another chamber leads off. .At the
end of the main chamber is a niche in which are the seated figures
of the deceased and his wife. On the right side of the niche is a
From this one learns that Tahuti was " vigilant over
little stele.
;

the Public

Works, dexterous

in the exercise of art, gentle of heart

towards his associates"; and that "there proceeded from his
mouth nought perverse." The fourth tomb, of somewhat similar
construction, has an inscription outside the door, but the name
of the deceased is destroyed. The fifth tomb is a rectangular
vaulted chamber, with six long niches or shelves in the walls, for
the reception of mummies, these being probably of much later
date than the tomb itself. The sixth tomb is similar. The seventh
is a rectangular vaulted chamber with a niche in one wall in which
On the sides of the door are
are two statues much destroyed.
The roof has fallen in.
figures of the owner almost obliterated.

The

It is similar in construction,
eighth tomb also lacks a roof.
but has the later mummy-shelves cut in its sides. The path now
goes round the corner to the ninth tomb, which consists of a rect'^angular hall with a chamber leading from it. Finally the tenth and
last tomb is reached, this being perhaps the only one worthy of a visit.
It consists of a long chamber from which another chamber leads
off, having at the far end a shrine in which are two statues much
broken. The front chamber has been well decorated, and traces
of the scenes can still be made out, among these being an interesting representation of women dancing, carrying garlands of
Upon the sides of the doorway
flowers and trailing vine-leaves.

He
leading into the inner room the name of the owner is seen.
was the " High Priest of Horus of Hieraconpolis," and was named
Herames. Among his minor titles were those of " Divine P'ather,"
" Washer of the [king's] hands."
In the inner chamber is a
marginal inscription giving the cartouches of Thothmes llird,
under whom Herames lived. The tomb, however, must have been
re-used, for upon the walls of the inner chamber there appear the

and

cartouches of Rameses Xllth.
o-meThe cemeteries at Kom el Ahmar are very extensive, and date The
''"'^"'^
mainly from the prehistoric and early dynastic period. Over most

lethodsof
isuingthe
11ns
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of the desert to the north and south of the fort, both along the edge
of the cuhivation and also farther back in the desert, lie hundreds of
archaic tombs, which have mostly been plundered, and now appear
Some of these
as sandy hollows surrounded by broken pottery.

tombs were examined by Messrs. Quibell and Green in 1897-98,
but robbers had ransacked the place for at least ten years previous
to that.

To

the north of the fort are three small

mounds

of brick-

work which were originally Old Empire mastaba-tombs. Beyond
the XVIIIth dynasty rock tombs to the far west of the fort is a
small prehistoric cemetery entirely plundered.
Near the fort on
the south side is a small group of late Middle Empire (?) tombs.
To the east of the fort are some mounds covered with red
pottery, and one of these is especially known as the Kom el
Ahmar. Mr. Quibell dug here, and discovered that under the
pottery there were a group of domed chambers which appear to
have been granaries. The sc'dfTJ:/i-d\ggers, however, had destroyed
all

but three of these chambers.

desert to the south-west of the

Upon
fort,

that

the large tracts of open
is to say, to the south

of the rock tombs, quantities of archaic pottery were found scattered far and wide,

and yet there were no tombs found to account
phenomenon. Ashes and charcoal were encountered under
the sand at different points.
It is to be supposed that these open
spaces were used as camping grounds by the large armies which
for the

times were garrisoned here.
Little else remains to be
seen of the remains of this most interesting and ancient city and its*
environs. The years have not dealt so lightly with it as with its
twin city Eileithyiapolis, which has now to be described.
in archaic

EI,

KAB

The visitor, travelling by railway from Luxor to Aswan, passes
under the walls of the ancient town, soon after leaving the station
of Mahamid, and a good view of them can thus be obtained.
The excursion steamers do not often stop at El Kab but the
ruins may be reached by railway from Luxor without discomfort.
One leaves Luxor by the train which starts at dawn, arriving at
Mahamid station somewhat over two hours later. One's dragoman should here be in waiting with village donkeys, for which
saddles should have been brought by him from Luxor. A ride of
half-an-hour brings one to El Kab and the return journey may
be made by the express which reaches Mahamid on its way to
;

;

i:i.
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one may fjo on to Asw.in by the express
Sometimes, by a
at about 12.30 l'. M.
careful study of time-tables, one may find it possible to combine
railway and steamer travelling', ko'"K <" Mahamid by train, and
being picked up a few hours later at El Kab by a passing touriststeamer by special arrangement, or vice 7>crsa.

Luxor at about 2 I'.M.
which passes Mahamiil
(

)r

THE CITY ENCLOSURK
The stout walls which surround the ruins of Eileithyiapolis are The
seen from a great distance, and it is surprising to think that ^fj"^"^"'
although they have stood for nearly four thousand years they are
The visitor should enter
still in parts almost perfectly preserved.
the enclosure from the west side, and in order to obtain a general
view of it he should climb the west wall. From this point of
vantage he will see that the area is divided into three distinct
Firstly, at his feet he will see a small walled enclosure,
parts.
covered over with broken fragments of pottery, which was evidently
Secondly, at the south-east corner of this enthe site of the town.
closure, there are the temple ruins surrounded by another wall.
And thirdly, there is the great area which lies between these two
inner enclosures and the great outer wall, which was used for the
camps of the troops and caravans. The city was, thus, not spread
over the whole area, but was situated in a comparatively small
space, and consisted evidently of nothing but a crowded mass of

The dwelling-places of the
small houses, stores, and granaries.
nobility were probably built at the river's edge outside the walls.
The water has eaten away the south-west corner of the enclosure,
which originally was 360,000 square yards in area. The walls are
some T,7 feet in thickness, and are built of large mud bricks.
There are gates at the north and south sides, but the main enBroad causeways
trance, lined with masonry, is on the east side.
lead to the top of the walls on this side, and the visitor will
find it worth his while to ascend one of these, after seeing the

town

ruins.

of the temple which stood inside the enclosure are Thcf-mpl.of fallen walls, a granite altar, overturned blocks "n^lojur.-.
of stone, bases of pillars, and parts of the platform or pavement,
alone remain to tell of the past magnificence of the building. The

The remains

meagre.

A mass

names of the various kings who

built here, so far as they

be seen, have been recorded above.

The

can

now

portion of the build-
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ing erected by

Rameses Ilnd bears inscriptions stating that the
work was carried out under the orders of the Vizir Nefer-renpit
and that the temple was of fine white sandstone, fitted with doors
of cedar mounted in copper.

THE TOMBS OF THE NOBLES
The

now visit the rock tombs which can be
seen excavated in the side of a small hill just to the north-east of
the town.
The tombs have been made in an ascending line which
follows the stratum of good rock, and in the following description
traveller should

the visitor

supposed to begin at the south-east or lower end of
proceed to the north-west or upper end. Only four
tombs, however, repay a visit namely those of Paheri, Setau, Aahmes son of Abana, and Renni. The first tomb not to mention a
small, choked-up recess in an angle at the extreme end of the rowbelonged to a sistrum-player in the temple of the goddess Nekheb
named Thentas, dating from the late New Empire. It consists of a
rectangular chamber from which an inner room leads, and in the walls
this line

is

and

to

:

—

there are five long niches for the reception of mummies of a much
Outside the doorway is a small stele giving the name of
the deceased.
Five tombs, entirely lacking inscriptions or decorations, are now passed, after which we reach the tomb of Prince
Aahmes Pennekheb. From the inscriptions here we learn that this
personage was entitled Erpa-ha-Vrmc^, Sole Companion, Superintendent of the Sealings {i.e. one responsible for the seaHng up
and registering of all valuables), and Herald of the King. In the
later date.

war against the Hyksos he fought under King Aahmes 1st, and at
the siege of Zaha he captured one of the enemy and slew another
apparently in single combat.
Under Amenhotep 1st he fought in
Ethiopia and there took another prisoner, while in a battle with
the Libyans he slew three men. The king at various times presented him with two gold bracelets, two gold necklaces, a gold
armlet, a gold dagger, a gold head-dress, and a fan ornamented
with gold.
In the reign of Thothmes 1st he again fought in Ethiopia, and captured five prisoners
and in Syria he slew twenty-one
persons, and captured a horse and chariot. This king presented
;

him with

four gold necklaces, two gold bracelets, one gold armlet,
gold pendants in the form of flies, like those which the visitor
may now see in the Cairo Museum, three gold ornaments in the
form of lions, and two gold axes. Under Thothmes Ilnd he fought
six
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against the Hediiin, ami captured so many prisoners that he tells
us he did not count them. This king rewarded him with three

gold bracelets, six gold necklaces, three golil armlets, and a silver
axe.
In his old age he was given charge of Princess Ncfcriira, the
young daughter of Thothmes Ilird and Hatshepsut. In the tomb
Aahmes is seen on the left side of the doorway with his son, "the
Chief Royal Son of Eileithyiapolis," named Khaenuiast while on
the right side there are the figures of other members of his family.
The tomb, however, is much damaged, and the funeral statues lie
;

broken

at the far

end of the chamber.
that of Paheri, whose

The next tomb is

titles

were Erpa-ha-V r'mcc, Toml.

Sole Companion, //.-r-Prince of Eileithyiapolis and of Esnch, Superintendent of the Priests of Nekheb, and Scribe of the Accounts of

Corn collected

the

vanserai

— from

— perhaps for

all

the use of the fortress and carathe country between .Arment' and El KAb.

His father had been tutor to Prince Uazmes, the son of Thothmes
and Paheri was made tutor to a second Prince Uazmes, who
was probably the son of Thothmes Ilnd. Me married a lady named
Henut-erneheh, who was the daughter of a " chief of transport "
named Ruru. Inside the tomb the walls are covered with highly
coloured reliefs, executed with considerable artistic skill.
The
chamber is rectangular, and in a niche at the far end are three
damaged statues, representing Paheri, his wife, and his mother.
1st

;

On the right or east wall the souls of Paheri and his wife are first
shown standing before a number of offerings, and an inscription
near by expresses the hope that in the underworld they may be
allowed to come and go as living persons, and to leave the suffocating tomb in order to breathe the sweet breeze of the north wind.
Paheri holds two five-wicked lamps; and beside the offerings stand
women who

each shake a sistrum, perhaps to attract the souls to

To the Egyptians,
continued to inhabit his

their funeral meal.

of a dead

man

who

believed that the soul

mummy,

there was always
the fear lest the bandages drawn across the face, and the plugging
of the nostrils and mouth in the process of embalment, should

while the dark and airless tomb should
suffocate the soul
hold him stifling and starving in prison, unable to join in the
The prayers, thus, were almost
pleasures of the outer world.
always for the sweet north wind, for coolness, for drink and food,
and for liberty of movement. The long inscription which runs
;

'

In the inscriptions these limits arc spoken of as " An to Xekheb " or "PerAn is the name of Arment, and Per-Hathor is that of

Hathorlo Nekheb."

Gebel^n, just near Arment.

of

Paht-ri.
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above the scenes on the wall at which we are now looking, prays
the gods of the underworld that they may allow Paheri " to eat
bread, and to drink a cup of milk ... to have water at hand, and
to breathe the breeze of the north wind."

The remainder of the scenes on this wall represent a great feast
prepared by the son of Paheri, at which his living relations celebrated him, and made merry for the edification of the souls of
their ancestors.
The souls of the grandparents of Paheri the
famous old sailor Aahmes son of Abana, and his wife the souls
of the parents Atefrura and his wife and the souls of Paheri
himself and his wife are shown in large size seated before offerings.
The pet monkey of Paheri scratches itself under his chair. The

—

;

—

actual participators in the feast are

;

shown in four rows, some
some conversing, and

receiving food or drink from the servants,

some complacently smelling flowers. The inscriptions give specimens of the conversation, the nature of which suggests a ver\'
low tone of morals.
A servant, pressing one of the guests to
drink, says, " Order something, and I will let you alone," indicating
that he will continue to pester as long as the guest continues to
refuse to drink.
A lady who does not wish to drink more is urged
to do so by her companion, and the servant then says, " For your
spirit, drink to drunkenness.
Make holiday O listen to what
your friend is saying. Do not weary of taking." Her companion's
words are " Give me eighteen cups of wine, for I should love to
drink to drunkenness. My stomach is as dry as straw " Another
servant urges a male guest to drink, saying, " Drink
do not
refuse.
O, I am not going to leave you " and his companion
cries, " Drink
do not spoil the entertainment and let the cup
come to me, for it is due to the soul of Paheri." In the bottom
row one sees a female harper and piper, and other musicians. One
can hardly believe that this drunken orgie is a funeral feast in
:

:

1

I

—

!

!

—

;

honour of the dead.

On

the west wall at the north end are scenes relating to the
In the top row one sees the sarcophagus

funeral of Paheri.

dragged to the tomb by men and oxen, and behind it walk priests,
one of which chants, "In peace, in peace, before the great God."
In the next row a chest of funeral furniture is carried along, and
behind this two men, called in the inscription " buffoons," dance
apparently to amuse the crowds. Behind these again the funeral
boats are floated across the temple (?) lake, in accordance with the
ceremonial customs of the period. Below in the next row two men
carrying long papyrus-topped staffs precede a sledge on which is
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Tliere

is
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jjood reas<)n to

suppose

tliat this object is a human beinj,' wrapped in a cow's skin,
about to be sacrificed at the tomb.
Professor Maspero
has shown that these sacrifices are represented in several tombs
and Mr. K. LI. Griftith points out that human sacrifices are stated
by Plutarch to have been ofiercd at Eilcithyiapolis. In the lowest
row we see the soul of Paheri adoriny Usiris, the jjod of the dead,
while behind him are mystical scenes from the underworld.
Farther along the wall Paheri and his wife are shown seated
under a canopy, while servants bring them the products of the
estate.
Above them is a vineyard and wine-press, and below them
are scenes of fishing with a net and bird catching.
In the upper
row Paheri is shown dandling Prince Uazmes on his knee, who is represented as a nude boy wearing the side-lock of hair. The scenes
upon the upper part of the rest of the wall represent ploughing,
sowing, harvesting, and threshing in the fields. Paheri stands
at the far end watching the work.
His chariot is shown in small

who

is

size before

" Stand

still

him.
!

The

charioteer

calls cua.xingly to the horses,

—do not be disobedient — you good horse whom your

master loves, and of whom the prince boasts to everybody 1'" In
the ploughing scenes, one of the labourers sings to himself, "It
is a tine day, and I am cool.
The oxen are pulling well, and
the sky is as we would have it.
Let us work for the prince."
Another labourer calls to his comrade, "Friend, hurry the work:
let us finish in good time"; to which he replies, " I am already
doing more than is necessary. Be silent." In the harvesting
scenes we see an old man combing off the seed-heads of the flax
under a tree. He calls to the boy who brings him the sheaves,
" If you bring me eleven thousand and nine sheaves I am the
man to strip them all"; to which the youth replies, "Quick, do
not chatter, you old fellow.
Jars of water or wine are standing
in the shade at one end of the field, and a servant keeps off the
flies with a fan.
In the top row oxen are shown threshing the
corn, and here the famous song, so often quoted, is inscribed:
'

" Hie along oxen:
Thresh the corn

faster

The straw for yourselves
The corn for your master."
:

A man

carrying back the pole of an empty basket exclaims,
That is what I
I stuck to the pole all day like a man ?

" Haven't
like."

['.iticris
'"^''^*'-
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Lower down we

see four boats, the two top ones being loaded
with grain, and the other two having on board Paheri's chariots

The

and horses.

labourers

who bear

the

sacks of grain cry,

granaries are full, and much is pouring over their edges. The
barges are heavily laden, and corn is dropping out. But still the
master urges us on. Well, we are men of iron !" Paheri is next
shown watching the counting of the gold which has come in from
"

The

the mines. Lastly, in the corner of the wall we see him registering
the animals of his estate, oxen, donkeys, goats, swine, Sec, being
Paheri's
virtues.

driven past him.
Around the niche in which

sit

the statues at the end of the

a long inscription, which gives a prayer to Amen,
Nekheb, Osiris, Hathor, Ptah-Seker, and Anubis, for the welfare
He is
of the soul of Paheri, whose virtues are here recorded.
said to have been good and wise, walking upon the road which he
had planned. He did not receive bribes he did not lie he
obeyed his orders he did not tell tales to those who were likely
his pen made
to repeat them he recognised the divinity in men
him learned and caused him to be distinguished but it was his
own heart which guided him to the road of those who are praised

tomb

there

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

by the king.
The tomb
of Setau.

An uninscribed tomb is now passed, after which one enters the
tomb of Setau, the High Priest of Nekheb under Kings Rameses
Ilird to Ram.eses IXth of the

way on

XXth

dynasty.

Outside the door-

a stele upon which the sacred boat of
Harmachis-is shown, while Setau is seen worshipping that god.
Four steps lead down into the funeral chamber, from which three
the right there

is

other chambers lead off. On the left wall there are badly damaged
scenes, showing ploughing, harvesting, and also the funeral boats.

Over these mention

is

made

of the

first

scd-heh festival of

Rameses

Ilird in his twenty-ninth year, which was performed bythe VizirTa.
On the right wall at the far end we see Setau and his wife seated,
while their son-in-law, the "Holy Father" of Amen-Ra, offers to

them. Numerous relatives are next shown, somewhat as in the
tomb of Paheri, and Setau with his wife is then seen standing
before a nutnber of offerings. An inscription in this tomb states
that it was made in the fourth year of Rameses IXth.
The next tomb is not inscribed. Then follows the tomb of the

The tomb
of Aahmes famous Aahmes son of Abana.
This noble was the son of an
son of
official named Baba, who served qnder King Sekenenra Hlrd of
Abana.
the XVI Ith dynasty and his mother's name, which he generally
adds to his own, was Abana. He tells us that he spent his youth
;
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Kab, and while still youn^ served as apiain of a warsliip
named The Offcrint^, under Aahmes 1st. After he had married he
was transferred to the nortliern fleet, wiiich at that time was
enj^ayed in fiyhiinj^ liie Shepherd Kings.
He was present at the
siege of Avaris, and distinguished himself there by killing on two
occasions an enemy in single combat, for which he was rewarded
with gold by the king. At the fall of the city he captured a man
and three women, who were given to him as slaves. In Upper
Egypt he helped to suppress a rebellion, and took a prisoner
He was then appointed
there, for which he was again rewarded.
He was
to be captain of a \\arship named S/ii/iin!^-i>i-Mt-iitp/iis.
present at the siege and fall of Sharuhen, and captured there two
women, who were given to him as slaves. He also slew an enemy,
for which he was rewarded.
Next he fought in Nubia, there
taking two men prisoners and killing three others. The king
rewarded him with gold and with two female slaves. In another
rebellion in Nubia he captured two archers, and was rewarded by
a present of slaves and land. Under Amenhotep 1st he fought in
Ethiopia with " incredible bravery," slaying two negroes in single
combat and capturing a third. The king returned to Egypt on
his vessel, which was rowed from the Second to the First Cataract in forty-eight hours, for which record journey he was rewarded
He was then appointed
with gold and with two female slaves.
"Warrior of the King." Under Thothmes 1st he again fought in
Nubia, and showed such daring in taking the ships up the Cataract
In Syria
that the king created him "Chief of the Sailors."
Aahmes fought at the head of the troops, and captured a chariot
and its occupant, for which he was rewarded in double measure.
In his old age he settled down at El Kab, where he made for
himself this tomb.
The tomb consists of a chamber, from which the burial room
On the north or end wall one sees Aahmes and his
leads off.
at El

c

Apu seated, while their relations make offerings
monkey sits under its master's chair. This and

wife

to

them.

pet

the

left

A

walls

were never finished, .A.ahmes having died before the paintings were
completed and one may see the red squares drawn by the artist
;

to regulate his work.

On

Aahmes, standing before

the right wall

we

see a large figure of

the long inscription which, records his

biography.
The next two tombs contain nothing of interest. Then follows Tomb of
Rc""'the tomb of Renni, who lived in the early WTIIth dynasty, and
who was entitled Erpa-/ia-V r\nc& and Superintendent of the
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showing a chariot and horses,
and near these are representations
of harvesting and threshing.
The figures of Renni and his wife
are shown presiding over a feast at which many of his relations
are present.
On the right wall there are some very interesting
funeral scenes.
In the first row three figures are shown drawing
along a sledge, on which is a seated man wrapped in a cow's skin.
This again, like the somewhat similar representation in the tomb
of Paheri, seems to suggest a human sacrifice. A chest is next
carried on the shoulders of two men, after which come three
dancing "buffoons." The sarcophagus is next dragged along by
oxen and men, a priest walking in front. In the next row one sees
after which are representaOsiris and Anubis in the underworld
tions of the ceremony of "opening the mouth" of the mummy.
Then the mummy is seen lying on the bier, with weeping women
beside it. A religious ceremony of pouring holy water over a priest
is next shown
and finally we see the boats in which are the figures
of the dead.
In the third row various relations are represented,
and ofiferings are shown and lastly, we see the coffin carried to
the tomb, while women weep and tear their hair. At the end of
Amongst the inscriptions
the tomb is a broken statue of Renni.
in this tomb, mention is made of 1500 swine which belonged to the
prince's estate
and in the tomb of Paheri it will be remembered
This is somewhat curious, as the
that swine are also mentioned.
Priests.

the

left

wall are scenes

a dog, soldiers, and huntsman

;

;

;

;

;

Egyptians, like the Jews, abhorred the flesh of these animals.
Herodotus, however, states that swine were sacrificed to the goddess
Selene, who is identified with Nekheb, the patron deity of El Kab,
and it may be that the swine were kept for this purpose.
The pathway now goes up the hill past some eight tombs, many
of which lie exposed owing to the breaking away of the cliff. The
tomb of Beba is then reached, a short flight of steps leading to the
entrance.
On the end wall of the tomb is a long inscription, above
which are the figures of Beba and his wife. This personage was a
" Secretary at the Princely Tabje," and his wife was a " Royal Handmaid," sometime during the obscure period, between the XII I th and
XVI Ith dynasty. Amongst his possessions he names nine pigs,

Passing
as though swine were in those days of considerable value.
two much damaged tombs, one reaches that of Sebek-nekht, an

Erpa-/ia-Vrmc^ and Superintendent of the Priests under Sebekhotep I Ind Sekhemra-seuaztaui. The paintings here are practically
Farther up
all destroyed, but a few lines of inscription remain.
the path there are a few other tombs, but these have no inscriptions.
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There are a few tombs excavated in other hills to tiie norlh-cast
and north-west of those described above, but they do not contain
anythinj^ of interest.

THE DESERT TEMPLES
As
its

was a city which derived its importance from The temple
Kameses
general plan is suited to the needs of the
"J
Two or three miles bark in the eastern desert there are
temples, which were intended to be used by persons

Eileithyiapolis

gold-mines,

caravans.
three

little

its

The visitor should certainly ride
to or from the mines.
out to see these shrines, as they are of considerable interest, and
An ancient
their isolated position gives them a certain charm.
road led out to them from the great gate in the east wall of the
city, but there are now two or three paths which may be taken.
One first comes upon a small Ramesside temple, which stands at
coming

The outside is quite
the roadside, and is only a few feet in size.
plain, but entering by the doorway which faces the desert, one
sees from the reliefs and inscriptions inside, that the temple was
erected by the Viceroy of Ethiopia, Setau, for his master Rameses
On the right and left side of the doorway as one enters
Ilnd.
there are figures of the Viceroy in an attitude of prayer, and just
On the south
inside one again sees him holding the fan of office.
wall the king is shown worshipping a form of the goddess Nekheb,

and other deities now much damaged. On the north wall he offers
On the west wall Rameses offers to a
to Thoth and Horus.
and in the corner two cynocephali are
seated figure of Horus
seen in attitudes of worship. There has been a small courtyard in
;

front of the temple, but this

is

now

destroyed.

yards to the north there is a temple built against the face The
and as one approaches it a number of ruined huts J^/^p]"'^'*^
rocks;
of the
will be seen, which probably were thedwellin<^-places of the priests
and custodians. This temple was built during the reigns of
Ftolemy IXth Euergetes Ilnd, and Ptolemy Xth Soter Ilnd. A
wide masonry stairway, with a balustrade on either side, leads up
to the main court of the temple, which was entered through a now
Passing through a second ruined gateway one
ruined doorway.
which is excavated in the rock. On the
Sanctuary,
the
reaches
outside of the much-damaged entrance there are figures of a Queen
Cleopatra, but those of the king, her husband, are now destroyed.
Inside the Sanctuary only the decoration on the upper part of the

A few

walls

now

remains.

This decoration consists of a series of Hathor
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heads alternating with the cartouches of the king, each of which
rests on the symbol of "gold," perhaps in reference to the goldmines. At the far end the king is seen purified by Thoth and
Horus. The temple was never finished, as can be seen from the
uncompleted ceiling pattern of vultures with spread wings.

On the west of the court there has been an earlier platform constructed in front of a large rock-stele of Rameses Vlth.
On this
stele one sees the king offering to Harmachis and Nekheb, but
the monument was made by some official whose name is now lost,
who prays
The temple
hot^p^*^""
Illrd.

that his ka may receive the usual benefits.
rough pathway leads from this temple to the temple of Amen'^"^^'^ Illrd, which stands on a plateau of rock some distance

A

farther eastward.

It was dedicated to Nekheb,
"Lady of the
of the Desert," and evidently was used by the caravans as
a place of prayer when setting out for or returning from the goldmines. The building is quite small, and from the outside it appears
to be unpretentious.
now ruined hall stood before the main

Mouth

A

added much to its size. Above the doorway one
sees Amenhotep Illrd dancing before the gods.
Entering the
temple, we find ourselves in a rectangular chamber, the roof of
which is supported by four sixteen-sided pillars with Hathor
capitals.
It was lighted by one window on the south side, but now
there are two other openings on the north side. At the east end
is a recess, which has later been converted into a doorway.
The
building, which

scenes on the walls still retain much of their colour, and their
merit is considerable. On the west wall, to right and left
of the entrance, Amenhotep Illrd is represented seated with his

artistic

Thothmes IVth, before a number of offerings while lower
down on either side a conventional lion is represented. On the
north wall the king is seen making offerings of oxen, gazelles,

father,

;

geese, ducks, bread, fruit, wine, and flowers to the sacred barque
of Horus (.?).
Next, the king makes offering to Nekheb, who is
represented in the form of a woman and lastly, he is embraced
;

by a seated figure of Amen-Ra, who gives him life. On the south
wall the king is embraced by Horus of Hieraconpolis
he
worships Nekheb
and he presents numerous offerings to the
;

;

sacred barque. On the east wall, at either side of the recess, the
king is seen worshipping Nekheb.
Down each pillar is a perpendicular inscription giving the titles of the king, who is said to
be beloved by Nekheb.
A striking decoration, consisting of
Hathor heads alternating with the king's cartouches, passes round
the room.
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of the temple there arc a few later inscriptions
and figures, the most important of which dates from the forty- first
year of Ramescs Ilnd, when the Prince Khaemuast* came to
celebrate the kinj,''s jubilee here.
Various crosses, footmarks,
fa(;<icle

which have been cut on the stones, date from early Christian
Looking eastward from the temple, the visitor will see
that the desert appears to open out into the distance beyond
a natural doorway, formed by two hills. This is evidently the
" Mouth of the Desert," of which Nekheb was patron goddess.
Returning towards the town, one passes some cliffs and an Rock inisolated hill, on the rocks of which there are numerous inscrip- scriptions.
^*^'
'^'^
^
tions, mostly dating from the early dynasties
while many drawings of boats, animals, and men were made in prehistoric times.
The cartouches found here have already been mentioned, and the
writers generally hold some priestly or official title.
Across the
valley to the north there is a natural spring, now choked with
sand. A flight of steps has been cut in the rock leading down
&c.,

times.

;

to the water.

FROM
Between El Kab or

KI,

kAh to EDFU

Kom

el .\hmar and Edfu there are few
bank no ancient site is met with, except
that of a late cemetery some two miles to the north of a point
opposite Edfu temple. On the west bank there is a cemetery some

antiquities.

On

the east

six miles south of

Hieraconpolis near the village of El Khirbeh,
another at El Balalis. and a third just to the north of the Edfu
cemetery ibut these have all been pulled to pieces by the natives.
;

i

See

p. 363,

Gebel

Silsileh.

CHAPTER XIV
THE TEMPLE OF EDFU
Methods of
^

temnlf
temple,

^

ALL

and give ample time for
which stands in the town, some
distance back from the river. To make the excursion by railway
is quite comfortable, and can be recommended.
One must leave
Aswan or Luxor by the train which starts at daybreak, and which
reaches Edfu the half-way point between these two places
soon after lo A.M. The native ferry across the river has to be
taken, and donkeys will be required at the west bank. The trains
back to Luxor or Aswan leave Edfu station at about 1.30 P.M.,
and bring one to either of those towns in time for tea. All visitors
to Egypt should make an attempt to see this temple, for it is the
most perfectly preserved of all the ancient buildings, and nowhere
else can one obtain so clear an idea of the arrangement and plan
of an Egyptian temple.
the tourist steamers stop at Edfu

visiting the great temple,

—

HISTORY OF EDFU
Early
period.

Of

the early history of Edfu very

jQ ^ tradition

— which

little

is

may have some germs
an army of men who are said

known.

According

of truth in

it

— the

to have understood
god Horus, with
the working of metal, here defeated his brother Set in a pitched
In " Horus"
battle, and was thenceforth worshipped in this town.
one may perhaps see a conquering tribe of Hawk-worshippers,
and in " Set" an aboriginal race of worshippers of the Set-monster.
There is reason to suppose that the prehistoric tribes of Upper
Egypt were largely devotees of Set and a study of the archaeology
;

of the archaic period leads one to believe that these tribes were
conquered by a more civilised race, perhaps using metal weapons
instead of the primitive flint and stone implements. The Settribe which the Hawk-tribe thus defeated does not seem to have
been settled at Edfu, but to have been pursued here from Den330
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where, accordiiij; lo the trachiion, they had also Ijecn
defeated.
On a eremonial object dalin>( from the leiKn of
Namier, tlie predecessor of Mena tlic first I'haraoh of United
Egypt, this archaic king is shown conducting a ceremony at a
place which may be Edfu, according to the somewhat obscure
hieroglvjih.
Tlierc are no archaic cetnetcries, however, in the
neighboiirlinod of Kdfu, and the conquering Hawk-tribe does not
seem to have risen to any importance until the Ilird dynasty.
At this epoch, however, Imhotep, the master-builder and wise
man of the court of King Zescr, is said to have erected a temple
at Edfu, buili on a plan which "fell from heaven to the north of
Memphis." This may mean that the plan was similar to that
of some building in Lower Egypt. The temple was dedicated
to the hawk Horus. the tribal totem
and in it, no doubt,
were celebrated the festivals in commemoration of the archaic
victory over the Set tribe.
As time passed this Hawk-worship
and these historical traditions began to be amalgamated and
confused into the legend of the hawk Horus which did battle
with its brother the Set-monster; and thus around the tribal
totem there grew up a series of legends which gave to this god
a high place in P2gyptian mythology. These legends, it should
be remarked, originally had nothing to do with the famous Lower
Egyptian tradition of Horus, the son of Osiris and Isis, who
defeated his uncle Set, the murderer of Osiris but there is some
reason to suppose that they are connected with the early Heliopolitan sun-worship.
An inscription was found recently near the temple of Edfu
which was dated in the reign of Dudumes, the obscure king of
the Middle Kingdom, whose name has already been noticed at
Gebelen and El Kab.
King Amenemhat Ilird of the \IIth
dynasty seems to have shown some activity here;' and in the
Xlllth dynasty a queen named Sebekemsaf was buried somewhere in this neighbourhood, perhaps owing to the fact that she
was a native of Edfu. Queen Aah-hotep of the W'lIIth dynasty
possessed lands here which were administered by an official
named Auf, who lived on into the reign of Thothmes 1st. This
personage restored the tomb of Queen Sebekemsaf, and carried
During the reign of Queen Hatout other good works here.
shepsut, the Superintendent of the Granaries of Amen, Senmut,
Under Thothmes Ilird the
left a statue in the temple here.
goddess Hathor of Dendereh is said to have been brought up the
dereli,

(

;

;

1

Breasted, "History," p. 196.
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solemn procession to visit Horus in his temple at Edfu,
and the king arranged that this festal journey should be instituted as a regular ceremony, which was to take place at the new
moon of the month Epiphi. The goddess Hathor had now
become the recognised consort of Horus in the Edfu ceremonial,
and in the temple they were worshipped side by side. Perhaps
as early as this a third god, who completes the trinity worshipped
in the existing Ptolemaic temple, had taken his place at Edfu.
This was " Horus the Uniter of the Two Lands," the son of
Horus of Edfu and Hathor. He seems to typify the union of
Upper and Lower Egypt under the archaic Kings Narmer and
Mena, and thus was correctly termed the son of Horus {i.e. the
hawk-tribes of Upper Egypt) and of Hathor, the primitive goddess
river in

of the south.

At this period Edfu seems to have been a fairly rich town. The
yearly tax imposed on its mayor was eight dcbens of gold (a dcbeii
being about loo grammes). The Recorder of the city had also to

some gold and an ox as a yearly tax. Thothmes IVth, on his
a Nubian war, stopped at Edfu, and it is said that the god
Horus was brought out to meet him, girded for war " like Set of
Ombo" (Negada), a simile which is unexpected, since Horus and

pay

way

in

to

Set were enemies in later traditions.

The lower part of the pylon of a temple of Ramesside times
has recently been uncovered at Edfu.
The cartouches of
Sety 1st or Hnd, Rameses Hlrd and Rameses IVth, are
here seen
while along one side runs an inscription dated
in
the fifteenth year of Rameses Hlrd, which states that
there was an order from the king to purify the doors of the
temples of all the towns of the south, to establish the treasuries
and granaries, and to renew the temple offerings. In the confusion which preceded the accession of Rameses Ilird, the temples
had evidently been much neglected.
Psametik 1st has left his
name on a slab found near the present temple.
Darius 1st is the next Pharaoh whose name is found at Edfu;
and Nectanebus 1st presented the granite shrine which still stands
in the sanctuary of the existing temple.
Nectanebus Hnd also
made gifts to the temple. The city had grown to such a size, and
;

had become

so wealthy, that

it

was now the

capital of a

nome

or

southern frontier being situated probably at Gebel
Silsileh, to which point the province of Elephantine extended.
At the advent of the Ptolemaic dynasty it was felt that the old
temple was no longer large enough for the requirements of the
province,

its
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and in the reign of I'tolemy Illrd the buildinK
of a new temple was begun.
The foundations of this temple which wc are about to visit were The Imilcllaid on August 23rd, n.c. 237, in the tenth year of the reign of "«« "f the
Ptolemy Illrd Euergetes 1st.
Twenty-five years later the main t,.„',pi,'.''"'
building was completed, the last stone being laid on August 17th,
H.c. 212, in the tenth year of Ptolemy IVth Philopator.
The
decoration of the walls with reliefs and inscriptions occupied six
years, and was finished in B.C. 207.
In the same year the great
door was fixed in place. A revolution then broke out in Upper
Egypt, which was not suppressed until the nineteenth year of
Ptolemy \"th Kpiphanes.
When quiet was well restored the
work continued, and by February 3rd, B.C. 176, in the fifth year
of Ptolemy \'IIth Philometor, doors and other fittings were fixed
in place.
The painting of the reliefs and inscriptions, the decoration of some of the walls with gold plates, and the furnishing of
and on
the temple, was completed during the next few years
September loth, B.C. 142, in the twenty-eighth year of Ptolemy I.Xth
Euergetes Ilnd, the opening ceremony took place amidst general
rejoicings.
The small Hypostyle Hall, however, was not finished
Thus the building and
till two years later, July 2nd, B.C.
140.
citizens

priests,

;

decorating of the temple proper took about ninety-seven years to
The
complete, which figure includes the long interruptions.
Hypostyle Hall, Forecourt, and Pylons were next commenced. The
Hypostyle Hall was finished on September 5ih, B.C. 122, in the fortythe Forecourt was erected a few years
sixth year of Ptolemy I.Xth
later
and finally, the completion of the Pylons and the fixing of
;

;

the great entrance door was accomplished by December 5th, i!.c. 57,
The
in the twenty-fifth year of Ptolemy .Xlllth Neos Dionysos.
entire building and decorating of the temple, as we see it at

present day, was therefore accomplished in 180 years 3
The temple was thus completed at the
months and 14 days.
time when Julius Caesar was setting out to conquer Britain, and
when the Roman Imperial age was about to begin and it had
not been in use more than a score of years when the deaths of
Antony and Cleopatra brought Egypt under the rule of Rome.
In Roman times the temple continued to be used, and the
wealth of the priesthood at this period was probably very great.
An altar recently found at Edfu of this date has upon it representations of what are unquestionably scenes of human sacrifice
and it is more than probable that at this and at earlier periods

the

;

:

also,

human

beings representing the Set worshippers who, accord-

Later his*j?j^,°^
„.i„ni,..
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ing to the tradition, were conquered by Horus, were slain before
The victims seem to have been those
the shrine of the Hawk.
who were born with red hair, as in the case of other human sacri-

described by early writers for red was the colour of Set.
Christianity took hold of the country, the devotees of the
new religion hacked out with hammer and chisel the figures of
most of the gods represented on the temple walls. In mediaeval
times the chambers were used as stables, storehouses, or dwellingplaces and gradually the rubbish accumulated until the interior
was choked, and houses began to be built on the roof Mariette
found it almost entirely covered in i860 when he commenced the
work of excavating the temple. During the last few years the
Department of Antiquities has carried out some large works here,
under the able direction of M. Barsanti. Walls have been taken
down and rebuilt, the ruined roof has been restored, the temple
has been walled in, and so on. As one sees it now it seems almost
incredible that, after two thousand years, the building should be
in such a perfect state of preservation,
The ancient name of the town, from which the modern "Edfu "
^i^^"?™^^
of Edfti.
is derived, was Dbu or Edbii, which means "the Town of the
Piercing," since it was here that Horus pierced Set.
Its religious
name was Behudct^ and "Horus of Edfu" is generally called
simply " Horus Behudet." Another name of the town was TliesHor, "the Raising of Horus," and this was also applied to the
fices

;

When

;

The Greeks and Romans, identifying Horus with
Magna, and the province the
Apollinopohtes Nome.
whole province.

Apollo, called the city ApoUonopolis

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE

The entrance to

The main axis of the temple, according to the inscriptions, lies
from Orion in the south to the Great Bear in the. north. Neither
the rising nor the setting sun could be observed from the temple
chambers, and thus the worship of the sun is not prominently
combined with that of Horus. The two front pylons, which are
q^^j. jjq ^^^j. Jj^ height, look somewhat ungainly, as they have lost
their cornices.
Approaching the temple from the south, a large
scene on either pylon shows King Ptolemy Xlllth Neos Dionysos
smiting his enemies, in the presence of Horus of Edfu and Hathor
The perpendicular recesses in these pylons were
of Dendereh.
intended for the flagstatfs which always stood before Egyptian

THE TEMPLE OF EDFU
These
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were generally tipped with Ko'tl, and were
clamped to the walls with shininj,' bands of copper. Gay-coloured
pennants fluttered from them in the wind, amltiiesc, loKCther with
the vivid paintinji of the reliefs on the pylons, the massive, luj^hly
decorated wooden door which was H.xed at the entrance, and the
two great statues of the hawk which were also stnjngly coloured,
must have combinetl to form an efl'cct very difilcrent to that whichtemples.

is

now

staffs

presented.

Passing through the great gateway in the pylons, the visitor The Forefinds himself in the large Forecourt.
In front of him, at the far co"""!.
end, stands the main temple while behiml and on eithc-r side of him
;

runs a colonnade, the thirty-two columns of which are embellished
with reliefs showing the king worshipping various gods. The
walls at the back of these colonnades are covered with reliefs, but
it is obviously impossible for the traveller to examine them all
His attention need only be called to those in the
closely.
colonnade to the right and left of the entrance. On the right or
east side (i) the king, whose cartouches have been left blank,
"comes forth from the palace," crowned with the crown of Upper
Egypt, and preceded by a priest burning incense and by the four

These
standards of the primitive tribes of Upper Egypt.
standards are the Jackal of the First Cataract,* the Ibis of
Hermopolis, the Hawk of Edfu, and the emblem of Thebes and
they are found carried before the king from the days of Narmer,
the first king of a United Egypt, down to the time of the late
Roman Emperors. (2) The king is purified by Thoth and Horus
of Edfu (3) he is crowned with the double crown by Nekheb and
Uazt
(4) he receives from Horus the wand of office in the
presence of Turn, Safkhet, and Maat (5) he is led by a god, who
puts life into his nostrils, to Horus of Edfu and (6) he stands in
Below
the presence of Horus of Edfu and Hathor of Dendcreh.
these scenes, at the bottom of the wall, are small but spirited
representations of festival boats sailing up the Nile, towing the
two sacred barques of Horus and Hathor. These are seen
arriving at Edfu, and the two barques are carried by priests to the
temple, where offerings are placed before them. These scenes
represent the festival which has already been referred to, in which
Hathor of Dendcreli sailed up the Nile to Edfu at the new moon of
the month Epiphi to meet her consort Horus.
On the left or west of the doorway one sees (7) the king,
crowned with the crown of Lower Egypt, leaving the palace,
;

;

;

;

;

1

He

is

called " the opener of the

ways of the south."
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preceded, as before, by the priest and the four standards. (8) He
purified by Thoth and Horus of Edfu (9) he is crowned by
Nekheb and Uazt and (10) he is carried by three persons wearing hawk masks and representing "the glorious ones of the City
of Pe" (a sacred city of the Delta), and by three other persons
wearing jackal masks and representing " the glorious ones of the
City of Hieraconpolis." Below these reliefs again are scenes of
is

;

;

the festival of the sacred boats.

The ascent of the pylons may be made from here, a doorway
leading into each of them from the Forecourt. The steps are
Standing
dark, and the climb is long and somewhat exhausting.
in the middle of the Forecourt, one may look round at the scenes
on the great pylons, where huge figures of Ptolemy Xlllth may
This Forecourt was
be seen worshipping Horus and Hathor.
generally called " the Court of Offerings," probably from the fact
that it was here that the common people made their offerings to
the Hawk. An inscription states that sacrifices were made here

by the priests three times a day. The court was also called "the
Court of the Appearance of the Protecting Hawk," and there is
reason to suppose that by this the Sun was meant. Approaching
the main temple, one sees that there are six screen walls on which
Those on the
reliefs are cut, three on either side of the doorway.
east represent (11) King Ptolemy IXth offering four jars of water
to Horus of Edfu
(12) the king offering a sphinx to Hathor; and
Those on the west side
(13) the king in the presence of Horus.
show (14) the king offering four vases of water to Horus (15)
the king offering a chaplet of electrum to Hathor; and (16) the
king in the presence of Horus.
Great
One now passes into the Great Hypostyle Hall, the roof of
Hypostyle
^i^jch is supported by eighteen columns with variously formed
Hall.
Practically no colour is left on any of the walls or
capitals.
columns, and the original appearance of the place is therefore
At present the hall appears to be sombre and
difficult to realise.
ponderous, and the great columns rather encumber and dwarf the
Originally, when the capitals were vividly coloured, the
i3uilding.
eye no doubt would have been attracted upwards, and thus the
proportions of the hall would have been more readily appreciated.
The best method of obtaining an idea of the great size of this hall
Some of
is to look at it from the doorway (28) at the east end.
the capitals are worthy of attention, their complicated forms being
of considerable beauty. This hall was known to the Egyptians
Turning to the left, one
as Klient, " the Chief or First Hall."
;

;
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The Cham- sees a small room built up against the wall, which was known as
ber of
" the Chamber of Consecration." On its doorway is an inscription
Consecra-

tion in the

Great
Hvpostvle
Hall.

from which we learn that in this room were kept the golden vases
used for the ceremony of purification, and particularly for that of
purifying the King of Upper and Lower Egypt when he came
here to celebrate the great festiv^als of Horus. In the room is a
niche in the wall, in which these vases were kept. At the east
side of the doorway of this Chamber of Consecration, the king in
his war-helmet is seen approaching the door, preceded by three
standards the Jackal of the South, the Ibis of Hermopolis, and the
Hawk of Edfu and below this he is led into the chamber by a
priest.
On the west of the doorway, after the ceremony of purification has been finished, he is seen led by Harmachis towards the
temple and below this, crowned as King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, he is led into the temple of Horus of Edfu.
It is probable
that all persons who were permitted to enter the temple were
expected to purify themselves by touching the holy water which
was kept in this chamber.
On the east of the main entrance there is another small
chamber.
This was the library in which the sacred books
were kept.
The two small niches in the wall acted as the
necessary cupboards, but as these are quite small, not many
rolls of papyrus could have been kept here, and probably only
those which contained the ceremonial formulas for the day
were here preserved. The inscription over the doorway states
that this was the chamber of the papyrus rolls of Horus and of
Harmachis, arranged by the Chief Ritual-Priest for the twelve
hours of the day. Immediately under the winged disk over the

—

:

;

The

library

in the

Great
Hypostvle
Hall.

doorway

is

sight, taste,

a

damaged

and reason

representation of the four senses — hearing,
— each in the form of a small human figure

worshipping a scribe's palette. These four senses are again seen
above the great doorway leading from this to the next hall.
Reliefs in
the Great

Hvpostvle
Hall.

Chamber of Consecration is a relief (17)
which the king is seen with Safkhet and Horus pegging out
This is the first of
the limits of the temple before its foundation.
a series of scenes connected with the building of the temple,
which continue along the west wall. One sees (18) Ptolemy IXth
breaking ground with a hoe before Horus and Hathor then (19)
he throws sweet-smelling seed or incense into the broken ground,
so that the future temple may not be contaminated by contact
with dirt
(20) he raises with a crowbar (?) the first block of
stone
(21) he encircles the temple, when it is built, with
Just to the west of the

in

;

;

;

iiii':

spices

he

;

'ri:Mi"i,i:

(22) he presents the

oi'

i;i)IL^

completed temple

to
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Horus

;

and

(,23)

symbol signifying "decoration," i.i\ the reliefs and
inscriptions of the temple wails, to Moms.
Returning to the east side of the hall, we sec on the cast wall
(24) a large representation of the king carried forward by three
hawk-headed and three jackal-headed men, who are called, as in
the scene in the Forecourt (10), "the glorious ones of I'o and
Hieraconpolis" (25) he is led by Horus Uniterof the Two Lands
to Horus of Edfu
and (26) he worships Horus and Hathor.
Along the north wall of this hall, which is in reality the pylon of
the Small Hypostyle Hall, the king is again seen performing
ceremonies in connection with the founding of the temple. He is
shown leaving his palace, pegging out the temple limits, breaking
and (27) dancing
ground, offering oxen and stacks of grain
On the columns and
before Horus at the foundation ceremony.
on the remainder of the walls the king is seen in the presence of
numerous gods but the visitor will probably have neither the
time nor the inclination to examine these in detail. It will have
been observed that the scenes in this hall, relating as they do to
the building of the temple, are, as it were, an introduction to the
shrines beyond, and are intended to remind those who are about
ofters a

;

;

;

;

to enter the holy place that every stone
It

is

sacred.

be admitted that the Small Hypostyle Hall into which The Small

will

one now passes, is of greater beauty, if of lesser size, than the hall
At noon the sunlight falls in
which has just been described.
almost perpendicular shafts through the small apertures in the
roof, and, shining on the floor, it is reflected against the walls,
which are thus illuminated. This has the eftect of lightening their
weight, as it were, and of thus increasing the size and capacity of
the hall. The columns are here somewhat more slender, and less
crowded and when the capitals were still bright with colour the
hall must have been more brilliant and airy than is usually the
It was known as the "Festal Hall,'
case in Egyptian buildings.
and in it were celebrated the main festivals of the temple. The
reliefs have greater merit from the artistic point of view than have
those in the Great Hypostyle Hall. Their subjects are, however,
more or less similar to those already described. We see King
led by Hathor to
Ptolemy IVth Philopator leaving his palace
Horus, pegging out the temple limits, breaking ground, offering
(29) weights of gold to Horus, presenting the temple to that god,
and so on. These scenes show us that we are still but on the
threshold of the temple proper though the two great reliefs on
;

;

;

||ypostyle
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somewhat farther into the temple cereThese two scenes show a priest (apparently not the king,

the north wall admit us

monial.

though wearing the war-helmet), clad in the sacerdotal leopardskin, walking beside the sacred barque of Horus in one case and
of Hathor in the other, which is carried on the shoulders of the
priests towards the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, who burns
incense before
Chambers,
in'c'Vrom"
the Small

Hypostyle

From

it.

the east side of this hall a doorway leads out into the

which ascends to
be described later. On the west side of
the hall there are again two doorways. The first leads into a
chamber in which the holy water was kept. Upon the walls are
reliefs showing the king, assisted by the Nile-god, Hapi, pouring
libations or offering- holy water to Horus and Hathor, and to the
elemental gods Nu, Na, Hehu, Shu, and others. Through this
room one may pass out into the outer corridor. The second door
leads into a chamber in which the sacred amulets and utensils
were kept, as may be seen from their representations on the
corridor, while another leads to a stairway

^"Jtei"

the roof

and which

will

walls.

The

First

Vestibule.

One now

presence of various gods.

:

;

Second
Vestibule

damaged

reliefs showing the king
This vestibule was called " the
Hall of the Altar of Ofterings," and in it there probably stood an
altar at which the ordinary sacrifices of the day were celebrated.
At the east end of the north wall (30) the sacred bull Apis, in the
form of a bull-headed man, makes offering with the king to
Horus and next to this (31) a ram, which was also sacred, does likeAt the west end of the wall the corresponding scenes show
wise.
two other sacred bulls (32 and 33). A doorway in the east wall
of this vestibule, above which several sacred cows are shown, leads
again to the stairway, also approached from the Small Hypostyle
and another door at the west side leads into a chamber
Hall
from which the western stairway ascends to the roof. On the
walls of this chamber the king is shown in the presence of many
of the more important gods of Egypt.
The Second Vestibule, which lies immediately in front of the
Sanctuary, and which was known as " the Hall of the Repose of
the Gods,'" has upon its walls numerous scenes showing the king'
worshipping various gods. At the east end of the south wall the
king (34) and his wife Arsinoe oft'er a scribe's palette to Horus
and Hathor; and at the west end of the wall (35) he binds four
kneeling captives before those gods. Perhaps this represents the

in the

The

enters the First Vestibule, a small transverse hall, the

of which are covered with

y^y^\\^

THE
human

()|-

'I'KMIM.i:
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which mention has been made above. Above
this rehcf there is a scene in which the infant Ilorus is shown
rising fmni aiiiicl^l the reeds which symbolise the marshes m which
the Lower Egyptian tradition states lliat he was born.
At tlie
west end of this vestibule a doorway leads into the chapel of Min,
in which the king is shown worshipping that god on ail the walls.
It will be remembered that Min is the god of fertility, g<;neration,
and growth, and reigned both over the fields and over the family
in his capacity as patron of the renewal of life.
The main seat of
his worship was at Kojjtos (Quft).
The doorway at the east of this Second \'estibule leads into a
small court called " the Chamber of Ofterings," in which stands a
little chapel, approached by six steps.
The reliefs in this chapel
show the king and queen oftering to Horus and Hathor. On the
west wall, in the middle row of reliefs, the king and queen are
seen (36) offering to King Ptolemy Ilird and Queen Berenice,
the royal parents
and on the east wall (37) the king enthroned,
with his wife .Arsinoii behind him, is adored by two blue-coloured
figures of dead kings, who are called " the Fathers, the Hawks."
A scene over the doorway of the little court shows the seven
Hathors beating tambourines.
These seven Hathors are the
prototypes of the fairy god-mothers of more modern legends, and
their particular vocation was the presiding at the birth of infants.
One sees, thus, that in this part of the temple, which is immediately in front of the Sanctuary, the god Min the patron deity of
reproduction, and the goddess Hathor the patron of childbirth,
while human sacrifice, which mystiare particularly worshipped
cally signified the renewing of life, is here represented
the birth
and the dead kings who live in the underof Horus is shown
Thus, the main idea is here that of
world are also displayed.
None but the priests were
Life in its most primitive aspect.
admitted to this part of the temple and these scenes, which the
visitor may now so openly examine, represented the deepest
sacrifice of

;

;

;

;

;

mysteries of the cult of Horus of Edfu.

One now

enters the Sanctuary, to which none but kings and Tlie SaneThe reliefs on the walls of this lu^iry-

chief priests were admitted.

chamber show

the king worshipping Horus and his consort
Hathor. In the middle of the room stands a low altar on which
At the north end is a magnificent
the sacred barque was placed.
shrine of dark polished granite, in which stood the sacred figure
of the Hawk. The inscription on this shrine states that it was
made by King Nectanebus 1st, and thus it is older than the
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sanctuary in v/hich it stands, having no doubt once stood in the
earlier temple.
As may be seen from the pivot-holes, it was fitted
with double doors, which hid the holy image from sight. As one
turns and looks down the middle aisle of the temple, through the
many halls to the pylons, it will be realised how vast the building
is.
It must be remembered that there were stout double doors at
each of the six doorways along this aisle, and none but the priests
and high officials ever saw the inner vestibules and the sanctuary

which one now stands.
Behind this there are ten chambers which lead from a passage
One passes into
entered at the right and left of the Sanctuary.
this passage from the right or east side, and the first door on the
In it
right leads into the "Chamber of the Spread-Wings."
are reliefs chiefly representing the gods who protect Osiris, and
The next room is called the
take vengeance on his enemies.
" Chamber of the Throne of the Sun," and in it one sees the
hawk-headed sun-god accompanied by other deities. The third
room is named the " Chamber of Khonsu," and in the reliefs that
god, indistinguishable in form from Horus, is shown with accompanying deities. From this room another leads off, known as the
in

The chambers behind the
Sanctuary.

"Chamber of Hathor," but the visitor will find it too dark to
permit of an examination of the reliefs, which represent Hathor
and various other gods. The next room, which lies immediately
behind the Sanctuary, was called the " Chamber of the Victor."
A small altar stands in the middle of the room, and this in the
inscriptions is called the "Great Throne of the Dispenser of the
On the walls various gods are shown, and the
Sun's Rays."
inscriptions state that their forms have been drawn accurately
Then follow three chambers
according to their prototypes.
The first is called the
dedicated to the worship of Osiris.
" Chamber of the West," and on the walls Osiris, the god of the
The second room,
west, and his attendant demi-gods, are seen.
this, was known as the "Chamber of Osiris"; and
room was called the "Chamber of the Tomb" of Osiris.
The next room was named the " Chamber of the Throne of the
Gods " and finally, the last room seen before quitting the passage
was called the " Chamber of the Linen."

leading from

the third

;

The

stair-

ways to
and from
the roof.

The

visitor

is

strongly advised to ascend to

the roof of the

temple, as the reliefs on the stairways are interesting, and the
view at the top is superb. Thanks to the admirably graded steps,

One goes up by the
the ascent is a matter of little exertion.
stairway on the east side of the temple, which is entered either

nil; 'ri:Mi'LK
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Small Hyposlylc Hall or fioiii lite Firsi \cslibuk-. One
of the great ceremonies of the temple was the circumambulation
or procession around the \vht)le building, when the images of
Horus and Halhor were taken in solemn state to sec all their
This ceremony seems to have taken place on New
possessions.
Year's Day. The procession was sometimes headed by the king
Then followed a number of priests
if he was present in Edfu.
Next came a
carrying the standards of the provinces ai Kgypt.
priest chanting from a papyrus; then followed about a dozen
priests, some shaking sistrums, some burning incense, and some
carrying oficrings. The queen and king sometimes walked next
with the nobles of Edfu, and immediately behind them were
carried the two caskets in which rested the figures of Horus and
Incense was burnt in front of and behind tliem and
Hathor.
following them came several priests carrying banners and all
was
It
manner of paraphernalia enclosed in small caskets.
believed that the whole company of the gods of Egypt were
assembled at this ceremony, and marched with the procession of
Mounting the stairway, the visitor will first see on either
priests.
and at a turn in the passage he will
side the figures of these gods
presently notice the representations of the caskets of Horus and
Hathor, each carefully held by the priests, while the king and
Higher
queen look round anxiously to see that they are safe.
still the priests carrying the province-standards will be observed
and lastly, at a point where the passage is broken away and open,
the king is seen at the head of the procession.
The gods were now carried to the north end of the temple but
as the passage is here interrupted by the collapse of part of the
roof, the visitor must climb up by the small steps and so pass across
the roof. The procession ascended the now damaged steps to the
and
highest part of the roof above the Great Hypostyle Hall
when the gods had feasted their eyes on the surrounding buildings and on the town which rose outside, they were conducted to
the north-west corner of the temple, from which point another
On the walls of this stairway one now
flight of steps leads down.
At the top of the steps, i.e. in the
sees the procession descending.
Then one sees
rear, are the priests bearing the paraphernalia.
again the two great caskets in which the sacred images rested.
from

tlie

;

;

;

;

;

Lower down are the //ty-Prince of the Province, the /A/-Princes,
the Superintendent of the Priests of Edfu, the Scribes of the
Books, the .SVw-Priest, a priest carrying boxes of fine linen, and
others.
The procession is met on the stairs by the king and
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queen, who offer incense and flowers and lower down the priests
carrying the province-standards are shown. One thus descends
again to the First Vestibule.
The outer
Around the main temple a high fender-wall is built, and
corridor.
between this and the outer wall of the temple space has been left
for a corridor.
It may be entered from various side doors, but
the visitor who is following this guide should approach it from the
north-east corner of the Forecourt.
On one's left as one enters
(38) is the usual large scene of the king smiting a group of kneeling captives, representing the foreign lands over which he ruled.
He is in the presence of the Edfu trinity Horus of Edfu Hathor
of Dendereh and Horus " Uniter of the Two Lands, the Child,
Son of Hathor." Opposite this (39) is a scene showing the king
with Khnum, Horus, and Thoth, dragging in from the marshes a
net in which he has caught birds, animals, and men.
Farther
along on the same wall (40) the king is seen leaving his palace,
preceded by five standards the Jackal of the South, the Jackal of
the North, the Ibis of Hermopolis, the Hawk of Edfu, and the
emblem of Thebes. Next (41) he is purified by Thoth and Horus
(42) crowned by Nekheb and Uazt; (43) led by Horus Uniter of
the Two Lands to Horus of Edfu
and lastly (44) he stands
before Horus of Edfu. A group (45) which, in spite of the artist's
exaggerations, has some decorative value, is to be observed opposite these last-named scenes, just to the south of the doorway into
the Small Hypostyle Hall.
Here the king is seen crowned by
Nekheb and Uazt.
Presently we pass a subterranean passage which leads under
the fender- wall out of the temple precincts. At the east end of the
north part of the corridor, there is a large scene on one's right (46)
showing a figure of Horus carried in a shrine by three hawkheaded and three jackal-headed figures.
The king leads the
way, holding a sistrum and a pot of incense, and conducts the
shrine into the presence of the lion-htaded goddess Sekhmet.
Opposite this (47) the familiar scene of the king leaving his
palace with his standards will be recognised. At the west end of
this part of the corridor a large relief (48) shows the king, as in
the above-mentioned scene (46), conducting the shrine of Horus
to the goddess Mut.
Turning the corner, we see on the west wall
a number of curious scenes of figures standing in boats. These
for the most part represent the god Horus spearing a hippopotamus, in miniature, or crocodile, which was the incarnation of Set,
the evil one whom Horus overcame. Just after turning the corner.
;

—

;

;

—

;

;
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high up t)n the west wall (49), there is a fine representation of the
sacred boat of Horus, standing on a sledge which is jjiilled by the
king by means of a rope. Sonic distance along the wall tht-re is
Horus stands in
(50) a spirited scene of a boat with its sail set.
the boat, and the king on land, both spearing a hippo|)otamus
while Isis, kneeling, holds the monster by a rope. Above this, to
the right, one sees llorus slaying one of the enemies of Osiris.
Just to the left or south of this a sphinx is seen slauj^htcring two
captives before Horus, Thoth, and Harmachis.
Below is an
interesting scene (51), in which llorus ami Thoth stand in a boat,
and Queen Cleopatra (not the famous queen of that name) and
"the daughters of the women of the city of Pe" and "the
daughters of the women of the city of Dedu" make music on
The next scene (52) shows Horus
sistrum and tambourine.
standing on a chained hippopotamus, which he is spearing. At
the point where the corridor narrows a remarkable relief (53)
shows three figures, the first of which is killing a hippopotamus
with a knife
the second, who represents the famous architect
and magician Imhotep, reading from a magic roll and the third,
who represents the king, dropping food into the straining throat
One now passes into
of a goose in order to fatten it for sacrifice.
and those who wish to sec the temple
the Forecourt once more
thoroughly may care to walk around the outside of the building,
though there is not much of interest to be remarked there.
It is best to go out of the Forecourt through the main gateway The
and to turn to one's left, passing through a small passage in the *'^'"^
pylon which leads one to the outside of the fender-wall of the
On the right, as one emerges from the passage, there are
temple.
the ruins of the entrance pylons of a Ramesside temple, which
As
evidently ran from east to west across the present Forecourt.
has been already said, the inscriptions here give the cartouches of
;

;

;

;

Sety Ilnd

(?),

Rameses

and Rameses I\'th, and we learn
Rameses Ilird the king ordered the

Ilird,

that in the fifteenth year of

doorways of the temples of all the towns of the south, such as this,
On
to be purified, and the temple revenues to be re-established.
the east side of the great fender-wall there are many reliefs showing King Ptolemy Xlth Alexander 1st in the presence of various
At the north end of the temple there are six sets of large
gods.
which, from east to west, are as follows :— (54) the king
baton of authority, to Horus (65) lie burns
incense before Hathor and Horus Uniter of the Two Lands;
(57) he
(56) he presents a figure of Truth to Horus and Hathor
reliefs,

offers the khcrp, or

;

;

outreliefs,
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repeats

ceremony

this

;

(58)

Queen Berenice

offers

pot

a

of

incense and a pot of water to Hathor and Horus Uniter of the
Two Lands and (59) the king adores Horus. On the west wall
numerous gods are represented, and on the north face of the west
;

is seen before Horus, while between them is a
representation of the two pylons and front gate of the temple, with

pylon (60) the king

the two great flagstaffs in position.

At the south-west corner of the space in front of the temple
It consists of a sanctuary around
stands the ruined Birth-House.
which runs a pillared gallery, while in front there is an open court
This little temple was dedicated to
shut in by screen walls.
Hathor, and in the reliefs one observes that goddess suckling the
One here
infant Horus and presenting him to Horus of Edfu.

Horus was the tribal hawk-god, while
Horus was the deified archaic king of that tribe who
defeated Set, and united Upper and Lower Egypt. The seven
Hathors are shown, in a relief on the north wall of the sanctuary,
nursing the infant. At either side of the entrance to this sanctuary
On the
is a small chamber for the use of the priestly doorkeeper.
pillars of the gallery and court Hathor is seen beating a tambourine,
sees clearly that the elder

the infant

playing on a harp, or suckling Horus. The vwtif of all these
and as
reliefs is that of Maternal Love, Joy, and Thanksgiving
each king in succession came to the throne his divine birth was
;

here celebrated.
of the ancient town of Edfu are to be seen on the
and west sides of the temple, rising to a considerable
but they are
height.
These cover over 45 fcddatis of land
gradually being removed by the sebakhhi, or peasants who dig
away old town-remains to be used as manure. In this work many

The mounds

east, south,

;

antiquities are

Museum, but
diggers, who

found, which are usually secured for the Cairo
numbers of small objects are secreted by the

large

It is probable, however,
sell them to the tourists.
most important remains of the ancient city and temple lie
under the present edifice. The great brick temenos or enclosing
wall of the temple will be seen on the east and west sides, at the
In the cultivation between the temple and the western
south end.
desert there is a low mound, known as Koni cl Hcdid, "the
Mound of the Iron," from the fact that a great deal of that metal
was once found there. There seems once to have been a small
temple and town here, dating, judging from the fragments of pottery,
from late Ramesside to Ptolemaic times. The cemeteries of Edfu

that the

will

be described

in the

next chapter.

CllAI'TI'K
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THE CEMETERIES OK EDFU -- EDI* U lO (.ElillL
SILSILEH ON THE WEST I5ANK — HASl VEH SHUTT ER RIGAL — THE TEMPLE OK REUESIYEH — EDFU TO GEIJEL SH.SILEH ON THE
EAST BANK— BUEB
cemetp:ries of edfu

A PATHWAY running
'^ out to the desert and

westward from the town of Edfu leads
to the cemeteries situated there, wliich

Rising less than
to the ordinary traveller will not repay a visit.
a hundred yards from the edge of the cultivation, a series of low
At the foot of one of the northern
hills here border the desert.
It is
a
hills
stands the Coptic monastery of Mari Girgis.
rectangular building with fifteen domes forming its roof, on the

A

fine sycamore rises on
four front ones of which are crosses.
one side of it, and this, with the whitewashed walls of the build-

ing and the yellow sand around, forms a veiy picturesque scene.
Permission to enter the monastery may be obtained from the
Coptic authorities at Edfu, but there is little of interest to be
In the side of the hills behind the monasteiy, and
seen inside.
extending to the north and south of it, there are a large number
of rock tombs which were made for the richer inhabitants of Edfu.

These tombs generally consist of a single chamber or sometimes
two chambers of small dimensions opening immediately on to the
but they are often more elaborate, some having
slope of the hill
;

a kind of entrance shaft with steep steps leading down to the
doorway, and others being made with a small court before them.
In none of them is there any decoration or any inscriptions, and
Christian anchorites living in
this fact is difficult to account for.
these tombs may have destroyed some of the original paintings,
and natural decay may have caused the rest to disappear. But
it

is

evident that tliough

we have here
347

the burial-places of the
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tombs are of the meanest descriptombs of the
the authorised and unauthorised native and Euro-

rich nobles of a rich city, these
tion.

There

is

certainly no undiscovered series of

Edfu princes
pean diggers of the past twenty years have thoroughly searched
The only scientific excavations conducted
the entire district.
here and in the cemeteries of poorer graves in the surrounding
desert were those of Messrs. Garstang and Jones of the University
:

of Liverpool in 1905.

FROM EDFU TO SILSILEH

:

WEST BANK

on the west bank of the
river there are no points of sufficient importance to require a
visit from the ordinary traveller, though those who are on a
dahabiyeh may perhaps find a walk up the gorge known as Shutt
The antiquarian will possibly care to
er Rigal to be of interest.
visit the cemetery of El Hasiyeh, but this is somewhat difticult

Between Edfu and Gebel

Silsileh

After leaving Edfu the first antiquity met with is a
small stone pyramid which stands in the open desert some three
Its area is about 18 or
or four miles south-west of the town.
of access.

It
and it appears to have been built in steps.
we have here the burial-place of some petty
king of the Vllth-Xth dynasties, whose capital was at Edfu.
There are kings of this period known whose influence was probably quite local, and who would be likely to be buried in a small
King Dudumes, for example, whose name is found at
pyramid.
Gebelen, El Kab, and Edfu, may very probably have been buried

20 square
is

feet,

possible that

Egypt.
north of this pyramid the extensive, but entirely
plundered, Nubian cemeteries of Genemieh are to be found; and
some miles farther to the south lies the ransacked cemetery of
El Hasiyeh, at the south side of a wide desert bay. The tombs
here are of late dynastic and Ptolemaic times, and are mainly cut
in this part of

To

the

mto the sandstone which underlies the sand at this point. Generally a short open stairway descends in a wedge form to a depth
of about six feet, and at the bottom a low doorway leads into a
In the hillside there are a series of rockrectangular chamber.
tombs, each consisting of two or three chambers, the doorways
being ornamented with much damaged inscriptions written in

badly formed hieroglyphs, and containing a number of faults in
orthography. These tombs are partly choked with debris, and

I'KO.M

i;i)ir
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are inhabited by luiiulreds of bats, while not a few snakes are to
be found.

The

X.WIth-XXXth

A

show

various inscriptions

for the princes of the

certain

Priest of

province

dynasties.

Petnef,

that

tombs were constructed

The family genealoj,^y

who was Prince

Horus, and his

llie

who hved somcwliere about
is

thf

as follows

:

of Edfu

and of Thebes and
wife Aruiru, had a son Khonsurades

who became

A"//.;- //<;- Prince, Prince of Thebes, Prince of .\swAn,
Superintendent of the Priests of Amen-Ra, of Ilathor Lady of
Esneh, of Nekheb, &c.
Tlie daughter of Kiionsuardes, named
Ary, married Prince Thothmes, who was Prince of Edfu and
Superintendent of tiie Priests of Horus and Nekheb. The son
of this union was Prince Pedeamen, whose titles were Prince of
the Two Cities, Superintendent of the Priests of Amen-Ra, Priest
of Horus, Superintendent of the Two Thrones (?) of Horus Uniter
of the Two Lands, and Overseer of the Linen of the Temple of
Horus. It will be seen that the titles held by this family are
altogether out of proportion to the meanness of their burialplace.
But it must be remembered that the Egyptians of this
period had partly lost those beliefs regarding the next world
which necessitated the burial of the dead body in surroundings
as splendid as those enjoyed in life. A little paint and tinsel, a
layer of plaster here and a dab of colour there, was all that was
needed to make a showy funeral and princely living was now
too expensive a matter to permit of a fortune being spent upon
" the eternal abode."
On the other hand many of the titles held
by these princes were as little intended for close scrutiny as the
badly spelt inscriptions in which they were recorded. No doubt
the weakness of the Pharaohs and their harassed governments
at this period led the provincial nobles to assume titles to which
;

they had no very real right.
Continuing the way southwards, cemeteries are passed at El Other
Barasy at Asab Allah there are many small rock tombs in the '•emcierics.
hillside, all uninscribed
at Zenigleh are extensive Nubian cemeteries
at Karableh are some large shaft tombs of late dynastic
times at Ghawalieh there are a few graffiti, one of which gives
;

;

;

;

of Amenhotep 1st: and at Sheikh Said are a few undecorated rock-tombs and many graffiti. One now reaches the
village of El Hosh ("The Courtyard"), so called from the large
quarries which are to be found a few yards to the north of it, and

the

name

which resemble great courts and open halls cut into the rock. A
The cartouche
of inscriptions are to be seen near here.

number
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of Senusert Ist(?) occurs, and several nobles and ofificials of the
Middle Kingdom. A commander of the troops of this date has

and in connection with this one may call
Nubian cemeteries in the neighbourhood which
may well be those of negro troops employed in Egypt. Several
Greek inscriptions are also found, some dating from the eleventh
left

his

name

here,

attention to the

year of Antoninus Pius, recording the quarrying operations of that
time.
A few ransacked graves of late date, and some small
Nubian cemeteries, are passed as one proceeds southwards and
presently, about four miles north of Gebel Silsileh, the famous
gorge of Shutt er Rigal or Shutt es Sab'a Rigal, "The Shore or
Bank of the Seven Men," is reached. This narrow and sandy
gorge winds westwards between the low hills of dark sandstone
and going up it for some distance one strikes the caravan road to
Kurkur Oasis and the south, and to Aswan. At the east or river
end of the pass, upon the left side, there is cut a group of four
large figures with accompanying inscriptions. The largest crowned
figure is that of King Neb-harpet-ra Menthuhotep Ilnd, and
behind him stands " the royal mother," Aah. Facing the king
stands " the Son of the Sun," Antef, whose name is written within
a cartouche, but who neither holds the title of king nor wears a
crown. Behind him again stands the chamberlain, Khety.
One may, perhaps, be permitted to hazard a guess as to the
meaning of this important relief and the reason of its situation.
After the turbulent feudal times between the Vllth and Xlth
dynasties, Menthuhotep Ilnd was the first Pharaoh to bring order
;

;

once more into the country, and

to consolidate the various petty

Amongst

states into a single

kingdom

now brought under

the rule of the Pharaoh, the Antef

again.

the vassal princes

shown

in

scene seems to have been much favoured for his fidelity and
perhaps through the diplomacy of his chief counsellor, Khety,
he managed to retain semi-regal control of his province. This
province probably comprised the extreme southern regions of
Egypt, and it may be that the pass of Gebel Silsileh, the frontier
between the provinces of Elephantine and Edfu, was the northern
boundary of his vassal kingdom. In this case the scene on the
rocks celebrates Antefs crossing of the frontier by the desert road
to do homage to Menthuhotep.
On the rocks a short distance
farther up the gorge there is another scene in which Khety alone
does homage to Menthuhotep, when, likewise, he had crossed into
Egypt proper. This same Khety is mentioned in a rock inscripthis

tion at the First Cataract,

;

where he was assisting Menthuhotep

to

Tin:

op

ti;mi'i.i'.

\\.\\)\

ahad
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Nubia.
On oilier parts ot the rocks of
Sluitt er Rigal are tlie cartouches of Scnusert 1st of the Xlllh
dynasty, who may liave used this road in one of his Nul)ian
campaif^ns a scene in which Kinj; Saankhkara of tlio XIili
dynasty is represented enthroned in the prescn( e of his nobles
and servants, his pet dog beinj,' shown under his throne the
cartouches of Hatshepsut and Thothnics Ilird of the W'lllth
dynasty
the name of a certain I'enati who was an architect
under Amenhotep 1st, Thothmes 1st, and Thothmcs llnd; and
various other inscriptions, ail of which may have been written by
persons usiny: this road to and from the south.
A few quarries and rock inscriptions are passed as one proceeds
northwards, and presently the larger quarries of (iebel Silsileh
are reached.
transport an

army

into

;

;

;

THE
The temple

lEMl'LK OF

WADV

AIJAI)

of Sety 1st which stands in the

thirty-five miles east of Edfu,

generally

is

Wady

known

Abad, some

as the temple of

Redesiyeh, owing to the fact that one of the early explorers set
out to visit the building from the village of Redesiyeh which

lies

miles south of Edfu, on the east bank of the Nile. The
name, however, is not a happy one for the temple is now most
generally approached from Edfu, and in ancient times the routes

about

five

;

Redesiyeh is a place of
it led from that city and from El K;ib.
no importance, and has no connection with the building other than
that of having been by chance the starting-point of a journey once
made to it long ago. By the natives the temple is known as
A7 Kdficis, "the chapel" and it would be best to speak of it as
" the chapel, or temple, of Wady Abad," for its connection with
Redesiyeh is merely misleading.
The journey is a short one, and it is surprising that it is so
Lepsius and Golenischeft' are the only two
rarely undertaken.
Leaving Edfu at
Egyptologists who have visited the building.
dawn one reaches the Bir Abad two hours later, without urging
Half-an-hour later the Roman
one's camel beyond a jog-trot.
and after another two hours and
fortress of Abu Gehad is passed
a half one passes the Gebel Timsah, which is a well-known landmark. A ride of two hours and a quarter more brings one to the
temple, which thus may be reached from Edfu in a little over
seven hours. Good water is to be obtained at the well sunk by
the Mines Department near the temple, and thus one's baggage for
to

;

;
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The baggagea stay of one or two nights need not be large.
camels cover the distance in under twelve hours, and if they start
Camels may be
before dawn they will have arrived before sunset.
obtained at Edfu, the usual price being P.T. lo per day for a
baggage-camel and driver and P.T. 12 for a riding-camel.
The temple is built at the foot of the sandstone cliffs, and the
main hall is excavated in the rock, in the manner of Abu Simbel.
In front of this hall there is a masonry portico, the roof of which
is supported on architraves resting on four lotus-bud columns.
The roof consisted of twelve blocks of sandstone, but one has now
fallen in.
The preservation of this part of the building is bad.
In ancient times one of the cracked architraves has been neatly
pillar.
A Greek inscription
shows that the restoration is not later than that date.
The facade was uninscribed and undecorated in the original
design, but at a later date a large hawk has been carved at the
east end, and a hieratic inscription records the coming of a certain
scribe from Aswan.
Upon entering the portico a number of
interesting reliefs and inscriptions are seen.
On the left, or east,
wall one sees Sety grasping four negroes by the hair, being about
to smite them with his mace.
He wears the crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt. Above him is the sun's disk, and the usual hovering
vulture.
Behind him is his Ka standard. The inscription states
that the king is " smiting the chieftains of Ethiopia the Wretched."
Facing the king stands Amen-Ra, Lord of the Earth, who presents
a sickle-shaped sword to the Pharaoh. The god holds a rope
which is attached to the ovals of ten captive lands.
On the right, or west, wall there is a somewhat similar scene, in
which one sees the king^, wearing the crown of Lower Egypt,
smiting four crouching Asiatics who represent "the great ones of
all lands."
Before the king stands the hawk-headed Horus of
Edfu, who presents a sword to the king. He holds a rope attached

supported by the building of a square

upon

this

to the

On

names

of eight captive lands.

the rear, or south, wall, to the

left

of the entrance to the

an unfinished scene representing the king offering a
vase of incense to Harmachis "within 7\i-K/i/iii)iif" which is
hall, there is

name of the place. To the right of the entrance
the king is seen offering the hieroglyphs which compose his name,
Ra-niaa-incn, to Amen-Ra.
Above him is the hovering hawk.
evidently the

The king is said to be "giving Truth to his father Amen-Ra, that
he may make for him the gift of life." On either side of the
entrance there

is

a recess in which

is

a colossal figure of the king

Tin:
in

hiv^li

These

relief,

figures

riC.MIM.I'

OF

AllAI)

\\.\1)\

arms folded in the manner of
arc now much damaged, and llie faces and
willi

ihe
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Obiris.

details

are erased.
On the architraves and pillars are inscribed the cartouches and
titles of Sety.
'ihe ceiling pattern down the miiidle (unsi^ts of

winged

between which are the king's titles and carand on either side the pattern is that of the usual yellow
stars upon a blue ground.
The doorway into the inner hall is surmounted by a winged disk,
above which is the usual concave cornice decorated with cartouches and above this again there is an unfinished row of uraei
vultures,

touches

;

;

carved

in

high

relief.

On

the lintel the king

is

said to be beloved

Harmachis and Amen-Ra and down either side is a perpendicular inscription, part of which shows traces of having been cut
over an earlier and perhaps incorrect line of hieroglyphs.
of

;

One now
supposed
two square

is

enters the inner hall, excavated in the rock.
The roof
to be supported on two architraves each resting upon

whole being part of the living rock. On
doorway as one enters, a long inscription in five
perpendicular lines is seen, which states how the soldiers of Sety
the

left

pillars, the

side of the

make prayers to Amen on behalf of the king, because of his
thoughtfulness in digging a well and building a temple at this
point.

On the right wall of the hall as one enters {i.e. the north wall,
west side) there is a long, somewhat damaged inscription in nineteen perpendicular lines
the main damage being due to the loss
of a large irregular slab from the middle. The inscription tells
how Sety built the temple, and pronounces blessings on those who
maintain it, and curses on those who do not respect it. On the left
wall {i.e. the north wall, east side) the king is seen standing facing
a long inscription in fourteen perpendicular lines.
Above him the
vulture hovers over his cartouches.
This inscription tells how
Sety^visited this part of the desert, and ordered the temple to be
constructed, a well to be dug, and a town to be equipped here.
On the east wall of the hall there are three groups of figures, all
somewhat damaged, though the colour is still good. Firstly, one
sees the king oftering a bunch of flowers to the ithyphallic MinAmen-Ra, behind whom stands Isis secondly, the king is seen
offering wine to Horus of Edfu, a hawk-headed god seated upon a
throne
thirdly, Sety is shown presenting a figure of Truth to
Amen-Ra, who is seated upon a throne. On the west wall there
are four groups of figures.
Firstly, one sees the king lifting his
;

;

;
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hands
chis

;

in

adoration to

Amen-Ra

thirdly, there is a

;

secondly, he worships

much-damaged

Harma-

figure of the king offering

Ptah and Sekhmet lastly, Sety is shown offering a figure of
Truth to Osiris of Edfu, and to Isis.
At the south end of both this and the opposite wall there is an
empty and undecorated recess. In the south wall of the hall there
are three recesses, the middle one forming the axial sanctuary of
the temple. At the back of that on the right or west side there are
three seated statues carved from the living rock. They are now
much damaged, but appear to have represented Horus of Edfu,
In the left or east recess there are likeIsis, and perhaps the king.
wise three statues, representing Ptah, Osiris, and perhaps Sekhmet.
The middle recess is approached by three steps. At the back are
again three damaged statues, representing Harmachis, Amen-Ra,

to

;

On either side of the entrance to this recess there
1st.
a figure of the king. On the left he wears the crown of Upper
On the right
Egypt, and holds in his hand a mace and staff.
he wears the royal helmet, and burns incense and pours out a

and Sety
is

libation.

On the pillars there are smaller figures, in each case representThese gods are Amen-Ra,
ing the king offering to some god.
Horus of Edfu, Harmachis, Khonsu, Ptah, Osiris Unnefer, Turn,
Mut, Isis, Hathor of Edfu, and Nekheb.
The ceiling in the middle aisle is decorated as before with winged
The architraves
vultures, and that of the side aisles with stars.
bear inscriptions giving the titles and cartouches of the king. The
floor of both the hall and the portico is covered with sand and
loose stones and amongst this in the hall there is a square block
;

In the portico
of grey granite, part of which lies in the portico.
Both these were perhaps
there is a square block of pink granite.

used as altars. Outside the temple, lying on the sand which slopes
up towards the entrance, there is a part of a round Greek altar of
sandstone.

The temple seems

to

have been

built

towards the end of the

was open in Ramesside
columns the cartouche of Rameses Ilnd is
written. No later king added to it and the neatness of the Greek
graffiti suggest that it was still regarded as a sacred place then.
The walls are much damaged by the writing of names, for every
mining engineer or prospector has recorded the event of his coming,
from Cailliaud, who discovered the temple in 1816, to the miners

reign of Sety, for

it

was

left

unfinished.

times, for on one of the

;

of 1908.

It

FROM EDFU TO
The

C.l-nF.I.

inscriptions state that the temple

STFSII,i:iI

was

^55

by Sety as a
shrine at which the j^old-niincrs mij^Iu worship on their way to and
from the mines. As Professor Hreasted has pointed out, the ^old
was to be used for the upkeep of the kin^^'s threat temple at Abydos
and it is interestiuK to notice that just as that temple fell (»n evil
days at the death of Sety 1st, as is there recorded by Kameses
Ilnd, so also this temple was deserted and left unfinished when the
kinjif died.
It may be asked why Sety selected this spot for his
temple; for, except that it lies on the route to the mines, the
reason of its location is not apparent. The explanation is, however,
not far to seek.
On the j,'reat blutf of rock in which the temple is
excavated there are many drawings of boats and animals which
undoubtedly date from archaic limes. Some of these boats are
built

;

evidently sacred barques, for in some of them the shrines are
shown, while in one case the god Min, with flail raised, stands
before the shrine in the vessel.
Thus it seems that already in

archaic times this was a sacred spot, dedicated to Min. There are
graffiti of the XVTIIth dynasty here, notably one which gives the

cartouche of Amenhotep

II Ird
and thus Sety was but carrying on
the old tradition in constructing a shrine here.
In Greek times

many

;

ex-votos dedicated to Pan, with

whom

.Min

was

identified,

were written on these rocks.

FRO.M

KDFU TO GKBEI.
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R.\ST li.VNK

Between Edfu and Serag there are no ancient sites of importance. The forthough some stone tumuli at Ghretag are of interest. Behind the tress of
^"*^'^'
station of Serag there are the mounds of an old town, and near it
are the remains of its cemeteries.
The rocks now come close down
to the river, and presently, about half-way between Edfu and Gebel
Silsileh, one reaches the great Byzantine fortress of Bueb, built on
the side of a hill which slopes rapidly to the river.
It consists of
a number of closely-built houses, surrounded by strong walls, at
the corners of which are round towers.
The church is the most
conspicuous building in the enclosure, the walls still standing to a
height of twenty feet or so. At the foot of the town there are some
quarries dating from the WTIIth dynasty. About half a mile to
the north of this fortress there is another fortified town lying in a
hollow on top of the hills; but it cannot well be seen from the passing
trains or steamers, and is not of much interest. Between Buel) and

Gebel
a few

Silsileh there are not
graffiti,

many places of interest.

and one or two cemeteries are alone

.\

to

few quarries,
be seen.

CHAPTER XVI
GEBEL SILSILEH, WEST BANK -GEBEL SILSILEH,
EAST BANK — FROM GEBEL SILSILEH TO KOM

OMBO
Method

of

visiting

Gebel
Silsileh.

'"T'O
-'-

visit

who

and shrines of Gebel Silsileh the visitor,
not travelling by steamer or dahabiyeh, should take

the quarries
is

the early train from Aswan, which arrives at Kagoug station
before 9 A.M., returning to Aswan by the express in the early
afternoon. There are no donkeys to be had at Kagoug, except
by arrangement with the villagers, and a dragoman, therefore,
should be sent to obtain them and also a ferry-boat, on the preThe ancient remains are about three miles or so from
vious day.
the station, a point of rocky hills to the south-west being one's

To

objective.

bank

the traveller the wonderful quarries on the east
be of interest, and the shrine of Horemheb

will not fail to

on the west bank deserves a visit while to the archaeologist there
are numerous small shrines, tombs, and rock steles which are
worth visiting.
;

HISTORY OF SILSILEH
Early

his-

tory of

Gebel
Silsileh.

Gebel Silsileh, "the Hills of the Chain," is the name given to
the rocky defile through which the river passes on its way from
Kom Ombo to Edfu, and to the sandstone hills which come down
Long
to the water's edge here for about a mile on either side.
before the dawn of history the Nile seems to have passed from
Daraw to Silwah along the valley through which the railway line
now runs but, changing its course, it burst a way between the
rocks, and at the beginning of Egyptian history it probably rushed
down the present channel in a series of rapids, if not in a regular
It thus formed something of an obstacle to shipping,
cataract.
and was a natural frontier between the territory under the sway of
Elephantine (Aswan) and that belonging to Edfu. In some cases
travellers of the Middle Kingdom seem to have preferred to avoid
;
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roatl,

as the insc riptions

A

town ^tcw up on the west bank of the river
between Shutt er Kigal ami (icbcl Silsilch, which was naine«l
Khcnmii and licrc the I'haraolis of the XI Iih dynasty arc said to
have had a residence.
It is not, however, until the XVIIIth dynasty that we obtain 9.''''''
any information rcj^'ardini; this rocky pass. At that time there
,},o x^-w
seems to iiavc developed llie custom of cuttinj,' small shrines in the Kmpire.
rocks at certain points on the upper river, where the cliflfs came
down to the water's edge, and where the stream ran rapidly. It
was a form of Nile-worship an adoration of various gods, local
and general, at the brink of the river, which was, in a way, the
father of them all.
.\menhotcp Ilnd, Thothnies Ilird, Hatshepsut, and a Viceroy of Ethiopia, excavated little shrines
overlooking the water at Kasr Ibrim in Lower Nubia, where a
magnificent head of rock falls almost sheer down to the water.
there iiuiicatc.

;

j^J

:

Amenhotep Ilnd constructed a

shrine overlooking the rushing
waters of the cataract at Sehel, an island just above Asw.in.
King Ay, and a Viceroy of Ethiopia under Horemheb, caused
somewhat similar rock shrines to be made at Gebel Addeh, not

from Abu .Simbel, at a point where the cliffs in the same
as at Kasr Ibrim boldly slope to the water. At Abahudeh,
close to Abu Simbel, Horemheb made a more elaborate rock-cut
temple, only able to be ai)])roached from the water. The temple
of .Vbu Simbel, designed by Sety 1st and Rameses Ilnd, was a
vast elaboration of the same idea.
Under Rameses Ilnd another
rock shrine was added to the group at Kasr Ibrim. At (iebel Thcshrines
Silsileh, where the Nile seemed to pass through a gigantic gate of ^^'^,^^^'
rock, and where, for the last time before entering Egypt proper, it
was obstructed by natural barriers, it is not surprising to find that
kings and nobles of the XVIIIth and Xl.Xth dynasties cut these
little chamber-like
shrines into the rocks, as tokens of their
reverence for the great river.
Although but scanty remains of these monuments on the east
bank of the river are preserved, on the west bank there arc
numerous shrines and steles to be seen. In the .W'lIIth dynasty
shrines were cut in the cliffs under Thothnies 1st. Hatshcpsut,
Thothnies Ilird and Ilatshepsut, Thothmes IIIrd,and Horemheb.
The last-named king constructed a beautiful speosor small temple
Rameses Ilnd,
here, the decoration of which was never finished.
Merenptah, Septah, Sety Ilnd, Rameses Ilird, and Rameses \'th,
far

manner

The forms
of worship,
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a religious nature on the rocks of the west bank
and there are many other inscriptions which attest to the veneration in which the place was held.
The west bank was as usual
the more holy side, but the east bank was, as has been said, also

all left steles of

much venerated.
From the various

inscriptions one is able to discern something
of the form that this worship took. The main deity of the place
seems to have been the crocodile god Sebek, " Lord of Khennui "

;

but Hapi, the Nile, received a large share of the offerings. The
great Cataract trinity— Khnum of Elephantine, Satet of Elephantine
and Sehel, and Anuket of Sehel were also venerated, and this is
an indication that there was still, or was within the memory of

—

"

history, a cataract or series of rapids here.

Seb and Nut who

are in the Waters of Libation," are invoked, other gods are stated
to be " within the Waters of Libation," and once a prayer to the
itself is made.
Horuar, of the Sacred Eyes, and
Sebek, the twin gods of Ombo, are often referred to. Taurt, the
hippopotamus goddess, was held in much esteem here, and is one
Sety 1st caused a
of the main deities of the speos of Horemheb.
hymn to the Nile to be inscribed on these rocks, and instituted two
Nile festivals to be celebrated at this spot each year. Rameses Ilnd
and Merenptah confirmed the endowments of these festivals.
After this period, however, the gradual cessation of the rapids, and
the turning of the neighbourhood into a huge quarry works, caused

"holy water"

the religious aspect of Gebel Silsileh to be forgotten, and one
hears no more of that side of its character.
The quarrying of the sandstone commenced here in the XVII Ith
dynasty, when the extensive use of that material for the building
In the temples at the beginning of the
of temples first began.
XVI I Ith dynasty, and at all times earlier, limestone and granite
were the chief materials employed, and sandstone was used only
At about the time of Thothmes Ilird its
in very small quantities.

but the temple of Luxor, erected by Amengreat building in which it was entirely
employed. No point offered such facilities for quarrying sandstone as did Gebel Silsileh, where the blocks of stone had to be
transported only a few yards to the boats and moreover it was
felt that the sacred nature of the rocks here gave an increased
It was right that holy stone should be
value to the stone.

use became general
hotep llird, is the

;

first

;

employed in the building of holy places. The quarrying seems to
have begun on the east bank and by the reign of Amenhotep Ilird
the cliffs and the town of Khennui were swarming with workmen.
;

and

river

ilic

was crowded

witli

An

boats.

ini< riplion

of that

king states that blocks were quarried for a temple of I'tah.and tingreat temples of Amen also required vabt quantities of stone.

Amenhotep

I\th, Akhnaton, states that he caused stone to be
here for the temple of Aton at Karnak.
For the
Ramesseum alone three thousand workmen were here employed
and under Rameses llird mention is made of two thousand men
who were being used for cjuarrying stone for Medinct Habu (.').
As king after king came to the throne, and dynasty succeeded

quarried

;

dynasty, the works continued unabated. Sheshonk 1st has left a
memorial of his work here for his additions to the temple of
Karnak and other kings have had their names inscribed. In
;

Ptolemaic times the huge temples at Dendereh, Thebes, Esneh,
Edfu, and Kom Ombo, not to mention the numerous small buildings, required an unprecedented amount of stone
and the pass
must have echoed with the ring of thousands of hammers. In
Roman days these vast works continued but now the sanctity of
the place was so far forgotten by the rough, hard-working crowds
of Egyptian, Greek, Lydian, Carian, Phccnician, Jewish, and
Syrian quarryrnen who were now employed here (with those of
many other lands), that little respect seems to have been paid to
the ancient shrines.
Those on the east bank were almost entirely
quarried away, while those on the west bank have been partly
destroyed for the obtaining of good stone. When the building of
temples came to an end about a.d. 200, the work at Gebel Silsileh
ceased, and from then until modern times the rocks have remained
untouched.
The great quarries which the visitor will presently see have not
their like in all the world
and both for their vast extent and on
account of the care and the perfection of workmanship displayed
in the cutting of the stone, they are to be considered as being
amongst the greatest monuments of human labour known. We
have admired the temples and tombs of Egypt as examples of the
;

;

;

skill

ings

of the architect and of the builder in the reliefs and paintwe have observed with wonder the art of the sculptor and
;

painter; and in the inscriptions of the great Pharaohs we have
read of splendid wars and wise administrations. But here we have
an enormous record of the skilful handiwork of the Egyptian
labourers; and it has been well said that "in comparison with
this puissant and perfect quarrying our rough-and-ready blasting
looks like the work of savages." " Some of the quarries," writes
Mariette, ''are cut in sharp edges to the height of fifty or sixty

.•\spect of
'

*af/ies^
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feet

others are arranged in tiers of huge receding steps.

;

—

The

—

methodical care we had ahnost said the extreme caution with
which the stone has been quarried is remarkable throughout. It
would seem as though the mountain had been cut into blocks with
as much regularity as planks would be cut by a skilful carpenter
from the trunk of some valuable tree." Another great writer has
said with equal truth that "the sandstone has been sliced out
smooth and straight, like hay from a hayrick" while yet another
has likened the mountains to a cheese from which regular slices
nave been cut. The value of these quarries to the history of the
world's crafts is enormous, and even those who take no interest in
the past history of mankind will here find the abundant evidence
of fine workmanship which they cannot fail to appreciate and
admire.
;

The town of Khennui was sometimes known to the later
Egyptians as Khol-Khol, which means a barrier or frontier and
the Romans, who placed a garrison here in later times, corrupted
the word into Sil-sil, or Silsili.
The mediaeval Arabs incorrectly
identified the name with Silsileh, the Arabic word for "'chain."
Some story-teller, accounting for this name " chain," concocted a
story to the efiect that a great chain had here passed across the
and two curiously
river in order to prevent the passage of boats
formed rocks at either side of the river, which by chance had been
quarried to the shape of posts, were identified as the posts to
which the ends of the chain were attached. Thus the name
Silsileh is but a misunderstanding of Khol-Khol, and the famous
story of the chain seems to have no foundation of truth in it.
The last phase of the history of Gebel Silsileh has still to be
written.
In 1906 the construction of the Esneh barrage necessitated the quarrying of large quantities of sandstone, and it was
felt that the best and most cheaply obtainable stone was to be
In agreement with the Department of
found at Gebel Silsileh.
Antiquities certain of the ancient c[uarries were handed over to
the contractors to be reworked. As the concessions required were
large, and the available space for quarrying without doing damage
to ancient records was small, there was some difficulty in effecting
a compromise by which the very real interests both of the present
day and of the past could be met. But, thanks to the magnanimity
of the engineers concerned, it is to be hoped that no unnecessary
;

;

damage has been done.

sii>!i,i:ii
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Since the sanctity of Clebel Silsileh appears to

fame as a quarry, the west bank of the

l)e

older than

its

on which are the
sacred shiines, will be described before the east bank on which
the main quarries arc situated.
At the extreme north end of this
west bank there are some small (.juarries, and many of the rocks
have inscriptions cut upon them, none of which are of much
importance except two or three written in foreign letters by the
non-E<^yptian quarrymen. At the north end of the pass the speos Jhe temple
of Kinjf Horemheb stands conspicuously its five dark doorways of Ilorcinforminj,' a landmark to which the visitor from the east bank should
direct his boat.
It is cut in the rock, and consists of a transverse
gallery with a vaulted roof and in the back wall opposite the
middle entrance a small sanctuary is excavated while between
the temple and the river there was, no doubt, originally a court
and a flight of steps. The place was left unfinished by Horemheb,
for mural decorations dating from his reign are only found at the
sides of the middle entrance, at the south end of the gallery, and
in the sanctuary.
The bare walls were later covered with steles
and inscriptions by kings and nobles of the following dynasties
Passing through the middle doorway one sees on the lintel Horemand doorposts the cartouches of Horemheb, who is said to be .• ^
beloved of Amen-Ra, Khnum of Kebu, Khnum of Elephantine,
Anuket of Sehel, Harmachis, and Sebek of Silsileh.
Inside
the gallery the scene on one's right shows Horemheb offering
flowers to Thoth of Hermopolis and to Hathor and on one's
Entering the sanctuary, on the
left to Shepses and a goddess.
right the king is represented burning incense and pouring a
libation to Amen-Ra and Mut
and on the left he offers flowers
river,

;

;

;

:

;

;

and a vase to Harmachis and " the Lady
Lady of Heaven in the Temple of the Sun."

of

Heliopolis, the

At the back wall
of the sanctuary sit seven much-damaged figures, which, from
south to north, represented Sebek, Taurt, Mut, Amen-Ra, Khonsu,
Horemheb, and Thoth. Of these the first two are the local gods
then follows the great Theban triad which the king mainly
worshipped and finally, Thoth is included as typifying the king's
wisdom and heavenly guidance. IJelow these figures are prayers
to Amen-Ra, Khonsu of Thebes, and Mut of Asher (Karnak). On
and on the
the north wall twenty-three gods are represented
;

;

;
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south wall thirty-six gods and demi-gods are shown.
On the
wall, south of the doorway, the gods Osiris of Abydos,
Septu, Hermachis, and the scorpion-goddess Selket are shown
and on the north side are Khnum, Satet, and Anuket, while
east

;

below them is a symbolical representation of the union of Upper
and Lower Egypt, presided over by the goddess Taurt.
Returning into the gallery, the visitor will see on the south
wall the king suckled by the hippopotamus-goddess Taurt, here
shown in the form of a woman, in the presence of Amen-Ra,
behind whom stands a damaged figure of Sebek of Khennui and
Silsileh.
Behind Taurt stands a damaged figure of Khnum.
Although much damaged this relief is seen to have been executed
by an artist of considerable skill and the king^, although wearing
the martial war-helmet, is cleverly made to appear small and
boyish in the presence of the great, motherly figure of the benevolent goddess.
At right angles to this scene, on the west wall,
are the famous festival reliefs of Horemheb.
The figures are
small and much damaged, and compared with other work of this
reign they cannot be favourably criticised for their artistic merit.
Yet there is a freedom of movement and grouping which is
pleasing and their historical value is considerable. At the corner
of the wall Horemheb holding his battle-axe (for it will be remembered that this king was essentially a warrior, having risen to the
kingship from the ranks of the army) is seen in the presence of
Amen-Ra. Then he is shown seated in his sedan-chair, the arms
of which are carved in the form of lions, carried by twelve plumed
soldiers
while two fan-bearers protect his head from the sunshine.
A priest burning incense walks in front of the king, and farther
ahead are soldiers dragging along the negro captives which had
been taken in a recent Ethiopian war.
A trumpeter blows a
fanfare, while the soldiers cry, " All health is with thee, O Lord of
the Two Lands
The Sun-god is the protection of thy limbs."
;

;

;

!

The

inscriptions state that the king

is

all-powerful,

captives have been taken by his sword in Ethiopia.

captives

humbly

cry, "

Thy name

and

that these

Some

of the

great in the land of Ethiopia,
their habitations"; but one at least has
is

thy battle-cry is in
struggled to escape, and has been hurled to the ground by his
guard. Except for a damaged figure of the king in his chariot
shooting with a bow and arrows, these are the only reliefs of the
time of Horemheb.
The later inscriptions and scenes may be briefly recorded. A
damaged figure in high relief representing an official of Rameses

(;kri:l silsii.i.ii
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Ilnd named Khay. Kini; Scptah of ilic Wili dynasty, accoinpanied by tlie famous chancellor, IJey (who was buried in the
Valley of the 'lomljs of the Kinys), does homage to Amen-Ra. A
stele dated in the second year of Mercnptah, tlic so-called I'haraoh
of the Exodus, upon which the king, his wife Astncfcrt, and his
A figure
Vizir Panehesi, are seen adorinj^ Amcn-Ka and Mut,
in high relief representing Khaemuast, the eldest son and heir of
Rameses Ilnd, who was famous for his priestly wisdom. The
dedication is to Hapi and Sebek. A stele on which Kamescs Ilnd
and Khaemuast arc shown adoring Ptah and Amen-Ka. Helow
is an inscription stating that jubilee celebrations were held in
The
honour of the king in his 30th, 34th, 37th, and 40th years.

same, except that Sebek takes the place of Amen-Ka. A figure
Khaemuast mentions that he is the son of the
of Khaemuast.
king and of Queen Astnefert and he here gives a list of offerings
dedicated to himself or to his father by the ritual priests. A
:

list of jubilees, the king being here shown in the presence
Amen-Ra, Harmachis, Maat, Sebek, and another god now
Stele showing Rameses Ilnd in the presence of
damaged.
Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu, Harmachis, and Sebek. It is dated in

further

of

the 45th year of the king's reign, and the inscription states that
Six
the Vizir Khay had come to celebrate another jubilee.
figures,

much damaged,

cut in high

Vizir Panehesi, the goddess Maat, a

These represent the
relief.
male relation of Panehesi a
;

female relation, the god Ptah, and another female relation holding
the title of "Songstress of the Sun." This is one of the rare
instances where a private family group is augmented by the
presence of gods. A large high-relief figure of the Vizir Khay;
and a stele of Mercnptah on which he is shown worshipjiing
Amen-Ra, Mut, Sebek, and Hathor. A recess in which three
damaged figures are seated, these probably representing the
A stele on which Khaemuast.
Vizir Paser and his son and wife.
Rameses Ilnd, Queen Astnefert, and Princess Bantantha are

shown before Ptah and Turn. An inscription stating that Khaeand other
muast had come to celebrate the king's jubilee
Ramesside inscriptions. A stele made by certain commanders of
the troops, showing Rameses Ilird before Amen-Ra, Harmachis,
Rameses llird is seen ofifering to .Sebek and
and Sebek.
Rameses llird offers flowers to Ptah
Hathor of Khennui.
Stele of the second year of Sety Ilnd, a shortand Sekhmet.
lived king who reigned in the troubled times between Merenjjtah
and Rameses Illrd. Mercnptah accompanied by his wife, two
;

l..ii<r \»..ik

'" •'"'

I'j,

,/,'.,„.'

licb.
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princes, and some nobles, offers to Amen-Ra, Ptah, Harmachis,
and Maat. A recess, now much damaged, in which there have
been three figures, probably those of Panehesi and his relations.
Khaemuast celebrates the king's first jubilee in the 30th year of his
reign.
A figure of Khaemuast. Rameses Ilind in the presence
of a god.
Rameses Ilnd, with the Vizir Nefer-renpit, worships
Ptah and Sebek.
^^^^'
In the above inscriptions reference is made so many times to
,
the jubilees P^'i^ce Khaemuast and to the jubilees which he celebrated, that a
of Rameses brief explanation is necessary.
Khaemuast was the eldest son
Ilnd.
^jj^ j^gjj. ^f Rameses Ilnd, and in his early years he accompanied

on his wars but later in life he adopted a sacerdotal
and became High Priest at Memphis. He was famed for
his learning, and wonderful stories are told of his magic powers.
It is to be presumed that he died in the interval between his
celebration of the king's jubilee at El Kab in the 41st year and
the celebration in the 42nd year at Gebel Silsileh, which was
conducted by the \'izir Khay.
These jubilees, instituted by
Khaemuast, were celebrated in the king's 30th, 33rd, 37th, 40th,
41st, 42nd, 44th, 47th
50th (?), and 53rd (?) years. They seem
to have taken the form of festivals of a religious nature performed,
in Upper Egypt, at the First Cataract, Gebel Silsileh, El Kab,
and no doubt at Thebes.
On the death of Khaemuast the
festivals were placed in the charge of the Vizir Khay
but the
king seems to have hesitated as to which of his sons he should
cause to be named his heir, and it was not till his 55th year that
Merenptah was declared to have succeeded Khaemuast as crown
his father

;

career,

(.'*),

;

prince.

Three
^°y^^
steles.

After leaving the temple of Horemheb the visitor should walk
southwards along the river's edge, by the rough path which passes
beside the fallen boulders at the foot of the cliffs. A quarry is
passed, and at about a hundred yards from the temple three large
steles will be seen cut into the rock.
The first of these shows
Rameses Vth making an offering, consisting of the hieroglyphs
which form his name, to Amen-Ra, Mut, Khonsu, and Sebek-Ra
of Khennui.
This king is very little known, and the present stele
is the largest of his monuments.
As, however, the inscription only
contains boastful phrases without historical value, it is of no great
importance. The second stele shows Sheshonk 1st being led by
Mut to Amen-Ra, Harmachis of Heliopolis, and Ptah. Behind
the king is the High Priest of Amen-Ra, Annapeta. The inscription states that Sheshonk opened quarries here for building works

Karnak

The third
in his 21st year.
Ramcses Ilird, wlio is seen ofiV-rinj^
a figure of Truth to Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu.
Soutli of llicse strlcs tliere are more iiuarries, in one of vvliu h
at

whirli he

had undertaken

stele beIon>^s to the rei),'n of

Miriiics.

are two niches liigh up in the face of the rock. A small stone
oflTerinff trough in front of one of these suggests that in the niches
stood figures of the god worshipped by the quarrymen.
A few
yards farther to the south are three small shrines, much damaged,
near the entrance of the second of which is a figure and inscription
of the "Scribe of the .Silver- House," named Thothmes.
The
third shrine was made by an /ir/>ii-/t<i-punce named Min,' who Shrine of
lived under Thothmes Ilrd, and was nomarch of the south.
Only
an unfinished relief on tlie north wall, and a few damaged inscriptions above the door, remain.
A short way farther on is a
shrine of an official of the reign of Thothmes
Ilrd.
The half-

'"'
"

I

I

Below this shrine is a figure
of the //(i-Prince of By named Aay.
Near this is another shrine
Ilrd and
of an unknown official of the reign of Thothmes
Hatshepsut. It will be observed that the cartouches of Hatshepsut are erased wherever they occur at Gebel Silsileh, and it
seems that Thothmes I Ilrd thus revenged himself upon the queen
who had for so long prevented his enjoyment of full power. .Three
almost totally destroyed shrines are now passed, and a few yards
farther to the south the small cartouche of Meiyra of the \Tth
dynasty may be observed on the side of a rock.
A roofless tomb is now reached, in which the lower parts of five Tomb of
-*^""'-'''=''These and the scenes on the walls show that
statues can be seen.
with
his
was
buried
here
wife
Hatshepsut,
Sennefer
a certain
Sennefer was
these names dating them to the XVII Ith dynasty.
a libation priest of Amen attached to the palace at Thebes, and
seems to have been the son of the " Royal Son, Governor of the
Lands of the South,'' Usersatet and of Anun his wife. The lady
Hatshepsut was the daughter of the chief nurse of the king,
named Hemttaui, and of her husband Seninefer, a priest. Other
relations were a High Priest of Horuar and Sebek of Ombo,
a High Priest of Nekheb (at El Kab), a Priest of Khnum,
and others whose names and titles are now lost. On the north
wall Sennefer and his wife are seen seated before a table of offerings, while before them a male harper plays upon a large liar[) and
two nude women, one playing a stringed instrument, dance for the
amusement of the souls of these dead persons. Three blind
finished ceiling pattern

is

noticeable.

I

'

Not Min-nekht,

as has been stated.
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musicians clap their hands in unison, and chant a dirge.
On
the south wall five ritual priests perform a ceremony by which the
The inscription here reads
souls receive food in the underworld.
" May thy heart be cool, and mayest thou be remembered for
bread in the Temple of the Sun and for incense in the Temple of
Teh. Peace to thy heart every day. Mayest thou come forth
from and go into (the underworld at pleasure) and mayest thou
follow Aten and be strong like the lords of Eternity."
Below the
" The king gives
five figures at the west end of the tomb is written
an offering to Osiris, Seb, Nut, and the gods who are in the Waters
of Libation that they may give mortuary requisites to the Ka of the
:

;

:

this shrine who are seated (here) and who love the
Prince (Osiris)."
A few yards to the south of this tomb there is a group of six
shrines, three of which may be approached from the path, two
must be entered by means of a difficult climb from the water's edge,
and into the last one may descend from the rocks above the other
Shrine of
shrines.
The traveller can hardly be recommended to visit these
Min-nekht.
monuments, which are all difficult of access. The first shrine of
It belonged to Min-nekht,
this group lacks its front and north wall.
the "Royal Scribe, Superintendent of the Granaries of the North
and South and of the Temple of Amen," in the reign of Thothmes
On the walls one may still see the figures of Min-nekht and
I Ilrd.
a relation seated before offerings. The tomb of Min-nekht is at
One passes through into the next
Shrines of Shekh abd' el Giirneh (Thebes).
Sennefera
shrine which belonged to Sennefera, " the Superintendent of the
and
The tomb of
Sealing, and Royal Herald" of Thothmes Illrd.
Nehesi.
The third shrine,
this noble also is at Shekh abd' el Gurneh.
entered through the second, was made for Nehesi, a noble under
Thothmes I Ilrd and Hatshepsut. The king is here said to be
beloved of Nu, the father of the gods, and Khnum of Elephantine,
while the queen is beloved of Amen-Ra and Tum of On. The
Shrine of
Hapusenb. next shrine, approached from the water, was owned by Hapusenb,
one of those nobles of the court of Hatshepsut who escaped disgrace on the accession of Thothmes I Ilrd, her rival. Hapusenb
was the son of a modest citizen named Hapu, who, in this shrine,
is simply called an " official who pleased the god of his town."
He entered the priesthood of Amen, and rose to be High Priest
of that god, with which honour other titles, such as Erpa-JiaHe probably did not vigorously
Prince, were given to him.
defend the legitimacy of Queen Hatshepsut, nor try, like other
nobles, to prevent Thothmes I Ilrd from coming to the throne

owners of

;

r.i':Bi:L

sii,sii.i:ii
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and when Hatshepsut died or was nnndcrcd, and Ihotlinics Ilird,
by the express wish of that priesthood of which napuscnb was the
Chief, was clectetl I'liaraoh, the wise noble quickly rlianjjcd his
allegiance, and llie (|uecn's name was struck out of thr inscriptions

On the north wall of the shrine Ilapusenb and his
wife are seen seated before a number of ofrerin},'s, and l)cIow arc
the fij^ures of his relatives.
His son and dauj,'Iuor-in-law present
in his slirine.

these ofteriui^s
Priest of the
fi.yures

whom

the former was

:

Ka

of

Thothmes

1st.'

are shown, reprcscntinj^
his son

wall there

is

and two

a

lon.i^

High

On

Priest and Chief Ritual
the south wall two seated

Hapusenb and

his father Hapu, to
do honiape. On the rest of this
of ofierinji;s, and here also a woman is

dau},diters

list

shown dancing and playing the harp. In a niche in the west wall
is a much-damaged figure of Hapusenb, at cither side of which
persons are shown bringing otTerings of animals, lS:c., and over
which are the erased cartouches of Hatshepsut
of the entrance

is

a

damaged

figure of

Hapusenb

On
;

either side

and outside the

doorway are the erased cartouches of the cjucen again.
The next shrine is that of Senmut, the famous statesman by Shrine of
whose power Hatshepsut was kept upon her throne. Senmut, ^"•""'•
believing that Hatshepsut was the only lawful sovereign, did his
best to protect her against the very natural intrigues of Thothmes
Ilnd and Illrd. He was the architect who built the temple of
Der el Bahri, and it was he who set up the famous obelisks of the
queen at Kainak. liis influence over the queen was unlimited,
and his power in the land was very great. When Thothmes Ilrd
obtained the power, Senmut was vigorously persecuted.
His
name was everywhere hacked out of inscriptions, and his figure
erased from ail paintings and reliefs. Here, in his shrine, it is only
I

with difficulty that one can make out his name under the erasing
chisel-marks of the agents of Thothmes I Ilrd. On the east wall
of the shrine, to the right on entering, is an erased figure of
Senmut, before which a goose burns upon a table of oflTerings.
Above are his erased titles " Erpa-/ia-V nnce^ Steward of the Royal
Daughter (probably Neferura the daughter of Hatshepsut '." On
the north wall the erased figure of Senmut is shown worshipping
various gods
Amen-Ra, Turn of On, Nu, Sebek of Ondjo,
Khnum of Elephantine, Satet of Elephantine, Anuket of Lower
:

—

1 This shows that at the time when
Hatshepsut was reigning alone, and
having her cartouche alone inscribed on monuments such as this shrine, her
father Thothmes I si was dead, and a High Priest of his tomb was in oflicc—
an important fact in the complicated dates of the p>eriod.
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Nubia, and Horuar, Chief of the Two Sacred Eyes in Ombo. On
the south wall he worships Khnum of Elephantine, Satet of
In the west wall
Elephantine, Anuket, and Sebek of Silsileh.
is a recess in which a damaged statue of Senmut is seated,
above being the erased cartouches of Hatshepsut, and down
the sides a damaged piayer for the Kn of the " Steward of the
Queen," Senmut. On one side of the recess his erased figure is
embraced by the goddess Nekheb, and on the other side by Sebek
Outside the doorway are inscriptions containing the
of Ombo.
erased cartouche of "The Royal Daughter" Hatshepsut.
Shrine of

Aamathu

The
^j^,^

next shrine

,-^-jj^y

\,q<^^

is

that of the Vizir

Aamathu.

It

be approached from the rocks above.

is

On

roofless,

the north

wall is an intentionally erased figure of Aamathu seated before a
heap of offerings. He is here called " Father of the God," i.e.
father-in-law of the king, and is entitled £";]Z^<?-^;-Princeand Vizir.
The offerings are presented by his son User, who is entitled
Erpa-/ia-V nnct, Vizir, and High Priest of Amen. The rest of this
wall is occupied with the figures of relations, of which one is "the
Royal Son, Governor of the Lands of the vSouth," named Thure.

On

the south wall the erased figure of

Aamathu

is

shown seated

before offerings presented by ritual priests.

Various relations are
At the west end of the shrine are four seated
also shown here.
statues representing, from south to north, Tuau (?), the daughterin-law of Aamathu
User, his son Aamathu himself; and Taamathu, his wife.
Just to the south of this there is another shrine which is most
Over the doorway the cartouches of Amenhotep
difficult of access.
Ilnd are inscribed, but the name of the owner of the shrine is lost.
On the right of the doorway is a stele inscribed with a prayer to
Amen-Ra, Turn, Behudet, Sebek of Ombo, Sebek of Silsileh,
Khnum, Satet, and Anuket, for the "soul of the Scribe of the
Account of the grain in the granary of the divine offerings, the
steward of the Vizir Amenemhat, the son of a certain Thothmes."
After passing a shrine which is uninscribed, one next reaches
" Steward of the Queen," named Menkh, which
^-^Sit of a certain
name has been erased, but is still readable. The cartouches of
Thothmes 1st occur, which indicate that the queen in question was
either Aahmes or Mutnefert, one of the two wives of Thothmes 1st.
;

Shrine of

Menkh.

;

The erasing of the steward's name looks like the work of
Thothmes Ilird, and we may suppose that Menkh lived on under
Hatshepsut and assisted in her maintenance upon the throne,
thereby exciting the wrath of Thothmes Illrd. On the north wall

(;i:]n:i.
there

sii,sii,i;ii
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a prayer to Aincn-Ra and Horuar, Chieftain of
the Two Sacred Eyes in (^luho, for the Kn of Mcnkh.
Uclow this
he is sliown seated with his wife, a (ly-tlap in his hands, and a
is insciil)ecl

do},' under his chair.
IJefore him is a table of olTerin^'S presented
by five ritual priests while near by other persons brinj,' otVerin),'s,
and a woman with head thrown back dances and plays upon the
pipes.
lielow this Mcnkh is shown aj^ain, and behind him two
servants carry his bows and other w<a|)ons.
On the south wall
iMenkh is seated with his fatlicr Ancna and his mother Thuau
before ot"terin<;s.
It may be that this Anena is to be identified
with the famous noble of that name whose wife was called Tiuiau,
and whose tomb (No. 54) is at Shekh abd' el Giirneh. On the west
;

wall,

at the

sides of the usual recess, are

Khennui and an erased

figures

of Scljek

of

and the cartouches of Tholhmes 1st.
Persons are here seen bringing oti'erinj^s, amongst which mav be
deity,

noticed a standing statue of the king.
The next shrine is so much damaged that only the cartouches
of Thothmes Illrd and those of Hatshepsut, which have been
erased, are visible.

The

following shrine belonged to Min-nekht. Shrine of

Over the doorway are the erased cartouches of Hatshepsut and
those of Thothmes Illrd.
On the east wall Min-nekht and his
father arc represented seated, while relatives are shown near by.
Three women clap their hands, one man plays a guitar and dances,
and another woman plays a double pipe. Min-nekht is here called
an l:rpa-ha-V\\\\(i& and Sole Companion, and his father is named
Thothsen. On the west wall he sits with his mother before the
offerings, while music is made to him as before.
At the south end
of the shrine are three much-damaged seated statues.
The visitor,
who in most cases will not trouble to climlj up to these shrines,
should pass through the quarry behind them, and so descend to
the edge of the water farther south. Another shrine will now be
met with, which belonged to a certain Amenemhat, who was
Erpa-ha-V xmcQ, Sole Companion, Superintendent of the Priests
of the .South and North, and High iViesl of Amen-Ra, under
Amenhotep Ilnd. On the north wall Amenemhat and his wife
Mimi are shown seated before olt'erings which have been btought
by their son, a libation priest named Amenemusekht. Seated male
and female relations are seen near by, and other persons are
represented bringing more offerings. On the south wall we again
see Amenemhat and Mimi seated before a table of offerings,
behind which is a long list of supplies with which the shrine has
been endowed. In the west wall is the usual recess containing a
24

''""'""'^ht.

S'lrine of
''"'"cnij
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damaged

and on either side of it servants are
The colour throughout is well
represented bringing offerings.
In the
preserved, and the ceiling decorations are still brilliant.
floor are three coffin-shaped cuttings, which are evidently graves
of a period long after the days of Amenemhat.
A few yards farther on there is another shrine much damaged,
and beyond this two more have been partly quarried away.
now pass through quarries of considerable size, and so reach the
mushroom-shaped rock to which the Arabs believe the traditional
chain to have been attached. Twenty yards or so from this lies
the picturesque group of shrines, which, after the temple of
Horemheb, form the largest monuments of Gebel Silsileh. They
stand amidst fallen boulders and ragged clumps of bush at the
edge of the river and, when visited at noon, they form a shady
and beautiful resting-place. One first passes a large stele cut on a
rock at right angles to the river. At the top Rameses Ilird is
shown in the presence of Amen-Ra, Harmachis, and Hapi. The
By the side of this
inscription is dated in the king's sixth year.
stele is a small figure of an official named Horemheb, who adores
statue of the owner,

We

;

the cartouches of Sety 1st.
The first of the three great shrines was

made by the orders of
these shrines consists of a wide and high
recess cut in the rock, at the back of which is a large stele, and
On either side of the entrance is a
at the sides a series of gods.
Merenptah.

Each of

and along the top runs the usual concave cornice.
Traces of the once vivid colouring are still to be seen. At the
top of the stele in the first shrine, Merenptah is seen worshipping
the Theban trinity of Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu, and another
The inscriptrinity, composed of Harmachis, Ptah, and Hapi.
tion, dated in the king's first year, gives a hymn to the Nile, and
refers to the institution of Nile festivals, for which a long list of
graceful pillar,

On the north wall of the recess are four
In the top row the king is shown offering to
in the second row to Sebek of
Osiris, Isis, and Rameses Ilnd
Ombo, a goddess, and Horus within the Waters of Libation in

offerings

rows of

is

decreed.

figures.

;

;

row to Sebek of Silsileh, Hathor, and two other
goddesses and in the fourth row two figures of Hapi, the Nile,
are seen.
On the south ^vall, in the top row the king offers to
Rameses Ilnd and two gods in the second row to Anhur, Tefnut,
and Seb within the Waters of Libation in the third row the queen,
Ast-nefert, offers to Taurt, Thoth, and Nut, all within the Waters of
Libation; and in the fourth row two figures of Hapi are again seen.
the

third

;

;

;

SIl.SlLIJi
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Between this and tho next shrine there is a small stele on whitli
Merenptah is seen ofterinj,' the figure of Truth to Amcn-Ra while
behind the kinj^ are the fixnres of two nobles, one of whon> is
I'anchcsi, the well-known vizir.
The next shrine, made by
;

Raniescs Ilnd
described.

in

The

his

kinj^

(irst

year,

is

very similar to that already

worships the same j^ods upon the

stele,

si,
!''

and

very similar inscriptions are there given.
On the north side of
the recess are four rows of figures, as before.
In the top row the
king is shown kneeling in the sacred tree, while Amen-Ra, Tholh,
Ptah, and another god are grouped around
in the second row
the king worships Osiris, Isis, and Min
in the third row .Sebek
of Silsileh, two obscure goddesses, and Hathor; and in the fourth
;

;

row are two figures of Hapi.
)n the j^oulh wall, in the top row
and two other deities in the second
row .A.nhur, Tefnut, and Seb in the third row Queen Nefertari
worships Taurt (whose dress, cape, and quaint hippopotamus body
should be noticed), Thoth, and Nut
and in the fourth row the
two Hapis again appear.
Beyond this shrine is a small stele of Merenptah's reign, on
which the king and a famous high priest of Amen, named Roy,
are seen worshipping Amen-Ra.
By the side of this stele is a
small figure of King Amenhotep 1st, probably dating from the
(

the king worships Mentliu

;

;

;

XlXth
The

dynasty.

shrine has been partly destroyed by a landslip.
was made by Sety 1st, and is thus the oldest of the group. It
seems to have been almost precisely similar to the two shrines
third

It

Shrine of
^"'y '^'

already described. Some distance farther to the south there is a
small stele of the same king, now much damaged and beyond
this one soon reaches the point at which the rocks recede from
;

the river.

EAST R.ANK
At the north-east side of the rocks of Gebel
distance back from the river, there

Silsileh,

some

a large tablet cut in the
This is the first monument which the visitor will
side of the clift'.
observe when approaching Silsileh from the station of Kagoug.
Upon the stele there is a much-damaged relief showing King
Akhnaton (.Amenhotep IVth) worshipping Amen and below this
is an inscription stating that a great muster of workmen
was
made in order to quarry stone for the Sanctuary of .Vton in
Karnak.
This tablet is extremely important historically, as it
is

;

Stele of
^'^'i"'^'^)"-
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dates from the period

when Akhnaton,

the " heretic king,"

was

breaking away from the worship of Amen. It will be remembered that this king later on entirely broke away from all the old
traditions, and founded for himself a new capital at Tell el
Amarna. He persecuted the worshippers of Amen, and by his
orders that god's name was cut out of all inscriptions throughout
Egypt. On this tablet, however, he still worships Amen and still
calls himself Amenhotep instead of the later Akhnaton; and yet
he has already begun to build a temple in honour of Aton, and is
called " high priest " of that god.
To the visitor who has not
studied Egyptian history this stele will not appear to be of
interest, but those who have read any account of this period will
find here a monument of very great importance.
The lean,
first

Akhnaton, singing the exquisite hymns to the
sun which he himself had composed or, in his beautiful palace
at Tell el Amarna, teaching a new art to his puzzled artists
or
again preaching a doctrine of peace and goodwill to his people
at home, while his empire in Asia tottered and fell, stamps its
impression upon one's mind so forcibly that every monument of his

ascetic figure of

;

;

is

valuable.

The

visitor

who

is

pressed for time should

make

his

way

south-

wards along the river bank, and should only stop to examine the
two great quarries, the entrances of which are closed by iron
gates.
The first of these is entered through a long and imposing passage which has been cut through the rock.
The smooth
walls, partly in deep shadow, tower above one on either side
and
the vivid strip of blue sky seen above the yellow sandstone forms
a scene of very considerable beauty.
From the passage one
emerges into a vast quarry, the walls of which rise to a great
height on almost all sides. Greek and demotic inscriptions are
found here and there, cut by the quarrymen. The remains of a
causeway down which the stones were dragged are to be seen
and mounting this at the south end of the quarry one observes a
second entrance passage which is now closed by a wall. The
second great quarry is not quite so large, and its north end has
been blasted away in the recent works for the Esneh barrage.
The fine entrance passage, however, has been preserved by the
;

;

Department of

Antiquities,

and the

sufficient idea of the original

Those who have
should
north,

time,

visitor is thus able to obtain

form of the quarry.

and who are interested

in

ancient works,

a tour of the many other smaller quarries to the
south, and east of these two described above.
Some

make

distance back from the river lie three untiiushcil sand~.i(>nc
sphinxes a hawk and a naos, broken into two pieces, inscribed
with the name of Amenhotep Illrd. Those who have seen the
;

;

quarries at

works of

Aswan

will

remember

that there also are imlinislied

which seem to have been left incomplete
owinj; to the dis<,aace into which the chief sculptor fell.
An
inscription here records that the same king ordered stone to be
quarried for a temple of I'tah. The name of Sety 1st is found in
these ciuarries, and among other inscri|)tions may be noted a largetablet on the rocks overlooking the river, inscribed with the
cartouches of Psametek II.
this

kinj,',

FROM

(;i-:bki.

silsileh to

kom ombo

Between Gebel Silsileh and Kom Ombo on the east bank there
do not seem to be any ancient remains except a few plundered
cemeteries.
On the west bank there are traces of a Ptolemaic or
Roman temple, town, and cemetery at Faras, known to the natives
as Ras-ras. One or two decorated and inscribed blocks of sandstone from the base of the walls are to be seen. A mile or so
before arriving opposite

Rum Ombo

and a block of stone upon which

there

the

is

again a late cemetery,

god Sebck

is

figured.

CHAPTER

XVII

THE TEMPLE OF k6m OMBO— FROM KOM OMBO
TO aswAn
Situation,
&c. of the
,

'"T^HE temple

1

of

Kom Ombo

("the

Mound

of

Ombo")

is

beauti-

bank of the river, overlooking the
water at a point where the Nile makes a wide bend from south to
west. It stands upon a hill, partly composed of the ruins of an earlier
temple and town, and on the north and west sides the mounds are
covered with the debris of the contemporary and later houses. On
the west side these are extensive, and are mainly composed of
crude brick burnt red by some great town fire, amidst which gateways and isolated blocks of stone are to be seen. On the north side
£^j]ly

Kom

situated on the east

covered with sand, which, encroaching on the temple
overwhelm the building as in former times,
were the vigilance of the Department of Antiquities relaxed. On
the south side the temple is continuously menaced by the water,
which had already swallowed a large portion of the terrace and
one side of the entrance pylon before it was held in check by the
construction of a stone embankment in 1893.
The temple did not
always stand at the water's edge. In old days the Nile seems to
have passed to the south and west of the island which now lies
opposite Kom Ombo, and its present eastern bed was probably
a series of dry mud-fiats, only covered by the water in flood time.
A well at the front of the temple terrace indicates clearly that the
water at that time was some distance away. The years have, however, dealt lightly with the temple in many respects and much of
it remains standing, while even the colour in some parts is brilliant.
The buildings were cleared of sand, repaired, and walled in by
the

is

precincts, threatens to

;

Department

in 1893
and the visitor must now show his
admission at the door before he is permitted to enter.
The visit to the temple is usually made from the river, as all the
tourist steamers stop close to the ruins, and generally allow ample
time for the traveller to obtain some idea of the place. From

this

;

ticket of

Methods of
visiting the
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ri,Mri,i',

I'lii-:

Aswan

llic

oi'

excursion can also be

kom dmih)

made by

railway.

.^75

Taking;

llic-

which leaves Aswan at dawn, one arrives at Koni Onibo
Village donkeys with rough
station about a couple of hours later.
saddles can {generally be oljtaincd for the ride of three miles or so
The return journey can be made by the express
to the temple.
which passes through about 3 o'clock, reaching Aswan in lime
At the coolest part of the year it is not uncomfortable to
for tea.
travel to K6m Umbo by the express, reaching there just before
noon, and, after a rapid view of the temple, returning to Aswan by
but for this excursion good donkeys should
the 3 o'clock train
be sent from Aswan by the early train on which there is always a
horse-box to meet one at Kom Chiibo, so that there may be no
Another method is that by which both steamer and train
delays.
as, for example, by going to Kom Ombo in the
are employed
express from Aswan, lunching and spendmg the afternoon in the
ruins, and picking up Cook's post-boat on its way to Luxor, which
train

;

—

—

;

touches at the temple just before sunset.

A

traveller

possible

to

with

whom

the writer was

Kom Ombo,

visit

(

iebel

acquainted found it An exEdiu, El Kab, '"^^"P^i"" °^

Silsileh,

Esneh, and Luxor during the course of two days, by the
He left Aswan by the early train, arriving
means.
at Kom Ombo about 8 a.m.; he left Kom Ombo by the noon
train, arriving at Ciebel Silsileh (Kagoug station) an hour later;
he then visited the ruins, and, by arrangement, the post-boat
there picked him up in the evening, carrying him to Edfu, where
He visited Edfu temple
it moors for the night at about 10 P.M.
at that hour by moonlight, and slept on board the steamer, which
next morning dropped him, after an early breakfast, at El Kab.
From El Kab he took the first train at about 11 a.m. to Esneh,
where he arrived at noon, and after visiting the temple there he
caught the express on to Luxor, arriving at 4.30 P.M. He then
visited Luxor temple rapidly, and caught the evening express
down to Cairo. The instance is here cited only as an example of
what may be done by the combination of railway and steamer

travelling,

following

travelling.

HISTORY

01

RDM

U.MliO

known of the history of Kom Ombo. The early
modern rendering of the Coptic Mho, which li«riod.
was derived from the Egyptian A/J/or Niibi. The Greeks called
the place Ombos, by which name it is now sometimes known to
Unfortunately very

The name Ombo

is

little is

the
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Europeans. The holy name of the place was " the City of the Two
Sacred Eyes," in reference to these symbols which were here worshipped.

The town was certainly flourishing as early as the beXVII Ith dynasty, which means that it already
the XI Ith dynasty.
It derived such importance as it

ginning of the
existed in

possessed from three causes. Firstly, it was built at a point where
the cultivated land extended back from the Nile on the east bank
for a greater distance than anywhere else in Egypt south of
Thebes, and on the west bank also for some distance and therefore
a market town on the river became a necessity. Secondly, it was
probably just opposite Kom Ombo that the great caravan route;

known

early as the Vlth dynasty as the "Oasis Road"
This road runs direct to the oasis of Kurkur, and thence
branches to Tomas in Lower Nubia, to Wady Haifa and the
Sudan, and to the oasis of El Khargeh.
It was thus used by
Libyans and Negroes and in the Vlth dynasty one hears of the
great caravan-conductor, Herkhuf, whose tomb we shall see at
Aswan, who, while travelling along it on his way to the land of
Aam, met the army of that country passing through to invade El
Khargeh. Thirdly, on the east side a road ran from Kom Ombo up
to various gold-mines in the desert
and it is quite possible that
the name of the town Nbi, which means " Gold," was derived from
the fact that it was the terminus of the gold-caravans.^
In the
XVIIIth dynasty the town was surrounded by a great wall, something in the manner of El Kab, and thus served as a fortress.
As
early as the reign of Amenhotep 1st a temple existed here, of which
fragments were discovered a few years ago, although most of it
had been swallowed up by the i-iver. In the time of Thothmes I llrd
and Hatshepsut a gateway bearing these two names was let into
the enclosing wall.
Rameses Ilnd built here, and no doubt other
as

started.

:

;

kings also restored or added to the temple.
There is an island, mainly consisting of sand-banks and mudflats, which lies opposite the temple.
This island, which in ancient
days was joined to the east bank, was, until recent times, infested
by crocodiles, and, either for this reason or for some other cause,
the first inhabitants of Nbi began to worship the god Sebek,
whose form was that of a crocodile. There is always something
in a manner mysterious in the habits of a crocodile, and here,
where they caused the river to be unsafe, and where sometimes at
nights they stole across the sand and carried away with them some

ybi is mentioned at Medinet Habu as one of
Rameses Illnl obtained gold.
1

the towns from which

"
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human

victim, one can well
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and

(inally
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imaj^inc liow the townspcuplf

worshippcil lliem.

Scbck, Lord

o(

lirsl

Niji, is

XVIIIth dynasty,
and the name of the temple is known to have Ijccn at that date
J\'r-Si:lfcA\ "the House of Sebek "
but, at the same lime, another
and less malignant deity received great honour here also.
This deity was Horuar, "the Elder Horns," a form of the famous xhe worhawk-headed god whose worship was so common throughout ship of
Egypt.
He was generally spoken of as "the Chieftain of the j'^Vu^
Two Sacred Eyes" and "the Lord of Nbi "; and in (ireek times ifiniiies.
his name Horuar was converted into Haroeris or Arueris.
As
referred 10 several times at Gebel Silsilelf in the

;

early as the beginning of the

Wlllth

dynasty he is referred to at
the town grew in size and
became more cosmopolitan in character, other gods were introduced, which gradually were formed into two great trinities.
In
the worship of Sebek was now included that of the goddess Halhor,
who, being patron deity of the western desert, may have been
brought in by the caravan-conductors of the " Oasis Road" while
Khonsu-Hor, a combination of the moon-god Khonsu of Thebes
and Horus, formed the third member of the trinity. Likewise with
Horuar there were associated Tasentnefert, "the Good Sister," a
form of Hathor; and her son Penebtaui, "the Lord of the Two
Lands," a form of Horus in his capacity as whilom Pharaoh of
Egypt. Furthermore, perhaps in deference to the Sun-worshipping
Nubians, the god Ra was associated with Sebek in the form
Sebek-Ra.
So important had these trinities become in Ptolemaic times, and Later hib'^^
so rich the town of Nbi— now the capital of a separate province
that under Ptolemy IVth Philometor the erection of the great ombo.
dual temple, which we now see, was commenced, the east half
being dedicated to Sebek and his trinity, and the west half to the
Horuar trinity. A (ireek inscription in the temple states that the
Ciebel Silsileh under these

As

titles.

;

—

troops at that time stationed in the district of Ombos had, at their
expense, erected some portion of the buildings, in honour of

During the reign of
Horuar, but apparently not of Sebek.
Ptolemy IXth Euergetes Ilnd the building and decoration was
continued, and all but the decoration of the Hypostyle was comUnder
pleted by the reign of Ptolemy XI Ilth Neos Dionysos.
the Emperor Tiberius, at the beginning of the Christian era, the
Forecourt was built and decorated later touches were addetl to it
under Domitian and the last names found here are those of (leta,
Here and there, however, the decoration
Caracalla, and .Macrinus.
;

;

'^'^

)epopula-
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of a chamber or the completion of a capital remains unfinished
and the decline in the wealth of the priesthood which now ensued
did not allow of the completion of the work. The time spent upon
;

the temple was, thus, about four hundred years, a period of equal
length to that between the reigns of Henry Vllth of England and

Edward VI Ith.
The decline

of Kom Ombo may perhaps be traced to the
abandoning of the trade with the Sudan along the " Oasis Road,"
the shutting down of the eastern gold-mines, and the depopulation,

from some unknown cause, of the

fields in the neighbourhood.
Until recent years the great plain of Kom Ombo, once so fertile,
was covered with sand, and had assumed the appearance of the
desert but a few years ago a company was formed for the purpose
;

of i-eclaiming these thousands of acres, and the work is now
successfully proceeding. This abandoning of the land had already
begun to take place in late Ptolemaic times, for a cemetery containing the mummies of the sacred crocodiles has been found near
the temple, situated on arable ground. A native tradition of the
present day, purporting to account for this desertion of such rich
fields, runs as follows
" There were once two brothers who
reigned as princes of Ombo [in whom we may perhaps see the dual
gods Sebek and Horuar]. The one [Horuar], who was in every
way an estimable person, was expelled by his wicked brother
[Sebek] from the castle [the temple], in which they had lived
together all their lives. On the departure of the good prince, however, all the inhabitants of the neighbourhood followed after him,
This exodus
deserting their homes and fields for love of him.
occurred just at the time of sowing, and the wicked prince was
thus left with no man to sow the seed. Being a great magician, he
This they did, but
therefore called upon the dead to do the work.
The prince,
at the time of harvest not a blade was to be seen.
hastening in dismay to the fields, discovered that the ground was
already a barren wilderness, for the dead had sown sand instead
:

of grain.

—

Thereupon he returned

to his

castle,

and

presently,

the building falling into ruins, he was buried amidst the debris."

The town and temple

Ombo seem

actually to have ended their
houses of the old town, the great
enclosing wall, and those parts of the temple near it for example,
the chapel of Hathor show unmistakable signs of some huge
history in the flames

of

;

for the

—

conflagration.

—
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE

who

Persons

are using this guide are asked to study the plan of

They will then
observe that the building has been erected in duplicate and that
after hiding either one or the other side of the plan at the dotted
line, there is still visible a more or less complete temple, consisting of a Forecourt, Hypostyle Halls, Vestibules, a Sanctuary,
and several small chambers. The west half [the left side is conT-iisidered as west and the right as east for conveniencej is dedicated
to Horuar and the east to Sebek, and when these gods are referred
to on their wrong side, it is due, so to speak, to the courtesy of the
In the following description of the
priesthoods one to another.
temple the visitor's attention is called to about fifty points of
interest, numbered upon the plan, after observing which a general
idea of the ruins may be said to have been obtained.
The temple is approached from the south-east corner. Here
there was a double pylon, but that side of it which was nearest
the river has fallen into the water, and only a few blocks of stone
On the
at the bottom of the embankment are still to be seen.
east side of the pylon there are three scenes in relief.
At the top
the king, here Ptoiemy XI Ilth Neos Dionysos, is shown slaying
an enemy below this he is seen before Sebek and Hathor and
below this again he is shown offering to Horuar and Panebtaui.
On the south or river side of the pylon there are scenes repreand on the west
senting the king offering to various gods
side he again makes offerings to the different deities.
Passing
through the iron door one enters the front terrace of the temple.
bounded on one's right by the ruined pylons which rose in front
of the Forecourt. Some of the reliefs at the base of the Qast pylon
First (i) there are the figures of the three
are still to be seen.
gods, Sebek, Hathor, and Khonsu, who formed the trinity to
which this side of the temple was dedicated. Their praises are
sung in fifty-two lines of hieroglyphic inscription (2). Next (3)
the Pharaoh, here the Emperor Domitian, heads a procession of
male and female deities, led by the Nile-god Hapi, and all bearing
offerings.
Just above this one sees the king in the act of leaving
his palace, a j^/«-priest bui^ning incense before him, while in front
go seven standards, i.e. the four primitive standards of the archaic
provinces of Upper Egypt, together with those of Thebes, and of
the temple here shown, before visiting the ruins.

;

•

;

The
.'^^

f."
temple,
^"^
,

•

Entrance
of temple,

;

;

Terrace,
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This scene has been more fully described in
connection with its occurrence at Dendereh, but it may be repeated
here that it represents the king performing the archaic ceremony
ofleaving his palace at Hieraconpolis or Thinis as King of Upper
Egypt to take possession of the various cities and temples, and to
be crowned King of Lower Egypt as well. Just round the corner
On the south side of the
of this pylon (4) there is a similar scene.
terrace, rising from the modern embankment, are the remains of
the circular temple well, which shows that the Nile was at that
In ancient times one looked down
time some distance away.
from this terrace on to the mud-flats now covered by the Nile,
and here there seems to have been the lake in which the sacred

two Other provinces.

crocodiles were kept

temple

inscriptions,

:

for

and

sacred lake is referred to in the
could not well have been situated

this
it

elsewhere.

One now

Forecourt.

enters the Forecourt, which, like

the temple, has

its

east side dedicated to

all

the other parts of

Sebek and

its

west to

A

covered colonnade once passed along the sides of this
court, but now only the lower parts of the columns and back walls
remain.
On the columns the Emperor Tiberius (his name is
On the
spelt Tibariu) is seen as Pharaoh worshipping the gods.
column at the south-east corner (5) it should be observed that the
eye and facial markings of the god Horus have been inlaid origi-

Horuar.

Behind this column there is a doorway (6) which led to the
mounting the pylon. Along the east wall of this court there
a long line of figures of Hapi (the Nile) led by the king, and

nally.
stair
is

each bearing offerings of holy water, bread, lotus flowers, &c.
Similar scenes will be observed at the base of various walls in
In the middle of the Forecourt is the base of the
the temple.
altar, on either side of which a small granite basin is let into the
pavement, intended, perhaps, for holding water of purification, or
In some of the
the blood of the victims sacrificed on the altar.
early temples a drain used to pass under the pavement from the
altar to a distant basin, to which the blood was thus carried
and in one of the Vlth dynasty temples at Abusir, near Gizeh,
this basin is situated outside the temple precincts, as though it
were intended that the townspeople should be able to benefit
by it.
Standing in the Forecourt one looks up at the great temple
towering before one. and it is hardly possible to fail in admiring
Some Egyptian temples are top-heavy,
its superb proportions.
some crowded, some squat but here the lines wonderfully com;

'Jlie

main

building,

from
the Forecourt.

;
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Looking down
bine the sense of stability with that of grace.
either of the duplicate entrances, one's eye is carried through
doorway after doorway, to the grey altar of the sanctuary at the
end and once again one is conscious of the simple beauty of the
Egyptian rectangular gateways, set off against the curves of
cornice and capital. On either side of the double entrance to the
temple proper there are two screen-walls decorated with reliefs
and topped with a row of uraei doorways pass through those at
From west to east the reliefs are as follows : On the
either end.
first screen (7) there is a great winged disk, beneath which are
on the next screen (8)
several lines of religious inscription
;

:

—

;

Ptolemy XII Ith is purified with holy water poured over him by
Thoth and Behudet in the presence of Horuar on the third screen
(9) he is purified in the presence of Sebek, and here one should
and on the last screen (10) there
notice the finely preserved uraei
At the corner of the
is again a winged disk and an inscription.
wall to -the west and east of these screens (11 and 12) the king is
again shown in the same archaic ceremony mentioned so often,
in which he is preceded by the standards of seven provinces.
Qng now enters the Great Hypostyle Hall, parts of which are
;

;

Great
*^

Hall°^'^

"^^^^^

preserved.

Into this hall the inscriptions

tell

us that the people

and minor dignitaries of the town were admitted. The capitals of
the columns will at once attract the visitor's attention by their
beauty and their variety of forms. There is something particuimposing in the elaborate capital at the south-west corner of
the hall (13), the grouping of the design being masterly. That
of the middle column (14), with its simpler lines, is splendidly
while the palm-leaf design on that of the north-east
balanced
column (15) is very effective, though not uncommon. Two other
larly

;

capitals (16

and

17) are

unique

seems

in form,

but are unfinished.

At

have been at liberty to create
whatever form of capital his fancy might choose, and he appears
These capitals have
to have been restrained by few conventions.
been highly coloured, and even those which were unfinished have
this period the architect

to

received their application of paint.
are still in position, decorated with

Many

of the roofing blocks

but always
spread wings, holding in their
talons the ostrich-feather fans which generally signify nobility.
One's eye travels now to the architraves, upon which some comparatively small astronomical representations will be seen. These,
like the two capitals, are unfinished, and one can still see the squares
painted in red, without which the Egyptian artist, held down by
striking design of vultures

with

the well-known
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These
the strictest rules of proportion, never attempted to draw.
squares liere shown are of vakie as proving that the body was at
this period divided into 21] parts, as

Diodorus

states,

and not

into

18 as formerly.

The visitor wlio has studied the temples already describetl will
not require to be told that the proportions of the figures are not
He will now readily recognise the lines of
those of ancient times.
The old simplicity has gone the delicate,
a figure of this period.
tender muscles of the earlier rendering of the female figure has
given place to an exaggerated valuation of the contours, which is
wholly lacking in beauty; and the quiet strength of the male lines
has been sacrificed to an attempt to obtain a certain fulness of
form, which has, however, only produced an appearance of coarse
As one of the best examples of the art of
fatness in the figures.
this period, the great scene on the screen-wall, just to one's left on
entering the hall (18), is worthy of considerable attention. One
sees Ptolemy Xlllth, in the presence of Horuar, receiving life from
a cat-headed form of Isis, while both she and another goddess,
Nut, place their arms around him. Behind these stand Thoth and
The grouping of the
Horus-son-of-Isis, with hands upraised.
figures is carefully thought out; the modelling, although somewhat sketchy, does not show the exaggerations of the period to
any absurd extent and, though conventional in many ways, one
An extrasees in this, scene a definite attempt to attain an ideal.
ordinary piece of modelling is that just to the west of this scene,
The figures are headless, but one sees
at right angles to it (21).
that the scene represented the king being led by two goddesses
towards Horuar. The lines of the goddess behind the king convey the feeling of stilted motion, which, though quite unnatural,
may have been the artist's conception of what a divinity's movements should be. The front goddess, who has turned the upper
part of her body around, has given the artist a problem which
conventionally he could not solve, and the muddle he has made
In the scene on the east side of
of the figure is indeed painful.
the hall (19), conesponding to the fine group described above (18),
one sees the king crowned by Nekheb and Uazt, the goddesses
of the archaic capitals of Upper and Lower Egypt; but less care
has been spent on this piece of work, and only the modelling of
the faces has received close attention. The side doorway leading^
from the Forecourt to this Hypostyle Hall has above it a scene
(21) representing Ptolemy Xlllth before Horuar, Sebek, and
:

;

Tasentnefert.

The

inscription

upon

this

doorway

states that

it is

Reliefs in
l^*^

ost^le
Hall,
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"the door

for entering the

House of God by

the chief Hbation

he has purified himself in the
Lake of Pure Water." The corresponding scene over the door on
the east side (22) has been partly erased.
It showed the king in
the presence of four mythological animals a ram, a lion, a fourlegged snake, and a hawk. The inscriptions giving the use of
this door are damaged.
The scenes on the back or north wall are
of interest as examples of the low-relief modelling of the period.
Along the lowest row of reliefs on the west end of the wall, from
west to east, one sees (23) the king, now Ptolemy IXth, and
Cleopatra before Horuar (24) before Sebek and Hathor and
(25) before Horuar and a goddess whose figure is much damaged.
At the east end of the hall (26) the king is shown before Sebek
and Hathor (27) he performs a foundation ceremony before
Horuar and Tasentnefert and (28) he worships Sebek, Hathor,
priest at his (appointed) hour, after

—

;

;

;

;

and Penebtaui.
The Small
Hyposiyle

The Small Hypostyle Hall is now entered through one of the
two great doorways.
This hall is not so lofty as the Great
Hypostyle, and the columns here, with uniform capitals, are much
less imposing.
The roof has almost entirely gone, and much of
the walls has disappeared.
Into this hall the public were not
admitted, but only the "nobles of the great gate" and the jjriests
were allowed to enter. On the south wall, just to one's left on
entering, there is a scene (29) showing the Ptolemy IXth leaving
his palace, preceded as usual by the .srw-priest and by six
standards, i.e. those of the archaic provinces, and of Thebes, and
Kum Ombo. In the next scene (30) he is purified by Thoth and
Behudet and lastly (31) he is crowned by Nekheb and Uazt in
the presence of Horuar. The modelling of these two goddesses
is in the usual exaggerated style, and their plump faces, with that
;

also of the king, deserve notice.

and

The

king's round, smiling face,

remarkable and one sees how
entirely the artists of this period have lost the ability to hit off
that serene, cold expression of earlier work, which is at once the
admiration and the despair of the modern copyist.
At right
angles to this wall there is a fine scene (32), in which the king,
accompanied by his sister Cleopatra and his wife of the same
name, receives a curved symbolic wand from Horuar, who holds
The sharp, straight nose in each of the
the symbol of Jubilees.
faces is curiously un-Egyptian.
Crossing now to the east side of
the hall, one observes the three scenes corresponding to the above.
First (33) the king, whose figure is damaged, is led by two gods to
with the fat neck

chin,

is

;
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by Nekhcb and Uazt to Sebek and
The panel
lastly (35) he offers a symbol of festival to Horuar.
between the doorways (36) has upon it an interesting figure of a
crocodile, symbolising Sebek, lying upon a shrine.

Sebek

;

On

then (34) he

is

led

;

the rear or north wall, at the west end, there
The king makes offerings of all
(37).

is

a noteof

manner

worthy scene

food and furniture to Horuar and Tasentnefert. The offerings are
drawn in small size in six horizontal lines, and it maybe of interest
seven kinds of birds 2nd
ist row
to record some of them
row incense, censers, palm branches, and a chaplet 3rd row
4th
jars of wine, flowers, fine linen, bags of eye-ointment
:

:

;

:

:

;

;

round loaves of bread, trussed fowls 5th row \egetables,
haunches of beef,
and 6th row
fruit, grapes
At the east side correheads of gazelles, ribs of meat, birds.
sponding to this (38) is a scene showing the king making someA well-written
what similar offerings to Sebek and Hathor.
Greek inscription will be observed along the edge of the cornice
over the western gateway leading into the First Vestibule. It

row

:

reads

:

;

onions, bread,

;

:

:

" In

honour of King Ptolemy and Queen Cleopatra, his sister,
and their children, the infantry, cavalry,
and other troops stationed in the Ombite district (erected) this
temple to Aroeris, the great god, Apollo, and the gods worshipped
with him in the same temple, in consequence of these gods goodthe god-like Philometores

will

towards them."

The

from ihe Small Hypostyle Hall into the First The First
and entirely lacks its west wall. The ^ '^^tibule.
priests of the city of Ombo were alone allowed to enter this hall.
On the south wall the only relief which calls for special notice is
Here one sees Ptolemy I\'th Philothat (39) at the. east end.
visitor passes

V'estibule,

which

is

roofless,

metor spilling grain (?) before Horuar and Tasentnefert. A relief
on the east wall (40) shows the same king embraced by Sebek
while below is a scene representing the king and Queen Cleopatra
offering vases of water and garlands of flowers to the gods. Turning to the north wall, one observes (41) a headless figure of the
;

king pouring out a libation before Sebek, who

is

also headless,

while between them are drawn all manner of offerings. Between
the two doorways in this wall there is a scene (42) showing the
king performing before Horuar some ceremony in connection
with the founding of the temple. Lastly, one may notice the relief
It is partly destroyed, but one is
at the west end of this wall (45).
still able to see Safkhet, the goddess of archives and writings, and
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in the ceremony of pegging out the hmits of the
dress of the goddess, a panther-slvin over an orna-

Horuar, engaged
temple.

The

mental robe, is noteworthy.
The Second Vestibule is again much ruined, though some of the
Vestibule.
Apparently no one except the
reliefs still retain their colour.
officiating priests were allowed into this chamber and those behind it. On the south wall between the two doorways (44) a
ram-headed deity, perhaps the sacred ram of Elephantine, offers
with the king to the damaged figure of a god. Above this one
sees the king making offering to Sebek and Penebtaui, and higher
The east walls of the vestibule (45 and 46)
to Sebek and I sis.
contain a long but damaged list of festivals, each day of the
year being assigned to some demi-god. On the left of the doorway
leading into Room XIII there are representation of sacred bulls.
At the east end of the north wall (47) there is a relief showing
the sacred bull Hapi
or Apis
of Memphis (?), in the form of a
bull-headed man, offering with the king to Horuar and Tasentnefert.
Between the doorways (48) is a relief in which the sacred
bull of Arment is seen offering with the king to Sebek and Hathor.
At the west end of this wall (49) there is a damaged scene in which
the king, now lost, has been offering to Sebek and Horuar
Passing into Room XIII, where the colour on the
together.
reliefs is still good in parts, one should notice the sphinxes over the
two small doorways and, on the east wall, a figure of the king
dancing may be observed.
The Third Vestibule, again much ruined, has a portion of the
The Third
Vestibule.
roof still intact, on which is a decoration of the usual flying
vultures.
The only scenes which call for particular attention
At the
are those on the north wall between the doorways (50).
base of the wall are figures of Hapi, the Nile, of the North and
Above is a fine group in which the
South, bearing offerings.
king is seen clad in a long white robe, the double crown upon his
head, in the presence of the hawk-headed moon-god Khonsu-Hor,
Behind the king stands Queen CleoHoruar, and Sebek-Ra.
Second

—

—

;

patra.

The god Khonsu-Hor marks

the

number

of the king's

upon a notched palm branch, as though ordaining for
him a long reign. Above are scenes showing the king before
Sebek and Horuar.

jubilees

The

Sanc-

tuaries.

We now pass into the almost entirely ruined Sanctuaries, that
on the west being dedicated to Horuar and that on the east to
Sebek. In each sanctuary stands a much damaged altar of grey
A very interesting feature of this part of the temple is the
granite.
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between the two sanctuaries, in the
thickness of the wall.
It was entered from one
of the small
chambers at the back, Room \'1 1, which, it must be remembered,
was quite shut off by the high walls at the north end of the sanctuaries.
Here a portion of the floor could be raised, admitting
the priest to a dark passage, still intact, which passed between
the sanctuaries below the level of the i\oor. A hole in its roof led
and another hole in
to another passage on a level with the floor
this roof communicated witii a passage at a still higher level, of
which only the south end can now Ije seen.
The priest then
passed northwards along that part of the passage which is now
Whether
lost, until he stood immediately above the two altars.
from this point he chanted those decrees of the High Priest which
were regarded as oracles spoken by the stone mouths of the
statues of the gods below, or whether the passage was built that
the priests might hear the confessions or supplications of the
worshippers privileged to address the gods, one cannot now tell.
It is almost a misfortune that this passage has survived the wreck
of the sanctuaries, to add yet another simple explanation of those
Egyptian mysteries which once so thrilled us.
Stepping over the remains of the small chambers at the back The
secret passage which passed

1

;

Inner

of the sanctuaries, the visitor finds himself in the Inner Corridor, ^ori'dor.

seven intact doorways lead to six
mounting to the roof. From west to
east these doors are numbered XIX to XXV; and the visitor
who is interested in Egyptian low-relief work should certainly
visit these chambers.
The reliefs on their walls, which show the
king before the gods, are unfinished, and one may here study the

from which,

at this north part,

chambers and

to a stairway

whole process of the work.

It

will

had been dressed the scenes and

be seen that after the walls

inscriptions were outlined in red

the sculptor then blocked them into relief by chipping
away the surrounding surfaces he then rounded the edges of
the figures and indicated the muscles
next he rubbed the surfaces smooth with sand(?), and cut in the ornamentation and

paint

;

;

;

other detail
and finally he applied himself to the inscriptions.
These various stages may best be seen in the well-executed but
;

unfinished relief on the east wall of

Room XXI,

the third from the

west end.

At the south end of the west side of the Inner Corridor there is
a fine relief (51) showing the Pharaoh crowned as King of Lower
Egypt leaving his palace, preceded by the seven standards mentioned before, and by the .f^w-priest, who burns incense. The king
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inscription, to be going forth to the
The
land of his father Horns, Lord of Nbi.
east side of the Inner Corridor is almost entirely ruined, and does
not require to be visited.
The Outer Corridor, which passed round between the temple
proper and the outer wall, may now be noticed. Passing up the

is

said, in the

temple

The Outer
Corridor,

accompanying

to subject the

ruined west side, one reaches the northern length of the corridor,
on the north side of which are reliefs showing the Emperors
Antoninus (Caracalla), Geta (whose name Caracalla has erased),
Opposite, on the south
and Macrinus,' offering to the gods.
the back wall of the temple proper, there are some huge
representing the Pharaoh before the two great trinities
It will be observed that the eyes of these figures have
of Ombo.
been inlaid. In the middle of these reliefs, exactly in the axis of
One sees
the temple, there is a remarkable mystic scene (53).
Horuar on the one side and Sebek on the other, standing before a

wall,

i.e.

reliefs

shrine which contained a small seated figure, and which has on
Above is an
it an eye, an ear, and other symbols.

either side of

eight-headed and eight-winged cat, a sacred cow, an eight-winged
hawk, and what was once a many-headed snake. Above this again
are the two sacred eyes, and other mystical objects. Before Horuar
a human-footed reed leaf inscribed with an
is his sacred symbol
eye and before Sebek, likewise, is his symbol a lion-headed wand
upon a naos, also inscribed with the eye. Farther along the wall

—

—

;

to the east of this scene there
dile lying

a small representation of a crocoand it may be that either this
or image, was wheeled around the

upon a four-wheeled

is

cart;

animal itself, or its mummy
temple at festivals.
At the south end of the east side of this outer corridor there has
been a large scene (52) showing the king smiting his enemies.

Only the king's feet and the bodies of the captives now remain,
together with the figure of a ferocious lion, which runs at the king's
side and bites the hand of one of his victims. The appearance of a
lion in this well-known scene dates from the days of Kameses Ilnd,
who is said to have had a tame lion at his side in battle but since
;

m

certain reliefs, even of that date, the

place of the ferocious

taken by a small pet dog, who sniffs at, or snaps, the
one may suppose that the creature here shown
Below this relief are the names of
is only symbolic of might.
thirty-two captive lands, over each of which is the bust of a
typical inhabitant; but the visitor who has seen those lists at

monster

is

feet of the victims,

1

The

last relief at

the east end.
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Thebes, Abu Simbel, and elsewhere, will at once see that these
before us are but a meaningless copy.
It will be observed that
the face of each of these captives is carefully ground or scraped
away to some depth not merely erased; and one can only suppose
that in medijeval tiines the powdered stone from the faces was used
for some medicinal purpose by the ignorant peasants, who believed
that demoniacal power was possessed by it.
Instances of this
grinding away of antiquities are not uncommon.
Returning to the terrace of the temple, a small ruined building The Birtli"O^^e.
will be seen at the south-west corner, overlooking the water. This
seems to have been the Birth- House, and the reliefs show it to
have been built b\- Ptolemy IXth. Only one scene is of interest
namely, that on the west face of the highest portion of the walls.
Here one sees the king standing in a boat, which floats amidst the
papyrus reeds. In the boat with him are two Nile gods, and at
the prow stands a tame bird.
From the reeds the wild duck rise,
and a little figure of a lion is shown climbing up one of the stems
The king wears a closely-curled wig and a short skirt. Presiding
over the scene is the god Min, the deity of life and vegetation.
This relief is an example of the debased religion of the period for
those who have seen the Theban tombs of the XVIIIth dynasty
will at once perceive that here we have but a corrupt copy of a
scene repeatedly depicted in those tombs, and representing the
deceased noble hunting birds at the river's edge or in the swamps.
The dress of the Ptolemaic king here is that of an XVIIIth dynasty
noble the tame bird at the prow of the boat is the decoy-duck of
the real scene the gods in the boat are the wife and other relatives
always shown in the tomb scenes and the ridiculous lion is the

—

1

;

;

;

;

tame cat or ichneumon trained to retrieve. The god Min is introduced owing to the fact that he appears in a somewhat similar scene
in earlier

The scene, thus, is here
mainly owing to the priestly
the religious significance of a painting which had been
temple

reliefs (as at

incorporated with the temple
belief in

Luxor).

reliefs

some open tombs at Thebes or elsewhere. The same
tomb scenes, it will be remembered,
was noticed at Esneh, where a Roman Pharaoh is shown snaring
observed

in

misinterpretation of earlier

What

was given to these
but one sees that the priests
were so imbued with a sense of the occult at this period that they
were ready to find hidden meanings in almost anything.
Before leaving the temple, the little chapel of Hathor, which The chapel
stands on the east side, not far from the entrance pylon, should be °^ Hathor.

birds with a net.

purely

human

actions

is

religious significance

not

known

;
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It

tains a few

consists of two small chambers, one of which

mummified

now con-

crocodiles discovered in the neighbouring

cemeteries.
Outside the doorway, amongst the crude reliefs, will
be noticed one which shows a goddess of the north playing a harp
before Hathor, who sits under a canopy. Inside the larger chamber
the reliefs are much damaged, and have never been finished.

FROM KOM OMBO TO ASWAN
few antiquities require to be recorded which lie between Kom
and Aswan, though it is unlikely that any but archa'ologists
^yin ^are to visit them.
On the east bank of the river the first place
of interest* to archaeologists after leaving Kom Ombo is Khanag,
where there is the site of an old town, and traces of a temple and

A

Ombo

East bank,

Farther to the south there are some extensive
sandstone was obtained for some of the
Ptolemaic temples. High up on the rocks, about a mile north of
the station of Khattarah, there is an inscription of the time of
Thothmes Illrdand Hatshepsut, written by an official apparently in
charge of the neighbouring quarries. There are several other rock
early church.

quarries, from which

on this bank of the river. On the west
bank there are two or three cemeteries, notably opposite Daraw,
and opposite Khattarah but there are no antiquities of interest to
inscriptions, but little else

;

the ordinary traveller.

CHAPTER XVI II
THE HISTORY OF ASWAn AND ELEPHANTINE
IT

not for the present writer to dilate upon the scenic beauties
Aswan and the neighbourhood this guide is intended
solely to furnish information regarding the ancient remains.
In
these Aswan is not very rich, thougli such antiquities as are to be
found here are of very considerable interest. Only a fraction of The dethe ancient buildings are still to be seen, even in ruins.
The structionof
is

of

:

mounds of the town of Aswan certainly hide buildings of no small
and on Elephantine, besides the many temples still unexcavated, there stood, within the memory of living men, a magnifi-

size

;

At Koubet el Howa there must
be many tombs undiscovered while in the direction of the
cataract, and on islands such as Sehel, there is every reason to
suppose that there were shrines and temples in former days. The
modern improvements in the town's appearance, the making of
cent and almost perfect temple.

still

;

new

roads, the laying out of gardens, the building of houses, the
and tidying of the disorderly mounds, all involve the
destruction of ancient remains.
But this is inevitable.
The
Egyptians of the New Empire in the same way destroyed the

levelling

monuments of earlier days the Ptolemies ruthlessly pulled to
pieces the temples of the XVIIIth dynasty to obtain stone for
their own works
the Romans, and later the Copts, levelled the
Ptolemaic ruins to build their houses and their churches.
At
present a certain amount of care is taken to preserve antiquities
;

;

when found during

the course of such works, and the small
seldom destroyed, since the finder is always well
aware of their value to a dealer. And thus one may say that,
while the development and alteration of the neighbourhood is
proceeding at a pace far greater than that of any former period,
the loss of historical matter is, on the whole, less than it has ever
been before. One must remember, of course, that the laying out
and watering of a flower-bed may destroy a papyrus copy of the
unknown sayings of Christ, or an unpublished Greek tragedy of
antiquities are
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Aswan.
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enormous

value,

new gardens

which

may

lie

just

below the surface.

There are

Aswan which

are actually known to be blooming
above the libraries of the past; but in contemplating such catasin

trophes one can attach blame to no one, except perhaps to the
and the archaeologically interested public, who have

archaeologist

was yet time. The new
and these new gardens are healthy signs
of modern progress and civilisation, which no sane person could
wish to check, and no man could hope to regulate.
The history of Aswan and the neighbourhood, owing to the

failed to excavate these sites while there

buildings, the

The
archaic
period.

new

roads,

paucity of remains,

is

not very detailed

how

it

was

in

full

of incident

in reality.

;

but one

The

is

able to realise

island of Elephantine

ancient times was named Abu, the Egyptian word for elephant.
translated Abu into Elcp/ianthic, and in modern

The Greeks

times this latter name has been revived.
The name of Aswan
was written by the ancient Egyptians S-w-n, the vowels being

now unknown, though one may suppose

that the word was pronounced Swani, since the Greeks transliterated it Syene (the y
being upsilon, that is to say 11 or w) and the Copts Sihjji.
This word Swn has been interpreted in various ways, but there
seems little doubt that it meant " market."
In their names
The name "Elephant" and "Market" lies the archaic history of these two
Elephantowns.
It seems that a tribe of conquering Egyptians, whose
tine.
standard was an elephant, settled itself on the island, where it
could not without difficulty be attacked by the aboriginal negro
inhabitants of the district and in times of peace the people of
this tribe traded with the natives, and opened a regular market
on the mainland at Aswan. It has been thought by some that
the island was named " Elephant " owing to its shape being somewhat in the form of that animal, while others have suggested that
it was at this point that the Egyptians first saw an elephant, or
that the island, when first inhabited, was the home of a herd of
elephants, who used to cross to the mainland at low water.
Elephants, however, judging from the hundreds of rough drawings of them on rocks, were common enough in early times in
this district
and there would be no reason to distinguish any one
place by naming it after these animals.
On prehistoric pottery,
however, the elephant sometimes is drawn as the standard or sign
of a tribe; and it is far more likely that the island derived its
name from the fact that it was first inhabited by a branch of that
;

;

tribe.

From

'

these beginnings there grew up a fine fortified city on the

HIS'I()R\

()!•

ASW.W

WD

IJ,
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and a tradinj^ town on the mainland, wiiich already in the
1st and llnd dynasties must have formed an intcs:ral part of
King Semti of
the united kingdom of Upper and Lower Ej^ypt.
the 1st dynasty paved the floor of his tomb at Abydos with granite
tiuarried from the Aswan rocks, and other monarchs of tliis early
period employed the splendid stone in their monuments, as, for
example, King Khasekhemui of the Ilnd dynasty in his temple at
Aswan must, therefore, have been a busy centre
Hieraconpolis.
of industrial work at this date, and no doubt the chieftains of the
island,

Elephant

people derived considerable

position as guardians of ihc ([uarries

importance

and of the

from

their

frontier of the

Egyptian kingdom.
While the great kings of the IVth dynasty were reigning at
Memphis, Aswan and Elephantine continued to be busy and
prosperous towns, though they were no longer of great strategic
value, since there is every reason to suppose that the kings of this
and the previous dynasty had so chastised the negroes above the
First Cataract that the territory for at least a hundred miles above
Aswan was now under Egyptian rule. On a boulder at the south
end of Elephantine a noble named Khufuankh has left his name
The quarry works were at this time
as a record of his visit.

'I'lie

IX'ili

^lyiasty.

conducted on an enormous scale, and King Menkaura actually
attempted to obtain sufficient granite to face the whole of his
(the third) pyramid at Gizeh, a work which his death left only
half completed.
river at

Aswan

One may
at

thus think of the east bank of the
swarming with quarry-

this date as literally

men, while the great market which gave its name to the place
and in Elemust have formed a centre of continuous traffic
phantine, the busy town with its garrison of negro and Egyptian
troops, one may already see the growing capital of a province
which reached northwards perhaps as far as the pass of Gebel
;

Silsileh.

Thus, with the advent of the Vth dynasty Elephantine had The Vili
>"''*^^ycity of the first magnitude, and its
nobles, until now simply chieftains of the " Elephant" tribe, became great nomarchs, ranking with the princes of Egypt. There
is a late tradition which states that the Pharaohs of the \'th
dynasty were actually sprung from a family belonging to this
Nevertheless
island; but for various reasons this is improbable.
it is true that the names of some of the kings of the dynasty are
prominently connected with this neighbourhood. Sahura sent an
expedition to the southern end pf Lower Nubia, and an official of

assumed the proportions of a
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this reign has inscribed his name ^ on the rocks of Sehel Island,
between Elephantine and the First Cataract. Asesa, according
to the story of a prince of Elephantine, despatched an officer up
the river to bring him one of the pygmies who, he had been told,
Unas, the next king, has
lived there in the Land of the Ghosts.
left his name largely inscribed upon a granite rock on Elephantine.
Of course the mention of kings' names in this manner does not
show that the neighbourhood had become a resort of these nomarchs but still, with the exception of the Memphite necropolis,
at no other place on the Nile are these names found.
The great market of Aswan, to which the negroes of Nubia, and
perhaps even of the Sudan, brought their goods the huge quarry
works, and the consequent shipping of the enormous quantities of
stone the fortified city of Elephantine, from which the military
administration of the Egyptian portion of Lower Nubia was conducted and the various activities, industrial and otherwise, which
could not fail to develop in so busy a place, all led to the enrichment and the extension of the power of the local princes. Under
the kings of the Vlth dynasty these nomarchs stand out clearly
in the dim history of the period as the wealthy and important
rulers of the upper country, whose organisation of their province
brought them the favour of the Pharaoh, and whose adventures
beyond the southern confines of their territory were the talk of all
Egypt. The activity of the last dynasty in Nubia had continued
unchecked. Teta, the first king of the Vlth dynasty, organised
expeditions which penetrated certainly so far as Tomas, over 120
and under Pepy 1st an army was
miles above the First Cataract
collected at Elephantine which consisted of contingents supplied
by most of the negro tribes living between Aswan and Wady
In the reign of Merenra a great noble named Una, who
Haifa.
had been instrumental in collecting the above-mentioned army,
was appointed Governor of the South. In this capacity he was
sent to Elephantine to superintend the quarrying and shipping of
granite for the upper chamber of the king's pyramid at Sakkara
and later on he was entrusted with the cutting of five canals down
the lower part of the cataract, by which vessels laden with
granite from the rocks amidst the rushing waters could pass to and
fro safely.
In all these works the powerful princes of Elephantine
had rendered such assistance that, when Una died, a certain
Herkhuf, the then reigning prince of the island, was appointed to
;

;

;

;

;

;

1

Petrie, " History,"

tions,

i.

88.

I

i.
71, referring to de Morgan, Monuments
have not been able to fin^this inscription at Sehel.

et hiscrip-
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the Countries of the Sonth, one
greatest positions that the Egyptian (iovernmciit (-otild

the high otilcc ol Governor of

of the

ET.ICI'HANTINK

all

ofiter.

The adventures which befell Hcrkhuf in the south, how he Adventures
brought a caravan of three hundred asses safely from the barbaric '^^J^^^.^ ^f
land of Aani, how he prevented a war between Aam and the Libyans Eiephanof the oasis, and how he obtained a pygniy from the Land of the ''">^'Ghosts and brouglit him safe to the king, have been recounted both
in the portion of this guide which deals with Lower Nubia and in
Chapter XX, and it is therefore not necessary here to repeat
them. Herkhuf was buried in one of the great clifiF-tombs opposite
Elephantine, and. seems to have been succeeded in his office of
Governor of the South by Sabna, who was also a prince of
Elephantine. The main adventure of the life of Sabna was the
rescue of the body of his father Mekhu, who had been killed in
Nubia during a rebellion. The tomb in which the mutilated body
was laid when it reached Aswan may still be seen near those of
ConHerkhuf and Sabna, in the cliffs of Koubet el Howa.
temporarv with Sabna was Prince Pepynekht, another noble of
Elephantine, whose tomb may also be visited. Pepynekht conducted a campaign against the rebellious negroes, and also fought
on the Red Sea coast.
When Sabna died the high power of the princes of Elephantine Theendof
came to an end, and they fell again into their condition of local |[j^^jj|^/°
Pepy II nd appointed a certain Zau, who was Prince of dynasty,
celebrity.
Snake Mountain (north of Assiut), to the office
Keeper of the Door of the South" and under the last kings
of the dynasty another nomarch named Zauta, Prince of the Province of Min (Kasr es Sayad) was appointed to succeed him in
Thus it seems that for some unknown reason the lords
this office.
of the Elephant city lost their control of the affairs of the south, a
loss, however, which in the chaotic period from the \TIth to Xlth
Only once in this
dynasties could hardly have been realised.
obscure era does one catch a glimpse of the Aswan neighbourhood, when one finds the people of Elephantine fighting with, and
the Province of the

of''

;

being defeated by, the prince of Assiut. Under the strong rule of
Menthuhotep Ilird of the Xlth dynasty the place was again
brought under control, and an inscription of this king is to be seen
on the rocks near the cataract. The name of King Antefaa of this
dynasty is also found here.
Amenenihat of the Xllth dynasty states that he visited Elephan- The XIlili
tlyiasty.
tine, a fact which is confirmed by an inscription on the island
;
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and one is led to infer from the context that he reorganised the
government there.
The Pharaohs of this dynasty conducted
countless campaigns in Nubia, directed against the incursions of the
Ethiopians from above the Second Cataract and Aswan was used
;

as the military base of these operations.

Serenpitu, the prince of

Elephantine under Senusert 1st, was raised to the old rank of
Governor of the Lands of the South, and his successor, named
Serenpitu, under Amenemhat Ilnd held offices in connection with
" the

Door

princely

addition of

The

Elephantine once more boasted a

of the South."

court,

and the

cliffs

of Koubet

el

Howa

received the

new tombs.

which carried the Egyptian armies to the south
period constructed above the cataract, at the
modern Shellal and it was generally necessary for the vessels
which had brought the troops and their stores as far as Aswan, to
unload at the lower end of the impa: sable cataract, the whole
paraphernalia of war being transported by land to Shellal. Aswan
was thus, during the whole of this dynasty, a military depot of
fleet of ships

were probably at

this

;

and the eastern bank of the river, with its camps of soldiers,
multitudes of quarrymen, its celebrated market, and its busy
quays, must have been a place of vast importance. Elephantine,
stores

;

its

too, filled to overflowing with the flower of the

Egyptian soldiery,

and now enriched by a fine temple, and boasting a wealthy priesthood dedicated to the service of the god Khnum, must have
reached a degree of prosperity greater than all but that of the
cities of Egypt.
But amidst these activities, which
culminated in the complete overthrow of the Ethiopians by
Senusert Ilird, there are no indications that the princes of
Elephantine continued to wield any great power, though one may
campaigns, suppose that they lived in considerable prosperity.
largest

The campaigns of Senusert
Aswan of much anxiety, since

Ilird relieved the inhabitants of

many years they had lived in
the fear of a negro invasion.
So serious had the outlook been,
that many of the cities of Upper Egypt had been fortified, and
the great wall, which may still be seen on the east bank between
Aswan and
known that

for

seems to date from this period while it is
building operations of a military nature were conducted on the island of Elephantine itself. In order to avoid the
tedious overland transport of stores from Aswan to Shellal, a
Shellal,

;

channel was cut through the cataract, apparently on the east
side of the island of Sehel
and up this the warships of the
Egyptians were dragged. The cataract having thus been made
;

HISTORY OF ASWAN AM)
navigable, the land of
entirely annexed,

Nubia as

and the

ETJ: PIIAX TTXi:

Wady

far as

frontier having

Cataract, Elephantine and

Aswan ceased

been

.V)7

Haifa having been
fixed at the

Second

be a basis for military
operations in the south. There was no more reason for a Keeper
of the Door of the South to Vjc appointed at the First Cataract;
and from now onwards the double city was famous mainly as a
quarry station, and as a market and depot for the goods coming
in from the south either as merchandise or as tribute.
The cataract, however, although now navigated and conquered, The gods
^^ }^^,
still retained its grandeur, and still remained the wonder of the
/-

•

,

1

•

•

to

Of the many officials and visitors who came
number felt it incumbent on them to sail up to

traveller.

/-r-

1

to

A

A

Aswan,

the island
a large
of Sehel at the foot of the cataract, and there to look at the sacred
rocks which for so long had formed the actual frontier of Egypt.

The first
island was under the patronage of three deities.
was Khnum, the ram-headed god of the cataract. He was very
widely worshipped in I'pper Egypt; and as he was closely connected with the origin of things, and especially with that of the
Nile, he was supposed to dwell in the cataract, where, it seemed to
The
the Egyptians, there must be some hidden fount of water.
second member of the trinity was Satet, or .Sates as the (Greeks
She generally carries a
called her, identifying her with Juno.
bow and arrows, and her name is spelt with a hieroglyph representing the skin of an animal pierced by an arrow. Anuket, or
Anukis, the third member, is always distinguished by her lofty
The

head-dress of feathers. This head-dress is so similar to that of
the Philistines, that there is some reason to suppose that this
goddess came, as they did, from Crete or the Syrian coast. Some
early wanderers from the north may have brought her worship
by chance to this neighbourhood some time before the Middle
Kingdom, when she first appears. There are many inscriptions
still to be seen on the rocks of Sehel, dating from this period,
written by, or at the request of, distinguished visitors, and often
dedicated to these gods.
Elephantine was also under the protection of this trinity, but
here Khnum was indisputably more important than his two
The ram was sacred to him, and it seems that even
colleagues.
at this early date, before the religious tendencies of the Egyptians had developed their later exaggerations, there was a
highly developed mythology and ceremonial surrounding him.
Travellers were told how Khnum controlled the springs of the
and famines, due to a low Nile, were attributed to the
river
;

neighbourhood.
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^

anger of this god, as we are
tion on the island of Sehel.
the

The
XVIIIth
dynasties,

eldest

of the

gods,

told, for

example,

in a great inscrip-

By many he was thought

and thus

the

to be
neighbourhood derived

considerable importance from his worship.
During the turbulent period between the Xllth and XVII Ith
dynasties, one catches only fragmentary glimpses of this province,
as, for instance, when King Neferhotep of the XI I Ith dynasty

had

his

placing

name
it

inscribed on various rocks near the cataract, always

close to that of Senusert Ilird, his ideal, apparently,

In these troubled times the princely
of what a king should be.
families of Elephantine seem to have been swept away
and
;

when, under the XVIIIth dynasty, the government was firmly
established once more over all Egypt, one hears little more of
There was now a military commander of the
these nobles.
fortress, and the aristocracy was no doubt formed of this military
class, and that of the rich merchants and caravan-conductors.
The quarry works were renewed with unprecedented energy
once more the Egyptian armies passed through to the Ethiopian
wars; and the market was again opened, no doubt. Thothmes
Ilird erected a fine temple on Elephantine, of which traces can
and that great king must have often passed
still be
seen
through Aswan on his way to his Ethiopian wars. The canal
which had been cut by Senusert Ilird up the cataract was reopened by Thothmes Ilird, who had found it choked. Under
;

;

AmCnhotep Ilnd, who also built at Elephantine, the inhabitants
of Aswan must have been spectators of that gruesome procession
when the king sailed up the cataract on his way to the Sudan
with the body of a rebel Asiatic prince hanging head downwards
Thothmes IVth, the next
from the prow of the royal galley.
above the cataract an account
Nubia, where the negroes had
have added extensively to the temples

king, has left on the rocks just

of his journey through

Aswan

to

revolted and he seems to
of his fathers on Elephantine. Amenhotep Ilird erected a superb
little temple on the island, consisting of a sanctuary and other
;

chambers surrounded by a covered colonnade, the whole standing
on an elegant platform approached by a flight of steps. Statues
of deities bearing his name have been found on the island and
it is evident that the priesthood at this period was wealthy and
Its downfall, however, was no doubt brought about
powerful.
under the heretic King Akhnaton, indications of whose activity
;

at

Aswan
During

are not wanting.
this period, as has been said, the quarries had been
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worked vigorously, and the huge obelisks in the temples of
Thebes and elsewhere tell of the almost unthinkable labours
The administration of the southern
which Aswan witnessed.
countries was now no longer placed in the hands either of the
nobles of Elephantine or of any of the princes of Upper Egypt.
A specially chosen viceroy was appointed whose residence was
at El Kab, and who had under his orders the whole country from
One of the main
there to the Egyi)tian frontier in the Sudan.
duties of this official was to see to the regular arrival of the gold
which was now being mined in the Wady Alaki and elsewhere,
and for which Nubia had already become famous. Gold was
plentiful in Elephantine, where the mining officials came to spend
it
and in the town taxes of the period a very large part of the
Elephantine tax was paid in solid gold, instead of in cattle, cloth,
Under
grain, and so on, as was the custom in other cities.

Adminibira-

y^/.V^'''
civnastv.

;

Thothmes Ilird the commandant of the fortress paid into the
treasury 40 liebens of gold (a dcbcn being about 100 grammes), and
one chest of linen. The scribe of the Recording Office paid six
and two other officials paid two
debcns of gold and some cloth
and one debcns respectively, together with some linen, cloth, and
two oxen. In the long list of taxes on the various towns which
;

has been preserved to us in the tomb of Rekhmara at Thebes,
only one to six debcns of gold are recjuired from the head officials
of the other cities, the rest of the tax being paid in oxen, poultry,
grain, honey, linen, cloth, &c.
In the XlXth dynasty it goes without saying that the irrepres- TheXIXth
sible Rameses Ilnd erected a temple here, parts of which are still ^^ XXth
while on various rocks his figure and titles have been
to be seen
cut.
His son Merenptah has left a statue of himself on the island
and the names of Septah and Rameses Ilird, the
of Elephantine
succeeding kings, are found in the neighbourhood. From this time
until the X.W'Ith dynasty one hears very little of the doings of
Aswan, though the isolated names of one or two kings are found
on the rocks. The C|uarries, however, continued to be worked on
the mainland and at Elephantine the development of the religious Developsystem brought considerable fame to the city. In all directions mentof the
'^'
one now reads of high priests of Khnuni, Satis, and Anukis. The
tomb of one of these may be visited at Koubet el Howa, while
'

;

;

;

on various rocks above and below the cataract the names of
On the island of Elephantine
other high priests are cut.
there were now splendid temples built by Thothmes llird,
Amenhotep Ilird, Rameses Ilnd, and other kings. The fame
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In Nubia they were
of the cataract gods was widespread.
now generally worshipped, and northwards as far as Gebel
Visitors to this neighbourhood went
Silsileh they held sway.
up to Sehel to see the cataract and to do homage to its
gods and on the rocks there and elsewhere many hundreds of
There
inscriptions dating from this period have been written.
seems now to have been a sacred ram at Elephantine, which was
thought to be an impersonation of Khnum, and which was kept in
the temple. Throughout this long period the priesthood appears
to have grown yearly richer for the rise and fall of dynasties, the
native rebellions, and foreign conquests affected this remote city
but little. Not only were Elephantine, Sehel, and the other islands
of the lower cataract now held as sacred, but Phite also was beginning to be famous while Bigeh and El Heseh, two islands at
the head of the cataract which since the XVIIIth dynasty had
been regarded with some piety, are now to be added to the list of
highly sacred spots.
In the XXVIth dynasty King Psametik 1st
placed a Greek garrison at Elephantine to protect Egypt from the
Nubians, who were now masters of'almost all Lower Nubia. This
garrison is said to have mutinied, and, together with other Greek
troops, to have marched southwards in order to settle there.
Psametik Ilnd visited Elephantine, and his name is to be seen
on the rocks in several places. He seems to have sent a mercenary
army to Nubia, for at Abu Simbel there is a Greek inscription
which was written by these troops " when Psametik came to
Elephantine."
King Nectanebus of the XXXth dynasty built a temple at Philas
which still stands and shortly afterwards Alexander Ilnd erected
Under the Ptolemies
a portal on the island of Elephantine.
Aswan and Elephantine may be said to have reached the zenith
The fame of the temples of Philje, which were
of their career.
daily growing in size and splendour, attracted many people to
Aswan and the priests of Elephantine seem to have made every
The temple of Ameneffort to rival their younger colleagues.
hotep Ilird on the latter island was still in use, but those of
Thothmes llird and Rameses Ilnd had fallen into ruins, and
were pulled to pieces to form the foundations of new buildings.
Great quay walls were erected along the east side of the island,
and splendid paved terraces overlooked the water. It was during
;

;

;

The

XXVIth
dynasty
to the

Ptolemaic
period.

;

;

Ptolemaic
temples.

this period that the

famous Eratosthenes

visited

Aswan, and made

discoveries there which led to his being able to measure the earth
by the sun's shadows. The fame of the sacred rams of Khnum
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honour, and as each died he was
buried with inucli pomp in a sarcophagus prepared for him in a
A temple dedicated to Isis was now
vault beneath the temple.
erected at Aswan, and others were built on the islands of Bi<(eh,
el

to their increased

Heseh, and Schcl.

Thus

the traveller in this neighbourhood

found himself in a very land of temples. The pillars and the
pylons of the Elephantine edifices towered above him as he
mounted the splendid steps of the quay to the terraces above he
must needs visit the shrines of Sehel, where the waters of the
Isis required him to
cataract continuously thundered in his ears
do homage in her new temple behind the town of Aswan and,
going up to Phihu, he was there conducted through halls and
courts, from sanctuary to sanctuary, the like of which the world did
;

;

;

not possess.
The building of temples in no way ceased when the Romans The
took Egypt over and a temple at Elephantine, and many at and '^oman
around Philic, bear witness to the continued prosperity of the place
Rut there was now never quite the same security that
at this time.
;

formerly left the inhabitants of Aswan so free to amass wealth. The
Ethiopians were at almost continuous war with the Egypto-Roman
armies, and, under their one-eyed Queen Kandake, they managed
to capture Aswan in the year 23 H.c. They were, however, defeated
by Petronius, the Prefect of Egypt, and were driven back to the
Sudan. In the reign of Trajan a temple was erected at Elephantine,
in the building of which the ruins of the earlier temples were largely
used.

Probably during the reign of Domitian the famous satirist Juvenal
Juvenal was unwise enough to criticise severely the acting of Paris, Aswan,
a great favourite at the Roman theatre.
from Rome and sent, as Prefect of the

He was
Aswan

therefore removed

garrison, to this the

most remote frontier of the Empire. Here he led a sad and lonely
life, cut off from those pleasures of Roman civilisation which he so
well knew how to enjoy.
He heartily disliked the Egyptians, and
found their religion a matter for ridicule, as no doubt it rightly was
A few Roman officers, a heterogeneous collection
at that period.
of so-called Roman troops, and half-a-dozen Roman houses were
all that served to keep him in touch with his native land.
To a
European of the present day, stationed in Upper Egypt, the appalling loneliness of the long summer months will give a sympathy
with, and a pity for, Juvenal, which perhaps may not be able to
be felt by those visitors who only see Aswan in the winter, and
under the favourable conditions of modern times. There are some
26

at
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lines in his satires written in

Egypt which compel one

to see be-

hind the brilliant wit the miserable exile. Thus, for example, one
may quote the lines " That nature gave the noble man a feeling
this is the noblest
heart she proves herself by giving him tears
:

;

part of all

human

As Prefect

it

nature."

(15th Satire.)

must have been one of the duties of Juvenal

In this connection
control the gathering of the tax.
ing to note that many tax receipts have been found at

it is

to

interest-

Elephantme

dating from the reigns of various Roman emperors. The garrison
was probably not kept busy at this period, and it remained for
During the
later Prefects to bear the brunt of frontier fighting.
following centuries the warlike tribe of the Blemmyes caused
constant trouble, and in a.d. 451 the Roman general Maximinus
had to make an ignominious peace with them, which, however, was

have become a continuous battleRoman power it was left in
By this time the whole neighbourhood had become
native hands.
Christianised, and Philae had been converted into a church, while
another Coptic church was erected in the town of Aswan.^
In the year 640 a.d. the Mohammedan religion was forced upon
many of the inhabitants, and it must have been at about this time
that the great monastery of St. Simeon was built on the west bank
This monastery was destroyed in
of the river opposite Aswan.
A.D. 1 173, when a Mohammedan army penetrated to Nubia and
attempted to convert the whole land to the doctrine of Islam.
From now onwards the history of Aswan is very obscure, and such
glimpses as one can obtain of its affairs show only a degradation
and a chaos which appears in striking contrast to the wealth and
At one time a plague swept the
prosperity of its earlier days.
country and carried off 20,000 persons from this province. In
A.D. 5 17, or somewhat later, a Turkish garrison was stationed here
to check the incursions of the Arabs, and to this day there are
In
persons here who claim to have Turkish blood in their veins.
Ismail Pasha conquered the whole of Nubia for his father
1 82 1
Muhamed Ali and in 1822 the latter, desiring a palace in Aswan,
ordered the complete destruction of the beautiful temple of
Amenhotep IlIrd, which was still standing, almost perfect, on the
The building was torn down by the local
island of Elephantine.
governor, the limestone was burnt to make lime for the mortar,
and the great blocks of granite and sandstone were broken up to

soon broken.
field,

and

Aswan seems

finally at the fall

to

of the

1

;

be used as material for building the
1

Remains

walls.

of this were discovered near the railway station in 1907.
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After the British occupation of Egypt the Sudan wars brought
Aswan into prominence as a military basis, and in 1895-6 Lord
Kitchener's residence here, before his conquest of the Sudan, led
to tlie modern improvements in the town.
Hotels soon sprang up,
streets were laid out, and good houses were built.
Aswan is nowone of the famous winter resorts of the world and the buildings
;

which have been, and are being, erected on top of the ruins of one
of the oldest cities of Egypt are in many ways representativ e of the
most modern phases of European civilisation.

CHAPTER XIX
THE TEMPLE OF ASWAN— THE GRANITE QUARRIES
—THE ROCK INSCRIPTIONS AND OTHER ANTIQUITIES ON THE EAST BANK OF THE RIVER—
THE ISLAND OF ELEPHANTINE— THE ISLAND
OF SEHEL
THE TEMPLE OF ASWAN
Situation
of the

^HE Temple

of I sis at Aswan, which dates from the reigns of
Ptolemy Ilird and IVth, lies behind the town amongst the
ruins of the ancient city.
It will not be found to be of great
interest to visitors, and only those who have ample time here
'

I

1

To the archteologist it has some points
it.
of interest, the peculiarly plain and sombre style of its interior
architecture being very striking.
From the east side of the railway
station a road leads up the hill, through the native town, and,
bearing oflF somewhat to the north past a little iron foundry, brings
should trouble to see

one to the open ground after some ten minutes' walking. Before
one lies the open desert, broken by clusters of rock.
In the
foreground are the ruins of the ancient town —a disorderly and unpleasing mess of sun-dried bricks and fragments of broken pottery,
overlaid with modern rubbish. A few yards to the north a low
wall with a small wooden gate marks the site of the temple. The
building itself stands so low, or rather the town rubbish has heaped
itself so high around, that the temple roof is on a level with the
present road, and cannot be seen till the wall is reached. A
watchman should be found at the gate, and to him the visitor
must show his ticket of admission. A flight of steps leads down
to the pavement level of the temple some six metres below the
surface.

The
facade.

The

constructed of undecorated sandstone blocks.
the main portal in the middle, and
the smaller portal at the side, both leading into the hall of the
temple. The main portal through which the public were admitted
front wall

is

There are two entrances

:
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temple is crowned witli the usual concave cornice,
below which is the winged disk. Upon the lintel are four panels,
showinj; Ptolemy Ilird Euergctes offering to different gods.
The
first panel at the north
end gives a representation of Queen
Berenice of Cyrene offering beside her husband the kinj^.
One always looks with interest at any mention of this queen. Queen
It may be remembered that when her husband was conducting Berenice,
a war in Syria, Berenice vowed that if he were victorious she
would cut off" her hair, which was of exceptional beauty. The
king was victorious, and the queen kept her word, for which she
was much praised. The astronomer Conon, who was then conducting his studies at Alexandria, immortalised the act by naming
a constellation Coma Berenices^ "the hair of Berenice"; and
Callimachus, tlic poet, gave birth in one of his verses to the fancy
into

tlie

had actually become deified, so to speak, in
Looking at this representation of the
queen given here on the doorway, however, one would hardly
believe that of her was written the epigram
that the queen's hair

the form of these stars.

:

" In Berenice's form and
Is all that gives the

face

Graces grace."

Down either side of the portal are three panels again showing The
Ptolemy offering to the gods. As one enters the portal Ptolemy '^f'^^^is seen on one's left side offering to Horus, and on the right to
Thoth.
Looking up as one stands inside the doorway, two pivot
holes for the poles of a pair of swinging doors \\\\\ be seen, one in
each corner.
The smaller doorway used by the priests has a
similar cornice and winged disk.
On the lintel are four small
panels showing Ptolemy offering to the gods. On one's left the
king is seen wearing the crown of Lower Egypt, and holding in
his hand a mace and wand.
A sliort inscription in front of him
tells one to enter into this house twice purified
and his arm is
seen to be extended in a kind of gesture of salutation. On one's
right is a corresponding scene partly destroyed, showing the king
wearing the crown of Upper Egypt.
Below these two panels are
representations of Hapi (the Nile) of the North and South.
The Hall of the temple is remarkable, and is unlike that of The Hall.
any of the other temples in the country. In shape it is oblong,
rectangular, and the roof, which is intact, is supported by two
heavy, square pillars, with stiff", square capitals. There are four
windows, one in the north and in the south wall, and one on either
side of the entrance, these latter, however, being broken into
:
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shapeless apertures.

In the walls there are several

empty niches

were inserted. Two altars and the pedestal of
a statue stand in the hall, the two former each having a short
dedicatory inscription upon them. There is no decoration on the
walls of the hall
and the plain, sombre surfaces are in depressing
opposition to the decorations seen elsewhere.
Sufficient pigment
remains upon the walls of most of the temples of Upper Egypt to
show that the colour scheme in these buildings was as brilliant as
that of the sky and the hills and the trees outside.
But here an
intentional contrast seems to have been affected, and perhaps one
may see in this sobriety the beginnings of the asceticism which
was soon to take so fast a hold on Egypt.
In the back wall of the hall there are three doors.
In the axial
line is a large portal leading into the sanctuary, and on either side
a door leads into a small chamber. The doorway leading into the
sanctuary is surmounted by the usual cornice, below which is a
winged disk, repeated again on the lintel. Down either side are
four panels, of which the first three show the King offering to
various gods, and the last on either side shows two figures of Hapi
of the North and the South. As one passes through the doorway
there is to be seen on either side an inscription in three perpendicular lines, giving a hymn to Isis-Sirius.
This portal has, again,
the pivot holes on which double doors swung.
The Sanctuary is a sombre chamber lit by a small rectangular
aperture in the roof The back wall alone is inscribed. This wall
is divided into two parts by a concave cornice, below which are
two winged disks. Below this, again, are reliefs in four panels,
now much damaged, showing Ptolemy I\''th before groups of gods.
The figures have been erased intentionally with a chisel, which
suggests that the temple was used as a place of worship by early
Christians.
The south door in the back wall of the hall leads into
a narrow chamber, lit by a small rectangular hole in the roof
This chamber communicates also with the sanctuary. It is devoid
of decoration, but it is evident that it was used as a vestry or
robing-room by the priests who entered the sanctuary from it, and
who passed to and from it along the south side of the hall, and
through the small south door in the front of the temple. On the
north side of the sanctuary there is a similar chamber, entered
It is lit by a small aperture at the top of the
only from the hall.
back wall, and was probably used for keeping some of the sacred

where once

tablets

;

Doorways
leading
to inner
chambers.

The Sanctuary.

utensils.

From

the outside of the temple one sees that the

masonry on
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and the back or east side is very rough. The front The outhowever, show more careful construction. From ^^.,^pig
this it may be supposed that there were houses and rubbish
mounds hiding the walls upon the north and east, but that an open
On the south
court exposed the temple to the south and west.
wall two lions' heads projecting below the window ledge are
the north side

and south

sides,

The sandstone

roofing blocks appear rough from tlie
no doubt, they were shaped to the necesIt should be remarked
sary rectangle by the addition of plaster.
that the blocks which cover the sanctuary are of granite, as though
it were thought that less durable material was not sufficient pronoticeable.

outside, but originally,

tection for the gods.

may walk

northwards, turning
and, passing down
one of the narrow native streets, he may reach the river front near
the conspicuous building of the Grand Hotel.
In leaving the temple the visitor

to the left after a couple of

hundred yards or so

;

THE QUARRIES
The ancient granite quarries lie in the eastern desert between
Aswan and Shcllal. They are of considerable interest, and should
A
Tcertamly be seen by the visitor to Aswan, t or those who are much
1

•

.

•

pressed for time, a morning

visit to

1

the quarries

1

1

may be

Methods of
^''==i''ngthe

quarries,

arranged,

so that the visitors at the end find themselves at Shellal and from
thence they may go to Philee, returning to Aswan in the afternoon.
Others will prefer to ride over the quarries and back to their hotel
The most comfortable method, however, is to
in the morning.
ride quietly around the points indicated below, starting from Aswan
about 9.30 .\.M., and arriving at Shellal in time to catch the noon
For those starting from the town, the
train back to the town.
road to the temple may first be followed, and leaving that building
behind one, the pathway to the south must be taken, which leads
past the front of a small Christian cemetery enclosed by a whitewashed wall, and thence along the beaten track until the hills are
A short distance to the right or west of the path, the
reached.
first quarry will be found situated amongst the high rocks.
In thisquarry there lies a huge unfinished obelisk,some thirty yards The obe''^''•
It has never been detached
in length and over three in breadth.'
;

'

A second obelisk,

rocks.

to the south of Shellal station,

is

to

be seen amidst the
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from the parent rock, and its sides have not been fully trimmed.
Looking at the obelisk as it lies here, one is able to realise what an
enormous undertaking it must have been to remove a stone of this
size to the river, to float it on rafts to its destination, and to set it
up on end and one can understand that to any but the most
ingenious people the task would be quite impossible.
It will be
remembered that the obelisk at Karnak, which is of about an equal
size to this, was quarried out, despatched, and erected in seven
months from the time at which the order lor it was given.
;

Method

the srranite.

Near this obelisk are several indications of ancient cjuarrying.
The method employed for breaking off the blocks was simple. A

The cause-

wedge-shaped holes were cut into the stone in a line, and
were thrust wooden wedges, which were then wetted,
and which, by their consequent expansion, cracked the stone. The
visitor will notice numerous wedge marks upon the rocks around
here.
The blocks thus split from the hillside were then dressed
with copper tools
and when they had approximately assumed the
required shape a roughly paved causeway of stone was laid down,
and over this they were dragged by ropes to the water's edge.
A couple of hundred yards or so to the east of this quarry the

of

quarrying

series of

into these

;

way

to the

higher

traveller will find himself at the foot of a great

embanked

road,

from the plain and sloping up towards the hills on the south.
The path leads up this artificial incline, which was obviously constructed for the purpose of easing the removal of stone from
the higher quarries and at the top a fine view may be obtained.
Away to the north behind one are the whitewashed cemeteries at
the back of Aswan, and beyond one catches a beautiful glimpse of
the Nile while looking towards the west the eye wanders over an
endless expanse of rough rocks and desolate wilderness.
The
pathway continues for some distance over the flat upper levels of
the hills, and presently upon the left hand a wide, sandy valley
comes into view and to this, a little farther along, the pathway
leads down by another embanked incline.
It will be noticed that
the road was here paved with sandstone, in order to prevent the
heavy blocks of granite from fouling in the loose sand as they were
dragged down the hillside. Having reached the valley, the visitor
may choose his own path over the hard, sandy surface, keeping,
however, well on the west of the valley, and leaving the telegraph
poles and the railway line far on the left hand.
After a ride of over a mile a valley will be observed running up
Sarcophagi
and stela.
amidst the western rocks, and in it many traces of ancient quarrying
Half-way up the rocky hill on the south side of the
will be found.
quarries.

rising

;

;

;
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entrance to the valley tlicre lies an iintinished sarcophagus of
Ptolemaic or Roman date, roughly shaped, but not hollowed out,
and a few paces higher up is another sarcophagus in a similar
condition.
A pathway bearing somewhat to the right from this
point leads at once to a stela cut into a jirominent face of rock.
On this stela a male figure is seen in adoration before the cartouches of Amenhotep Ilird, while below is an inscription reading
'

[Homage]

to the

Good

(jod

(/.<.

the king)

when

there was

the great statue of his majesty [called] 'Sun of Rulers.""

made
The

male tigme, which is that of the sculptor who was engaged on the
statue, has been chiselled out, though the king's names are intact,
and have not been touched by the agents of the heretic king,
Akhnaton, who sought out and erased the word " Amen" wherever
it was found.
A suggested reason for this erasure will presently
be given, when other remains bearing on the subject have been
described.

The pathway to be followed now turns off to the south past the A colossus,
above-mentioned sarcophagi, and presently one comes upon a
colossal seated statue, only the unfinished legs of which can be
seen, the head and body being buried.
One now passes up the
hill, and so strikes a road running along the side of the hills some
height above the valley. After a ride of some few minutes there
is a bend in the path, and rounding this one comes into distant
sight of Shellal with its palm-trees, and with Philas rising from the
blue water behind it. Just at the point where this view is first
obtained, a granite colossus is seen lying half buried in sand on
the left of the pathway.
The figure is that of a king wearing the
crown of Upper Egypt; but it is unfinished and uninscribed.
A hundred yards farther along, on the left of the path and at a a sarcosomewhat lower level, is another unfinished sarcophagus of Ptolemaic phagusand
or Roman date.
Returning again to the colossus and descending colossus
by a steep path behind it to the valley below, the railway line is at
once encountered, and this should be followed towards the south
until a distance of some four hundred yards separates one from
the corrugated iron offices of Shellal station.* At this point a
valley opens on the right, and amongst the rocks on the south side
of the entrance there lies another colossal statue turned upon its
side,

'

and

On

unfinished.

the island of Sehel there

workmen engaged on this statue.
2 The raising of the barrage will

is

an inscription written by a scribe of the

alter these

landmarks.
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As

Explana-

Quarries,
presence of ^

unfinished
works.

completes the hst of unfinished objects lying in these
may be as well to attempt an explanation of their
,
^,
/
u
well

this

tion of

it

The

presence.

,

,

obelisk

,

,

i

and the three

.

,

colossal statues

may

belong to the reign of Amenhotep Illrd,and the fact that they are
unfinished may have been due to the sudden death of the king,
and the cessation of the work under Akhnaton, his son, whose
But as the figure of the
ideas on art and religion were so unique.
sculptor on the stele

is

erased,

it is

within the bounds of probability

and that the king
and abandoned his unfinished
On the island of Sehel there is an inscription, partly
task.
obliterated, which gives the name of a certain Amenhotep who
was in charge of the "builders of the two great obelisks," and who

to

suppose that

obliterated his

may be

this

personage

name and

fell

into disgrace,

figure,

identical with the sculptor in question, the

being those to be seen

in

custom

pay

for sculptors

to

the quarries.
for

It

two obelisks

was probably the

their work, the

money being

refunded to them by the Government when the task was comThus, when the sculptor was disgraced his works would be
plete.
Had
left lying in the quarries, the king refusing to pay for them.
the Government paid in the first instance it would have made use
of the statues under the direction of a new artist. The sarcophagi,
which are of later date, were probably abandoned during one of the
rebellions or invasions of the

The main

There

works from visitor
quan-ies

Graeco-Roman period.

else to see in these interesting quarries,

is little

may now

return by train or as he came.

It

and the

may be

of

mention some of the main works executed in granite
obtained from here. Besides the great granite blocks employed
in so many temples, there are the huge obelisks of the XVIIIth
dynasty, especially those of Hatshepsut and Thothmes Ilird;
the colossal statues of Rameses llnd at the Ramesseum, at
Memphis, and elsewhere the sarcophagus of Merenptah in his
tomb at Thebes some of the Apis sarcophagi in the Serapeum at
Sakkara a chapel mentioned by Herodotus, which was transported
to Sais, and which consisted of a single block of such size that its
transport is said to have occupied 2000 men for three years and
a cubical shrine also mentioned by Herodotus as being at Buto,
and which, from measurements given by him, must have weighed
interest to

;

;

;

;

about 7000 tons.
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THE WAIJ,
The

great wall

of

Aswan

of considerable interest to the
does not present a very striking
appearance to tlie tourist, it might well form the object of a desert
ride to those who are spending some time in Aswan.
On this
excursion one sets out eastward from the Cataract Hotel, towards
the mediiEval cemetery
and presently one turns sharply to the
right along a good road, passing the English cemetery on one's
The wall passed along the side of this road, but it is
right hand.
now so much ruined that it is not until one has ridden about a mile
that it becomes noticeable.
From here onwards, however, it is
quite clear, and in places it rises to a considerable height.
It is
built of sun-dried bricks, and originally seems to have been a very
formidable fortification. One may follow it until it reaches the
antiquarian, and, although

is

it

;

river

some distance

The

'

to the north of Sheilal station.

history of the wall

seems

fairly clear.

Its object, since

it

runs in a single line from Aswan to Sheilal, was evidently the
protection of the Cataract shipping from the raids of the Negroes
coming from the east and south-east. It seems to have been one
of many fortifications erected during the reigns of Amenemhat Ilnd,
Senusert Ilnd, and Senusert Ilird, when the dangers of a negro

invasion were very real. The wall was already built in the third
year of Senusert Ilnd, for it was then inspected by a certain
official named Hapi, who has left an inscription on one of the
rocks behind the fortification, not far from its southern end, stating
that he had come to visit the fortresses of Wawat.
Wawat was
the name of the north part of Lower Nubia, and the point at
which the inscription is written, being south of the Egyptian
frontier at Sehel, was actually in Wawat.
Until the reign of
Senusert Ilird the wall must have been of considerable use in
preventing these raids and the desultory sniping which the
Egyptians had had to endure while hauling their boats up the
But when Senusert IlIrd had finally conquered the
Cataract.
Ethiopians and had driven them behind the Second Cataract it
fell into disuse, and it was probably not again garrisoned, unless
the Romans in their wars with the Nubians and Blemmyes made
use of it.
At various points along this road there are rock inscriptions
These have been numbered in white paint
of some interest.

History of
''^^^ ^^'^l'-
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Inscriptions on

the rocks
near the
wall.

writer, in order that none should be destroyed
during the quarrying necessitated by the barrage works, and
there can also be seen the faint numerals painted by M. de
Commencing from the
Morgan, referring to his catalogue.
Aswan end of the road, one may notice No. 314 (de M. 211),
in which the 24th year of King Amenemhat Ilird is given
No. 320 (de M. 205), showing a noble adoring the cartouches
of Rameses Ilnd and No. 322 (de M. 204), showing a noble likeSome distance
wise adoring the cartouches of Amenhotep Illrd.
farther on one comes to a knoll of rock on which are some valuNo. 474 (de M. 9) is a stele dated
able historical inscriptions.
in the ist year of Thothmes Ilnd, which states that a rebellion
above the Second Cataract had been announced, that the Egyptian
inhabitants were flying, that the king therefore had led an army
No. 476
thither and that he had utterly defeated the Ethiopians.
(de M. 11) is dated in the 5th year of Amenhotep Illrd, and
again tells of a rebellion in Ethiopia crushed by the king. No.
477 (de M. 14) is dated in the 2nd year of Rameses Ilnd, and
A short disgives a bombastic account of his various conquests.
tance to the east there is a stele of the time of Septah, numbered
One sees Septah enthroned, while the chancellor
471 (de M. 6).
Bey, who was the most important personage of the period, stands
behind him
and before them the Viceroy of Ethiopia, Sety,
bows.

by the present

;

:

;

;

ROCK INSCRIPTIONS
Inscriptions near
the town.

Beside these inscriptions alongside of the great wall, there are
very

many

Aswan.

A

others on the east

few

will

bank of the

be observed

in

river, in

and around

a small public garden just to

No. 12 here shows Rameses
Ilnd enthroned, welcoming Setau, the Viceroy of Ethiopia, who
bows before him and No. 13 gives the cartouche of Senusert Ist.
Below this garden the rocks jut out into the water, and rounding
this promontory by boat one sees numerous large inscriptions and
figures, against each of which the number is conspicuous in white
paint.
No. 44 is dated in the third year of Thothmes Ist No.
46 shows two figures adoring the cartouches of Rameses Illrd;
No. 49 probably shows Rameses Ilnd extending his hand to a
bowing official No. 48 represents Khnum adored by Rameses
the south of the railway station.

;

;

;

ROrK TXSrRTl^rTOXS
Unci, his wife Ast-nefert,

liis

eldest son I'rince

413
Kliaemuast, his

son Prince Ranicses, his daug^hter Princess liant-antha, and liis
son Prince Mcreiiptah, famous as the probable Pharaoh of the
Exodus. No. 49 was inscribed by the famous Senmut in honour
of Hatshepsut.
No. 50 shows Amenhotep llird and his queen,
No. 54
the famous Thiy, receiving the homaj^e of an official
No. 55 is
represents Amenhotep Ilird worshipping Khnum
an inscription recording that Prince Khaemuast celebrated the
festival of the 37th anniversary of the accession of his father
Rameses Ilnd. Opposite the Nilometer there is a niche cut in
No. 56,
the rock, in which is a much-damaged crouching figure.
beside this niche, shows an official adoring Harmachis, and next
to this is the cartouche of Amenhotep Ilird and the figure of the
Viceroy of Ethiopia, Merimes. Along the promenade at AswAn
a few inscriptions of the Middle Kingdom are to be found,
dedicated to Khnum, Satet, and Anuket by various officials.
Perhaps the most interesting of these rock records is the large The stele
relief and inscription, numbered 23, which dates from the reign of of AkhnaAkhnaton, and which is to be found on a rock immediately under
the south-east side of the house belonging to Dr. Leiyh Canney,
It appears that Akhnaton, the
opposite the Cataract Hotel.
famous king who renounced the worship of Amen and the other
Egyptian gods in favour of that of Aton, the sun-god, sent his
master-sculptor, Bek, to Aswan to see to the quarrying of some
Bek improved the occasion by
granite for one of his works.
cutting this scene upon the rocks here, and inscribing a few
He
laudatory sentences in honour of his extraordinary master.
here calls himself Chief of Works in the Red Mountain (/".<'. the
red granite hills of Aswan), and Chief of the Sculptors on the
great and mighty monuments of the king in the Temple of Aton.
He mentions the interesting fact that the king himself had taught
him his art, for it will be remembered that Akhnaton originated
an entirely new style of drawing and sculpture during his short
;

;

reign.

Bek

states

that his father,

who was named Men, was

Chief of Works in the Red Mountain under Amenhotep Hlrd.
The scene represents Bek standing with flowers in his hand
before Akhnaton, whose figure has been erased at a later date
and the characteristic sun's rays terminating in small hands, will
be observed streaming down upon the two figures. The other
half of the scene shows Men presenting a food-offering to a statue
;

of

Amenhotep

1 1 1

rd.

Several inscriptions are to be found on the rocks to the south of
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Inscriptions
south of

Aswan.

No. 28 mentions the 6th (?) year of Senusert
Ilird; No. 33 gives the cartouches of Senusert Ilnd and No. 35
gives those of Queen Amenardes and Kashta of the XXVth
dynasty (B.C. 700) farther to the south, along the river's edge,
the Cataract Hotel.

;

;

mainly of the Middle Kingdom.
Opposite the southern extremity of the island of Sehel there is an
inscription (No. 372) dated in the 41st year of Menthuhotep Ilird,
the king whose great temple at Der el Bahri has been recently
discovered.
Of the many hundreds of other inscriptions covering
the rocks of the eastern bank of the river near the south end of
Sehel, that is to say, overlooking the cataract, there are none
which call for special mention here.
A few inscriptions in the desert to the west of Aswan are to
be seen, but are not of great importance.
are

numerous

inscriptions,

ELEPHANTINE
Situation,

&c.

The

island of Elephantine extends for about a mile and a half
of the town of Aswan, the north end lying opposite the

in front

and schools, and the south end opposite the Cataract
At the north end stands the Savoy Hotel surrounded by
gardens
south-east of this is the village of El Ramleh, and
beyond it are verdant fields extending to the village of EI Kom,
which lies near the southern end of the island. To the south-east
of this village, on the edge of the water opposite the railway
station, stands the rest-house of the Public Works Department,
beside which are the Nilometer and the temple terraces. The
hospital

Hotel.

;

The
Terraces.

southern extremity of the island, behind the rest-house, is covered
with the ruins of the ancient city, temples, and fortress of Elephantine.
The visitor will find the Nilometer of some interest, but
there is nothing else on the island which is likely to attract any but
archaeologists, although a walk over the mounds, from which there
is a fine view to the south, will not be found amiss.
In order to obtain a good view of the massive walls overhanging the river, in which the Nilometer is constructed, it will be best
From the river one
to approach this part of the island by boat.
sees that above the granite boulders a masonry wall has been
constructed to a great height, and extending for some considerable

the

length

along

mass of masonry

the water's edge.

juts out into a

At the south end

kind of

lofty

pier,

while

Er.EPII.WTTXE
at

the

noitli

end a small openinjf
This pier

Nilometer.

is

built

in
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the

wall

leads

to

the

partly of blocks of stone taken

from ruins of earlier date, and here and there inscribed pieces are
to be seen.
These include blocks with the names of Thothmes
IVth and Rameses Ilnd upon them and in the inner face of the
south side to be seen from the top of the pier is a long and
important inscription of Rameses Ilnd in two pieces. The pier is
built upon a granite boulder on which is boldly cut the cartouches
and Horus-name of Nefer-ab-Ra Psametik Ilnd (No. 60).
A
similar inscription occurs a few yards to the north of this.
The visitor should land at the Nilometer, the entrance to which The
-^ '•o"!''^*'''stands clear of the water in the winter. A passage about three
yards long leads into the masonry, and, turning to the south, a
flight of steps running parallel with the river ascends to the top of
the wall, at which level the ruins of the ancient temple lie.
The
roofing blocks of the passage are of granite, though the rest of the
material used is sandstone
but only the lower part remains
covered, the stairway being now open to the sunlight.
Near the
bottom of the steps is a casement by which the passage was
lighted when the roof was intact.
It seems that originally this
stairway and passage were constructed as a means of exit from the
temple above, or perhaps the steps were used for the ceremonies
in which the priests descended to the water's edge to make offerings to the Nile gods.
During the tlood-time the water crept up
the stairs day by day, and the priests found it useful to mark the
levels upon the walls of the passage when the highest and lowest
points were reached, and soon the place had become the official
Nilometer. It was used mainly in the Roman period, and perhaps
does not date earlier than that time. In 1822 it was re-discovered,
and in 1870 Mahmud Bey, the eminent native astronomer, began
to re-use it.
On the walls the ancient markings may be seen with
Greek and demotic inscriptions attached. The modern gauge is
inscribed on marble tablets let into the wall.
Strabo states that
the levels of the water were published for the information of the
people, and that taxes were raised or lowered in accordance with
;

—

—

;

the extent of the flood as registered here.
Ascending the steps to the top of the passage the visitor finds The
himself upon what was once the courtyard of the temple. Turn- Terraces.
ing to the south, past a modern water-wheel, a walk of fifty yards
or so along the edge of the wall brings him to a point at which
the side wall of a part of the temple is still standing.
There are

two recesses

in the wall, with large protected

windows or case-
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The
Temple
of Trajan.

ments, through which one may look sheer down on the rocks and
water below. A few yards farther to the south is the promontory
or pier of masonry which has just been mentioned, beyond which
the wall does not extend for more than three or four yards.
Turning now to the west, that is to say turning one's back on
the river, heaps of potsherds, bricks, and debris are seen extending
over all the southern part of the island the only remains of the
A few paces to the west the ruins of
great city of Elephantine.
the temple in connection with the river wall and Nilometer are
Here one sees
partly exposed between two mounds of rubbish.
the base of a column, inscribed with the cartouche of Trajan,

—

upon a platform of stone blocks taken from earlier ruins,
being built upon the drums of columns from earlier
These drums originally belonged to a temple of
temples.
Thothmes IVth, but were reinscribed by Rameses Ilnd. The
stones of the platform and those lying at random near by have
upon them the cartouches of Thothmes I\'th and of Rameses
rising

this platform

Illrd.

Temple

of

Alexander
Ilnd, &c.

A

few yards

to the

west of these ruins stands a granite gateway

Only the two sides
of the gateway are standing, and on the east face of these there
are reliefs in which the king is seen worshipping Khnum and
West of the gateway are many fallen granite
other deities.
inscribed with the

names of Alexander Ilnd.

seem to suggest that the gateway led into a small
temple or shrine facing east. It will be remembered that when
Alexander the Great died, his son, who was still a boy, was probut it was not long before the various generals
claimed king
revolted,- each making himself king of the country he was governPtolemy Soter loyally supported the young Alexander for
ing.
some time, and this gateway was probably built for the king by
But when Alexander was murdered, Ptolemy made
his orders.

blocks, which

;

Other
temples.

and the visitor will notice amongst
himself Pharaoh of Egypt
the ruins here a few blocks bearing his cartouches, the name
Ptolemy being written sometimes in its early form Pthulmys. At
various parts of the mounds there are blocks of stones from the
one or two are seen to bear the cartouches of
temples
;

;

Amenhotep Ilnd, while others bear those of Thothmes Illrd.
Near the modern houses at the north of the mounds stands a
granite seated statue of Merenptah, the so-called Pharaoh of the
Exodus. The statue is of poor workmanship, and is hardly worth
glancing at. It has already been stated in the last chapter that on
this island there existed a beautiful temple of Amenhotep llird,
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and another of Tliotlimes Illrd, both of wliich were ruthlessly
destroyed in 1822 and it will be realised that in olden times this
end of the island must have appeared very much as does Phikt,
with buildings rising in all directions and with terraces overlooking
;

the water.

The Department of Antiquities performed some excavations Excava^'^^"^•
here some years ago, and recently M. Clermont Ganneau and
Dr. Rubensohn have conducted works of importance on the island.
IJoth these explorations have resulted in the uncovering of the
houses of the Aramaic town, and of parts of the temple buildings.
One of the most interesting '"finds'' of recent years was made
here by M. Clermont Ganneau's party in 1907. Immediately
behind the rest-house a chamber was discovered in which were
several small stone sarcophagi, and on opening these they were
found to contain the mummies of the sacred rams of Khnum, of
The bodies were enclosed in cartonnage
the Ptolemaic period.
cases, covered with gold-leaf, each being modelled in the form of
a ram.
.Much of the town debris has been dug out by the sebakliin^ i.e.
the peasants who are authorised by the government to carry away
The
the ancient rubbish to place upon their fields as manure.
destruction wrought by these peasants is enormous, but it is
necessary that manure should be provided, and it has not been
found practicable to place artificial fertilising matter at the disThe scbakhhi have hacked their way
posal of the farmers.
through the ruins of the various towns of Elephantine, until they
have reached, in some places, the levels of the early dynasties
and here they have from time to time found papyri, some of
which contained the invaluable correspondence of those princes
of Elephantine whose tombs will be described in the next chapter.*
In the upper levels they have discovered papyri such as those
Aramaic documents described above. The amount of historical
records which has been destroyed under their picks is no doubt
;

large

but

;

where ancient and modern

interests

clash

it

will

be readily understood that the former have often to be ignored.
These excavations have in places exposed the ancient brick wall
which enclosed the city, and this may be seen on the south-east
and south-west of the island, where it still stands to some
height.

On
the

a granite boulder, over which this wall passes, is inscribed Rock
of a certain Khufu-ankh, an official who lived at the end of "ascrip-

name
1

Some
27

tions.

of these precious documents are

now

in the Berlin

Museum.
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the reign of the great King Khufu of the IVth dynasty. This is
the oldest rock inscription in the Aswan neighbourhood. Another

granite boulder lying to the south of the village of El Kom and
north of the rest-house (No. 61-63) bears the names of King
Unas of the Vth dynasty, Pepy 1st and Ilnd of the Vllth

dynasty, Antefaa of the Xlth dynasty, and Amenemhat 1st of
the Xllth dynasty. On the rocks on the east and west of the
island a few other inscriptions are to be seen, but these are not of
sufficient interest to call for

mention here.

One other antiquity remains to be recorded, and for some this
may have a considerable interest. It is a deep well dating proand it is to be found just to the
bably from Ptolemaic times
north of the rest-house. The sides of the well are made of broken
stones, and a footpath, some 20 inches wide, winds round at a
sharp incline to the bottom, which is now choked. The well is
still some 25 feet deep, and at the top the diameter is about 12
;

As no other ancient well is known anywhere in the neighbourhood, it seems quite possible that this is the place where
Eratosthenes obtained his first datum for the measuring of the
Eratosthenes, it may be remembered, was an Athenian
earth.
scientist who lived 276-196 B.C., and was attached to the museum
While at Aswan he noticed that the noon sun
at Alexandria.
feet.

at

midsummer

fell

perpendicularly into a certain well, casting no

shadow. At Alexandria at the same time he observed that the
angle determined by the shadow of the sun-gnomon equalled onefiftieth of a circle, and he reckoned from this that the distance
from Alexandria to Aswan must equal the fiftieth part of a
meridian circle. Thus he developed his famous theory of shadows
from these data, and this method of measuring the earth is, of
It cannot be said with certainty that this
course, still employed.
is the famous well, but it is situated near the temple precincts in
which Eratosthenes most probably stayed, and by its large size it
would at once attract the eye were there no shadow in it.
The high granite rocks which rise on the east side of Elephantine near the Nilometer, and opposite these on the mainland
between the Cataract Hotel and the railway station, form a kind
of pass which is conspicuous for its rugged beauty. These rocks
''
seem to have been known in ancient times as the kerli, or

A

certain official in Lower Egypt told
sources, of Elephantine."
Herodotus that between Elephantine and Syene (Aswan) there were

two peaks of rock called Krophi and Mophi, from between which
the Nile gushed, part of it flowing southwards to Ethiopia, and part
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northwards through Egypt.
This wild story indicates that the
priests of Khninn at Elephantine claimed that one of that god's
abodes lay here beneath the waters between Krophi and Mophi
;

perhaps, in rivalry with the priests of Phikv, who believed
that the god lived under the rocks of Bigeh Island, opposite the
temple of I sis at Phihr. In very early times it is probable that
this being,

the Egyptians considered that the source of the Nile was at the
First Cataract, but when Lower Nubia began to be known, the
source became a mystery which they believed would not be revealed

man

to

until, after

death, he had penetrated to the Twelfth Gate

of the Underworld.

SEHEL
The
Aswan,

island of Sehel, which lies
at the foot of the cataract,

The scenery
interested

in

is

some distance

to the north of Situation,

may be

by sailing boat. *^

visited

rugged and picturesque, and the

antiquities

will

find

much

visitor

who

is

there to interest him.

With a favourable wind the excursion occupies about three hours
but some will find it pleasant to take their lunch with them, and to
picnic on the splendid rocks of the island.
Extensive quarrying
goes on at present at the east side of the island, where the visitor
lands, but passing these works and walking south-westward, an
open plain will be reached which lies between three groups of rocks.
These rocks are covered with over 250 inscriptions, some of which
are of great historical importance. Alonsieur de Morgan numbered
and catalogued most of these, but the numerals had in many cases
;

and there was some danger that the inscriptions might be
unwittingly by the quarrymen.
The present writer,
therefore, renumbered all of them as conspicuously as possible.
faded,

damaged

By

the following

to identify

M.

list

of these inscriptions the reader will be able The

most of those which have

historical value.

No. 70 (de

Chief of the Builders in the Temple of Amen, Chief Sculptor
Temple of Ptah, and Chief Vase-maker in the Palace,
Amenemapt.
No. 72 (de M. 3), Viceroy of Ethiopia, Hora.
No. 75 (de M. 5), High Priest of Sebek and Anpu. No. 76 (de
M. 8), Viceroy of Ethiopia, Huy, adoring the cartouches of
in

i),

the

Rameses Ilnd. No. 78 (de M. 11), Cartouches of King Neferhotep of the XII Ith dynasty. No. 79 (de IVI. 12), Cartouches of
Senusert IlIrd of the XI Ith dynasty. No. 80 (de M. 10), Car-

in-

scriptions.
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touches of
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Aahmes Ilnd

of the

XXVIth

dynasty.

No. 8i (de

M. 2i) is reserved for particular mention at the end of this hst.
No. 82 (de M. 22), Cartouches of Neferhotep. No. 83 (de M. 20)
No. 86 (de M. 13) also to be
reserved for particular mention.
No. 87 (de M. 14), Cartouches of Senusert Illrd.
recorded later.
Nos. 88 and 89 (de M. 15 and 16), Cartouches of Neferhotep.
No. 91 (de M. 18) to be discussed later, as is also No. 92 (de M. 19).
No. 96 (de M. 29), Viceroy of Ethiopia, Sety, adoring the cartouches
No. 99 (de M. 30), A High Priest
of Septah in his third (?) year.
No. loi (de M. 31), Viceroy of
of Khnum, Satet, and Anuket.
Ethiopia, Paser. No. 105 (de M. 44), The relatives of King N'eferhotep. No. Ill (de M. 39), Neferhotep before the goddess Anuket.
No. 112 (de M. 4o)to be described later. No. 117 (de M.48), High
No. 133, Royal Fan-bearer,
Priest of Khnum, Satet, and Anuket.
Captain of the Archers, Governor of the gold-countries of Amen
No. 137 (de M. 63), The thirty-third year of
in Lower Nubia.
Rameses llnd, when a jubilee was celebrated. No. 145, HaPrince, Scribe of the Nome of Elephantine, Accountant of the Gold
No. 146, Cartouches of Amenhotep Hlrd, and figure
of the City.
of the Vizir Rames, whose tomb at Thebes is described on
page 160. No. 15O;, High Priest of Amen, Amenhotep. No. 159
(de M. 89), Prince Usersatet, and Chief of the Builders of the North
and South, Rera. No. 161 (de M. 84), Prince Thothmes. No. 164,
No. 165, Prince
Scribe of the account of the Gold, Aahmes.
Merimes and the cartouche of Amenhotep Hlrd. No. 173 (de M.
93),Officials adoring cartouches of Merenptah. No. 177 (de M. 102),
Captain of Pharaoh's archers. No. 183 (de M. no), Chief Ritual
No. 186
Priest of Kubban (near Dakkeh in Lower Nubia).
de M. 113), Scribe and overseer of the builders of " Sun of Rulers,"
Merira. This is the name of the unfinished colossus of Amenhotep
llird in the Aswan quarries. No. 198, Viceroy of Ethiopia, Amenhotep. No. 199 (de M. 132), Figures of Rameses Ilird and gods.
No. 203 (de M. 135), Captain of the archers of Thoth, Chief of the

No. 206
Builders, Chief Ritual Priest, Ptah-hotepu of Memphis.
M. 138), Royal Ambassador, Master of the King's Horse,

(de

Menkheper, an official of the court of Rameses Ilnd. No. 208
M. 140), Partly erased inscription of the Chief of the Builders
As the name is
in charge of the two Great Obelisks, Amenhotep.
partly erased, this may be the sculptor who was disgraced, and
who left his various works unfinished in the Aswan quarries.
No. 213 (de M. 148), Cartouches of Amenhotep llnd. No. 215,
Rameses Ilnd worshipping gods, and below him a figure of the

(de
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Viceroy of Ethiopia, Hiiy. No. 217, Cartouche of Rameses Illrd,
No. 221. Cartouches of Rameses Ilnd, and figure of tlie Chief of
No. 232, Vizir Pascr before cartouches of
the Builders, Nekhtu.
\o. 237, Viceroy of Ethiopia, Setau, before
Rameses Ilnd.
Anuket, and cartouches of Rameses Ilnd. No. 245 (de M. 182),
Figure of the Chief of the Goldsmiths of the Temple of Khnum,
holding a statue of a ram, while near him are a pair of balances
marked " gold." No. 254, Cartouches of Rameses Ilnd. No. 262
(de M. 197), Scribe of the Temple of Amen and .Superintendent
of the Seal of the Lands of the South, Kiinum-em-heb, adorinj^

Rameses Ilnd. No. 278 (de M. 218), Thothmes IlIrd worshipping
Khnum, Satet, and Anuket. No. 282 (de M. 214), Guardian of the
Temple of Khnum and Satet of Sehel, Nebmeh. No. 290, Guardian
of the Temple of Anuket of Sehel, Mersu.
No. 295 (de M. 204),
High Priest and Divine Father of Khnum. No. 297 (de M. 203),
Captain of the Archers, Chief of the Builders in the Temples of
Ra, Amen, and Ptah, May. No. 303, Chief Sculptor of the Temple
of Ra, &c., Amenemapt.
In the above

list

there are certain

a further explanation.
at the north

No. 81

end of the

is

above the cataract.

island, high

written in Ptolemaic times, but

inscriptions which

require The Zeser

a long inscription cut on the rocks
It

was

'nscrip'°"^'

the story of a great famine

tells

devastated Egypt in the reign of King Zeser of the
Ilird dynasty, 3000 B.C.
It states that Zeser, being at a loss to
know what to do, sent up to Elephantine, where he believed the
source of the Nile to be located and the priests there told him that

which

;

Khnum. Zeser therefore
dedicated to him the land between the Plgyptian frontier and the
island of Takompso, near Dakkeh, in Lower Nubia
and he
restored his ruined temples at Elephantine.
The fact that the
inscription was placed at the southern extremity of Sehel, combined with the fact that at this point so many persons have
the famine was due to the anger of the god

;

inscribed their names, indicates that this point was actually the
frontier of Egypt.

Inscriptions Nos. 83, 86, 91, 92, and 12 all refer to a canal which The
was constructed by Senusert Ilird of tlic .\IIth dvnasty during his ^ataract
Canal,
^
,
.1
T'.i
great campaigns agamst the Ethiopians. An inscription on the
west side of the island towards its south end states that the canal
was made in the king's eighth year, and was 150 cubits in length,
20 in breadth, and 15 in depth. It was called " Beautiful are the
ways of Senusert Illrd." Another inscription of Senusert IlIrd
referring to this canal is written at the south end of the island, and
1

'

•

•

1
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that the canal passed along the west and
south sides of Sehel. The first inscription overlooks the water at
a narrow point of the river between the island and the village of
Mahetta on the mainland. There are here many rocks rising from
the water, and it is probable that the canal ran between one of these
rocky islands and Sehel, thus avoiding the great rush of water which

thus one

may suppose

The canal, of
passed down under the rocks of the mainland.
course, was merely a passage so levelled and protected that a
rapid but steady flow of water ran down it, against which the
Thothmes 1st found
galleys could be pulled with relative ease.
the canal choked with stones, and ordered it to be cleared; and
Thothmes Ilird again caused it to be cleared of stones, giving
instructions that the fishermen of Elephantine should each year
remove
Temples
Sehel.

at

all

obstructions from

it.

From the various inscriptions on the rocks one sees at once
Khnum, Satet, and Anuket were the gods of the island; but

that
it

is

perhaps to Anuket that the greatest honour is here paid. A small
shrine, now almost entirely destroyed, was erected to her by
Amenhotep Ilnd and the name of a guardian of this temple has
On the west
already been noticed amongst the rock inscriptions.
side of the island, near a modern village, there are a few blocks of
stone, covered with reliefs, which formed part of a temple built by
Ptolemy IVth Philopator, apparently in honour of the same gods.
A few late inscriptions, some written in Greek, show that the
island was still visited by many travellers and officials in late
;

times.

CHAPTER XX
THE TOMBS OF THE PRINCES OF ELEPHANTINE
—THE MONASTERY OF ST. SIMEON — OTHER
TOMBS AND ROCK INSCRIPTIONS ON THE
WEST BANK— THE NUBIAN HIGHROAD
THE TOMBS

npHE

tombs of the princes of Elephantine, sometimes called Situation.
the Grenfell tombs, owing to the fact that some of them were
opened by Sir Francis Grenfell (assisted by Dr. Budge) in 1885,
*•

should be visited by

They

are

all

those

who

take any interest

in antiquities.

situated on the slope of the high sand-covered

hills

which form the west bank of the river, at a point almost opposite
the northernmost end of the island of Elephantine.
High above
the tombs stands the Mohammedan Shrine known as Koubet Ali
el Howa, which is a landmark for many miles around, and after
which the tombs are now generally named.
At the water's
edge there are tumbled granite rocks, half buried in golden sand,
from above which an ancient double stairway of about ninety steep
steps leads up to the terrace of the tombs.
These monuments
should be visited in the afternoon, as the hillside is then in
shadow, and the ascent is thus less trying. Ample time should be
allowed for the excursion, as the small sailing boats have some
difficulty in rounding the island of Elephantine and reaching the
western shore, unless the wind is entirely favourable. Tickets of
admission should not be forgotten.

On

reaching the summit of the stairway the visitor finds himself The lomb
courtyard of the joint tombs of Prince Mekhu, and his son, "^ ^''-'•^hu.
Prince Sabna. The doorway at the south end of this court is
entered, which brings one into the great and sombre tomb of the
former prince, numbered 25.
As has already been stated in
Chapter X\TII, Prince Mekhu lost his life while travelling in Lower
Nubia, during the reign of Pepy Ilnd of the Vlth dynasty. It
in the
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seems that Mekhu was murdered by the inhabitants of a district
somewhere in
the neighbourhood of the modern Tomas^ not far above Korosko.
Two persons of Mekhu's company, a ship's captain named Antef,
and an overseer named Behkesa, escaped to tell the news and
Sabna, the son of Mekhu, very pluckily organised an expedition for
the purpose of finding the murdered prince's body.
He succeeded
in bringing the body back to Aswan, and it was buried with great
state in this tomb. Mekhu's titles were Ha-Fnnce, Royal Registrar,
Sole Companion (a title held by the king's intimates), and Ritual
Priest.
On the west side of the doorway, as one enters, Mekhu is
seen clad in a panther skin and kilt, his wife with him, and persons
are bringing him offerings.
On the left side of the doorway
Mekhu is shown together with a male relation named Baa. One
now passes into a gloomy hall, the roof of which is supported by
eighteen round and somewhat rough pillars, on some of which
there are crude figures and inscriptions.
A curious bench-like
altar stands between the third and fourth pillars of the middle
row.
It is formed of a slab of stone resting on three upright slabs.
In the back wall of the tomb behind this altar there is a recess
screened on either side by high walls and at the back of this
recess, lit by a ray of light, is a false door or stele, inscribed with
a prayer to Anubis and Osiris for the soul of Mekhu. The only
part of the tomb walls which retains any decoration is that on the
right as one enters.
Here we see Mekhu leaning on his stafif
while persons sacrifice to him and beyond are harvest scenesploughing, cutting the corn, and conveying it away on donkeys.
The burial chamber is approached by an inclined passage, now
filled up, which leads from the north-west corner of the hall.
The front entrance to the next tomb which belonged to Prince
Sabna is now blocked, and one approaches it through the tomb of
Mekhu, of which it is a continuation. It is numbered 26. Sabna
held the titles of //a-Fnnce, Royal Registrar, Sole Companion,
Ritual Priest, and Governor of the Lands of the South.
The
rescue of his father's bodv was conducted bv him in the followinsr
manner. Sabna took with him a troop of soldiers and a hundred
asses bearing presents with which to pacify hostile chiefs and,
having sent information to the king to justify his absence, he set
out for Arthet, probably along the caravan road which leads to the
modern Tomas. There he found the body, and having made a
rough coffin for it, he loaded it upon an ass. Difficulties were
now experienced owing to the hostility of the natives, and Sabna
called Mether, in the province of Utheth, or Arthet,

;

;

;

:
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them presents of incense, clothing, and an elephant
three cubits long at the same time stating that he also had

therefore sent
tusk,

;

a tusk six

rendered.

(

ubits long, which miglit be given in return for assistance

This

had the desired

effect,

and Sabna started on the

return journey with his precious burden.

Just as he neared his

home he was met by a shipload of emljalmers, priests and mourners,
sent from Memphis by the king, who had been pleased and
touched on hearing of Sabna,'s filial piety. The king also wrote a
which he said " I will do for you«every excelreward for this great deed of bringing back your
father."
After the burial Sabna went down to Memphis, and was
there presented to the Pharaoh, who lavished upon him all manner
Returning to
of gifts, from an ointment-l)ox to a grant of land.
Elephantine he lived in prosperity, and was at last buried in the
tomb now to be described.
The hall of the tomb contains fourteen pillars in two rows.
Above the blocked entrance there is a square window now closed
with a grating an unusual feature in a tomb, and intended, probably, as an exit foi the soul of the deceased when he went to
letter to

Sabna,

in

:

lent thing as a

—

Some of the pillars are
again tlie scenes of his lifetime.
decorated with figures and inscriptions, one near the door showing
a figure of Sabna.
On the back wall of the hall there is a scene
representing Sabna in a boat spearing fish, and amongst the reeds
hunting birds with a boomerang. Just to the south of this are
two rough steles cut in the rock, followed by the main stele which
Reis inscribed with a prayer to Anubis for the soul of Sabna.
turning through the tomb of Mekhu to the courtyard outside, and
looking at the entrance to the tomb of Sabna, it will be seen that
figures of the deceased are cut on either side, while his son and
visit

other persons are represented offering to him.
A stairway leads from the north end of this courtyard to a

pathway

at a higher level,

and walking along

this

one passes a

tomb numbered 27, also Tomb of
This is a small, Heqab.
uninscribed, and so on to a tomb numbered 28.
low chamber, not much over three feet in height, and thus it is too

small, uninscribed

small to enter, but
shaft,

now

filled

tomb

it

;

a blocked-up

may be

seen quite well from outside.

up, led from this

little

room down

A

to the burial

chamber below. On the north wall the deceased, who is named
Heqab, is represented as a negro, and he is shown shooting with
On the south wall he is accompanied by
a bow and arrows.
male and female

relatives.

It

is

possible that this

Heqab

is

the

son of Prince Serenpitua who lived at the beginning of the Xllth
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Tomb

of
Serenpitu.

dynasty, and whose tomb, in which a son of that name is mentioned,
will presently be described.
The path now leads past three tomb entrances to a large tomb
numbered 31, entered through a courtyard excavated in the face
This is perhaps the finest tomb here. It was built for
of the hill.
Prince Serenpitu, who lived during or soon after the reign of Amenemhat Ilnd, and whose titles were Erpa-Zia-Frmce, Royal RegisSole Companion, Superintendent of the Priests of Khnum
and Satet,'and Captain of the Troops of the Door of the Southern
Lands. Serenpitu was the son of a lady named Satet-hotep and

trar,

;

as the

tomb

Senusert

of Serenpitua, a prince

who

lived during the reign of

contains a reference to a daughter Satet-hotep, one
suppose that Serenpitu was the grandson of Seren-

1st,

may perhaps

pitua by this daughter Satet-hotep.

One enters a carefully excavated hall, the roof of which is
supported by six square pillars. There are no inscriptions in this
hall, but on the right side of the aisle stands a fine granite table of
A
offerings inscribed with the name and titles of the deceased.
flight of nine steps ascends to a long, narrow passage which peneThere are three
trates into the rock in the axial line of the tomb.
niches on either side of this passage, in each of which stands an
Osirid figure sculptured from the living rock.

;

;

Tombs of
Aku and
Khua.

On

the

left

wall of

near the entrance, there is a good painting representing Serenpitu, who stands holding a staff and baton (called kherp),
while behind him is his son. Visitors should be careful not to
touch this painting, which, being quite exposed, is, so to speak,
in their care.
At the end of the passage there is a small chamber
having four pillars, upon each of which a figure of the owner of the
tomb is shown. At the west end of this chamber, catching the
shaft of light which penetrates through the passage, is the carefully
painted recess or shrine at which the soul of the deceased was
worshipped. On the left or south wall Serenpitu is seen with his
wife and son on the west wall he is shown seated before offerings
presented to him by his son and on the north wall he is standing
again, his mother being before the offerings.
The elaborate and
carefully painted hieroglyphs here are examples of the best work
The shaft leading down to the burial
of the kind now known.
vault descends from the north side of this chamber.
The next tomb, No. 32, is a poor copy of that of Serenpitu. A
six-pillared hall is first entered, and from this a long passage leads
back into the chamber containing the shrine. The owner was
named Aku, who seems to have lived at about the same date as
this passage,

TF-IE
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the former noble. An interesting little painting shows him seated
with his wife in a grape arbour, while his son offers him food.
After passing this tomb the main pathway ends, and one continues
the way by a smaller path which leads just under the walls of a
small Coptic monastery. At this point there is a tomb which is
half-choked with sand.
P'our pillars support the roof, and at the
end of the room is the shrine. The brief inscriptions state that the

tomb belonged

to a certain Khua, whose titles were //a-Prince,
Governor of the Palace, and .Sole Companion. Khua is said to
have made several expeditions to Punt, which was a considerable
undertaking. This and the following tombs have all been used as The Coptic
dwelling-places by the monks of the monastery. A stairway has monastery.
been cut from them up to their buildings on the rocks above. The
little monastery is constructed of unbaked bricks, and several
chambers can still be made out. It commands a magnificent view
of the river, and is not without its interest to the visitor, in spite

of

its

A

dilapidated condition.

few yards farther

is a roughly cut tomb, the entrance of which
has collapsed, leaving an eight-pillared hall exposed to the daylight.
On the east wall representations of the deceased can still
be seen seated before a table of offerings, and also hunting birds
and spearing fish. On the south wall he and his wife stand or sit
before offerings, and there are here some very damaged scenes
showing cattle being led in, birds being trapped, pots being made;
but these are very difficult to make out. The tomb was owned by
a Ritual Priest named Maaa, his wife, the Royal Handmaiden and
Priestess of Hathor, named Ankhsen, and his son the //^-Prince
Khunes, who probably lived at the end of the \'Ith dynasty.
Three small entrances are now passed, and then a larger tomb
lengthy inscriptions.
is reached, around the door of which are
Entering it one finds oneself in a small, low hall, the roof of which
is supported by four square pillars.
A sloping passage descends
to the burial chamber, while a square shaft on the left of the door
seems to have been a later burial-place. The pillars are inscribed
with the name and titles of the members of a family here buried,
while on the right of the sloping passage there is a stele also
inscribed.
The names on the pillars are those of Sabna, also
called Pepy-ankh, who was a Royal Registrar, .Sole Companion,
Ritual Priest, Caravan Conductor, and Governor of all the Lands
of the South
a personage holding the same titles named Zema,
also called Mesna
and a lady named Depemnefert, also called
;

;

Depa.

The name on

the outside inscriptions

and upon the

stele

is

Tomb

of

^'^^^ ^"d

Tombs

of

^^^"'''

Herkhut.
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famous Herkhuf, whose titles were //a-Prince, Sole
Companion, Ritual Priest, Chamber-Attendant, Judge at Nekhen,
Royal Registrar, Caravan Conductor, Privy Councillor of all the
Affairs of the South, and Governor of the South.
Unfortunately nothing is known of Sabna and Zema, but of
Herkhuf much has been told. He lived during the reigns of
Merenra and Pepy Hnd of the Vlth dynasty, and was one of the
great nobles of Elephantine.
He is said to have been a man who
gave bread to the hungry and clothing to the naked who ferried
him who had no boat who never spoke evil against any man, nor
that of the

Life of

Herkhuf.

;

;

deprived a son of his inheritance who set the fear of the king in
the heart of the foreigners and who performed journeys of explora;

;

tion never before undertaken.
While still a young man he accompanied his father, the Sole Companion and Ritual Priest Ara, on
an expedition to the land of Aam, to the north of the Second
Cataract.
He was away seven months, and returned laden with
gifts from the natives.
Later in life he made a second expedition
to Aam, and visited several other native states lying between Wady
Haifa and Korosko. Still another of these dangerous expeditions
was made to the land of Aam. Herkhuf set out on " the Oasis
road," i.e. the road which leads to the Oasis of Kurkur, and thence
branches westwards to the Oasis of El Khargeh and southwards
to Tomas.
At the junction he met some natives of Aam on their
way to invade El Khargeh, the chief and his army having already
passed through. Herkhuf did not consider it conducive to Egyptian
interests to allow the people of Aam to conquer the Oasis, and
therefore he hurried after the chief, and, by means of fair words,
induced him to turn back. This accomplished, Herkhuf seems to
have accompanied the chief to Aam, and to have returned later
with a caravan of 300 asses, laden with the presents which he had
there obtained.
While passing through other states, in the neighbourhood of the modern Derr, he met with considerable hostility
and had it not been for the fact that he had with him some of the
much-feared soldiers of Aam it might have fared ill with him. A
display of force resulted in the complete submission of these tribes,
and he was conducted back to the desert roads in safety. Herkhuf,
on his return, set out to visit the king at Memphis, and on his way
clown stream he was met by one of the king's galleys which had
brought him a royal present of cakes, bread, wine, beer, and other
;

provisions.

In the second year of

Herkhuf made a

Pepy Hnd, who was then still a boy,
Aam, and there he was fortunate

fourth journey to
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procure one of the pygmies which some trader had
captured in the lands farther south.
Having lirouglu the pygmy
safely to Aswan, he informed the king, and in reply received liic
to

•

following letter
" Royal seal

:—

Tin; king's
year 2, third month of the first season, day 15.
decree to the Sole Companion, the Ritual Priest, k-ltcr to
Hcrkhuf.
the Caravan Conductor, Herkhuf
" I have noted the matter of this your letter, which you have sent
to me, the king, to the palace, in order that I might know that you
have returned in safety from Aam with the army which was with
you.
You say in your letter that you have brought all manner of
gifts which Hathor has given to the Kci of the king, myself.
You
say also in your letter that you have brought a holy dancing dwarf
from the Land of the Clhosts, like the dwarf which the Treasurer
Baurded brought from Somaliland in the time of King Asesa.
You say to my majesty, 'Never before has one like him been
brought by any one who has visited Aam.'
" Each year I hear that you are doing that which your lord desires
and praises you spend day and night with the caravans doing
that which your lord desires, praises, and commands.
My
majesty will give you many excellent honours which will be an
;

"The Royal

;

ornament

for the son of your son forever, so that all the people
say when they hear what my majesty has done for you, Is
there anything like this which was done for the Sole Companion,
Herkhuf, when he descended the river from Aam, because of the
will

vigilance which he

'

showed

in

doing that which his lord desired,

praised, and commanded
" Come northwards to the court immediately,
'

I

and you shall bring
dwarf with you, which you have brought living, prosperous,
and healthy from the Land of the Ghosts, to perform the dances of
the god, and to gladden the heart of the king.
When he goes
this

down

with thee into the vessel, appoint trustworthy people who
be beside him on each side of the vessel. Take care that he
does not fall into the water. When he sleeps at night appoint
trustworthy people who shall sleep beside him in his cabin.
Inspect them ten times a night.
My majesty desires to see this
dwarf more than the gifts of Sinai or of Somaliland.
If you
arrive at court this dwarf being with you alive, prosperous, and
healthy, my majesty will do for you greater things than those
which were done for the Treasurer Baurded in the time of King
Asesa, according to the heart's desire of my majesty to see this
dwarf Commands have been sent to the Chief of the New Towns,
shall
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the Companion, and Chief Priest, to command that sustenance be
taken from him in every store, city, and every temple without
stint."

In this letter one can see the excitement of the boy-Pharaoh,

and one can only hope that the pygmy proved as amusing to him
Herkhuf does not seem to have made any
as he had expected.
more expeditions after this, nor does the smallness of his tomb,
shared with other members of his family, suggest that he amassed
In leaving the tomb the visitor should look once
great wealth.
more at the inscriptions around the doorway, which relate so much
concerning the life of Herkhuf and it is not without its pathos
;

one reads there a prayer to all of us " living ones on earth
who shall pass by this tomb " to say that formula which shall
bring comfort to the soul of the old traveller. He reminds us that
he is a Ritual Priest, and therefore knows the secrets by which he
can in turn do us some small favour in the underworld.
The next tomb, No. 35, is partly filled up. It consists of a small
chamber, the roof of which is supported by two pillars; and here
and there are traces of figures and inscriptions. Around the doorway on the outside are long inscriptions, which give the name,
This
titles, and part of the biography of the noble here buried.
personage was named Pepynekht, and held the titles //«- Prince,
Sole Companion, Chamber-Attendant, Judge at Nekhen, Custodian
of the Domain and Scribe of the Phyle of the Pyramid of
Neferkara, Chief of the Phyle of the Pyramid of Merenra,
Governor of the Pyramid-city of Pepy, Royal Registrar, and
Governor of Foreign CountriesHe lived during the reign of
Pepy Ilnd of the Vllth dynasty, by whom he was much favoured.
Like Herkhuf, he is said to have been a man of high moral character, who fed the hungry and clothed the naked, and only spoke
that which was good.
It will be remembered that Prince Mekhu,
that

Tomb
Pepynekht.

of

who lived during this reign, lost his life in the province of Arthet
in Lower Nubia, and that Herkhuf had difficulties with this same
tribe on his return from Aam.
Pepynekht was ordered by the
king to take an army into the troubled district, and to chastise the
people there. This he did with much success, making a great
slaughter of their captains and chieftains, and bringing others
captive to Egypt, together with much spoil.
Pepynekht was now
sent to the Arabian or Sinaitic coast to rescue the body of a Commander of the Sailors and Caravan Conductor named Anankhet,

who had been murdered
while he was engaged

together with all his men by the Beduin,
building a ship there for a journey to

in
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but one may
recovering the body.

inscription here breaks

off,

presume that the expedition was successful in
A few \ards farther on is a tomb, the entrance of which is in the 'loiiil) of
form of a two-pillared portico and on tlie side of tlie left hand •"^""mi"'.
<Nic.
pillar there is an inscription in six horizontal hnes, reading
" Hail, living ones
all you who
are upon earth, who are
happy
you who make to flourish your professions for your
Inside the
children.
Say a prayer for the soul of Senmes."
tomb there is a four-columned hall, of good workmanship, and at
one end is a stele which gives the name of Senmes again, who
seems to have lived in the XI 11th dynasty. After this we pass
two small, uninscribed tombs, and so reach the large tomb,
numbered 36, which was the burial-place of Prince Serenpitua, a Tomb of
noble of Elephantine under Senusert 1st of the XI 1th dynasty. Serenpitua.
One first enters a large and imposing courtyard, the doorway being
built of fine white limestone, quarried probably at Toura (near
Cairo).
On either side of this doorway Serenpitua is seen seated,
and holding a staff and baton. Entering the courtyard, one sees
that the tomb has had a portico consisting of a roof of thin slabs
of stone supported upon seven square pillars. The roof has now
disappeared, but the groove in the facade of the tomb into which
;

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

it

fitted

.

.

.

.

and

.

can

.

.

still

be seen.

On

these pillars are figures of Serenpitua,

which are
Erpa-Ha-Vx'\ncQ,
and Satet, Prince {Hcridt'p aa) of Lower Nubia {Ta-Kens\ Governor of the Lands of the
South, Royal Registrar, and Sole Companion.
Little is known of
the biography of this noble, but no doubt he participated in the
activity of his master in Nubia.
At either end of the portico is a recess in which figures of
Serenpitua and his wife are shown
while at the north end
of the portico there is a square wall, which may be the burial
The scenes on the facade of the tomb are of consider- The
pit.
able interest. Commencing from the south end one sees a large fafade.
inscriptions giving

his

titles,

Superintendent of the Priests of

:

Khnum

;

representation of Serenpitua standing
in the water,

to

meet

which

his spear.

in a boat and spearing fish
quaintly drawn as though it had risen up
His wife sits in the boat and holds his legs to
is

prevent him falling.
On the prow of the boat a tame duck is
perched, which has probably been trained as a decoy.
His son,
represented below his arm, is intended to be standing upon the
Above this scene is an inscription reading " Catching
bank.
by Prince Serenpitua." Above this scene are some
fish and geese
spirited drawings of his oxen, and one sees some of these animals
:

:
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brought

to Seienpitua,

inspecting

who

leans upon his staff and

is

said to be

the cattle for a festival of the gods of Elephantine.

Beside this scene there is a large figure of Serenpitua, and behind
him a small figure carrying a staff and sandals, followed by a
hound of the single breed and a bitch of another and smaller
On the north of the doorway is a corresponding large,
breed.
figure of .Serenpitua, immediately behind which are the figures of
Next, on
a man carrying a staff and bow, and a single hound.
the upper part of the wall one sees Serenpitua seated on a throne

a hall, the roof of which is supported by three delicate columns.
Four women, each holding a flower, stand before him.
The first

in

is

his wife, "his dear one,

the next figure

is

who

is

enthroned

in his heart,"

that of his mother. Set-then

his daughter, Satet-hotep

;

and

lastly

comes

;

his

Set-thena

following her

;

is

second daughter.

Below this scene three men are shown the first is
Set-then.
" his eldest son, his beloved one, the possessor of his properties,
:

possessor of his inheritance, the excellent one of his house, the
Prince Heqab, born of the lady Set-then "
the second figure is
;

Heqab-herab

his son

Lastly there

Interior of
tie tomb o
berenpitua.

is

;

and the

third figure

is

his son

Heqabur.

a curious scene representing a girl and two boys

seated upon the ground, each holding one hand to the ear, and
extending the other with one finger pointing. They are probably
chanting a funeral song, as these attitudes are often connected
with musicians in other tomb paintings and reliefs. Around the
doorway are long inscriptions in which the titles of Serenpitua are
given at length.
Entering the tomb the visitor finds himself in a four-pillared
ji
j^
^yj^j^.]^
painted on
|^^g once been decorated with scenes ^
'

plaster

of the

men

;

but these are

doorway one can

now nearly all lost. On the south side
make out a scene representing fisher-

still

pulling at the two ends of a net which

is being dragged
The other
are shown.
scenes are too much damaged to describe, but one may discern
fragmentary boats and various figures while on the north side
of the doorway parts of an elaborately painted inscription remain.
From this hall a long passage, with a slightly vaulted roof, leads
to an inner chamber, the roof of which is supported by two pillars
and at the end of this chamber is a recess and shrine. The whole
tomb shows that considerable care and skill was expended upon
and it is evident that Serenpitua was able to comits execution

through the water,

in

which many

fish

;

;

;

mand the services of the best artists of the day.
The pathway now passes northwards, descending

slightly

and
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small toiiil), eiiclosctl by a wall, whicli is situated on
This is the
a spur of the hills about a hundred yards distant.
tonib of Kaj^em-eni-aiiu, the Hi},di I'riest of Khnuni, Satet, and
Anukct, which, by the style of the paintings, may be put down to
Icadiiii^ to

;i

the late New Empire.
It was discovered by Lady William Cecil
and Mr. Howard Carter in 1902. One first enters a courtyard,
which had a pillared gallery on either side, now almost entirely

destroyed.

The

walls of the courtyard have been covered with

paintings executed on plaster, but these were never finished, and
now are for the most part destroyed. On the west side of the
is a damaged scene showing the deceased High
between two red-robed goddesses, of which one is
At
the goddess of Amenta, who stands amidst the western rocks.
the south end of the west wall the funeral boats are shown crossing
the river from Elephantine and arriving at the western shore,
where offerings have been heaped up, and where two servants
stand weeping. The largest of the vessels is furnished with an
elaborately decorated shrine, and, drawn in outline, there are two
At the
figures of Isis and Nephthys weeping on either side of it.
north end of this wall one sees the soul of Kagem-em-ahu kneeling
before tlie cow of Hathor which emerges from the western rocks
in which it was thought to dwell. Above this there is a faint scene
of the weighing of the heart of the deceased. At the west end of

south wall there
Priest standing

the north wall
east

Kagem-em-ahu prays

end he stands before other

recognised.

On

before

deities

the east wall the

Khnum, and

now too damaged

mummy

of the

High

at the
to

Priest

be
is

seen standing upright, supported by a priest. Before the mummy
kneels his wife, whose tears are seen streaming down her face as
she casts dust upon her hair. The little figure is very well drawn,
and the breast and drapery are executed with an unusual freedom
of touch.
Behind the mummy is a stele on which his titles are
inscribed, and behind this again is the representation of a pyramidshaped tomb built at the side of the rocks. It may be that this is
an actual picture of this tomb, in which case a masonry or brick

pyramid rose above

it.

Entering the tomb, which

is

very low, the visitor finds himself in
Persons wearing hats

a hall with four pillars supporting the roof.

should be careful not to let them touch the ceiling, which is covered
with delicate paintings.
Near the door this ceiling decoration
shows a great blue scarabreus supporting the sun's disk upon its
head, which is adored by green-coloured baboons.
Down the
middle aisle are beautiful flights of blue and white pigeons and
28

Tomb

of

K''g'"'>-
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wild duck against a background of yellow while on other parts of
the ceiling are elaborate geometrical patterns.
These patterns
;

are divided by bands of inscription, which give prayers to Ptah-

Seker-Osiris, Nefer Turn,
soul of

Isis,

The

Kagem-em-ahu.

Anubis, and other gods, for the

walls of the hall are not decorated,

but on one of the pillars are representations of the deceased in
the presence of Osiris and Isis.
A recess at the end of the
chamber probably contained the statue or stele of the High Priest.

The

burial

chamber

is

entered by a sloping passage at the west

side of the hall.

This completes the series of tombs which are to be seen here,
and the visitor can now descend to the river at this point, to which
the boatman should have been told to proceed.

THE MONASTERY
Situation,
"*^-

The
by

all

monaster)' of
those

those to

St.

Simeon should most

who have any

whom

certainly be visited

interest in Christian history,

the past does not appeal will find

it

and even

the goal of

a very pleasant excursion. The monastery stands about a mile
and a half south of the " Grenfell " tombs, and less than half a mile
back from the river. The excursion should be made by boats in
The afternoon lights are far more beautiful
the early afternoon.
than those of the morning as they fall upon the i-uins and the surrounding desert, but for the visitor who has not much time at his
disposal it may be better to visit the " Grenfell " tombs and the
monastery in one long morning. The point to which the boat
should be directed is a little bay in the western bank just to the
south of the granite rocks rising from the water at the southern
end of" Kitchener's" Island, and nearly opposite the south end of
Elephantine Island. This bay lies at the mouth of a valley full of
blown sand, which runs up between the hills for a short distance.
In the hills, at the south side of the bay, a few rock tombs of a
late period are to be seen, but these lack inscriptions or decoraThe boat passes into the still
tion, and are not worth visiting.
waters of the little bay, and moors against the yellow sand, where
grow a few green rushes. As one commences to walk up the
valley the ruins of the monastery come clearly into sight, standing
boldly on the edge of a promontory on the south side of the
A short climb brinsfs one to the outer east wall, and the
vallev.

THE MONASTI'RV
domed

entrance will be found throut^h a
length of this.
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alon^ the

jjortal lialfway

The monastery was founded in very early times, the date being
unknown, and it was dustroved bv the expedition sent into Nubia
,,,',-,',
,1
by haladin, commanded by his brother Shcms-ed-Dulah, in 173,
when Theodorus was bishop of Aswan. Shems-ed Dulah routed
out the Christian communities wherever he found them.
In some
cases he slaughtered the monks, but more generally he was content with destroying their property, and imposing a tax upon all
those who professed Christianity. As one enters the portal there
will come to the mind of the more imaginative a picture of the
holy men as they fled before the Arabs, and it will not be without
,

,

.

.

,

,

•

History
°f

''"*

moiiiistcrv.

1

a kind of reverence that the visitor will notice the different indica-

monks so much. The monastery
surrounded by a hi^h wall of rough stones, topped by a smaller
brick wall, and the area thus enclosed must be some 7000
square yards in size. At intervals along this enclosure wall there
tions of the faith which cost the
is

are towers, and this, with the stone and brick construction, gives
to the fortifications so much the appearance of a Roman building
that one

within

is

inclined to suppose that the

some deserted

Contra Syene, which
been situated here-

is

.

fortress

known

monks

of that

to

built their

monastery

period, perhaps that of

have existed, and may well have

The enclosed area is divided into an upper and a lower level by Thf huilda low face of cliff, which cuts through it from north to south. The '"§*•
portal in the eastern wall leads directly on to the lower level,
where was the main chapel and some buildings constructed in
connection with a row of caves cut into the clifPs side. A stairway leads to the upper level, upon the north end of which rises
the two-storied main building.
The north wall of this is built
above the enclosure wall, and the north windows thus look out
over a steep precipice descending into the valley. To the south
of this building is an open courtyard, while numerous other
buildings stand farther back, and also on the east side.
To
describe the monastery now in more detail we may commence The
at the main entrance again.
Opposite this is a domed and white- ^''"'ch.
washed chamber with Coptic inscriptions upon the walls. Passing through this the visitor finds himself in the large church, the
roof of which (originally a series of domes) has fallen in.
The
lower part of some square pillars and walls are to be seen amidst
the debris.
In the east end is the domed altar-recess, upon
which is a fairly well-preserved painting of Christ seated, clad
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in

gorgeous robes, and raising His hand

tion.

The

face

is

much damaged,

not in bad preservation.
angels, the two
in

St.

Simeon's
cave.

On

in the sign of benedicbut otherwise the painting is

either side of this figure stand two

main angels being winged, long-haired, and robed

elaborate garments.

On

either side of the recess are seven

seated figures. There is a small vaulted chamber to right and
left.
At the west end of the church is a small recess with damaged
paintings.
Leading from the north-west corner of the chapel is
a highly decorated cave, with an elaborate ceiling pattern. There

have been paintings of saints all around the walls, but in each
case the faces are intentionally damaged. This cave was evidently
considered to be of great importance, and one may suppose that
it was here where the patron saint originally dwelt as a hermit
amidst the ruins of the Roman fortress before founding the
monastery. There are several other caves farther along, some

The main
building.

filled up, but none are decorated.
It is possible that originally
they were tombs of the Pharaonic age.
The visitor should now ascend to the upper level by the steps
on the north side of the church. Entering the main building
through a small chamber, and turning to the right, he will find
himself in a long and wide corridor, with vaulted roof partly fallen
in.
This corridor was lighted by windows at the north end. On
either side small chambers lead off, and one perceives that this
was the monks' dormitory. The third room from the south on
the left-hand side of the passage should be selected for examina-

being the best-preserved example of the series. In this
built around the walls, capable of
resting about six persons lying in a somewhat cramped attitude.
Six little cupboards are let into the walls, each with a small shelf
in it.
Three narrow windows, or slits, light the room. The walls
are whitewashed, and are decorated with ornamental bands of
colour, and with geometrical designs.
The decoration has evidently been left unfinished, as though the painter had been
interrupted in his work by the news of the approach of Shems-edDulah's ariTiy. On one of the walls of the corridor is a painting
but the faces are all
of Christ, an angel, and six apostles
damaged. A passage leading from the west side takes one into
a large hall, originally roofed by a series of domes. This was
probably the refectory or common-room.
Returning now to the entrance and ascending a further flight
of steps, another corridor is reached, which ran immediately above
This, however, is inaccessible owing to the
the lower one.

tion, as

room mud brick benches are

;

THE MONASTERY
damaged

slate of the lloor.
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now continue

to the top

—

a somewhat dangerous climb, but well worth
undertaking for the sake of the view from the roof.
Looking
down the valley up which the visitor has come, he will see the
river in the distance
and he will here obtain a comprehensive
view of the intricate buildings of the monastery. Descending the The west
stairs again and walking to the west end of the enclosure, the of the
battlements should now be climbed by way of the steps at the '-"^'°^"''^north-west corner.
From liere a tine view may be obtained of the
rugged and desolate wilderness in which the monks lived. The
wide, sweeping sand-drifts are particularly striking in the afterof the building

:

noon

and the

blue shadows, contrasting with the
form a scene of almost mystic beauty.
The main building, looked at from this side, is imposing. The
light

;

soft

billowy, sunlit surfaces,

tower-like walls rise to a height of thirty feet or more, the plastered
surface being relieved here and there by narrow windows.
It
is

unfortunate that nothing

being done for the preserxation of

is

this interesting building, with its fine paintings
fittings.

and well-preserved

The Coptic monasteries

are not under the charge of the
they do not interest the present

Department of Antiquities, and
heads of the Coptic Church
l)ut private enterprise might do
much.
;

TOMBS AND INSCRIPTIONS
In returning to the river the path along the top of the clilits on
the south side of the valley should be followed and presently
;

the visitor arrives at a point where the rock tombs, mentioned
above as being near the river, are overlooked. Here there is a
cemetery mainly consisting of rock chambers approached by
sloping passages and of deep shaft-tombs.
Lady WiHiam Cecil

and Mr. Howard Carter conducted a small excavation here in
90 1, but nothing of importance was found.
The date of the
cemetery is late dynastic and Ptolemaic. A wonderful view of
the river and of the town can be obtained at various points along
1

this road from the monastery.
The path now descends to the
valley at the point where the boat has been moored
and the
return journey to .Aswan or Elephantine, with a favourable wind,
;

performed in a few minutes.
few inscriptions are to be found on the rocks overlooking the
water not far to the north and south of the valley leading to the
is

A
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monastery.

Khnum,

Some

of these have been written by priests of
and Anuket, and most of them date from the New

Salet,

Empire.

TH?:

NUBIAN HIGHROAD

The Prince of Elephantine, Herkhuf, whose tomb has been
described in this chapter, states that on his second journey to the
land of Aam he set out by the " Elephantine road," and descended
at Arthet, which is, as will be seen in the next chapter, the district
around Tomas in Lower Nubia. Large numbers of inscriptions
written by caravan conductors are found on the rocks at Tomas,
and it is obvious that these persons had come thither along the
great highroad which still runs from Egypt to this part of Lower
Nubia along the western desert. Now if the visitor will climb
the hills on the south side of the valley leading to the monastery
of St. Simeon, and will make his way southwards towards a

prominent Shekh's tomb and a conspicuous boulder just west of it,
he will soon come upon an ancient road which sweeps up from
Followthe valley and mounts the hill by a well-built causeway.
ing this road he will find that it passes about thirty yards to the west
of the above-mentioned rock, bends to the right, and so runs over
This road, starting as it does from a point immediately
a ridge.
opposite Elephantine, and leading up to a point where it meets the
caravan road to Tomas {i.e. Arthet) which is still used, is evidently
the " Elephantine road " referred to by Herkhuf. The visitor
should now examine this conspicuous rock more closely, and he
will find that upon it many inscriptions have been cut, most of
which date from the XVTIIth to the XXVth dynasties. The
following are

amongst the persons who

An Erpa-ha

hav-e

left

their

names

Superintendent of the Priests of
Khnum, Salet, and Anuket, named Thoth-hotep a High Priest
of the same gods a Second Priest, and an official of the temple
of these gods a Scribe of the Province of Elephantine and of
the Account of the Gold of the Province a Scribe of the Gold of
Wawat a Scribe of the Account of the Gold of Amen another
Scribe of the Gold of Wawat a Chief Builder of Amen a Chief
Builder in the Temple of Amen: a Chief Builder and Sculptor of
Amen; another Chief Sculptor; a Captain of the Archers and
A wall of rough stones has been
various Libation-Priests.
erected around the rock, and one sees that it has been used as a
kind of shrine marking the beginning of the road. To the west of
here

:

Prince,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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the rock for a wide area on either side of the route the ground
bristles with little heaps of stone, some surmounted by a block
set upright.

Both

many fragments

in

this

area and around the rock there are
It is thus clear that we have

of broken pots.

here the terminus of a much-used roadway, the travellers along
which were wont to leave a small heap of stones and a pot of
water (?) as an offering to the gods when setting out from or
returning to Elephantine, while it became customary for some
of the more important officials in the New Empire to inscribe

names

their

As

here.

down at these indications
of ancient travel and adventure he will not fail to be stirred by the
thoughts which they arouse.
Here Prince Sabna marched on his
way

the visitor stands here and looks

to rescue the

body

of his father

;

here Prince Herkhuf set out

on his adventurous expeditions to Aam and here countless other
Egyptians have passed, some bent on exploration, some to make
war on the negroes, some to trade with the merchants in the Land
of the Ghosts, and some, as one sees in their rock inscriptions,
to collect the gold from the Nubian mines.
The road, here paved
with stones, passes over the ridge and down into the boundless
hills and valleys of the desert
and there will be a few at least of
the readers of this guide who will follow into the country to which
;

;

it

leads.

CHAPTER XXI
THE HISTORY OF LOWER NUBIA
The

extent
of the
country.

T N ancient times the country of Lower Nubia extended north1 wards as far as the neighbourhood of EI Kab. It is at about
^^.^ point that the aspect of the country changes, and instead of
the wide fields of Middle Egypt there are only narrow strips of
cultivated land at

the water's

edge, alternating with

stretches

In the XVHIth dynasty and onwards the
and desert.
Viceroy of Kush, or Ethiopia, ruled from El Kab southwards, but
as the title of this official is always " Viceroy of Kush and
Governor of the Southern Lands " it is not necessary to suppose
that the country called Kush extended any farther north than the
Second Cataract. From Wady Haifa to Aswan the territory was
known as Ta-kcns, "The Bend- Land," or "The Land of the Bow"
of rock

;

and, as will be seen, there were three or four principalities included
in this district, while between Aswan and El Kab there was the
nome of Edfu. The Egyptians were always at war with " Kush
the Vile," but seldom in dynastic history is a war recorded with

Lower Nubia.

In the viceroy's

title

the country north of the

Second Cataract was included in the " Southern Lands," and is
When, therefore, in the following
quite distinct from Kush.
history one reads of the king smiting Kush, one must remember
that it was above Wady Haifa that the war took place, unless the
people of Kush had invaded Lower Nubia. Throughout almost
the entire history of the Nile Valley the people of Lower Nubia
were the faithful allies of the Egyptians, and assisted the Pharaoh
to keep the Kushites under control and in their own territory.
When Senusert Ilird drove these Kushites back from the land
north of the cataract, which they had invaded, the people of
Lower Nubia celebrated his victories and converted him into a
national hero, worshipping him in a deified form for several
hundreds of years afterwards. In the following account of the
history and antiquities of Lower Nubia, therefore, one has nothing
440
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do with

Kiish, except in so far as

Lower Nubian
Perhaps the

it

affects
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some question

in

affairs.

earliest historical

evidence of Egyptian influence

in

Lower Nubia is to be found in the drawing of an archaic king on
a rock near Gerf Husen.
In I'tolemaic times the priests of Philas
stated that King Zeser, the first sovereign of the
Ird dynasty,
ruled Lower Nubia as far south as Takompso, /.<'. the Island of
Derar, near Dakkch
and there is no reason why one should
doubt this. The people of Lower Nubia at this early age were in
part the close relations of the archaic Egyptians, and the people
buried in the great prehistoric cemeteries of Egypt had similar
utensils and similar funeral customs to those found in the early
cemeteries of Lower Nubia.
On the rocks at Toshkeh one of the
archaic inhabitants of the country is drawn, and from this one

The
^''c'laic

1 1

;

sees that the custom of wearing a feather in the hair, which

is

so

Nubian scenes, was already in existence.
This figure carries a bow and arrow, and as there is considerable
later evidence to show that this weapon was in very general use
amongst the natives here, it may be that the country's name
Ta-kens owes its origin to the habit. The early inhabitants were
good draughtsmen and delighted in covering the rocks with drawings of the gazelles, oxen, giraffes, elephants, and other animals
which they saw around them, as well as with drawings of boats
and sometimes of themselves.
often depicted in later

It

in

is

the

I\'th

dynasty that one obtains the

first

insight The IVth

Nubian affairs. King Sneferu conducted a campaign against
Lower Nubia or Kush, and records the fact that he captured
seven thousand prisoners and two hundred thousand cattle. 'I'his
must have practically ruined the country, and one hears nothing
more of it until a century and a half later, when Userkaf, the
founder of the Vth dynasty, visited Aswan, and most probably
organised the government of the region above that town, thereby
making it possible for his successor, Sahura, to send his officials
up as far as Tomas, where the name of that king is found. During
the reign of King Asesa, at the end of the Vth dynasty, a naval
into

named

Khnumhotep wrote his name on the rocks at
while three officials of the time of Teta, of the Vlth
dynasty, also recorded their names on these rocks.
In the reign
of Pepy 1st war was made on the Hcduin of the Eastern Delta,
officer

Tomas

;

and a great noble of the period, named Una, was commanded to
collect an army of negroes from Nubia.
This he did, taking the
men from the tribes of Arthet, Mazoi, Aam, VVawal, Kaw,and Temeh,

to

Vlih

"^X"^^^'*^^-
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The tribes
of Lower
Nubia.

In the present writer's opinion the country between the First and
Second Cataracts in the \'Ith dynasty is to be divided amongst
these tribes in the following manner. The rugged country between
the First Cataract and the Bab el Kalabsheh or thereabouts
belonged to the tribes of Kaw. At this time there was a cataract
rushing down the Bab, and a natural frontier would thus be
formed.
Between this and Koshtamneh lived the Sethu. Just
south of Koshtamneh the country on the west bank completely
changes in aspect, the sandy desert taking the place of the shelving rocks. Along this bank, as far south perhaps as Derr, lived
while on the east bank opposite them, and in the
the Mazoi
rocky valleys running back towards the eastern desert, lived the
people of Wawat. At about Tomas on the west bank and Ibrim
on the east began the territory of Arthet. Probably there were
rapids at this point, and thus there was a natural frontier as
before.
Arthet extended southwards to just above Abu Simbel,
where again there were probably rapids. Above Abu Simbel the
aspect of the country entirely changes once more, and becomes
more open and sandy and here one may place the people of Aam,
whose southern frontier was perhaps the Second Cataract. Each
of these tribes thus occupied an area quite as large as most of the
nomes or provinces of Egypt, and there is, therefore, no need
to consider them as extending beyond the Second Cataract, and
the above arrangement cannot be said to cramp them into an
;

;

unnaturally small space.

Under Pepy's successor, Merenra, Una was appointed Governor
of the South, his province extending as far south as the First
Cataract only.

now known
high

official

This cataract and the neighbouring

as " the

was

district

was

Door

or Frontier of the South," of which some
always " the Keeper." The fact that Una v/as

Door" shows that the Lower
Nubian tribes were friendly though, as the frontier was so clearly
marked and so well guarded, the Egyptian control there must
able to collect troops above "the
;

Career of

Una in
Lower
Nubia.

have been loose.
Una was now sent to the First Cataract to dig five canals at the
most difficult points for the transport of boats. He was then
ordered to build three cargo boats and four ordinary boats, in order
to bring down from the quarries at the south end of the cataract the
For the building of
granite blocks destined for the king's pyramid.
these boats Una invited the negro chiefs of Arthet, Wawat, Aam,
and Mazoi, to cut the timber, which they did with such promptitude
that Una is able to state that the whole undertaking, including
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the making' of the canals and the building of the boats, was completed in one year.
Now tlie building of the boats must have
taken at least three months, for in the present day one vessel of a

thousand

(tr(if/>s

the work

is

takes from six weeks to three months to build if
The cutting down of the trees

carried out quickly.

must have taken three months at least, for between five hundred
and a thousand acacia trees would have been required to build
the seven large vessels and their floating down the river must
have required another month. To complete the whole undertaking
in a year, therefore, shows that these works in the extreme south
of Egypt must have been well organised.
At about this same time another noble, the Herkhuf whose Career of
tomb we have seen near Aswan, was conmianded by King Merenra Herkhuf
;

to make an expedition to Aam in order to discover the best means
of opening up communications with that country. The expedition

occupied seven months, and brought back with
gifts" from the Aamites.

Soon

it " all manner of
Herkhuf made a second
" I set out
the following words

after this

expedition, which he describes in

:

upon the Elephantine road, and I descended [to the river] at
Arthet, Makher, Tereres, and .Krtheth, being an affair of eight
months. When I returned I brought gifts from this country in
very great quantity. ... I descended to the dwelling of the chief
of Sethu and Arthet, after I had explored these countries.
Never
before had any noble or caravan-conductor who went forth to Aam
this."
The Elephantine road, upon which Herkhuf started,
probably the great road which runs on the west bank south of
the Grenfell tombs, and which is approached from the valley which
leads to the monastery of St. Simeon. This road runs southward
at no great distance from the river, except where it cuts inland to
avoid the bends, and for that reason it is much used by persons
who are in no hurry and who do not wish to carry much provision
along with them.
Herkhuf descended to the river perhaps at
Arthet and Makher on his way up, and at Tereres and Arthet
again on his way down, afterwards being entertained by the chief
of Arthet and of Sethu. Tomas is the point at which most persons
who now use the road descend to the river for the first time after
leaving Aswan, and the rocks here are covered with inscriptions
of the Vlth dynasty.
There is thus some likelihood that the
principality of Arthet may have included Tomas
and, as will be
seen presently, there are other facts which point to the same conclusion.
The second descent is generally made just above Abu
Simbel, a district which in Ramesside times was called Maha.

done
is

;

Xubia^'^'^
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This

name

is

not altogether unhke Makher,

when one remembers
The third

that a thousand years would separate the two readings.

made

Second Cataract, and in this
Aam. If it was on his return
journey that Herkhuf visited Tereres, one may perhaps identify
this place with Taray, a town which is to be identified with
Anaybeh, as will be pointed out later.
He may have next
descended into the principality of Arthet somewhere about Amada,
which was one of the usual resting-places, as the many graffiti on
the rocks prove.
Herkhuf then visited Sethu, a district which is
known to have been below Arthet and he boasts that this route
was one which had not been followed before. This probably
a
indicates that he returned by way of the great Korosko bend
route which the complete lack of graffiti along its course shows to
have been rarely used. Herkhuf was again sent on an expedition
to Aam in later years, and this expedition he describes as follows
" His Majesty sent me a third time to Aam.
I
set out on the
What road, and I found the chief of Aam going to the land of
descent

is

usually

the

at

neighbourhood one must look

for

;

:

:

Temeh

to smite

went after him
praised

all

Temeh

as far as the western corner of heaven.

to the land of

Temeh, and

the gods for the king's sake.

Aam

I
.

I

pacified him, until he
.

.

Now when

I

had

descended to the river] below Arthet
and above Sethu, and [there] I found the chief of Arthet, Sethu,
and Wawat.
I
descended with 300 asses laden with incense,
ebony, grain, panther-[skins], ivory, boomerangs, and every good
product.
Now when the chief of Arthet, Sethu, and Wawat saw
how strong and numerous were the soldiers of Aam which
descended with me
this chief brought and gave me bulls
and small cattle, and conducted me to the roads of the highlands
pacified that chief of

.

.

[I

.

of Arthet."

To understand this expedition it must first be pointed out that
the Temeh are the same as the later Temehu, the semi-Libyan
inhabitants of the Oases, who cannot have been in any great
numbers farther south than El Khargeh. The chief of Aam was
therefore probably invading the Oasis of El Khargeh.
Now the
only road to El Khargeh which runs from the region of the Second
Cataract meets the road from Tomas near that place, and runs to
Here there is a junction, and one road runs
the Oasis of Kurkur.
towards the Nile which it meets at Daraw, while tlie other road
runs to El Khargeh.
The word w/iaf is to be identified with
tvahef, " oasis," and the " 7<:'//a/ road" spoken of by Herkhuf must
therefore be this Daraw- Kurkur road. This route from Egypt to
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the Second Cataract 77V? the Kuikur oasis is the best one to be
taken, and is generally used by express caravans at the present
day.
It seems that when Herkluif arrived at Kurkur he found
that the chief of Aam had passed through this junction shortly

way to drive the Temehu westward. Herkliuf,
remembering that Una, as has been seen, recruited troops from
these Temehu, thought it ver\- necessary to prevent their e.\termination and he therefore hurried along the Kurkur-Khargeh
road to catch the chief up. This he succeeded in doing, and with
him he returned to Kurkur, and thence to the river at a point
below Arthet and above Sethu, where he found the chief of these
two tribes and of the tribe of Wawat. Arthet probably did not
extend northwards much beyond Amada, and Herkhuf may have
descended to the river at some point such as Medik, to which
place a road leads from the Kurkur-Tomas road, and on the rocks
of which there are many Vlth dynasty graffiti like those at
Tomas. Herkhuf was now conducted by the chief to some road
such as that on which he had travelled on his first expedition, and
thus he returned to Aswan.
After the death of Merenra Herkhuf made a fourth expedition to
Aam, and on his return he wrote to the young King Pepy Ilnd,
dating his letter in the second year of his reign, and informing
him that he had brought back a pigmy from Aam. The king was
immensely pleased, and wrote to Herkhuf, saying, " Come northward to the court immediately, and bring with you the pigmy
which you have brought living, in good condition, and healthy,
from the land of ghosts, for the amusement of the king, to rejoice
and gladden his heart." It is probable that Herkhuf had heard
of these pigmies while he was in Aam, and had managed to obtain
this one, through the agency of the Aamite chief, from the far south.
These expeditions of the Vlth dynasty had opened up the
country, and had brought it under Egyptian rule.
To the new
regime the various tribes objected, and a revolt soon followed,
The official Mekhu, while on an expedition somewhere above
"the land of Wawat and Utheth" [probably Arthet], was
and as soon as the news was brought to his son
murdered
Sabna an expedition was fitted out, and every effort was made
It seems to have been Sabna's first conto recover the body.
sideration to find his father's body and give it decent burial, and
Sabna actually
the punishment of the culprits was postponed.
took presents to the chief of Wawat and Utheth, and made
before him, on his

;

;

friendly overtures to him.

Later

in life

Sabna, as we have seen,

ExpediIj^jj^yi?!

dynasty.
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was made " Governor of the South," but the Lower Nubians seem
to have been still in a rebellious state and the General Pepynekht
had to be despatched to teach them a lesson. Pepynekht states
that his orders were "to hack up Wawat and Arthet," and that he
slew large numbers of the enemy, including the chiefs children
and the nobles, while others were taken prisoners. On his return
he was sent again to these countries to arrange for their future
government and he brought back to the king the two chiefs of
Wawat and Arthet, together with their children and some of the
nobles.
A period of absolute peace followed, and a certain
Khnumhotep states that he accompanied a great personage
named Khuy to Punt, and another noble named Thethy to Kush,
on eleven expeditions.
This is the first mention of the name
Kush, and here, as in later times, it no doubt designates the
country above the Second Cataract. During the obscure period
which followed one may perhaps place the King Hor-nefer-hen
whose cartouche is found three times on the rocks at Tomas. In
one of these three inscriptions reference is made to the land of
Arthet, which is a further indication that that tribe is to be
located near Tomas.
The next reference which one finds to Lower Nubia dates from
the reign of Menthuhotep Ilnd of the Xlth dynasty, when, in the
forty-first year of that king, an official, named Kheti, refers to
Wawat in vague terms. During all this period, from the Vlth
to the Xlth dynasties, Egyptian officials seem to have travelled
;

;

The Xlth
dynasty.

very considerably in the country, for, as will be seen in the
following pages, they have left numerous graffiti on the rocks.
But towards the end of the Xlth dynasty, the feeble rule of the

Egyptian Pharaohs
to

manage

their

left

own

the chieftains of the different tribes free
affairs

;

and when Amenemhat

1st,

the

The Xllth founder of the Xllth dynasty, reasserted his rights, the Lower
dynast)'.
Nubians were at first unmanageable. In the well-known "Teachings" of Amenemhat 1st, he says, " I seized the people of Wawat,
I
captured the people of Mazoi "
and on a stele at Korosko,
dated in the king's twenty-ninth year, there are the words, "We
.," the end of the inscription being
came to overthrow Wawat
lost.
This was the second and last re\olt of the Lower Nubians
until Ptolemaic times.
Senusert
Senusert 1st, the next king, made the now peaceful Lower Nubia
1st.
the basis of a campaign against Kush, and in his eighteenth year
he was able to set up a tablet at Wady Haifa stating that he had
conquered ten of the tribes who lived above that town and prob;

.

.
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ably above the Second Cataract.
In the forty-third year of
Senusert 1st the Prince of the Oryx Nome, named Ameny
[Amenemhat] records that at some time previous to this dale
he sailed up with the king to conquer the Kushites, taking with
him a contingent of the troops from his nome and on a rock at
Aniada he seems to have recorded his name. In the forty-fifth
;

year, Senusert 1st inscribed his name on the same rock
but it is
a question whether he was here on a tour of inspection or was
returning from another campaign in Kush.
On this rock the next
king, Amenemhat Ilnd, records his fifth year and at Dehmed his
;

;

an official named
Sehathor states that he visited Lower Nubia, and went round the
islands of Ha.
The name Ha is referred to in the New Empire
at -A.bu Simbel, and it may have been situated in that neighbourhood. There are islands opposite Gebel Addeh, but, on the other
hand, the largest groups of islands are to be found in the reach
between Ermenneh and Tomas.
At this period the Kushites began to get out of hand, and it Senusert
is probable that they invaded Lower Nubia.
The new king, '^"'^^
Senusert Ilnd, was much agitated by this southern danger, and
he seems to have regarded an invasion of Upper Egypt
as imminent.
He therefore constructed the huge brick wall
around El Kab, which to this day encloses the ruined city. To
him the great wall along the cataract road at Aswan may be
attributed
and as the first mention of the Lower Nubian fortresses is made in this reign, it is probable that he built these also.
An official named Hapu has recorded at Aswan the fact that he
third

year

is

recorded.

During

his

reign

;

made "an

Wawat." The great
Lower Nubia, not including those at the Second

inspection of the fortresses of

fortresses of

Cataract which were built by Senusert Ilird, are three in number.
northerly stands at Koshtamneh, the next at Kubban,
and the third at Anaybeh, the last two being named Baki and

The most

Taray

beginnings of

this

New Empire

Wawat had
Lower Nubia, and the
development are here seen, since Anaybeh fortIn the

respectively.

practically absorbed

all

the land of

the other tribes of

seems to have been included under the general term " fortresses
of Wawat." There was now no question of disaffection amongst
the Lower Nubians
the energies of all were combined in the
attempt to meet the negroes from Kush, and to drive them back
to their own land.
The fact that no fortress was built higher up
stream than Anaybeh perhaps shows that the country to this point
was already in the hands of the enemy.
ress

;
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About

time Senusert Ilnd died, and was succeeded by
Senusert Illrd. This king was now called on to face one of the
this

Upper Egyptian

history. The war against Kush
undertaken was this time no amusement for a
dull year
but there would have to be a long series of campaigns,
and the negroes would have to be slowly rolled liack beyond the
Second Cataract.
Senusert Illrd, at the \ery beginning of his reign, cut a canal at
the First Cataract, in order to allow his fleet to sail up on to
higher water
and in his eighth year he had it enlarged and
improved.
Its length was
150 cubits, its width 20, and its
depth 15. In this same year he passed through the canal to
commence his campaign. By this time the people of Kush must
have threatened the frontier at Aswan, for Senusert gave orders
to have the fortress at Elephantine strengthened.
The war was

greatest crises in

which had

to be

;

Senusert
Illrd.

;

apparently a series of successes for the Egyptians, and before the
close of the eighth year the king had driven the Kushites back
beyond the Second Cataract. The invasion of these southern
negroes had been such a serious menace to Egypt that
Senusert Illrd now made the strictest laws regarding the
frontier, and on the great stele set up at Semneh, near the cataract, he states that this boundary stone was placed here " in order
to prevent any negro from crossing it by water or by land, with a
ship or leading herds
except a negro who shall come to trade
... or who has a commission. Every good thing shall be done
to these, but a ship of the negroes shall not be allowed to pass by
Semneh, going down stream, for ever."
Eight years later the Kushites had become so restless again that
the king was obliged to conduct another campaign against them,
and to re-establish his frontier at Semneh. This time he engraved a very remarkable inscription on the boundary stone, in
which he states that it is his nature to do what he says and to act
He jeers at the Kushites for being conquered upon
promptly.
their own borders, and he says of them that " they are not a strong
He states that he
people, but are poor and broken in heart."
captured their women, slaughtered their herds, reaped their grain,
His scorn of his enemies, however, was by
or fired their crops.
no means sincere, for he made every effort to prevent them again
invading Lower Nubia, and he even erected a statue of himself at
the frontier "in order that ye [the troops] may fight for it," and
;

prevent it being taken. The huge fortresses around the Second
Cataract were now built, but the king was obliged to visit the

riiK

or lower nubia

iiis'roR\
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country once again during his reign. Great rejoicings followed
on the conquest of the invaders, and the Lower Nubians were so
sincerely grateful to the king that they established annual feasts
in his honour, and presently began to regard him as a god
while
by the New Lini)ire Senusert llird had taken his place as one of
;

the great gods of
in

the reign of

Lower Nubia.

Amenemhat

The

was still maintained
king records the height

frontier

l\'th, for that

of the Nile at Kunuiieh (near the cataract) in his
In the -Xlllth dynasty, under

fifth

year.

Sekhemra-Khutawi, a commander The

of the Semneli fortress records the Nile level
while another king ^JJ^'J^,,
dynasty.
of this obscure period, Neferkara-.Sebekhotep, left a small statue
of himself which was afterwards carried to Arko.
In the troubled
;

times of the Xlllth-XVIIth dynasty the throne of Egypt fell to
the strongest man, and there were few who managed to hold it
above a year or so.
One Pharaoh puts the word fte/is/, " the
negro," in his cartouche
and as will be seen presently there
;

were other Nubian Pharaohs.
The inscriptions on the rocks throw considerable
period.

In

several places in

light

Lower Nubia the present

on

this

writer

found the names and titles of two kings who certainly are to be
dated to this time, and who seem to have reigned successively.
The names of these kings are Kakara and Seanra, and, judging
from the fact that their most elaborate inscriptions are to be found
between Tomas and Toshkeh, the largest being at Ibrim, one may
suppose thai they were originally princes of that district. After
the \Tth dynasty one does not hear again of the tribes of Arthet
and Sethu. The land of Wawat seems now to have absorbed
Sethu, and Aam appears to have pushed northwards over the
territory- of Arthet.
In the XVTIIlh dynasty one finds the principality of Maam extending from Derr to Ermenneh, and it is well
within the bounds of probability that Aam and Maam are to be
identified.
It must be remembered that these names were foreign
to the Egyptians, and in early times there were certainly many
discrepancies in the spelling of them. Thus Arthet is sometimes
called Artheth, sometimes Wtheth, and apparently sometimes
Wthek. Wawat is called Wawaw, and sometimes Waat.
Aam
itself is sometimes called Amam and Amemaaw in the \Tth
dynasty inscriptions, and the fomier is practically the same word
as

Maam

or

Emaam.

The

princes of

Maam

in the

are the most important nobles of Lower Nubia,
was recognised as late as Grteco- Roman times.
It is

and

New Empire
their territory

not, then, pushing one's conclusions too far to see in these

29
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Kakara and Seanra, two princes of Maam or Aam, who had
taken this opportunity of calling themselves Pharaoh. Their rule
extended northwards well into the territory of Wawat, for the
cartouche of Kakara is found on the rocks at Gerf Husen. At
another time during this obscure period a king who called himself
labkhentra arose. His cartouche is found at Medik and Abu Hor,
which, perhaps, indicates that he was a prince of Wawat, whose
capital was in the neighbourhood of Sebija.
On the rocks at
Dehmid another king of this period is mentioned. His cartouche
reads Hakara or Wazkara, and the accompanying inscriptions
kings,

name one
The
XVIIIth

of his nobles.

of the XVHth dynasty the princes of Thebes
themselves and, preparatory to their attempt to
overthrow the Hyksos, they made an effort to consoHdate their
power by obtaining control of Lower Nubia.
An inscription
found by the present writer at Toshkeh gives the cartouches of

Towards the end

began

to assert

Kames and

of

;

Aahmes

1st

;

and

it

is

thus evident that these

dominions extended to the Second Cataract.
It was this
fact which allowed Aahmes to conduct his wars in Lower Egypt
without distractions from the south and it was not till his twentysecond year that he found it necessary to turn his attention to
Nubia, and even then it was only to punish the nomads perhaps
above the Second Cataract. Shortly after this a rebellion, led by
a prince called Teta, broke out at a place called Tanttaamu, " She
of the land of the water-supply," by which is probably meant
Aswan, though it may be that it refers to some place in Lower
Nubia. The inscription from Toshkeh mentions a Prince Teta,
who may have been the son of Aahmes 1st, and it is just within
the bounds of possibility that he may be identified with the rebel.
Amenhotep 1st conducted a campaign against Kush, and seems to
have made great havoc amongst the negroes, no doubt much to
the delight of the Lower Nubians. At about this period one reads
of an official named Hermana, whose duties lay both in El Kab
and in Wawat, which indicates that Wawat now extended northwards to the Egyptian frontier without other tribes between. Thus
Wawat and Maam now divided Lower Nubia between them in a
scene painted in the tomb of a certain Huy at Thebes two lines of
negroes are shown, the first being " chiefs of Kush, &c. ," and the
second "the chief of Maam, the good ruler^ and the chiefs of
Wawat." In Wawat there was the military district of Baki, which
centred in the fortresses of Kubban and Koshtamneh
and in
Maam there was the district of Tarey, the fortress of that name
kings'

;

;

;
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neighbourhood of Abu Simbel
there was the civil district of Maha, and at Wady Haifa was the
district of Beheni.
These last were probably independent of
Maani. At the Second Cataract the great fortresses formed a

being situated at Anaybeh.

In

tlie

third military district.

On

Amenhotep

1st a decree announcing the accesup at Kubban, and another at Wady
Haifa and almost immediately the king made war on Kush, and
On his
set the Egyptian frontier at or above the Third Cataract.
return to the First Cataract he had the canal of Senusert HIrd
cleaned and restored
and his dahabiyeh sailed through on its
way to Thebes with the dead body of the chief of his enemies
hanging head downwards from the prow, to be jeered at by all the
people of Lower Nubia as he passed. The king now appointed a
governor of this district, whose title was " Royal Son [i.e. Viceroy]
of Kush, Governor of the Southern Lands," and whose province
extended from El Kab in the north to Napata in the far south
and for several centuries afterwards this viceroyalty was

the death of

sion of

Thothmes

1st

was

set

;

;

;

maintained.
On the death of

Thothmes

1st

the people of

and had to be subdued by Thothmes
seems to have built a temple at Dakkeh, for

Kush again

re-

This king
his name has been
observed there. Early in the reign of Thothmes HIrd a temple
at the Second Cataract was built, and offerings were established
for the god Dedun, a deity who must have been of Kushite origin,
as he is hardly ever mentioned in Lower Nubian temples.
Amongst the offerings "the water of Wawat is referred to." It
has been seen that the name Wawat now designated the country
as far north as the First Cataract.
In later times the Nile was
thought to have one of its sources at the island of Bigeh near
Philae, and on this island is a statue of Thothmes HIrd.
Thus Thothmes
one may perhaps suppose that the sacred "water of Wawat" HIrd.
came from the Bigeh neighbourhood. This king built considerably in Lower Nubia. A statue of his was seen at Kalabsheh
blocks inscribed with his name are found at Dakkeh a stele of
his comes from Kubban
he seems to have built the temple of
Kurteh he commenced to build the temple of Amada in his old
age at Ellesiyeh a shrine was made by him in his forty-third or
fiftieth year
and at Kasr I brim he also excavated a shrine in the
face of the clift" in his fifty-second year.
It was during these last
years of the king that his attention was turned to Nubia, and he
conducted the usual campaigns against Kush. His \'iceroy Nehi
belled,

II

nd.

;

;

;

;

;
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had governed the country meanwhile, and in the Annals of the
King one reads of the impost of Wawat each year. In the thirtyfirst year this consists of 31 oxen and calves, 61 bulls, and one of
In the thirty-third year it consists of 20 slaves,
the harvests.
44 oxen and calves, 60 bulls, and a harvest. In the thirty-fourth
year there were 254 dcben of gold (a dehen weighing from 80 to
100 grammes), 10 slaves, and an unknown number of oxen. In the
thirty-fifth year there were 34 slaves, 94 oxen, calves, and bulls,
and one of the harvests. In the thirty-eighth year the tribute
consisted of 2844 debcn of gold, 16 slaves, and 77 oxen and
calves.
In the thirty-ninth year there were 89 head of cattle, and
some ebony, ivory, and other merchandise. In the forty-first year
3144 debcn of gold, 79 head of cattle, and some ivory, &c., were
brought in. In the forty-second year there were 2374 deben of
gold, and one of the harvests.
Unfortunately the tribute of other
years is not preserved, but from the above one can see that the

hand was not particularly heavy on the country. There
were two or sometimes three harvests in the year, but the government does not seem to have taken more than one of them, and
The gold seems to
the number of cattle and slaves is very small.
have come from the Wady Alaki, probably by way of Kubban and
Toshkeh, and the fact that nearly 300,000 grammes were produced
each year shows that the mines were vigorously worked.
king's

It

now

is

interesting to notice that the tribute of

called that of

Kush

'^

Lower Nubia

In some of the yearly

Wawat."

lists

is

the

also given
and, as thei'e is no mention of
suppose that Wawat was now recognised as the
main principality of Lower Nubia. Yet, at about this date, various
graffiti make mention of princes of Maam, and priests and officials
of that country; while the god " Horus, Lord of Maam," is
invoked over as large a region as was at any time under the
It may be that Maam was exempt
influence of this principality.
from taxation
but, on the other hand, this general use of the
name Wawat to denote the whole of Lower Nubia is indicated by
other evidence. Graffiti at Gebel Addeh, above Abu Simbel,
and one official who there calls
mention officials of Wawat
himself " Scribe of the Offerings of all the gods of Wawat " inscribes
Even
his name at Dendiir, where he refers to Horus of Maam.
at Ellesiyeh, which is close to the site of the capital of Maam, an
official of Wawat inscribes his name amidst those of the priests,
tribute of

is

;

Maam, one must

;

;

scribes,

and the Prince of Maam.

Wawat was now

One

the usual term for

sees, thus, that the name
Lower Nubia, although the
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Beheni, and Baki

still

and the

less
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important districts of Maha,

retained their individuality.

Another interesting record of taxation occurs in the tomb of
Rekhmara, where the government is said to receive as a tax from
the commandant of the fortress of Bigeh 20 dcbcn of gold, 5 good
and from the
hides, apes, 10 bows, 20 large staves of cedar wood
commandanl of the fortress ;it Elephantine 40 dchcii of gold and
one chest of linen. The taxation of the officials of the other towns
and settlements as far north as Assiut is given, but two or three
dcbcns are all that are asked of them in gold. The importance of
Lower Nubia as a gold-bearing region is seen from these records
The mines of Wady Alaki, as has
of the tribute and taxation.
been said, were certainly approached from Kubban, and perhaps
from Toshkeh also. An inscription of a high official at Toshkeh
."
gives him the title of " Superintendent of the Gold of
and
the importance and prosperity of the east bank of the river in this
region is perhaps due to the influx of gold.
It is almost certain
that Korosko was never used as a starting-point for the mines, as
it
is so often thought to have been, for there is hardly a single
inscription or graffito between Medikand Amada on either side of
the river, and the east bank continues without traces of ancient
activity as far north as Kubban.
Amenhotep Ilnd, the next king, was also an energetic ruler of AmenLower Nubia. Early in his reign he completed the temple of hotep
Amada begun i)y his father; and it is on a tablet here that he
tells how he carried one of his captive Asiatic princes up to Napata
and hanged him on the walls of that town. The reliefs in the
temple of Kalahsheh show Amenhotep Ilnd amongst the gods,
and it is probable that he was the builder of a temple here. At
Anaybeh he seems to have erected a temple, and at Kasr Ibrtm he
excavated a shrine near that of his father. At Bigeh his name has
His wars in Rush resulted in the establishing of
also been found.
the frontier permanently at the Fourth Cataract.
Thothmes IV^th
was the next king, and during his somewhat weak rule the
Nubians "from above Wawaf' revolted, and were reconquered.
In the king's mortuary temple at Thebes a tablet marks the
quarter where the "colony of Rush the Vile, which his Majesty
brought back from his victories," was located. The rebels " from
above Wawat'' tiius seem to have been Rushites living above the
Second Cataract, and thus one has here another indication of the
;

.

use of the

name Wawat

at this period to signify all

This king's only monument here

is

the

hall

.

;

Lower Nubia.

of the temple of
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Amada, which was added by him to the building of Thothmes
1 1 lid and Amenhotep Ilnd.
Under Amenhotep Hlrd the tribes of Kush again rebelled, and
the viceroy Merimes was obliged to collect an army in friendly
Lower Nubia. An inscription recording the muster runs " He
:

collected

troops,

commanded by

captains,

each

man

with

his

from the fortress of Baki to the fortress of Taray, which is
Baki is, of course, Kubban and, taking an
52 aters of sailing."
ater \.o be about 2.22 kilometres, Taray would be situated 115.38
kilometres above Kubban that is to say, in the neighbourhood of
Anaybeh, at which town the present writer found the ruins of a
great fortress.
The army was thus collected from the land which
seems to have been occupied by the fighting Mazoi. During the
reign of Akhnaton these Mazoi seem to have been used as police
village,

;

—

in the king's

new

city.

Under

the next king,

Tutankhamen, the

Viceroy of Kush was a certain Huy, in whose tomb at Gvirneh
are the scenes representing the chief of Maam and the chiefs of
Wawat, which have been mentioned already. At Gebel Addeh a
damaged cartouche may give the name of the next king, Ay.
Under King Horemheb the rock temple of Abahudeh was excavated, and at Kubban his name has been found.
It was, no
doubt, a considerable undertaking for this soldier-king to reorganise
these southern provinces after the slack rule of his predecessors,
but the Kushites do not seem to have given him much trouble.
Rameses 1st of the XlXth dynasty has left a record at Amada
of some event which occurred in his first year, and the mutilated
inscription refers to a viceroy of Kush, while in the next year he
left inscriptions at Wady Haifa.
Sety 1st seems to have built at
Dakkeh and Amada, and together with his father he appears at
Wady Haifa in a temple inscription. In his third year Rameses
Ilnd undertook some mining operations in Wady Alaki district, and he
records on a stele found at Kubban how he
found water in an abandoned well of the time of Sety 1st after
sinking it for a few cubits farther.
He here refers to Wady
Alaki as the district of Akaata. This king built or completed
several temples in Lower Nubia.
These are at Kalabsheh, Gerf
Husen, Sebua, Uerr, Abu Simbel, and Ashkeh. \'arious shrines
and stelee are also found, as will be seen in the following pages.
In these temples he executed reliefs representing his conquests in
.Asia, Libya, Ethiopia, and especially his so-called victory over the
His wars in Kush, however, are shown in a very sketchy
Hittites.

manner, and

it

is

not possible to follow their course.

Nowhere

is
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enemy, and one must regard this
country as still enjoying the friendship and protection of Egypt.
But now most of the high officials and princes were Egyptianised,
and one sees from the various inscriptions that they had ordinary
Egyptian names. Thus at Abu Simbel one reads of "the Scribe
of the Treasury, the Commander of the Troops in the Country,
the Deputy, Mery, of VVawat,'^ and these last words, on the
analogy of another inscription of a viceroy of Kush named Any,
who calls himself "<?///6'rrtt'A'^/f//.s-," refer to his nationality. At
Ermenneh a prince of Maam inscribes his name, which is Rahotep
while at EUesiyeh and Tonkaleh princes of Maam with the names
Mes and Thothmes are recorded. The next king, Merenptah,
does not seem to have had much trouble in Lower Nubia hut the
political importance of the country as a gold-bearing and a military
district is shown by the fact that the next king, Septah, made every
referred to as an

;

;

effort to obtain its support.

He

bribed the Viceroy of

Kush with

and arranged that the gold mines should be placed in
hands, thus making as much as possible of this source of

rich gifts,
his

Many inscriptions of his reign are found in the Wady
Haifa neighbourhood, and at Amada his cartouches and those of
his queen are inscribed.
The viceroys ever since the XVIIIthXlXth dynasties had been called "Superintendents of the Goldcountry of Amen," and this title is held by the above-mentioned
Viceroy of Septah. The power of the Amen priesthood is thus
seen, and Septah, by obtaining the fidelity of the officials at this
point, could command the resources, and hence the support, of
wealth.

this priesthood.

Rameses

Ilird conducted the usual wars in Kush, but

it is

not The later
Ramesside

Rameses Vlth that one obtains the next insight
into Lower Nubian conditions.
Of this date there is a tomb at
Anaybeh belonging to a certain Pennut, who held the offices of
deputy of Wawat, chief of the quarry service, and superintendent
of the Temple of Horus of Maam.
This temple was one of the
many shrines of the Horus of this principality, and it is probable
that a temple of which the present writer found traces at Anaybeh
is here referred to.
Pennut was a man of considerable wealth, and
he erected a statue of Rameses Vlth in the temple, and endowed
until the reign of

it with the income derived from parts of his estate.
In return the
king presented him with two siher vases, sending the viceroy to
him to make the gift, who said in doing so that the king was
pleased with that which Pennut did in the countries of the negroes
and in the land of .Akata. Akata, as has been seen above, is the

P'^^''^°hs.
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Wady

Alaki region, and Pennut's title of "chief of the quarry
Certainly there are
service" may refer to the mining operations.
no quarries of any size in this part of Lower Nubia. The fact that
Pennut lived at Anaybeh is a further indication that Wady Alaki
was reached from the Toshkeh-Ibrun neighbourhood, as has been
suggested above. Pennut, in describing the limits of his endowments, refers to the estate of Queen Nefertari and to the flax-fields
of the king, thus showing that much of the land hereabouts was the
private property of the royal house.
In the reign of Rameses Xllth an important alteration

was made

administration of Lower Nubia.
It has been seen that in
the new kingdom the gold-mining operations were regarded as
being under the jurisdiction of the viceroy on behalf of the priesthood of Amen. This, no doubt, led to many difficulties between
in the

the

Church and the State

Amen, who afterwards

;

and

finally

Herhor, the high priest of

seized the throne, took the extraordinary

measure of combining the offices of high priest and viceroy of
Kush. Upper Nubia had ceased to be a menace to Egypt as a
military power, and Lower Nubia was now regarded solely as a
gold-producing district which did not require a military administration.
Egypt, as far south as the First Cataract, was more or
less consolidated into one kingdom, and thus a viceroy resident at
El Kab was of little use. The duties on the frontier at or above
the .Second Cataract seemed no longer to call for special energy on
the part of any^ official, and therefore the high priest of Amen
found an excuse for obtaining from the weak king the supreme
authority over these southern regions, which authority meant
nothing to him but the control of the gold supply. Rameses Xllth
signed not only the death warrant of his house in thus handing
over the mines to Herhor, but he made the supremacy of Ethiopia
over Egypt a possibility.
For now that there was no proper
administration of Lower Nubia, the people of Kush were able to
make their influence felt there, and it was not long before they
turned most of the incoming gold in the direction of Napata.
In
Egypt the title of Viceroy of Kush soon became purely nominal,
and was in one case given to a princess. In Ethiopia the new
wealth lirought prosperity and a line of more or less civilised kings,
who called themselves Pharaohs of Egypt
In the eighth century
B.C. a

king of

this line,

named

Piankhi, took possession

first

of

Lower Nubia and then of all Egypt
and thus the despised
Ethiopians, always known as "Kush the Vile" or "Kush the
Wretched," became masters of their former conquerors.
;
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Lower Nubia was during this period very much neglected, and The
there are very few contemporaneous inscriptions or buildings, pj^^'^^'^'u"
Even the gold mines seem to have been but feebly worked, and
most of the caravans set out from points in Upper Nubia. The
temples were more or less deserted, and half a century later the
foreign soldiers of Psametik II nd were able to cut their names over

Abu Simbel with impunity.
Piankhis successor, Shabaka, was followed by another Ethiopian
named Shabataka,who after a short reign was murdered by Shabaka's
nephew, Taharka, who then seized the throne. Napata was still
the real capital of these kings, but Tanis in Lower Egypt seems
now to have been made their northern residence. Taharka
reigned unmolested for several years, but at last was utterly
defeated by the Assyrians, and was forced to retire to his southern
After a few years, however, he managed to regain possescapital.
sion of Upper Egypt, and even in Lower Egypt his name was
sometimes used in the dating of documents. An inscription of his
eighteenth year is found on the road from Kalabsheh to Tafeh,
and it may be that this was written at the time when he made his
first movements towards regaining his Egyptian kingdom after his
defeat.
Taharka has left his name on an altar at Phila;, and on a
block of stone at Kasr Ibrim, and his Egyptian monuments are
quite numerous.
The next king, Tanutamen, made a desperate
attempt to drive out the Assyrians, and at first his arms were
attended with success but the inevitable defeat followed, Thebes
and the Upper Egyptian cities were sacked, and Tanutamen fled
With him ended the Ethiopian supremacy in Egypt,
to Napata.
and henceforth the negro kingdom extended to the First Cataract
the legs of the colossi at

;

only.

A

few years

later,

about

B.C.

625,

a

king of Nubia

named

who was probably a descendant

of Tanutamen, erected a
stele at Napata, from which one learns that at this time the kings
of Nubia were elected by six nobles, their choice being ratified by
Aspelta,

of Amen.
Contemporary with Aahmes Ilnd of
Egypt reigned the Nubian king Horseatef, and a long list of his
conquests in the Sudan is preserved. Amongst the holy shrines
mentioned by him is that of Ra of Mehe, which may perhaps be
Maha or Abu Simbel. AnotherNubian sovereign, named Nastasen,
seems to have been the king who defeated the expedition sent by
Cambyses to Nubia in B.C. 525. The names of several other kings
are known, but their reigns cannot be dated, and can only be said
It is
to have been before the Greek supremacy in B.C. 332.

the priesthood
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probable that these kings did not exert much control over Lower
Nubia, nor, on the other hand, did the kings of Egypt. The names
of neither sovereigns are found between Philae and the Second
Cataract.
At the former place Nectanebus Ilnd built a shrine,
and there are inscriptions on the rocks which indicate that the
sacred islands were regarded as Egyptian property. The shrines
and temples of Lower Nubia at this time fell into ruins, and

remained unrepaired. At Dendur two chieftains, named Petisis
and Pehorus, rose into momentary fame, and were later worshipped
as demigods
and it is possible that Mandulis of Kalabsheh was
also one of the heroes of this period.
The Nubians at this time
had almost lost the civilisation which they had derived from the
Egyptians, and had passed into a state of splendid barbarity.
Tales of their wealth and of their strength began to drift into
Egypt, and soon Ethiopia became a land where giants and demigods lived. When Cambyses, for example, sent some gifts,
including a bow, to the King of Nubia, that sovereign sent back an
enormous Ethiopian bow, with a message stating that Cambyses
must not attempt to invade his country until his troops could draw
a bow of that size. Cambyses' envoys told wonderful tales of the
physical strength of the Nubians, and of their wealth. The gold
mines were, no doubt, worked by them, and this must have been a
constant source of riches. They were said to reach the age of
one hundred and twenty years, and it is quite possible that they
In Lower Nubia the petty princes
actually were very long-lived.
no doubt held the power, and recognised the authority of the
government at Napata.
On the accession of the Ptolemaic dynasty Lower Nubia soon
Although the Ethiopian
i^gg^n to claim the attention of Egypt.
power extended in its full force only as far north as the Second
Cataract, the most of the gold which came in by the Lower Nubian
mine-roads was now sent to Napata, and the district round Dakkeh and Kubban was one of the busy centres from which it was
despatched. Contemporary with Ptolemy Ilnd of Egypt there was
reigning in Ethiopia a young king whom the Greeks called Ergamenes, and whose Egyptian name was Arkamen. He had been
educated at the Ptolemaic court, and he had there learned to think
as did the Western world of the time. Consequently he very soon
oftcnded the priesthood of his country, and they, acting on some
ancient barbaric custom, ordered him to put himself to death.
Ergamenes, however, did not stand in awe of the priests as did his
ancestors, and he immediately marched a body of troops to the
;

The
Ptolemies,
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temple and cut the throats of the whole priestly community. This
act seems to have rendered his position dangerous in Upper Nubia,
and very soon afterwards he is found reigning as king of Lower
Nubia, his southern frontier being the island of Takompso, the
modern Derar, near Maharaka, and his northern being at the First
Cataract.
Dakkeh was his capital, and thus he had command of
the caravan routes to the mines.
PhilcX and the neighbourhood
appears to have been neutral ground, and liere Ptolemy and
Ergamenes could meet in friendship. This little kingdom was
known as the land of the Twelve Schoinoi, a schoinos being
usually reckoned as 7^ miles.
It was the same district which,
according to tradition. King Zeser of the Ilird dynasty had given
to the priests of Philje.
It was less than half of Lower Nubia
and in an inscription at Kalabsheh the territory of Isis is reckoned
at one stage during this period as extending from the First to the
It was, however, a rich country, and included
Second Cataract.
some of the largest towns in Lower Nubia.
Ergamenes at once commenced to beautify his new capital, and
he built on the site of the ruined temple of the XVHIth dynasty a
shrine dedicated to Thoth of Petiubs, i.e. " the Place of the Sycamore," a name which he had given to that part of his capital where
now stand the ruins of the temple of Maharaka. It is possible that
;

the place had been so

named

in

memory

of the Penubs of

Upper

Nubia, over which he had reigned. By this time Ptolemy I Ind and
his successor, Ptolemy IlIrd, were both dead, and the throne
This king now paid
of Egypt was occupied by Ptolemy IVth.
Ergamenes the compliment of building on to the temple of Dakkeh and after a few years Ergamenes returned the kindness by
restoring the buildings of Ptolemy I\'th at Phila;. The two kings,
who may well have been comrades, are thus seen to have worked
hand in hand for the good of their country but when they both
grew old there seems to have been much friction. Ptolemy Vth,
the next king, is found to have mutilated the cartouches of Ergamenes at Phike, and it is probable tliat he claimed the temple as
Egyptian property. The next Nubian king, Azkheramen, was, at
all events, obliged to build his temple at Dabod, which is a short
At this time Upper Egypt was in a very
distance from Phila\
;

;

it was not till
well on in the reign of
matters again became settled.
At Phihc an
inscription of Ptolemy \Tth states that that king, in his twentyfourth year, presented the land of the Twelve Schoinoi to Isis of
Philae, and from this it is seen that, when the Nubian troubles had

troubled condition, and

Ptolemy

\'th that
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an end and the Nubian king Azkheramen was dead, the
Httle kingdom was handed over to the administration of the Phite
priesthood and ceased to be an independent state. Ptolemy Vllth
found everything quite peaceful, and was able to add an inscription
to the temple at Dabod.
He also left his mark on the island of.
Heseh, just above Philse.
Ptolemy IXth dedicated a shrine at
Dabod, and he also built at Dakkeh. Ptolemy Xth undertook a
little building at Kalabsheh
but by this time the Ethiopians
were again becoming aggressive on the southern frontier, and there
does not seem any longer to have been an energetic administration of the Twelve Schoinoi between this and Philae.
With the advent of the Romans Lower Nubia came in for
considerable attention.
Under Augustus the great temple of
,,,.,,,
,.r^,«iT-xi
J
Kalabsheh was built, and the temples of Dabod, Dendur, and

come

to

;

The-

Roman
occupation.

Dakkeh were added to. Cornelius Callus, the Roman prefect of
Egypt, invited Ethiopian ambassadors to meet him, and it was
arranged that the " Land of the Thirty Schoinoi," i.e. from the
First to the Second Cataract, should remain Ethiopian, but should
be under Roman protection. It was probably about this period
that the inscription was written on the rocks in the Bab el Kalabsheh stating that Isis owned these Thirty Schoinoi. Very shortly
however, the Ethiopians, under their one-eyed queen,
Kandake, decided that the Roman protectorate was not conducive
to their happiness
and, while the Egyptian prefect, ^Elius Callus,
was otherwise engaged, they collected an army of 30,000 men,
captured all the Nubian outposts, and established themselves at
after this,

;

Aswan

Gains Petronius, the new prefect, with a force of
and ^800 cavalry, defeated them and drove them
back to Dakkeh, where in a pitched battle he utterly routed them.
Many of the flying negroes ran through the town of Korteh, and
clinging to rafts and pieces of wood, made their way across the
river to the island of Derar.
The remainder retreated to Kasr
itself.

10,000 infantry

Ibrim, and when Petronius had driven them out of that fortress
they retired to Napata, were they finally capitulated. No sooner
was his back turned, however, than Kandake again resumed the
Petronius then
offensive, and had to be defeated once more.
organised the district from the First Cataract to Derar as a miliFor a short time he also
tary province, and returned to Egypt.

kept a garrison of 400 men at Kasr Ibrim, building a fortress on
the hill-top, and supplying it with provisions for two years.
For many years Lower Nubia now remained unharassed, and
there is every indication that the country enjoyed the greatest
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of various emperors are found in the
Actemples, and considerable building works were undertaken.
(ordinj; to the Itinerary of Antoninus the Kom.m military stations
prosperity.

were udw

listed as follows :—
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ment seems to have worked well until the days of Marcianus,
A.D 450, when the Blemmyes are again found raiding the Thebaid.
The general Maximinus, however, thoroughly defeated them, and
they were glad to make the best terms they could.
It was agreed
that there should be peace for a period of one hundred years, that
all Roman prisoners should be released, that an indemnity should
be paid, and that hostages should be handed over. The Blemmyes,
on their part, were allowed to visit the temple of Philae, and on
certain occasions to take the statue of Isis into their

returning

it

undamaged

at the

end of the

own

country,

fixed period.

This peace, however, was not kept for long, and they were
defeated once more, this time by the Roman prefect Florus.

When

came to the throne he ordered
Phils to be destroyed, the Blemmyes'
adoration of that goddess being offensive to his religious ideas.
The priests were imprisoned, the statues were carried to ConJustinianus 1st (a.d. 527)

the temple of Isis at

stantinople, and, of course, the
later

the

Blemmyes

revolted.

Romans evacuated Egypt, and

Nobadae were

A

short time

Blemmyes and

the

supreme in Lower Nubia.
and the following periods large numbers of
Christian monks had erected monasteries in various parts of
Lower Nubia, and most of the temples were converted into
churches. There had even been Christian kings of Nubia, and
one of these, named Silko, records how he defeated the Blemmyes,
and penetrated as far as Tafeh and Kalabsheh. Another king,
named Elspanome, sent a certain Abraham to found a Christian
church at Dendur. These Christians had a difficult time in 640
when the Muhammedans conquered Egypt, and many were con-

During

left

this

In their monasteries many of
verted to the doctrine of Islam.
lived most rigorous lives, and at Medik one may still see
traces of one of their settlements in which the huts of the monks

them

are barely big enough to permit of them lying down.
Some of the
ruins, however, are situated at points where the scenery is finest,

and the buildings are large and comfortable. In 173 the brother
of Saladin penetrated to Nubia and massacred the Christians, or
turned them out of their monasteries.
He forced the survivors to
pay a poll-tax, and he took from them the provinces at the north
end of Lower Nubia. Some of the Christian communities now
1

sought refuge in the south, joining themselves to the Abyssinian
Church which had been founded many centuries before. Lower

Nubia became more or less Muhammedan, and seems generally
have acknowledged the rule of Egypt. The Mamelukes at the

to
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l)eginning of the nineteenth century fortified themselves in various

Lower Nubia, Imt were driven southwards by Ibrahim
Pasha.
During the next iiaif century Lower Nubia was ruled by
a native prince, who lived at Derr.
Li the 'eighties the country
became prominent as the basis of the Anglo- Egyptian operations
against the Sudan, and on 19th January 1899 it was placed under
the jurisdiction of the Mudir, or Governor of Aswan, its southern
frontier Ijeing fixed at the village of Adendan, some 40 kilometres
north of Wady Haifa, the capital of the northernmost province of
the Sudan.
parts of

CHAPTER XXII
FROM SEHEL TO PHIL^
THE BARRAGE
'

I

'HE

''

antiquities in the

neighbourhood of Aswan as

far south as

the island of Sehel have already been described.

Not

far

above this stands the great Barrage which was built for the purpose of storing water in Lower Nubia during the winter in order
to use it when the Nile is low in the early summer.
Unfortunately
the construction of this reservoir necessitated the submersion of
the island of Phila;, and at the present time the winter visitor to
Egypt may sail in a boat through the temple there. It has now
been decided to raise the barrage considerably, and in about the
year 191 2 the temple will be almost wholly submerged, and many
other ruins will meet with the same fate. Very elaborate works
are now being undertaken by the Egyptian Government to prevent
any damage being done to these buildings by the water and
;

extensive excavations are being carried out over the threatened
territory.

The

visitor to

Lower Nubia,

following sites flooded during the winter

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

after 1912, will find the
:

Temples of Phite.
Temple of Bigeh.
Temple of Dabod.
Fortress and Quarries of Kertassi.

Temple of Wiady Hedid.
Temple of Tafeh.
Temple of Kalabsheh.
Part of the Temple of Dendur.
The Fortress of Koshtamneh.
The Temple of Dakkeh.
Part of the Fortress of Kubban.
The Temple of Kurteh.
The Temple of Maharaka.
In the

summer and autumn, however,
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the ruins will be out of water.
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KONOSSO ISLAND

The numerous

inscriptions on this

little

to the north of the direct

route from

need not be described here
There are here
visited.

at length, as

island,

which

lies just

Phil;e,

Shellal station to

they are unlikely to be
to be seen the great inscription of
Thothmes IV^th relating to his Nubian war, the cartouches of
Neferabra Psametik and Apries, and the names of various perThe wellsons of the Xlllth-XV'IIIth dynasties, and later.
known inscriptions of Neferhotep are found here and also a stele
;

of

Amenhotep

1 1 1

rd.

BtGEH ISLAND

The

large

Phihe.

On

and rocky

island of Bigeh lies just to the west of The

the north-west side of the island, opposite the island

a rock on which are cut ten small figures,
apparently representing a family of persons worshipping a group
of gods.
On the same rock there are the figures of three gods, of
which two seem to be Khnum and Isis. Beside them there is a
of Salib, there

is

rough and much-damaged Greek inscription (2 p.). Opposite the
north end of the temple of Isis at Philae is an inscription (3 u)
giving the cartouches of Aahmes Ilnd, and his Horus-name,
beloved of Khnum of Senem. Above this (4 b) are the cartouches
of Psametik Neferabra, and his Horus-name.
On the same
rock, immediately under these cartouches,

stating that Prince

Ilnd for the

first

Khaemuast celebrated

time

the thirty-fourth year,

is

an inscription

the jubilee of

in the thirtieth year, for the

and

(5 b)

Ramescs

second time

in

for the third time in the thirty-seventh

A

space has been left for the recording of later jubilees,
Farther to the south, opposite
but these have never been added.
the colonnade of the temple of Philae are the cartouches of Apries,

year.

beloved of Hathor of Sfcnem (6 b). The following nine inscriptions
The cartouche of Nebmaara
form part of the same group.
[Amenhotep Ilird], together with a figure of a man with an

Rames came to make
The figure of a priest
inscription, " The priest of Anuket, Khnumhotep " (8
inscription reading, "The Viceroy of Rush Messuy" (9

inscription stating that the Vizir
to all the

gods of Senem

(7

b).

ofterings

with the
b).
b).

An
The

cartouche of Usermaara-setepnra (Rameses Ilnd) followed by the
words, " The .SVw-priest Prince Rhaemuast " (10 B and 11 B). A
30

in-

^"Bigeh^
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well-executed figure of a priest in low relief with the inscription,

"The High

Priest of

Anuket Amenhotep"

(12 b).

An

inscription,

reading as before, " The Sem-pr\est Prince Khaemuast (13 b). The
figure of a man holding a wand of office accompanied by the
cartouche of Nebmaara and the inscription " The Viceroy of Kush
Merimes"(i4 b). A line of small, damaged hieroglyphs giving
the name of an official which is very difficult to read (15 b).
On the rocks above this group of inscriptions there is a small
There are three rooms
mediaeval monastery built of crude brick.
and a stairway, under
with vaulted roofs, more or less intact
which is a closet, leads to an upper storey, now ruined. The
ruins of what may have been the church stand on the north side
Descending to a point below the group of
of this building.
inscriptions, one finds a few other inscriptions just behind the
walls of the modern houses, and half buried in i-efuse.
The first
of this group reads "The wad-pnest May, made by the wad-pnest
Usersatet (16 b). Next there are ten small figures, accompanied
by quite unreadable inscriptions, and probably representing a New
Empire family (17 e). Near this is a large inscription of "The
Viceroy of Kush Huy," and a figure of a man is shown holding a
crook and wand of office (18 P.). Near this is a figure with hands
raised, and an inscription reading "The Priest of Khnum, User
Upside down, and built into the wall of a house, is a stele,
(19 b).
on which a XlXth dynasty figure stands with hands raised,
accompanied by an inscription giving a prayer to Khnum for the
/Ca of the "Commander of the Archers of Kush, Nekht-Min," and
for " The Commander of the Archers, the Superintendent of the
Lands of the South, Pen-nesutawi (20 b). Another inscription
built into the wall refers to a high priest of Amen, but it is impossible to see it properly.
Ascending the rocks again to a point just
:

15 B, one finds an inscription (21 b) reading, "The priest of
Khnum, Thothmes," and beside it is a figure of that personage.
Near this is a large figure with an unreadable inscription beside it

behind

Farther to the south, opposite the south end of the Island
(22 b).
of PhilcX, and at the north side of a valley, is an interesting
inscription giving the cartouches of Amenhotep Ilird, and the
" The Royal Scribe, the Truth of his Lord, the Comwords
mander of the Troops of the Lord of the Two Lands, Amenhotep,"
and " the Superintendent of the Great Palace in Memphis,
Amenhotep." Two figures are shown with hands raised (23 b).
Near this is the figure of the \' izir Rames (?) and the cartouche of
Nebmaara (24 b).
:
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situated on the east of the island. The
onsists of a pj^^jj*^
It
opposite the colonnade of the temple of Phite.

The temple

of Bigeh

is

'^'^

(

quay

at the water's cdj^e, a

court,

and a pronaos, the

pink granite altar

lies

doorway some distance back, an open
rest of the

temple

now lost. A
The reliefs on

beinj,-^

half buried on the terrace.

doorway show " Autocrator Caesar" before Harendotes of
Isis of the Southern Lands, Horus, Nephthys of Abaton,
Khnum of Senem, Neith, Thoth of Senem, Sekhmet of Senem,
Horus of Edfu, Hathor of On. and other deities now destroyed.
A Roman masonry arch has been built into the doorway. In the
court which is now entered there are modern houses, and built
into one of the walls there is a pink granite altar, having upon it a
dedicatory inscription of a Ptolemy, whose cartouche is not clear,
and his queen. The pronaos is entered by a doorway, on each
These
side of which rises a pillar with an elaborate capital.
pillars are connected with two others by screen walls, partly built
On the east side of these walls Ptolemy Xlllth
into the houses.
Neos Dionysos is represented before Unnefer, Khnum of Senem,
On the doorway some smaller reliefs show
Isis, and other gods.
him before Isis and other deities. On the west face of the walls
the king is seen leaving his palace, wearing, on the north side, the
crown of Lower Egypt, and, on the south side, the crown of Upper
Egypt. Before him are the four usual standards. Farther on he
is blessed by Hathor of Senem.
The houses cover the area on
the

first

Abaton,

which the rest of the temple stood. On the north side of the
temple is a broken seated statue in pink granite inscribed with the
cartouches and titles of Menkheperra Thothmes Illrd. A statue
bearing the cartouches of Amenhotep Ilnd used to lie at the back
of the temple, but the present writer did not find any trace of it.
As will be seen from the inscriptions and the remains of statues History of
of Amenhotep Ilnd and Thothmes Ilnd, the island was already Bigeh.
sacred in the XVIIIth dynasty. There is, however, nothing to

show

was regarded with particular reverence before that
tomb of Rekhmara at Thebes mention is made of
the commandant of the fortress of Bigeh, but no trace of the
fortress remains.
In ancient times it was called Senem, or
Senmet and at Philae and elsewhere constant mention is made
of the gods of Senem.
Khnum and Hathor were the chief of
these, but Isis and the other favourite gods of Philae are often
described as being of Senem. At Phihe Nectanebus dedicated
a temple to "all the gods of Senem." The scenes in Hadrian's
Gateway at Philie show that in the Roman age Bigeh was
date.

that

it

In the

;
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regarded as one of the sources of the Nile. In a cave under the
rocks the Nile god was thought to Hve, guarded by a serpent
which encircled the chamber. The sanctity of Phils is of much
later date than is that of Bigeh
and thus the latter island has an
interest which one must not overlook.
;

PHIL^
.Situation

and condition of
Philce.

The island of Philas is situated at the head of the First Cataract,
some two miles above the barrage. It is about 500 yards long
from north to south, and 160 yards from east to west.
It is
formed by a mass of crystalline rock, of which the main part is
hornblendic granite and a deep deposit of Nile mud has been
;

collected above this.

At only two points does the granite rise in
any great quantity above the mud, namely, at the south-east
corner, where there is a high mound of rock, and at the Temple of
Isis, where it pushes up under the second pylon, and breaks
through the pavement of the hall. The island is almost covered
with temples, courts, and ancient constructions of one kind and
another and the banks of the river are largely built up with
quay-walls and high terraces. The foundations of these buildings
partly rest upon the rocks, and partly upon the mud
but for the
most part they are well built and deeply laid. When it was decided to turn this part of the river into a reservoir, Captain Lyons
(afterwards Director-General, Survey Department) undertook the
work of examining the buildings, and of ascertaining the strength
of the foundations. The works then carried out by him have
;

;

placed the buildings in a condition to resist the force of the water
at their yearly flooding, and at present there is no likelihood of a
collapse of any part of the actual temples.
The temples are flooded each year from December to about
April, and during part of this time one may visit them by boat,
passing through the Kiosk and into the court of the Temple of
From May to December the island stands quite out of
Isis.
water, and when the river is at its lowest the temples have much of
their original appearance, except that the palms and brick ruins
are gone.
Viewed as a whole, the place does not then show much
sign of its submersion.
Between the east side of the main temple
and the Kiosk a lawn of grass and green herbage stretches and
;
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various grasses, reeds, water-melons, creepers, and so on,

grow

in

profusion amidst the ruins.

THE HISTORY OF PHIL,«
The known history of Philas does not carry one back to a period
earher than the Ethiopian dynasty, an altar of Taharka being the
The frontier of Egypt during
oldest monument on the island.
late dynastic times seems to have been placed at the southern end
of the island of Sehel, which rises at the north end of the cataract.
The large island of Bigeh and the desert mainland around Shellal

were important Egyptian military outposts at all times but they
were seldom regarded as anything but Lower Nubian territory.
The island of Philae, however, does not seem to have been fortified, or to have been regarded as a place of any importance until
late dynastic times
but when at last it began to be built upon, it
was classed as a Lower Nubian settlement, having no connection
Its ancient name
with Aswan, the southernmost town of Egypt.
was AIek or Fe-alek, and the word alt'k has been sometimes
considered as meaning " the end," the name thus being rendered
''The Island of the End." This, however, is improbable, as Philas
was essentially part of the beginning of Lower Nubia and not the
end of Egypt while it is unlikely that the end of Lower Nubia
could have been meant, since
as viewed from south to north
;

;

;

—

there are other islands of

Lower Nubia

still

farther to the north.

The name is more probably purely Nubian.
The earliest standing' building at Philas was erected by
Nectanebus Ilnd, though the name of Aahmes Ilnd on a block
of stone and the above-mentioned inscription of Taharka show
that earlier buildings stood here.
The priests of Phila;, however,
believed that their island had a far longer history than this, and at
the Egyptian frontier at Sehel there is an inscription written by
them, stating that as early as the Ilird dynasty King Zeser gave

them the

country from the First Cataract to the island of
{i.e.
Derar, near Maharaka).
It may well be that
Zeser sent expeditions into Lower Nubia, and left this territory in
charge of the military commanders of the fortresses at the head of
the cataract
but it is extremely improbable that there were any
priests at Philae at that early date, for no very ancient remains
were found in Captain Lyons' excavations.
The Isis worship
which grew up here in Ptolemaic times, and for \\hich the

Takompso

;
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Ptolemies and Roman
brought Phike into great prominence at this period ai'id the
priests obtained a power unequalled at that date in Upper Egypt.
This may have been due in part to their holding, perhaps, the gold
mines of Wady Alaki, the terminus of the caravan route at Kubban
In the reign of
being within their sphere of administration.
Ptolemy Ilnd or II I rd, the territory from the First Cataract to
Takompso, known as the Dodekaschoinoi, or the Land of the
Twelve Aru or Sc/ioinoi (a schoinos being about jh miles) was
formed into a kingdom under the native king Ergamenes and
But under Ptolemy V'th
Phila.' perhaps was partly in this kingdom.
the kingdom of the Dodekaschoinoi was abolished, and Philas again

Pharaohs erected such splendid temples,
;

;

In the twenty-fourth year of Ptolemy
was handed over to the priests of
but an
Philce to administer and rule on behalf of the king
inscription near Kalabsheh dating from late times seems to show

came under Egyptian

rule.

\'Ith Philometor, this territory

;

some time after this the priests acquired the whole of
Lower Nubia as far south as the Second Cataract. In late Roman
times the Blemmyes became ardent worshippers of I sis of Phila?,
and at one period when the island had passed out of their sphere
of influence, an arrangement was made by which they were
allowed to visit the temple at fixed periods, and to take the statue
that at

own land

of the goddess into their

for

Egyptian religion died very hard, and
I sis continued for a long period after
only legal religion of Egypt. Bishop
converted part of the temple into a
A
dedicating it to Saint Stephen.

a short time. The old
Phike the worship of

at

Christianity

had become the

Theodorus, about 577

a.d.,

place of Christian worship,

large Coptic town grew up
around the old temples, and this was excavated and planned in
Sufficient has been said regarding Philse in the History of
1895.
Lower Nubia to render further remarks here unnecessary.
The goddess Isis was by no means the only deity worshipped on
She was
the island, although she held the position of patroness.
generally worshipped as Isis of Philse, Isis of Abaton, Isis of
Senem, Isis of Elephantine, Isis of the Southern Countries, Isis of
Copios, and Isis of Memphis. The trinities of which she was
Isis,
Unnefer, Isis, and Harendotes
the chief member were
Isis,
Unnefer, Isis, and Nephthys
Hathor, and Harpocrates
Isis, Horus, and
Horus, and Hathor; Isis, Neith, and Maat
A very large
Nephthys and Unnefer, Isis, and Harpocrates.
number of gods appear in the reliefs, but those connected with the
myth of Osiris, Isis, and Horus predominate. It is now impossible
:

—

;

;

;

;

;

iiie re^,'_g'.o"
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what was the original religion of the island but the
Ilnd— is
earliest of the standing temples— that of Nectanebus
dedicated to Hathor, Isis, and to all the gods of Senem (Bigeh).
time before
It has just been seen that Bigeh was sacred a long
Phite had attracted the attention of the priesthood, and it is
therefore not surprising to find the gods of Senem worshipped on
Isis, however, does not seem to have been a
the latter island.
patron deity of Bigeh and one may suppose that her worship was
to state

;

;

newly introduced at Philse. The reader will be familiar with the
myth which relates how Osiris was murdered by his brother Set,
and how his widow, Isis, gave birth to a son, Horus, in the marshes
of Lower Egypt, who, when he grew up, avenged his father's
death. This legend seems to have taken hold of the inhabitants
of this neighbourhood during the Greek era, and the main events
related in the story were soon thought by them to have taken
The god Horus had been introduced into Lower
place here.
There was a Horus of
Nubia by the Egyptians in early days.
the military districts of Maam (Anaybeh), of Beheni (Haifa), of
Baki (Kubban), and of Senem (Bigeh), who in each case was a
fighting

god

;

and

it

was natural

that the traditions relating to the

wars of the original Horus with Set should be identified with the
It
history of the wars of these military districts with the negroes.
followed that Isis and Osiris, who are essential to the story of the
traditional wars of Horus, should come to be closely related to
Horus in the temple ceremonies, just as they were at the main

Egyptian seats of that god's worship.
At Philne Osiris, Isis, and Horus were regarded essentially as
deified mortals, or as gods who for a space had been mortal.
Osiris is here the first Pharaoh of Egypt who taught the arts of
His name, Unnefer, is often written
civilisation to the Egyptians.
in a cartouche, with the words indicating " deceased " written after
while Horus
it
the name Isis is also written within a cartouche
has the mortal titles of ^cr- Prince of Beheni, S^v-Prince of Maam,
Pharaoh of Senem, and so on. The tendency, however, amongst
the natives of this neighbourhood, as indicated by that of the later
Blemmyes, was towards goddess-worship rather than god-worship
and gradually Isis assumed a more important position than that of
Strange to say, this worship
either the original Horus or of Osiris.
;

;

;

so

prospered that Phii:r, at the southern extremity of Egypt,

became the chief seat of the worship of Isis, who was originally a
Lower Egyptian goddess. It will be seen, then, that the original
god of Phihe was the military Horus of Senem or Bigeh and of
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other districts, and with him were associated the gods of Bigeh
that in accordance with the requirements of the adopted tradition
and that finally Isis assumed the
Osiris and Isis were introduced

;

;

position

of the greatest importance here,

and Horus became a

secondary god.

DESCRIPTION OK THE TEMPLES

The temples which

are

still

standing

may now

be described, but

must be understood that from December to May a large part of
We may begin at
the buildings arc flooded, and cannot be seen.
the south end of the island, which is submerged during these
months. The Temple, or Vestibule as it is sometimes called, of The
Nectanebus Ilnd stands immediately over the water when the temple of
river is low, and from its south side the quay wall drops sheer ^^^ ^^^^
down to the Nile. There are six pillars on the west side and
The
seven on the east, between which are low screen walls.

it

destroyed on the east side, but are nearly perfect on the

pillars are

to have lotus capitals, aliove which are Hathor
heads supporting the architrave. The vestibule was entered by a
main door on the north side, and by side doors on the east and
west sides. At the south end there was probably only a window,
as there are no traces of steps leading up the quay, by which the
temple could be reached. Two sandstone obelisks stood at the
On the other
south end of the temple, one of which is now lost.
On the east side of the temple
are Greek and Arabic inscriptions.
there is an open court, forming the top of the quay, and from it
down to the water run two flights of steps, one being subterranean.
Inside the temple the reliefs on the screen walls show Nectanebus
On the east side he stands before Isis,
before various gods.
Nephthys, and Hathor Isis of Elephantine, Isis of Coptos, and
Harseisis and various other gods now more or less destroyed.
On the west side he is seen before Osiris-Unnefer, Isis, and
Harseisis; before Nekheb and Buto; he is led by Khnum and
Horus of Edfu towards Isis and he is purified by Horus of Edfu
and Ta-kens, and by Thoth of Hermopolis. At the cast end of
the north wall he is seen wearing the crown of Upper Egypt,
leaving his palace, while before him go the standards of the shell

west,

and are seen

;

;

;

and jackal, and a j^///-priest burns incense. On the sides of the
main doorway are figures of Thoth and Horus of Edfu pouring
Outside the temple on the east face of the
out the holy water.
screen walls, the king is seen before Khnum and Satis, Osiris-
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and other gods now destroyed. On the west
is shown before Amen-Ra and
Mut Isis and Anukis Khnum and Buto Isis and Harpocrates.
On either side of the doorway in this wall a figure of the king is
shown with the usual inscriptions relating to the double purification
necessary when entering this "temple of Isis." The temple is
approached on the north side by a short flight of steps, and on the
Unnefer and

I

sis,

face of the screen walls the king

;

;

;

left of the entrance the king is seen before Hathor,
while on the right there seems originally to have been a figure of

wall to the
Isis.

The temple of Arsnuphis stands just to the north-east of the
The temple
of Arsmitemple of Nectanebus. It consists of a small shrine made up of
^ '^'
a pronaos, vestibule, adytum, and sanctuary, this building being
surrounded by a high enclosure wall. The shrine is for the most
but the main part of the enclosure wall stands on
part destroyed
the north and east sides, though on the west side it has fallen and
There has here been a Coptic
lies scattered on the ground.
church which was constructed of the fallen blocks. Inside the
sanctuary are fragments of a granite altar. Only the base of the
pronaos walls remains, and one sees here the decorations of Nile
The vestibule is almost
figures which went around the chamber.
;

same condition, but reliefs can be seen showing Ptolemy
Vth Epiphanes before Isis, and other gods, while around the doorway into the adytum are small reliefs showing the king in the
presence of Amen-Ra, Shu, Khnum, and Horus. Of the adytum
the south walls are standing, and one sees the king, now Ptolemy
IVth Philopator, before Isis, Horus, Unnefer, and other gods
whose names are now lost. In the sanctuary only the bases of the
in the

walls with decorations of Nile figures are now left.
tion is also found on the outside walls of the

This decorashrine.

The

On the north wall
enclosure walls are covered with reliefs.
In the top row the Pharaoh, who
there are four rows of scenes.
is here Tiberius, is represented before Osiris, Isis, and Harseisis
;

Harseisis,

and

Nephthys,

Isis;

Khnum,

Satis,

and Anukis

;

Arsnuphis and Tefnut. In the second row he stands before Isis,
In the
Hathor, Harpocrates, Arsnuphis, Thoth, and Dedun.
third row he is shown leaving his palace, while before him are the
four standards which so often precede the king and a figure
burning incense. Next he is purified by Thoth and Horus of Edfu,
and crowned by Nekheb and Buto. Then he is led by Horus
and Menthu of On towards Arsnuphis he stands in the presence
of Arsnuphis and Isis and he offers to other gods now damaged.
;

;
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gods and goddesses
all facing towards three figures representing Unnefer, Isis, and
Harseisis.
The fallen blocks of the south wall show Ergamenes,
the king of the Land of the Twelve Schoinoi, Ptolemy IVth
Philopator, Ptolemy V'llth Philometor, and Tiberius, before
various gods.
The cartouches of Ergamenes seem to show signs
of having been erased, and this was probably due to the enmity of
Ptolemy Vth Epiphanes towards the Nubians after their revolt
fourth

row consists of a

line of forty-eight

(P- 459)-

The east colonnade, still partly roofed, leading from the temple I he east
colonnade,
of Arsnuphis to the Great Pylon, has never been finished. Of the
seventeen columns only six have their capitals completed, and
the outer wall has no relief upon it.
Seven doorways are
cut through this wall.
The first five from the south end lead
out on to the court in which stood a now ruined chapel of Manand the sixth leads into the small temple of Imhotep
dulis
Passing through this door one finds oneself in a
(Asclepius).
little court, on the north side of which is the doorway into the
;

On

doorway King Ptolemy Vth
and on the right side he is
shown before Khnum, Satis, and Anukis and before Unnefer,
On the lintel is a Greek inscription which
Isis, and Imhotep.
dates from the reign of Ptolemy Vth Epiphanes, and refers to his
Through this doorway one passes into two
wife and son.
temple.

Epiphanes

is

the

left

side of the

seen before Imhotep

;

;

chambers, both of which are undecorated.
Between the temple of Imhotep and the Great Pylon stands the The gateimposing gateway built by Ptolemy Ilnd Philadelphus, which "ay of
probably formed the eastern entrance of a dromos, now lost, .jj^^g
which stood on the site of the present colonnade. On the west
face of the doorway the reliefs on the lintel show the king dancing
before Khnum and Hathor, and before Unnefer and Isis.
Inside
the doorway there is a large relief showing the king being led
forward by Isis
and small damaged reliefs showing Tiberius
before Unnefer, Isis, Anubis, and other gods.
On the east face of
the doorway King Ptolemy is seen in the presence of Unnefer,
;

Anukis, Ilathor, and other deities.
to the temple of Nectanebus at the south end The west
of the island, the west colonnade which lies between that point colonnade,
and the Great Pylon must be described. The thirty-one columns
Isis, Satis,

Returning now

here, with fine capitals,

still support parts of the roof, decorated
with vultures with spread wings and stars while the outer wall,
decorated with numerous reliefs, is mainly intact. At intervals in
;
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windows overlooking the water and the island of
This colonnade rises immediately above the high quay-wall,
so that at low water there is a sheer drop of se\eral metres below
the windows.
The reliefs show the Pharaohs Claudius, Tiberius,
this wall are

Bigeh.

and Germanicus before various gods, including Sebek of Qmbos,
Tasentnefer of Ombos, Penebtawi, and the others already so
frequently named.
The most common groups here are those
consisting of Osiris, Unnefer, Isis, and a form of Horus
or
Osiris, Hathor, and Harpocrates, while Arsnuphis is several times
represented. Towards the north end of the colonnade there is a
well-preserved Greek inscription on the wall, which states that a
certain Ammonius fulfilled a vow made to Isis, Serapis, and other
gods, by presenting to them the worship of his brother and
children, in the thirty-first year of Caesar Augustus.
Beneath the
colonnade, and running at right angles to it, is a passage descending to the water, which was used as a Nilometer.
The Great Pylon is now reached. In front of it are two fallen
Roman lions of pink granite, which stood on pedestals, of which
only one still remains.
The large reliefs upon the pylon must
;

The Great
Pylon.

now be

described.

On

the south or front face of the west pylon

King Ptolemy Xlllth Neos Dionysos

is seen with mace upraised,
slaying a group of enemies whom he grasps by the hair. A large
figure of Isis and small figures of Hathor and Horus of Edfu are
before him. Above this the king is seen in the presence of

Unnefer and Isis, Isis and Harseisis.
The reliefs have been
damaged intentionally in Christian times. On the east pylon the
king is shown slaying his enemies as before in the presence of
Isis, Horus, and Hathor
while higher up he stands before Horus
and Nephthys, Isis and Harpocrates. The scenes here are interfered with by the Gateway of Philadelphus, but it is obvious from
the masonry that the pylon and the gateway were built at the same
;

Along the whole length of the base of this face of the pylon
are reliefs showing small Nile figures bringing offerings.
In the
west pylon a doorway is constructed, leading into the Birth-House.
time.

At the foot of the wail on either side is a representation of a sacred
The reliefs on the inner sides of the doorway will be described

boat.

connection with the Birth-House.
the pylon was built by King Necta"^^'"^ '^"^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^'"^ '''"^ ^^ ^'^ temple at the south end of the
fhe GrTa!"
island.
On the south face of this gateway the reliefs on the lintel
Pylon.
later in

The main

The main gateway through

'

show Nectanebus dancing before Osiris-Unnefer and Isis Khnum
and Hathor. A Coptic cross has been inserted on either side of
;
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As one passes through the doorway one sees on
either side a number of reHefs showing Nectanebus in the presence
and there is a large relief showing him before
of various gods
Around the base of the walls are figures of Nile gods bearIsis.
the doorway.

;

On

a French inscription dated in
and recording the presence of
of the French army which had recently defeated the Mame-

ing offerings.

the east wall

is

the seventh year of the Republic,
officers

One now finds oneself in the forecourt of the temple of
and, turning round, one may examine the reliefs on the north
side of the Great Pylon.
On the east pylon Ptolemy .Xlllth is
Khnum and Hathor
represented offering to Amen-Ra and Mut
Unnefer and Isis. On the west pylon Ptolemy Xlllth is shown
before Unnefer and Isis; Horus and Hathor; Hathor and Harpocrates
Unnefer and Isis and Isis. Below this a number of

lukes.
Isis,

;

;

;

;

shown carrying two sacred boats. In the east pylon The small
there is a small doorway in the north side leading into a guard- ^^^' ?^^^"
room. Passing through this doorway one sees on the left side Great
reliefs showing King Ptolemy Xth Soter Ilnd, before Isis, Hathor, Pylon,
and Horus and, accompanied by Queen and Princess Cleopatra,
before Isis. The chamber into which one now passes has reliefs
on the south wall showing the king before Osiris, Isis, Horus, and
Four niches have been cut in the walls in later
Harpocrates.
From this room another small
times in order to form cupboards.
chamber leads off, but this is entirely undecorated. Another doorway in this pylon is to be found in the east corner under the
colonnade. Above it are reliefs showing Ptolemy Xlllth leaving
his palace, with the four standards (the jackal, ibis, hawk, and
Passing through the doorway one ascends a
another) before him.
A chamber opens off the
flight of steps which leads to the roof.
steps a few metres from the ground, and farther up a second
chamber leads on to the top of the doorway of Nectanebus. From

priests are

;

On
here the steps ascend up each of the pylons to the top.
different parts of the walls of the Great Pylon there are Greek and
demotic inscriptions, the former being particularly numerous.
The Birth-House, which is built between the Great Pylon and The en'°
It was '[^"^^;
the Second Pvlon, forms the west side of the forecourt.
the BirthJ
m the west pylon, House.
mtendedJ to be approached through the doorway
Passing into
the south side of which has already been described.
this doorway one sees on either side of the doorposts a series of
small reliefs showing Ptolemy \'Ilth Phiiometor before Harmachis,
Khonsu of Thebes, Anukis, Isis, Harpocrates, Ptah, Min, Unnefer,
and other deities. Beyond this, on either side, there are reliefs
.

,

'

,

,

1

,

,

•

,

1
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representing scenes introductory to the story of the birth of Horus,
which is related in the reliefs in the Birth-House. On the west
wall, above a small doorway which leads into an undecorated
guard-room, the king stands before Harpocrates, who is suckled

by Isis and he offers to Isis and to other deities now damaged.
Beyond this there is an elaborate group of scenes. At the top the
king is shown in the presence of Isis of Abaton and other gods.
Below this he worships Hathor, Harpocrates, and Arsnuphis
kneeling hawk-, jackal-, and human-headed figures being in front
of him.
Below this the seven Hathors, who attend women in
childbirth and act the part of the fairy godmother, are shown beating tambourines in the presence of Unnefer and Isis, who are
called Lord and Lady of the Birth-House.
Under this again a
goddess plays a harp, and the king, with his Queen Cleopatra,
makes offerings to Isis and other deities now partly destroyed.
On the west wall of the passage there is also a doorway leading
into a small guard-room, and the reliefs beside it are again elaborate.
In the top row one sees the king offering to Isis, Harpocrates, Neith, Bast, Hathor, Khnum, and other deities.
Below
;

;

this the king, with

eight cynocephali, adores

Isis,

Harpocrates,

and Arsnuphis. The lowest row of reliefs on either wall shows the
king and queen leading a procession of Nubian districts :— Senem
or Bigeh, Het-Khent, Baki or Kubban, Maa(m) or Ibrim, Mehy
or

Abu

Simbel, Tawazet, Penubs, Petenhor, Napata, Meroe, and

three others which are unreadable.
Tawazet and the followinonames are districts of Upper Nubia. Around the north face of
the doorway is a series of reliefs showing Ptolemy Xlllth before

Horus, Hathor, Harpocrates,

Isis,

Unnefer, and Harsemtawi.

The main

building consists of a portico, the roof of which is
supported by four columns with varying capitals, a vestibule, an
adytum, and a sanctuary. On the west, north, and east sides of
this building runs a colonnade which is entered by a doorway on
the west side of the portico. On the doorway leading to the portico

Ptolemy Vllth is seen on either side, with the crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt on his head, and holding a mace and sceptre in his
hands.

On

the west wall are eight reliefs showing Tiberius before

and Horus

Shu and Tefnut Horus, Hathor, and
and Anukis
Isis,
Osiris, and
Horus
Hathor suckling a child, and Shu Unnefer, Isis, and Horus and
Harpocrates and Hathor. On the east wall the eight reliefs show
Tiberius before Osiris, Isis, and Horus
Thoth and a goddess
whose name is not clear Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu Isis suckOsiris, Isis,

another deity

;

;

;

Satis

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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and Horus and Isis suckling
Harpocrates. On the north wall Ptolemy Vlth Philometor is seen
OsirisKhnuni, Satis, and Anukis
before Isis and Hathor
Unnefer and Isis; Isis and Hathor; Shu and two other deities
and Isis and Horus. On the architraves are small figures of deities,
most of which represent Taurt. The ceiling decoration is in the
ling a child,

and Shu

;

Isis, Osiris,

;

;

;

;

The walls of the vesti- The vestiusual form of vultures with wings spread.
bule are not decorated with reliefs, but many demotic inscriptions ^"''^ ^"*'
have been written here. Entering the adytum, the reliefs on this the Birthside of the doorway are seen to represent eight (sic) figures of House.
Hathor, each holding a tambourine, while a king and queen whose
cartouches have not been filled in worship Isis. Around the lower
part of the walls of this chamber are a series of curious reliefs,
representing various deities standing amidst the papyrus swamps
Here there are hawk- and
in which Isis gave birth to Horus.
snake-headed figures holding spears, snakes, hippopotami-gods
with cows' and hawks' heads, a cynocephalus enthroned, and so
on.
At the top of the wall Amen-Ra addresses Khnum Khnum
Thoth speaks with the queenmodels a figure of the king
;

;

mother

;

and the queen

On

god.

led forward

is

the east wall the scenes are

Khnum and

another

much damaged,

but one

by

can make out a child being presented to various gods, and Hathor
These scenes are intended to indicate the
addressing Amen.
divine birth of the king by showing the various gods interesting
themselves in the child's creation. We have seen similar scenes
at Luxor (p. 75) and Der el Bahri (p. 266).
Around the doorway leading into the sanctuary Ptolemy \'Ith
The reliefs on
Philometor, is shown before Isis and other gods.
the west, east, and south walls of the sanctuary show Ptoleiny Vlth
before various gods. On the north wall the central scene shows a
hawk, crowned with the crown of Upper and Lower Egypt, standand below this Isis is seen
ing amidst a clump of papyrus reeds
with the baby to whom she has just given birth in her arms. Beside her stand Thoth, VVazet, Amen-Ra, Nekheb, and Behudet.
Above these scenes the king is shown before the trinities of Khnum,
Hathor, and Horus and Osiris, Isis, and Horus.
Passing now into the colonnade around the temple, the reliefs
on the west side must be recorded. These are in four rows. In
the top row the Pharaoh Tiberius is seen worshipping OsirisUnnefer and Isis Isis, Hathor, and Horus Khnum and Hathor
Min the Pharaoh of Senem Horus and Hathor Seb, Nut, and
Horus Hathor and Horus Isis suckling the young Harpocrates,

The

sanc'"^^y of

House.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Thecolonnades of

House
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and Horus

;

and

Isis.

In the second row the king offers to Horus,

and Isis he offers to
Hathor and Horus, while a goddess with a bunch of papyri on her
head plays a harp he offers to Ptah and Sekhmet Thoth Arsnuphis and Tefnut Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu; Isis suckling Horus;
In the third row the
Neith and Maat and Horus and Hathor.
king worships various gods. The bottom row consists of a group,
many times repeated, made up of an ibis standing on a shrine, and
a hawk perched on a clump of papyrus.
It is perhaps worthy of
note that the representation of an ibis upon a shrine occurs as early
as the 1st dynasty, and is to be observed on the mace-head of
King Narmer found at Hieraconpolis. The reliefs on the north
wall are in four rows.
In the first two rows the king is shown
before Khnum and Hathor
Hathor suckling Horus, and Wepwat Osiris and Isis and other deities as before. In the third row
Isis, nursing Horus, is seated between Amen-Ra and Wazet, while
Thoth, Neith, another goddess, and the king stand by them; and
next to this Hathor nurses Horus, while Nekheb sits behind her,
and Khnum models a figure before her, Thoth, two goddesses, and
the king standing behind.
In the lowest row the king and various
demi-gods bring offerings to Isis nursing Horus in the papyrus
swamps. The reliefs on the east wall are damaged in part. They
repeat more or less closely the scenes on the west wall, and do not
mention any different gods. The east walls of this temple, outside
the colonnade, are also decorated with reliefs.
At the south end
the king, Neos Dionysos, is seen before Min, Arsnuphis, Khnum,
and other gods and seven Hathors beating tambourines stand
before Isis and Hathor. Along the lower line the king is seen
leaving the palace with seven standards before him, and a priest
who burns incense. He is then purified by Thoth and Behudet
is crowned by Nekheb and Wazet
is led to Isis by Horus
and
worships Osiris-Unnefer, Isis, and Horus, and other gods now
damaged. At the north end various mythological figures are re-

who

is

carried in a chest on a Hon's back,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The architrave inscription on the east face of the east
part of the colonnade around the temple states that Ptolemy IXth

presented.

Euergetes, built it.
Under the reliefs of Neos Dionysos at the
south end of the wall are demotic and hieroglyphic decrees dated
in the twenty-first year of Ptolemy V'th Epiphanes, one of which
the suppression of what seems to be the revolt of
Ergamenes, king of the Dodekaschoinos, or of his successor
Azkheramen.
The east side of the forecourt between the two pylons is formed
relates to
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by a colonnade, from the back of which six doorways lead. The The east
reliefs on this wall from south to north show King- Neos Dionysos
porecourt^
before Thoth
slaying a form of Set before Horus of Edfu offer- of the
temple
of
ing to Unnefer and Isis; burning incense before six standards
Isi s.
the jackals, the iljis, the iiawk, the Theban emblem, and the disk
and feathers dragging a sleigh on which is the boat of Sokaris
in the presence of Sokaris and Isis
worshipping Isis kneeling
before Hathor and worshipping Osiris and Isis.
Lower down
the king is seen before Isis, Unnefer, Horus, Neith, while along
the bottom of the wall is a procession of the nomes.
On the
columns the king is shown in the presence of the same gods as
usual.
The inscription on the architrave states that Ptolemy IXth
Euergetes Ilnd, built the colonnade, and it is thus seen that Neos
Dionysos only added the reliefs. The southernmost of the six doorways leads through a chamber onto the terrace. There is also
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

a stairway here leading to the roof.
inscriptions giving

the receipt for

On

the doorway are long
the temple incense,

making

and it is to be presumed that this was the room in which it was
made. The second and third doorways admit one to uninscribed
chambers. The fourth doorway leads into a small chamber, upon
the walls of which are the four following reliefs in large size
cow-headed goddess offers two vases to Unnefer, Isis, and Horus
the Pharaoh (Augustus?) makes offering to Isis; Maat offers a
paint-box and brushes to Thoth, Tefnut, and Safkhet and the
Pharaoh offers to Ptah. There is a niche in the north wall over
which is a figure of an ibis, and under it a figure of an ape
writing upon a palette. This room, as one sees from the inscription outside the doorway, was the chamber in which the sacred
books were kept, and it was probably actually in this niche that

—

;

;

they lay.

The

fifth

The wooden
and

door-pivot at the entrance

largest door leads through a vestibule

noteworthy.

is

and

a second

doorway to the terrace outside. On the east side of the doorway
Neos Dionysos is seen worshipping the two trinities Khnum,
and Osiris, Isis, and Horus and other
Hathor, and Horus
On the second doorway leading from this vestibule to
gods.
the terrace Tiberius is seen with his queen, whose cartouche is
blank, before Osiris, Isis, and Horus, and other deities.
Coptic
crosses have been cut on the east side of the doorway.
The
Above it on the inside the
sixth doorway leads to the north.
king is seen worshipping Osiris and Isis, and below is a lion.

—

;

On

;

the right side of the doorway, as one passes through, the
At the sides of the
is seen slaying a captive before Horus.

king
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doorway are

Keeper of

inscriptions addressed to the mythical

the Portal.

Returning now

The

Forecourt of
the temple
of I sis.

corner there

to the forecourt, in the south-east

Prostands a granite altar dedicated to Amen-Ra by Taharka.
truding from the east side of the smaller pylon there is a large
block of the natural granite, which has been trimmed down and
has had reliefs and inscriptions cut upon it in the manner of a
stele.

In front of

it

now almost
The reliefs on

a small chapel,

totally lost,

was

show
Ptolemy V^Ith Philometor and his queen standing before Isis and
Horus, and Osiris and Isis, while Horus in another form stands
The inscription, dated in the twenty-fourth year, refers to
near.
erected by one of the emperors.

the presenting to Isis of the country from

the stele

Takompso

(or

Derar)

Aswan, making twelve am or schoinoi on the east bank, and
twelve schoinoi on the west bank.
The
The east side of the second or smaller pylon, which is built over
Second
this natural rock, has on it a large relief showing King Neos
Pvlon.
Dionysos worshipping Horus and Hathor and above this he is
shown in smaller size offering to Horus and Isis; and to Osiris,
Below are figures of the king and the Nile-gods
Isis, and Horus.
offering to Unnefer, Nephthys, and Horus.
On the west pylon
the king is shown in large size before Unnefer and Isis, and in
smaller size before Horus and Isis, and Unnefer, Isis, and Horus.
Lower down the king is seen at the head of a procession of Nilefigures, making offering to Unnefer, Isis, and Horus.
The five
standards of the jackal, ibis, hawk, Theban emblem, and feathers
and disk are shown near the king. These scenes are interrupted by
the doorway which joins the Birth-House to the pylon.
A flight
of steps leads up to the main doorway between the pylons.
The
reliefs on the east side of the east pylon show Neos Dionysos before
Horus, Ptah, and three other forms of Horus.
Ascending the stairs from the forecourt one passes through the
The Hypostyle Hall
great doorway. On the two jambs are reliefs showing the king
of the
offering to various gods.
On the east side is an inscription of
temple of
sis.
Bishop Theodorus. On the main inner wall of the doorway is a
to

;

J

Coptic painting of Christ

(?)

with adoring angels.

On

the west

Ptolemy IXth offers before Unnefer, Isis, and Horus. Passing
through the doorway one finds oneself in a rectangular hall, having
ten columns, and in the middle a restored semi-portal.
The
beautiful capitals of the columns excite one's profound admiraThe roof is intact but only
tion for the work of this period.
covers half the hall, a large part ha\ing been left open in the
side
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From the north end a gateway
and sanctuary. On the east and west sides are small
doorways, and in the west side of the pylon another doorway leads
The walls
to a staircase by which one may ascend to the roof.
and columns of the hall are covered with reliefs, some of which
are much damaged by bird-droppings, while others have been
The water when the reservoir
quite chiselled out by Christians.
leads into the

original design.

vestibule

is

floods this hall to the depth of about a foot or so

full

when

;

but

be
about entirely submerged. The reliefs show Ptolemy IXth and
On the north wall of the hall
other Pharaohs before the gods.
Ptolemy 1 1 Ird and Berenice are seen in attitudes of worship. These
figures were introduced by Ptolemy IXth. On the east side of the
hall part of the wall decorations have been removed, and a small
Christian altar has been erected. The reliefs have also been
erased on the lower part of the other walls. The floor at this
side of the hall shows the rough granite protruding through
the pa\ement in several places, while it actually forms part of
Considering the care with which the
the wall in one place.
temple is built, one can only suppose that this natural rock has
been left untouched owing to the objection which the priests felt
to -cutting it away, all the rocks of the island being regarded as
the height

of the

barrage

is

raised

the

hall

will

sacred.

One now

passes from the hall into an inner court, and on either The Inner
doorway is an inscription relating to Bishop Theodorus. Court of
High up over the doorway is a large modern inscription dated in q/jsjs
84 under Gregory' XVIth. The small court which one now enters
was originally divided into two parts by a doorway now destroyed.
The west portion formed a hall in front of the main chambers of
the sis Temple and the east part was partly roofed, and through
it one passed into a passage which led round into the adytum
again.
As one enters the court a series of reliefs will be seen on
its south wall.
To the west of the doorway King I'tolemy Ilnd is
represented, having the crown of Lower Egypt on his head, leaving
his palace censed by a .y^w-priest, and preceded by the two jackal
standards. Above this he offers to I sis.
On the east doorway he
leaves the palace crowned with the Upper Egyptian crown, and is
preceded by the jackal, shell, ibis, and standards. Above this he
is seen dancing before I sis, and performing an unknown ceremony
before I sis and Nephthys.
At the bottom on the east side the
goddess Safkhet writes the A'a-name of the king, while on the west
side Thoth does likewise.
One sees, then, from these reliefs that
side of the

1

1

I

;
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the king has left his palace and in the presence of various gods
has come to worship I sis. The inscription here tells one that these
gods are giving to the king many jubilees in which he is crowned
as King of Upper and Lower Egypt on the throne of HorusMenthu. On the west wall the king is now seen to be purified by
Horus and Thoth. Above this he offers to the Pharaoh of Senem,
who is crowned with the war-helmet and still higher he offers to
Amen-Ra and Isis. On the north wall, zV. on the sides of the door
into the inner chambers, he is crowned, on the west side, by
Menthu of Thebes and Tum of On, and is given many years and
Above this he worships Seb and Horus. On the east
jubilees.
side he is led forward by Khnum and Isis
and above he worships
Isis, and Isis suckling Harpocrates, and Wazet.
This scene is
much damaged, and cannot be easily distinguished. Over the
doorway he worships Osiris and Isis and down either side he
offers to Hathor, Sekhmet, Isis, and Tefnut.
The vestiOne may now enter from this court into the main building
buleand
consisting of the vestibule, adytum, and sanctuarv.
In the west
advtum of
.
,•
,,
the temple ^^'^'l of the vestibule there is a doorway leading into an inner
of Isis.
chamber which is quite dark, and the reliefs of which are much
damaged. On this west wall there is a relief showing the king
offering to Osiris.
The east wall is much damaged, but it can-be
seen that the king has been shown offering to Isis. The adytum
is somewhat dark, and as there is generally a foot or so of water
On the west end of the south
in it in winter, it is seldom visited.
wall Ptolemy Ilnd is seen before Osiris and Isis, and before
Harmachis and Tefnut. On the east end of the south wail he
On the east wall
stands before Unnefer, Isis, and other deities.
he worships Isis, and on the west wall Isis, Hathor, &c. On the
north wall he is seen worshipping Isis of Phila; and Arsinoe.
Prom this room a doorway in the west wall leads into a chamber
in which there are reliefs showing the king in the presence of
Sekhmet, Hathor, and Nephthys. There is an additional inscription added by Ptolemy Ilird (?).
In the north wall of the adytum
is a door leading into a dark chamber in which are large reliefs
showing Ptolemy Ilnd before Hathor, Anukis, and Isis in various
forms.
There is again an additional inscription by Ptolemy Illrd.
The saneThe sanctuary is lighter, and most of the reliefs can be easily
tuary of
seen.
The walls are covered with scenes showing Ptolemy Ilnd
the temple
,
r
r
Isis predominates here of course, and on the
before the gods.
of Isis.
north wall which forms the main wall of the sanctuary she is
shown six times, no other deities being with her. In this chamber
;

;

;

;

•,,,-,

,

,

,

,

i-

'

,

,
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a pink granite altar or pedestal of a statue, inscribed with
the cartouches of Ptolemy 1 1 lid and Berenice.
Returning to the small court or hall before the vestibule, one The
should now visit the eastern portion of the building. On the south ^f^'^'j"
is

wall there is a damaged relief of the king offering to Horus.
the east wall the king worships Isis, who says that she gives

On
him

Horus he offers to Isis; and, in large size, he
presents a large heap of offerings of all kinds to the temple.
The
north wall is covered with scenes which have been damaged by
the sovereignty of

of (he
temple of
^*'^-

;

The king

is here seen offering to Isis and Unnefer.
he worships Osiris, Isis, Nephthys, Hathor,
Khnum, Satis, Anukis, and Horus. The king throughout these
reliefs is Ptolemy Ilnd, but Ptolemy IlIrd has added his name
here and there. A door in the north wall leads into a passage
which turns into the adytum. In this passage, on the east wall,
the king is seen carrying a miniature barque, while two priests
bear its case behind him. He offers it to Isis and Horus. On
the west wall he offers a similar barque to Osiris-Unnefer and Isis.
Returning once more to the court in front of the vestibule, one
may now pass out by the doorway on the west side, which brings
one into an antechamber from which two passages lead, that in
the west wall taking one outside the temple, and that in the north
wall taking one up a straight flight of steps to the roof.
In the

the Christians.

On

the

west wall

anteroom there are three big reliefs showing the king before Isis.
Ascending the steps the roof is found to be constructed in the The roof of
form of a platform, at each of the four corners of which is an open thetomplc
chamber sunk some eight feet.
The stairway by which one has
ascended has led through the first of these. That at the northeast corner has a small room leading off it, but there are no inscriptions or reliefs on the walls.
That at the south-east corner has
lost its flooring, and thus one looks down on to the hall below.
That at the south-west corner is the most interesting. On the
north wall Isis, Nephthys, Horus, and .A.nubis are shown making
offerings to Unnefer, and Isis and Nephthys spread their wings
around him. On the north wall Isis weeps by the bier of Osiris,
beside which stands Anubis, while above it hovers a hawk. The
gods Harmachis, Seb, Thoth, Tefnut, Nut, Hathor, Sekhniet, and
others stand near bewailing.
On the east wall various gods
worship before Unnefer, Isis, and Nephthys.
In the south wall
is a door leading into a second chamber, and on either side of it
is a relief showing the king, here called simply " Pharaoh," slaying
his enemies.
In this chamber, which one now enters, the reliefs
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are very curious.
On the north wall one sees in the top row the
king, whose cartouches are blank, worshipping Min
and Unnefer
;

worshipped by Isis, Nephthys, Anubis, Horus, Wazet, and
Nekheb. In the second row a sacred boat in which is the bier
of Osiris is worshipped by the four genii of Anubis Amset, Hapu,
Duamutef, and Khebsen. In the third row a shrine is shown in
which is a sacred tree. On the west wall in the top row the king
worships before Ptah, Harmachis, Shu, Tefnut, a god whose name
is not clear. Nut, Unnefer, Isis, Khnum. Satis, Horus, Nephthys,
Hathor, Harpocrates, and Wazet. In the second row Khnum is
seen fashioning a pot behind him are Hapi, a hawk-headed lion,
the frog Heket, Osiris, Isis (?), Horus, a lion-headed god, Osiris,
Isis, Horus, Remtet in
the form of a human-headed snake,
Sekhmet, a form of Khepera, Wazet of the fields, Anhur-Shu,
Osiris, and Isis.
In the third row are the nome standards.
On
is

—

;

the south wall, in the top row, Osiris and Isis stand beside the
sacred head of Osiris on a pole Horus and two goddesses stand
before a large dcd; and Satis, Anukis, Sokaris, and a ram-headed
;

god are shown before another sacred symbol. In the second row
Osiris-Unnefer in the form of a mummified hawk lies on a bier
supported by four figures Isis and Nephthys kneel by the legs of
Osiris, which are in a chest
and Isis and Nephthys lean over the
bier on which the resurrection of Osiris in the form of Horus is
taking place.
In the third row Anubis, Isis, and Nephthys are
seen tending the body of Osiris the body of Osiris lies on a bier,
while Horus sprinkles water over it, thus causing lotus-flowers to
grow from it the body of Osiris lying on its bier is worshipped by
f^
Horus and Heket. On the east wall, in the top row, is the king
before the gods Amen^Ra, Nun and Nunt, Hehu and Hehut,Kekui
and Kekuit, Nuy and Nuyt, Tum, Thoth, &c. In the second row the
;

;

;

;

king ofifers to Ptah who fashions a vase, Hapi, Horus, Osiris, Isis,
Neith, Selket, Osiris, Urthekau snake-formed, Horus, Nekheb,
Horus of Edfu, Sokaris protected by a goddess, and a shrine in

which

is

the

head of

are the nome signs.
of a stairway.

Isis

protected by a goddess.

One may now ascend

to the

In the third row

pylon by means

The outside walls of the temple of Isis are decorated with reliefs
dating mainly from the reign of Tiberius. At the south end of the
west wall the king is shown slaying his enemies in the presence of
Osiris, Isis, Horus, and Hathor.
Above this he is shown slaying
a captive before the Pharaoh of Senem.
In the other reliefs* he is
shown worshipping Unnefer and Isis; Amen-Ra, Mul,and Khonsu;
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and Nephthys Thoth Min
and
Nephthys
Shu and Tefnut
Nut
Hathor and Horus
others
he is crowned by Nekheb and Wazet in the presence of
Isis
and he slays a captive before Horus and Hathor. On the
north side, or back, of the temple four large reliefs show him before
Isis and Horus
Unnefer and Isis Isis and Nephthys and Hathor

Khnum and Hathor

;

;

Horus,

Isis,

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

On
while other smaller reliefs represent other gods.
the east side of the temple at the south end he is seen slaying his

and Horus

;

enemies before Isis, Hathor, and Horns: he makes offering to
Unnefer and Isis Khnum, Hathor, and Horus Isis, Hathor, and
Horus Horus, Nephthys, and the Pharaoh of Senem and UnneAlong the north end of this side the
fer, Isis, and Nephthys.
:

;

;

;

Pharaoh is seen leaving his palace, with the jackal-, ibis-, and
hawk-standards before him he is purified by Behudet and Thoth
he is crowned by Nekheb and Wazet he is led by Menthu of On
and Harmachis to Isis; and he worships Isis, Unnefer and Isis,
Horus and Isis, and Isis and Horus. Higher up he stands before
On the west of the temple, near the
Isis. Horus, and others.
second pylon, stands a gateway and passage built by Hadrian. The
The flight of steps by which it led to the water is now lost, though ^'y^y
;

;

;

the quay

and much construction stands.

On

the lintel of the door-

seen before Osiris, Isis, and Harpocrates and on
the sides of the doorway are the wig of Osiris resting on a pole,
and the spine of Osiris in the form of a Jed, tfiese two relics belonging to Abydos and Busiris respectively. On the south wall ot
the passage the reliefs have never been finished, and all are much

way

the king

is

;

In the top row Horus is seated between Isis and
damaged.
Nephthys, while Neith and Thoth number his years and Osiris,
Anubis, Shu, Tefnut, and a goddess playing a harp are shown near
by.
In the second row, near a small side door, there is a very
It shows the king bearing a chest upon his
interesting relief.
shoulder, and walking with Thoth and Isis towards a temple, on
the west side of which are two doorways, probably representing
Beyond these doorways is the river, across
this actual building.
which a crocodile swims with Osiris on its back towards some
;

steep rocks, probably representing the rocks of Bigeh, which can
be seen in reality on one's right. Above the river are the sun,
moon, and stars, and amidst the blue sky are Harpocrates and
Other reliefs show Horus slaying a monster, Osiris standOsiris.
ing in the sacred tree, and the king worshipping various gods. On
the north wall the king offers to Isis and Hathor, Osiris-Sokaris,
Lower down Isis, Nephthys, Horus,
Isis, Nephthys, and Horus.

gate-

°/
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the cow-headed I sis worship the hawk which rises
above the reeds of the river at the foot of the rocks of Bigeh, on
which a vulture perches, and under which is a cave surrounded by
a serpent and containing a figure of Hapi. This is intended to

Amen, and

represent the source of the Nile.
On the front of this building is
a Demotic inscription in red letters mentioning Aurelius Antoninus
Pius and Lucius Verus, and giving them titles derived from conquered provinces. Just to the north of this gateway there are
traces of a temple, of which the platform and a few scattered
blocks from the walls alone remain. There are here no traces of

names or kings' cartouches by which to name the place but
formerly some inscriptions were found which showed that it was
while
built by Claudius and was partly dedicated to Harendotes
other inscribed blocks built into the Coptic church which stands
To the
just to the north also named Claudius as the builder.
south of Hadrian's gateway is the Kilometer, on the walls of which
Farther to the
are Demotic, Hieratic, and Coptic inscriptions.
north is a ruined temple of Augustus, built in the eighteenth year
of his reign.
A paved court fronts the temple, and pink granite
pillars lie fallen on the ground, and on an architrave there is a
gods'

;

;

Greek

inscription.

tion of Cornelius

Beyond

this, at

Here Capt. Lyons found the
Callus, which

is

now

in

trilingual inscrip-

Museum.

the Cairo

the extreme north of the island, stands the

Roman

Town

Gate, built *with three arches, the side arches being lower
than the middle arch.
domical stone vault is to be seen in the

A

west arch, but that of the east arch has fallen.
It is probable that
this gateway was erected by Diocletian.
A flight of steps leads
up from the water to the gateway. Walking now towards the
south-east one passes another large ruined Coptic church, and
presently the Temple of Hathor is reached, which stands immediately to the east of the second pylon.
It consists of a hall and a
pronaos, the other chambers being now destroyed. The hall had
six pillars on either side, and screen walls joined them
but the
pillars are now only standing in part.
Entering the hall one sees
on the south end of the west wall a damaged relief showing the
king worshipping Mut and Hathor, and on the opposite side
Hathor is again seen. On the south wall, passing along the lower
row from west to east, the following reliefs are seen a figure
standing by some reeds plays a double reed pipe the king offers
a festal coronet to Isis
a figure plays upon a harp the king
oflers flowers to Nephthys
a small figure of lies beats a tambourine the king offers sistra to Sekhmet a full-faced figure of
Bes plays upon a harp the king offers a coronet to Hathor; an
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ape plays upon a guitar; and the kingofifers wine to Isis. On the
north wall a figure plays on a double pipe another figure plays
on a harp a man carries a gazelle decorated with flowers on his
shoulder the king offers an ape amulet to Satis he offers an
ornamental sphinx to 'I'efnut a full-faced figure of Bes plays a
harp and dances an ape p];iys a guitar and the king offers wine
to Ilathor.
The festive nature of these scenes will at once be
observed.
Hathor was the goddess of beauty and joy, and these
scenes are intended to inspire the worshipper with those feelings
of gaiety which were pleasing to the goddess. Other reliefs in the
hall show the king in the presence of llorus, Arsnuphis, and Hathor.
There is a doorway on either side of the hall and at the east end
a semi-portal decorated with Hathor-hcads leads into the pronaos,
The reliefs in this
the roof of which is supported by two pillars.
chamber are unfinished, but show the king before the usual gods.
A doorway led into the farther chambers, but only the pavement
of these now remains.
Outside the pronaos, on the north side, the
king is seen leaving his palace with the Upper Egyptian crown on
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

him the jackal, ibis,
and he burns incense before Unnefer
and Isis. On the south, the king with the crown of Lower Eg^ypt
on his head and with the standards before him, leaves the palace
and he worships Hathor and Horus, and Khnum and Horus. A
doorway on this side admits to the pronaos, and around it are small
figures of the king worshipping some nearly obliterated gods
his head,

and with the

four standards before

hawk, and Theban emblem

:

;

;

;

while at the foot of each jamb is a lion holding a knife. The
pronaos of this temple was dedicated to Hathor by Ptolemy VHth
Philometor and Ptolemy IXth Euergetes but the hall in the front
and the lost sanctuary were added by Augustus. A Greek inscrip;

tion reading " Hiertia directed a prayer to Aphrodite

"

proves that

the temple was dedicated to Ilathor.
Just to the south-east of this temple

is the famous Kiosk, some- The
times called " Pharaoh's Bed." Fourteen pillars with floral capitals Kiosk,
support the architrave, which on the outside is decorated with a
concave cornice. .Screen walls rise between the columns on which
reliefs were intended to be sculptured
but only two of them have
been decorated. Wide doorways at the east and west ends admit one
to the Kiosk, and there is a smaller door on the north side.
The
pavement of the Kiosk does not now e.xist, and perhaps it was never
laid down.
The only two reliefs show Trajan burning incense before
;

Unnefer and

Isis,

and

offering wine to Isis

side of the Kiosk the terrace or (|uay

seems

to

have been walled

in,

still

and Horus. On the east
and originnlly this

exists,

thus forming another cIkhiiImt.

CHAPTER
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DABOD

THE

Dabod lies about ten miles above the barThe temple stood originally a short distance back
The
river, with a strip of cultivated land in front of it.

village of

rage.

from the

barrage, however, has raised the water in the winter so that it
covers the main part of the temple. To the north of the temple
there is a fair-sized village rising on the hillside, and to the south
there are a few houses. Behind it the scenery is very magnificent jagged points of dark rock protrude from smooth drifts of
;

vividly yellow sand, while in the distance the hills gather together
The palms still stand in the water in
into a series of ranges.
front of the temple, but these will not last for long.
is not known with any
the Abaton. which occurs
This
so frequently in the inscriptions at Philae and elsewhere.
word in Egyptian reads 'Et-iibyt, and Dabod might well be the

The

ancient Egyptian

certainty, but

one

is

modern rendering.
and it is generally

A

stele of

name

for

tempted to see

In

Dabod
in

it

Greek times 'Et-u'byt was named Abaton,

identified with Philai

Amenemhat

II nd,

:

but this

is

not certain.

was found here, which
existence as early as the Xllth

now

at Berlin,

shows that the town was in
It was then probably a military outpost in connection
dynasty.
with the garrison at Aswan. The King of Nubia who is responsible for the building of the temple is named " The King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Rantaa-Setepenneteru, Son of the
Sun Azkharamen, Living for ever, beloved of Isis." Ptolemy
Vllth, who seems to have lived just after Azkharamen's reign,
The
added a Greek inscription on one of the temple walls.
temple was embellished by Ptolemy Euergetes Ilnd, and in later
Diocletian
times Augustus and Tiberius added some reliefs.
ceded Dabod with the main part of Lower Nubia to the Nubae,
whom he brought from the Oasis of El Khargeh to act as a
49°
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'

Egypt and Ethiopia, and more especially
to defend the lower Nile from the attacks of the Blemmyes.
The
temple was still unfinished at that date, and the introduction of

buffer state between

Christianity into the country prevented

its

completion.

In 1868

an earthquake shattered the vestibule and other parts of the
building, and since then there have been other falls of masonry.
The temple, however, has now been repaired and restored.
The most important deity to the inhabitants of Dabod was, of
course, Isis
and in the temple she is represented generally in
connection with Osiris-Unnefer and Harpocrates. Other deities
were worshipped in the temple, including Khnum, Amen-Ra,
Mut, and Hathor. .^men-Ra is, in one place, called "Lord of
;

Two Lands in Bigeh, Bull finding his place
Abaton."
The temple buildings were made up as follows
On the edge The
of the river there was a terrace or quay, from which a paved way ^^"ipl^led to the front gate, which was built into the enclosing" wall of
the courtyard.
Beyond this gate a second and a third were
passed through, though these seem to have had only an ornamental value. The main building was then reached. Along its
face there was a portico, the roof of which was supported by four
columns connected by screen walls. A doorway in the middle led
into the hall, and from this another door opened into an antechamber, in the back wall of which a third door led into the
sanctuary.
From the antechamber a door on either side opened
into a long narrow chamber, that on the north side being intended
for the keeping of the sacred utensils, and that on the south side
for a vestry.
The priests could approach the latter by way of
a narrow passage which ran along the south side of the building,
and they would thus avoid passing through the public parts of the
temple.
From this side of the temple a stairway ascended to the
the Throne of the
in

:

On

roof.

the south of the portico a wing was added at a later
now much ruined. The quay is now under water in
in summer ten tiers of masonry blocks sometimes can be

date, but

winter
seen,

—

;

it is

and one

is

make out the stairway which was built
The pavement around the temple has all

able to

into the stonework.

been dug away by the natives during the last century, and the
thresholds of the doorways and floors of the chambers are high
above the level of the ground outside, the foundations thus being
entirely exposed.
The first gateway is ornamented with the usual
cornice and disk. The granite pivot on which the door swung is
still /// si/it.
The threshold of the second gateway is of granite.
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the upper part of this building there is a much-damaged
inscription giving the name of Ptolemy \'llth and Queen
Cleopatra.
The third doorway has lately collapsed, and lies in a

On

Greek

confused heap on the ground. The portico of the temple has also
and fragments of the capitals of the columns, never finished
by the sculptor, are to be seen on the ground. On the standing
front wall of the temple " Autocrator Caesar " is represented
worshipping Isis, Osiris-Unnefer, Khnum, and a lion-headed god
whose name is not readable. As one enters the roofless pronaos
fallen,

the reliefs on the inner sides of the doorway are seen to represent Horus and Thoth pouring a vessel of holy water over the
approaching worshipper, while behind them "the Chief Reader-

Chief Scribe of the North and South," the demi-god
Imhotep, sees that the necessary ritual is said. The walls of the
hall are covered with reliefs, some of them much damaged, showing the Nubian King Azkheramen adoring the gods of Dabod.
Passing into the antechamber one finds there a large naos of
pink granite, lately restored to its place.
inscribed
It
is
with what appear to be the names of Ptolemy Euergetes Ilnd, but
the inscription is very hard to read.
The remainder of the temple
is uninscribed, but these innermost rooms are the best preserved,
the walls and roof being more or less intact, whereas in the front
rooms the outer walls used to lean in all directions.
In the
room on the north side of the antechamber, i.e. that in which the
ceremonial objects of value were kept, there is a man-hole in
the floor, opening into a narrow passage, which leads up a flight
of steps into a secret chamber constructed in the thickness of the
wall.
It was evidently the treasure-room of the temple, in which
the more valuable objects were hidden.
The quarries from which the stone for the building of the temple
was cut are situated about a mile to the west, amongst the rocky
priest, the

hillocks

and smooth sand-drifts of the desert.
They are not
and they have no inscriptions of any kind upon them.

extensive,

A walk up to them, however, repays the visitor, as the view is
extremely fine from the higher ground.
In the high ground to the north-west of the temple there are a
few tombs cut into the hillside, but now covered again with sand.
They are said not to be inscribed, and one, into which the writer
penetrated, was quite devoid of decoration. To the south of the
temple, beyond a sandy valley, there are a number of tombs of a
very poor kind, mostly untouched. They are marked by small
mounds of stone while liere and there some broken pottery of
;
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Roman

date and a few white bones show where the inquisitive
Some of these tombs
native has ransacked one of the graves.
are somewhat curious in form. Three or four coffin-shaped basins
have been neatly cut into a flat-surfaced outcrop of rock, and,
when the t)()dy was placed inside, each was covered by a heap
of rough stones.

FROM

A

D.\B(')J)

Dabod

TO TAFKH

the village of Dinui, situated
amidst the rugged granite rocks. In summer and autumn, when
the water is low, there is to be seen something of the remains of
an ancient temple and town. Fragments of a column of sandstone
and its capital, a block of granite, and a masonry wall projecting
These ruins probably mark the site of
into the river still exist.
the Roman Parembole, which is stated to be sixteen Roman miles
above Syene, that place being reckoned as beginning three Roman
miles below Philai.
Thus Parembole is thirteen Roman miles
above PhiUe, which would place it somewhere about here, or a
little

short distance above

lies

Dimri.

farther south.

The

antiquities on the west side of the river are few in

number.

In the village of Dimri there are traces of a quay wall, and the

substructure of a small temple of Roman date but very little of
it now remains.
One large block of hewn stone has a curious
legend attached to it. During the Mameluke occupation of this
country there lived a woman named Gamr ("Moon"), who
acquired great wealth, which she buried before she died. It is
;

the opinion of

named

some

after her

is to be found in a valley
But others consider that the

that the treasure

Wady Gamar.

treasure lies inside or under this stone. They say that the stone
gives out such peculiar noises during the night that the people

who

near it are sometimes unable to sleep and they regard
an indication of the existence of the treasure. The noises
are variously described as being like the grinding of a mill, like a
sakiyeh or water-wheel, and like a cock crowing
On the island of Morgos, some way above Dimri, there are some Morgos.
ruins of crude brick, which are probably the remains of a Christian
monastery of the name, it may be supposed, of Markos. A main
building can be discerned rising amidst the granite boulders, and
Much
there are outbuildings at the southern end of the island.
live

;

this as

I

Roman and

A

Coptic pottery lies about.
mile or so south of Morgos there are a

number

of groups of
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Dehmid.

tumbled granite rocks, which in winter become islands, but at low
water are joined to the main land. On one of these rocks the
present writer found a fine Greek inscription, dating from the
reign of Hadrian.
The houses on the rocks above it form
the north end of the hamlet of Wesiyeh, which is part of the
Somewhere in this neighbourhood was the
village of Dehmid.
Roman station of Tzitzi, which was fourteen Roman miles north of
Tafeh.
About 500 yards south of this inscription the granite
rocks abruptly cease, and the sandstone reappears.
Some 200
yards south of the point at which the change takes place, and
near the southern houses of Wesiyeh, a group of hieroglyphical
inscriptions of considerable size was also found.
The inscriptions
are of some length, and are cut on the sides of the shelving sandstone rocks. They relate to early wars in Lower Nubia and are
;

of great historical value.

Near

the southernmost end of

of Sheymeh,

which

Dehmid

there stands the hamlet

and on the south side of the mouth of a rocky
the south of this hamlet there

valley

another group
of inscriptions. The most important of these gives the third year
of a king who seems to be Amenemhat Ilnd.
The cartouche of
Senusert 1st is also inscribed here, and there are various names
of

lies just to

is

officials.

On

the east

village of Dehmid is separated from the
named Umberakab, by a wide valley in which

bank the

following village,

a small plundered cemetery.
On the rocks at the south
mouth of this valley there are two long inscriptions cut
in large size.
The second of these gives the cartouche of an
unknown king, probably of the Xlllth-XVIIth dynasty, whose
name seems to read Hakara or Wazkara, and it refers to one of
his nobles.
The other inscription calls on persons who read it
to offer a prayer for this same noble.
Near here the writer
obtained from a native's house a stele which gives the cartouche
of Amenemhat Ilnd.
At Umberakab there is a modern pottery
manufactory, which supplies a large part of Nubia.
there

is

side of the

WADY HEDID AND KERTASSI
Situation.

The group of ancient sites which seems to have connected the
ancient Tzitzi with Taphis, commences at the village of Wady
Hedid and extends
farther to the south.

the village of Kertassi, some two miles
In winter the houses of Wady Hedid, built

to
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on the low sandstone rocks, are lapped by the river
and the
wadys are filled with water for some distance back, having thus
the appearance of tributary streams.
The village stands at the
mouth of one of these wadys, and another larger creek separates
this neighbourhood from that of Kertassi. The temple of Kertassi
stands on a plateau of rock, fortunately above the highest level of
It overlooks the river, and is a landmark for some
the water.
The ruin outlined against the sky, with
miles in either direction.
its delicate columns rising from the rocks, forms a picture of the
greatest charm.
The fortress, which is some distance farther to
the south, stands in water in winter and when the barrage is
raised it will disappear during that season.
Unfortunately there is no mention of the original name of this History,
site in the inscriptions.
The name Tzitzi may perhaps correspond
to the -tassi in the word Kertassi, the ker- being a prefix.
There
are no antiquities of any kind which can be dated to a period
earlier than that of the Ptolemies, and it does not seem to have
been a place of any importance until the quarries were first worked
here.
These quarries were extensive, and from them the stone
for building Philai temple was mainly obtained.
The tombs at
Wady Hedid are Ptolemaic in character, but now that the water
has flooded all but the plundered graves on the higher levels, one
is unable to say at what date the town was founded.
In Roman
times there was a garrison here, and the place was largely peopled
by Greek quarrymen.
Amongst the houses towards the north end of this village, just Wady
at the mouth of a narrow valley, there stands a column of sand- Hedid.
stone with an unpretentious fluted capital, and near it are the
bases of three other columns. This evidently is the ruin of a
small temple, and between it and the water there is a large
quantity of broken stones which seems to form the remains of the
ancient town.
The site stands low and will be lost when the
water is raised.
The temple of Kertassi, though much ruined and of very small Temple of
J^prtiissi.
size, is one of the gems of the country, and one is grateful to the
original architect for having placed it on ground high enough to
be out of reach of the water-levels of the present age.
The
temple is built in the form of a single small chamber, not unlike
the Kiosk at Phihe.
There are four upright columns, and their
;

;

floral capitals are of the greatest beauty.
The
screen walls connecting the columns are presen'ed on the east,
north, and west sides, but that on the south is destroyed.
On the

well-executed
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is the entrance door, on either side of which is a
Hathor-headed coknnn and on the west there is a small door.
The columns still support one of the cross beams, but the rest of
On one column there is a rcHef showing the
the roof has fallen.
figure of the king before Isis and Horus, but there are no inscriptions, and the temple is otherwise undecorated.
The cjuarries lie to the north, west, and south of the temple, the
^^^^ being the most extensive.
These extend along the river's
edge and also back on the high levels of the rocks for nearly
a mile.
The inscriptions and graffiti, however, are confined
to a fine cpiarry which lies about half-way between the temple
and the fortress. This quarry is entered by a narrow passage
cut through the rock just as in the case of the quarries at Gebel

north there

;

T^^
.

Keriassi

On the sides of the passage there are some votive
A hawk is also
two of which are dedicated to Osiris.
engraved on the stone here. On the west wall of this quarry
there are a large number of Greek inscriptions, Egypto-Roman
figures, (fee.
There is here a shrine or niche in which the statue
of a deity may have been placed the front is worked in the form
of an Egyptian doorway, with uraei and the sun's disk above, and
pillars up either side.
To the right and left of this there is
a Roman bust cut in high relief, the face being in each case
damaged.
The togas and hands, however, are well preserved.
These busts probably represented a certain Gains Dioscuros
Julius Macrinus, who records, in a Greek inscription, that he held
the office of Priest of the Carrying of the Stones {Go/nos) under
Severus, Caracalla, Maximinus, and Philippus Arabus, for a total
period of about fifty years, in which he had spent about ^300
The main part of the quarry wall
sterling from his own pocket.
is covered with upwards of fifty Greek inscriptions, each having
some six or eight lines of well-cut Greek letters, and each being
enclosed in a rectangle with a triangular tag at either end. There
is also one inscription in demotic.
These inscriptions are ex
votos, of the time of Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Severus,
Caracalla, and Gordian, and are addressed to Isis, Sruptikhis,
and Pursepmunis. They were mostly engraved by the priests
presiding over the carriage of the stones, and one of them mentions
Philte is referred to
that no stones were cut by a certain Orses.
The
as being the temple for which the stones were intended.
gods Sruptikhis and Pursepmunis are of Nubian origin, and seem
to have been patrons of Kertassi, the latter being identified also
Silsileh.

stelae,

,

;

with

Osiris.

On

the lower part of the wall there are several

FROM run,
figures

of

Isis,

^^c, cut
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some being represented

full

face.

The

fortress of Kcrtassi

nearly a

situated on the

is

mile south of the

temple.

It

is

edge of the

a large

river.

rectangular

The

for-

V-*^^^"*^-

enclosure surrounded by a strong masonry wall, still rising in
The main gateway is on
parts to a height of some twenty feet.
the north side, and there are other entrances on the south and
west.
The former has the usual concave cornice, and on the
sides are a few scratchings, including one of the figure of Isis.
The enclosure wall is constructed of two skins of masonry with a

space between formerly filled with rough stones, and is a valuable
specimen of this type of building. Inside the wall, against its
north side there is a solid mass of masonry, which may have
formed some kind of tower and at about the centre of the
enclosure there is another solid construction, which in all probaIn 181 2 Legh saw, in the
bility was the main tower or citadel.
south-east corner of the enclosure, a small "temple of Isis,"
possessing "six beautiful columns of 3 feet diameter" but this has
now vanished. On the west side of the fort one may trace the
Within this enclosure the village of
line of the ancient moat.
Kertassi was built, but when the barrage was made the place was
In
flooded, and the village was reconstructed at a higher level.
summer, when the site is dry, the enclosure is found to be full of
broken stones, ruins of houses, and fragments of the orignnal
construction: but in winter only the walls and gateway are to be
;

;

seen.

T.'VFF.H

Tafeh is one of the most beautifully situated villages on the
Nile.
At this point the hills fall back somewhat, leaving a bay
about a mile and a half across. To the south the magnificent
granite rocks of the Bab el Kalabsheh shut in the view, and to
the north and west the lower sandstone rocks confine the scene.
.\long the ridges at the back of the bay the houses of the village
rise, and here a whitewashed mosque stands out conspicuously
against the blue sky.

On

the lower level there

is

a profusion of

palms and sycamore trees, which in winter rise from the water,
but in summer and autumn stand amidst crops of beans and
other vegetables. The various ruins stand at different parts of
the bay, and on the hills around and they are therefore partly
flooded when the water is high. The best time to see the place
;

.Situation.
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is

in early

November, when the reservoir

still

is

empty and the

Tafeh is about thirty-one miles above the
barrage, and it is therefore by no means difficult of access.
The ancient name of the place was Taphis, but this is not found
weather already

cool.

in hieroglyphical form.
Its position is of considerable strategical
importance, as it lies just at the mouth of the Bab or Pass, where
originally there were rapids.
On the east bank there was the
Roman fort of Contra Taphis, which is given in the Itinerary of
Antoninus as ten Roman miles below Talmis or Kalabsheh and
on the west bank the same list calls Taphis itself eight Roman
miles below Talmis.
There are no ruins here which are to be
dated earlier than the Roman occupation, and all the existing
buildings seem to have been built at about the same time as the
;

temples of Kertassi and Kalabsheh. In a.d. 300 Taphis became part
of the Kingdom of the Blemmyes, who had conquered the Romans
but in the sixth century the Christian Nubian king Silko penetrated as far as this town, defeating the Blemmyes who were still
living here.
In later times the various ruins were turned into
monasteries and churches, and an early Arabic MS. gives the
general name as the Monastery of Ansoun, and refers to the solid
construction of the « alls.
The ruins at Tafeh consist of two temples, one of which has
almost entirely disappeared, and a large number of dwellinghouses constructed of heavy masonry blocks. It will be best to
describe first the latter buildings.
At the north-west end of the

bay there

is a group of six of these houses.
They each consist
of a powerful enclosure wall forming a rectangle, of which the
sides are generally some 55 feet in length
and a number of
internal chambers now ruined and more or less indistinguishable.
The height of these walls is still in parts 15 to 18 feet, and origi;

must have been at least 18 feet high. The
were partly constructed of stone, and, as will
be seen later, were perhaps partly built of \aulted brickwork.
Fragments of ornamented doorways, &c., are lying about, the
usual decoration being the winged disk and row of uraii.
This
group of buildings is perhaps to be regarded as the quarters of
the governor of the place, since it consists of the largest and
best
situated of the houses.
Between here and the temple there are
four or five enclosures, of which the most northerly is the best
preserved of all the buildings. Entering by the doorway at the
south-east corner one passes into a long entrance hall, at the end of
which another doorway leads into a small anteroom. A passage
nally all the walls
roofs,

now

fallen in,
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on the left-hand side leads to a second anteroom, which again
j^ives on to a chamber which may have been the sleeping- or
living-room.
From the passage a doorway on the left side leads
up to the raised hall which occupies the middle of the building,
and was probably the reception-room. Perhaps this was also
approached from the entrance hall by a short tlight of steps. The
rooting was mainly of stone, but the reception-room may have had
a vaulted brick roof.
It will be realised that these stone-built
rooms must ha\e been \ery cool in summer, and it is probably for
this reason that they were built in such a solid manner.
The

each building, and the lack of loop-holes or
were not constructed of such fine masonry
for defensive purposes.
In time of war they would have been
nothing else but traps for the defenders. To the west of the
temple two small enclosures stand, and near to it there is another
which may have been occupied by the chief priest. Only the
outer walls stand, and in one case there seems to have been a
cornice topping the wall about eight feet from the ground.
Here
it is quite certain that the roofing must have been of brick.
The temple stands not far from the river, and early travellers The
speak of a flight of steps which led to it from a ciuay, but this has temple
^
entirely disappeared.
The little building is almost perfect, and
isolated position of
turrets,

shows

that they

'^

only a part of the west wall has fallen.
It consists of a single
chamber, the roof of which is supported by six columns with floral
capitals.
On the -north side is a recess for the altar; while the
main entrance is on the south side, and is ornamented with an
elaborate cornice.
Oiig-inally there was probably a portico on the
south side, and the whole temple stood on a platform which, under
the main building, consists of six tiers of masonry, making a height
of ten feet from the ground.
But these foundations were, of
course, not exposed.
walls.

bay
still

Another temple,

There are no decorations on the temple
still

standing at the south-west side of the

now almost totally disappeared and the natives
speak casually of how it was broken up to supply stone for

in 1870,

has

;

Regarding this building they have a curious story
which relates how travellers returning to Tafeh from the
north see the temple standing as it used to do, but as they approach
their houses.
to tell,

nearer

it

vanishes.

Between the standing temple and the next ruins to the south
there is a wide space over which the ancient town probably spread.
Just under the towering granite rocks at the south of the bay there
are three more enclosures. The internal walls are ruined and

'

of
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From behind these ruins a rough, and now
pieces.
ahnost entirely demolished, stairway led to the summit of the
rocks.
Here, commanding perhaps the finest view in Egypt,
stand the well-preserved ruins of three buildings. The northern
building consists of a rectangular wall of good masonry, enclosing
a space which was apparently filled with earth and stones, thus
forming a platform some lo or 12 feet in height. Upon this basis
rises a large chamber, the walls of which are made of crude brick,
the roof being vaulted.
Set in the brick wall at the south end
there was a masonry doorway, which is now broken and has fallen.
The ornamentation on the fragments shows a mixture of Roman
pulled to

and Egyptian architectural designs, and is a
work. A smaller doorway in the east wall led
also with a vaulted roof.

The southern

also constructed of well-laid

beautiful piece of
into

building has

an anteroom
its

lower part

masonry blocks but here these rise
higher than the floor-level of the chamber which is built above.
This chamber is of crude brick, and its roof was flat, being supported by cross-beams.
Around the walls runs a brick bench
which seems to have been faced with stone. The doorway in the
;

north wall is now destroyed, but fragments of its ornamental
cornice can be seen.
Between these two buildings there is a
smaller brick chamber which has had a \aulted roof. The broken

ground upon which the group of buildings stands has been levelled
into a kind of platform, on which there are traces of smaller
buildings.

the town

The view from

here

and temple of Tafeh

is

is indeed superb.
To the north
overlooked, and beyond this the

Nile is seen flowing towards the distant hills. To the south and
west the tumbled granite boulders and ragged hills extend as far
as the eye can see. To the east one looks sheer down on the
river as it winds between the sombre cliffs, and here and there one
catches a glimpse of a little bay in which stand a few palms or
other trees, looking wonderfully green against the purple-brown
of the rocks.
Up here all the coolness of the north wind is felt
;

and

does not require much effort of imagination to suppose that
these buildings formed the pleasure-house of the Roman governor
of Tafeh
a copy, in idea, perhaps, of the palace of Tiberius on the
it

—

The buildings were certainly not used as a fortre&s
or even as watch-towers, for they have no defensive walls, and
do not command the view towards the south which would be
clifts

of Capri.

necessary.

Looking again

how

at the

the natives of

remains of the

Roman

town, one

now

sees

Lower Nubia were enslaved and driven

to
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quarry the necessary stone for the building of these cool houses
in the plain, and this pavilion on the cliffs.
Gardens, no doubt,
surrounded the houses
and the Roman officers seem to have
made every effort to render their life comfortable in this distant
post.
Everywhere traces of elegant ornamentation are found
and there must be many remains still iinexcavated. For the best
part of the Roman occupation there was little danger of attack at
Taphis, the frontier being many miles to the south, and there being
several Roman stations between them.
Thus the officers could
amuse themselves here as well as they were able so far from
;

;

Rome.
The

quarries from which the stone was obtained for the building

of the houses and temples

lie

were found there.
mediiEval cemetery in which are

no

at the west of the bay, but

Not

inscriptions

many

far

from

this

there

Cufic inscriptions.

is

On

a

the

rocks at the south of the village there are two short inscriptions of
Kingdom. On a rock some distance inland there is

the Middle

an inscription of Taharka's reign.

I

ROM

TAl

KH 10 KALABSHKH

Immediately
Tafeh one enters the pass known as The Bah
el Kalabsheh, and the scenery for the next few miles is ^1 K.alabmagnificcnt. At the mouth of the pass there are some inscriptions ^''^
on the rocks, but these are mostly unreadable, having been lightly
scratched on the scaling surface of the granite.
after leaving

Bab

'

A number of islands are presently passed, upon the largest of
which there are some ruined houses of modern times. About half
Khartum lies at the
number of rocks forming

a mile south of these ruins, the village of

mouth of a

valley on the west bank.

islands in winter, but being

summer,

lie

some distance

A

mainland

connected with the

in front of the village.

On

in

the largest

The most important
owns the country for the thirty
schoifioi between the two 7uepU'af, which in this case means
"frontiers."
.\ sc/ioi/ios \s usually reckoned about 7\ miles, and
of these groups there are a few inscriptions.
of these states that Isis of Phihe

sclioiiioi give the exact distance between the First
and Second Cataracts. It would be interesting to know at what
date this statement was made the inscription is certainly Ptolemaic

thus the thirty

:

or

Roman,

of course.

Behind the village of Khartum runs the road from Tafeh

to
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Kalabsheh, where there are some matters of interest for the archaeOne passes through the village and over the sandy slope,
turning, after less than a mile, to the north and entering a rocky
valleyalongwhich the pathwayruns. On a rock on the left side of the
pathway there is a small inscription dated in the eighteenth year
Passing on up this path one reaches, after about a mile
of Taharka.
and a half, an open space in which stands a small Christian ruin
known as the church of Sitteh Kasmar. The walls of the church
are constructed of rough stones, and the roof was supported by
four small pillars, of which the capitals are Egyptian, and may
have been taken from Tafeh. There is a recess for the altar at
Behind the church are four living rooms for the
the west end.
The nearest road to the river is directly to the
priest in charge.
east, but the road to Khartum is more easily followed.
ologist.

KALABSHEH
The town of Kalabsheh comprises a large number of villages,
and spreads itself over a considerable tract of country on either
side of the river.

The temple

at the foot of the hills,
is

reached.

is

a magnificent building standing

and can be seen

The water

for

some distance before

it

at its present winter level covers a part of

the pier or terrace of the temple, but the whole edifice will stand in
deep water when the barrage is raised. The temple of Bet el
Wali stands higher up on the hill-side to the north of Kalabsheh,
at a point where there is a wide wady running up into the desert.
The space between the two temples is covereci by the ruins of the
ancient town. The country is desolate here, but the view from the
hills above the temple is wonderful.
On one side the Nile is seen
winding between the rugged hills, and on the other the desert
stretches

and

away

to the western horizon in a series of barren hills

valleys.

The
from

From

ancient Egyptian

this the

name

Roman name

the fact that

for

Kalabsheh was Thelmes, and

of Thalmis, or Talmis, was derived.

King Amenhotep Ilnd

the mural reliefs of the large temple,

is

may

it

shown in one part of
be supposed that he

was the builder of the original temple and the great activity of
Nubia gives colour to the supposition! A
statue, bearing the name of Tholhmes llird, was seen some \ears
ago lying near the cjuay. At Bet el Wali Rameses Ilnd records
his victories over the people of Upper Nubia.
Ptolemy Xth
:

that king elsewhere in
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one of the buildings near the great temple.
This latter building was erected in the reign of Augustus, and was
continued under the rule of Caligula, Trajan, Severus, and others.
A decree of Aurelius Besarion, military governor of Ombos and
Elephantine, A.D. 249, is inscribed on one of the walls, and orders
owners of swine to remove these animals from Talmis which
suggests that the temple had fallen into disuse just previous to that
reform.
There is a cursive Latin inscription in the temple dated
The Roman withdrawal from Lower
in the twelfth year of Ner\a.
Nubia about .\.D. 300 left Talmis in the hands of the Blemmyes,
who made it their capital, remaining there until Silko, the Nubian
Shortly afterwards the place became
king, conquered them.
Christianised, and both Kalabsheh temple and Bet el Wali were
It remained thus until the end of the twelfth
used as churches.
century, when the Christians were converted to Muhammedanism
Bet el Wali, as is indicated by its
at the point of the sword.
name, " the house of the saint," was probably used as a dwellingplace by some "saint" of modern times.
The inhabitants of Kalabsheh are stated by the travellers of fifty Modern
years ago to have been quarrelsome and riotous. They never inhabitrecords his

in

;

permitted a tax-gatherer or conscript-catcher to enter the neighbourhood, and travellers were greeted by them with curses or
They carried spears, shields,
with angry demands for money.
daggers, and other weapons, with which they threatened their
Nowadays they sometimes carry
visitors on some occasions.
spears or daggers, but the custom is fast dying out, as is also their
turbulence and visitors will find them as docile as the inhabitants
of the other Nubian towns.
The great god of Talmis was Merul or Mclul, the Mandulis or
He belonged entirely to Kalabsheh, and
Malulis of the Greeks.
He is represented
is never called anything else but "of Talmis.''
;

mainly regarded either as a form of
most cases he is associated with the
goddess Wazet, or Buto, Lady of Pe and Dep, the two sacred
He is always represented in a human form,
cities of the Delta.
and he may be a deified hero, just as is Petisis of Dendur. A
Neo-Platonic hymn in the temple refers to his twin brother Breith.
The human sign is written at the end of his name, and not that of
He does not seem to have been in existence as
divine beings.
early as the XlXth dynasty, for he is not mentioned in the Bet el
Wali temple. In this temple many other deities are mentioned,
such as Amen-Ra, Khnum, .Min, Piah, Horus, Isis, iS:c.
In the
in

various forms, but he

Osiris or as Harpocrates.

is

In

ants.
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Kalabsheh temple the

deities, besides Melul, are Osiris-Unnefer,

Horus, Hathor, Menthu-Harmachis, Amen-Ra, Mut, Min,
Khnum, and man}' others. Unnefer is perhaps the most important
of these gods; he is sometimes called "Prince of the Hawks."
It is to be
Isis and Horus are the next most important deities.
observed that Amenhotep Ilnd is represented, in the single scene
and it may be that
in which his name occurs, as worshipping Min
that god was of local importance in the XVIIIth dynasty.
The temple is intended to be approached from the river. Originally one's vessel would draw up at a quay, some twenty feet
Mounting this one would find
high, constructed of solid masonry.
oneself on a broad terrace extending to right and left along the
This has a breadth of some sixty yards, and leads
river's edge.
back to a second terrace or platform, and upon this the front pylon
of the temple rises, being slightly deflected from the axis.
Between the upper and lower terrace there is a causeway six and
a half yards wide and fifty-three yards long, running out towards
the river in the axis of the temple, and ending in a rectangular
platform, while at the west end a flight of steps leads up to the
temple.
Passing through the pylon one enters the great hall,
which originally was embellished with a colonnade on the north,
From this hall one passes through a dooreast, and south sides.
way into the Hypostyle Hall, from which a doorway on the north
and south sides leads into a court, enclosed by a high wall, two
metres thick, which shuts in the western end of the temple. This
may also be entered from the west side of the great hall. From
the Hypostyle Hall one enters the vestibule, and passes on into
the adytum, and finally into the sanctuary, the doors of these three
chambers being in the main axis of the temple. A stairway leads
from the south side of the vestibule to the roof. The whole temple
is enclosed by an enormous girdle wall, starting from either side of
the front pylon, and enclosing a large area.
This wall is twelve
feet thick, and is constructed like that of the fortress at Kertassi,
i.e. with two skins of masonry, having a space between filled with
loose stones.
It rises at an average distance of thirty feet from
the inner wall.
At the south-west corner of the space thus
enclosed there is a rock chapel, which may have been intended as
a " Birth-house." There was a portico in front of the door of this
chapel. At the north-cast corner of the temple there was again a
I

sis,

;

chapel.

As seen at the present day, the temple is found to Ijc in a state
of great dilapidation, although the main walls are not ruined, and
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the works recently carried on there have rendered the building The re^^"^ ^-o""
The reliefs on the walls, however, are not badly
safe and tidy.
dition 01
_,,
he
colouring.
of
their
original
1
much
show
still
damaged, and
the temple.
stairway ascending to the roof from the vestibule is well preserved,
though the chambers to which it leads are much damaged. The
quay and terraces are all fairly perfect and are most imposing. It
has been thought that an earthquake is responsible for the falling
of the roof and columns, and if this is so it is a matter for surprise
that the walls of the temple are not more damaged also.
From the river the visitor ascends through the front gateway The Great
into the great hall, the walls of which are not decorated with Hall,
reliefs, except in the case of the western screen-walls which

....

j

separate this hall from the next. On one of these to the south of
the doorway there is an unfinished scene of the Pharaoh in the
presence of Horus, being purified by Thoth. On another of the
screen-walls to the north of the doorway there is a Greek inscription in twenty-one lines, inscribed in the sixth century A.D., by the

Nubia, who had descended the
Kalabsheh and Tafeh in a successful expedition
against the Blemmyes. The first part of the inscription reads
orders' of Silko, a Christian king of

river as far as

:

puissant king of the Nubians and
twice as far as Talmis and Taphis.

I, .Silko,
I
I
I

came

all

the Ethiopians,

fought against the Blemmyes, and God granted me the victory.
vanqui.shed them a second time three to one and the first time
;

myself there with my troops.
I vanquished them, and they supplicated me.
I made peace with them, and they swore to me by their idols.
I trusted them, because they are a people of good faith.
Then I returned to my dominions in the Upper Country.
I

fortified

For

I

am

a king.

Not only am I no follower
But I go before them.

Near

this

inscription

is

in the train of

other kings.

a small picture of a

man

in

Roman

and receiving a wreath from a winged
Perhaps this is intended to represent Silko. The invictory.
scription is written in very bad Greek, but it is of great historical
importance. Not far from this inscription is one in Meinitic or
dress seated on a horse,

Ethiopian Demotic.
the Silko

inscription

On

the screen-wall, next to that on which

occurs,

is

written

the decree of Aurelius

Besarion, also called Amonius, referred to above.

On

a door

in
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the south wall there
verses, referring to

The
Hvposiylc
Hall.

is a Neo-Platonic hymn in thirty-four Sotadaic
Mandulis and his twin brother Breith.

In the Hypostyle Hall the reliefs are unfinished, and many of the
scenes lack their accompanying inscriptions. On the screen-wall
well-preserved
at the south-east side of the hall there is a fairly
Christian painting of three Hebrew figures in the fiery furnace,
while an angel in the form of a child offers the central figure a

sword.
I'lic

inner

chambers.

the walls of the vestibule the Roman Emperors are seen
One may mount the stairs
offerings to the various gods.
to the roof which leads from the small
chamber on the south-east of this room.
At their summit there is another short

On

making

flight

of steps descending again into a

chamber overlookmg the vestibule. A
further, though somewhat dangerous,
flight of steps, leads up to the top of the
gateway above the Hypostyle Hall. On

returning to the lower level, the adytum
entered, and here again the walls are
covered with scenes representing the
Roman Pharaohs worshipping the gods.
Down either side of the gateway leading

is

into the sanctuary there are inscriptions

dedicated to Osiris of Abaton and Melul
The sanctuary is decorated
of Talmis.
with mural reliefs in much the same
manner as in the previous two rooms.

The

reliefs

many ways

in

these chambers are in
The colouring

interesting.

well preserved, and originally must temple of kalabsheh
have been painfully crude. The figures
The
are ill-formed, and the faces quite negroid in character.
costumes of the Pharaohs and gods are elaborate, and their headdresses multiform. The gods are often painted black as though
they were negroes, and it is with some surprise that one sees the
is

Horus with skin of ebony.
rock chapel and other outbuildings are hardly worth a visit,
having nothing of particular interest, and requiring something of a
climb over the fallen stones before they can be reached. When
the barrage is raised the visitor will be able to sail at his ease
through the different halls and chamljers of the temple. I\Iost of
youthful

The

FRO^[ PHlL.f: TO KAT.ARSHEH
the temple stands on the rock, and now that
it will bear the strain of the water safelv.

THK
The

temple

Rameses

Ilnd,

of
is

TKiMI'LK Ol'

Bet

el

situated

Wali,

on the

B^T

it

KI.

WAI.I

which

was

hillside
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has been strenj,4hened

constructed

by

the north-west of

to

Kalabsheh. It is a rock-cut shrine consisting of an outer court, a
\estibule cut in the rock, and a sanctuary.
A pathway leads up
through the north end of Kalabsheh village, but the original
is lost.
The visitor first finds himself in the open court, The open
'°"'^'"
only the two side walls of which remain, and on these are the
well-known historical scenes from the life of Rameses Ilnd.
Turning to the south wall the first scene at the east end shows the
king in his chariot furiously charging down on the flying host of
Ethiopians, and shooting arrows from his bow into their midst.
Behind him in two chariots are the king's sons Amenherunamf
and Khaemuast, the latter being described as " the water of the god
coming forth in strength." Each of the princes has a driver in the
chariot with him, and the drawing of these is most spirited.
The
negroes, who carry bows and arrows, dash back towards their
camp amongst the dom-palms two warriors lead along a woundetl
comrade the women and children run hither and thither in panic
and one woman looks up, terrified, from her cooking. The scene
at the west end of the wall shows the king seated under a canopy,
while the nobles and princes of Egypt bring the tribute of the
Ethiopians to him. .Amongst these nobles is Amenemapt, son of
to

it

dromos

;

;

;

Paser, who was also viceroy. The tribute is shown in two lines. In
the upper line are gold rings, bags of precious objects, fruit, bows,

leopard skins, shields, chairs, fans, feathers, tusks, a lion, a gazelle,
oxen, and finally a group of negro soldiers with spears.
In the
lower line are prisoners, monkeys, a leopard, a giraffe, bulls, one
of which has

its horns ornamented with a head and hands, women
with their children, one carrying two babies in a basket on her
back, a gazelle, an ostrich, and a leopard.

The above scenes refer to one of the expeditions conducted by
Rameses Ilnd against the Ethiopians, after his long wars in
Asia Minor had been brought to a satisfactory close. The tribute
which he received from the unfortunate negroes

is

and such objects as the ornamented chairs show

most

interesting,

that these tribes

were not so uncivilised as one might suppose.

The Vicerov
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Amenemapt no doubt

carried out

all

the arrangements for the

and with the superior arms and organisation of the
Egyptian troops there was probably small chance of defeat. The
negro soldiers represented here before Rameses show that the
Lower Nubians were as usual employed to fight their ancient

expedition

;

enemies from Kush. On the north wall of the court the scenes
refer to the wars of the king in Asia Minor and Libya, and their
representation here was intended to show the natives that the
Pharaoh was as powerful at one end of the earth as at another.
The first scene at the east end of the wall shows the king, with
axe raised, holding a group of Syrian captives by the hair while
the Egyptian princes lead in other prisoners, who are drawn in
In the next scene
attitudes of the utmost despair and exhaustion.
the king is attacking a Syrian fortress, and is slaughtering a figure
who appears at the top of the tower, holding a broken bow while
one of the king's sons bursts in the door with an axe. Dead
warriors fall from the battlements, while other figures supplicate
the conqueror, making offerings to him as though he were a god.
The following scene shows the king bending forward from his
chariot, which is being whirled along by a pair of galloping horses.
;

;

He

is

flying

in

the act of striking
his onslaught.

before

down his Syrian enemies, who are
Then follows a scene in which

Rameses

is represented putting to death a kneeling figure of a
Libyan, while, as an indication of the prisoner's utter humiliation,
At a
the king's pet dog is shown biting him as he kneels.
respectful distance various princes and nobles of Egypt bow
In the next portion the king, seated under a
before the king.
canopy, with his tame lion at his feet, receives the princes who
bring in prisoners. Three forlorn old men are dragged forward,
walking on tiptoe, as though from fright. Below these are other
nobles bowing before the conqueror.
Through the west wall of this court three doorways lead into
the vestibule, and on the east face of this wall, over the middle
door, the king is seen dancing before Amen-Ra, while at the sides
he stands before Min, Khonsu, Horus, &c. The vestibule is a
rock-cut chamber, the roof of which is supported by two stout
fluted columns, each having four perpendicular bands of inscripThe middle doorway
tion down it, giving the titles of the king.
is the largest, and there is reason to suppose that the
On either side of the
other two were added somewhat later.
doorway into the sanctuary there is a niche in which sit three
figures, those on the south side perhaps being the king between

of the three
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king between Khniim

and Anukis, but all the figures are much damaged. On the sides
of the central door as one enters the vestiljule the king is seen
being embraced by Amen-Ka and Mut (?).
There is also the
small figure of a kneeling

At the

man who

is

the Viceroy of Ethiopia,

is the figure of the king
entering the chamber, wearing the crown of Lower Egypt and
at the side of the south door the king enters wearing the double
crown.
Inside the vestibule the scene on the south side of the

Messuy.

side of the north door

:

east wall

shows the king smiting a negro, representing

of Nubia.

On

his

conquest

the south wall the king offers incense and libations

Horus and Selkis, the scorpion-goddess, while behind the king
another goddess, whose name is erased, holding the symbols of
the years of the king's life. On the west wall, south of the doorway into the sanctuary, is the niche mentioned above, and a scene
showing the king offering the symbol of Truth to Amen-Ra of
Takens. North of the doorway is a similar niche and a scene
showing the king worshipping Amen-Ra. On the north wall the
king is seen offering to Khnum and Satis, while behind him stands
Anukis with the symbols of years. On the north end of the east
wall the king smites a Syrian from "the Lands of the North."
Fiom the vestibule a door leads into the sanctuary, a rock-cut The sanechamber at the west end of which was a niche in which three tuary.
These are now quite destroyed, but no doubt origistatues sat.
nally represented Rameses seated between two gods.
The colourto
is

ing

in

this

chamber

fairly well preserved,

is

the crude painting in the Kalabsheh temple.
the

doorway Rameses

is

and

On

is

a contrast to

the south side of

seen embraced by Satis, and on the north

a defaced figure of the king embraced by Maket, who says
to him, " I am thy mother Maket, the ( ireat Lady, Lady of Heaven,
side

is

wife of

all

the gods."

On

the south side of the east wall the king-

Lady of Takens and on the north side of the
east wall he is suckled by Anukis, Lady of Elephantine. The south
wall shows the king offering to Horus and to Amen-Ra.
On the
north wall he is given "life" by Khnum, and is supported by
Satis
and in the second scene he worships Amen-Ra. On the
sides of the niche in the west wall there are figures of Min and
Ptah, but the accompanying inscriptions are gone.
The historical reliefs of this temple have been brought to public
notice by the casts which were taken from them by Bonomi at
the expense of Mr. Hay, and which were finally set up on the
walls of the Fourth Egyptian Room in the British Museum, being
is

suckled by

;

Isis,

;

5IO
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coloured from notes

made by Bonomi.

The remains

of the brick

domes which roofed the Christian church may be noticed above
the walls of the court.
The ancient town lay mainly to the north of the temple of
Kalabsheh, on the hillside between that and Bet el Wali, and to
the west of the former temple on the steep slope of the hill. The
houses were made of broken sandstone blocks, and the remains
consist only of large masses of these blocks intermixed with

broken pottery. There is a fortified wall of broken stones which
encloses the whole hillside behind this temple, and this may have
bounded the town*on the west side. There are also indications of
The modern village is
late settlements on the top of the hills.
clustered around the great temple, but the rising of the water will
oblige the inhabitants to transfer their houses to higher ground.
To the north-west of the temple there are some quarries in which
are two Christian epitaphs, with the Pagan ending "Grieve not
:

no one is immortal."
There seem to have been some tombs of a late date cut into
At
the rock at the back of Kalabsheh temple on the hillside.
various points on the hilltops some distance back from the river
there are groups of very curious tombs, which, from the pottery
fragments in and around them, appear to date from late Roman
times.
The tombs are constructed in the form of circular tumuli,
having a diameter of from six to ten feet. They stand about

two metres high, and their sides in some cases slope
are neatly built of broken stones tightly packed,
and the outside surface is remarkably smooth. In the centre of
each tumulus there is a small chamber, either rectangular or
roughly circular, the sides and roof of which are formed of
The body inside must have
larger slabs of unshaped stone.
been contracted. Stones seem to have been piled on top of this
chamber, bringing the top surface of the tumulus to a flat level.
All these graves have been plundered, and only a few broken
bones and fragments of Roman pottery remain. .Sometimes a
number of these tumuli are built so close to each other that one
tomb overlaps another, and loses a segment of its circle thereby.
Tombs somewhat similar to these have been found in the eastern
desert, and it is quite possible that these in question are to be
attributed to the Blemmyes, who inhabited Kalabsheh, as has
already been said, during the late Roman period.

from one

to

sharply.

They

CHAPTER XXIV
FROM KALAbSHEH TO MAHARAKA
Rl'INS

ON IHK WKST BANK

Thrkk

miles south of Kalabsheh on the west bank, above the
hamlet of Dib, there are the ruins of a Roman villan^e and a
small buildins4, which was perhaps a monastery, stands on the
:

Ikiilt into a wall of a modern house here there
a block of stone upon which a row of ur^ei are sculptured, as

hilltop in ruins.
is

though the block had formed part of a temple cornice. About a
mile farther on, behind the hamlet of Abu Tarfeh, which forms
jjart of the village of Abu Hor, there is a ruin on the hilltop by
The small, well-cut blocks of stone,
the side of a rocky valley.
and a door-cornice with a well-sculptured winged disk, lead one to
suppose that the building was a Roman temple. But there is a
semicircular recess in the east wall, and a Coptic cross is cut on
one of the blocks and this indicates that the place was a Christian
c'liurch.
A brick chamber with a vaulted roof stands near by.
Along the east bank there is only one point at which the atten- The temple
tion of the archaeologist is arrested.
About half-way between ?[.'^''"
Kalabsheh and Dendur, in the district of Abu H6r, there are the
ruins of a Ptolemaic and Roman temple.
At the water's edge,
and therefore only to be seen in summer, there is an imposing
terrace or quay, some i8o feet in length and o\er 3 feet in height,
being constructed of well-cut and large blocks of stone. A broad
stairway runs up from the water, and 80 feet back there is a heap
of fallen stones which is all that is left of the temple.
Some of
these stones are covered with reliefs, and one sees " Pharaoh " (no
other name is given) dancing before a god
and several times
worshipping Mandulis of Talmis.
The upper part of a stele of
one of the Ptolemys shows the king worshipping three gods
Mandulis of Talmis, Wazt, and another god, perhaps Khnum.
Two fragmentary Greek inscriptions were also seen. It would be
interesting to know how it is that a temple is found at this barren
;

;

:
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point of the river.

The

dififs rise

precipitously immediately behind

little room for a town.
It is
temple and Kalabsheh that King labkhentra of the
XIII-XVTIth dynasty inscribed his name and thus the neighbourhood maybe considered to have had some political or religious
The river here flows at a great
importance from early times.
speed, and originally there were rapids in this region.
Some distance up a rugged watercourse just to the north of the
temple, there is a ledge of rock upon which the figures of a man
leading a cow are depicted in red paint. The cow has a bunch of
rope or ribbons around its neck, and from between its horns projects a branch of a tree, or stem of a flower.
The little paintingis well executed, and is probably the work of one of the priests of

the ruins, and there could have been

between

this

;

the temple.

IN.SCRIPTIONS

Some

ON THK EAST RANK

miles south of Kalabsheh, on the east bank, the present writer found a large and interesting inscription giving the
five

and cartouche of a king whose date is certainly Xlllthdynasty, and whose name seems to read labkhentra.
Another inscription of his was found at ^lendik in which the
cartouche reads somewhat differently. As has been said in the
chapter on the history of Nubia, there is reason to suppose that
this king was originally a chief of Wawat who, during these turbulent times, had taken the opportunity of calling himself Pharaoh.
This important group of inscriptions is to be found on a large
boulder at the north side of the mouth of a small valley.
Some two miles north of the temple of Dendiir, above the hamlet
titles

XVI

I

th

of Inkerek, which forms part of the village of Morwaw, there is a
" The Scribe of the
rock on which is the following inscription
:

offerings of

all

the gods Merapt, son of the Superintendent of the

Granai-y Pamerkaw, son of Thothmes of (?) the land of Horus,
Lord of l\Iaa[m]." This official, who here connects himself with
Maam, although he was at the time in Wawat, has also written his

name

at

Gebel Addeh, where he

refers to

Wawat, although then

On a rock near by
a drawing of a XlXth dynasty priest, clad in a panther
skin.
There are several uninscribed tombs excavated in the hillside at this point, one of which has two chambers of some size.
travelling in the sphere of influence of

there

is

Maam.
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dendOr
The imposing

little temple of
Dendur stands on the side of
the rocks close to the river's edge, about twelve miles south of

Kalabsheh, and fifty above the First Cataract. To the noi th and
south of it, and in its courtyard, there are the remains of an ancient
town, consisting of large quantities of broken stones and a certain

amount of

late pottery.

The temple

is

peculiarly interesting, owing to the fact that

The

it is

dedicated to two deified Nubian heroes, Petisis and Pehorus, who "'^''g'^"seem by their names to have lived some time not earlier than the
X.W'Ith dynasty, when those names first come into use. On the
temple walls one sees these two heroes in the form of gods. They
are called Chieftains of '" The court of the Divine Brother[s]." On
the east side of the first gateway, in the lowest panel on the right
side, and on the west side in two panels, Petisis is called "The
serpent [or perhaps a Nubian word for chief] of Hethu or Hethhor," this being perhaps an ancient name of the district.
The full
names of the two brothers are "The Osirian Favoured One, Great
in the City of the Court of the Divine Brother[s], Petisis, son of
Kuper, true-voiced," and " The Osirian Favoured One, Great
Divine Brother, Pehorus, son of Kuper, true-voiced." Nothing
else is known of the two heroes, and one must suppose them to
have been chieftains or warriors who lived and died at Dendur.
In one part of the temple the brothers are shown in the act of
oti'ering to Isis; and it seems, therefore, that that goddess was
recognised to be their superior. Petisis is shown in one place with
a goddess or woman beside him, but her name is left blank, as
though there were some doubt as to who his consort was. As
gods the two brothers are worshipped in the temple reliefs by the
Pharaoh, and since these reliefs are probably of about the time of
Augustus, one here has the strange spectacle of a great Cassar
humbling himself before two obscure nigger heroes
The temple buildings are made up as follows There is a well- The
built and imposing terrace overlooking the water.
From this a temple,
short causeway leads to the main gateway, from which a wall
originally projected to right and left.
A short way farther to the
west is the main building, consisting of a vestibule, having an
intact roof supported by two columns with floral capitals; an antechamber also with an intact roof; and finally the sanctuar)-, the
roof of which has fallen in.
'

I

:

'
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The ipain gateway has upon it a few reliefs. On the east face
there are reHefs in small panels showing the Pharaoh before Osiris,
The reliefs
Isis, Tefnut, Petisis, Pehorus, Khnum, Horus, &c.
inside the

shown

doorway are damaged, but on the south

side (i) the king

a large relief before Isis, and, in smaller scenes, before
Horus, Osiris, Isis, and others whose names are erased. On the
west face of the doorway there are scenes showing the king before
Osiris, Isis, Horus, Hathor, Amen (with a ram's head), Petisis,

is

in

Pehorus, Satis, and Nephthys.

Passing now to the main temple,

On the
south side (2), Horus, Thoth,
and Isis are worshipped by the king while on its north side (3)
On the south wall
the gods are Petisis, Amen-Ra, and Arsnuphis.
of the vestibule the scenes are much damaged, but Isis, Petisis,
Pehorus, Osiris, Harpocrates, iSic, can be seen. On the north wall
the king offers to Horus, Thoth, Tefnut, Isis, Petisis, and Pehorus.
the reliefs in the vestibule are seen to be as follows

eastern face of the front wall, on

:

its

;

The doorway
Christians.

in this wall

On

was cut

at a later date,

perhaps by the

the west wall, to the south of the doorway into

(4), the king is seen offering to Khnum and Isis
and on the north of the doorway (5), to Arsnuphis and Petisis. In
the south wall of this chamber there is a doorway leadings out into
the courtyard, and on the east wall of its porch (6) there is a long
Coptic inscription stating that the Presbyter Abraham set up the
cross in this temple at the command of the Nubian king Elspanome, when Joseph was exarch of Kalabsheh and Theodorus
bishop of Phite, i.e. in A.D. 577. At Kalabsheh it has already
been seen that the Christian king Silko invaded this country, and
here one finds King Elspanome, who was probably of the same

the antechamber

;

family, sending a Christian

doorway leading

monk

to convert the inhabitants.

The

antechamber has upon it the figures of
the gods Arsnuphis, Horus, Hathor, &c., worshipped by the king
and on either side one sees a lion holding a reed and guarding the
doorway. The antechamber and sanctuary are undecorated, except
for a small panel (7) at the west end of the latter, on which the
local gods Petisis and Pehorus are shown worshipping Isis of
Abaton and I'hila;. The outside walls of the temple have some
larger reliefs sculptured upon them.
On the south wall, in the top
row, are Arsnuphis and Isis, Petisis, Mandulis of Kalabsheh and
Uazet, and Amen-Ra and Mut, Lady of Asher [Karnak].
In the
bottom row are Unnefer and Isis, Petisis and his unnamed wife,
and Horus and Hathor. The doorway into the temple is beautifully ornamented on this side (8)
a winged disk and winged
into the

;

:
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scarab are represented above the door, while down either, side is a
papyrus flower and stem, around which an elaborate snake twines
itself.
On the north wall of the temple, in the upper row, there
are representations of Arsnuphis, Petisis, Khnum, and a goddess
In the lower row there are Isis and Horus,
whose name is lost
Pehorus,

Hathor and Harmachis, and Thoth of Penubs and

Tefnut.

In the hillside at the back of the temple, and approximately
is a one-chambered rock tomb, the door
of which has been restored when the temple was built, and
in its axial line, there

A kind of small court has been
and evidently considerable care has been
expended upon it. It is quite possible that this is the tomb of
Petisis and Pehorus, though the place may be only the original
On the aboveshrine in which the brothers were worshipped.
mentioned stele in the sanctuary, however, Petisis and Pehorus
are said to be entombed in the Holy Hill, and this may mean
In this case the whole temple
that they were really buried here.
would have to be regarded as a funerary chapel.
strengthened by blocks of stone.
built

in front

of

it,

FROM DENDUR TO GERF HUS£n
.A.bout three

Dendur temple on the west bank,
hamlet named Deraysh, and forming part of

miles south of

just to the south of a

a graffito naming a '' scribe of the
It appears to date from the
Four miles to the south, high on the cliffs above the
late period.
hamlet of Farakaleh, there is a tower built of broken stones,
about 13 feet square and 10 high. On top of it there appears to
have been a brick chamber.
The place was either used as a
watch-tower or as a shrine. The latter is the more probable, as
there are numerous footmarks of visitors cut in the stones around,
while the Greek inscription, " Hail, Zeus Serapis," occurs twice.
There are many drawings, including horses, dogs, camels, scorpions, boats, men, men leading cattle, a man standing on a
tower, shrines, &c. About three-quarters of a mile south of this
there is a valley, on the south side of which are several inscriptions and drawings which date from the Xlth-XIIIth dynasties.
About three-quarters of a mile north of Gerf Husen, on the east
bank, stand the ruins of the Byzantine fortress of Sabagura, the
walls of which stretch up the hillside.
The main walls are conthe village of Merieh, there

treasury of the temple

(?)

is

of Anuket."
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structed of broken stone, but the buildings inside the enclosure
are mainly of brick. A walk over the hill at the back of the
fortress

is

well worth

up on the south

taking,"-,

as the view

is

superb.

A

path leads

side of the buildings.

GERF HUSEN
The temple

of Gerf

Husen stands on

the

hill-slope

on the

western bank, about eight or nine miles south of Dendur and
sixty miles above the First Cataract.
It is excavated in the
rock, and is a poor and smaller copy of the great temple of Abu
SimbeJ. A portion of the village of Gerf Husen stands between
the temple and the river, but when the barrage is raised the water
will come up to the edge of the rocks.
From the earliest times the cliffs of the western bank at this
spot seem to have been sacred.
On a group of rocks to the south
of the temple there are a large number of prehistoric drawings, as
well as some of the Middle and New Empire.
Persons of the

Middle Empire inscribed

their

names

here,

and

in the

History,

XlXth

dynasty Ramescs Ilnd selected this site for his temple.
The
town was situated on the east bank, opposite these sacred cliffs,
and in later times it was known as Tutzis, from which the Coptic
Thosh and the modern Kirsh are derived. Mr. Legh, in 18 13,
found a Coptic papyrus at Kirsh in which the name Thosh is
given.
Rameses Ilnd called his temple Per Ptah, "The Temple
of Ptah," and it seems that this district was sacred to that god.
A rough drawing of Ptah occurs on the rocks near the temple,
together with some inscriptions and drawings which are earlier
than Ramesside times. The official who was responsible for the

work of building the temple was Setau, the Viceroy of Ethiopia.
In Roman times no temple seems to have been erected here, and
one must suppose that Tutzis was no longer a place of any importance.
In Christian times the temple was used as a church,
and a monastery was erected near by, which was probably
destroyed in the persecutions of 1173 a.d.
The temple of Rameses Ilnd was dedicated primarily to Ptah
of Memphis, and secondarily to Amen-Ra, Horus of Baki, Horus
Beheni, Horus of Maam, Harmachis of Wawat, Khnum, Nefertem,
Min, Wepwat of the South, Mut, Hathor, Sekhmet, Maat(?),
Satet, Anuket, Ewsos of Heliopolis, and I sis.
The temple is entered through an open court, originally sur- The

court.
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rounded on three sides by a covered colonnade, the eastern
columns of which were lotus-formed, while the northern and
southern were rectangular, and were each faced by a colossal
Most of these have now fallen, and at
figure of Rameses Ilnd.
present only five remain standing. The walls of the court are cut
out of the natural rock, and have reliefs upon them, now practically
On the west wall Rameses can just be seen
indistinguishable.
smiting his enemies.

The

north and south walls of the court, also

cut out of the natural rock, each have a niche or recess cut in

them, in which three mutilated figures sit, representing Rameses
between two gods. A doorway at the west end of the court leads
into the hall, excavated in the rock, the roof being supported by
six

rectangular pillars faced with colossal statues of the king.
the hall between the two rows of these figures, and

One walks up

gloomy

in the

half-light their ill-shaped

and heavy forms appeal

rather to one's sense of the grotesque than to one's reverence.

Their

size,

nevertheless, tells to a certain extent,

and makes them

impressive.

These

colossi represent the king in Osirian form, with the

crown

hand the crook and flail. He wears a skirt
ornamented with a lion's head and on the belt in some cases a
On the north and south sides of the hall,
little colour is left.
on his head, and

in his

;

behind the

colossi, there are four recesses, in

each of which are

Pharaoh
between two gods. In the northern recesses these deities are the
Heliopolitan goddess Ewsos and Horus, Isis and Horus of Maam,
Satis and Nefertem, and Anukis and Khnum.
In the southern
ones they are Amen-Ra and Mut, Horus of Baki and Horus of
Beheni, Ptah-Taenen and Hathor, and Ptah and Sekhmet. The
much damaged reliefs on the walls and on the pillars show
Rameses in the presence of the various gods already mentioned.
The only scene of any interest is that on the east wall at the north
side of the doorway.
Here the king is seen offering to Horus and
Maat (?), while between these two sits Rameses himself. The
height of the vanity of this great egoist may be said to have been
reached when, at the summit of his career, he is here seen to have
turned in adoration to himself as a god amongst the gods.
From the hall one enters the adytum, a dim chamber in which
three figures carved from the rock, and representing the

are

some almost indistinguishable
gods and to himself.

offering to the

reliefs

The

representing the king

roof

is

supported by two

and, behind these, small doorways on the north,
south, and west sides lead to unornamented chambers, in which

square

pillars,
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numbers of

bats.

The main doorway

in this
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chamber

leads on into the sanctuary, in the middle of which stands a small
pedestal or altar, intended, probably, to support the boats of Ptah

and Harmachis during the ceremonies. These boats are seen in
the reliefs on either side of the chamber, that on the south wall
being of Ptah, and that on the north wall of Harmachis. At the
west end of the chamber there is a recess in which four large
figures are seated, clumsily executed and somewhat damaged.

From

north to south the figures represent Hathor, Ptah-Tatenen,

Ramescs, and Ptah.

Over the recess

is

a representation again of

the sacred boat.

Originally the temple appears to have been brilliantly coloured
this, no doubt, removed from it that gloominess which is now

;

and
its

characteristic

and

show

feature.

The

walls,

now blackened by smoke

of the ancient paint. The real magnificence
of the temple can only be appreciated when one thinks of it as it
dirt,

little

was in Ramesside times. There was then a pylon near the water
an avenue of sphinxes led from this to the foot of the hill a flight
of steps stretched up the hillside a gateway stood at the head of
the stairs the court with its colonnades followed and finally the
main temple was reached.
At the same level as the temple, and a few minutes' walk to the Rock insouth, there is a group of large boulders on which a large number scriptions,
of drawings and a few inscriptions are to be seen.
Most of the
drawings are prehistoric, and take the usual forms of that period.
There are many-oared boats, giraffes, oxen, gazelles, ostriches,
a lizard, and an elephant. The most interesting drawing is that of
two horses, which one would be inclined to call Old Kingdom,
were it possible that the horse could have been known here as
early as this.
The cartouche of the Nubian Pharaoh Kakara is
;

;

:

;

;

here inscribed.

Three or four hundred yards to the north of the temple there
stands the ruin of a crude brick building, which was probaljly a
Christian monastery. The walls are still some sixteen feet high,
and are solidly Iniilt. The roof was formed of a series of domes,
but these have fallen in. The remains of a stairway leading up to
a tower at the north-west corner of the building should be noticed.
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KOSHTAMNEH
The

next ancient site of interest

is

the fortress of

Koshtamneh,

which stands on the west bank of the river. The actual village of
Koshtamneh stands for the most part on the east bank of the
river, and near the fortress there are no houses.
The desert here
is low and undulating, and is more open than it has previously
been south of the Cataract.
The fortress is about eight miles
above Gerf Husen temple, and sixty above the Cataract. In all
probability the building dates from the Old Kingdom, and one
may perhaps attribute it to the actual archaic period, as will have
been seen in the chapter on the history of Lower Nubia. A
peculiar architectural feature of the fortress is its serpentine walls,
and similar walls have been found in the "false" tomb of Senusert
Ilird at Abydos, and in the temple of Nebharpetra at Dcr el

Bahri

;

tamneh

and
is

it

the

may be
first

that that king restored the building.
Koshof the three great fortresses below Wady Haifa,

the other two being at

The crude

Kubban and

at

Anaybeh.

much damaged, those
and west sides having alone withstood the siege
of the years. Within the main enclosure wall there is a second
wall, along the length of which round towers are constructed at
intervals.
This seems to have enclosed the main tower or citadel,
but the fortress requires to be excavated before a description of
its design can be made.
On the west side, outside the main walls,
there is a fender-wall built in the curious serpentine style mentioned
brick walls of the building are

on the north,

east,

The bricks throughout the building
commonly found in the Xllth dynasty.
above.

are of the large size

On the east bank about half-way been Gerf Husen and Kubban
there are the ruins of a small Byzantine fortress on the hillside,
but the place is too ruined to he worth a visit.

DAKKEH
The temple

of

Dakkeh is situated on the west bank of
Husen and seventy from the First

ten miles from Gerf

The country here is open and sandy, and the hills rise
groups some considerable distance back from the river.

Cataract.

in isolated

In early

seems that the larger part of the wide area between the
and the water was under cultivation, but now the sand lies

times
hills

tlie river,

it
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a few small patches where
the natives have been sufficiently enterprising to attempt the
reclaiming of the ground.
Dakkeh marks the site of the ancient Pa-Selk^ " The Abode of History of
the Scorpion," which name in Greek was written Pselkis, and by ^-'^'^'^eh.
Strabo is called Pselche. There arc indications of early cemeteries
in

neighbourhood, and
one may suppose that the
town already existed in arin the

'^V??^^-';-;'--^"^^

I

chaic times.
^iH

^^^ -i-fl

behind

In the desert

Dakkeh

there are

extensive cemeteries of the

Middle Kingdom, and near
the temple a stone bearing

the

name

^
1
lJ^^aF=Mii

of

Amenemhat

of

dynasty was
found. The names of Thothmes Ilnd and Ilird and
Sety 1st have also been observed on stones unearthed
here, and one may therefore
the

Xllth

reg^ard

the

history

of the

town as being continuous
throughout dynastic times.
The temple as it now stands

was built by the Lower
Nubian King who calls himself "The King of Upper
and Lower Egypt Amcndet
Anhtaara, Son of the Sun

Argamen Living
beloved of

a

The temple of DAKKEH

I

sis,"

for

ever,

commonly

Ergamenes, a contemporary of Ptolemy Ilnd,

called

1 Ird, and 1 V th, a king who
has already been discussed with reference to his work at Phihc.
Ptolemy IVth Philopator himself added some of the reliefs, and
he records the cartouches of Ptolemy II Ird, his father, Berenice,
his mother, Arsinoe Ilird, his sister and wife, and Arsinoe IVth,
The vestibule was added by Ptolemy IXth
his daughter.
Euergetes Ilnd. There are a number of Greek inscriptions in
different parts of the temple, one of which mentions that in the
1
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year of Ptolemy IXth the pronaos was built and dediThe sanctuary was built by an
cated to Hermes Paotnuphis.
unidentified Roman Pharaoh.
An inscription here records the
fact that Saturninus Veteranus Aquila executed the gilding of parts
of the temple.
Dakkeh was the scene of a great battle between
the Romans and Ethiopians in the year 24 B.C.
While Aelius
Gallus, the third Prefect of Egypt, was engaged in a badly managed
and unsuccessful war in Arabia, the Ethiopians, under their queen
Kandake, revolted, and, with 30,000 ill-armed men, successfully
besieged Aswan, Elephantine, and Phila;, defeating the three
Roman cohorts which were stationed there. Gains Petronius, the
successor of the disgraced Aelius Gallus, hurried southwards with
an army of 10,000 infantry and 800 cavalry, and pushed the
Ethiopians back to Dakkeh, where, after three days of useless
negotiations, he defeated them, following them to Napata, their
southern capital. Strabo mentions an island near here to which
the Ethiopians fled.
This may have been the island of Derar,
which lies a few miles to the south of Dakkeh.
In Christian times the temple was used as a church by the
inhabitants of Dakkeh.
One would imagine from the name of the town, "The Abode of
the Scorpion," that the scorpion-goddess Selket was here worshipped, and her appearance amongst the reliefs in the temple of
Bet el Wali, which is not so very far away, might favour this view.
But the goddess is only found in one instance in the reliefs which
are standing at Dakkeh, and it is to be presumed that the name has
some other origin. The temple was dedicated to Thoth of Pcniibs,
also written without the initial P, which stood for Per "The abode
of."
The word Nubs, it should be added, means the " sycamore
tree."
This city is perhaps to be identified with Korteh and
Ofendineh, though Ptolemy mentions one Panubs in Upper Nubia.
thirty-fifth

Thoth is called Lord of Penubs in Takens (Lower Nubia), Lord of
Dakkeh, Twice Great of Hermopolis, Lord of Biggeh, Lord of the
Lands of the South. iMany other gods were also worshipped here,
whose figures will be seen in the reliefs.
The main feature of the temple is its pylon, which is practically undamaged.
In front of the pylon there is an avenue of
approach, 170 feet in length, and nearly 15 in breadth, bordered on
either side by a wall of masonry, and ending, to the north, in a
rectangular platform or terrace.
Both the avenue and the terrace
are so

much damaged that they are only just discernible. It
many blocks used in this terrace bear the cartouche

said that

is

of

FROM
Thothmes

1 1

their original

exposed
ing
is

The
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and cornice of the pylon still retain
smoothness of surface, and although the natives had

six feet of the

when

MAHARAKA

KALABSH1<:H to

lid.

walls

foundation on every side, they were still standThe height of the pylon

the present repairs were effected.

forty feet, or nearly fifty feet

when

the foundations are included.

surmounted by a concave cornice on
which is the usual winged disk. The threshold is made of two
heavy grey granite blocks. Inside the doorway there have been
some unfinished reliefs on both sides, but those on the east side
are alone remaining, and represent an unnamed Pharaoh offering
In the north side of the pylon there
to Thoth, Tcfnut, and I sis.
are two niches which have been intended for the usual flagstafifs.
In the south side there are two doorways leading to flights of
stairs which ascend to the guard-rooms and to the top of the
pylon.
The ascent is well worth undertaking, as the view from

The gateway

the top

is

in the

pylon

a fine one.

is

Upon

the pylon there are a few isolated

and unfinished reliefs and numerous Greek inscriptions.
Between the pylon and the main temple there is an open space The
of some thirty feet, in which originally there was some construe- pronaos.
tion.
The main building consisted of a series of four chambers
First there
lying in the axis and leading from one to the other.
was the pronaos, then the vestibule, next the adytum, and finally
the sanctuary. The pronaos, vestibule, and part of the adytum
were overthrown quite recently, owing to the digging away of the
foundations by the natives, but they have now been rebuilt and
rendered quite secure. On the north-west corner one sees Ptolemy
Euergetes Ilnd making offerings to Horus, Isis, Osiris, and OsirisUnnefer.
Some Christian paintings have been superimposed
on the original decorations, but these can only be seen now in

They are said to have represented God the
Father enthroned, the Crucifixion, and some other scenes. Inside
the doorway into the vestibule, on the east, there is a damaged
relief showing the king offering a figure of Truth to Thoth of
Penubs and Lower Nubia, and to Tefnut. On the south side of
the doorway King Ptolemy Philopator 1st worships Anuket, Satet,
Isis, and Hathor
while on the lintel there are the cartouches of
scattered fragments.

;

The

first three names are those of the king himself;
the next is that of his wife, the " Royal Wife, Sister, and Daughter
Arsinoe," then the " Royal Father of Ptolemy," the " Royal Mother

his family.

Berenice," and finally the " Daughter of

Amen

Arsinoe."

Passing through the vestibule one enters the adytum. A portion The
of the roof still remains in position, and this has preserved the

^

^

vesti,',,
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From this chamber a doorreliefs to a certain extent from damage.
way, probably hidden by blocks of stone, leads off to the north into
The reliefs in
a chamber below a stairway ascending to the roof.
the adytum show the Nubian king Ergamenes before various gods,
amongst which the Pharaoh of Senem, wearing the war-helmet, may
On the east side of the doorway into the sanctuary
be noticed.
there is a scene showing King Ergamenes offering to I sis, and
an inscription, in four and a half perpendicular lines, states that
Isis has given to him the Land of Ta-kcns^ or Lower Nubia, from
Aswan to Takhompso namely, the Twelve Ar. The territory of
the Twelve Ar in Greek was called the Dodekaschoinos, a Greek
schoinos being equal to the Egyptian Ar, and corresponding to
On either jamb of the doorway Ergamenes
7^ English miles.
is shown making a prayer to Thoth of [PJnubs and Selket and to

—

Isis

of Phite.

Passing now into the sanctuary, one sees that the reliefs have
been added in Roman times by an emperor who is simply named
" Pharaoh." A block of pink granite lying on the floor forms the
top of a shrine, the other portions of which lie broken outside the
temple, not far away. As a dado around this chamber there are
a series of figures of Hapi, the Nile, alternating with garlands of
The figures carry vases of water, and lead cattle,
lotus-flowers.
geese, &c., these being symbolic of plenty.
On the east side of
the doorway the design is extended by the addition of a cedar
tree, under which an ape, symbolising Thoth, stands
while the
figure of Hapi pours a vase of water amongst the leaves.
The
main scenes on the walls, commencing from the east side of the
doorway and going round the room, are as follows The king
before Isis and Harseisis
the king kneeling before Thoth and
Tefnut offering a sphinx to Arsnuphis and Tefnut offering to
Arsnuphis alone
to Thoth (damaged)
to Osiris-Unnefer and
Isis; to Isis
to Hathor and Harpocrates
to Isis and Horus of
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Behudet and finally offering to Thoth and Tefnut. Above these
main reliefs are others in which many of the gods mentioned
above are found.
Miss Edwards, in her "Thousand Miles,"
speaks of the " dumpy, smirking goddesses, and
clownish
kings'' which are seen in these reliefs; but compared with other
work of the Ptolemaic period the figures here are by no means
;

.

.

.

inferior.

Returning now to the vestibule, a small chamber will be found built
onto the east side of the adytum. Here there has been a crypt, which
The reliefs on the south wall show two ibises seated
is now choked.
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on shrines, a lion before which an ape raises its arms in worship
two hawks guarding the cartouches of the Pharaoh, and two
On the east wall the king is seen worshipping
seated lions.
and on the west
Arsnuphis and Tefnut, and Osiris and I sis
On
wall he worships Horus and Hathor, and Thoth and Tefnut.
the west of the adytum there is a stairway ascending to the roof.
Originally there was an enclosure wall running around the
There is much evidence
temple, but this is now destroyed.
that a temple of Thothmes Ilird existed on this site, and Gau
believed that it was to the right of the present edifice.
The remains of the ancient town lie around the temple, a large The
quantity of potsherds being all that is left of the once important
Pselchis.
The main portion of the town seems to have been 500
yards to the north of the temple. In Murray's Handbook it is
stated that there was a Roman custom-house near the temple,
and that many ostraka have been found on its site.
;

town,

KUBBAN
The

town, fortress, and temple of

bank of the

Kubban stand on

the east

Dakkeh, and

sixty-five

river a short distance south of

No one in this part of the country
miles above the barrage.
should fail to pay a visit to the ruined fortress, which is one of the
most impressive sights in Nubia. It has been said that this ruin
brings the lost ages before the imagination in a way that no temple
could ever bring them, and this is indeed so. The gaunt, ruined
walls, still towering to a considerable height, the crumbling scarp
and counterscarp, the moat, and the covered way, all suggest to
The
one's mind thoughts of the activities of ancient Egypt.
temples have told so often and so persistently of the solemnities
of the past, that it is with reawakened interest that one turns to
memorial of human energy.

this

In ancient times Kubban was named Baku or Baki, and it will History of
be remembered that Horus of Baki is one of the great gods '^"t)ban.
worshipped throughout Lower Nubia.
A stele of Amenemhat
Ilird of the Xllth dynasty was found here, which shows that the
place was already in existence at that date.
The fortress was
probably built at the same time as were those of El Kab, Aswan,
Kummeh, and Semneh that is to say, about the time of
Senusert 1 Ind or I Ilrd. There seems little doubt that the defences
here were intended as a safeguard to the caravans which set out

—
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from this point for the gold mines of Wady Alaki. From these
mines it is probable that the Egyptians obtained their gold in the
early stages of their history, just as they certainly did in the NewEmpire and in Roman times. The Nile above Kubban was not
always in the hands of the Pharaohs, and there were several
periods in which the "vile Ethiopians" extended their influence
northwards as far as this point.
The busy terminus of the
with its granaries and store-houses, its
ready gold, must have been the objective of
many a raid. A stele of the time of Thothmes llird was found
here, and the names of Horemheb and Rameses Ilnd have been
also observed, thus showing that the gold-mining operations were
steadily carried on from dynasty to dynasty.
A most important
inscription, dated in the third year of Rameses Ilnd, w^as found in
the desert near Kubban.
It states that the king, after holding a
council regarding the working of these mines, decided to attempt
to obtain water by increasing the depth of a well dug by Seti 1st,
which had been given up as useless after a depth of 120 cubits had
been reached. Engineers were despatched to the spot, and, by
boring in the old well for only twelve more cubits, water was
reached, and the mines were able to be reopened.
In this inscription the king speaks of Horus of Baki, the god of the district,
and we are told that Wady Alaki was then called the county of
Akaata.
caravans,

therefore,

market and

The

its

fortress as

it

and the enclosure

now appears
is

is in a very ruinous condition,
so heaped with fallen bricks and broken

pottery that it is no easy matter to make out any of the details of
the original buildings inside the main walls.
The north wall
stands nearly complete of the south wall the east end is standing only the middle of the east wall remains and the west wall
;

;

is

;

entirely gone.

These

sized bricks, are six

which are constructed of largemetres thick at their base, and rise in places
walls,

to eight metres in height.

Outside the walls there is a moat, cut
surrounding the fortress, and having a scarp on the
one side and a counterscarp on the other. As in most Egyptian
in the rock,

gateways in the walls which lie at right angles
on the north and south sides. The gateways are
flanked by towers which project inwards, and leave a narrowoutlet, about three metres wide and ten metres long.
At intervals
around the walls there are other towers, rectangular in form and
built on to the inner face of the wall.
From the south-west corner
a covered way ran dow-n to the river, lined and roofed with stone.
fortresses there are
to the Nile,

i.e.
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and covered with a thick skin of brickwork. Within the enclosure
there seems to have been a second wall surrounding the mounds
which form the ruins of the main tower or citadel, and leaving a
clear space between it and the first line of defences.
About half a mile to the south of the fortress there are the The
'"'^
remains of a small temple, which was perhaps dedicated to the
Horus of Baki, and which appears to have been erected in the
Middle or early New Empire. Very little of it is now to be seen,
and the ordinary visitor will not find it worth looking at.
Originally it consisted of a small hall, having six columns with
" clustered " capitals a sanctuary and a courtyard excavated in
the rock enclosing the whole building.
;

A

short distance

;

to the

south-east of the fortress there

is

a

cemetery of the Middle Empire, consisting of shaft-tombs sunk
in the rock, and of rock chambers in front of which are brick constructions.
Of the other antiquities of Kubban mention may be
made of a large cistern hewn in the rock near the temple, and
twenty feet in diameter and of the remains of another demolished
Part of a large stele was seen
temple, at the north of the village.
by the writer outside the south-east corner of the fortress. A
temple in the south-east angle of the fortress is also mentioned in
Baedeker.
The village of Kubban is one of the cleanest villages in Nubia.
The walls of the houses are smoothly plastered, and in many cases
whitewashed the courtyards are sprinkled with fresh sand the
;

;

;

and the little streets are
Over the doorways of many of the
as clean as one could wish.
houses there are curious designs painted in whitewash, which may

refuse

is

carefully

removed

to a distance

;

perhaps be a deterioration of the bulls' skulls with which the
A picancient inhabitants used to decorate their doorways.
turesque little mosque stands amidst the houses, and this, like all
Looking northwards from the
else here, is wonderfully clean.
village the dark walls of the fortress tower above the modern
dwellings, and at the edge of the river clusters of palms add
colour to a scene which one leaves behind with regret.

KURTEH

On the west bank of the river, south of Kubban, there lie the
remains of an ancient city, known to the ancient Egyptians as
Karte^ and to the Copts as Kortc. The modern village, which
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lies near the old site, is called Kurteh, and thus carries on the
ancient name. There are cemeteries of the Middle Empire near
the town, which indicate that, like Dakkeh, the place was in exist-

an early date. Modern travellers of fifty years ago state
was here a gateway standing, inscribed with the name
of Thothmes Ilird and the name of that king was more recently
observed on a block of stone near the remains of the temple of
Ptolemaic or Roman date. One may thus say that the history of
Kdrteh is not more than four miles
the town was continuous.
south of Dakkeh, and at different points along the intervening
ence

at

that there

;

It is therecountry there are indications of Roman settlements.
fore likely that Pselkis and Karte, although originally separate
Strabo
townships, were in late times amalgamated into one city.
speaks of the island of Takhompso as being opposite Pselkis,

and

for this reason
although that site

there

is

Kubban has been
lies

identified with

Now

on the mainland.

the large island of Derar, and here with far

Takhompso may be

The
Takhompso

Takhompso,

opposite Kurteh

more proba-

Ethiopians, defeated by
but it is not likely that
Petronius at Dakkeh, fled to
they would have done so had the island been less than four miles
from the scene of the battle.
The remains of the ancient site consist of the temple, the town
The temple lies to the north of the
ruins, and the cemeteries.
modern village, but little of it now exists. A rectangular space

bility

placed.

;

masonry walls only one block in height is all that is to
be seen and there are no traces of inscriptions to name the deity
worshipped here, or the date of the temple's foundation.
The
mounds of the town site are somewhat farther westward, and are

outlined by
;

The cemeteries are still farther to
In the rocks there are several shallow trenches which
the west.
have served as tombs, and bones lie around them. Near here there
of very considerable extent.

are the remains of the quarries from which the stone for the temple
was procured.

Like Kubban, the village of Kurteh is a model of cleanliness and
It stands on the edge of the river behind thick groves
of palm-trees, and to the westward the sandy desert stretches
back in a gradual rise until the low hills are reached. Much of
the land at the back of the village seems to have been cultivated
neatness.

one time, and to have been converted
by the inroads of the sand.

at

into a part of the desert
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DERAR
The

island of Derar lies opposite the south

end of the village of
summer, when the water is low, it appears to be a
place of some size, but in winter its main feature is its abundance
of palms and other trees. The channel of the river runs on its
eastern side, and in summer the water is so shallow between the
island and the western bank that the natives dispense with a ferry,
wading across with their clothes upon their heads. It has been
pointed out that this island is probably to be identified with the
ancient Takhompso, or Metakhompso, as it is sometimes called.
Kurtch.

In

This name is derived from the hieroglyphic Takcmisa. In the
temple of Dakkeh it will be remembered that Ergamenes states
that he ruled the land from Aswan to Takemtsa, and it seems that
this island was, at various periods, the limit of the Egyptian or
Lower Nubian dominions.

M.'^HARAKA

The

ruins which are usually

known

as those of

Maharaka

are

often called after the village of Ofeduineh, which lies just to the

north of the temple, whereas the village of Maharaka is on the
some distance away. The ruins stand
on the west bank, about seven miles above Dakkeh, and seventyThe western bank here is low
seven south of the barrage.
and sandy, and the ruins of the temple rise abruptly from a
slightly elevated plateau, and stand out sharply against the sky.
A few trees stand between the temple and the water; but the
country is bare and desolate at this point, though the hamlet of
Ofeduineh is well provided with palms.
opposite bank of the river,

The temple was

built in late

Roman

times, though the e.xact History of

named Hierasykaminos,
Dodekaschoinos, the "Land of the Twelve
Schonoi," i.e. the territory which lay northwards as far as the
First Cataract.- In Ptolemaic times, as has been said above, the

date

not known.

is

and was the

The town was

then

limit of the

was placed at Takhompso, but the Romans seem to
have pushed it forward to this point. At Dakkeh it has been seen
The word
that the chief god of the temple was Thoth of Penubs.
Pemtbs means the " Place of the Sycamore"; and, in the dado of

frontier

34

^f^^haraka.

5
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the sanctuary at Dakkeh, an ape, symbolising Thoth, was seen
standing under the sacred sycamore. Now Hierasykaminos also
means "the Place of the Sycamore," and on one of the walls of its

temple Isis is seen seated under a sycamore, while Thoth stands
near by. One may, therefore, identify this site with the Penubs of
the hieroglyphs.

The temple

consists of a small hall, around the sides of which
joined by screen-walls. There were six pillars on the
north and south sides and three on the east and west, but only five
of these remain standing. Presumably the main entrance was on

were

pillars

The hall seems to have been enclosed by a girdle
has fallen on all sides, except on the north. At
the north-east angle of the hall there has been a spiral stairThis is a unicjue feature in
case, parts of which can still be seen.
an Egyptian temple. Another feature which makes this temple
Between the main temple
quite peculiar must now be described.
and the water there is another construction, the plan of which is
It stands somewhat to the south of the
not easy to determine.
axis of the hall, and its north wall seems to have formed the side
of an entrance passage leading to the main temple.
On the north
face of this wall there is a most remarkable relief, executed partly
in the Roman and partly in the Egyptian style.
It represents a
the east side.

wall, but this

under the sacred sycamore tree, and
costume. Above her a hawk hovers, while another
rests in the branches of the tree.
She stretches out her arm to an
approaching figure of a boy clad in a toga and representing Horus,
who brings a vessel of wine to her. Above him are three small
figures representing Min, Isis, and Serapis, these again being
portrayed in Roman style. To the left of this scene Thoth is
shown in the Egyptian conventional style, and to the right is Isis,
also portrayed in the Egyptian manner.
There are no readable
inscriptions.^
There is little else of interest in the temple, and
indeed its ruined condition makes any description difficult. Miss
Edwards notes a Greek inscription which was observed on one of
" The vow of Verecundus the
the fallen stones, and which reads
soldier, and his most pious parents, and Gains his little brother,
and the rest of his brethren." Another Greek inscription on one
of the columns says that the temple was dedicated to Isis and
Serapis.
There arc some Coptic inscriptions to be seen on the

full-faced figure of Isis, seated

clad in

Roman

:

1

This entiro wall has now been removed to the Cairo Museum, where

to be seen in the gallery to the right of the central hall.

it is
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name

may

of the town was Mauraqe, which
modern Maharaka.

To

is

almost similar to the

the south-west of the temple there are cemeteries.

Roman broken
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find that the Coptic

Much

The main
about in all directions.
mounds of the ancient town run southwards from the temple along
the edye of the river.
pottery

lies

CHAPTER XXV
FROM MAHARAKA TO KASR IBRIm
MEHENDl

A

SHORT

way south of

the temple of

Maharaka

the hills close

towards the river, and on a flat-topped hill on the west
bank, overlooking the water, stands the fortified Byzantine town of
in

The enclosing walls of the town are built of uncemented
sandstone, like those already noticed at Sabagura,
Kalabsheh, and elsewhere. A rough pathway leads up the hill
on the north and south, and on both these sides there is a gateINTehendi.

blocks of

Hewn blocks of sandstone from some
the neighbourhood have been used in the
building of these gateways, and the figure of Amen-Ra can still be
Within the enclosure, a chaos of ruined
seen on one of them.
walls of brick and stone meets the eye, which, after careful
way

into the enclosure.

Egyptian temple

in

examination, resolves itself into a labyrinth of houses and streets.
On the high ground near the middle of the town stands the church,
in which the recess for the altar at the east end can be distinguished.
of the houses in the town have vaulted roofs which have not
and it is with something of a feeling of romance that

Many

yet fallen in

;

one picks a way through the narrow streets, glancing to right and
left into the darkness of the empty chambers which seem to have
been deserted only yesterday. The view from the town is very
To the east is a wide desert bay, on the north of which are
fine.
the picturesque hills of Gebel Maharaka to the west the desert
stretches back in rugged grandeur as far as the eye can see.
A much-ruined Coptic building is to be observed nearly opposite
Sayalch Post Office, and on the walls there are some Coptic texts.
I5elow it there is an extensive cemetery of the same period.
;

MEDIK
The

village of

Medik

which come down

to

is

the

now reached, and on some high rocks
water,
532

two early Christian buildings
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On

ascending the hill at the north side one first finds a
large area entirely covered with broken stones and fragments of

stand.

pottery.

On

close observation

the ruins of a large

number

of

it

seen that these stones are
more than one or

is

little

huts, not

two yards square, and usually built over a crevice in the rocks,
in order that the walls might not require to be raised very high.
These hovels, where a man could never stand upright, and where
the ground area was nothing more than a coffin-like cleft in the
rock, seem to have served the monks for shelter from the summer
sun and from the winter winds. When the writer visited the place
in the autumn the rocks were still too hot to be touched by the
hand, and in the height of summer the bare plateau must be
literally scorched.
In many of these clefts in the rock, under the
fallen walls, lie the bones of the monks; and it thus seems either
that it was the custom in this brotherhood for the dead to be
buried where they had lived, or else that the monks were massacred
in their huts.
A few yards to the south rises the
church, built of broken stones, topped with mud-bricks.
Over the body of the building rises a dome now in ruins, and the
rest of the roofing was supported on brick arches.
At the east

at

some time

little

end

is a recess for the altar, with a niche in the south wall for
holding the sacred utensils. On either side of this recess there
is a small chamber, and a passage runs behind the altar from one
In the wall of the north chamber there is a niche,
to the other.
and in the corner a projecting slab of stone forms a rough shelf.
A few yards farther to the south there is another small ruined
building, which seems to have been divided into a few small

and, as the quarters of the monks have been already
observed, this building is perhaps to be regarded as a guest-house.
From this point the road leading to Tomas, cutting off the bend

chambers

;

of the river, runs back into the desert and there must have been
many travellers who passed the monastery, and would be glad to
;

claim its shelter. This point being the terminus of the shortest
road to the south, it is not surprising that a number of Egyptian
Here the writer found a large
graffiti arc found on the rocks.

unknown king, labkhentra,
buted to the Xl\'th-X\'llth dynasty.

inscription of the

who may be

attri-
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ES SEBUA

The XlXth dynasty temple of Es Sebua, or Wady es Sebua
("the lions"), stands on the west bank of the river, about six or
eight miles above Mehendi, ninety-seven above the barrage, and
twelve below Korosko.
Its pylons, though small, can be seen for
some distance, for they stand in open ground a short way back
from the river. The village of Es Sebua stands, for the main part,
on the opposite bank of the river, near the mouth of a rocky valley,
up which a caravan road runs to meet the main road to Abu Hamid.
The mounds which mark the site of the ancient town are to be seen
at the river's edge in front of the temple, the surface pottery being
mainly late. The cemeteries of that date lie to the north of the
temple. The town of the XlXth dynasty seems to have continued down to Roman times. A rock shrine of Amenhotep Ilird,
which will be described presently, stands near the temple and
;

two hundred yards to the north there ai'e two graffiti, inscribed
upon a rock, which show that the early XVII Ith dynasty and the
late Ramesside period saw Egyptian officials and priests visiting
the town.
Several fragments of pottery of the Middle Kingdom,
or early XVI I Ith dynasty, were picked up near the temple. The
temple was built by Rameses Ilnd, and was called "The Temple of
Amen." It was dedicated to Amen-Ra, and in the second place
to Harmachis and Ptah. The shrine of Amenhotep Ilird was dedicated to Amen-Ra. The ancient name of the town is lost but
perhaps a full study of the inscriptions in the temple would reveal
it.
Unfortunately almost the whole temple, except the pylons, is
covered by the sand which has partly blown in and partly has been
placed there purposely to protect the place owing to the behaviour
of some travellers many years ago.'
Persons who visited the
temple while it was still accessible, however, have stated that the
preservation of the interior is good. The whole temple is badly
built, and the joints between the stones are wide and gaping.
Originally they were filled with cement to make the surface appear
smooth, but this has now dropped out and can only be seen
;

deeper

in the wall.

A

description of the temple must be very inadequate at present,
as so little of it can be seen.
In front of the pylon there runs a

dromos

of sphinxes, only three or four of which can be seen above
1

The temple

is

now being

cleared.

I
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At the east end of the diomos stand two statues of the
Down the pHnth are his
king, in a fair state of preservation.
cartouches and titles, and he is said to be beloved of Amen-Ra,
On either side of the gateway in the
Ptah, and Harmachis.
the sand.

Upon the
a fallen colossus of Rameses the Great.
is seen slaying his enemies before
Harmachis on the one side, and before Amen-Ra on the other.
Around the doorway the king is seen in the presence of various gods,
who cannot now be recognised. Inside the doorway are the king's
cartouches, beloved of Ptah and Amen-Ra, and there have been
Passfigures of him standing before Amen-Ra ^nd other gods.
ing through the gateway one enters an open court, along either
side of which are five square pillars having headless and much
The space between these pillars
l)roken colossi against them.
and the \\all was roofed, and thus a gallery was formed on either
Some of the roofing blocks still remain in
side of the court.
position.
On the north wall of the court the only relief which can
now be seen shows the king before a god and on the south wall
he is seen before a deified form of himself, before Morus of Maam,
and before another Horus. On the west face of the pylon, at the
north side, there is a large relief showing the king before Harmachis and Sekhmet (.''), and a smaller scene in which he is led by
Nekheband another deity into the presence of a third god. Below
At the
this there is a long procession of the daughters of Rameses.
south side there is a large relief showing the king before AmenRa and Mut and a smaller relief showing him worshipping
Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu. Below is a procession of the king's
daughters as before. On the west face of the doorway are panels
showing the king before Amen-Ra, Osiris, and other gods and
over the doorway he is seen in the presence of Amen-Ra and
" Rameses in the Temple of Amen."
Nothing more can now be seen, but from the descriptions of
Around
early arch;cologists one may gather the following notes.
the walls of the court the procession of the king's daughters
continues, and there is also a series of sons.
Altogether 11 1 sons
and 67 daughters are shown here, which is not by any means an
impossible number to be produced by an oriental potentate with
an unlimited harem. Augustus the Strong is said to have had a
thousand children. Behind the court are the great hall, adytum,
On the
sanctuary, and antechambers, all excavated in the rock.
walls are reliefs showing the king in the presence of Amen-Ra,
Harmachis, Ptah, Hathor, Khnum Ra, &c. These inner chambers
pylon

is

east face of the pylons the king

;

;

;
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have been used as a church by the Copts, and some of their paintIn one case the combination of
ings still remain on the walls.
the ancient reliefs and Coptic paintings produces the curious
spectacle of

Rameses Ilnd

shown with a

large key in his hand.

offering flowers to St. Peter,

who

is

At the end of the sanctuary
there are three much-damaged statues, representing Amen, Harmachis, and Rameses.

AMADA
Between Es Sebua and
interest to the traveller.

Amada

A

there are no antiquities of any

short distance below

Amada

lies

the

town of Korosko, once famous as the headquarters of the British
troops in Lower Nubia, but now a place of no size. The river
here makes a bend, and runs due south for some miles. The
British cemetery, in which there are some forty tombstones, lies a
short distance up the great valley behind the town.
Before the
Sudan wars a large number of caravans passed along the load to
and from the Sudan, and at present a certain amount of traffic
continues.
It has generally been considered by Egyptologists
that this was the road used by the Pharaohs in their wars against
Kush but this is most certainly not the case. A fairly thorough
search over the neighbouring hills and valleys, and for some five
miles along the caravan road, did not reveal a single inscription or graffito. The writer was even unable to find the one known
inscription from this neighbourhood, which gives the twenty-ninth
year of Amenemhat 1st, but which is now perhaps destroyed.
If
Korosko had been the starting-point of the Pharaonic expeditions
into Ethiopia, there would certainly be graffiti and steles on the
rocks.
Dahabiyehs generally stop for a short time at Korosko,
and the ascent of the conical hill behind the village will be found
pleasant, as the view from the summit is very fine.
The name Amada is not that of any village, but is applied to the
temple only.
In this description, however, it has been found
convenient to apply the name to the whole region within sight of
;

About three miles to the south of it there lies near
the river, and just to the north of a group of houses, a large
boulder, some twelve feet in height and perhaps forty in circumference.
This rock is covered with inscriptions dating from the
Xllth dynasty, and it seems to have escaped the observation of all

the temple.

travellers in Nubia.

They seem

to

have been written by members

of the expeditions to Nubia under Senusert

1st,

Amenemhat

Ilird,
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and Senusert Ilird; and the Nubian king Seanra has

A

way

also left

some
Nubian cemeteries, now plundered; and Dr. U. Randall Maclver

his

name

here.

short

to the north of this rock are

here discovered in 1907 a kind of city of refuge or garrison-town
of the XV^IIIth dynasty.
Several stone circles and enclosures are
Between here and the temple
to be seen in the neighbourhood.
there are other cemeteries, mostly robbed.

The temple

Amada

stands a short way back from the river,
Half buried in sand, there is little in
its outward appearance to impress the visitor
and as one trudges
over the soft desert towards its doorway, the heavy walls and
pillars of the hall look squat and uninviting.
The building stands
amidst the most desolate scenery, this bank of the river being here
quite uninhabited.
The hills have receded into the distance, and
the undulating desert stretches uninterrupted for many miles.
The sandy bank of the Nile is edged with small trees, but nothing
else grows, and if there was ever any cultivated land here, it is
now deep under the sand. The opposite bank of the river, however, is here lined with a thick growth of palms and other trees,
while good crops are grown around them. A splendid range
of dark, many-peaked hills rises behind these trees, and as seen
from Amada, with the morning light upon them, or the sun setting
behind them, they form one of the grandest scenes upon the Nile.
In ancient times the district around Amada seems to have been
thickly populated by those tribes whose cemeteries have just been
mentioned. These people maintained themselves by their herds
of

at the top of a gentle slope.

;

evidenced by the remains of stockades, and
to grow any crops, even if the land had
permitted.
Evidence was noticed which shows that they had
settled here during the Old Kingdom, but their numbers were
increased during the Xllth dynasty, and when the expeditions
of that dynasty visited the Amada rock, they probably found the
place to be very populous.
Senusert Ilird seems to have had
some definite connection with the place, for his name is particularly
mentioned in the temple. The existing building, dedicated to
Ra-Harmachis, was begun by Thothmes Ilird, but the reliefs
were not executed until the first years of the reign of his son
Amenhotep Ilnd. All over the temple the names of these two
kings occur side by side.
If, on the north wall, the cartouche of
Thothmes is above that of Amenhotep, then, on the south wall,
the cartouche of Amenhotep will be above that of Thothmes.
And if the cartouche of the former is written on the left doorpost.
of cattle or goats, as

probably

is

made no attempt
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the cartouche of the latter will be found on the right doorpost.
It is certain, then, that Amenhotep Ilnd is responsible for the
decoration of the temple, and the fact that he placed his fathei^'s

cartouches side by side with his own shows both that filial piety
was not absent from his character, and also that he was very well
aware of his father's great reputation, and realised that his name
was one to juggle with. Amenhotep llnd had not been on the
throne more than two years when he completed this temple, and
he must have been doubtful of the potency of his own as yet

unknown name to strike terror into the hearts of the rebellious.
The Hypostylc Hall was added in the front of the main building by
Thothmes IVTh, whose cartouches may here be observed. One
scene shows the king as a boy, with the side-lock of hair which is
characteristic of Egyptian youths.
It will be remembered that
this king was still a young man when he died.
Amenhotep IVth
sent his agents here to erase the name of Amen from the temple
and later on Sety 1st built a temple here, restored
inscriptions
the obliterated name wherever it occurred in the older temple, and
had his cartouches inscribed here and there on the walls. At a
later date the sign Se/ in his own name was erased, as that god
had fallen into disrepute, and was well on his way to becoming
King Septah's cartouches are
the Sahvi of the present day.
inscribed on the doorposts of the vestibule, together with figures
of Queen Tawsret and the great chancellor Bey.
The temple's
history now passes to Coptic times when the building was turned
into a church, and the reliefs covered with plaster.
This plaster
has now peeled off, and the fine reliefs beneath still retain their
colour as a consequence of this Christian obliteration.
In other respects also the temple proper is well preserved, and
the roofing is more or less complete. The Hypostyle Hall, however,
Formerly
is more ruined, and the side walls are much broken.
there were two pylons at the main entrance, but these have
disappeared, and the doorway thus appears isolated.
The temple is entered through a doorway upon the west side, Yhe doorfacing the river.
On the left doorpost King Thothmes Ilird is "ay.
represented, embraced by Harmachis, the patron god of the
temple and on the right Amenhotep Ilnd is shown embraced by
the same god. Below these scenes there are Ramesside inscriptions of a Viceroy of Ethiopia.
Entering the doorway one sees
on either side of the doorposts the cartouches of Sety 1st, beloved
of Harmachis-Tum.
On the left wall Amenhotep Ilnd is seen
being led up to Harmachis by Horus. Below is an inscription in
;

;

The Hypostyle Hal!,
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campaign

thirteen lines, referring to Merenptah's

in Ethiopia.

On

an inscription referring to the inspection of the
temple by Setau, Viceroy of Ethiopia, on behalf of Rameses Ilnd.
On the inner left wall of the doorway occurs the cartouche of
Amenhotep Ilnd, which has been erased by Amenhotep IVth,
altered to Ra-aa-Kheperu, the first name of the king, and then
On the inner
re-written as Amenhotep, probably by Sety 1st.

the right wall

is

a similar inscription of Thothmes Illrd.
now finds himself in the Hypostyle Hall, erected
mainly by Thothmes IVth. The roof, which is intact for the most
part, is supported by twelve scjuare and four proto-Doric columns,
right wall

The

is

visitor

the latter being part of the original building.

Walls, built between

On
the pillars of the outer row on either side, enclose the hall.
the pillars on either side of the entrance a figure of a Governor of Ethiopia
Rameses Ilnd.

named Nekhtu

On

(?)

worships the cartouches of

the pillars up the middle of the hall the

cartouches of Thothmes IVth occur, and the king is seen embraced by Anuket of Elephantine, Harmachis, Amen-Ra, and
Ptah.

On

the pillars

and walls of the north

an inscription of Thothmes IVth,

side of the hall there

which he is said to
be beloved of Senusert Ilird, the great king who first conquered
Upper Nubia. The king is next represented as being presented
after which he is seen being led to
to Harmachis by Satet
Amen-Ra by Horus and lastly he is embraced by Isis. On the
south side, the first scene shows the king as a youth, presented to
Harmachis by a goddess whose name is lost. Next, Thoth is
shown recording the years of the king after this there is a broken
scene representing the king kneeling before a sacred tree
and
finally, the king is embraced by Hathor of Abu Simbel.
The end
wall of the hall is, of course, the front wall of the temple proper, and
through a doorway lying in the axial line of the building one passes
On the north side of this wall there is a reinto the vestibule.
presentation of the king being led forward by Horus and another
god while next to this he is shown with Harmachis and Anuket.
On the south side King Thothmes IlIrd is led forward by Khnum,
worships Harmachis, and is embraced by Amen-Ra.
On the
sides of the doorway leading into the vestibule are figures of
Thothmes Ilird and Amenhotep Ilnd, and below them there are
two very interesting inscriptions of the time of King Septah. On
the south side there is the figure of Queen Tawsret, and on the
north side is the figure of the chancellor Bey, and near him the
cartouches of Septah, but no figure of the king. The inscriptions
is firstly

in

;

;

;

;

;
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were carved by order of the Com-

mander of the Troops of Kiish, Piaay. Septah's connections with
Nubia are recorded in various inscriptions, and in his brief reign
he seems to have obtained full control of this part of his kingdom.
As one passes through the doorway the cartouches of Sety 1st will
be seen on either side.
The vestibule is a transverse chamber from which three door- The vestiways lead into three inner chambers, the middle one being the ^'^'e-

On

doorway leading
names of Thotlnnes
and Amenhotep. On the west wall of the vestibule, Amenhotep
is seen with the water of life poured over him by Horus of Edfu
and Thoth
Thothmes is embraced and kissed by Isis and
Amenhotep makes an offering to Amcn-Ra. On the north wall
Amenhotep dances before Amen-Ra. On the south wall Thothmes
is embraced by Horus of Maam and Harmachis.
On the east
sanctuary.

from the

the inside, or east face of the

hall to the vestibule, there are the

;

;

wall are the three doorways

leading into the inner chambers.

That on the north is inscribed with the name of Amenhotep, beloved of Ra and Amen-Ra that on the south has the cartouches
of Thothmes
and the doorway into the sanctuary is inscribed
with the cartouches of Thothmes.
On the north side of this
last-mentioned doorway Amenhotep is represented embraced by
Harmachis, and on the south side Thothmes is embraced by
;

;

Amen-Ra.
The chamber on

the north side of the sanctuary should

now be Chamber

row on the north wall Amenhotep offers on north of
three tmies to Amen-Ra
and m the lower row he oners to
Harmachis three times. In the upper row of the south wall
Thothmes offers to Harmachis and Amen-Ra and in the lower
row he offers to Ra and Harmachis, while Hathor stands beside
him.
In the east wall a doorway has been cut into a small
chamber, which should really be entered from the sanctuary. The
doorway cuts through scenes in which Thothmes worships Hathor,
Amen-Ra, and Harmachis. The chamber on the south side of Chamber
the sanctuary should now be examined, and the scenes in it will on south of
visited.

In the upper

;

;

111-

/
^1
be ioundJ .to be of considerable mterest.
They represept the
ceremonies performed at the foundation of the temple, and they

I

show

1

that

formed the

J-

Thothmes founded

the building,

.

and Amenhotep

per-

upper row of the north
wall Thothmes worships Amen-Ra; Safkhet and Amen-Ra drive
in the posts which mark the limits of the new temple
the king
stands before Amen-Ra
and lastly, the king is embraced by
first

sacrifices there.

In the

;

;

saiictuarv.
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In the lower row the king dances before Harmachis
" stretches the cord," for planning the temple, before Harmachis
and makes offerings to Ra. In the upper row of the south wall

Amen-Ra.

;

;

Amenhotep brings cattle to sacrifice before Amen-Ra and offers
same when slain to Harmachis and Amen-Ra. In the lower
row Amenhotep is led forward by Horus and Harmachis he upand dances before that god.
lifts the baton before Harmachis
In the east wall the doorway has been cut, as before, and the
;

the

;

;

scenes are obliterated.
Returning and entering the sanctuary, the cartouches of Thothmes are seen on the inside face of the doorway, and he is said to
be beloved of Ra. On the north wall Amenhotep is represented

and the king is also
Amen-Ra. At the end of this wall is a doorway
On the south
small chamber mentioned above.

standing between Hathor and Harmachis

shown

offering to

leading into the
wall the king is given

;

he is saluted by Satet
life by Amen-Ra
and offers to Harmachis. The doorway at the end of this wall,
which leads into the corresponding small chamber, is surmounted
On the east wall Amenhotep is
by the cartouches of Amenhotep.
seen in the sacred boat of the sun, offering to Harmachis and
Amen-Ra. Below this scene there is an inscription in twenty
It is
horizontal lines, which is of great historical importance.
dated in the third year of Amenhotep Ilnd, and states that that
king was a great warrior, and could draw a bow which no man in
that he was also a great builder of temples,
his army could use
that he
and established the laws relative to divine offerings
decorated this temple which had been begun by his father that
that he surrounded it with a brick wall, made
it was built of stone
the doorways of sandstone and the doors themselves of cedar,
erected pylons of stone, and placed vessels of silver and bronze,
that on his return from
altars, fire-pans, tables, &c., in the temple
a war in Asia he had this tablet erected and engraved with his
that he brought from Asia seven captive princes, six
great name
of whom he slew with his cwn hand in Thebes, and the seventh he
hanged on the wall of Napata (in the Sudan), in order to strike
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

terror into the hearts of the inhabitants.

Passing now through the door in the north wall into the small
chamber, one finds the namensf Thothmes on the inner face of the
doorway, and above it the cartouche of Amenhotep. On the east
wall Thothmes is twice shown before Harmachis, and Amenhotep

On the north wall Amenhotep offers to
twice before Amen-Ra.
Amen-Ra, while Hathor stands behind him and to Harmachis,
;
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while Horns of Edfu stands behind him.
On the west wall the
doorway has l^een cut through scenes representing Thothmes
offering to Amen-Ra and Amenhotep to Harmachis.
Returning
and entering the corresponding little chamber on the south side of
the sanctuary, the cartouches of Amenhotep, beloved of Ra and
Amen-Ra, are seen on the doorway, while above them are those of
Thothmes. On the east wall Amenhotep and Thothmes offer to
Amen-Ra and Harmachis. On the south wall Amenhotep offers
to Amen-Ra, and Thothmes to Harmachis.
On the west wall
Amenhotep is embraced by Amen-Ra, and Thothmes pours water
over the figure of Amen-Ra, the other scenes being lost.

On

the roof of the temple there are a few Coptic inscriptions The

roof,

of no interest.
There is here an interesting forgery probably ^." °'^^",
dating from the last century.
It is a Greek inscription reading temple, &c.
"Herodotus of Halicarnassus beheld and admired"; and near

a later style and writing is "No he did not." Herodotus, of
go nearly as far up the Nile as this. On the
outside of the Hypostyle Hall, south side, there is an inscription
of a viceroy of Ethiopia adoring Harmachis.
In the Hypostyle
Hall there is a small pyramidion of the Viceroy of Ethiopia,
Mesu and a fragment of an inscription, giving the date
" Year I " under Rameses 1st, and referring to a viceroy of
Ethiopia
but unfortunately the main part of the inscription is
This is one of the only two dated inscriptions of this reign.
lost.
Between the temple and the river there is a square platform of
hewn stone, which seems to have been the pavement of a temple.
There are remains of fluted columns, and in two places the
There are steps mounting
cartouche of Sety 1st was seen.
between stone balustrades to the platform on its west side. The
place requires to be excavated before more can be said.
it

in

course, did not

;

;

d£rr
After one or two miles have been covered one comes into sight
of Derr, the white buildings of which can be seen on the opposite
bank under the tall palms. Exactly opposite the police station
there are one or two inscriptions on the rocks, of no particular
importance
and some prehistoric drawings of cattle are to be
;

seen.
official

One

name of a certain Dema, an
The town of Derr is situated

large inscription gives the

of the Middle

Kingdom.

about thirteen miles above Korosko, about four above

Amada

544
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It stands amidst a forest
temple, and 120 above the barrage.
of palms, and the steep cliffs rising behind it are more than
half a mile from the river. There is here a Post Office, a small
store, and the police station, from which the whole district from
Dehmid in the north to Adendan in the south is administered.
The temple is excavated in the cliffs at the back of the town its
;

has been much damaged,
and all the pillars have disappeared, except for their bases. The
colossi on the pillars of the portico have been intentionally
destroyed, perhaps by the Early Christians, and only their feet
remain. Parts of the roof of the interior have fallen in, and rocks
from above the main entrance now completely block the passage.
At present a side door, cut in later times, admits the visitor to the
temple. The main reason for the ruined condition of the temple
No masonry was used,
is that it was excavated in faulty rock.
but every wall, pillar, architrave, roofing block, and statue was cut
from the natural rock except, perhaps, at the northern extremity
preservation

is

not good.

The open

hall

;

may have
The poor quality of
been finished off with stone construction.
the stone has not always allowed the walls to be cut in straight
lines, and here and there a sweeping curve has had to be made.
On the west bank it has been seen that there are no antiquities
after Sebua and Amada, and on the east bank Derr is the first
met with. From these points towards the south there is a continuous series of ancient remains on both banks as far as
Ermenneh, where the next break comes.
This temple of
Rameses was, thus, on the northern frontier of the populous
district, and not in the midst of it, as one might have expected.
As has been pointed out in the chapter on the history, this district
formed the principality of Maam
and Rameses Ilnd must,
therefore, have been influenced rather by religious than by
political motives in placing his temple here, where there does
not seem to have been an important town of which any remains
have been left nearer than Amada or Ibrim. The temple, however, is half-way between the shrine of Thothmes Ilird at
Ellesiyeh and that king's temple at Amada, and the site thus
seems to have been held in religious esteem.
Rameses Ilnd
called his temple "The Temple of Ra," and, according to the
inscriptions, dedicated it to Ra, Harmachis, and Amen-Ra, while
Ptah also takes a prominent place, one of the four statues in the
sanctuary representing him.
There is no mention of the restoration of the temple by any later
of the outer hall, where the architraves and wall-tops

;
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and one must therefore suppose that it
king, nor of any visit to it
gradually fell into ruin, and did not survive the fame of Rameses
;

Ilnd.

The pillared forecourt in front of the temple has upon its walls
some scenes of considerable interest. On the east end of the
north wall a battle-scene has been represented, but only parts of
On the east wall (i)
figures and a chariot now remain.
prisoners are led to the king, but this scene has almost dis-

some

next (2) the king, in his chariot, drawn by galloping
and the enemy fly before him or are
then (3) the king, having
trampled under his horses' hoofs
alighted from his chariot, seizes four of the enemy by the hair
and finally (4) he leads a row of prisoners to Ra-Harmachis.

appeared

;

horses, goes into battle,

;

;

the king has been shown before the gods, but
only the representation in which he stands before Tum of On is
left.
On the west wall the main, and only easily understandable,
scene (5) shows the king in his chariot shooting arrows at the

Above these scenes

enemy who fly from him. Negroes with bows and arrows are seen
hastening back to their encampment amongst the hills and trees.
Some are carrying away a wounded comrade upon their shoulders,
while others break the news to the women. A child flies to its
mother, a calf runs towards a cow the goats and oxen belonging
to the negroes wander unattended.
Some Egyptian princes or
officers bring in the prisoners whom they have captured, but the
Pharaoh, galloping after the defeated enemy, does not seem to
heed them. Above this scene the king is represented worshipping
Amen-Ra. On the south wall, at the west side of the entrance,
the king is shown (6) in the act of slaying four Asiatic prisoners in
the presence of Amen-Ra, while beside the king is his pet lion.
The king is also shown here before Ptah and before Thoth of
Hermopolis. Below these scenes nine daughters of Rameses are
shown.
These are Bakmut, Nefertari, Nebtawi, Isis-nefert,
;

Hemttawi, Wernure, Nezemmut, and two others whose names
are obliterated.

represented

On

the

east side of the

doorway the king

is

slaying four Asiatics again, in the presence of
Harmachis, while the pet lion seizes one of the victims a fact
(7)

—

which shows that this lion's actions, as seen in these reliefs, are to
be regarded symbolically, for no lion which was allowed to taste
blood in this indiscriminate manner could be kept under any sort
of control. On this wall the king is also shown before Khnum, but
lost.
On the lower part of the wall eight
sons are shown, these being Amenherkhepshef,

the rest of the scenes are

of the king's
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Ranieses, Paraherunemef, Khaeniuast, Menthuherkhepshef, and
three others whose names are lost.
On the pillars the king is
seen before the following gods
Horns of lieheni, Horns of liaki,
:

two other forms of Horns now nnreadabic, llarmachis, Ptah, Tuni,
Khonsu, Thoth, Mnt, Isis, Werthekaw, and Sekhmet.
On entering the interior of the temple one finds oneself in The ina square hail, the roof of which is supported by six square pillars, teriorofthe
At the far end there are three doors leading to three chambers, of '^"'^
which the middle one is the sanctuary. The reliefs in the hall are
purely of a religious nature. On the north wail, to the east of the
entrance (8), the king, between Harseisis and another god, is led
up to Harmachis and a goddess. On the west side of the entrance
(9) he offers to Neith, and is anointed by Harseisis and a god who
seems to be Thoth. On the west wall (10) the king offers incense
and a libation to the boat of Harmachis carried on the shoulders
of priests
and (i i) farther on he kneels upon a //r^^ sign before
Amen-Ra, who blesses him. Behind Amen-Ra stands Mut, and
behind the king are Thoth of Hermopolis, Menthu of Thebes, and
Harseisis, each carrying a jubilee sign.
On the east wall the
king (12) offers again to a sacred boat carried on the shoulders of
the priests
he (13) worships the ithyphailic Amen-Ra and Isis;
and (14) he stands beside a sacred tree, while Ptah and Sekhmet
are before him, and Thoth behind him.
On the east end of the
south wall the king worships Harmachis and Hathor of On.
Above the small doorway leading into the side chamber liere the
figures of gods can just be discerned.
On the west end of the
'

;

;

south wall (15) the king
deified,

and Mut.

is

Upon

represented before

Amen-Ra, Rameses

the architraves the king states that he

made

the temple for Amen-Ra, Ra, and Harmachis. The roof is
painted with the usual decoration of vultures and cartouches, but
little

of this

now

remains.

Passing into the sanctuary four almost completely destroyed The sanestatues will be found at the south end (16).
These represented f'ary.
Ptah,

Amen-Ra,

the king, and Harmachis.

On

the east wall (17)
is the deified

the king worships the sacred boat, behind which

and he stands before Ptah. On the west wall
and offers to Harmachis. Inside
the doorway (19) the king is seen before Harmachis and AmenRa. The chamber on the east side of the sanctuary is dark and
partly filled with stones.
Inside the doorway the king is shown
On the east wall (20) he stands before Tum,
before Harmachis.
before Amen-Ra, and before a hawk-headed deification of himself.
figure of himself

;

(18) he worships the sacred boat,

""
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the south wall (21) he stands before Harmachis and AmenOn the west wall (22) he stands before Thoth, before
(?).
Mut, and dances before a deified form of himself " in the sacred
boat in the temple of Ra." The chamber on the west side of the

On
Ra

and the floor is much broken up by
doorway the king is seen before Harmachis. On
the east wall (23) he stands before Ptah, before Amen-Ra, and
On the south wall (24) he stands twice before
before Harmachis.
Rameses "in the sacred boat in the Temple of Ra." On the west
and worships
wall (25) he dances before Osiris, Isis, and Horus
Harmachis.
About two hundred yards north of the temple there is a Ramessanctuary

is

also very dark,

In the

stones.

;

now almost obliterated. It is peculiar in the fact that
enclosed in a kind of frame, consisting, on either side, of a
miniature lotus pillar in high relief; at the top, of the architrave
Near it is another stele
and, at the bottom, of the pavement.
This figure
having upon it a figure adoring Horus of Maam.
represented a Viceroy of Ethiopia (?) named Amenemheb. Above
On the rocks near by
the stele is the cartouche of Rameses Ilnd.
side stele
it

is

;

there are

unable

some drawings of giraffes and gazelles. The writer was
tomb, mentioned by Murray, in which two dogs

to find the

facing one another are said to be represented, but at Ellesiyeh
there is a tomb, at the door of which two rams facing one another

are seen.

TOMAS
The

now

left bank of the stream
becomes the north-west bank. A short distance beyond Derr on
this bank there is a fine head of rock coming down to the water's
edge, with trees at the foot of it.
Beyond this the hills recede and
the large village of Tomas commences, and extends for the next
three miles or so.
There are here broad fields in front of the
houses, and steep rocks behind them.
On these rocks there are
several inscriptions.
Just behind the west end of the village there
is the ruin of a Byzantine fortress, or monastery, on the side of a
head of rock, and higher up there is a ruined tomb, having an
arched doorway of good masonry. This is known as Shekh Daud,
and the name Daud (David) may perhaps refer to the ancient
building rather than to a more modern Shekh's tomb in the neighbourhood. On the south side of the head of rock there are some
quarries, which may have supplied the stone for Amada temple.

Nile

turns again, and the
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There are several inscriptions of different dates here, amongst
which is a large one of the Governor of Ethiopia, Setau, with the
cartouche of Rameses II nd. A few yards farther along there are
some inscriptions, two of which give the cartouches of the unknown
kings, Kakara and Seanra.
At the south end of Tomas there is
another bluffof rock, on the north side of which is a fine valley known
as the Khor Het er Risk. On one side of this there is a plundered
cemetery of Ptolemaic times. On the south face of the rock there is
a large inscription of Kakara, and beneath it a large number of preFarther along there is cut a praying
historic drawings of giraffes.
figure of Setau worshipping the cartouche of Rameses Ilnd.
A
few yards more and one comes to a spirited drawing of a man on
a camel, with the Greek inscription, " Paulou Michael." This is
probably a piece of work of the last century. Beyond this again
there are numerous inscriptions of the Old and Middle King-dom.
One shows the cartouches of Pepy and Teta of the Vlth dynasty
another gives the cartouche of Sahura another seems to give the
and another the sixth year of an unnamed
cartouche of Assa
The three most important
king, probably of the \'Ith dynasty.
inscriptions, however, are those which give the cartouches of
Hor-nefer-hen, a king whose name has so far only been known on
a fragment of alabaster belonging to Professor Petrie. From here
a great caravan road runs back into the desert, leading to Khargeh
Oasis, Aswan, and finally to Lower Egypt, and southwards to the
Sudan and it is probable that these inscriptions were written by
members of expeditions into Nubia, who were camping at this
The road leading to
point where the road and the river meet.
Medik, and cutting off the bend of the river, also starts from here,
and these inscriptions may have a close relation to those found at
;

;

;

;

Medik

same period, Beyond this the hills recede, and the
comes to an end. An island off this end of the village
be cultivated by the natives, and the crops and trees

of the

village soon
is

able to

from the water form a scene of considerable beauty. The
now comes down to the water's edge in a gentle slope until
it is interrupted by the recommencement of palm groves belonging
to the village of Ajieh.
Half-way between the palms of Tomas
and those of Ajieh there is a sand mound covered with Ptolemaic
or earlier pottery, and showing signs of being the remains of
a good-sized town. The cemetery is just to the west of the
mound, behind the first houses of the village, but the tombs are
rising

desert

entirely robbed.

The

the palms in front of

village
it,

extends for some distance, with
it a short strip of sandy

and behind

Ajieh.
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desert bordered by low rocks, the higher hills being far back in

the distance.

On the east bank exactly opposite the strip of sand which lies
between the villages of Tomas and Ajieh there is a remarkable
cistern hewn in the rock.
It consists of two basins, the one being
higher than the other and connected with it by a drain.
The sides
For some distance the hills have
of the basins are cemented.
come down to the water's edge, but now they recede, and there is
again room for a narrow strip of arable land. Farther to the south
the writer found a stele, at the top of which there is a seated figure
of Horus of ]\Iaam, before whom a figure of Rameses Ilnd offers
two vases. The inscription in four horizontal lines refers to offerings
given to the statue of Rameses Ilnd by Thothmes, Prince of Maam,
in what may have been the sixty-third year of his reign.
At the
bottom of the stele there is a praying figure of Setau, Viceroy of
Ethiopia, stating that he made the stele.
A mile to the south, at the north end of the village of Sheimeh,
there is an inscription on the rocks reading, " Made by the High
Priest of Horus Lord of Maa[m] Dua
kha, beloved of Ra."
Near this there is a rock tomb of two chambers, without inscriptions.
The village of Katteh is now reached, and, near the hamlet
of Naga Oglan, there is a graffito reading, "The Retainer of
Maam, Herhora.'
.

.

.

KARANKO
Beyond Ajieh, on the west bank, the palms give out, and the
bank becomes sandy again.
The large and richly cultivated
island, known as Geziret Ibrim, or Geziret Abu Ras, is now
reached and on the low rocks of the desert, opposite its northeast end, there stands a fortified building known as Karanko.
The building is three stories in height, and is of crude brick for
the main part, but the base of the walls is of masonry.
The roofing is mainly vaulted, and most of it has fallen in but there is one
chamber quite intact in all respects, while many of the walls in
;

;

other parts of the building rise to a considerable height. To the
west of the monastery there are the remains of a town in which the
walls of many of the houses can be detected without excavation.

Beyond Karanko there

is little

of interest except one late cemetery

until ihc outskirts of the \illage of

Anaybeh

are reached.
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About three or four miles to the south stands the small rock The
temple of Ellesiyeh.
At this point the hills rise precipitously lemple of
^^^^^ ^'
behind the jjalms at a distance of about half a mile from the
river, and the little temple is cut in the side of the cliff.
It con-

side

chamber with a small recess leading
was excavated by Thothmes 1 1 Ird, and a large stele outthe doorway gives a date which has been read as "Year 43,"
only of a transverse

sists

from

it.

It

but which,

in

the opinion of the writer,

is

more probably "Year

On

the facade of the temple many inscriptions have been cut.
These give the names of a high priest of Horus of Maam, a The
priest of Horus of Maam, a Prince of Maam, and an official of inscripWawat, which go to show the general locality in which the temple
50."

[he"facade

There is here a stele also, showing Rameses Ilnd ofifering
to Amen-Ra and Horus of Maam, while below there is a kneeling
figure of Setau, Viceroy of Ethiopia.
Another stele shows a
figure offering to Amen-Ra and Horus of Maam, but the inscription is obliterated. The dated stele of Thothmes 1 1 Ird, mentioned
above, has upon it a representation of that king worshipping
Horus of Maam and Satet. The stele is cut on the south side of
the doorway, and on the north side, opposite it, there is another
stele which is much damaged, the date being quite unreadable.
Along the whole length of the temple facade, above these inscripstands.

tions, there

is

a line of small rectangular holes apparently intended
beams of a wooden roof which may have formed

for supporting the

a kind of portico to the temple.
in order to

make

The ground

level

was also raised

the floor for the portico.

is the cartouche of Thothmes Illrd.
Entering The intemple the visitor finds himself in a chamber once beauti- terior of
''^'^ '^"Pl'^'by reliefs executed in the best style of the XVIIIth dynasty,

Over the doorway
the
fied

little

now made filthy and evil-smelling by bats, and by the habits
of the natives. The roof of the chamber is slightly vaulted, but a
great part of it has fallen in. The reliefs are so covered with the
grime of ages that they are hard to decipher. On the south end
of the west wall the king is seen offering to Horus of Hieraconpolis,

but

embraced by Dedun ofTakens, and standing before the deified
Khakaura Senusert II Ird. On the north end of the west wall he
stands before a Horus, and is embraced by Anuket ofTakens and
Satet.
On the south wall the king offers to Hathor of Abshek is
given life by Horus of Beheni (Haifa); is embraced by two
;

itiqui
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goddesses offers to Horus of Maam and finally stands before a
goddess whose name cannot easily be made out. On the north
makes an offering to Amen-Ra
wall he worships Khnum
worships Min of Koptos and is embraced by Menthu of On. On
the south end of the east wall the king is kissed by Satet, and
;

;

:

;

;

Maam. On the north end of the
kissed by a goddess, and offers to Amen-Ka.
One now enters the recess, at the end of which there are three
much damaged statues, probably representing the king between

presents offerings to Horus of

same

wall he

is

Horus of Maam and another deity. On the north wall the king is
represented before Horus of Maam, before Amen-Ra, and before
Satet of Elephantine.
On the south wall he stands before Horus
" Bull of Takens," before Horus of Maam, and before Thoth.

On

both these walls there

obliterated inscription

High up on the

a small praying figure, and an

in later

Ramesside times.

rocks, about 200 yards to the south of

the

a small, low chamber cut in the rocks, and outside
j.j^g doorway there is a well-executed ram in relief on either side.
The chamber is only about 6 feet square, and has a shaft in it,
temple, there

les,.

is

added

now

filled

is

up.

About two miles south of the temple stands the Post Office
of I brim, and on the rocks immediately behind it were found the
large inscriptions of the unplaced kings, Karkara and Seanra,
accompanied by the figure of a Pharaoh wearing the crown
of Upper and Lower Egypt.
This is the largest inscription of
these kings which the writer found in Lower Nubia.
A short
distance farther on is an obliterated stele of Ramesside times.
Two miles north of Kasr I brim there are traces of a small
quarry, and on a rock near by there is a small stele of Ptolemaic
or Roman date, having upon it the figure of a king, whose
cartouche is quite unreadable, worshipping a goddess who is Lady
of Elephantine. Below is an almost obliterated inscription giving
a prayer for the

Ka

inscriptions,

"Made

Maa[m] Pera

"

and

of the dedicator.

by the

Beside the stele are the
of Horus Lord of

libation-priest

" the libation-priest

.

.

.

Hor-hat."

.\NAYREH

The village of Anaybeh stands on the west bank of the river,
some twelve miles above Derr, 132 miles above the First Cataract,
and about four miles below Kasr Ibrim.

Along the edge of
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the usual palm grove,

and behind the village are the mounds which mark the site
of the ancient town and fortress.
Behind this, again, the desert
slopes up towards the low shelving rocks, and in this space lie

many extensive cemeteries for the most part of the Middle Kingdom, and Egyptian cemeteries of Grasco-Roman times. On the
higher le\els behind this the desert stretches in a flat plain, and
here there are se\eral Ijrick pyramids, which now stand in ruins.
Nearly one and a half miles farther back the dark hills rise abruptly
from the plain, and in one of these a fine tomb of the XXth dynasty
is

cut.

It

Anaybeh.

will

The

be seen, then, that there is much of interest in
ruins and remains show that an important city

existed here.

it

The ancient name of Anaybeh seems to have been Maam, and
may have formed, with Ibrini, the capital of the province of that

Pennut, whose tomb is to be seen here, was Superintendent
of Horus, Lord of Maam, and his wife was a
songstress of that god.
In the brick pyramid tombs here Dr. D.
Randall Maclver has recently found inscriptions of other nobles
who call themselves deceased" in Maam. There is no question
that the Province of Maam, in the New Empire, was centred at
about this point, for there are more references to it in graffiti and
other inscriptions at Anaybeh and Ibrim than anywhere else.
At Anaybeh, as will be seen presently, there was a large town
dating from the XVIIIth dynasty, or earlier, and having a great
fortress, a temple in which Amenhotep Ilnd left his name, and
a series of cemeteries more extensive than any others in Lower
Nubia.
Anaybeh occupied a position of considerably strategic importIt is probable that there were rapids at Kasr Ibnm, and a
ance.
fortress was therefore necessary there both to defend the shipping
going south and to attack the enemy coming north. The fortress
at Anaybeh appears to date from the Xllth dynasty, and it was
probably in use at the same time as were those of Koshtamneh
and Kubban, which have been already described. Much of the
pottery lying on the mounds of the ancient town belongs to the
Xllth dynasty, nut there are also very large quantities of Nubian
pottery found here, which showed that these people occupied the
place iii great numbers. There is a block of stone lying near the
temple bearing the name of Amenhotep Ilnd, which indicates that
he built or restored this temple of Horus. Under Rameses Vlth

name.

of the

Temple

''''

Pennut

is

said, in his

tomb

inscriptions, to

haye been superinten-

History of

Anaybeh.
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In Ptolemaic times the town was generally
dent of this temple.
t)eyond the frontiers of Egypt, but under the Romans it was for
some time within them.
The mounds which mark the site of the ancient town lie behind
the houses of the modern village. They are very extensive, and
the broken pottery lying on them dates from the Xllth, XVIIIth,
and XlXth dynasties, and from the Ptolemaic and Graeco-Roman
periods.
The intermediate periods are no doubt represented also,
though, while walking over the mounds, the writer did not happen
to notice any but fragments of the above dates.
Towards the

north end of the mounds there is an enclosure over a hundred
yards square which may mark the site of a fortress. To the south
of this there is a mound upon which are a few weathered blocks of
stone, and near by there lies the slab of limestone inscribed with
the cartouche of

Ra-aa-Kheperu (Amenhotep Ilnd). This is all
no doubt an. excavation would

that can be seen of the temple, but

much.

To

of the temple there is a great
having high mounds around it which are
obviously the remains of the walls. On closer examination it is
seen that these walls are constructed of brick, and on the east side
one may even observe the remains of the turrets which projected
from the wall at regular intervals along its whole length. One of
the features observed in this fortress may give a clue to its date.
Near the east corners there seem to have been serpentine walls,
like those of Koshtamneh, and which, in the description of that
place, were shown to belong to the reign of Senusert Illrd.
The cemeteries lie in the desert behind the town, and consist
for the most part of plundered Nubian graves.
Somewhat farther back in the desert, on the ledges of sandstone which rise above the sand, there are to be seen a few shaft
tombs of ambiguous date. About a dozen ruined brick pyramids
are here to be observed which formed the burial-places of members
of the family of Pennut, as Dr. Randall Maclver's excavations of
1907 have shown.
The most important monument at Anaybeh is the tomb of Pennut, which is cut in the side of a hill fifteen minutes' walk back
from the cemeteries just described. It consists of a rectangular
chamber, from which a small niche, opposite the entrance, is
exca\ated, having in it three much broken statues cut from the
natural rock.
In the middle of the chamber, between the entrance
and the niche, is a shaft about ten feet deep, and from it the
burial chamber leads off.
The shaft was originally hidden by a
reveal

rectangular space,

the south
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and the groove for its reception can still be seen.
The walls of the main chamber are covered with fairly well-executed
scenes, the colour of which has remained.
These scenes are not
broken at all, except in the south-east corner, where a part of the
surface has fallen away.
The tomb at present stands open. The
personage who was buried here was named Pennut, and held the
office of Superintendent of the Temple of Horus, Lord of Maam.
He presented lands and temple furniture for the worship of his
master, Rameses \Tth, and in return he received honours and
presents from that king.
His wife, named Takha, was a singer in
the temple of Anaybeh.
The other members of his family held
slab of stone,

appointments, such as Superintendent of the King's
in Lower Nubia, Scribe of the Treasury, High Priest of
I sis,
Prince of Maam. The last-named official was also called
Pennut, and seems to have been the elder Pennut's grandson.
He married the lady Baksatet.
On entering the tomb one sees upon the left side of the doorway
the figures of Pennut and his wife, with an inscription above them.
On the north end of the west wall there is an inscription, in twenty
horizontal lines, which gives a record of the lands presented to the
king for the maintenance of the priests and sacrifices in honour of
the statue of the king which stood in the temple of Maam.
On

various

Treasury

gods Ptah,
Thoth, Amen-Ra, Mut of Asher, and Khonsu of Thebes. In the
upper row on the north wall the Governor of Ethiopia is seen
bowing to Rameses VI th, who sits under a canopy and announces
to him the presentations made by Pennut
the Governor then
inspects a small statue of the king which stands upon a wooden
pedestal
and Pennut, robed by two servants, holds two silver (?)
In the lower room there is
vessels presented to him by the king.
a family gathering, in which seven men and seven .women are
shown, attended by women servants. On the east wall, to the
north of the niche, Pennut and his wife, with their six sons behind
them, stand before Ra-Harmachis, who is seated upon a throne.
On the south side of the recess, in the upper row, Pennut and his
wife stand before Ra-Khepera. Pennut kneels before Hathor, who
is represented as a cow issuing from the mountain, at the foot
of which stands the usual shrine with pyramidical roof and near
by the goddess Taurt is seen holding a scarab in one hand and
a staff in the other.
In the lower row Pennut and his wife stand
before Ptah-.Sokaris Ra-Harmachis is shown beneath a canopy;
and Anubis and Thoth pour the water of life over Pennut, who is
either side of this inscription are the figures of the

;

;

;

:
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Pennut
clothed in a linen robe and wears a scarab at his neck.
and his wife are also shown here before Unnefer. On the south
wall, in the upper row, Anubis stands by the coffin of the deceased
Pennut while Isis, clothed in white, and Nephthys in red, lament
him with arms raised and next, Harseisis leads Pennut and
his wife to the throne of Osiris, behind whom are Isis and
Nephthys and the four Genii of the Dead issuing from a lotusflower.
In the lower row the Fields of the Blessed are shown, and
Pennut and his wife are seen in a boat upon one of the celestial
canals.
He is also shown worshipping Ra-Harmachis, Tum, and
Khepera.
Below are scenes representing harvest time in the
celestial fields.
On the south half of the west wall, in the upper
row, Anubis and Thoth officiate at the weighing of the heart of
Pennut, while the monster who devours the hearts of the evil-doers
sits by
Pennut and his wife are next seen in an attitude of
prayer, and standing before a sacred shrine.
In the lower row the
funeral of Pennut is shown.
The mummy stands before the door
of the tomb, while women weep before it, and priests and friends
perform the last ceremonies.
;

for

;

;

CHAPTER XXVI
KASR IBRIM-ABU SIMBEL— FROM ABU SIMREL
TO ADENDAN
KASR

IP.KIM

TT^OR many miles

in either direction the fortress of Kasr Ibrim Jiistoiv of
forms an imposing landmark. Approaching from the north t'^e forone sees three heads of rock projecting into the water, and on the
flat top of the middle hill stand the ruined houses and walls of the
At Dakkeh, it will be remembered, the Ethiopians were
fortress.
defeated by the Roman general Petronius in B.C. 25, who then
followed them to Napata, their southern capital.
It was during
this campaign that the fortress played its first part in history. The
Ethiopians had placed a garrison on the hill to resist the Roman
advance, and Petronius had to take the place by storm.
He then
fortified it on an elaborate scale, and left a garrison of 400 men
there with provisions for two years.
After the decline of the
Roman power in Egypt the fortress must have changed hands
more than once but in the sixteenth century the Sultan Selim
placed a garrison of Bosnians here, who, being more or less forgotten by their Government, lived on here from generation to
generation until the beginning of the nineteenth century.
In 181
the Mamelukes, retreating from the north towards Shendy, drove
out the Bosnians, but were themselves driven out by Ibrahim
Pasha. When he returned to Egypt the fortress was vacated, and
has remained uninhabited ever since.
In Roman times the place
seems to have been called Primis Parva or Premis and in more
ancient days it seems to have formed part of the district of Maam.
There were perhaps rapids at this point, and the hill upon which
the fortress was built seems to have been sacred in the New
Empire.
It is best to ascend the hill on the south-west side, where the The forancient road may still be followed, with its rock-cut steps at the tress,
The battlements on the south and west sides are
steeper parts.

^

;

;
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very formidable, and those on the east side are also strong. One
sees here and there parts of the well-built Roman walls enclosed
On the east side, at the
within the rougher walls of later times.
point where the battlements reach the lowest level, there is a small
In Roman
doorv/ay crowned with a disk and Egyptian cornice.
times there was an internal rock passage leading up from this
doorway to the fortress above but now this is blocked. The main
Roman entrance stands on the north-east side of the hill-top,' and
consists of a well-built Egyptian doorway, ornamented with the
usual cornice, and having pylon-like buildings on either side of it,
;

which the recess for the flagstaff, so common in Egyptian
This building is solidly constructed of large,
is found.
well-cut blocks of sandstone, some of which are thought to have
been taken from an Egyptian temple. The name of Taharka is
said to have been seen on one of these blocks, but the writer
could not find this. The Bosnian town is now entered, and the
jumble of roughly built houses makes it difficult to picture the
The main building of that date,
place as it was in Roman times.
however, to which one now comes, indicates that an attempt had
This
been made to render the place civilised and habitable.
building is the church, which occupied the centre of the hill-top,
and towards which the streets seem to converge. It is solidly
built of masonry, and on three of its sides the walls are still
standing. At the north-east end there is a semicircular recess for
the altar while down the south-east side, and originally down the
in

pylons,

;

opposite side also, there runs a series of three masonry arches
with granite pillars standing before them. The arches are light
and delicate, but the pillars are clumsy. At three points in each

arch there is a small decorative cross or other symbol, and on the
The south-east wall is
side of the pillars a cross is fashioned.
and a recess in it is built of
plastered and was probably painted
flat red bricks of purely Roman origin.
A short staircase here
seems to have led to a kind of pulpit. A slab of grey granite lying
and at the
in the middle of the building may have been an altar
west foot of the hill near the water there is a large block of pink
granite, which may have come from here. Around this church the
more modern buildings cluster, and one sees here and there a
granite pillar used as a doorstep, or a block of masonry as a corner
The Governor's quarters seem to have
stone to a rough wall.
been situated on the west side of* the fortress, where the spaces
The water for
are more open and the Bosnian houses are larger.
the garrison seems to have been carried up from the river on the
;

;

KASR
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and some steps have been cut here to
Tanks cut in the rock seem to have
render the climb more easy.
held the water, and these are seen to be very numerous. On
either side of the fortress, a mile back in the desert, there are
numerous small tumuli. In the bay to the north of the fortress
there are some brick tombs with domed roofs, such as are also
whether these are
It is a question
found at Gebel Addeh.
precipitous side of the

Christian or

hill,

Muhammedan,

but

they are certainly mediaeval.

There are here the ruins of a Coptic church, around which much
Coptic pottery is found but there is no foundation for the statement which is sometimes made that the remains of the town of
Maam are to be seen here, though there are the remains of a small
;

late town.

Immediately below the

fortress, in the

west face of the

the edge of the water, five shrines are cut, dating from the

cliffs

XVI

I

at The
Ith shrines.

and XlXth dynasties. The first shrine was made in the reign of
Thothmes Ilird, the second shrine dates from the reign of Rameses
Ilnd, the third from the reign of Thothmes Illrd, the fourth from
that of Amenhotep Ilnd, and the fifth is unfinished, and has no

The shrines are not easy to enter, as they are several
from the ground, and some have practically no footholes or
steps by which an ordinary European could climb up to them.
The Arab sailors, however, are able to reach them, and when a
rope has been let down there will be no difficulty to an active
person in swarming up hand over hand. To the archaeologist the
interior of the shrines is worth visiting, as the scenes and inscripinscription.

feet

tions are of great interest.

The

inscriptions outside the

shrine give the cartouches of

doorway of the

Thothmes

first

or southernmost

Ilird, beloved of Satet of

Takens, and Horns of Maam and originally they also gave the
titles of the Viceroy of Ethiopia Nehi, who made the shrine.
Three damaged statues are seated at the end of the shrine, and
probably represented the king between Satet and Horus. On the
south wall the king is seen with Min of Koptos behind him, and
before him are some damaged figures near which is an inscription
in two horizontal lines giving the titles of Nehi.
Near by an inscription states that Nehi brings the tribute of the south in gold,
;

and ebony, in the fifty-second year of the king's reign. On
the north wall are Anuket, Satet of Elephantine, Horus of Baki,
Hathor, Horus of Beheni, Horus of Maam, and Amen-Ra. The
ivorA',

of Amen has been erased and rewritten. The second shrine
has three broken statues in the rear wall, which represent Rameses

name
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On the north and south walls several
Ilnd between two gods.
officials are shown doing homage to Rameses, who is seated on a
throne. The names of some of these figures can be made out
the Viceroy of Ethiopia Setau, the scribe Horemheb, the scribe of
the Troops Amenemapt, the scribe Hornekht, the scribe Paser, the
but the rest are now more or
scribe of the Granaries, Horhotep
The third shrine has few inscriptions, but the
less unreadable.
colour is well preserved, and the pattern of red, yellow, and white
on the ceiling is quite distinct. In the recess at the end of the
chamber there are four squat figures seated, representing the king,
with Horus of Maam and with Satet of Elephantine. Over the
recess there is a well-executed winged disk, while down one side is
the name of Thothmes Ilird, beloved of Horus of Maam, and down
the other side is an obliterated cartouche, which was probably that
On the side walls
of Hatshepsut, beloved of Satet of Takens.
there are no inscriptions, except, unfortunately, those written by
:

;

modern travellers.
The fourth shrine is the most important of the group. In the
rear wall are three damaged figures, representing King Amenhotep
Ilnd with a god and a goddess. On either side of the recess in
which these statues sit is a painted figure of the king, now almost
faded.
On the south wall King Amenhotep is seen seated under
a canopy, while behind him stands a fan-bearer, and near by
stands Satet of Elephantine.
Before him two officials holding fans
bow before him. A long, much-damaged, inscription here refers
to the tribute of leopards (?), oxen, ostriches, Sec, some of which
are also pictured on the wall.

On

the north wall the king, with

Horus of Beheni behind him, worships Khnum, Satet of Elephantine, Anuket of Elephantine, Sept, Hathor of Elephantine, and
Nekheb. Then there is a damaged figure of the king before Horus
On the north side of the doorway the king is repreof Maam.
sented with a goddess. Over the doorway, on the outside, there
are the cartouches of Amenhotep Ilnd, and down the sides are
damaged inscriptions referring to the Royal Son User-Satet.

A

few yards to the south of the shrines, on a rock near the water,
is an inscription in (ireek characters but in an unknown language, called by Lepsius " Christian Ethiopic." Another example
of this is found in the temple of Abahudeh.
In the bay to the
south of Kasr I brim there are the ruins of a Coptic town of no
particular interest. The third great head of rock now comes down
U) the water, and on a smooth part of the cliff there is cut a great
stele of Sety 1st, recording his victories.
At the top the king is
there
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seen slaying an enemy in the presence of a god, and near him
stands his chariot but only the lower part of this scene is left.
Below this there are twelve horizontal and three perpendicular
lines of inscription, and a small figure of the Viceroy of Ethiopia,
Amenemapt. A short distance farther on there is a graffito reading
"The Chief Reader' of Khnum, Aakheperkara, called Hor," and
by it is the figure of a man with hands raised. Persons who visit
the Sety stele should walk along tlie rocks from the north, where
there is quite a good pathway. To approach it from the- south
requires a somewhat dangerous climb, which should not be attempted, unless, as in the case of the writer, the visitor happens
to be walking from south to north and has no time to make a
;

'

detour.

FROM KASR

IP.RIM

TO ABU SIMBEL

About 4i miles south of Anaybeh, and exactly opposite Kasr
Ibrim, there stands a small fortress, the brick walls of which are in
places still 10 feet high.
I^erhaps it was built in connection with
the fort of Kasr Ibrim. Near it are the remains of a Roman town,
which probably formed part of the ancient Primis. The mounds

•

stand amidst a castor plantation.
After passing the southernmost of the three heads of rock which
have been described under the name of Kasr Ibrim, the hills recede
again, but along this east bank there are shelving rocks and great
boulders. About eight miles to the south, and some three below The rock
Toshkeh Post Office, there are two hills which rise from a high shrine,
plateau of rock, the west side of which slopes precipitously to the
water. These two hills are surrounded on three sides by a stout
wall of broken stones, which thus enclose altogether an area of a
square mile or more. The fourth side is protected by the cliffs.
No pottery is found within the enclosure except a few fragments
of Roman date, and one or two of Nubian form, the latter being on
It is possible that the place is a Roman stronghold, or
the hill.
again it is perhaps a Nubian fortress of dynastic times. High up
on the south-west side of the hill there is a ledge of rock to which
a rough and disused pathway leads. A portion of the surface of
the rock at the back of the ledge has been smoothed and a small
figure of a king slaying a negro has been cut in and coloured.
Beside the king is the cartouche of Senusert Illrd, and the workmanship leads one to suppose that it dates from the reign of that
king and is not a later instance of the king's worship. His figure
36
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coloured red, his cartouche and the upraised weapon are yellow,
Near by there is a very neatly exeskirt is red.
cuted series of figures and inscriptions dating probably from the

is

and the negro's

XVIIIth dynasty. At one end of the scene there are three seated
Horus wears
gods, Horus of .Maam, Senusert Ilird, and Reshep.
the double crown and holds the usual wand in his hand and the
inscription states that "a thousand of all good and pure things'
Senusert Ilird is called "The King, the
are offered to his Ka.
;

living for ever," and wears the crown of Upper Egypt.
holds the crook and flail, and before him a single long-stemmed
Reshep wears the crown of Upper Egypt, and holds
lotus rises.
Before
a mace upraised in one hand and a shield in the other.
these interesting gods five equally interesting persons worship.
The first figure is that of a man who offers incense, and pours a
He is called
libation on to a table upon which lies a palm-branch.
Nebsey. Behind him is "his wife who loves him" Thabau. Next
comes Nebsey's son, " the hunter of the king," holding in one hand
a bow and arrows and in the other a gazelle which he has shot.
Behind him is another of Nebsey's sons carrying a pair of sandals
and a bird, and called " the watchman of the cattle of Horus, Lord
of Maam, Sennefer." Finally, there is a man carrying two boomerangs, and called " the retainer of the king, the watchman of the
royal horns (?)," but his name does not seem to have been given.
Below this row of figures there is the figure of the sacred ram
feeding from an altar, and having a disk and horns upon its head.
The inscription states that a thousand of all good and pure things
are offered by the above-mentioned hunter. A longer inscription
makes an offering to all the gods of Lower Nubia, but the sense is
not clear. Below this again there is the figure of a man offering a
There is an interest in this shrine which
vase, and an inscription.
One sees here a native herdsman or
is as rare as it is pleasing.
farmer offering to an Egyptian and an Asiatic war-god and to
one sees his
a deified hero in a rude rock shrine on a hilltop
hunter son bringing as a sacrifice the gazelle which he has shot in
the desert and one reads of the herdsman of the sacred cattle,
and the watchman whose care it was to collect the horns which
formed part of the Nubian tribute. To this day one may here still
see the gazelles wandering over the rocks and, with this shrine
before one, the imagination is able to recreate the pastoral scenes
in which Nebsey and his sons lived.
A mile or so to the south, about 500 yards back from the river,
there is a low mound of rocks, on one of the boulders of which are

Mighty One,

He

;

;

;
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and drawings. Judging by the discoloration Rock inof the stone, the most ancient drawing here is one representing a sci'ptions.
negro with a bow and arrows. The man seems to have a feather
in his hair, a necklace round his neck, and perhaps a beard.
There
are also some drawings of ships and animals of the same date.
Rather less discoloured, and therefore less ancient, are some
giraffes and gazelles
and cut right over these there is the interesting inscription which gives the full titles of the king, or the
two kings, Kakara and Seanra. The rough inscriptions by the
side of this seem to be of the same date.
A mile or so south of this a somewhat important neighbourhood Tushkeh.
is reached, which probably formed one of the chief centres of the
district of Maam.
The site lies behind the Post Office of Toshkeh,
and consists of rock tombs, rock inscriptions, and the remains of
the town.
The tombs are three in number, and are to be found at
the north end of the desert bay, in the west side of an isolated
mound of rock. The first consists of a chamber from which an
arched doorway leads into a six-pillared hall. Parts of the roof
and three of the pillars have fallen in. The second tomb has a
several inscriptions

;

four-pillared hall

from which a long arched passage leads into an

inner chamber, in which is the burial shaft. The third tomb has
In each
only two simple chambers, each about 12 feet square.
case the workmanship is rough, and there are no inscriptions on

may have
been decorated with paintings. The first tomb has had an inscription outside the doorway, but not much of it can now be read,
except a dedication to Osiris and Harmachis by a steward. The
town remains lie to the west of these 'tombs, and have been dug
over by the sehakhin. A certain amount of Nubian pottery is to
be observed here, and some fragments of Ramesside and Roman
shapes.
The tombs may be attributed to the Ramesside period.
A Copt has written the name Jesu on a rock near here.
Towards the south end of the bay there is a rocky valley leading
On a rock on the south
up from behind a modern cemetery.
side of this v^alley, about a hundred yards from its mouth, there
the inner walls, though there are traces of plaster which

XVHIth or XlXth
is a large, well-cut inscription of about the
dynasty, reading "The Chieftain of Maam, Rahotep, endowed
Hatawy caused [this] to be made." Another graffito
" The Scribe Aahmes-seuser
[made] by his son,
causing his name to live.''
A third inscription reads, " Made by
with
here

life

;

reads,

;

the Scribe Thase."

on these rocks

in

A

scarab with the disk upon

two places.

its

head

is

cut

rhe
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in-

cription of

site, at a point between Tosh^^^ Ernienneh, the writer was fortunate enough to find an

Some
|^^j^

three miles south of this

It is
important inscription of the XVIIth-XVIIIth dynasty.
inscribed on a rock at the side of the pathway, about 50 feet
back from the river, but being inside a httle shady nook of rocks
This seems to read, "The
be seen from the path.
it cannot
King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Wazet Kheperra, Son of the

Sun Kames, given life. The King of Upper and Lower Egypt
Teta.
The
Nebpehtira, Son of the Sun Aahmes, given life
."
The fact that the two kings are named together
Royal Son.
perhaps shows that, like the sovereigns of the Xllth dynasty, the
kings of the XVIIth-XVTIIth dynasties sometimes associated
It is interesting to find the
their sons upon the throne with them.
name of King Kames so far up the Nile, and it is evident that he
was not the petty prince of Thebes which he was thought to be,
but was king of most of Upper Egypt, and of all Lower Nubia.
It will be remembered that Aahmes, the son of Kames, drove out
the shepherd kings, and founded the XVIIIth dynasty.
About half a mile south of this, at a point opposite the north
end of a range of hills, on the western side of the river, which
runs southwards from Toshkeh and Ermenneh, there is a stele
It is cut on some overdating from about the XlXth dynasty.
hanging rocks, a few yards back from the river. Upon it one
sees a male figure offering a Hbation to Horus of Maam, while
The
behind the man stand his wife and a small male figure.
inscription commences, " Hail to thee, shining like gold, O Horus
Lord of Maam, King of the gods. Bull of the Cycle of the gods ;"
and, after further laudatory phrases, a prayer is asked for the Ka
.

of " the

gold of
of the

Commandant
.

.

.

.

.

.

.,

Land

unfortunately

of the country, the Superintendent of the
Son of a Royal Son, the Superintendent

the Royal

of the south.

.

.

."

The name

of this personage

is

lost.

Opposite the island known as Gheziret Ermenneh there is an
is still in use, and near it there is a cemetery
On the west bank the ruins of Grasco-Roman
of Roman date.
Just before reaching Abu
buildings may be seen at intervals.
Simbel on this bank there is a fine desert bay, enclosed by low
hills, and having mounds of sand along the river's edge, overgrown
with bushes on which the Beduin camels feed.
ancient well which

I
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ABU SIMBEL
The great temple of Abu Simbel is situated on the east side of History of
a fine head of sandstone rock, which comes down to the water on the temple,
The
the west bank of the river opposite the village of Farek.
smaller temple stands a few yards to the north, and faces the
south-east.
The temples are 35 miles above Anaybeh, 166
above the barrage, and some 40 below Wady Haifa. In ancient
times the town of Maha seems to have stood on the site nowoccupied by Farek, and thus the Abu Simbel hills were to this
town what the Kubet el Howa hills were to Aswan, or the Theban
There was a small town near the temple, called
hills to Luxor.
Abshek, and the goddess Hathor, who presided over the hills
here, was known as " Hathor of Abshek." The selection of this
site for the great temple was not a matter of chance, nor yet was
to the fact that no such suitable hills for a
it altogether due
rock temple were to be found in the neighbourhood. Certainly
as early as the Xlllth dynasty these rocks were considered of
importance, for they had been selected by King Kakara as one of
the few places where he should inscribe his cartouche and several
officials of that date had taken the trouble to write their names
In the temple inscriptions the site is called "the hill of
there.
libations," and in the XVTIIth dynasty temple of Horemheb at
;

the same expression is used.
It is possible that there
was a minor cataract at this point, which would account for the
temples and shrines in the neighbourhood.
The great temple is the work of Rameses Ilnd. An inscription. The

Abahudeh

certainly placed in the temple after the completion of the internal

decorations,
of

is

dated

The marriage
known

in the king's thirty-fifth year.

Rameses Ilnd with

the

princess, afterwards

Hittite

as Mutneferura, which

took place at about this date, had to be
recorded outside the temple, as there was no vacant place for the
The temple, thus, was completed before the year
stele inside.
During the reign of Sety Ilnd the colossus on the north
1359 l!.C.
side of the facade of the great temple was restored
but from that
time until the Greek age nothing is heard of the temple.
The
Greek mercenary army of Psametik Ilnd left a record of its visit
to the temple in the XX\Tth dynasty, and other Greek, Carian,
and Phoenician travellers cut inscriptions on the legs of the colossi.
In 18 7 Belzoni entered the temple
in 1844 Lepsius copied the
and in 1869 Mariette opened up the place.
reliefs
;

;

1

;

gods.
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The
to the

great temple, like so

many

worship of Ra-Harmachis.

temples

A

in

Nubia, was dedicated
god stands

fine statue of that

above the entrance, and at early morning the sun's rays strike full
upon it, so that the figure appears to be stepping forward to greet
the sunrise.
Along the cornice a row of baboons, nearly always
As the temple
associated with the sun, sit in attitudes of worship.
faces towards the east, it is only at sunrise that the light penetrates
into the sanctuary, and only then can the reliefs on the walls be
Thus the whole temple is designed for the one
distinctly seen.
hour of sunrise. Those who visit it at dawn and pass into the
vestibule and sanctuary will be amazed at the irresistible solemnity
of that moment when the sun passes above the hills, and the dim
halls are suddenly transformed into a brilliantly lighted temple
and though one has sickened of the eulogies of the literary
traveller in Egypt, one may in this case adopt his language, and
describe the hour of sunrise here as one of profound and stirring
grandeur. At no other time and in no other place in Egypt does
one feel the same capacity for appreciating the ancient Egyptian
The smaller temple was dedicated to Hathor
spirit of worship.
Lady of Abshek, but Harmachis takes a prominent place here
also.
Besides these the gods worshipped in the temples were very
numerous, and included many of the more important deities of
Egypt. Rameses himself was also worshipped here.
;

THE GREAT TEMPLE
The main feature of the great temple is of course the four seated
The facade
of the great colossi, hewn out of the rock.
Despite their immense size, these
temple

•

figures

have been executed with considerable

artistic skill,

and do

not at once exhibit any glaring faults of proportion.
One's eye
turns to the faces of the figures, and these are of such real beauty
that the malformations of the lower parts remain quite unobserved.

The

expression of the faces

is

serene and thoughtful

the hands
and the whole
of placid solemnity, which no

are laid upon the knees without extreme stiftness

;

;

motionless pose produces an effect
figure where movement is shown could excel.
On either side of
the legs of each colossus there is a smaller female figure, and
between the legs a male or female figure in each case is repreOn the southernmost colossus these figures represent
sented.
Princess Nebt-tawi, Princess Batha-antha, and an unnamed
princess.
On the next colossus the figures are Queen Nefertari,
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Prince Amenherkhepshef, and the queen again.
On the third
colossus the figures represent the queen, Prince Rameses, and the

queen again.
sand.

The

The

figures on the fourth colossus are buried in the

pedestals of the two southern colossi have the king's

W.

N.

Thk great TKAtPL-E ok ABU SIMBEJcartouches inscribed upon their eastern sides, while on the other
sides lines of negro captives are shown.
These are drawn conventionally, and show no individual characteristics.
On the
southern pedestals figures of Asiatics of difterent racial types are

shown.

The main entrance

to the

temple

is

reached between the
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pedestals of the two middle colossi, and thus one passes between
On the sides of the thrones of the
a row of negroes and Asiatics.
colossi, which one also sees while going towards the temple door-

way, there are conventional representations of the uniting of Upper

Around the doorway there are the king's
numerous gods, all unnamed, and representations of the king dancing before Amen-Ra and Mut, and
High above the doorway,
before Harmachis and AVerthekau.
and Lower Egypt.

cartouches, figures of

and forming one of the principal features of the facade, there is a
fine full-faced statue of the hawk-headed Harmachis, stepping
forward from a shallow recess. On the one side of him is the
jackal-headed staff, user, and on the other a damaged figure of
maatj and thus, taking the figure of Harmachis to represent Ra,
one obtains the king's name Ra-user-maat in statuary. Reliefs on
either side of the recess show the king worshipping Harmachis.
The facade is topped by a row of twenty-two cynocephali, or
baboons, some of which are destroyed and below these there is a
decoration made up of the king's cartouches and urasi.
;

Before entering the temple it will be best to describe the steles
which are found on the south side of the facade. The space
between the southern colossus and the end wall has been partitioned off by a stone wall, and at the end of the enclosure so
formed there is a large stele with twenty-three lines of horizontal
inscription.
At the top of the stele King Rameses Ilnd is represented worshipping Amen-Ra, Harmachis, and Horus.
The
inscription relates to the king's conquests in Asia and Kush.
A
small stele in the south wall of the enclosure shows the figure of
Amen worshipped by the Viceroy of Ethiopia, Sety, who states
that he was the king's envoy into all foreign lands.
Just outside
this little enclosure, on the south wall of the facade, there is the
great stele recording the marriage of Rameses Ilnd with the Hittite
princess in the thirty-fourth year of his reign.
written in forty horizontal lines,

and above

it

The

inscription

the king

is

is

shown

seated beneath a canopy between two gods, while King Khetasar
of the Hittites, accompanied by the King of Kode, brings his
daughter forward.

On

a Greek inKing Psammetichus came to Elephantine the companions of Psammetichus,
son of Theokles, wrote this. They came by ship via Kerkis to
where the river rises, Potasimto leading the foreigners and Amasis
the Egyptians.
Uemerarchon son of Amoibichos, and Pelekos
the

left

leg of the headless colossus there

scription of considerable interest.

It

reads, "

is

When

ml
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son of IJdamos, wrote." Kerkis is perhaps to be identified with
The name Potasimto
the modern Kirsh, opposite Gerf Husen.
has been thought to be the Egyptian Fedesamtavvi but the whole
In a Phoenician inreading of this sentence is questionable.
scription near by one of the mercenaries mentions a general
named Horus. 'There are several other Greek graffiti, a Teian,
a Kolophonian, and an lalysian from Rhodes being amongst the
;

writers of the earlier period.

The

On

is now entered.
On the sides of The great
the cartouches of the king are seen. '^

great hall of the temple

the doorway, as one passes

in,

•

represented offering to Amen-Ra.
The hall has for its main feature two rows of four pillars, against
the front sides of which stand colossal figures of the king.
The
most perfect of these figures is the last on the north side, the face
of which as seen in profile is the most striking feature of the whole
the south side the king

is

interior.
On the pillars at the back of these colossi are
showing the king in the presence of Amcn-Ra, Harmachis,
Ptah, Horus, Turn of On, Thoth of Hermopolis, Anhur, Menthu of
Thebes, Sebek-Ra, Khnum of Elephantine, Min-Amen, Hathor of
Abshek, Hathor of On, Hathor of Thebes, Anuket, Satet, Isis, and

temple
reliefs

other deities.

On the north end of the east wall the king is seen smiting a
group of Asiatics, in the presence of Harmachis.
The vulture
hovers over the king's head, and behind him there is the standard giving his A'a-names.
Below this scene nine of the king's
daughters are shown
Batha-anthat, Bakmut, Nefertari, Amenmeri, Nebttawi, Isis-nefert, Hemttawi, Wernure, and Nezemmut.
In the corner, below the reliefs, there is an isolated inscription
stating that this inscription, or perhaps the whole series of reliefs,
was "made by the sculptor of Rameses-Meriamen Piaay son of
Khanefer." On the south end of the east wall the king is again
seen smiting a group of prisoners, this time in the presence of
Amen-Ra. Below are eight of the king's sons Amenherkhepshef,
Rameses, Paraherunemef, Khaemuast, Menthuherkhepshef, Xebenkhar, Meriamen, and Amenemwa.
The north wall of the hall is The hiscovered with historical scenes of considerable interest, though one 'o'i'-al
:

:

has become familiar with the main incidents in the tem])les at
Thebes. The scenes represent the great battle of Kadcsh, and
the stirring incidents which led to the Egyptians' ultimate defeat
of the Hittites.
The battle took place at the end of April in the
year 1388 r..c., i.e. the fifth year of the king's reign, when he was
still a young man.
Rameses had invaded the Hittite country and

^^g north
wall of the
»''^''^' '^''^''"
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was advancing with

his

army to lay siege to Kadesh when the battle
some miles from the city the Egyptians

took place. When still
had captured two spies,

who said they were deserters from the
army, and stated that the enemy had retreated behind
Kadesh. Rameses, therefore, very rashly pushed on to attack the
and the first scene in the lower half of this wall
city at once
Meanwhile the Hittite king was in
shows his line of march.
ambush and, as soon as Rameses had got out of touch with the
main Egyptian army, he made a detour and pushed in between
the two Egyptian divisions, thus completely isolating Rameses,
who had now pitched his camp. The scene represented on the
wall, between the two doors, shows the camp, surrounded by a
stockade, formed of the soldiers' shields.
Horses are being fed,
soldiers are seen resting, and the whole appearance of the camp
shows how entirely unaware of their danger were the Egyptians.
Rameses now re-questioned the captured spies, and ordered them
to be flogged
an incident here represented. He then learnt his
true position, and the reliefs show the council of war which was
then held, the king seated upon his throne surrounded by his
officers.
.Soon after this the Hittites attacked the camp, and
Rameses was obliged to cut his way through them almost singlehanded. This scene is in the upper half of the reliefs, and is
drawn with much spirit. It was not long after this that the main
Egyptian army arrived, and the Hittites were driven off, some
being drowned in crossing the river to Kadesh. In these reliefs
one sees the town of Kadesh situated on the hill, with the Orontes
running round it, and the Hittites are shown retreating on to it.
The final scene shows Rameses with his officers counting the
prisoners, and the hands cut from the dead.
At the north end of the west wall the king is seen leading
prisoners to Harmachis, and to his deified self; and on the
south end of this wall the king leads his prisoners before AmenRa, Rameses, and Mut. At the sides of the doorway in this wall
leading to the vestibule the king is seen in the presence of Ptah,
Harmachis, Amen-Ra, and Min. Above the door the king dances
before Amen-Ra and Mut, and before Harmachis and Sekhmet(?).
The south wall is divided into two rows. In the upper row the
king is seen before the ram-headed Mermutef and a lion-headed
goddess he offers sacks of grain to Amen-Ra he burns incense
before Ptah
Safkhct numbers his years he kneels beneath the
sacred tree while Thoth and Horus are by him and finally he
worships Amen-Ra from whose throne a large uraeus rises. In
Hittite

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

:
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his chariot shooting

the defenders of a fortress which stands on a

hill.

From

arrows at
the walls

the slain are seen falling, while others kneel in supplication, and
one man is shown driving the cattle to a place of safety. Behind
the king are chariots containing his three sons, Amenherkhepshef,

Rameses, and thirdly Paraherunemef The inscription here praises
and strength, and describes how he overthrows
the rebels on their hills and in their valleys. The king is next
seen leaping over a fallen Asiatic, and thrusting his spear through

the king's bravery

another.

The inscription states that the king destroys the tribes
Bows devastates the lands of the north transports

of the Nine

;

;

the negroes to the north and the northerners to Nubia, the people
and the people of Tehen to the mountains
of the Shasu to
.

.

.

;

temple the plunder from Syria and
Retennu. A third relief shows the king driving slowly in his
while one of the officers leads
chariot, with his lion by his side
two lines of captives before him, the upper line consisting of black
negroes and the lower line of brown Nubians. The horse which
draws the chariot is named "Victorious in Thebes.'" The inscription accompanying this scene speaks of the king as overawing the
people of Wawat and of Retennu. On the architraves in this hall
the king is said to have made this temple for his father " Harmaand for his father " Amenchis the great god Lord of Ta-Kens "
Ra, king of the gods." Between the third and fourth colossus on
the south side of the hall a large stele has been set up, the inscription on which, dated in the thirty-fifth year of the king's reign,
refers to the building of a temple at Memphis dedicated to Ptah.
The ceiling of the hall is decorated with the usual design of

and that he brings

for the

;

;

vultures

From

and cartouches.
the north side of the hall two

chambers lead

off.

In the Chambers

and here
one sees in the presence of Amen-Ra, Harmachis, Rameses,
Horus of Beheni, Horus of Maam, and Horus of Baki. In the
first

room only the west

wall

is

decorated with

reliefs,

second room, on the west side of the south wall, the king stands
On the west wall he stands before
Thoth, Rameses human-headed, Rameses hawk-headed, Khonsu,
On the north wall
Ptah, Rameses ram-headed, and Harmachis.
he is seen before Amen-Ra twice. On the east wall he stands
before Harmachis, Horus of Maani, Horus of Baki, Horus of
Beheni, Tum, Shepses-in-Hermopolis, and Thoth.
On the east
end of the south wall the king is in the presence of a god whose
before Hathor of Abshek.

name

is lost.

•*^a^'i'"g

irreat hall.
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the north side of the west wall a chamber leads off.
south wall the king is seen before the ithyphallic Amen-Ra

From

On

and
and before Turn of
before Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu
Isis
On. On the west wall he stands before Harmachis and AmenRa. On the north wall he is in the presence of Menthu of
Thebes, the hawk-headed Rameses, and a Rameses with the

its

;

;

head now destroyed. Two doors lead through this wall into two
In the first of these chambers, on the west
further chambers.
after which the king is seen offering cattle
wall, is a figure of Isis
and standing before Khepera, Khonsu, Wepwat, and
to Mut
;

;

On

Amen-Ra.

the north wall he

is

twice

shown before Harma-

seen before Ptah, Thoth, Menthu,
Mut, Harmachis, and Thoth. On the south wall the scene is lost.
In the second room the king is seen, on the south wall, before
Rameses. On the west wall he is shown before Harmachis,

chis.

On

the east wall he

is

On the north wall he
Ptah, Sekhmet, Anubis, and Rameses.
On the east wall he
stands before Harmachis and Amen-Ra.
is seen before Menthu, Rameses, Amen-Ra, Isis, and Thoth.
From the south side of the west wall of the hall a corresponding
On the east wall of the room first
set of rooms is entered.
entered the king is seen before Amen-Ra. On the north wall he
stands before Rameses, Min-Amen, Isis, and Ptah. On the west
is presented by Thoth to Harmachis, and by another
god to Amen-Ra. On the south wall the king is seen before
Rameses. Two doors in this wall lead into the other two chambers.
In the first of these, on the north wall, the king stands before
wall the king

Rameses. In the east wall there are six niches between which
are the king's cartouches, while above them is an inscription stating that the king constructed "this monument for his father Amen
in Takens, and made for him great treasuries, and colossi in the
court, of

niches.

good white

On

stone."

In the south

the west wall the king

is

wall

are two

more

seen before Ptah, Menthu

of Thebes and On, Thoth, Amen-Ra, Amen, Min-Amen, and Harmachis. In the second room, on the east wall, the king is shown
in the presence of Tum-Ra-Horus-Khepera, Isis, Amen-Ra, and
Harmachis. On the south wall he is before Harmachis and
Rameses. On the west wall he is represented before Amen-Ra,
Ra, Thoth, Harmachis, and two other gods whose names are now-

On the north wall he is seen before Amen-Ra.
Passing up the axis of the great hall and through the doorway
in the west wall one enters the vestibule, the roof of which is
supported by four square pillars. On these pillars the reliefs show

obliterated.

The
^^^^'

vesti-
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presence of or embraced by the gods. On the
north end of the east wall the king is seen oftering to Min-Amen,
Rameses, and Isis. On the north wall the king with the queen
behind him oftcrs to the sacred boat borne on the shoulders of
priests.
On the north end of the west wall the king is seen with
Harmachis. C)n the south end of the west wall the king worships
Amen-Ra. On the south wall the king and queen offer to the
sacred boat carried by priests. On the south end of the east wall
the king worships Amen-Ra, Rameses, and Mut.
On the south
side of the doorway leading from the hall to the vestibule the king
is shown before Harmachis, and below this scene there is a muchdamaged inscription, dated in the first year of Rameses Ilnd; but
only the beginning of five of the lines can be made out. Down
the sides of the doorway leading into the adytum there are
four small panels showing the king worshipping Thoth, Khonsu,
the kini^ in

tlie

Harmachis, and Ptah. Above the doorway there are the figures
Amen-Ra, Mut, and Khonsu and another Trinity which is

of

make out.
The adytum is now

difficult to

On the north end of the east wall The
entered.
represented offering to Turn of On and on the south ^^y^"'"end of this wall he offers to Min Amen. On the north wall he
worships Thoth
On the
and, on the south wall, Amen-Ra.
north end of the west wall he offers to Ptah and, on the south
end of this wall, to Amen-Ra.
On the sides of the doorways
leading from the vestibule to the adytum the king is seen with
Thoth, Horus, Amen-Ra, and Ra. From the west wall of the adytum
three doorways lead, those on either side opening into small unin-

the king

is

;

;

;

scribed chambers, and that in the middle passing into the sanctuary.

The main
statues at

feature of the sanctuary

its

west end.

Rameses, and Harmachis.

These

is

the

row

of four seated

figures represent

Ptah,

Amen,

They are badly executed, and one of
Rameses is higher than the other

the shoulders of the figure of

;

but when, at sunrise, the shaft of light strikes full upon them,
even these statues become impressive and fraught with dignity.

On

doorway there is a figure of the king with
the north wall the king burns incense and
offers a libation before the sacred boat
and here he is also seen
adoring Ra. On the south wall he is seen before the sacred
either side of the

arm

e.xtended.

•

On

;

and worshipping Min-Maat-Amen. In the centre of the
room there is a broken and uninscribed altar. It should be

boat,

mentioned that the pedestal of the statue standing
was made by Paser.

in

the vestiVjule

The
sanctuary.
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THE SMALLER TEMPLE

A pathway leads from the great temple to the smaller temple
along the water's edge. In summer, when the water is high, it
passes under the trees and one is obliged to break one's way
through the thorny branches
but in winter it lies nearer the
water in open ground. The temple is not easily entered, for the
doorway is high above the path, and the original stairway leading
The facade up to it is lost. The faqade of the temple, although not so large
of the
as that of the great temple, is imposing.
Three standing colossi
smaller
on either side of the doorway form the main feature. These rise
temple.
from recesses divided from one another by projecting buttresses.
Four of the colossi represent the king and two the Queen Nefertari
and at the sides of each are two small figures, those in the
case of the king's colossi being sons, and those in the case of
the queen's being daughters.
Down each of the buttresses runs
an inscription. The three on the south side of the doorway give
the cartouches of the king and queen.
The first on the north side
states that the king " made this temple in [the form of] an excavation in the hill as an eternal work in the land of Ta-Kens."
The
second inscription gives the cartouches of the king and queen
and the third states that " His Majesty commanded a temple to
be made in the land of Ta-Kens in [the form, of] an excavation in
the hill
nothing like it had been made before."
The inEntering the temple one sees on the south side of the doorway,
terior of
the king before Hathor of Abshek
and on the north the queen
the smaller
before I sis.
On each side of the doorway are the cartouches of
temple.
the king and queen, the latter being called "beloved of Hathor
and Isis," and the former " beloved of Thoth and Amen-Ra." One
now stands in a large low hall, the roof being supported by six
columns, down the front of which are Hathor totems. On the
north end of the west wall a relief shows the king slaying a captive
before Harmachis of Maha, while behind the king is the queen.
On the south end of the west wall the king slays a negro before
Amen-Ra while the queen again appears behind. On the north
wall the king is seen before Ptah
he worships the ram-headed
Hershef of Heracleopolis the queen stands before Hathor of On
and the king adores Ra-Harmachis. On the south wall the king
stands before Hathor of Abshek he stands between Set of Nubt
and Horus of Maha the queen worships Anuket and the king
adores Amen-Ra. On the west wall the queen is shown before
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

.
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In the west wall there
Hathor of Abshek, and before Mut.
Tlie south and
are three doorways leadint^ into the vestibule.
nortli doors have above them the kinj^'s and queen's cartouches,

The middle
while down the sides are the king's cartouches alone.
door, to which three steps lead, has the king's cartouches above
it, while a figure of Iiim is represented on either side.
The Ilathor
pillars

queen.

have on their front sides the cartouches of the king and

On

the other sides of the pillars arc figures of the king,

Horus of Beheni, Horus of Maani, Horus of Baki,
Thoth, Khonsu, Khnum, Hathor, Satet, Isis, and| Werthekau.
The figures of the queen are represented on the east side of the
first two pillars, as well as elsewhere, and she thus has the most
prominent position. On the architrave the queen is said to have
the queen,

"

made

the temple in

the

hill

This inscription,

of Libations."

and prominent reliefs, show that
this temple was dedicated by her to Hathor just as the great
temple was dedicated by the king to Harmachis.
The vestibule is now entered. On the north end of the east The
wall the king and queen are seen before Hathor
and the doorway
here is inscribed with the queen's cartouches. On the south end
of the east wall the queen is shown between Hathor of Abshek
and Isis and the doorway here also has the queen's cartouches
upon it. On the north and south walls the king worships the
Hathor cow, which stands in a boat amidst the reeds. There is a
doorway in each of these walls leading into a small uninscribed
chamber and around the doorway are the king's cartouches. On
the north end of the west wall there is a large relief of the king
before Harmachis, and a smaller relief of the queen before Khnum,
Satis, and Anukis.
On the south end of the west wall the large
relief represents the king before Amen-Ra, and the smaller one
shows the king in the presence of Horus of Maam, Horns of Baki,
and Horus of Beheni. In the middle of this wall is a doorway
leading- into the Sanctuary, and on either is a figure of the king,
while above it are small figures of the king and queen before
togetlier with the queen's colossi

vesti•

;

;

;

Hathor.
The sanctuary is a small chamber having in the west wall a The sanefull-faced cow in high relief, and under its head the figure of a man, '"^'Tprobably the king. On either side is a Hathor totem, and on the
south side of this the king is seen worshipping. The cow and
figure are much damaged.
On the south wall the queen is
represented in the presence of Mut and Hathor. On the north
wall the king stands before the seated figures df himself and the
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On

either side of the doorway is a figure of Hapi, and
over the door are the cartouches of the queen.

queen.

NEIGHBOURING ANTIQUITIES
The chapel

1^"^°

t

temple.

A

few paces to the south of the great temple there is a small
^^''^ chamber which was probably used as a chapel for the lesser
ceremonies. On either side of the doorway there is a figure of the
king with the accompanying inscription, stating that to enter the
temple one must be four times purified. On the north wall the
king is seen burning incense before the sacred boat of Amen-Ra
and on the south wall before the sacred boat of " Thoth Lord of
Hermopolis within Amenheriab."
On the west wall the king
stands before Ra-Harmachis-Tum-Horus-Kheper in the form of
one god, and before Amen-Ra of Napata. Above these scenes
there is a frieze of cartouches alternating with small seated figures
of the gods.
The roof is decorated with the usual vultures and
cartouches.
The colour is good in this chamber, as it has not
been so long open to the air, it having been discovered in 1874 by
Miss Amelia Edwards and her party.
In front of this rock
;

chamber there was
or stone which has

Rock

in-

scripuons.

a pronaos constructed of brick
disappeared, though the plan is given in

originally

now

Miss Edwards' Thousand Miles up the Nile.
North of the smaller temple there are various inscriptions and

Qne

sees a figure of a viceroy of Ethiopia bowing to
with the inscription, "Made by the Viceroy of
Kush, Any, of the People of Heracleopolis."
Farther on is a
large stele of an official bowing to Rameses Ilnd, but this is
inaccessible without a ladder.
Farther northwards there is a
ste]gs_

Rameses

first

Ilnd,

damaged

stele showing a man bowing before Amen-Ra, Rameses,
Harmachis, and Horus and near it another figure bows before
Horus. High up on the rocks is a large well-cut inscription
reading, " Made by the Scribe of the Temple, the Father-in-law
;

of the king, Superintendent of the Cattle, Prince, High Priest,
Ahmose, called Ture." Three other small graffiti on the rocks are

of the Middle Empire, and give the characteristic names Sebekhotep and Menthuhotep. South of the great temple is a group
of three large steles.
The first shows a viceroy of Ethiopia

worshipping Rameses Ilnd the second shows the king t)efore
Thoth, Harmachis, and Shepses, while below is a figure of an
official
and the third shows Rameses and the queen before
;

;
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Amen-Ra, Rameses, and Harmachis, while below is a figure of a
lieyoncl these, and only to be
certain Nekhtu before tlie queen,
seen from the water, are three large steles of Rameses Ilnd.
Near this is the inscription, " Made by the Scribe of the Treasury,
Superintendent of the Troops

Land

of the

of

Wawat."

in the country, the

Two

governor, Mery,

small steles are next seen.

Just

round the corner of the rock, at the point where the next bay of
land commences, there is an almost obliterated inscription of the
unplaced King Kakara.
The great head of rock in the east side of which the temple of
Abu Simbel is excavated, is followed immediately by a second
head, a small sandy bay lying between them.
On the south side
of this second hill a small tomb is excavated, consisting of a rough

chamber with a

shaft in the floor leading

down

into the burial

chamber. Outside the entrance there is a small stele, upon which
two figures are shown before Osiris, but the inscription is too much
damaged to read.
The tomb probably dates from the late
Ramesside period. In the valley which lies to the south there is
a plundered cemetery of Gra^co-Roman date.
Opposite the temples of Abu Simbel stands the village of Farek,
which extends for some distance along the edge of the river. In
an open bay about half a mile south of the temples there is an extenSouth of this there is a figure
sive cemetery of Nubian graves.
of Horus cut on the rocks.
In the hillside here and there some
tombs without inscriptions will be found. Two of these consist of
two chambers, and two others have wells leading down to the
sepulchral chambers
but they are all rough, and of no interest.
;

ABAHl'DKH

The rocks now come

down to the water, and on their preci- Rock inmay be found. Going southwards the first ''^''"'P"o"5reads, "The Scribe of the Divine offerings of
quite

pitous sides a few graffiti
inscription

met with
Wawat, Merapt, son of Pe-merkaw."

the gods of

Farther to the
the inscription, " Superintendent of the Granaries in the
.Hill(?) of Horus Lord of Beheni (Haifa) Merapt, son of the Superintendent of the Granaries Pemerkaw, deceased." Near this are
all

south

is

two inscriptions reading "The Scribes of the Temple Tewre and
Hormes."
17
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The
temple.

A few yards farther southward, in a head of rock which rises
from the water, there is excavated a small temple which dates
from the reign of King Horemhebof the XVIIIth dynasty. From
the outside nothing can be seen of the temple except the narrow
The steps which originslit in the hillside which is its doorway.
ally led up to the doorway have now crumbled away, and it is
The temple is
something of a climb to reach the entrance.
excavated in the west face of the rock, and consists of a hall,
the roof of which is supported by four pillars with clustered capitals
two chambers leading off the hall and a sanctuary, in the
floor of which a shaft leads down into a crypt. .A.round the hall a
bench or step runs, less than half a yard high. The reliefs are
executed in good style, but have been entirely covered by Coptic
paintings of mediaeval date, which have fallen oft" only in parts.
These paintings are extremely interesting. Much of them seems
to have been intentionally scraped off by early antiquarians in
order to expose the reliefs below but fortunately the archrtologists who destroy the less ancient remains in their search for the
work of earlier periods have become more rare now that archeology has been placed on a scientific basis.
In this neighbourhood the reader will have seen that there are
tombs probably dating from the New Empire, cemeteries of
Nubian graves of the Middle Kingdom, graffiti of the Xlllth
dynasty and of the New Empire, the cartouche of the Middle
Kingdom king Kakara and presently he will find stelae of the
XVIIIth dynasty, and inscriptions of the Ramesside period. It
seems certain, thus, that there was a large town near here of sufficient importance to induce Horemheb to honour it with his only.
;

;

;

;

Nubian shrine and Rameses with his greatest temple. The name
of this town cannot be stated with certainty, but it was probably

A ine7jheri-ab.
The

reliefs

in the

temple.

....

In describing this temple it will be best to record the original
on the walls, and afterwards to give
some account of the
°

reliefs

Coptic pamtmgs.

damaged

figure of

On

the north side of the doorway there is a
with six lines of almost unreadable

Horemheb

by his side. On the south end of the west wall the
seen before Thoth and on the north end of this wall he
shown suckled by Anuket in Ainenheriab, in the presence
is
of Khnum in Peduabi.
On the south wall most of the reliefs are
hidden, but at the east end there is a figure of the king before
inscription

king

is

Amen.

;

In this wall

chamber, and around

is
it

a

doorway leading

are the cartouches of

into

an uninscribed

Horemheb, beloved
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On the north wall at the west
of Amen, Amen-Ra, and Thoth.
end the kino is seen adoring- Thoth, Hon-.s of Maam, Horus of
while at the east end the king is
Heheni, and Horus of Maha
shown between Set of Nubt (Nekadeh) who is called Lord of the
;

South Land, and Horus. Around the doorway in this wall, which
leads into another uninscribed chamber, are the cartouches of the
king.
On the north end of the east wall the king is represented

Amen-Ra, and on

before

the south end before Harmachis.

The

Scale of Metres.

345678
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9

J

I

TilMPLp::

steps lead up to the door into the sanctuary.
On the inner sides
On the north wall the
of the doorway there are figures of Hapi.

king

is

seen worshipping the sacred boat

east walls the reliefs are hidden.
ten feet in depth,
east

;

but this

is

and

now

at the
tilled

The

;

but on the south and

shaft in the floor

bottom a chamber leads

with debris.

walls of the sanctuary the Copts

is

some

off to the

In the north and south

have cut a small niche.

The Coptic paintings are extremely fresh as to their colour, but The Coptic
much damaged by intentional scraping and cutting, and some P^^'^^ngs.

are
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of the following descriptions may be incorrect. Over the doorway
is a head of Christ or a saint enclosed in a circle ornamented
On the ceiling of the hall there is the figure of a
with flowers.

wearing a white garment, over which is a red robe, and
holding in his left hand a statT tipped with a cross. The right
hand is raised above his head, holding a crown studded with
On this ceiling there is also a figure of Christ, clothed in
jewels.
His hair is brown and His beard reda brown or dark red robe.
brown. His right hand is raised in benediction, the two first
fingers being raised, and the thumb, the third, and the fourth
The architraves and pillars are decorated with
finger being bent.
saint

On

various Coptic patterns.

either side of the

doorway there

is

an angel holding a staff and globe or musical instrument, and
On the north end of the west wall
clothed in brown and yellow.
there is a much damaged figure of an angel, with long yellow
wings, clothed in a red and white garment.
On the west end of
the north wall there is a large painting of a prancing horse, with
an almost invisible rider, and near by there is a standing figure.
Another horse is then seen, upon which is a rider, and having

A

rich trappings.
is

seated figure with a red and yellow crown
the west end of the wall there was

tall

On

next represented.

evidently a picture of
lost.

On

some importance, but

it

is

almost entirely

the north side of the east wall there are two

large

and on the
south half there are again two large standing figures, one clad in
yellow, the other in red. On the west end of the south wall there
is a large figure of an angel with widely spread wings
and a
large horse with rich trappings, and having upon it a rider
depicted with much flying drapery, and wearing a crown studded

figures of saints or apostles

clad

in

purple robes

;

;

—

with blue stones who is thrusting downwards with a long spear
dragon. Above the horse's head there is a circle enclosing
the head of God or an angel.
On the east end of the south wall

at a

much damaged. On the south end of
again a figure mounted on a horse, and
On the south wall of the sanctuary there
spearing a dragon.
written in Greek characters, in an unknown
is an inscription
language. A similar inscription at Kasr Ibrim has already been
there

is

a horse and rider,

the west wall there

is

recorded.

g£:bkl

The

for-

""^"

Three or four miles
rises

an isolated

addeh

Temple of Abahudeh there
the northern and western sides of which

to the south of the

hill,

GEBEL ADDF.H
descend precipitously

to the water.

Upon
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this hill

of a niediivval fortress, the ascent to which

is

stand the ruins

best

made on

the

southern side.

The

sides of the

and portions of the walls of defence can be seen,
There are inany rooms and passages

hill,

buildings cover

all

the top

and part of the

especially on the north side.

to be discerned, the walls being built either of crude brick or of
broken stones. The hill is littered with fragments of pottery, all
of which are to be dated to a period after the Roman occupation.
The ware is coarse, and is not unlike that used at the present day
in Nubia.
There are few fragments that can be called Roman,
and in this the fortress is unlike those at Sabagura and elsewhere,
where Byzantine-Roman forms are common.
The view from the hill is very fine. In the river below lies the
island of Shatani
to the north one obtains a wonderful prospect
of the Nile
and to the south the neighbouring hills rise in a
series of rugged peaks.
The nearest hill, with a curious double
peak, is not more than half a mile distant, and its western
;

;

side slopes precipitously

down

to the

river.

The

hill

is

called

Gebel Es-Shemsh, " The hill of the sun,'' perhaps a translation.
A few yards above the water a small shrine and some inscriptions The
shrines.
will be observed, but they are somewhat difficult of access, and
the traveller who is not accustomed to climbing might find his
attempt to reach them terminated by a fall into the river. The
shrine is a small chamber about 5 feet deep and 6 broad, a large
part of which is occupied by a damaged statue of a divinity which
has had a disk and horns upon the head. Around the walls are
reliefs and inscriptions referring to Prince Paser, who is here
entitled Governor of Ethiopia, and " Superintendent of Country of
the Gold of Amen.'"' On the south side of the doorway appears
On the north and south
the unreadable cartouche of the king.
walls, Paser is seated while his relatives pay him homage and on
the east wall he worships the above-mentioned statue.
Just to the
north of this shrine there is a little stele, upon which two figures
are shown worshipping Anukct of Amenheriab, dedicated by an
otificial of W'awat named Hor.
To the north of this again there
is a stele showing in the top register a king adoring Amen-Ra,
Harmachis, Ptah, Salet, and two forms of Horus. The cartouche
of this king is now practically unreadable, but some copyists have
read it as that of king Ay of the XXTIIth dynasty.
In the lower
;

Governor of Ethiopia, Paser, kneels before Anubis,
Sebek-Ra, King Senusert Ilird, and Anuket. In the inscriptions
Horus of Maha is invoked. South of the shrine of Paser there is

register the
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an inscription made by " the Scribe of the Treasury of the Lord
of the Two Lands in Ta-kens, the Superintendent of the Granary
of Wawat, Kaza, son of Thothnies," and referring to the goddesses
Werthekavvi and Anuket of Amenheriab.

FROM GEBEL ADDER TO ADENDAN
In the bay between the fortress

number

of small

domed tombs

and this hill there stand a large
constructed of crude brick, and

dating from the Middle Ages, though whether they are Christian
Muhammedan is a matter of doubt. The road to Haifa runs

or

inland here behind the hill on which the inscriptions are cut, and,
amidst the rocky valleys and promontories around it, one expected
but a prolonged search proved fruitless in
to find more graffiti
this respect.
Shortly after this the hills recede from the river, and
;

bank becomes

and uninteresting.
bank now becomes un-Egyptian, and
reminds one more of the desert borderlands in North Africa.
Behind the palms at the river's edge, amidst which the houses of
Ballanyeh stand, the surface of the desert is covered with blown
sand in which clumps of desert plants grow. Here and there are
humps and ridges of sand covered with scrub, while between them
the

The country on

flat

the west

small forests of su///-trees or groups of tamarisks give pleasant
shade to the traveller. Behind the village of Ballanyeh there are
some traces of ruined buildings of the Ptolemaic age. Farther

southward the desert becomes flatter, and after a few miles the
low hills come down to the water again.
To the archaeologist
the country here is uninteresting, and the writer found no traces
of any ancient sites, except where a few Roman or mediaeval
fragments of pottery indicated the existence of villages of that
Presently the large island of

Adendan

is passed, with the
than a mile to the south a
ridge of sand, upon which stands a wooden signboard, marks the
frontier between Egypt and the Sudan.
Wady Haifa, with its
ruins of Beheni, lies about twenty-five miles to the south, but these

time.

village of that

name upon

it

;

and

less

ruins are not under the jurisdiction of the

present writer serves.

Department which the

INDEX
Aah-uotki', 137, 331, 350

Aahmes

I., 6,

280, 291, 294, 313, 359, 371,398,
410. 413. 539

25, 63, 86, 3io,'324

465
Abana, 310. 320, 324
mortuary chapel of. 131, 155
Queen, 268, 273, 368
Pennekheb, 311, 320
Aahmeshenltameh, 166

Aku, tomb of, 426
Ak'xander the Great,

Aiihmes-nefertari, 166, 177, 181, 220,
230, 244, 280

Amelineau quoted, 25
Amenardes, 414
Amenartas, 231 mortuary temple

II.. 9, 49, 108,

II.,

Abu

72, 76

temple

;

of,

416

453; temple

of,

536

Aahmes-seuser, 563
Aahset, 220
Aakheperkara, 561
Aain. 395, 428. 444

Aamaihu. shrine of, 368
Aay, 365
Aba, mortuary chapel of,
Abahudeh, 357, 454, 577
Abana, 310
Abaton, 490
Abdu, 3, 4, 6
Abraham, 462, 514
Abshek, 565
Abu Gehad, 351
Abu Hor, 450, 511
Abu'l Haggag, 81

400

Severus, 301
AmAda, 447, 451,

;

of,

245

.Amendet Ankhtaara. See Ergamenes
Amenenia|jt, mortuary chapel cf, 170
tomb of, 227
507, 560
;

;

Amenemhat

I.,

34, 48, 63, 86, 418,
446. 536
II., 447, 490
III., 5, 310, 331, 525, 536
IV., 449

ij;^

mortuary chapels
170

;

shrine

of,

of,

131,

166,

369

Anienemheb, mortuary chapel of,

126,

149. 548

Amenemusekht, moituary chapel
154.

of,

369

Amenemwa,

Simbel, 281, 357, 400, 454, 565

569
Anienherkhepshef, 19, 546, 567
Amenherunamf, 507

AVjusir,

380
Abydos, i, 25, 487
.\deni Agbeh, 306
Adend.in, 463, 582
Adon, 78

Amcnhotep
188,

376, 451

Adu,

I., 6,

166, 177, 181, 186,

191, 256, 311,
;

tomb

of,

325, 343, 351,

223

;

mortuary

I'rince, 29
Aelian quoted, 50, 296
-Khus Gallus, 460, 522
Ajieh, 549
Aha, 272
Ahmose. 576
Ahy, 62
Aiiiiadua, mortuary chapel of, 152

temple

Akat-1, 454

124, 154, 156, 169, 170, 186, 204,
264, 276, 280, 355, 398, 409, 454,
tomb of, 217, 230; nior465, 534

of,

230

II., 55, 59, 63, 83,

90, 109, 115,
117, 120, 128, 148, 158, 191, 196,
202, 204, 210, 225, 227, 262, 280,
357. 368, 398, 416, 422, 453, 502,
mor538. 553. 559; tomb of, 221
:

tuary temple

of,

255

III., 7, 14, 62, 65, 70, 87, 97, 112,

Akhnalon,

7, 14. 49, 51, 65. 71, 87,
99, 122, 160, 164, 184, 218, 228, 273,

;
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palace
tuary temple of, 245
temple of, 328
290, 312
Amenhctep IV. See Akhnatou

of,

;

;

Apepa

(High Priest), 86, log, 162, 466,
mortuary chapel of, 156
541
;

(Builder), 276
Ainenhotepsase, mortuary chapel
143. 172
Amenkhepeshef, tomb of, 284
Amenmeri, 569

Amenmerib,

of,

I.
49, 299
Aphrodite, 35
Apis, 340, 386, 410
Apollinopolis Parva, 57
Apollo, 385 temple of, 295
Apophis, 197, 212
Apries, 465
Apts, the two, 60 festival of, 78
,

;

;

Apuaa, 162

i8i

Amenmes, mortuary chapel

of, 170,

177

Anienmeses, 188 tomb of, 206
Amennrt), mortuary chapel of, 122,
;

179

Amenothes, 277

Amen, Feast

of, 78
AiuPii-Ra, 51, 58, 68, 70, 87, 90, 106,

109, 112, 14s, 153, 163, 172,
199, 217, 232, 244, 250, 258,
271, 277, 299, 301, 324, 328,
359, 474. 479. 482, 491. 508,
532. 534. 540. 546. 551. 555.
temple of, 84, 92
576, 581
Ament, 91, 106, 259

192,
266,

352,
517,
568,

;

Amenta, 433
Amentet-Hapet, 14
Amenysenb, 6
Amnefer, 120
Amonius, 476, 505
Amset, 217, 281, 284, 286, 288, 486
Anmnezeh, mortuary cha]jel of, 129
Anaybeh, 444, 447, 453, 552
Anba Musas, 25
Anena, 86, 223; mortuary chapel of,
133. 186,369

Anhapu, 201

Ara, 428
Archer, mortuary chapel of a

chief,

121

Arkamen.

See Ergamenes

Arko, 449
Arment, 62, 293
Arsinoe I., 49, 106, 278, 340
521

III.,

IV., 521
Arsnuphis, 514, 524; temple of, 474
Arthet, 424, 438, 442
Arneris, 57
Aruiru, 349
Ary, 349
Asaballah, 349
Asclepius, 297
Asesa, 309, 394, 441
Aset, 220, 280; tomb of, 287
Asfun, 300
Ashurbanipal, 67
Asklepiodotus, 24S
Aspelta, 457
Assa, 549
Astemkheb, 298
Astnefert, 281, 363, 370
Aswan, 48, 53, 303, 391, 400; temple
of, 404
siege of, 522

I

;

Anhur, 3, 15, 23, 208, 232, 370
Ankh-hor, 73, 176
Ankhnes-neferabra, 108
Ankhsen, 427
Annapeta, 364
Ant, 31
Antef, 4, 7, 62, 310, 350
Antefaa, 395, 418
Antefakr, 63
mortuary chapel
;

Atefrura, 311

of,

155

Antoninus, Emperor, 46, 388
Pius, 59, 243, 304, 350, 496
Anubis, 17, 24, 105, 121, 166, 168, 180,
202, 208, 210, 211, 213, 214, 227,
245, 265, 277, 281, 288, 299, 324,
424. 434. 555. 581
Anuket or Anukis, 358, 438, 474, 484,
516,
540,
509,
523,
551,
578,

581

Anun, 365
Any, 455, 576

Aton, 51,
71, 87, 161, 163, 3:59, 371,
'
413
Atum, 197, 208, 254
Au, 287
Auf, 331
Augustus, Em|)eror, 36, 51, 490, 503,
513
the Strong, 535
Aurelius Antoninus Pius, 488
Besarion, 503
Avaris, siege of, 311, 325
Ay, t88
tomb of, 218, 280, 357,
;

454

Azkheramen, 459, 480, 492

Baa, 424
Baba, 324
el Kalabsheh, 460, 497, 501

Bab

I

INDEX
Bak, mortuary chapel
B;ikenkhonsu, 72
Baki, 450. 525
Bakinut, 546, 569

of,

58s

Chanipollion, 250, 304

178

Christianity, relics of,
245, 265, 294, 329,
391, 402, 406, 435,
491, 502, 510. 511.

Baksatet, 555
Bakt, 132
Baiianeh, 1
Ballanyeh, 582

50, 59, 72, 104,

334, 347, 377,
462, 471, 482,
514, 517. 522-

532, 536, 559.563.5SO'

Ballas. 53

Bantantha, 280. 363, 413, 566, 569
Bamiianaih, 81
Barrage, the, 464, 497
Barsanti, M. 334
Bast, 217, 478
,

Clarke, Somers, 314
Cleopatra, 44, 294, 327, 384, 477, 492
Colossi, the, 245
Coniniodus, 304
Conon, 405
Contra Syene, 435
Coptic remains, 59, 83, 104, 242, 295,
306, 347. 391. 402, 427, 435, 471,

Beba, tomb of, 326
Beduins, the, loi
Beheni, 451, 517
Behudet, 44, 368, 382, 480
Bek, 413
Belzoni, 213, 565

482, 488, 511, 517. 530' 532, 536.
543. 559. 560, 578
Cornelius Gallus, 460, 488
Crocodile worship, 50, 55, 380
Crocodilopolis, 297

Berenice, 8g, 341, 405, 483, 521
Berlin Museuni, 417

Uababiveh,

Bes, 76, 112, 488
See Khasekheni
Besh.
Bet el Wali, 502, 507
Bey, 9, 188, 363. 540 tomb of, 209
Bihhi el Moli'ik, 184
Bibliotheque Nationalf, Paris, 105
Bigeh, 419, 453. 465
Birket Habii, 291
;

Birth-House, explanation of, 45 at
Koui Omho, 389 at I'hilce, 477
Bleniiiiyes, the, 299, 461, 471, 510
Bono mi, 509
Bopos, 28
Breasted, Professor, i6i, 331, 355
British Museum, relics at, 509
Budge, Dr., 423
Bueb, fortress of, 355
Busiris, 67, 487
Buto, 2, 36, 239, 410, 474, 503
;

;

Augustus, 476
Claudius, 36, 51, 304, 475, 488
Julius, 44, 294, 333
Cailliaud, 354
Cairo Museum, 51, 55, 164, 191, 202,
213, 223, 226, 262, 270, 275, 309,
320, 530

Caracalla, 301, 304, 377, 388, 496
C'archemish, b:\ttle of, 126
Carter, Howard, 433, 437
Cataract Canal of Senusert HI., 421

Lady William,

temple

of,

520

Dedun, 247, 451, 474, 551

Dehmed, 447, 450
Dema, 543
Demerarchon, 568
Dendereh, 31
Dendur, 458, 462 temple of, 513
Depemnefert (or Depa), 427
;

Der, 53
el Bahri, 62,
176; temples of,
184, 191, 202, 206, 212, 213, 216,
217, 219, 223, 225, 261, 367
temple
el Medineh,64, 182, 384

D^r

;

of,

276

Melak, 59

Salib, 59
es Shelwit, 291
Mari Bokli, 59
el

Mari tJirgis, 59
Derar, 459, 522, 529
DcTr, 428, 463, 543
Dcshneh, 30
Dimri, 493
Diocletian, 50, 461, 488, 490

(?aligula, 36, 503
Canibyses, 67, 457

Cecil,

;

,

Darius I., 332
Davis, T. M., 195, 210
Decius, 304
Dedneferra, 299

el

" C.KSAR, Autocrator," 467, 492

301

Dabod, 459, 490
Dakkeh, 27, 45, 557
Daressy, M. 291

433, 437

Diodorus quoted, 61, 67, 191, 250
Diospolis Parva, 26, 53
Dodekaschoinoi, 471, 524
Domitian, 35, 304, 377

Dra Abu'
186

I

Neggar,

62,

114,

176,
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Duamutef,

217, 281,

284,

286, 288,

486
Dudunie5, 262, 299, 310, 331, 348

Ebers, 162
Edfu,

5, 36,

teries of,

55

;

temple

of,

330

;

ceme-

emblems cf

unity, 32, 81, 274,

313, 332
Eileithyiapolis, 23, 27, 36, 48, 53, 171,

307. 318, 399, 447

Eispanome, 462, 514
Aniarna, 184

Amrah, cemetery

of,

Khirbeh, 329
El Kom, 414
El Kulah, 306
VA Ramleh, 4 14
Elagabalus, 301
Elephantine, 27, 53, 391, 414
of, 522

of,

Giuneh, temple of, 256
Gurnet el Murrai, 114, 170, 276

Haabra,

Hakar, 72, 92, 244, 313
Hakara, 450, 494
Hall, H. R., 262
Hapi, 105, 217, 258, 274, 281, 286,
288, 340, 358, 379, 386, 405, 524.
;

siege

;

521, 529

302

relics at,

579

Hapi, 411
Hapu, 276 shrine of, 367, 447
of Annubis, 486
Hapusenb, mortuary chapel of, 152
367
Havendotes, 13, 467, 471
Harmachis, 12, 90, 168, 172-3, 195.

373
Farck, 577

Museum,

9

Hadrian, 27, 248, 304, 494

Hagar Esneh, 305

Far AS,

Fitzwilliani

351

Green referred to, 314
Gregory XVI., 483

E05, 247
Eratosthenes, 400, 418

Ergamenes, 458, 480,

to,

Grenfell, Sir Francis, 423
Griffith, F. LI., 323

Ellesiyeh, 451, 548, 551

;

356

Gordian, 496
Grebaut, M., 291

Kanawieh, 31
Kenan. 306
Khargeh, 27, 299, 444

Ernienneh, 455
Esneh, 97 temple
lis Sebua, 534
Ewsos, 517

Silselah,

Gebelen, 33, 297
Genemieh, 348
Gerf Husen, 450, 517
Germanicus, 476
Geta, 304, 377, 388
Geziret Ibrini, 550
Ghawalieh, 349
Ghretag, 355
Gizeh, pyramid of, 32
Golenischeff referred

25

-Axabat el Madfiuieh, 2
Assasif, 114, i6g, 172

Balalis, 329
Barasy, 349
Gherareh, 297
Hasiyeh, 348
Heseh, 400
El Hosh, 349
See Eileithyiapolis
EI Kab.

El
El
El
El

•

Tinisah, 351
to, 524, 530,

576
Egypt, union of Upper and Lower,

El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El

referred to, 525

Gebanet el Kurud, 291
Gebel Addeh, 357, 452, 580
Dukhan, 50
es Shemsh, 581

347

Edwards, Miss, referred

2;

Gau

206

196, r98-9, 204, 207, 2IO-II,
227, 237, 266, 279, 283, 286,
324, 328, 338, 352, 361, 413,
SH, 517. 534. 539. 546, 555,
566, 575. 579
Harseisis, 13, 473, 524, 547

Floras, 462

Harsemtawi, 478

Fou, 28
Fu, 287

Hatlior,

GAirs, 530
Gains Uioicuros Julius Macrinus, 496
Ganir, 493
Ganneau, C'lerinc^nt, 417
Garstang referred to, 315, 348

213.
288,
477.
563.

13, 23, 24, 26, 32, 61, 69.
87, 105, 106, 112, 115, 121, 124,
132, 143, 147, 158. 164, 172, 178.
180, 214, 2i8, 244, 259, 262, 277.

283, 286, 324. 327, 331, 354, 370.
377. 433. 465. 467. 471. 491. 514.
517. 541. 555. 560, 565, 574

Hathor Chapel, 272

INDEX

5S7

Hatshepent, 63

lAHKIlENTRA, 450, 512. 533

Ilaishepsut (wife of Sennefer), 365

Ibr.ihim Pasha, 557
Ibrim, 171

Queen,

H2,

148,

49, 70, 86, 98, 106, 110,
152, 223, 230, 268, 311,

331' 351. 357. 376, 410;

tomb

of,

217 mortuary temple of, 263
Hay, Mr., referred to, 509

8, 12, 36, 50, 55, 58, 75. 121,
154, 163, 199, 202, 210, 214, 227,
277, 281, 284, 286, 288, 295,
354. 370. 386, 401, 404. 419.
462, 465, 470, 491, 496, 501,
513, 523, 530, 540, 556, 574
Isis-nefert, 546
Isis,

;

Ilehu, 340

Heket,

18, 24, 268,

Imhotep, 106, 277, 297, 331, 475, 492
See Aset

Isis.

259,
331433,
504,

283

Hehut,486
Helena, Empress, 306
Heliopolis, 6, 69
Hemtaui, 365, 546, 569

Jones, Mr., referred to, 348
Joseph, 514
Justinianus I., 462
Juvenal quoted, 55, 248, 401

Henut-erneheh, 321

Heqab, tomb of, 425, 432
Heqab-herab, 432
Heqabur, 452
HeqerliCh, mortuary chapel

of,

153

Hec|het, 29

K.\, 2

Herames, 317
Herhor, 66, 88-9, 201, 456
Herkhuf, 376, 395, 428, 43S, 443
Hermachis, 362
Herniana, 450
Hernies I'aotnuphi^, 522
Hermopolis, 15, 36
Herodotus, 326, 410, 418, 543
Heieh, 460
Het-Sekhem, 26
Heturt-Amenemiiat, 27

Kadesh,

Hieraconpolis,

Kagem-em-ahu, tomb
Kagoug, 366

87, 97,

iii,

169, 188-9, 243' 299. 357' 454. 526,
mortuary chapel of,
560, 565, 578
;

;

Horseosiris, 13

Horsmataui, 32, 36
Horua, mortuary chapel of, 173
Hor-uar, 57, 358, 377
Horus, 8, 12, 23, 32, 50, 54, 58, 77,
199, 203,
277, 283,
8,
330, 332,
317.
327
309.
30s.
370. 377- 405. 452. 467. 471.
496, 504, 508, 514, S17. 535,
550-1, 560, 562, 574, 579
90,

193,

211-12, 239,

195,
259,

Karableh, 349
70, 84, 165, 265, 514

Kashta, 245
Kasr el 'Aguz, 291
Kasr es Sayad, 26

Kasr Ibrim, 257, 451, 453, 553, 557
Kauil, 262

140 tomb of, 228
Hor-nefer-hen, 446. 549
Hornekht, 560
Hoiseatef, 457

86,

Kamuleh, 59
Kandake, 401, 522
Karanko, 550
Karnak, 48, 60,

See under Syria
Homer quoted, 61, 67
Hor, 581
Hittites.

71,

210,
295,
353,
492,
547.

Kaza, 582
Kebh, 217
Kebhsenuf, 287, 288
Kekuit, 486
Ken, mortuary chapel of, 156
Ken- Amen, mortuary chapel of, 120

Keneh,

31, 57

Kenure, mortuary chapel

Keskes, 57

Khaemhat, mortuary chapel
Khaemuast, 321,
507, 547, 569

301, 450, 466

170

;

mortuary chapel

of, 156,

163

Hui, 303
of, 165,

165

of,

Kerkis, 569
Kertassi, 494
Keshy, 162

Hou, 26

Huy.

433

Kainepolis, 31

5,

14, 66,

of,

Kakara, 449, 519, 549, 551, 565, 577
Kalabsheh, temple of, 453, 459, 502,
514
Kaleh, 52
Karnes, King, 63, 450, 564

27, 36, 53, 307, 314
Hierasycaminoi, 27, 529

Horemheb,

battle of, 83. 102. 126, 250,

569

;

329, 363, 413, 465,
of, 288

tomb

Khanag, 390
Khaneferra Sebekhotep Ul. 34
,
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Khartum, 501
Khasekhem, 308
Khasekhemui, 2,
Khay, 363

Lepsius referred to, 351, 565
Loret, M., referred to, 195
Louvre Museum, relics at, 206
Lucius Verus, 488
Luxor, 60, 70, 86
Lyons, Captain, referred to, 468, 488
Lysimachus, 49

308, 393

Khebsen, 486
Khennui, 358
Khenoboskion, 27-8, 53
Khensenuf, 281, 286
Khentamenta, 3, 8
Khenzer, 6
Khepera, 17, 212, 283, 556, 564

Maaa, tomb

12, 75, 201, 217, 268, 304,
344. 358. 396. 412, 438, 491, 509,
511, 514, 517, 540, 546, 552, 560
Khnumhotep, 446, 465
KhonbU, 13, 58, 68, 70, 84, 88, 92,
107, 109, 153, 176, 200, 217, 239,
253. 258, 278, 299, 354, 361, 377,
422, 426, 465, 473, 508, S3S, 555

Khonsuardes, 349
Khonsumes, mortuary chapel

of,

17;

Mahmud

223

of,

Bey, 415

invasion, 557

Manaos, 306
Mandulis, 458, 503, 511
Marcianus, 462
Marcus Aurelius, 304, 496
Mari Girgis, monastery at, 347

Kode, 568
2,

Maharaka, 529
Maherpra, tomb
Mahetta, 422

Mameluke

Khufu, 3, 32, 48, 418
Khufu-ankh, 393, 417
Khunes, tomb of, 427
Khuy, 446
32,

See

306.

Hierancopolis

Kom el Birbeh, 302
Kom el Deir, 305
Kom el Mera, 306
Kom el Sinun, 305
Kom Ombo, 53, 76;

,

S38, 553
Macrinus, 377, 388
Macrobius quoted, 295
Maha, 443, 451, 565'-

Mahui, 124
Makher, 443

176

Khor Bet er Risk. 549
Khua, tomb of, 427

Ahmar,

449, 450
14, 102, 153, 164, 200, 211,
212, 227, 241, 259, 277, 283, 286,
335. 363. 471. 517
Maclver, Dr. D. R. referred to, 25,

Maat,

Khnuin,

el

427

Maam,

Khetasar, 568
Kheti, 350, 446

Kom

of,

Maala, 301

Mariette referred to,
359. 565

10,

265,

334,

Markos, 493
Ma'sara, 86

Maspero
temple

of,

374

Konosso

Island, 465
Koptos, 47
Korosko, stele at, 446; mines at,
453 town of, 536
Korteh, 522
Koshtamneh, 442, 447, 450; fortress
of, 520
Koubet el Howa, 391, 395, 423
Krophi, 418
Kiibban, 53, 447, 450; fortress of,
525
Kuft, 47
Kurkur, 444
town of, 527
Kfirtfh, temple of, 451
Kus, 50, 53, 56
Kush, 440, 446, 453, 541, 569
;

;

I.KGii, Mr., referred to, 517
Legrain, M., referred to, 88, 108

referred to, 300, 323

Matana, 301
Maxiniianopolis, 59

Maximinus, 462, 496

May, 162, 466
Maya, 225
Mazoi troops,

122, 126

Medamut, 59
Medik, 450, 462
Medinet Habu, 62, 66, 173. 190;
mortuary temples of. 229, 230, 243,
250. 359

Mehe, 457
Mehendi, 532
Mehtenusekht,

Mekhu, 395

Memnon,

;

24=;

tomb

68, 248
21

Memphis,
Mena, 2, 19, 308
Mendik, 512
Menes, 56
Menhet, 305

;

of,

423

tomb

of,

204, 247

INDEX
Menkaura,

3, 3oq,

393
368

Menk.li, sliiinc of,
Mcnklu-|>eria, 34, 72, 294, 298,467;
Midiiuary chapel of, 139
.Mt'nklic|x;rrascnb, 49
Mcnna, mortuary chajiel of, 149
Meiuliii, 36, 59,08,81. 108,253, 278,

589

266, 278. 344, 354, 361, 474, 491,
temple
509. 517. 535. 555- 568. 574
;

of, 87,

1

1

1

Miitemua, 34, 71, 246
Miitnefert, 368
Mui-N'efertari, 8i

Mutneft rura, 565

2V4. 371. 474. 547

Mentui-mhat, g, 88, 176
MeiUuherkhepslief, 547
Mentiihotep I., 33, 299
II. ,4, 62, 350,446,520; mortuary
chapel of, 261
III., 4, 62, i86, 189, 395, 414
Mentuhotep Sankhkara. 4, 48
.\lerapet, 512. 577
Merenptah, 8, 19, 49, 55. 7t, 104.
109, 250, 258, 265. 357^ 399, 410,
413, 416, 455, 540; tomb of, 202;

mortuary temple of, 248 shrine of,
370
Merenra, 4, 394, 443
Meretamen, 280
Meriamen, 569
Merieh, 516
Merimes, 466
Merra, 33
Mersekert or Mersergert, 198, 199,
;

217, 279

Mery, 577
Meryra, 365
Meryl, 118
Mas, 455
Mesawiyeh, 306
Mesna. See Zema

Nag'-Hani;\di, 26
Naliarin, 83, 123, 126
Xanilot, 9

Xapata,
Xarmer,

171, 457, 522
2, 36, 308, 331,

480

Xastasen, 457
Xaville, Professor, 262, 265

Xbi, 376

Nebenkhar, 569
Nebhap?tra. See Mentuhotep II.
Xebhotep, 33, 261
Xebsenuy, 179
Nebsey, 562
Xebtkheru, 220
Xebuana, 6, 7
Xeby, 162, 451
Xecho Uheniabra, 313
Xectanebo I. 9, 49. 90, 105, 313, 332,
400
II., 9,72, 458, 470, 472; temple
of, 473- 475
Xeferabra Psametik, 465
,

Xeferarkara, 4
Xeferhotep, 8, 200,
chapel of, 169

398

mortuary

;

Mesii, 543

Xeferkara-Sebekhotep, 449
Xefer-renpit, 320, 364

Meskhent, 269

Xefertari.

tomb

Metakhumpso, 529
Mether, 424
Mimi, 369
Min, 13, 23, 48, 58, 76, 90, 94, III,
239, 253, 258, 265, 278, 295, 341,
353. 389. 466. 480, 508, 517, 530,
552 shrine of, 365
Minnies, 8
Min-nekht, 125; shrine of, 366, 369
Mitanni, 71
Mohammedan invasion of Nubia, 402,
;

referred

to,

56,

419
Morgos, 493
Mortuary chapels, list of, 182, 229
Moses, supposed birthplace of, 294

Mat,

12,

58, 68, 70, 84, 90, 92, 106,
163. 236, 245. 253, 258.

110, 153,

569,

574;

281

Xefertum, 211, 212, 279, 434, 517
Xeferura, 311, 321
Xeferusi, 121
Xehesi, 366
Xehi, 559
Xeitakeri, to8, 173, 245
Xeith, 16, 75. 212, 2S3, 287, 288, 467,
471. 547
Xekadeh, 56
313,

do,

371, 546, 566,

of,

Xefertiti, 165

Xekheb,

462

Mophi, 418
Morgan, M.
.

Na, 340

23.

320,

36, 239, 266, 278, 309,

327-8,

335,

474.

480,

535

Xekhen,
Xekht,

212
mortuaiv

16, 175,

466;

chapel

of,

167

Xekhtnebef, 243, 301
Xekhtu, 540
Xephthys, 14, 38, 121, 163, 202. 208,
.
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227, 259, 277, 281, 287, 288, 354,
383. 433. 467. 471. 514. 556, 560

Nerferukayt, 34
Nero, 36
Nerva. See Trajan
Nesert, 213
Nesikhonsu, 216
Nespaneferher, mortuary chapel of,
152
Netakret, 173
Neter-Khet, 308
Nezemmut, 546, 569
Nezerra, 6
Nilometer, the, 413, 488
Nobadae, the, 461
Nu, 17, 340, 366
Nubians, the, 22, 27, 86, 325, 393

;

Lower, 440
depicted on tomb, 478
history of

;

districts of,

358, 383

Nuyl, 486
522, 529

Onuphis, 296
Orses, 496
Osiris, 2-10, 12, 20, 38, 50, 55, 91,
III, 119, 121, 128, 142, 146, 150,
153, 158-9, 166, 168, 172,^80, i8r,
193, 195, 199, 203-4, 208, 210, 2X2,
214, 217-18, 227, 240, 259, 266, 277,
281, 287-8, 323, 331, 354, 362, 424,
434. 472, 491. 496, 506, 513. 535.
556. 563
I.

,

49

72

124

Pen-nesutawi, 466
Pennut, 455, 553
Penthen,

Pepy

I., 4, 48, 309, 316, 394,418, 44T
II., 4, 33, 42, 48, 309, 395, 428,

445. 549

Pepy-ankh. See Sahna
Pepy-nekht, 395 tomb of, 430, 446
Perabsen, 2
;

513

Petnef, 349
Petrie, Professor Flinders, referred to,
25, 28, 33, 48, 53, 56, 249, 250, 255,
280, 394, 549
Petronius, 401, 460, 522, 528, 557
" Pharach's Bed," 489
Philae, 401, 459, 468, 496; siege of,

522

King, 72
Aridaeus, 86, 99
Philippus Arabus, 496
Philometer I., 27
II., 27
Piaay, 541, 569
Piankhi I. 112, 4^6
II., 245
Pisentius, Bishop, 68
Pliny quoted, 50, 248
Potasimeto, 568
Primis, 561
Probus, 460
Psametichus, 568
Philip,

,

Osymandyas, statue

of,

252

Paapis, 277
Paheri, 303, 311, 320
I., 49, 72, 243, 298
II., 9, 112

Painezem

Pa-mera, 306
Pan, 355
Panebtaui, 379
Panehesi, 363; mortuary chapel
.

Psametik-se-neith
300
of,

180
Papyrus, Abbc.t, 224
Paraheremef, tomb of, 288, 547, 569
Parahotep, 8

Parahu, 270
Parembole, the Roman, 493
Paser, 507, 581
Pathoris, 297

of,

Pelekos, 568
Penati, 351
Penebtaui, 377, 384, 476

Petisis, 458,

Ofendiineh,
Ombos, 47, 53

II.,

Pefnefdeneit, 9

Pehorus, 458, 513
Pehsukher, mortuary chapel

'-

Nubkheperura Antef, 49
Nunt, 487
Nut, 38, 196-7, 205, 211, 218, 277,

Osorkon

" Paulou Michael," 549
Pausanias, 248
Paynezem. See Painezem
Pe, 16, 23, 175, 212, 336
Pedeamen, 349
Pedeamenapt, 243
Peduamenemapt, 176
Peduneit, 108

Psammetik

or

Men- Kheper-ra,

Psamtek

I.,

49,

173,

332, 400
II., 94. 373, 400, 415. 565

See Uakkeh
Ptah, 12, 39, 87, 91, 200, 208, 210-11,
216-17, 232, 259, 279, 283-4, 286,
288, 324, 354, 359, 434. 477. 517.
571. 581;
555.
534. 540, 546,
temple of, 106
Pselchis.

INDEX
Ptali-Seker-Ausar, 195
Ptah-Tateiien, 518
Ptuleniy I., Soter I., 112
II., Philadclphns, 49,

II., 8, ir, 20, 34, 49, 55, 59,

66,70, 87, 92, 108-9,
265, 280. 294, 357;

mortuary
shrine
57,

108,

temple

of.

H2, 188, 258,
tomb of, 20;

of,

249,

256

371

34, 49, 55, 66, 71, 88,
94, 106, 109, 112, 192, 194, 230, 244,
250, 279. 284, 287-8, 313, 332, 357,
399, 412, 455, 547; tomb of, 198,
III., 9,

475. 485
III., Euergeles I., 59, 80, 106,
333. .M'. 405. 483. 5^«
IV., Philopater, 51, 44, 276, 333,
377, 406, 422, 459, 474, 521
V. Epiphanes. 67, 333, 459, 471.

mortuary pavilion
206
mortuary temple of, 234

of,

;

IV., '9,

,

49,

71,

112,

90,

231

;

332;

tomb

of, 196
v., 195 tomb of, 204, 245, 357
VI., 49, 71, 97, 195, 316, 328,
tomb of, 204
455' 553
V'll., 9; tomb of, 195
VIII., 184
IX., 86, 109, 184, 263; tomb of,

474
Philometor, 27,

VI.,

304, 333,
47.S. 477. 479
\'II., Eupaior, 27, 460, 482, 489,

;

459- 471.

;

490
IX., Euergetes

II., 59,

291, 299,

313' 327. 333. 377. 450. 460, 483.
489, 490, 521, 523
X., Soier II., 27, 34, 313, 320,
416, 460. 477, 502
XI.. .Alexander I., 34, 106, 345
XII., Alexander II.,
XIII., Neos Diony.sos, 34, 51,
106, 333, 377, 467. 476, 480

XVI., Caisarion,

34, 44
Auletes, 59, 243
Lathyros, 59, 243, 265

;

Pursepinunis, 496

QlWkRIES, at Gebel Silsileh, 358,
372 at Aswan, 399, 407 at Sehel,
419; at Uabod, 492; at Kertassi,
;

;

;

at

Quibell,
R.\, 69,

J.

Tafeh, 501
E.

84.

,

referred to, 308, 314

196,

198
X., 190; tomb of, 198
XI., tomb of, 216
XII., 66, 90, 186, 456
198

Ramesseum,

211-12; mortuary

chapel of, 147
Ra-aakhepersenb, 168
Raanet, 310
Ra-horakhti.
See Aton
Ra-hotep, 49, 455, 563

Ramenkheper-Senb, mortuary chapel

190,

;

tomb

of,

410

Raneferu, 275
Rantaa-Setepenneteru, 490
Razeserkasenb, 145; mortuary chapel
of,

Physkon, 244, 265, 277, 300, 384
Puamra, mortuary chapel of, 172
Punt, 45 colonnade, 269, 446

496
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Ranieses

Ptahmeryt, 162
Ptahmes, 142

172

Rerlesiyeh, 351

Rekhmara, mortuary chapel

of,

115,

453. 467
Remtet, 486
Renni, 320, 325
Rennut, 156, 172

Ren pet,

14

Reshep, 562
Retennu, 571
Rey, mortuary chapel of. 142
RizakAt, 294, 296
Robberies from tombs, 188, 190, 198.
201, 280
Romans in Nubia, 460
Rubensohn, Dr., 417
Ruru, 321

Ramery, 220

S.\.ANKHUK.\K.\, 351
Sabagura, 516
Sabiiia, 248

Ranies, 113, 119, 164, 170, 465; mortuary chapel of, 160

Sabna, 395, 423, 439, 445
427

Ramfses

I., 7, 66, 87, 95, 303, 313,
320, 329, 354, 376, 388. 399. 410,
412. 415. 454, 465, 502, 507, 517,
tomb
526, 534. 544. 549. 559. 565

Safkhet, 13, 20, 36, 232, 254, 269, 335,
54'
.Sahura, 309. 393' 44i- 549

212; mortuary temple
temple of. 327, 454

Sais,

of. 125,

139

:

of,

of,

256;

Simeon, monastery
410
Sakk^ra, 121
St.

at,

;

tomb

434

of,
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Set, 8, 39, 54, 193, 211, 330, 481, 574
tomb of, 320, 324, 517, 549,

Saladin, 435

Setau,

Satet, 438

560

Satet-hotep, 426, 432
Satis, 474. 509, 514

Saturna, 83
Saturninus Veteranus Aquila, 522
Sayaleh, 532
Schoinoi, the, 459
Seankhkara, temple of, 292
Seanra, 538
Seb, 288, 358, 370, 479
Sebek, 51, 358, 376, 476

Sebekemsaf, King, 6
Queen, 331
Sebekhotep II., 70, 310, 326
III., 5, 6, 49, 55, 63
mortuary chapel of, 154
Sebeknekt, 310, 326
SebCia, 450
Sehathor, 447
Sehel, 357, 391, 396, 409, 419
Sekenenra I., 63
II.. 63
III., 63, 310
Seker, 13, 211, 266, 324, 434
Sekhemra-Khutawi, 449
Sekhmet, 13, 102, 112, 217, 232, 254,
354. 467. 517. 535. 547
Selene, 326
Selk, I, 24, 307
Selket or Selkis, 75, 283. 287-8, 362,

Sethu, 444
Setnekht, 112,

tomb

188, 194, '202,
209, 279, 280

of,

290

Setr.i. 280,

Set-then, 432
Set-thena, 432

Sety

I., I, 7. 20, 49. ss. 59, 66, 71,
87, 90, 189, 201, 243, 250, 280, 299,

301, 313,
560, 565

tomb

temple

256

;

of,

332, 351, 357, 454, 539,
of,

213

;

mortuary

II., 55, 71, 87, 92, T09, 112, 190,
of,
209, 227, 345, 357;

tomb

195,

211
Setyherkhepeshef, tomb
Severus, 496, 503
Shabaka, 49, 72, 243

of,

287

Shabaiaka, 72, 457
Sharuhen, siege of, 325
Shatani, 581

Sheikh Said, 349

Shekh abd'

el

Giirneh, 63, 86, 112,

114, 191, 366

Daud, 548
Shellal, 396

Shelley quoted, 252

.Shemsed-Dulah, 435
Shenet Debhib, 25
.Shenhiir, 56

468, 509

Semti, 393

Shenlait, 18

Senebmaan, 299

Shenudi, 306
Shepenapt, 173, 245
Shepses, 361, 576
Shepseskaf, 4
.Sheshemtaui, wall of, 310
.Sheshonk I., 95, 112, 359
Prince, 108

Seninefer, 365

Senmes, tomb of, 431
Senmut, 70, 112, 265, 331, 413; mortuary chapel of, 148 shrine of, 367
Sennefer, mortuary chapel of, 117;
remains found, 225, 365, 562
Senseneb, 273
Sentnefert, 118
Senusert I., 4, 34. 48. 55. 63. 86, 301,
310, 350, 411, 446. 494. 536
- I'-. 3IO' 447
;

—

III..

206;

4-6,

25,

48.

55,

63,

396,

411, 421, 430, 447, 520. 538, 551,
561, 581
Senzara, battle of, 126
Septah, 9. 258, 263, 357, 363, 399,
412, 455, 539; tomb of, 209, 226;

mortuary temple of, 255
Septimius Severus, 247
Septu, 362
Serag, 355
Serapis, temple of. 304, 476, 530
Serenpitu, tomb of, 426, 431

•

Sheymeh, 494
.Shu, 17, 124, 200, 208, 286, 288, 340,

474

Shunet

es Zebib, 2, 25
Shut, 278
Shutt er Rigal, 350
-Silks, 462, 505

Sitteh Kasmar, church
Smendes, 72, 301
Smenkhkara, 184

of,

502

.Sneferu, 309, 441

Soane Museum,

relics at,

213

Sokaris, 195, 208,486, 555
Sruplikhis, 496
.Strabo quoted, 10, 50. 67, 191. 248,
296-7, 4x5, 521
.Stuart, Villiers, referred to, 162

INDEX

142
Theodoras, Hishop, 471, 482, 514

war

with, 64, 83, 102. 251, 320,

Thinis, 1-4, 307
This, city of, 24
Thiy, 65, 71, i86, 226-7, 246, 264, 291

Thoth,

325

Ta, Vizir, 324
Taa, 222
Ta-amarthu, 368
Taari, 173

Tabenna, 46
Tafeh, 461, 497
Taharka, 9, 94, 108, 111-12, 243, 457,
470. 482, 502
Tahuti, 317
Takeloth, 9
'I'akens, 574, 582
'I'akha, 555
Takhat, 137, 277
Takompso, 421, 459, 528-9
Tantarer, 31
Tantatamu, 450
Tanutamen, in, 457
Taphis. Sftr Tafeh
'I'aray, 447
Tasentnefei t, 377, 383, 476
Taurt, 18, 76, 91, 358, 479, 555
tomb of,
Tausert, 188, 194, 206
mortuary temple of,
209, 227-8
249, 280, 540
Taxes at Abydos-Thinis, 7 at Hou,
27; of geese at Khenoboskion, 27-8
at
at Koptos, 49
at Dendereh, 34
Eileithyiapolis, 312
at Elephantine, 398
at Wawat, 452 at Bigeh
and Lower Nubia, 453
Tcfnut, 370, 478, 514, 523
Tehuti, 170, 311
Ti'hutiemheb, 170
'IVhuiinefer, mortuary chapel of, 137
Tell el Amarna, 65, 165, 188
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Temeh, 444
Temenos of Osiris, 2, 24
Tentkareu, tomb of, 226
'IVreies.

of,

Thethy, 446

Sutekh, 55
Syene, 27
Syria,
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Thenuna, mortuary chapel

Sudanese wars, 403
Sumnut, niorluary clwpel cf, 120
Surere, mortuary chapel of, 170

443

Teta, King, 4. 49, 309, 394, 441, 549
Prince, 450, 560

Tetashera, 60

Thaa, 154
Thabau, 562
Tharu. 10
Thase, 563
Thtbes, 12, 39, 60, 86, 186
Thelmes. See Kalabsheh
Thenias, 320

38

12, 20, 36, 58, 75, 81, 90, no,
142, 146, 151, 168, 201, 208, 217,
232, 239, 245, 253, 268, 284, 286,
288, 291, 295, 327-8, 344, 361, 382,
459. 467. 473. 492, 505, 522, 541,
547- 555. 576, 578
Thoihmes I., 6, 55, 63, 86, 97,168, 188,
217, 230, 264, 317, 320, 351, 357,
368, 422, 451 tomb of, 223 mortu;

ary temple

of,

;

243

II., 6, 49, 63, 86,
of, 224
451

230, 264, 320,

tomb

;

III., 6, 34, 51,63, 70,82.86, 91.
106, 109, 112, 115, 117, 124, 126,
147-8, 152, 177, 190, 192, 230, 243,
264, 271, 303, 311, 317, 331, 351,
357. 376, 398, 410, 416, 422, 502.
525. 528. 538, 551, 559; tomb of,

219; mcrtuary temple

of,

255

IV., 7, 14. 34, 49..55- 65.71. 8;.
141, 145, 146, 192, 212, 312, 328.
332. 398. 415. 453. 465. 539; tomb
of, 225 ; mortuary temple of, 249
Thothnies, mortuary chapel of, 176
Prince, 349
Thure, 312
Thyti, tomb of, 286

Tuau,

136, 164,

186;

tomb

of,

226,

368-9
Tiberius, 35, 59, 377, 474, 490
Tikhsi, 65
Tofnis, 300
Tomas, 394, 424, 438, 443, 548
Tombs, \'alley of the, 280

Toshkeh, 441, 450, 563
Tossoun, Djemil Pasha, 255
Trajan, Nerva, 27, 35, 50,

58, 299,
304, 416, 489, 503
Tiul. 300
Tum, 36, 91, 195, 212, 232, 244, 253,
283, 288, 335, 354, 363. 546
Tiinip, 83

Ture, 576

Tutankhamen, 14, 7 1, 171,
Tutzis.
See Gerf Husen
Tyitzi,

184, 280,454

494

Tyler. Mr.-, referred to, 315
Tytus, R. 291
,

Uazet,

16. 36,

383.514

77.239. 266,313, 335,
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Wahast, 31

Uazmes, 249, 311
Umberakab, 494
Una, 394, 441
Unas, 394, 418
Unnefer, 7-8,

Wakf, 31
Wawat, 22,
138,

196, 354, 467, 471, 491. 504. 523-

556

Urethekau cr Urthekaw, 272, 486,

Wazet, 480, 503, 511, 564
Wazkara. See Hakara
Wealth of Abydos and Thinis.
Taxes

Wepwat,

547. 568, 575. 582

Urnure, 162

mortuary chapel
388, 466
Userenra, 4
Userhat, mortuary chapel
170 tomb of, 226
Userkaf, 4, 309, 441
Usersatet, 365, 466, 560
User, 131

171, 411, 444, 450, 512,

571
20, 91, 128,

15,

;

of,

I5S.

2, 8, 12, 36, 81, 216, 259,
266, 279, 283, 480, 517
Wernure, 546, 569

Werthekaw. See Urthekaw
Wesiyeh, 494
of,

158,

YUAA,

;

78, 164, 186;

tomb

of,

siege of, 320
Zapur, siege of, 254

Alaki, 452, 471, 526

Zau, 395
Zauta, 29-30, 395
Zenia, tomb of, 427
Zenigieh, 349
Zenoam, loi
Zenuni, mortuary chapel

Fowakhieh, 48

Zesr, 297, 421, 441, 459, 470

Gamr, 493

Z.esret, 9.61,

Wadv Abad,

temple

of,

226

Zaha,

Venus, 35
Verecundus, 530
Vespasian, 304
351

Haifa, 446, 451, 582

Zet, 2-3

Hainmamat, 48

Zeus, 61

264

Hedid, 494
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THE WESTMINSTER PROBLEMS BOOK. Prose and Verse. Com-

Anon.

piled

M.A.

F.),

nill.IP

Second Edition.

Illustrated,
10^. 6^^. net.

Zvo.

ys. 6./. net.

PRECES

PRT-

V.-\TAE.
'iranslated and edited, with
Notes, by I'. E. Brigiitman, M.A., of
Pusey House, Oxford. (>. Svo. Cs.

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN
ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE. Illustrated.
net.

Second Edition. Ecap.

Atteridge

(A.

BROIHERS.

H.).

Zvo.

35. id.

NAPOLEONS

Illustrated.

Demy

Z-.o.

xZs. net.

Aves (Ernest).

DUSIRV.

COOPERATIVE

Cr.Zvo.

IN-

ss.net.

THE LAKES OF
^ORTHERN UALY. Illustrated. Fcafi.

Bagot (Richard).
Zz-o.

IS. net.

General Litekatuue
LASr KING
OK POLAND AND HIS CONTEM-

Eain (R. Nisbcl),

I'ORAKIKS.

Till.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY.
Second

Cr.

J'.dition.

ove>.

Illuslialed.

6s.

Demy

S;v.

A LOOK OF THE RHINE:

Bnirour (Graham).
TlIK MFE
K0UI::RT LOL'IS STKVENSON.

OK

A BOOK OF THE RIVIERA.

loi. ()J.

llluilrjlca.

mi.

to

trated.

J'ou?ih Edition in one

Cr.

Buckram,

&z'a.

Illus-

I'oiunie.

D,niy

8vo.

ys. 6d. >i<i.

A YEAR IX RUSSIA. Second Edition.
Demy Sr'S. icu. (>d. net.
Rl'SSlAN ESSAYS AND STORIES.
Second Edition.

LANDMARKS
RATURE.

Cr.

Bui'ing-Gould

Cr. 8rv.

5J. ftrt.

IN

RUSSIAN

Sw.

ts.net.

NAl'ULKON LONAPARTE.
U 'ide Ko\al

.Second Edition.

LITE-

THE LIFE OF

(S.).

I]lus;rated.

8iv.

lor. iid.

net.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE C^SARS
A Study

o? the Characteks of the
THE JULIAN AND Cl.AUDIA.V

C.ESAKS OF

Houses.
Royetl

Zi'a.

Seventh

Illustrated.
loj. 6'/. net.

Edition.

A UOOK

of; fairy TALES. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.
Alsa Medium Sva. 6d.

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES.
trated.
T/iird Edition.
r.im. df.

Cr. %vo.

Illus-

Buck-

Edition. With a Portrait.
Cr. Svo. 3s td.

Re-

Third

I'.diiiin.

OLD (jOUXTRY LIFE. Illustrated. Fifl'i
Edition. 1-ar^e Cr. %vo. 6t.
A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG:
English Folk Songs with llicir Traditional
Melodies.
CoUecicd and arranied by S.
Bari.nc-Goli.u and H. ¥. Shei-pard.

Demy

6j.

^to.

SONGS OF THE V/EST:

Folk Songs of
Collected from the

Devon and Cornwall.

Mouths of the People. By S. Baking-Gould,
M.A., and H. FLHtrwooD Sheii'akd, M.A.
New and Revised Edition, under the musical
editorship of Cecil J. Sharp. Large Imf>erial Zvo.

$s.

net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS
IN
'/

Some Chapters
THK History of Man. lllustrulcd.

hird Edition.

YORKSHIRE

Cr.

:

Z-jo.

Zz'O.

td. n-i.

ODDITIES:

AND Strange Events.
Cr.

a.

Edition.

21. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF CORNWALL.
Second Edition.

Cr.

St'o.

.Second Edition.

Cr.

&z;o.

A ISOOK OF DEVON.
Cr.

SiVO.

Illustrated.

6r.

A BOOK OF DART.MOOR.
Edit/on.

Incidents

Ei/t/i

Illustrated.

6s.

Illustrated.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES.
trated.

Cr.

St'O.

Cr. 3:v.

Cs.

Second Edition.

trattd.

Cr.

Zx'O.

Illus-

Illus-

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Illus-

6s.

Barker (E.V M.A.,

(Late)Fello\v of Merton

Coile.-..,
Oxfor.l.
IHE POLITICAL
'JHOUGHT OK PLATO AND ARIS-

TOTLE. Demy
Baron

Zzj.

10s. Cd. net.

FRENCH PROSE

(R. R. N.), M.A.

CO.MI'OSITION.
Zvo.

2jf.

Eourth Edition.
Key, y. net.

td.

Bartholomew
Rubcrtson (C

(J.
G.).

Castable

F.),

(C.

Cr.

F.R.S.E.

G.),

Sec

THE COM-

LL.D.

MERCE OK NATIONS.

Cr. Zvo.

Eonrt/i Edition.

as. 6d.

BastianfH. Charlton), M. A.. M.D.,F.R.S.
THlC EVOLUTION OK LIFE. Illus-

Demy

trated.

7J. Cd. net.

Ei-.;.

A CONCISE

Batson (Mrs. StephenX

HANDBOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS,
td. net.
THE S U MV.M E R GARDEN OF
/•'ca/. Svo.

PLEASURE.

lUusiiatcd.

inde Demy

THE

SPIRIT OF

15X. net.

Beckett (Arthur).

THE DOWNS:

Impressions and Remi-

niscences of the Sussex Dov.ns. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Dewy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Beckford

THOUGHTS ON

(Peter),
Edited by

HUNTING.
Illustrated.

J.

Oriio Paget.

Second Edition.

Zzo. 6s.

Illustrated.

Demy

MASTER WORKERS.

Begbie (Harold),

Demy

Sz'O.

js. 6d. net.

Bshmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE

SUPERSENSUAL

Blknard Holland,
Bell (Mrs.

Arthur

LIFE.

Edited

/irn/. St'o.

G.).

Cr. Zvo.

y.

by

6<i.

THE SKIRTS

OF THE GREAT CITY.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

Cs.

PARIS. Illustrated.
(H.), M.P.
•Second Edition, Rcz'ised. Cr. 8rv. 6s.
Second Edition.
Cr. Bzro. 6s.

BellOC

HILLS AND THE SEA.

ON NOTHING AND KINDRED SUBJECTS. Third Edition. I'cap. ivo. 5J.
ON EVERYTHING. Second Edition. Fcaf.
tvo.

5^.

MARIE

ANTOINETTE.

S'cond Edition.

6s.

A BOOK OF SOUTH WALES.
trated.

Third

6.'.

SccoftJ Edition.

A BOOK OF THE PYRENEES.

Sz/o.

THE VICAR OF MORWENSTOW.
vised

!••

Illustrated.

6s.

trated.

ts.

WITH
Baring (The Hon. Maurice).
THK KU.SSIANS IN MAiNCllLKIA.
Third Edition.

Mainz.

Cr. Zvo.

From Clevc

IHE

Edition.

Demy

Illustrated.
Zte>.
i$s. net.
Illustrated.
Second
-js. 6d. net.

Demy

PVRENEE.S.
&z'i>,

Illus-

Bellot (H. H. L.\ M.A. See Jones (L. A. A).

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
Bennett (Joseph).
MUSIC, 1865-1905.

FORTY YEARS OF
DcviyZvo.

Illustrated.

Bennett CW. H.). M.A.
THE BIBLE. Fifth

A PRIMER OF
Edition.

Cr. Svo.

2s. 6d.

Bennett fW.H.) and Adeney. (W.F.).

BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION.

A

With a

Fijth Edition.

concise EibJiography,
^vo.

Cr.

IS. dd.

Benson (Archbishop").
Conimuiiion
Fcap. Sva.

GODS BOARD.
Second Edition.

Addresses.
3s. f>d. net.

THE WAY

OF HOLI(R. M.).
An Exposition of Psalm cxix.
Analytical and Devotional. Cr. Zvo. 5J.

Benson

ESS.

Is

•Beasusan (Samuel L.\
Illustrated.
IN SPAIN.

HOME
Veiny

LIFE

SINCE WATERLOO.

Cr. S:a.

Bindley

FRANCE

Illustrated.

Cr.

HOME

LIFE

FiJth Edition.

CT.

Herbert), B.D.

THE OECU-

MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE

Binyon (.Laurence).

See Blake (William).

Blake (William), ILLUSTRATIONS OF

THE BOOK OF

trated,

With General In-

JOB.

Laurence Binyon.

troduction by

Quarto.

Illus-

21s. net.

Body (George), D.D. THE SOUL'S
PILGR1M.\UL Devotional Readings from
:

the Published and Unpublished writings of
George Body, D.D. Selected and arranged

Demy

H. Blrn, D.D., F.R.S.E.
IS. 6d.

GOLFERS IN THE MAKING.

by Henry Leach.
Edition. Detny Zvo,

GREAT
Edited

Second

Il'ustrated.
js. 6d. net.

Brailsford (H, N,). MACEDONIA
Its
Races and their Future. Illustrated.
:

Demy

%vo.

12s. 6d. net.

Brodrick (Mary) and Morton

Ander-

(A,

A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
EGYPTIAN ARCHiEOLOGY. A Handson).

book

for Students and Travellers.
trated.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d.

Illus-

Brown (J. Wood"), M.A. THE BUILDERS
OF FLORENCE. Illustrated. Demy i,to.
\?>s.

net.

PARACELSUS.
(Robert).
Edited with Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Marg.'.ret L. Lee and Katharine 13. LococK. Fcap. Zvo. 3^. 6d. ?iet.

Buckton

(A.

EAGER HEART: A

M.).

Mystery Play.

Eighth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

is. net.

Illustrated.

(W.

Budge

B.

Forster),

HUNGARY

AND THE HUNGARIANS.

Illustrated.

Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.
Bowden (E. M.), THE IMITATION OF
ii U D D H A
Being
Quotations
from

THE GODS OF

(E. A. Wallis),

EGYPTIANS.

J'HE

Royal

Volumes.

Zvo.

Army Chaplain.
SOLDIERS. Second

OUR
Zvo.

7wo

Illustrated.
js. net.

£^

Bull (Paul),

GOD AND
Edition.

Cr,

6s.

Bulley (Miss).

See Dilke (Lady).

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS. Edited by
Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigie. With
Portrait. Third Edition. Wide Demy Zvo,
gilt top.

Bussell

6s.

(F.

CHRISTIAN

W.), D.D.

THEOLOGY AND SOCIAL PROGRESS
(The Bampton Lectures of

Zvo.

TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
Demy Zvo. lay. 6d. net.

Boulting (W.).
Eovill

1901, 1905
Illustrated.
6d. tut.

6s.

F.AITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Second Edition. Cr. £vo. 6s. net.

\6mo.

Demy Svo. 10s.
Braid (James) and Others.

6s,

Betham-Edwards (Miss).
IN FRANCE. Illustrated.

J.

ADVANCED GOLF.

1906.

Browning

Berry (W. GrInton\ M.A.

by

and

8vo.

ics. 6d. ?iet.

Svo.

Braid (James), Open Champion,
Fifth Edition.

ids. net.

Demy

1905).

lar. 6d. net.

Butler

William),

(Sir

G.C.B.

Lieut.-General,

THE LIGHT OF THE WEST.

With some other Wayside Thoughts, 18651908.

Cr. Zvo,

5J. net.

AMONG THE DANES.

Butlin

(F. M.).
Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

-js.

6d. net.

:

Literature for each Day in the
Fifth Edition. Cr. i6mo. is. 6d.

ISuddhist

Year.

Brabant (F, G.), M.A.
SUSSEX. Illustrated.

RAMBLES IN
Cr. Svo.

6s.

Bradley (A. G.). ROUND ABOUT WILTSHIRE. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

the' ROMANCE OF NORTHUMBERLAND. Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy
%vo.

js. 64.

net'

Cain (Georges), Curator of
Museum, Paris. WALKS
Translated

by A.

Illustrated.

Demy

the Carnavalet

IN

PARIS.

R.

Allinson,

Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

^LA.

Cameron (Mary LovcttV OLD ETRURIA
AND MODERN TUSCANY. Illustrated.
Second Edition.

Garden (Robert
GEXO.'^.
net.

Cr. Zvo,

W.).

Illustrated

6s. net.

THE CITY OF
Demy

Zvo.

los. 6d,

General Literature
THE FRENCH
(Thomas).
Eiliied by C. K. L.
Klltchkr, Kellow of Magdalen Collesc,
Oxford. Thrft V'oluiiitt. Cr. Zvo. iSr.

Carlyle

KKVOLUTION.

THE LEITERS AND SPEECHES OF
OLIVER CROMWELL.

With

an IiiM.A., anl

by C. H. P'irth,
Notes and Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lo.mas.
Thrct Volumes. Demy ivo. \i>s. net.

troduciion

Thomas of). THE
FRANXIS OF ASSISL

Celano (Brother

OF

LIVES

Translated

\>y

Cr. Etv.

Illustrated.

Chambers

Howell.

A. G. Fekreks
^s. net.

Lawn Tennis
Crown Zvo. is. td.

(Mrs. Lambert).

for Ladies.
net.

Illustrated.

Chandler (Arthur), Bishop of Bloemfontein.
.\RA ClJiLI: An Essay im Mystical
Third

1'hkology.
y. dd. net.

Edition.

Cr.

8iv.

THE LETTERS OF
THE EARL OF CHES lERFIELD TO

Edited, with an Introduction by
C. Strachev, with Notes by A. Calthroi'.
Two Volumes. Cr. Zvo. 12s.

SON.

Chesterton (Q.K
With two
Eiiiio'i.

).

CHARLES DICKENS.

Portraits in Piiotogravure.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

Fenp. 8jv.

TREMENDOUS
Edition.

Fourth

Tliird Edition- I.ayge Post. Zvo. ^s.dii.^iet.

ALMS AND IDEALS IN ART.

Eight

Lectures delivered to the Students of the

Koyal Academy of Arts. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Lar^e I'ost ivo. ^s. net.

MAN AND THE
i'S.\LMS

SHELLEY: THE

Demy

Oxford.
'I'uB'R

F.),

Illustrated.

the BOOK OF

M.A.

with an Introduction and Notes,

(

Winifred),

St.

Hilda's Hall,

THE PILGRI.M FATHERS,
Chuuch and Cotxi.NY. lllu^tratcd.

Demy Zvo. 7J. dd. net.
CoUingwood (W. G.\ M.A. THE LIFE
OF TOHN RUSKIN. With Portrait.
Sixth Edition.

Cr. 8tv.

2s. dd. net.

Demy Zvo. -js. dd. net.
•Condamlne (Robert de

la).

Ecap.Zvo.

Cr. £:v.

THE

(William).

POEMS.

Edited with an introduction and Notes by
J. C. Bailky, M.A.
Zvo.
10s. dd. net.

Demy

Illustrated.

Crane (Walter), R.W.S. AN ARTIST'S
RK.MINLSCENCES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Demy %vo. lis. net.
INDIA
IMPRESSIONS.
IlliLstrated.
Second Edition. Demy Sva. yt. dd. net.
Crispe (T. E.).
K.C. With 2

REMINISCENCES OF A
Second Ldition.

Portraits.

10s. dd. net.

Svo.

Crowley (Ralph

THE HYGIENE

H.).

OF SCHOOL LIKE.

Sz/o.

Dante

Illustrated.

Cr.

net.

3J-. 6./.

LA CO.MMEDIA DI

(Alighleri).

DANTE.

'Ihe

'i'e.vt
edited by
D.Litt. Cr.Svo. ts.

Italian

Paget Tov.SBEE, M.A.

,

LONDON.

THE PAGEANT OF
InTwo

Illustrated.

Zvo.

Volumes.

i$s. net.

W. 0. M.A.. Fellow and Tutor
lialliol College.
ENGLAND UNDER
THE NORMANS AND ANGEVI.NS:
of

1066-1272.

ds.

DemyZvo.

Illustrated.

10s. dd,

net.

Deans (R. Storry). THE TRIALS OF
FIVE (JUEENS: Kathari.ve ok Aracon,
Annb Boleyn, Maky Queen op Scots,
Maris Antoinkitk and Caroline ok
BRtiNSWicK.

Demy

Svo.

Second Edition,

Illustrated.
los. dd. net.

Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE
OF CHRIST. Illuslraled. La,j;e Cr.
ds.

D'Este (Margaret). IN

WITH A CAMERA.

THE CANARIES
Cr.Zio.

Illustrated.

js. dd. net.

Dickinson (G.
College,

L,), M.A., Fellow of King's
Cambridge.
THE
LIFE. Sezunth and ReziUed
Crozvn Szv. 2J. dd. net.

GREEK

VIEW OF
Dltchfleld

(P.

H.).

M.A.,

F.S. V.

THE

PARISH CLERK. Illustrated. Third
Demy 8tv. ys. dd. net.
THE OLDTI.ME PARSON. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo.
dd. net.
Edition.

THE
5s.net.

Conrad (Joseph). THE MIRROR OF
THK SKA: Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition.

Cowper

HIS

Second Edition.

Illustrated.
los. td. net.

£zo.

Edition.

ST. TERESA OF
Colvill (Helen H.).
bl'.AlN.
lllustra-ed.
Second Edition.

LPPLK GARDE.\.

Demy

Zvo.

10s. td. net.

%vo.

Cockshott

POET.

js. dd. net.

:

CHAUCER AND

G.),

ENtJL.AND.

Davis (H.

<,s.

Clausen (George, A.R.A., R.WS. SIX
J.ECTCKES ON PAIN'lING. Illustrated.

Demy tz'O.
Cobb (W^

Coulton (0.

Demy

TRIFLES.

Clutton-Brock (A.)

ALTi.

Cooper (C. S.),F-R-H.S. See Westell (W.P.)

Davey (Richard).
ri/l/i

^.

J'cap. %vo.

THE

^s. dd. net.

Zz'O.

Sixi'i

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED.
Edition.

M.A.

B.),

Demy

Illustrated.

Demy

Chesterfield (Lord)
HI.S

Cool!dgc(W. A.

-js.

Douglas 'Hugh
With the
Illustrated.

VENICE ON FOOT.

A.).
Itinerary of

Fcap.

Z-jo.

the

Grand Caual,

jx. net.

Messrs. Metiiuen's Catalogue
Egerton (H. E M.A. A HISTORY OF
(James). THE MAN IN THE
COLONIAL POLICY. Second

6

).

Douglas
PULPIT.

Dowden

Cr. 8w,

(J.).

Kainbur£:h.

Late Lord T3ishop of

Tl.T).,

FUR'lHER STUDIES IN

Hebrew

of

Cr. Zvo.

bs.

University

the

in

ot

SERMONS ON SUBJECTS

Oxford.

TESTAIMENT.

Cr.

OLD

THE

WITH

CONNECTED
Dciny

Illustrated.

las. id. tiet.

Zvo.

THE CRIMES OF
THE BORGIAS AND OTHERS. With

Dumas
an

(Alexandre).

R.

Introduction by
Cr. Zvo.

Ga1!Nett.

S.

ts.

Illustrated.

THE CRIMES OF URRAIN GRAN-

DIER AND OTHERS. Illustrated. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
„
THE CRIMES OF THE MARQUISE
DE BRINVILLIERS AND OTHERS.
Cr. Svo. 6s.
Illustrated.
THE CRIMES OF ALI PACHA AND
OTHERS. Illustrated. Cr. Sm'. Cs.
MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M.

Waller. With an Introduction by Andrew
Lang. With Frontispieces in Photogravure.
In six'Volumes.

Cr. Svo.

MY

PETS.

Alli.nson,

6s.

AND

LETTERS

SPENCER.
MARSH.\LS.

Eiiitioti.

THE LIFE
HERBERT

Vei/ijf Zvo.

\=,s.

NAPOLEONS

P.)

(R.

Demy

Illustrated.
12S. 6d. fief.

THE

•EDWARD
Illustrated.

OF

Illustrated.

Dunn-Pattison
Second

vo:iiine.

Newly translated by A. R.
M.A. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

(David), D.Sc, LL.D.

Duncan

each

V^OL. IV. 1830-1831.
Vol. V. 1831-1832.
Vol. VI. 1832-1833.

Vol. I. 1802-1821.
Vol. II. 1822-1825.
Vol. hi. 1826-1830.

BLACK

Zvo.

PRINCE.

A REPORT ON
(The Earl of)
C.VN.ADA. With an Introductory Note.

Durham
Demy

%vo.

Dutt (W.

\s. 6d. net.

Seond

Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo.

Edition.

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA.
trated.
net.

Demy

Second Edition.

Zvo.

6s.

Illus-

Illubtruted.

Douy

Zvo.

lOf. 6d. net.

Edmonds (Major
tJ.-M. G.

Edwardes

See

J.

E), R.E.

Wood (W.

;

D. A.

l;irkbeck).

THE LORE OF

(Ticknerl.

THE HONEY
6s.
Zvo.
ON SOUTHERN ROADS.
BEE.

»LIFT-LUCK
Illustrated.

Cr. Siv.

6s.

M.A.

H.),

T.
Cr. Zvo.

y.

THE PHILO-

GREEN.

II.

Second

td.

Fea (Allan). THE FLIGHT OF THE
KING. Illustrated. Keiu and Re%'ised
Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. td. net.
SECRET CHAMBERS AND HIDINGPLACES. Illustrated. New and Remsed
Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.
JAMES II. AND HIS WIVES. Illustrated.

Demy

los. Cd. net.

Zz'O.

THE FOUNDATIONS

Fell (E. F. B.).

OF LIBERTY.
Firth (C.
Modern

H

Cr. Zvo.

5s.

M.A., Regius

).

History

net.

Professor

of

CROM-

O.vford.

at

WELL'S ARMY A

History of the Engluh
Soldier during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the Protectorate. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
:

,THE RUB.^IY.^T
OF OMAR KH.WYAM. Printed from

FitzGerald (Edward).

Fifth and last Edition. With a Commentary by Mrs. Stf.i'IIFN Batso.v, and a
Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.

the

Zvo.

Cs,

•Fletcher

F,

(B-

P.).

THE

lUubtrated.

Demy

and

ENGLISH HOME.

H.

12s. 6d, net,

Zvo.

Fletcher

S.).

(J.

SHIRE.

A BOOK OF YORKDe/ny

Illustrated.

Zvo.

7s.

Cd.

(A. VV.), M.A., William Dov.- Professor
of Political Economy in M'Gill University,
PRINCIPLES.
Montreal.

Flux

ECONOMIC
7s. Cd. net.

Zvo.

INSECT WON-.

Foot (Constance

M.).
Illustrated.

DERL.\ND.

Cr. Zvo.

y.

Cd.

net.

7s. Cd.

SOME LITERARY ASSOCL\TIONS OF
EAST ANGLIA.

Edition.'

Demy

THE NORFOLK BROADS.

A.)

los. 6d. net,

net.

7s. 6d. net.

L>e//iy Src.

ELIZ.V

her Niece S. C. Lomas. With a Prefatory
Note by A. W. Ward, Litt.D. Demy S,vo.

SOPHY: OF

MATILDA OF TUSCANY.

Duff (Nora).

7s. 6d. net.

BETH; ELECTRESS PALATINE AND
OF BOHEMIA. Revised by

Fairbrothep (W-

Cs.

3:'o.

Zvo.

Everett-Green (Mary Anne).

QEEE.V

D.D., D.C.L., Regius Pro-

CS. R.).

fessor

Demy

Edition, Revised.

THE PRAYER BOOK.
Driver

BRITISH

iS. da. net.

Illustrated.

Cr.

Forel

(A.).
'Jran.^Iated
trated.

THE SENSES OF

INSECTS.

by Macleod YKARSLtY.

Demy

Zvo.

Illus-

10s. 6d. net.

Fouque (La Motte). SINTRAM AND
HIS COMPANIONS. Translated by A.
C. Kai^QUIIARSO.n'. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
7s.

Cd. net.

Hill/ White Vellum,

\os. Cd.

net.

ROUND THE WORLD
(J. F).
ON A WHEEL. llliistraleJ. iuftn

Eraser

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

General Literature
iSir Francis), F.R.S. : D.C L.,
0\f. ; Hon. Sc.D., C.imb. ; Hon. Fellow
Trinity CoIIpkc, Cambridce.
LIFE. UlMstratcd. Third Edition.

Gallon

MKMORUCS

OK MY

Demy %z-o.

xos. 6d. net.

THE TURKISH

Carnett (LucyM. J.\

J'F.OPI>K: Their SiTi.M. LiKK, Rrliciovs
Beliefs and Institutions, and Domestic
Illustrated.
LiFB.
Demy Zvo. los. Cd.

mi.

da

(H.

i:.V(;i,.\\D

OUTLIN'E.S.
Dfiiiy

r.ditirn

MA.

Litt.D.,

B.),

DU.STRY IM

With

5 Maps.
loi. f^d.

Sr-c.

IX-

HISTORI-

:

Fi/!/i

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
E N G L .\ N

D.
Edition Rn'ised.

ENGLISH

Ilhistratetl

Cr.

Second Edition.

J-'ijieciit'i

.

3r,

St'.'.

REFORMERS.

SOCIAL

Cr. Zvo.

Gibbon (EdwardV

LIFE OF
).v

Edited
Sz'o.

6f.

and Maps, by J. R. I'uKV,
M.A., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern
History at Cambridge.
Illustrated.
/n

Appendices,

Demy

Sez'en

p'olumes.

Each

loj. (>d. uct.

Gilt

i,vo.

Top.

THE ROMANCE OF
(•.KOR(;k VILLIERS: FIRST I)1:KE
OF liUCKINCHAM. AND SOME MEN
AND WOMKN OF THE STUART

Cloag fM.

ROOK

Second

Illustrated.
15J. net.

3-'i».

R.)

OF

Illustrated.

Edition.

and V/yatt (Kate

ENGLISH

Demy

Zvo.

M.l.

A

GARDENS.

loj. td. net.

Glover

(T. RJ, M.A.. Fellow and Classic.il
Lecturer of St. John's Colleee, Cambridce.

THE CONFLICT OF RELIGIONS IN
THE FARLY ROMAN EMPIRE.
Third Edition.

Graham (HarryV A GROUP OF SCOT-

WOMEN.

TLSII

Demy

%va.

js. td. net.

Han

A

M.P.

CONNEMARA.

ITOI.IDAV

THE YOUNG CARPEN-

(Cyril).

TER.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

5:.

(Hammond^ THE YOUNG ENGINEER or .Modern Engines and XHEtR

Hall

:

MoDr.LS.
Cr.

Second

Illustrated.

TIME.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.
TS. Cxi. net.

Godley(A. D.\ M.A., Fc"ow

Demy

of M.igdalen

tJXFOKD IN THE

Oxford.

KIGHTEF.NTH CENTURY. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ;!. 6d. net,
/>>«;//» /edition.

VERSES TO ORDER.

A WOMAN'S TREK FROM

Hall (Mary).

Second Edition.
?:•<>.

Illustrated.

jCs.net.

Hamel (FrankL FAMOUS FRENCH
SALONS. Illustrated. 7hi,d Edition.
Demy 8r'C. 12s. Cd. net.
Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROVAL NAVY. Vol. I., 1217-16S3.
Vol. II., 1689-1815.
Demy ifo. Each
JS. Cd. net.

Hannay (James 0.\ M..\. THE SPIRIT
AM) ORIGIN 01'" CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Zvo. Cs.
THE WISDO.M OF THE DESERT. Ecnp.
y.

Zvo.

Cd. net.

Harper (Charles

ROAD-BOOK.
E-ach

Vol. 11.— North

Headley

THE AUTOCAR

G.).

Four Volumes with
-js.

iMap.,.

6d. net.

South of

tiiii

Thames.

and

So'jth

Wales

West Midlands.
W.}.

(F.

DARWINISM AND

.MODERN SOCIALIS.M.

Cr.S7-0.

Second Edition.

S'.'i'i.

W.\

Henderson

(B.

CoilcEe.

Oxford.

Fellow

THE

of

LIFE

Eveler,

AND

PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated. JS'e^u and c!uaj>er
issue.

Demy

Henderson

/V.»/.

CAIRO.
Demy izo.

Second Edition.

ivo.

js. 6d. net.

J-'cnp.

IT. (,/.

SECOND STRINGS.

Edition.

$s.

St'O.

a:.d

ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDE.V

Demy

Illu-,:ra:cd.

10s 6d. net.

every day in the Year.
Arranged by
Godfrey. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

I-'Cap. Z-,0.

ts.

(Stephen',

M.

LYRA FRIYOLA.

Cr. %vj.

E^dition.

TS.

net.

Second

Illustrated.
los. bd. tut.

tz'O.

Graham© (Kenneth!. THE WIND IN
THE WILLOWS. Illustrated. /'ou,th

10.

College,

Demy

Edition.

Cr. Z-.'O.
Vol. I.

Zvo.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.
joj. 6d. net.

St-o.

Godfrey (ElizabethV A ROOK OF REME.MIiRANCE. Hein- Lyrical Selections
for

THE BRETONS

M.l.

THE CAPE TO

(Phillp.l

COURT.

Demy

Second

Illustrated.
ics. 6d. net.

"ivo.

Frances

Gostllner

IN

cailUON.

LIFE IN ITALY: Letters

Demy

Edition.

MEMOIRS OF THE

EDWARD

Duff) (Mrs. Aubrey \Vatcr-

FROM THE Apennines.

Zvo.

G. BiRKnEcK Him., LL.D. Cr.

Demy

Transla-

Chaki.es

HOME

field).

Gwynn

•THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited, with Notes,

Glbbs

Authorised

the Danish by Mrs.
Cr. ivo.
s-r. net.

Cordon (Lina

6d.

zs.

Sec also Hadrteld, R.A.

CRIMINAL TYPES IN

(Augusts

.SHAKESPEARE.
tion from
\VEEKfc<;.

AT HOME.

GIbbins

CAL

Goll

a.U.

fM.

MKKEDITH
REFORMER.

Cr.

Zvo.

Ci.

:

SturgreV

NuVFI.Isr,
Illu-tr.-ite

I.

GEORGE
POET,

Seeo'id Edition.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

8
Henderson

Watt

F.) and

(T.

SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY.

Second Edition.

Henley (W.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

ENGLISH LYRICS.

E.).

CHAUCER TO

(Francis).

6s.

POE,

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

*Heywood
RUGIA.

(W.).

Second

1340-1S.19.

2!. 6d. net.

Demy

PE-

12s. 6d.

S:'0.

ONE HUNDRED

(George Francis).

MASTERPIECES
Illustrated.

SCULPTURE.

OF

DeJity Zvo.

CORNWALL.

Hind iC Lewis). DAYS IN

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

HobhOUSe

(L.

LEDGE. Demy
Hodgetts

dr.

Fellow of C.C.C,

late

T.),

Cr. Zvo.

THE THEORY OF KNOW-

Oxford.

(E. A.

Zvo.

\os. td. net.

THE COURT
THE NINETEENTH

Brayley).

OF RUSSIA IN
CENTURY. Illustrated.

Two volumei.
Demy Zvo. 24T. 7iet.
Hodgson (Mrs. W.). HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. IllusSecond Edition.

trated.

Holdlch

THE

Post Zvo.

dt.

(Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E., C.B., F.S.A.
1880INDIAN
Second Edition. Demy
Illustrated.

BORDERLAND,

iQoo.
10s. 6d. net.
Zvo.

Holdsworth (W.

S.),

D.C.L. A HISTORY
In Four Volumes.

OF ENGLISH LAW.
Vols. I., II., III. Demy

Each

Zvo.

ioj. td.

net.

Holland

TYROL AND

(Cllve).

PEOPLE.

Demy

Illustrated.

Zvo.

ITS

10s. 6d.

net.

Cr. Zvo.

Oxford

College,

;

(H. C), late of BalHol
Bursar of Eton College.

PETRARCH: HIS
TIMES.

WORK, AND

LIFE,

Illustrated.

Demy

Zvo.

12s. 6d.

Horsburgh

(E.

L.

LORENZO

M.A.

S.),

THE MAGNIFICENT:

and Florence

Illustrated.
Second
IN HER Golden Age.
Edition. Demy Zvo. 15^. net.
with
Plans.
Second
Edition.
:
Cr. Zvo, 5J.

WATERLOO

Hosie (Alexander).
trated.
net.

MANCHURIA.

Second Edition. Deitty

Hulton (Samuel

OXFORD

IN

F.).

Zvo.

Illusts. (>d.

THE CLERK OF

FICTION.

Illustrated.

Demy Zx'O. 10s. 6d. net.
•Humphreys (John H.).

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION. Cr. Zvo.
6d. net.

Hutchinson (Horace G).
FtiRKST.
Cr. Zvo.

Button

Illustrated.

THE NEW

Fourth

Ed-.tion.

6s.

(Edward).

THE

CITIES OF

Edited

Fca/>. Zvo.

with

6d. net.

3J.

COUNTRY WALKS ABOUT FLORENCE.
net.
Illustrated.
Fcafi. Zvo.
With an
IN UNKNOWN TUSCANY
5.?.

William Heywood.

Demy

Second Edition.

trated.
net.

ROME.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Zvo.

Illusjs. 6d.

6s.

Hyett (F. A.) FLORENCE Her History
AND Art to the Fall of the Republic.
:

Demy

Zvo.

Ibsen

-js.

6d. net.

BRAND.

(Henrik).

A

Translated by \Villia.\i Wilson.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Inge

(

W.

Drama.
Third

M.A.. Fellow and Tutor of

R.),

Hertford College,

CHRISTIAN

0.vford.

MYSTICISM. (The Hampton Lectures
Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.
1899.)

of

(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and

Innes

Cr. Svo.

Plans.

6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps.

Demy

Second Edition.

Zvo,

loj. 6d. net.

*Innes (Mary). SCHOOLS
ING. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

OF PAINTis.net.

THE CHARM

G. B.).

OF SWITZERLAND. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.
A STAR OF THE
SALONS Julie de Lespinasse. Illus-

Jebb (Camilla).
:

Jeffery

Deviy

Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

(Reginald

W.),

M.A.

THE

HISTORY OF THE THIRTEEN
COLONIES OF NORTH AMERICA,
1497-1763.

Demy

Illustrated.

Svo.

7s.

6d.

net.

Jenks

(E.).

M.A., B.C.L.

AN OUTLINE

OF ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

Second Edition, Revised by R.
Ensor, M..^. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

C.

K.

Jennings (Oscar). M.D. EARLY WOODCUl' INITIALS. Illustrated. Demy ^to.
2IJ-.

net.

Jerningham (Charles Edward). THE
MA.KIMS OF .MARMADUKE. Second
Edition.

Johnston

Cr. Zvo.

5J.

(Sir H. H.). K.C.B.

CENTRAL AFRICA.

Cs.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

Cro'iun Zvo.

trated.

net.

Illustrated.

6s.

ENGLISH LOVE POEMS.

James (Norm^in

Hollway-Calthrop

^s.

Third Edition.

SPAIN.

FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF
N O R T H E R N T U S C A N Y, WITH

Appendi.x by

loi. td. net.

TAird Edition.

Illustrated.

6s.

CITIES OF

an Introduction.

net.

•Hill

Cr. Zvo.

GENOA.

A HISTORY OF

Illustrated.

UMBRIA,

THE

Edition,

Cr, \to,

BRITISH

Illustrated.

i8f. net.

Third

General Literature
NEW WORLD.

•THE NEGRO IN THE
Dtmy

Illustrated.

Jones

%vo.

i6i. tut.

POEMS OK

Ci'omptoni, M.A.

;R.

IHE IN.NKK

JoNiiS.

Leach Henry). THE SPIRIT OK
LINKS. Cr. ifo. ts.

PARDONS.

Selected by R. C.
l\a/> izc.
Edition.

Cr.

RF.VEL.XTIONS OK DIVINK LOVE. E.;ited by
Cr.
t'>K.\CE Wahkack.
Third Edition.
y.

%z:\

LET YOUTH RUT KNOW:

A

Plea for Reason in Education.
Edition. Cr. ivo. y. Cxi. net.

Second

THE POEMS.

Edited

Keats (John\

Demy

Second Edition Rcviitd.

Photogravure.

6d. net.

ys.

it-i.'.

With Maps.
Go.spKL STt;iJY.
1 wo
Vclumcs. Super Kojal Zz'o. 10s. net.

Llewellyn (Owen) and Raven-Hill

Warden of Keble College.
Illustrated.
Third Edition. I'cap. %vo.
y. td. ; padded morocco. 5J.
I-OCK, D.U.,

Fakrar.
Fcap

DiiA.N

Edition.

tnorocco, 5J.
Also translated

by C. Bigg,

Parneir.

(S.

D.

Illastrated.

Cr. %V0.

ds.

TwentyAl^o Fcap.

Ei/teenth
Eca/>. 8t'0,

SEAS.

79M

Cr.

Edition.
Leather.

Thousand.

5.1.

Leather.

6s.

Cr. %vo.

C6tA

Alio

bs.

'i'e:tchers.

:

Edition.

Cr. %vo.

Leather,

is. net.

DITTIES. Eighteenth
ts.

ivo.

Human

Demy

Lofthousc ;W.
Den:y

p.),

y.

'^vc.

STt,Dy

Faculty.

in-

Third

7J. td. net.

Zvo.

AlONKMENT.

M.A. ETHICS AND
With a Frontispiece.

net.

Lorimer (George Horace). LKTIKRS
FRO.M A selk-.made .\:erlhant
'10 HIS SON. lllii.Mt.-ilcd.
Seventeenth
Cr.

hvo.

y.

td.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM.
Cr. Zvo.

Second Edition.

Lorimer (Normal

OK EGYPT.

Illustrated.

ts.

BY THE WATERS

Illustrated.

"Loyal Serviteur."

BAYARD,

Cr. Zvo.

Edited by E. V. LiCAS. Ilhrstrated. In
Seven Volutnes. Demy Zvo. ys. td. each.

Lano-Poole :Stanlcy\ A HISTORY OF
K(;VPT IN IHK MIDDLE AGES.
Cr. Sro.

iSir

td. net.

-js.

Demy

Zvo.

its.

mt.

Lamb Xharles .ind Mary), THE WORKS.

Ray,

Cr. Zno.

ts.

Lucas

.\daptedby

THE STORY OF
.\.mv C.

ANUREwai.

as. 6d.

(E. v.).

THE LIFE OF CHARLES

Illustrated.
Fifth and Revised
I..\MB.
Demy Zvo. js,
Ed'tion in One l-'oiume.

td. net.

WANDERER IN HOLLAND. Illusdr.
Tenth Edition. Cr.
WANDERER IN LONDON. lUusCr.
Edition.
ts.
fifhth
tr.ited.
A WANDERER IN PARIS. Illustrated.

A

St'c.

trated.

ts.

A
K.C.P.,

F.RS.

SCIENCE FROM AN EASY CHAIR.

Illustrated.

Demy

Unrkcog.s'ised

lor. 6;/. net.

•Lankestep

Seventh

OF' 'Christianity.

standi.ng

THE SURVIVAL OF MAN. A

Also Ecap. ivo.

Knox (Winifred F.). THE COURT OF
Illustrated.
A SAINT.
Demy 8fo.

Illustrated.

Study

OF THE Influence of the Adva.nce in
SciE.sTiFic Knowledge upon ouk inder-

5J. net.

DEPARTMENTAL

SUB-

Catechism for Parents and
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. iS. net.

MAN AND THE UNIVERSE A

Edition.

Thousand.
Also Ecap.

THE

SCIENCE: A

net.

KIVE NATIONS.

Sixth Edition.

Sua.

01ivep\ F.R.S.

SIANCE of FAITH, ALLIED WITH

Demy

BARRACK-ROOM
Thousand.

94<'/«

Zvo.

LIFE.

ts.

(Sir

Edition.

(Rudyardl.

Cr.

td.

Lodge

Cr.

GEORGE SELWVN

seventh Edition.
Cr. Zz'O.
%'0, Leather,
y. n^t.

\

D

THE MASTER.

Second Edition.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN

I2i. td. nit.

IHE SEVEN

%v

3J-.

Edition.

llALLADS.

THE

Third
padded

D.D., W,-irden of Keble

PAUL,

ST.

BUILDER.

6</.

3J-.

ts.

Lock (Walter),

an Introduction by

Illustrated.
%vo.
y. (id. ;

AND THE WHS.
%V0.

Cr. Zvo.

THE IMITATION

Kcmpls (Thomas al.
OK CHRIS r. With

(L.).
Illustrated.

THE SOUTH-BOUND CAR.
College.

With an Introduction and Notes by W.

ANNI DOMINI

A

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.

Kcble (John).

Kip'.lng

IN

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

lov. td. net.

%vo.

Lindsay (Lady Mabel).

Introduction and Notes by E. de
.'>4lincoirt, ALA. With a Krontispiece in

Kerr

SUMMER

A

(Fredericl<\

TOUKAIXE

V iih

Zi'O.

ts.

&z'0.

Lees

Illustrated.

td.

•Kappa.'

Demy

Tianslated by Fka.sces M.
Third Edition,

GoSTLlNG.

IS. (>d. net.

Julian (Ladyl of Norwich.

THE LAND OF

Le Braz (Anatole}.

LIKE.

Tliirtieii'.k

THE

8t'C.

louit'i Editii/n.

Cr. %vo.

14.

Messrs. Metiiuen's Catalogue

10

THE OPEN ROAD

A

:

Tool:

I-ittle

for

Wayfarers. Fifteenth Edition. Fcf. ivo.
5^. ; India Fafiey, ys. 6d.
a Little Book
FRIENDLY
for the Urbane. Fifi/i EdiiioH. Fcap. Zvo.
(>d.
Palter,
yi.
India
cj. ;
SUNSHINE. Fifth
FIRESIDE
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is.
COMEDY. Fifth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. '.s.
GENTLEST ART. A Choice of
Fifth
Letters by Entertaining Hands.

TOWN

THE

:

AND
CHARACTER AND
THE
Fcap

Edition.

%-j.y.

Illus-

Demy Si'f. iis. 6d. net.
INFINITE VARIETY: A Ffmininb

trated.

Fourth

Gallery.

ToKTKAiT
Fcap.

9.ZI0.

Edition.

An Obliqub Nar-

:

Sixth Edition.

Fcap. Bvo.

'^s.

GOOD COMPANY: A Rally of Men.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ^s.
ONE DAY AND ANOTHER. Third
Edition. Fcap. ir'O. ^s.
OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-Going
Fcap. ivo.

Seventh Edition.

Chronicle.
^s. net.

THE THOUGHTS OF LUCIA

M. (R.^

HALLIDAY. With
Edited by R. M.

some of her

Fcap. ivo.

Letters.

CRITICAL AND
(Lord).
HISrORICAL ESSAYS. Editel by F.
Montacue. M.A.
Si'O.

1

Three

y'olunies.

THE DEC.W OF
O.S.F.).
THE CHURCH OF ROME. Second
Antony.

Demy

Edition.

McCulIagh
Hainid.

yi. 6d. net.

Sz/o.

The

(Francis).

Demy

Illustrated.

Fall of Abd-ullos. 6ii.
Syo.

net.

(Florence

SrU.VRT.

MARY

A.).

New and Cheaper

Illuitratcd.

Lar^e Cr.

Editijn.

6s.

Zz'O.

McDougall (William), M.A. (Oxon., M.B.
AN IN i'RODUCTION TO
(Cantab.).

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Second Edition.

5J. net.

Cr. Zvo.

Mdlle. Mori (Author or. ST. GATHER.
HER TIMES.
IN'E OF SIENA
'

ys. 6d. net.

Svo.

THE LIFE

A. R.), M.A.

(J.

AND TIMES OF LORD FALKLAND.

SON

TIME.

S

Demy

Second Edition.

Illustrated.
js. 6d. net.

Zvo.

SEA LIFE IN NELIllustrated.

Cr.

Svo.

2S. 6./. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND.
Second Edition.

Edited.

Selected and
Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

AN ENGLISH PROSE MISCELLANY.
Selected and Edited.

Masterman

(C

Cr. Svo.

6s.

M.A.,

C).

F.

M.P.,

TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr.Svo. 6s.
THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND.
Third Edition.

Cr. Svo.

6s.

Mayne (Ethel Colburn). ENCHANTERS
10s. 6d.
OF MEN. Illustrated. Demy
Gz,<>.

net.

Fellow of the

Mcakin (Annette M. B),

WOMAN

Anthropoloeical Institute.
TRANSITION. Cr. Svo.

I.M

6s.

GALICIA The Switzerland of Spain.
Demy Svo. 12s.6d.net.
Illustrated.
(D. J.), M.A., Professor of History
the University of Glasgow. ORIGIVAL

Medley
in

ILLUSTRATIO.VS OF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY, Comprising
A SULECTED NuMBER OF THE ChISF
Charters AND Statutes. Cr.Zvo.

ys.id.

Si'C

THE BLUE

(Maurice).
Fairy Play

A

in

Five Acts.

Alexander Teixeika de

Translated by

Eighth Edition.

Mattos.

2s.6d.net.

Deckle Edges.

Paper covers,

Mahaffy

Demy

is.

(J. P.).

Fcap. Zvo.
Also Fcap. 'ivo.

Litt.D.

A HLSTORY OF

THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Illustrated.

Maltland

OF SOUTH AFRICA. Cr. Svo. is.net.
ENGLAND'S RUIN: Discussed in Four-

(F.

Cr. Svo.

CANON LAW
ENGLAND.

6s.

ROMAN
THE CHURCH OF

W.), M.A., LL.D.

IN

Poyal'.

7^'.

id.

Protectionist.

Lktters to a
Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo.

teen

FRIENDS.

yl. net.

COROT AND

Meyncll (Everard).

Demy

Illustrated.

Zvo.

HIS

10s. 6d.

n.t.

Miles

(Eustace),

T'ON.

OR, The
Cr. Svo.

LIFE AFTER

M.A.

Theory of Reincarn.\IS.

6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCEN'TR.^TION
How

to Acquire
y.

Cr. Svo.

MillaiS

(J.

MILLAIS,
Illustrated.
•js. 6d. net.

Milne

(J.

FGVPr
lllu£iratcd.

:

Third Edition.

it.

6d. net.

G.).

OF

TERS

net.

THETRAGEDY

Methuen.fA. M. S.\ M.A.

LIFE:

Maeterlinck
:

AND

Second Edition.

lUnstrated.
7^. 5./. net

LIRD

Marriott

A SPANISH HOLIDemy

net.

MacCunn

'

Illustrated.

:

3s.

(Josephl (formerly Very Rev. F.

McCabe

DAY.

2S. td. net.

Maeaulay
C.
Cr.

Marriott (Charles).

net.

IS.

LISTENER'S LURE
KATK.N'.

THE

HOLD

net.

Masefleld (John).

'^s.

A SWAN AND HER FRIENDS.

HER

(R. R.), MA., Fellow and Tutor of
THRESExeter Colle-e, Oxford.
OF RELIGION. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Harett

THE
SIR

LIFE AND LETJOHN EVERETT

President ofthe Royal Academy.
New Edition. Demy Svo.

G.\ M.\.

UNDER

Cr. Zvo.

A HISTORY Of

ROMAN RULK
6s.

General Literature
K\ JANK AUSTF.X AND

G

Mitton

HKR tlMKS.

Illustrated.

Chcafifr Etiiiion.

Large

aud

Sfcoitri

Cr.%z-o.

Vol..

fj.

From

I.

i

The XVI Ith and XVIIItii

11.

Fourth Edition.

DvNASTlFS.

QUEEN

Moffat fMary MO-

PRUSSIA.
Cr.

Illustrated.

6j.

8z'i>.

Money

C

[L.

i:ft.

MONEVS
Doty

FI.SCAL

DICTIOXARV,

ART AXD

Moore

(T. Sturge).
Illustrated.
Cr. &vo.

Moorhouso

1910.

Demy

NELSON'S

Hallam\

E.

LIFE.

5f. fiet.

LAUV HAMILTUX.

Edi

Ivo.

i,f. >//•/.

is. net.

St'<7.

ion.

Deny

Kir.th EditioK.

Al.-O Cr. %-«.

AXD

TtlCHES

Chlozzai.

POVERTY'.
C.S.

LOUI.<^A OF
Fourth Kditwn.

Seccitd

llhi'trated.
js. 6d. net.

Bvo.

TIOX.

Lokd

\Vi;h an Introduction by the
Cr. Zvo. is. ret.

Chancellor.

Morton

Anderson\

'A.

Norway

See Brodrick (M.?.

NAPLES. Past and

HO.

^A.

Third

Preskn't.
Illustrated.
Cr. Zz-o. 6s,

Demy

Illustrated.

tvo.

\os.

dd.

net.

•EXGLAND BEFORE THE CONQUEST.
Demy

With Maps.

Oxford

&vo.

10s. 6d. net.

HANDBOOK OF NURSING.
Kditio:.

Cr. Zvo.

Pakes (W.

ZOO

DemyZvo.

Illustrated.

(Erie).

15J.

THE BOOK OF THE
Cr.

Editio7i.

Parsons (Mrs. CJ.

ABLE SIDDONS.
Zvo.

6d.

By Day and Night.

;

Second

Ei/t/i

THE SCIENCE OF

C. C).

HYGIENE.

Parker

rs.

Illustrated.

ts.

Zx'o.

THE INCOMPARllluitrated.

Demy

I2J. td. net.

THE COURT OF
Patmore (K. A.\
LOUIS XIII. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Demy 8tv. ioj. kti. net.
Patterson

[A. H.).

MAN AND NATURE

ON TIDAL WATERS.
Ivo.

Cr.

Illustrated.

ts.

Peel Robert\ and Minchin

OXFORD.

Illustrated.

Cr.

EfivrT

IV.

AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Lectures delivered

RELK.ION

H. C.\ M.A.
&-jo.

Professor of Egyptology at Univer.-.iiy Col-

each.

A HISTORY OF EGYPT.
In Six Volumes.

Illu5ir.-\ted.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. Zvo.
3.f.

td.

EGYPTIAN TALES.

Translated from the

First Series, ivth to xiith

Dynasty.

W. M. Flinders Petrik.

Edited by

IIlus-

Cr.Zvo. ^s. 6d.
EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixth
Dvnasty. Illustrated. Cr. Szjo. js. 6d.
Secotid Edition.

tr.ited.

EGYPTIAN DECORAIIVE

ART.

A

Course of Lectures delivered at the Royal
Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Institution.

3J. 6d.

•Phelps {Ruth S.^ SKIES ITALIAN: A
I^ITTLE BrEVIAKV FOR TRAVELLERS IN
Fcap.

Italy.

Phyth!an
'ILRE,

sr. net.

i-'O.

TREES IN NAMVTH, AND ART. Illustrated.
Ernesto

I'J.

Cr. Zzo.

6s.

MODERN

(Frank).

L.\L1SM.

SPIRIF-

Demy

Volumes.

Tivo

Zvo.

21J. vet.

MESMERISM AND CHRISTIAN
SCIE.NCE: A Short
Second

Healing.

Hi.-tory of

Mental

Demy

Edition.

Zfo.

zos. td. net.

SHAKESPEARE

W.v

Pollard (Alfred

AND QUARTOS. A

FOLIOS

Study

in

the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,
1594-1685. Illustrated. E'olio. 11s. net.

HEALTH.

Power

J.

Cr.Zvo.

OXonnorl.

AN ORATOR.

FOOD AND

E.\

(Arthur

Powell

t,':.

6d.net.

THE MAKING OF

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Price (L. L.), M.A.. FclLw of Oriel Gill'pe,
ENGLI.MI
Oxon. A HISTORY OF

POLITICAL ECONO.MY FROM ADA.M
SMITH TO ARNOLD lOYNBEE.
Cr.

Sixth Edition.

6s.

Fetrle (W. M. Fllndeps\ D.C.L., LL.D.,
trated.

London.

at University College,
Cr. Zz'O. -iS. 6d.

Pullen-Burry
kge.

Dvnastie'^.

under thr ProLEMAtc
Dynasty. J. P. Mahafkv, Litt.D.
Vol. V. EoYPT LNDLit Roman Rule. J. G.
Milnk, M.A.
Vol. VI. Egytt in the Middlb Ages.
Stani.ry Lanf.-Poc.lf, M.A.

Vol

Pcdmore
A

N.\ of Guy's Hospital.

(M.

XIXth to XXXth

III.

Edition.

Oman (C. W. C.\ M.A., Fei;ow of All
Souls', Oxford.
A HISTORY OF THE
ART OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE
AGES.

Vol.

Papyri.

Morgan (J. H.\ M.A. THE HOUSE
OK LORDS AXD 'IHE COX^TITU-

1

he F-apiikst Kixcs to
XVI rH Dynastv. Sixth Edition.

Yor..

COLONY;
Britain.

Zi'O.

cr,

3.'.

6d.

A GERMAN
tcuR Wekks in New

(B.\

IN

Illustrated.

Cr.

Zi'o.

s«. fiet.

Illus-

Cr. tvo.

6s.

Pycraft :W. P.^ BIRD LIFE.
Dei>:y S.c.

ioj. 6d. net.

Illustrated.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

12

Ragg

AND

DANTE

(Lonsdalei, B.D. Oxon.

HIS ITALY.

tvo.

Ryley
Svo.

HOME

'Rappoport (Angelo SORUSSIA. Illustrated. DemyZvo.

LIFE IN

FLOWERS

xos. td.

(L.)-

(Gertrude).

HOW

lO

Cr. Zvo.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

OF

3S.

Read

M.B.

Stanfordi,

fC

(Lond.),

AND FEED-

nees (J. D.). C.I.E., M.P.
Second Edition.
INDIA.

THE REAL

Demy

THROUGH THE

12s. td. net.

TERRE NAPOLEON,
AND THE EXPEDITION OF DISCOVERY DESPATCHED TO AUSTRALIA BY ORDER OF BONAPARTE,
1

Svo.

Two

Demy

Volumes.

Zvo.

Demy

dity.

Illustrated.
21J. net.

The Laws

Reid (Apchdall), M.B.

Richmond

WOMAN

Juris.

AGES.

800-1 804.

Cr. Svo.

(M. E.).

ANIMALS.

Robertson
Exeter.
Lectures
Edition.

REGNUM

of igoi.)
Demy Svo.

Lord Bishop of
DEI. (The Bampton
A Ne7v and Cheaper
-js.

Souls"

6d. net.

AND

Svo.

;^I2 12.5. net.
Folios 2, 3

(Fred).

Illustrated.
los. td. net.

10s. 6d. net.

Svo.

Demy

Sharp
'6vo.

i.N

t,s.

Second

Edition.

Cr.

POETS OF OUR DAY.
Introduction.

Selected, with an

Fcaf. Zvo.

Demy

Cr. Zvo.

Zvo.

Illustrated.

LIFE
Second

Second Edition.

THE WEALTH

OF

Edited with an Introduction

M.A. Two Volumes.
trated.

Cr. Zvo.

Demy

6s.

Zvo.

(F. J.).
Cr. Zvo.
Illustrated.

StancliCre

Zvo.

21s. net.
Illus-

los. td. net.

A BOOK OF EXMOOR.

Snell
'

Demy

DEAN SWIFT.

Smith (Sophias.).

Illustrated.
xSs. net.

THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
Fourth Edition.

HOME

Illustrated.
los. td. net.

5^. net.

NATIONS.

Russell (W. Clark).
Illustrated.

Zvo.

Smith (Adam).

Sir Horace),

1;.,

Second Edition.

Demy

and numerous Notes by Euwin Cannan,

TH E
JJart..
G. C. M. G.
G. C.
AUSTRIAN COURT IN THE NINE-

TEENTH CENTURY.

GERMANY.

Winter Resort.

55.

Rumbold (The Right Hon-

Cr.

td.

Sime (John). See Little Books on Art.
SICILY: The New
Sladen (Douglas'.

Zvo.

td. net.

Bud-

Zvo.

VICTORIAN POETS.

(A.).
2S.

Edition.

:

Collected.

Demy

Sidgwiek (Mrs. AlfredL

Zvo.

Royde-Smith (N. G.). THE PILLOW
1;00K A Garner of Many Moods.

1632; 1664;
complete set,

and 4 are ready.

by George Wyndham.
ram, gilt top. los. td.

OLD OAK FURNITURE.
Second Edition.

js.td.

Zvo.

SPE.\RE. With an Introduction and Notes

1660-1832.

Robertson (Sip Q. S.),K.C.S.I. CHITRAL
Illustrated.
i HE Story of a Mi.vor Siegk-

Demy

Demy

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-

los. 6d. net.

Third Edition.

A.

A.).

Illustrated.

Si'u.

WHITE PAPER

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS. 1623;
Each £^ ^s. net, or a
1685.

CONSTI-

TUTIONAL DOCUMENTS,
Demy

of

SELECT

Oxford.

College,

STATUTES, CASES,

Fcap.

Edition.

Fi/th

net.

D.D.,

(A.),

SMITH'S

Eleventh Edition

OTHER ANIMALS.

SMITH'S

G.\RDEN.

los. td. net.

TOMMY

Illustrated.
td.

2s.

Illustrated.
2S. td.

(CC).

Robertson (C Grant), M.A., Fellow

Roe

Fcap. Svo.

•Shafer (Sara

zs. 6d. net.

loj. 6d.

Svo.

GREAT RALEGH.

Zvo.

(Edmund).

Selous

TOMMY

See Channer

Demy

Illustrated.

(Wilfrid), Chaplain of Lincoln's

EPISTLES.
Roberts

All

Selincourt{Hughde).

THE CREED IN THE

Inn.

Demy

Illustrated.

net.

of Here-

21s. net.

Svo.

Second

Illustrated.

Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

Keieh (Emll), Doctor

Svo.

•Scott (Ernest).

ING.

Demy

Fcap.

THE HOLLAND

(Lloyd).

HOUSE CIRCLE.

Edition.

.M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. FADS
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

Second

is. td. net.

6d. net.

Sanders

Demy

Illustrated.

10s. 6d. net.

Zvo.

FRIARS.

REGINALD.

Salti • (H. Munpo).
Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

'

(Lilian).

OK LA FAYETTE.

HIS

REGINALD IN RUSSIA.

5J. net.

THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF MARIE MADELEINE COUNTESS

Kea

THE LITTLE
THE GLORIOUS

Done into English, with Notes by William
Heywood. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. ^s. net.

AND

COINS

KNOW THEM.

Demy

Illustrated.

AND OF

MESSER,

See Llewellyn (Owen).

naven-Hill

10s. td. net.

Francis of AssIsL

St.

net.

r.awlings

QUEENS OF

Beresford).

(M.

THE RENAISSANCE.

Demy

Illustrated.

6d. net.

-iis.

'

ts.

GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.

Second Edition.

Fcap. Zvo.

is.

General Literature
HOW OLD

stead (Francis HI, M.A.

AGE PENSIONS BEGAN TO
Dtmy

Illustrated.

%vo.

BE.

THE LETTERS OF
(R. L).
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO

AND FRIENDS.

Selected

and Edited by Sidnky Colvin.

Eighth

T:vf

Editicn.

\'chimes.

Cr. Zvo.

\is.

VAILIMA LETTERS.

With an Etched
Portrait by Wii liam Strang.
Seventh
Edition. Cr. tvo. Buckram. 6s.

THE LIFE OF

R. L.

STEVENSON.

I

FROM SARAN.\C

See

(M.

).

TO THE MARQUESAS.
written
1S87-88.

by Mrs.

Sl.

Cr. ?vo.

I.

Being Letters

Stevenson during

6s. n,-t.

LETTERS FROM

SAMOA.'iggi-gs. Edited
and arranged by M. C. Balfour. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr.ivo. 6s.net.

Storr (Vernon F), M.A., Canon of Win-

DEVELOPMENT AND

chester.

DIVINE PURPOSE.
Streatfelld

Demy

Cr. Svo.

5T. net.

MODERN MUSIC

A).

fR.

AND MUSICIANS.

Edition.

Illustrated.

Second

7J. 6d. net.

Zz-o.

FUNGI AND HOW
(E. W.I.
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

Swanton

PERSIA
PEOPLE. Illustrated. Demy
(Ella C).

AND
Svo.

ITS

los. 6d.

net.

M.A.

E.t.

(J

REVOLUTION.
iz'O.

THE FRENCH

Scco^id Edition.

Cr.

3S. 6d.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo- 3J. td. net.
Taylor

'A.

E

THE ELEMENTS OF

V

METAPHYSICS.
Zvo.

Demy

Second Edition.

10s. 6d. net.

THE COMING OF

Taylor (John W).

THE

SAINTS.

Illustrated.

Demy

Zvo.

THE HORSE

Thibaudeau

(A.

BONAPARTE AND

C).

THE CONSULATE.

Translated
Edited by G. K. toRTEScuE, LL.D.

Demy

Thomoson

6s.

Trench iHerbert\ DEIRDRE WEDDED,
AND OTHER PoEMS. Second and Revised
Lar^e Post Zvo. 6s.
Second Edition.

Edition.

NEW

POEMS.

Fast Zvo.

Lar^t

6s.

APOLLO AND THE SEAMAN.
Paper,

Large

6d. net ; cloth, is. 6d.

is.

net.

Trevelyan (CM), Fellow of Trinity College,

ENGLAND UNDER THE

Cambridge.
SI UARTS.

With Maps and Plans. Third

Demy

Edition.

Trlggs (Inlgo

PLAN N
Possible.

Zvo.

H-).

NO:

I

10s. td. net.

TOWN

A.R.I. B. A.

and

Past, Pre.'^ent,

IVide Royal Zvs.

Illustrated.

15J. net.

Vaughan (Herbert M.), B.A.(0:(on). THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL, DUKE
OF YORK. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.
THE MEDICI POPES (.LEO X. and CLP:MENT VII.). Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 15J.

THE NAPLES RIVIERA. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•FLORENCE AND HER TREASURES.

Zv3.

and
Illus-

SELECTED

^s. net.

With an Introduction by the Rf.v. JIr.
Moore. T^vo Volumes. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.

1

5 J.

net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an In;roduction by
the

Dean Church.

late

Third Edition.

Cr.

Zz'o.

Two
i -^s.

DAiNTE.

With an Introduction by the
Bishop of Ripo.v. Two Volumes. Second

Vincent

Cr. Zvo.
(J.

E).

A.NGLIA IN A
Cr. Zvo.

trated.

15J. net.

THROUGH EAST
MOTOR

CAR.

Col. L. A.\ LL.D.. C.B. LHASA
ITS .MYSTERIES. With a Record

Waddell

AND

With a Biographical Note by Wilfrid
Mf.yneli.. With a Portr.iit in Photogravure.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5J. net.

-s. td. net.

Medium

W.\ DAILY STRENGTH
NEEDS. Sixteenth Edi\6fto.

is. 6d. net.
edition in superior binding, is.

Also ui

Toynbee ,Paget\ M.A., D. Litt. DAKTE
IN ENGLISH LITERATURE: FRO.M

Illus-

ts.

of the Expedition of 1903-1904.

Tlleston iMary
FOR D.A.1LY

Volumes.

net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF

10s. 6d. net.

(Franclsl.

Fcap. Zvo.

Vernon (Hon W. Warren). M.A. READINGS On the INFERNO OF DANTE.

POEMS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON.

tion.

IN HIS-

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Edition.

;s. td. net.

trated.

iis.net.

(Basil).

TORY.

Illustrated.

Symes

Volumes.

net.

6s. net.

*Sykes

Tozer

Post Zvo.

Balfour (G.V

Stevenson

Demy Zvo.

Two

See also Oxford Biographies.

is. dd. rut.

Stevenson

HIS FAMILY
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CHAUCER TO CARV.

Third and Cheaper Edition.

Wagner

.RIchardL

Illustrated.
Zvo,

Medium

RICHARD WAG-

NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS:

Interpreta-

tions, embodying Wagner's own explanations.
By Alicr Leighton Cleather
In Three Volumes.
a-.d Basil Cru.^ip.
Fcap. Zio. IS. id. each.
I.
The Ring of thb Nibelvhg.
Third Edition.

Vol.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

14
Vol.

!i.

— PAKSTFAt,,

The Holy
Vol..

Waineman

De7ity

Illustrated.

8w.

6d. net.

Walkley
Cr.

SUMMER TOUR

A

(Paul).

IN FINLAND.

-los.

and

Lohej.gf.in,

Grait..

Tristan axd Isolde.

III.

DRAMA AND

BO.

(A.

LIFE.

ts.

Z-jo.

Waterhouse (EllzabsthV WITH THE
.SIMPLE-HEARTED: Little Homilies to
Women in Country Places. Second Edition.
Small Pott

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY.

Being

Morning and Evening ReadChosen and arranged by Elizabeth

Selections for
ing.

Waterhouse.

Latxe Cr.

5J. net.

8r'<».

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY.
Small Pott

Edition.

Watt

Second

\s. net.

%vo.

See Hender.^on {T.

(Francis^

Cr. Zvo.

F.).

ys. 6d. net.

THE LITTLE

Welch (Catharine^

Cr. ivo.

Illustrated.

Demy

A ROSE OF SAVOY

With

Maps.

3

NATURALIST.

THE YOUNG

Illustrated.

Westell (W. Percival),
and Cooper (C S.\

y. 6d.

Cr. Svo.

Westell (W. Percival).

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

F.L.S., M.B.O.U.,

YOUNG BOTANIST.
3^. 6d.

THE

F.R.H.S.
Illustrated.

Cr.

net.

IMarie Adelaide of
Savoy, Duchesse de Bourgogne, Mothfr
of
Louis
xv.
Illustrated.
Second

Demy

Edition.

STOCKINGS.

FAMOUS BLUE

).

Demy

Illustrated.

Svo.

10s. td. net.

1788-1898.

Zvo.

15J. net.

Lo'jis

Demy

Zvo.

15J. net.

Wood

F.M.. V.C, G.C.B.,

(Sir Evelyni,

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO

G.C.M.G.

FIELD-MARSHAL.
and Cheaper

Edition.

Illustrated.
Zvo.

Demy

Ei/tli
ys. 6d.

59. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr.

1857Zvo. 6s.

Wood

;W. Birkbeck\ M.A., late Scholar of
Worcester College, Oxford, and EdmondS

(Major

J.

E.),

R.E.,

D.A.Q.-M.G.

HISTORY OF THE CIVIL

THE UNITED STATES.

WAR

A
IN

With an
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
Second
Edition.
and
Plans.
With 24 Maps

Demy

12s. 6d. net.

Zvo.

THE

POEMS. With
(W.).
Introduction and Notes by Nowell
S.mith, late Fellow of New College,

Wordsworth
C.

Oxford.
1 5 J.

In Three Volumes.

Demy

Zvo.

net.

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
See Henley (W.

).

White (George

TURY OF

:

•THE FASCINATING DUG DE RICHE-

an

'Wheeler (Ethel R

(C.

Two

THE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. A7«M
Edition.

three

In

Illustrated.
Zvo. 2\s. net.

net.

6s.

Wells (J.\ M.A., Fellov/ and Tutor cf Wadham College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. ss. 6d.

V/hiblcy

Napoleon.

Sisters of

Illustrated.

Illustrated.

DAUPHIN.

W OMEN

THE
NoeP.
The Mother and

(H.

BON APA RTFS.

E. P.).

:

Frontier.

rv.

A Woman

Francois Akmand du
Plessis, Mar6chal Due de Richelieu.

A GUIDE TO
THE ANTIQUITIES OF UPPER
EGYPT From Abydos to the Sudan

?vo.

Williams

LIEU:

Weigall (Arthur

Porjis.
v.

OF No Importa.nck. VI. An Ideal HisBAND. VII. The lMrORT.\NCE OF BEING
viii. A
Earnest.
House of Pomegranates. IX. Intentions, x. De Pro.
FUNDIS AND PrISON LETTERS. XI. EsSAYS.
A Florentine Tragedy,
x!i. Salome,
and La Sainte Courtisane.

Volumes.

2J. net.

Zvo.

DrcHE-s 07 Padua.
in.
Lady Windermere's Fan.

P.),

.-^PAIN

Demy

V/hitley (Miss).

Selected with an Introduction by Stopfokd
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d.
A. Brooke.

E.).

A CEN-

Lieut. -Col.

12s. 6d. net.

Wyatt (Kate

See Dllke (Lady).

Wilde

(Oscar).
Twelfth Edition.

Wyllie (M.

DE PROFUNDI S.
Cr.

Sii?.

5^. net.

THE WORKS OF OSCAR WILDE.
Twelve Volumes.

net.

AND PORTUGAL,

Zvo.

Ecap. Zvo.

$s.

In

net each

loluine.
I. Lord
Arthur Savii.f.'s Crime and
THE Portrait cf Mr. V/. H. ii. The

FJORDS.
Cr. Zvo.

Yeats (W.

VERSE.
Cr. Zzo.

Young

M.}.

See Gloag (M. R.),

NORWAY AND

A.).
Illustrated.

ITS

Second Edition.

6s.

B.).

A BOOK OF IRISH

Revised and Enlarged Edition.
3J.

td.

(Filson).

See The Complete Series.

General Literature

Part

II.

—A

Selection of Series.

Ancient
General Editor, B. C. A.
Cr. %vo,

\Vith Illustrations by E.

Cities.

WLNDLE,
4J.

II-

By

Alfred Harvey, M.B.
Ca.nterbl'rv. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Chester. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc, T.R.S.
Dlbli.v. By S. A. O. Fit/pitrick.
Pri?T0I..
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6(/.

D.Sc, F.R.S.

tut.

New, and

olher Artists.

Edindukgh. By M. G. Williamson, M.A.
Lincoln. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.
SiiKEWsnuRY. By T. .Vuden, M.-'V.. F.S..\.
Wells and Gl.\stonbi. kv. By T. S. Hulmes.

The Antiquary's Books,
CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.
Demy %vo. "js. 6J. net.

General Editor, J.

With Numerous
Arch.bology and False Antiquities.
By R. Munro.
Bklls of England, Ti;e. By Canon J. J.
Raven. Second Edition.
Brasses ok England, The.
By Herbert
W. Mac<ilin. Hecond Edition.
Celtic Art in Pagan .'^nd Ciir.isriA.M
Times. By J. Roinilly -Mien.'
Domesday I.nquest, The. By Adolphus
Ballard.

English Church FuRNiTfRE. By J. C. Cox
and .\. Harvey. Second Edition.
English Cosilme. From Prehistoric Times
to the

End

of ihc Eighteenth Century.

By

George Clinch.
English Monastic Lifk. By the Right Rev.
Abbot Gasquet. Eourth Editioit.
English Seals. By J. Harvey Hiooin.
FOI.K-LORE as an HiSTuRICAL SCIBKCE. By
G. L. Gjinme.

Illustrations,

G

LDS and Companies of London, Tub.
By George Unwin.
and Manorial I^cokds, Tub.
By Nathaniel J. Hone.
Medi.cval Hosi'itals of Engla.nd, The.
By Rotha Mary Clay.
Old Service Boons of the English
Church.
By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales.
Parish Like in MKDi.t;vAL England. By

Manor

the Right Rev.
Edition.

Abbott Gasquet.

Second

•Parish Registers of England, The.
J. C. Cox.
Ric.MAiNS OF

England.

By

TUB Prehistoric Agb i.v
By B. C. A. Wmdle. Second

Edition.

Royal Forests of England, The.
J. C. Cox, LL.D.
Shkinfs of Buinsii Saints.

By

By

J. C. Wall.

The Arden Shakespeare.
Demy %vo. 2s. 6J. 7iel each volume.

An

Edited with a full Introduction,
Textual Notes, and a Coiiunenlaiy at the foot of the page.

edition of Shakespeare in single I'lays.

Well That Ends Well.
Antony and Cleopatra.

All's

cvmbei.ine.

Comedy of Errors, The.

Measure for Mhasi're.
Merchant of Venice, The.
Merry Wives of Windsor, The.

Hamlet.

MiDsuM.MER Night's
Othello.

Jl'lii;s

Pericles.

King
King
King
King
King
King

Second Edition.
Caesar.

Henry
Henry
Henrv
Henry

vi.
vi.

Pt. i.
Pt. ii.
Pt. hi.

Tempest, The.

Timon ok Athens.

Lear.

Richard

Life and

in.

Death of King

Love's Labol'r's Lost,

Macbeth.

A.

Romeo and Jllif.t.
Taming of the Shrew, The.

v.
vi.

Dkea.-.;,

John, The.

Titl's Andronicus.
Tkoilus and Cressida.
Two Gentle.men of N'erona, Thb.
Twelfth Night.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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Classics of Art.
Edited by Dr.

With numerous

J.

H. W. LAING,
Wide Royal

Illustrations.

The Art of the Greeks. By K.

B. Walters.

1 2 J.

lain.

I2J. td. net.

Ghirlandaio.
EditijH.

Gerald

S.

Second

Davies.

lOf. td.

•Titian.

By

Lilian Whitling.

Davies.

S.

By

Charles Rlcketts.

12X. dd. net.

•Tukner's Sketches and Drawings.
A. J. Finberg. I2X. td. net.
Velazquez. By A. de Beruete. loj. td.

Fully Illustrated,

Demy

Ths

By
net.

Series.
%vo.

Complete

Youn^.

js. td. net.

Gerald

td. net.

Rubens. By Edward Dillon, M. A. iis.net.
Raphael. By A. P. Opp^. 125. td. net.

The "Complete"

The Complete Cook.

Cilt top.

By

Michelangelo.

lis. td. net.

Florentine Sculptors of the Renaissance. Wllhelm Bode, Ph.D. Translated
by Jessie Haynes. \is. 6d. ntt.
•CiKORGE RoMNEY. By Arthur B. Chamber-

Svo.

By

Motorist.
td.

1 2 J.

NiW

net.

Fil*on

Edition

(^Se-oetith').

The Complete Cricketer. By
Knight,

Albert E.

^s. td. net.

Abraham,

By

The Complete Foxhunter.
Richardson,

The Comi-lete Mountaineer.

ijj. td. net.

Charles

Second Edition.

By R.

The Complete Oarsman.
inann,

^LP.

By

Complf.te Golfer. By Harry Vardon.
Tenth Edition.

loj. td. net.

The Complete Hockey-Plaver. By Eustace
E. While.

5i-.

net.

Sicond Edition.

The Complete Lawn Tennis Player. By
A. Wallace Myers.
Edition.

\os.

td.

net.

Second

C. Leh-

10^. td. net.

By R.

The Complete Photographer.

The

G. D.

Second Edition.

iss. net.

Bay ley.
Child
Edition.

loj.

td.

net.

Eoiirih

The Complete Rugby Footballer, on thb

New Zicalanu System.
and W. J. Stead, lof.

By D. Galhihcr
td.

net.

Second

Edition.

The Complete Shot.
Buckell.

i2S. td. net.

By

G. T. Teasdale

Ihird Edition.

The Connoisseur's Library.
With numerous
English Furniture.

By

Illustrations,

F. S.

Rubinson.

Second Edition.

English

Coloured

Books.

By

Martin

Hardie.

European P'namels.

Wide Royal
•Illuminated

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work.
Nelson Dawsou. Second Edition.

By

25J. nef.

Manuscripts.

By

J.

A.

Herbert.
Ivories. By A. Maskell.

Jewellery.

By Henry H. Cunyng-

hame, C.B.
Glass. By Edward Dillon.

Svo.

By H.

Clifford Smith.

Edition.

Mezzotints. By Cyril Davenport.
Miniatures. By Dudley Heath.
Porcelain. By Edward Dillon.
Seals. By Walter de Gray Birch.

Second

General Literature
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Handbooks of English Church History.
Edited by J, H.

BURN,

B.D.

By

By

2s.

6J. net.

Blaxland.

C. T. Cruttwell.

The Church of England
TEKNTil CENTURf.

Thb Mrdi.^val Church and the Papacy.
.v.

%vo.

The Reformation Period. By Henry Gee.
The Stri'GGI.e with Puritanis.m. By Bruce

The Foundation'? of thb English Church.
By J. H. Maude.
The Saxon Church and the Norman Conquest.

Crown

By

in

the Eich-

Alfred Plummer.

C. Jennings.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books.
Fcap. %vo,

3^.

Cj. net each volume.

WITH COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.
By George

Old Coloured Books.

Paston.

The Life and Death of John Mvtton,
By Nimrod. Fifth Edition.
a Sportsman. By Nimrod.
Hanim.f.v Cross. By R. S. Surtees. Third
EsfJ.

The Life of
Edition.

Mr.

Sponge's Si'Ortimg

By

Tour.

R.

S.

By R.

JoRROCKs' Jaunts and JTollitihs.
S. Surtees. Second Edition.

By

J'lvo l-'o!u»ti-s.

Thf. Vicar
Guldsmith.

of

The Tour of Dr. Syntax

in

Field.

By

Piercr Eg.in.

By Oliver

By an

kes

of

Joh.nny

Officer.

Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post Captain.
Search of

By William Comb*.
in Search of
By William Combe.
The Third Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search
OF a Wife. By William Combe.
The History of Johnny Quae Genus. By
the Picturesque.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax
Consolation.

'

Newco.mbe.

By

Wakefif;!.d.

Britain.
With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates by

S. Surtees.

the Author of

(Pierce Egan).

The Life of an Acior.

The National Sports of Great

R. S. Suneei.

The Analysis of the Hunting
R.

Iife: A Poem.
By the
Author of Dr. Synta.\.'
Like in London. By Pierce F,gan.
Real Life in London. By an Amateur

The Militaky Auventi

Suitees.

Ask Mamma.

The Dance of
'

2j. nci.

1 he Ttiree Touri.'

By Lawrence Rawstone, Esq.
An Academy fok Grown Horsemen. By
Gamonia.

Geoffrey Gambado, Esq.

Real Life in Ireland. By a Real Paddy.
The Adventures of Johnny Nhwcombb in
the Navy. By Alfred Burton.
The Old English Squire. By John Careless,

The English Dancr of Death,

from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the .Author of
Doctor
Synta.x.'
Tvjo yduines.
'

By

a Naval Officer.

Esq.

The English Spy. By Bernard
Two y'oiumet. js. net.

Blackmantle.

WITH PLAIN ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Gravb: A Poem.

By Robert BUir.

Illustrations of the Book of Job. Invented and engraved by William Blake.
Windsor Castle. By W. Harrison Ainsworth.

The Tower of London.
AinsMcirth.

Frank Fairlegh. By F. E. Smedley.
Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover.
The Complkat Anglxr. By Izaak Waltcn
and Charles Cotton.
Papers.

The Pickwick
By W. Harrison

ens.

By

Charles Dl^.k-

Messrs. Metiiuen's Catalogue
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Leaders of Religion.
Edited by H. C.

BEECHING, M. A., Canon
Crown 8zc

John Keble.

Lancelot Andrewes. By. R. L. Ottley,
D.D. Second Edition.
Augustine of Canterbury.
By E. L.
Cutts, D.D.
William Laud. By W. H. Hutton. M.A.
Third Edition.

John Donne. By Augustus Jessop, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
Bishop Latimer.
By R. ^L Carlyle and
A. J. Carlyle, M.A.
Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

Edition.

John Howe.

By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Thomas Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
George Fox, the Quaker. By T. HodgD.C.L.

Third Edition.

The Library
With

Confessions
Seventh Edition.

OP

of Devotion.

Introductions and (where necessary) Notes,

Small Pott

The

cloth, 2s.

2>vj,

AuGtreTINE.

St.

;

liatlur,

2s. 6J.

»et,

Grace Abounding to the Chief of

Lyra Sacra

LvRA Innocentium.

A Day Book from THE

Second Edition.

The Temi'Li?. Second Edition.
A BooiC of Devotions. Second Edition.
.Serious Call to a Devout
LiFE. Fourth Edition.

and Holy

Guide to Eternity.

The Inner Way.

Second Edition.
O.N THE Love of God.
The P.salms of David.
LvRA Apostolica.
The Song of Songs.

The Thoughts of Pascal. Second Editin.
A Manual of Consolation Fi:oii the

:

A

Boole

of

A

Little Book of Heavenly Wisdo.m.

Light, Life, and Love.
the

A

A

Selection from

German Mystics.

An Introduction to the Devout Life.
The Little Flowers of the Glorious
MussER St. Francis and of

Death and

his Friars.

I.m.mortality.

The Spiritual Guide.

Tub Spiritual Co.mbat.
The Devotions of St. Anselm.

Preces Privat.11.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata.

Saints and

Selection from the English Mystics.

Devotions for Every Day

IS

Verse.

Fathers.

and Fathers.
Devotions from the Apockyi-ha.
Sain

Sacred

Second Edition.

'

A

Sin-

kers.

The Imitation of Christ. Ei/th Edition.
The Christian Year. Fourth Edition.

A

Portraits.

By Walter Lock, D.D.
Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Ilutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberfouce. By G. W. Daniel!,
M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. \V. Ilutton,
M.A.
Charles Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
By F. MacCunn.
Second
John Knox.

kin,

With

of Westminster.

2s, net.

in

the Week

and the Great Festivals.

A Day Book from tho
IfoR.B Mystics
Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.
:

General Literature
Books on Art.
Demy j6mo.

Little

WitA many lUustralions.

Each volume

consists of about

200

pnj^cs,

19

2s.

dd,

and contains from 30

ttet.

to

40

Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in rhotogravure.
Alhreciit Dl'rer.

Bookplates.
Botticelli.

HoLDEiN.

J. Allen.

Arts or Japan, Thk.

E. Almaclc.

nioomer,

^^3rJ• L.

J.

W.

Bradley.

John IIoppner. H. P. K. Skipfon.
Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Simc.

F. de Lisle.

Bl'RNE-Jones.

Mri. G. Fortcsctie.

Illuminated Manuscripts.
Jewellery. C. Davenport.

E. Dillon.

•Christian Svmuolism. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Christ in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Claude. E. Dillon.
Constable. H. W. Tompkins.
Corot. a. Pollard .ind E. Birnstingl.
Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson.
Frederic Leichton. A. Corkran.

Millet. N. Peacock.
Miniatures. C. Davenport.
Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst. Second Edition,

George Romnev. G. Paston.
Greek Art. H. B. Walters.
Gkeuze and Boucher. E. F.

Velasquez.

Rembrandt.
Turner.
Vandvck.

Mrs. E. K. Sharp.

F. Tyrrell-Gill.

M. G. Smallwood.
W. Wilbirforce and

Pollard.

Watts.

R.

The Little
Demy \6n!o.

2s. 6</. net.

R. E. D. iJkcichley.

Galleries.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short
the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A
A
A

A.

Gilbert.

Little Gallery of Rey.volds.
Little Gallery op Romney.
Little Gallery of Hoppner.

.\

A

outline of

Little Gallery or Millais.
Little Gallery of English Poets.

The Little Guides.
With many

Illustrations

by E.

Small Pofi

II.

New and

other

artists,

8vo, cloth, is. 6d. fiet; leather,

and from photographs.

y. 6 J.

net.

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form ; (2) illustrations from photographs and by well-known artists ; {3) good plans and maps ; (4)
an adequate but compact presentation of ever}'thing that is interesting in the
natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of tlie town or district treated.
Cambridge and

its

Colleges.

A.

11.

Thompson. Second Edition.
English Lakes, The. F. G. Brabant.
Isle op Wight, The. G. Clinch.
A. Windle.
Malvern- Covntrv, The. B.
North Wales. .\. T. Story.

C

Oxford and

its

Eighth Edition.

Colleges.

J.

Wells.

Shakespeare's Country.
Third Edition.

B. C.

.\.

Windle.

Cathedral. G. Clinch.
Westminster .'Vseev. G. E. Troutbeclc
St. Paul's

Second Edition.

BlCKINGHAMSHlRE. E. S. RoSCOC.
W. M. Gallichao.

Cheshire.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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Ihe Little O^jwzs— continued.
Cornwall. A. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire. J. C. Cox.
Devon. S. Baring-Gould.
Dorset. F. R. Heath. Second Edition.
Essex.

J. C.

Oxfordshire. F. G. Bmbant.
Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade.
•Staffordshire. C. E. Masefield.
Suffolk. W. A. Dutt.
Surrey. F. A. H. Lambert.
Sussex. F. G. Brabant. Second Edition.
•Wiltshire. F. R. Heath.
Yorkshire, The East Riding.
J.

Cox.

Hampshire. J. C. Cox.
Hertfordshire. II. W. Tompkins.
Kent. G. Clinch.
Kerry. C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. J. B. Firth.
Monmouthshire. G. W. Wade and
Wade.
Norfolk. W. A. Dutt.
Northamptonshire. W. Dry.

•Northumberland. J.
Nottinghamshire. L.

Morris.

The North

Yorkshire,
J.

H.

Riding.

J-

Morris.

Erittant.

S.

Normandy.

Baring-Gould.

C. Scudamor*.

E. Morris.

Rome.

C. G. Ellaby.

Guilford.

Sicily.

F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library.
With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure
Small Pott

Each Volume,

%vo.

Anon. A LITTLE BOCK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.
Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. Two Volumes.

NORTH.A.NGER ABBEY.
Bacon

THE ESSAYS OF

(Francis).

LORD BACON.

Barham (R. H.).
LEGENDS. Two

THE INGOLDSBY
Volutties.

A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE.
Beekford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK.
Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE.
Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Two
Sarnet (Mrs.

P. A.).

Volumes.

THE ROMANY
Browning

SELECTIONS
EARLY POEMS OF

(Robert).

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM

THE ANTI-JACOBIN

:

with

George

Canning's additional Poems.

THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.
SELECTIONS
FROM
Crabbe (George).
GEORGE CRABBE.
Cowley (Abraham^

(Mps.1.

JOHN HALIFAX,

GENTLEMAN. Two

THE ENGLISH
(Richard).
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Dante (Alighieri). THE INFERNO OF
Crashaw

DANTE.

Translated by H. F. Cakv.
Trans-

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
lated by H. F. Cary.
THE PARADISO OF DANTE.
lated

Voiumes.

Trans-

by H. F. Cary.

Darley (George^. SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Deane (A. C). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.
Dickens(Charles).

Two

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

Volumes.

MARRIAGE.

Ferrier (Susan).

Two

Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE.
GaskelKMrs.).

RYE.

FROM THE
ROBERT BROWNING.

Cralk

Frontispieces.

cloth, \s. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Hawthorne
LETTER.

Two

Volumes.

CRANFORD.

THE SCARLET

(Nathaniel).

A LITTLE BOOK
(T. F,).
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.
Keats (John). POEMS.
Klnglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. Second
Henderson

Edition.

Lamb

(Charles^ ELIA,

AND THE LAST

ESSAYS OF ELL\.

Locker (F.).
Longfellow

LONDON
(H.

W.).

LYRICS.

FROM LONGFELLOW.

SELECTIONS

General Literature,
The Little

THE POEMS OF

Marvell (Andrewl.

ANDREW

MAUD.

MARVEL!,.

Milton (John).

Thackeray (W,

IHEMIXOR POEMS OF

M.).

VANITY FAIR.

7V'v,v Vpluiitc!:.

JOHN MILTON.
Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.

PKN DENNIS. Thrct Volumes.
ESMOND.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
IIENRV VAUGHAN.
THE COMPLEAT
Walton flzaak\

A LITTLE BOOK
(J. B. B.).
OK ENGLISH SONNETS.
Rochefoucauld (La\ THE MAXI.MS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD.
Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.
Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY.
Nichols

ANGLER.

A LITTLE
Waterhouse (Elizabeth^
HOOK. OF LIFE AND DEATH. Twelfth.
Edition.

THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-

Tennyson
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Library — continued.

(Alfred. Lord).

Wordsworth

(W.).

WORDSWORTH.

SON.
IN MEMORTAM.
THE PRINCESS.

SELECTIONS FROM

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge
LYRICAL BALLADS.

(S.T.)

The Little Quarto Shakespeare.
W.

Edited by

J.

CRAIG.

In 40 Volumes.

Fott l6mo.

With Introductions and Notes.
Leather, price

Mahogany Revolving Bock

is.

Case.

net each volume.

\os. net.

Miniature Library.
A Dialogue on Youth. By
ErpHRANAR
Edward FitzGerald. Demy -i^^ino. Leather,

Poi.ONius

:

^imo.

Leather,

Leiither,

The

New

is

Scourc.k, The
or. How
Curable.
By Chas. P. Childe.
;

;s. td. net.

Diseases of Occupation.
Oliver.

By

Sir

Thomas

10s. td. net.

Drink Problem, The,
logical .4.spects.
td. net.

in its Medico-SocioEdited by T. N. Kelynack.

7J.

Drugs and the Drug Habit.
Sainsbury.

is.

O.mar Khavv.^m. By
Fourth Edition.

net.

Library of Medicine.

6d. net.

Control op a
Cancer

zs. net.

FitzGerald.

W. SALEEBY, M.D., F.R.S.Edin.

Care of the Eodv, The. Ey F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition, js. td.net.
Chil«re>j of the Nation, The. By the
Right Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition.
;s.

Edward

3S. net.

Edited by C.

Wise Saws and Modern InFitzGerald.
Dciny

By Edward
Leather,

The Rudaivat op

The Life of Edward, Lord Herbert op
Cherburv. Written by himself.
Demy
32»io.

or

:

stances.

IS. net.

By H.

D.vny Zvo.

Functional Nerve Diseases.

By

A. T.

I

Schofield.

•Heredity,
Reid.

-js.

td. net.

The Laws

op.

By

Archdall

21^. net.

HvGiENE OF Mind, Thk.
Fifth Edition.

By

T.

S. Clouston.

7J. td. net.

LvFANT Mortality.

By George Newman.

7J. td. net.

Prevention op Turefculosis CConsumptio.n),
The.
By Arthur Newsholme.
las. td. net.

Air and Health. By Ronald C. Macfie.
7f. td. net.
Second Edition.
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New

The

Library of Music.

ERNEST NEWMAN.

Edited by

By

Hugo Wolf.

Ernest

Newman.

By

IlAN'DKt-

Illus-

^s.^d.nd.

DemyZvo.

lUuslrated.

R. A. Strcatfeild.

Illustrated.

Second Ediiion.

trated.

Oxford Biographies.
Fcap. %vo.

Illustrated.

Dante

By

Ai.'Ghieri.

M.A., D.

Each volume,

GiROLAMo Savonarola By E. L. S. Horsburgh, M.A. Second Edition.
John Howard. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester.

Alfred Tennyson.

By

A. C. Benson,

31.

The Young Pretender. By

Tonybee,

Pajet

Third Ediiion.

Litt.

net; leather,

cloth, 2s. 6d.

M.A.

Second Ediiion.
Sir Walter Raleigh. By I. A. Taylor.
Erasmus. By E. F. H. Capey.

6d. net.

C. S. Terry.

Robert Burns. By T. F. Henderson.
Chatham. By A. S. M'Dowall.
Francis of Assist. By Anna M. Stoddart.
Canning. By W. Alison Phillips.
Beaconsfield. By Waller Sichel.
JoHANN Wolfgang Gocthe. By H. G.
Atkins.

By

FRANfois Fenelom.

Viscount

St.

Cyres.

Romantic History
Editedby

A

MARTIN HUME,

series of attractive

volumes

such as afford romantic

in

M.A.

DemyZvo.

Illustrated.

which the periods and personalities^ selected are

human

interest, in addition to their historical

importance.

The

First Govekness of the NetherMargaret of Austria. Eleanor

lands,

E. Treniayne.

Two English Queens and

Philip.

Martin

Handbooks
The Doctr ink
L. Ottley,

Demy

ivo.

of the Incatjnation. By R,
Fourth Edition revised.

D.D.

P,y J. F.
los. 6d.

lof.

x^s. net.

Richard

D.i'-ey.

Christian Doctrine.
Vo'.y Sre.

Bethune- Baker, M.A.

An Introduction to the History op
M..\.
By F. B. Jevons.
Religion.
Litt. D. Fourth Edition. Dewy tvo. los. 6d.

itd.

net.

of Theology.

An Introduction to the History
Creeds.
Bvo.

12s. 6d.

A History OF Early

Hume, M.A.

The Nine Days' Queen.

With a Preface by Martin Hume, M.A.

\os. 6d. net.

By A.

E.

Burn,

D.D.

or thk

Demy

los. 6d.

The Philosophy
AND America.
Dcviy %T0.

of Religion in England

By

Alfred Caldecott, D.D.

10s. 6d.

The XXXIX. Articles of the Church 0?
Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
England.
D.D. Sixth Edition. Demy Zvo. 12s. td.

Fiction
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The Westminster Commentaries.

WALTER LOCK,

General Editor,

Dean

Tub Acts or tub
a.

Apostles.

Kdi:cd by R.
J'ourtk

Demy

Kackham, M.A.

Edition,

%v0.

los.td.

The First Epistle

Pail the Apostle

oi*

TO THE Corinthians.
Goudge,

M

LJited by H.
A. Second Ed. Dtmy Bva.

The Eook hk Kxoias.

I..

6-c

H.
and 3 Plans.

Edited by A.

Map

With a

M'Neile, B.D.
I'einy &vo.

ics. 6d.

The Hook op

Kzkkiel.
Edited by H. A.
Ktdpath, M.A. D. Lilt. Vt/nySzv. los. Cd.
,

PAr^T III.

SUSANNAH AND
E. Marla\
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
6/.
LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.
Cr. Zt'O. ts.
THE BROW.V EYES OF MARV. Third
8tv.

I

Cr. £iv.

ts.

KNOW A MAIDEN.

Cr. Svo.

Third Edition.

6s.

or, The
Third Edition.

Polite Adventl'hess.
3X. 6,1.

•THE GLAU HEART.
Allerlon

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

SUCH AND SUCH

(Mark\

THINGS.

Cr. Svo.

Bagot RIchard\ A
Third EA'tion.

S-o.

Cr.

PASSt'ORT.

ROMAN MYSTERY.
bs.

St'O.

Fourth Edition.

Cr.

6s.

TEMPTATION.

Fi/tk Edition.

Cr. Svo.

(-s.

ANTHONY CUTHBERT.
Cr. 8ro.

Sfo.

Fourth Edition.

6s.

LOVE'S PROXY.

DONNA

DL'VNA.

Cr. 8:0.

6s.

Second Edition.

Cr.

6s.

CASITNG OF NETS.
Cr. Sio.

Twel/ih

Edilian.

6j.

BallcyCH.C.}.
Cr. &V0.

Additions and Corrections in thk Seventh
Euition of The D(iok of Genesis. By
S. R. Driver, D.D. Demy Sro.
it.
Tin; liooK of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition. Demy %vj. ts.
The Epistle of St. James. Edited with In"
troduclion and Notes by R. J. Knowling,
D.D. Demyivo. ds.

BARBARA GOES TO OXFORD.
Third Edition.

trated.

Baring-Gould
Edition.

URITH.

Cr. 8-0.

Cr. Zro.

IHjs-

6s.

AR.MINEL L.

(S.'.

Fijth

6s.

Fifth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6^.
MARGERY OF QUETHER.
Edition. Cr.
ts.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE. /'//"''
IN

Srzcnth

Third

Cr. Zvo.

Ball 'Oona H.^ (Barbara BurLe).

OXFORD YEAR.

Illustrated.

THEIR

Cr.8tv.Cx.

6s.

^'o.

6s.

BROOM SQUIRE.

lUuaratcd.

-

Fifth Edition.

Cr. Zto.

6s.

DART.MOOR IDYLLS. Cr.Zvo. 6r.
GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.
Secind Edition.

Cr.

8r'o.

6^.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY.
Second Edition.

trated.

Cr. Svo.
Cr. Svo.

PABO THE PRIEST.
WINEFRED. Illustrated.
Cr.

Sz'o.

Illus6s.

«.-.

Second Edition.

6s.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr.St>o.6t.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. CV. 3:v. 6s.
IN DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo.

6s.

THEFROBISHERS.
DOMITIA.
Cr. Sve.

MRS.

STORM AND TREASURE.

ts.

Edition.

Third Edition. Cr. 6vo. 6s.
I ACQ U ETTA.
kiTTY ALONE. Fi/th Edition. Cr.izo. ts.
NOEMI. Illustrated. Fo:irth Edition. Cr-

THE

6s.

Annesley (Maude). THIS DAYS MADNESS. Second Edition, i r. Svo. Cs.

THE

Genesis. Edited wiih Introduction and Notes by S. K. Driver, D.D.
Seventh Edition. Demy 8tv. lox. td.

8r'<>.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA:
Cr. ivo.

The Rook of

—A Selfxtion of Works of Fiction

Albanesi

Edition.

D.D., Warden of Kcble College.

Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

Cr. Svo.

Illustrated.

61.

Second Edition.

6t.

CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.

CV. Svo.

6s.

Barn .Robert'. IN THE MIDST OF
ALARNLS. 'third Edition. Cr. SvO- 6'.

THE

COUNTESS

Edition.

Cr. Svo.

TEKL.V
6$.

Fifth
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THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Ediiion.
BOY a Sketch. Eleventh Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

:

Cr.

Szij,

6s.

6s.

THE CURIOUS AND
DIVER riNO ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW or, The Progress

Begbie (Harold}.

;

OF AN Open Mind.
Zvo.

Belloc

(H.).

MERCHANT.
Cr.

Second EditioH.

Cr.

ts.

EMMANUEL BURDEN.
Second Edition.

Illustrated.

Edition.

Cr.

%z'0.

Detail of the

Fifteenth Edition.

Birmingham (George
TIMES.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

THE BAD

A.).

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.
GOLD. Fourth Edition.

SPANISH
8vo.

Third

(>s.

DODO: A

(E. F.).

Day.

6s.

Cr.

Cr. Svo.

(Marjorle).
Cr.

Sz'o.

I

AN HONEST

Cr. ivo.

WHY

Ei:iiion.

W.

Clifford (Mrs.

OK

WliLL

DID HE DO

Cr. Zvo.

K.l.

6s.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

B. M).
THE OLD CANTONMENr. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s
THE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh

Cr.

Sz'f.

Illustrated.

3J. 6d.

THE

(Joseph!.
SECRET AGENT:
Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A
A SET OF

SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr.Si'O.

ROMANCE

6s.

TWO

Corelll (Marie). A
OF
WORLIJS. Tiveiity-MnthEd. Cr. S:jo. 6s.
\£NDEn".\. Twenty-Seventh Edition. Cr.
6s.

'iHELMA.

Fortieth Ed.

Cr.Zvo.

WORMWOOD. Seventeenth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
LARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLDS TRAGEDY. Forty-Fourth
Edition. Cr.
6s.
THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-Fifth
Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.
THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Twelfth
Edition, l^^th Tfiousand. Cr. Zoo. 6s.
TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
8r(».

SUPREMACY.
Thousand.

Cr.

Second EdiUoH.
Z~JO.

150M

6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN; A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Tliirteenth Edition. i^oth'ThouCr.

Bz'C.

HOLY ORDERS

6i'.
:

the Th.\gedv

Quiet

Likk.
Second
Tliousand. Crown Zvo.

THE MIGHTY ATOM.
Cr.

8.-5.

6j-.

Zi'O.

6s.

3J-.

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

E.).
Illustrated.

or a
iiath

Twenty-eighth

SCAR.

6s.

6s.

COUSIN HUGH.

(Theo.)

Cr

6s.

ROUND THE RED

Doj'ls (A. Conan).

LAMP.

Eleventh Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette)

[.Mrs.

6s.

Everard

Cotes).

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION.
Third Edition.

tr .ted.

COUSIN CINDERELLA.
Cr. Zvo.

THE

Cr. Zvo.

Illu^-

6s.

Second Edition.

6s.

BURNT

OFFERING.

Cr. Zvo.

Second

6s.

THE

(Robert).
I.MMORTAL
CHARLATAN. Cr.rwn Zvo. 6s.

•Elliott

Fenn
The

SVD BELTON

(G. Manvllle).
Boj' who would not

Second Ed.

trated.

Findlater(J.
Zvo.

H.).

go

:

or,

to Sea.
Illusy. 6d.

Cr. Zvo.

THE GREEN

OF BALGOWRIE.

GR.AVES

Fifth Edition.

Cr.

6s.

THE LADDER TO THE
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

STARS. Second

6s.

Findlater (Mary).
Third Edition. Cr.

A NARROW WAY.
Zvo.

6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo.
6s.
THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.
Cr.

Z-.'O.

6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST.
Second Edition.

Francis

6s.

THE

Cr. Zvo.
Cr. Zvo.

THE SCOURGE.

y.td.

Cr. Svo.

Dawson (Warrington).

Zvo.

Sixth

ONLY A GUARD-

Cuthell (Edith

Douglas

Cr.

6d.

6s.

6s.

S->o.

Zvo.

Edition.

ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Nineteenth Edition. tCr. Zvo. Cs.
THE SOUL OF LILII'H. Sixteenth EdiCr.

Cr.

Second Edition.

THE GETTING

DOROTHY.

Second Edition.

Conrad

Edition.

Edition.

Croker (Mrs.

ROOM DOG.

6s.

Castle (Agnes anj Egerton]. FLOWER
O' THE ORANGE, and Other Tales.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

sand.

(S.
R). LOCHINVAR. IllusThird Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s
BEARER. Second

STANDARD

Edition.

Second Edition.

Second

tion.

trated.

THE

KATHERINE THE ARROGANT.

MAIN-

6s.

Capes (Bernard;.

Sz'O.

Crockett

WILL

Bretherton(Ralph Harold.

IT?

6s.

See Dunean (Sara

Jeannette).

ANGEL. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s
A STATE SECRET. Third Edition.

6s.

MAN.

Cr.Zvo.

Fourth Edition.

THE SEARCH PARTY.
TAIN.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard).

Edition.

6s.

Bowen

Thirteenth Edition.

6j.

8t/(7.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET.
Benson

CAMEOS.

(M. E.).

Cr. Zvo.

(Mrs. Fraiids Blundell).

STEPPING WESTWARD.
tion.

Lr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

6s.

6s.

Second Edi-

Fiction
MARGERY
Cr.

tion.

THE

0'

MILL.

6s.

Sft).

HARDY-ON-THE-HILL.
Cr. ZfO.

Third Edi-

Third Edition.

tl.

GALATEA OF THE WHEATFIELD.
Srcpnd Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

THE SLAKIVG

Frascr (Mrs- Hugh).

OK THE SWUKD.
Cr. %vo.

Second

Edition.

6t.

GL\NNELLA. Srcfud Edition. Cr.lvo. 6s.
IN THE .SHADOW OF THE LURL).
Third Edit

Fry

B.

E Jit ion.

/ijth

Cr.

on.

C

and

Cr. &fO.

6s.

THE SPIRIT OF

;Philip).

Second Edition.

\'OLr.

GlssJng (George).
LIFE. Cr. Bz'O. 6x.
1

HE

AIR.

Cr.

Zz>o.

RE-

THE CROWN OF
Cr. Svo.

6s.

MRS. SKEFFING-

TON. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.
Harraden (Beatrice). IN

VARYING

THE SCHOLARS DAUGHTER.
HILDA STRAKFORD and THE REMITTANCE M.\N. Tzvel/th Ed. Cr. Szo. 6s.
INTERPLAY.

Ei/th Edition.

Cr. &vo.

6s.

THE PROPHET OF

litRKELLV SgUARE.
Cr. Svo.

Second Edition.

6s.

TONGUES OF CON.SCIENCE.
Edition.

FELIX.

Cr.

8z'0.

Third

6s.

Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo.

THE WOMAN WITH THE

FAN. Sezenth

6s.

Cr.

Illuslrated.

Hope (Anthonyl.

THE MASTER-GIRL.

Sx'o.

6s.

THE GOD

IN

THE

Eirventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition. Cr.

C.-\R.

A

Svo.

6s.

A MAN OF MARK. Sixth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
Cr. Svo.

Sixth Edition.
lUustraied.

Cr. Sto.

Illustrated.

6s.

Eighth Edition

6s.

THE KINGS MIRROR.
Cr. Svo.

Cr. Svo.

Eighth Edition.

6s.

SIMON DALE.
6s.

Third Edi-

GiKL; A

S-.io.

Fourth

6s.

AN ENGLISH

Second Edition. Cr.

Ro.M.v.NCtt.

6s.

Second Edition.

Possiblk Stort.

Cr. Svo.

Fifth Edition.

Cr. Svo.

6s.

THE HALO.
6s.

Hyne (C J. Cutellffei.
MR. HORKOCKS, PURSER. Fifth Edition. Cr.
6s.

PRINCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Third Edition.

Illustrated.

Jacobs (W.

Cr.

Svo.

MANY CARGOES.

W.).

y hirty-first Edition. Cr. Svo. -xs. 6d.
Fifteenth Edition.
Cr.

SEA URCHINS.
3j.

6d.

A M.VbTER OK CRAFT.
Ninth Edition.

Sv.

Cr.

LIGHT FREIGHTS.

F.^urfh Edition.

Illustrated.

3/. 6d.

Illuslrated.

Editiofi.

Cr. Svo.

3J-.

Edition.

Cr. Svo.

y. 6d.

Eishth

6</.

THE SKIPPER'S.WOOING. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Svo. y. Cd.
AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Tenth
DIALSTONELANE.
Edition.

Cr.

Sv.

Illuslrated.
6d.

Sez-enth

y.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Third Edition.
THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
SALTH.AVEN.

Cr. Ivn.
Illustrated.

Edition.

3^

.

6<i.

Second Edition.

3r. 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Eit^hteenth
Edition. Cr. St'O. 6s.
THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.
BARBARV SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
(Ashton).

Cr. Svo.

Hueffer Ford Maddox).

Cr. Svo.

Cr. Sz'O. 6s.
BVEWAYS. Cr. S-jo. 6s.

Svo.

Cr. Svo.

6s.

Eighth Edition.

6s.

Edition.

millers

Edition.

Svo.

.NUJOD.S. hourttcnth Edition. Cr.ivo. 6s.
Fourth.
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6i.

HIchens (Robert).

6/.
6s.
Illus6s.

6s.

lUuslrated.

Hamilton (Cosmo).

Cr. Svo.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER.

Svo.

6s.

THE EMPEROR OF

•Glendon George).

Fourth Edition.

trated.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE.

Hutten (Baroness von).

HE GOLDEN CEN-

Gerard LoulseV 1
rU'EDK. Cr. 3vo.
Glbbs

6s.

Cr. iv«.
Cr. Svf.

A SERVANT OF IHE PUBLIC.

MR. APOLLO: A Just

6s.

Bz'o.

A MOTHER'S SON.

BO-

Fourth Edition.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
tion.

(>s.
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QUISANTE.

Cr.

Illustrated.
6d.

Svo.

Fourth

s-f.

(Henry).
THE SOFT SIDE.
.Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Svo. 6s.
THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.

James

Cr. Svo.

6s.

LeQueux (William). THE HUNCHBACK
OF WESTMINSTER. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo.

6f.

Cr. Svj.

6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6'.
THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Ilhi<^trated.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo, 6t.
THE CROOKED WAY. Second Edition.
THE SEVF.rfd

•LIndsey (WllllamV

.MANTLE.

Cr. Svo.

London JackV
Edition.

is.

WHITE FANG.

Cr. iv».

6s.

Sezenth
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Lubbock
RIORS.
%vo.

DEEP SEA WAR-

(Basil).

Third Edition. Cr.

Illustrated.

6j.

THE FIRST ROUND.

Lucas

(St John).
Cr. ivo. 6.f.

tween You AND

DERRICK VAUOHAN,

Lyall CEdna").

NOVELIST.

Thousand,

44//?

Cr.

Zz'O.

6d.

v.

:

Cr. %v-.

6s.

BROTHERS ALL
Dutch Peasant
1,vn.

Mors

;

Storips op
TMird Edition.

Life.

Editicn.

LIS DORIS.

Cr. Zvo.

Seccrui

6j.

M'Capthy (Justin H.V THE DUKE'S
MOTTO. EouUh Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Macnaughtan

THE FORTUNE OF

(S.).

CHRISTINA M'NAC.
^z'o.

E,yt/i

Edition.

ts.

COLONEL ENDERBYS

Fourth Editron.

Cr.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Edition.

Cr. S70.

6s.

?,vo.

Second

6s.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CARISSIMA. F>yih Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fi/th Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALM.\DY. Seven t/i

Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Mann (Mrs. M. E.n THE PARISH
NURSE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8?w. 6s.
A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition.
Z-.'o.

Second Edition.

6s.

AVENGING CHILDREN.
Cr.

Second Edition.

6s.

iv(.

Marsh (Richards THE COWARD BEHIND THE CURTAIN. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE SURPRISING HUSBAND. Second
Edition.

A

Cr. %vo.

R9YAL
Edition.

6s.

INDISCRETION.

Cr.

8;'^.

Marshall (Archibald).
Second Eaition.

Cr. tvo.

MANY

Cr.?vo.

Mason

E.

(A.

Illustrated.

JUNES.
T/iird

6s.

S''0.

W.i.

CLEMENTINA.

Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

A DAUGHTER
(Constance).
KRAN'CE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

Maud

Maxwell (W.
tion.

B.).

Cr. Zvo.

VIVIEN.

6s.

OF
is.

Ninth Edi-

6s.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER.
Edition.

Cr.

Edition.

6s.

Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo.

6s.

VICTORY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE.

Illustrated.
Cr. Zr'o. v. 6d.
Illu!,trated.
Cr. Zvo.

Fourth Editicn.

HEPSY

GIPSY.

THE HONOURABLE

Cr. Zvo.

Third

SPIDER.
Cr. Zvo.

Cr.Zvo.

6t.

Story

Illustrated.
6d.

THE SIGN OF THE

Mitford (Bertram).

Seventh Edition.

Illustrated.
3^. 6d.

Molesworth;Mrs.).

THE RED GRANGE.

Second Ed. tion,

Cr.

Zvo.

2s. 6d.

Montague (C. E.).
A HIND LET
LOOsE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Montgomery (K. L). COLONEL KATE.
Second Edition.

Cr. Zvj.

STREETS.

6s.

TALES OF MEAN

Morrison (Arthur).

Seventh Edi:ion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Fi/th Edition.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO.
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE HOLE
tion.

Cr.

IN

THE WALL.

Z''o.

Cr. Zvo.

Nesblt(E.), (Mrs. H. Bland).
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE RED

Fourth Edition.

Illustrated.
6s.

LORDS OF THE

Noble (Edward).
7 hird Edition.

Olllvant

Fourth Edi-

6s.

DIVERS VANITIES.

Cr. Zvo.

(Alfred).

Frontispiece.

Eleventli

SEA.

6s.

OWD
Ed.

(E. Phillips).

THE

BOB,

GREY DOG OF KEN.MUIR.

Oppenhelm

With a

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

MASTER OF

MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF
Illustrated.

Fourth Ed. Cr.tvo.

6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Z^'O. 6s.
PROFIT AND LOSS. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6!.
THE LONG ROAD. Fourth Edition. Cr.
the' song OF HYACINTH, AND
OTHER STORIES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

»Pain (Barry).
C>\i:t'.'i

Parker

6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES.

MISS: A

OF AN Oi.D-FASHiONED TowN.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J.

WEHS.

6s.

6s.

THE SQUIRE'S DAUGHTER.
Cr.

Second

6s.

LIVE MEN'S SHOES.

Edition.

DRIFT. Second

(L. T.).

Z7'o.

RESURGAM.

HOUSE.

THE HEART-SMITER.
Cr.

Meade

Illustrated.

Malet (Lucas\

WIFE.

Fourth Edition.

I.

6s.

zs. 6d.

6.r.

THE PRICE OF

Cr.

Zvo.

Cr.

Maartens CMaartenl. THE NEW RELIGION A Modern Novel. Third Ediiion.

Cr.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY: Be-

Zvo.

6s.

THE EXILES OFFALOO.

6s.

(Gilbert).

li:(M'LE.

PIERRE AND HIS

Sixth Edition.

Cr. ivo.

6s.

Fiction
MRS. FALCHION,

l-'i/th

Edition.

Cr. Zjo.

6s.

THK TR.\NSL.\TIOM OF .\ S.\VAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zv}. 6s.
THK TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illusir.itrd.
Tenth Edition. Cr. 8r'c.
WHEN VALMONDCAMKTOPONTIAC

THE ENStepney).
CHANTED GARDEN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. iz'O.
6s.
THE EASY GO LUCKIES o«, One Wav

Editi/m.

Sij^t't

:

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last
/•.

Advcnliires of
urtk Edition. Cr. it".

'

Pretty

THE SE.VrS OK THE MIGHTY. Illustrated.
Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BATTLE OF THK STRONG: a

Edition.
Cr.

WATCHERS BY THE

Cr.

.SHORE Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
Cr.

t-vo.

T/iird

Illuslrated.

THE

Shikes.

Cr. Zvo.

I.S.

Illustrated.
6d.

Cr.

iz'O.

CHILDREN OF THE
tion.

Cr.

8i'<>.

Svo.

6s.

Ei/th Edi-

W

David
O C K.

Second Edition.

Cr.

6s.

S."'J.

(Baron

Pallel.

OWN

(W.

P.

Cr. Svo.

.Second Edition.

6s.

Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. y.6d.

JACK CARSTAIRS
OK THK POWER HOUSE. Illustrated.

Second Edition.

Cr. Svo.

6s.

THE PASSION OF
Sergeant Adeline
PAIL .MARILLIKR. Cr.Svo. 6s.
•ShakespeaPiOlivlaV UNCLE HIL.\RY.
.

MAN.

Svo.

Illustrated.

THE SEVERINS.
Svo.

Cr. ivo.

EMPEROR.

Life ok
Corsica.

6s.
'

1

Cr.

:

Cr. ivo.

V.).

A SON OF

THE

Beino PAss.vcts fko-.i tiik
ok Sakdi.sia anu

En/;io, Ki:;g
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Swayno Martin

AND

SiOKits.

Cr.

Fourth Edition.

6s.

Stewart Newton

Fourth Edition.

KINS-

Third Edition.

6s.

f

6s.

THE

Sldgwick (Mrs. Alfred\

THE WHITE
otiibk

Illustrated.

Sandys (Sydney).

Sec.nd Edition.

Cr. Bvj.

Ft/th

Illustrated.

6s.

AB.\NDONED. Second Edition. Cr. S-'o. 6s.
MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOY.VGE.

6s.

THE MAYOR OF TROY.
Cr. Svo. 6s.
MERRY-GARDEN and

Cr.

MY DANISH

Clark).

Cr. Svo.

6s.

•Q' (A. T. Qulller Couch\
WOLF. .Sfcond Edtti 'n.

THE

CASE.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.

THE STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.
Cr. Zfo. dr.
THE FOLK AFIELD. Crotvn Zvo. 6s.
SAID THE
Pickthall Marmaduke).
Edition.

Editii/n.

MAN AND

G..).

SS

.\

ET H EA K

Edition.

6s.

Cr. ivo.

Fourth

6s.

Russell
E
S

6s.

USHEK.MAN. Snenth

Edition.

Third E. /it ion.

6s.

'Thiid Edition.

S710.

Stio.

C

MAGISTR.VrES

8c'.'.

Cr. Zvo.

FourtA

6s.

Rosenkrantz

THE HUMAN DOY. With a Froiiti^^picce.
Snienth Editicn. Cr. ^vo
6s.
SONS OF THE MORNING.
Second
Edition. Cr.
6s.
THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Eourt/i
Editirm. Cr. 8t". 6s.
THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
K NOCK AT A VENTURE. Third Edition.
6s.
Cr.
THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
T H E POACH ER'S WIFE.

Svo. 3s. 6d.
Illustrated.

6s.

Roberts (C G- D.) THE HEART OF THE
A N C I E N r WOOD. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.
THE CONVERT.
Robins fEllzabsth;.

Third Edition.

MIST.

Ed.tion.

6s.

Si/o.

Cr. Svo.

HE.VRT. .Second Edition. Cr.ivo.6s.
PhlUpottsCEden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition.

Sv.

THE

MYSTERY OF THE GRF.KN

THK

Cr. Svo.

Ritchie (Mrs.

6.r.

CROWN THEE KING. Illustrated. Cr.
&va. 6s.
LOVE THE HARVESTER: A Story oi-

1

6s.

S.-co.':d

6d.

-is.

SPLENDID BROITIER.
Cr.

6s.

Second Edition.

THE WICKHA.MiES.
Cr. Svo. 6s.
NAME OF GARLAND.

THE
(Mrs. Henry de la).
T\'R.\NT. J-ourth Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

Edition.

STATE.

Second Edition.

OF A THRONE.

ERB. Second

Pett).

Cr. Svo.

Pasture

Svo.

6s.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. Cr.
MRS. GALKRS BUSINESS.

6s.

CJ- E.).

Cr. Svj.

6r.

i-jo.

ASONOFTHE

6./.

Patlcvson

Cr. Svo.

Ridge (W.

Illustrated.

IHK POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. ivo. 3x.
NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo.

Second Edition.

OK LiviNC.

HAPPINESS. Second Edition. Cr.
Rhys (Grace). THE BRIDE.

Pierre.'

6s.

Romitic* of Two Kingdoms.
Sixth Edition. Cr. %v.i. 6s.

6s.

Rawson (Maud

:

of a Lost Napoleon.
Cr. t,vo. 6s.

Third Edition.

Qiierido (Ispaol). TOIL OF MEN. TransCr. Zuo. 6s.
lalcJ by V. S. Aknoi.d.

fix.

The Story
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MAJOR VIGOUREUX.

Cr.Zvo.

IIIK
ts.

LiitreliV

l.ADV.

THE BISHOP

Second Edition.

Messrs. Metiiuen's Catalogue
THE HEART OF
ThupstonCE. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth
White (Edmund).
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Cr. Zvo.

Ediiioit.

DUST.

HINDUSTAN.

6j.

THE COLUMN OF

Underhill (Evelyn).
Cr. %vo.

THE SENTIMENTAL ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BULSTRODE.

Cr. ivo.

ts.

Second Edition.

Cr. %vo.

6s.

Walneman (Paul). THE WIFE OF
NICHOLAS FLEMING. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Watson (H. B.
EGLANTINE.
Cr. &V0.

tion.

Marriott).

TWISTED

Illustrated.

Third Edi-

6s.

THE HIGH TOBY. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo.
6s.
A MIDSUMMER DAYS DREAM. Third
Edition. Cr. Sic. 6s.
THE CASTLE BY THE SEA. Third
Edition. Cr. Zi'O. 6s.
THE PRIVATEERS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A POPPY SHOW: Bekng Divers an-d
Diverse Tales. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE FLOWER OF THE HEART. Third
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

ts.

Webiing (Peggy^

THE STORY OF

VIRGINIA PERFECT.
Cr. Zvo.

Third Edition.

6s.

•THE SPIRIT OF MIRTH.
Wells
Zvo.

(H.

G.).

Also

6s.

Weyman

THE SEA
Medium

(Stanley).

ROBE.

Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hon.

Whltby (Beatrice).
AN ACCIDENT.
ivor

Zvo.

Cr. Zvo.

L.ADY.

6s.

Cr.

6d.

UNDER THE RED
Twenty-Second Edi-

Illustrated.

The Gettikg

of Dorothy.
Second Edition.

Wei.i.

Clifford.

Oni.v a Guard-Roo-M

Dog.

By Edith

LIGHTNING

E.

Clark Russell.
to Sea.

:

By W.

Fourth Edition.

Or, the Boy who would not
By G. Manville Fenn. Second

Edition.

The Red Grange,
Second Edition.

By Mrs, Moleswortb.

6s.

THE ADVEN-

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

A.

M.).

CONDUCTOR:

Strange Adventures of a Motor Car.
trated.
Seventeenth Edition.
Cr.
6s.
Also Cr. Zz'O. \s. net.

THE PRINCESS PASSES A
:

a

Motor.

Cr. Zvo.

THE
The
Illus-

Zvo.

Romance

of

Ninth Edition.

Illustrated.
6s.

MY FRIEND THE

CH.\UFFEUR.

Tenth Edition.

trated.

Cr. Zvo.

Illus6s.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BOTOR CHAPERON. IIIustr..ted.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Third
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

SET IN SILVER.
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Second

6s.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
Wyllarde

Second Edition. Cr.

(Dolf).

THE PIONEER

Croivn 8va.

Cuthell.

Masier Rockafeli.ar's Voyage.
go

Third Edition.

Boys and

By Mrs.

Cr. Zvo.

C. N.).

PAPA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Williamson (C N. and

Cr.

for

6s.

TURE OF PRINCESS SYLVIA. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. Zvo.
6s.
THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.

Edition.

Books

SvD Belton

Third Edition.

AMERICA.

THE RESULT OF
Seco/id Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

LOVE AND THE WISE

Williamson (Mrs.

6s,

W. K.

(Percy).

MEN.

ts.

Vorst (Marie Van).

IN AMBUSH.

White

A

Cr. Zvo.

Zvo.

6s.

THE PATHWAY OF
(Nous Autres).

Fourth

6s.

Girls.
^s. 6J,

Girl of the People.
Fourth Edition,

By

L.

T. Meade.

Hepsv Gipsy. By L. T. Meade, as. 6J.
The Honourable Miss. By L. T. Meade.
Second Edition.

There was

a Prlsxe.

ByMrs. M. E.

CO.MES Ho.mb.

By Mrs. M. £.

o.ncb

Mann.

When Arnold
Maau.

Fiction

The Novels
Medium

%vo.

Alexandre Dumas.

of

Pria
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(>J.

Double Volumes,

Act4.

The Horoscope.

Tub Ad\'hnturks of Captain FamphiLB.

I.ouiSE

Amaury.

The Man

The Bird of Fatb.
The Black Tulip.
The Castlk op Eppstein.

(Doublc Volume.)

DE LA VALLifeRK.
i.n

the

Iro.n

Mask.

(Double

volume.)

MaItrb Adam.

The Mouth of Hell.

Catherine Blum.

Nanon. (Double volume.)

C6CILB.

The Chatelet.
The Chevalier

is.

OLVMriA.

Pauline Pascal Bruno and Bontekob,
PfeRE LA Rul.NE.
The Prince of Thieves.
The Reminiscences of Antony.
Robin Hood.
S.mhuel Gelb.
;

D'IIar.mental.

(Double

volume.)

Chicot the Jester.
The Comte de Montgomery.
Conscience.
The Convict's Son.
The Corsican Brothers; and Otiio the

Archer.
Ckop-Eared Jacquot.
DoM GORENFLOT.
The Fatal Combat.
The Fencing Master.
Fernande.
Gabriel Lambekt.
Georges.
The Great Massacrb.
Hf.nri de Navarke.
HfeLkNE DK ChAVERNY.

;

The Snowball and the Sultahetta.
Sylvandike.

The Taking of

Calais.

Tales of the Sufernatural.
Tales of Strange Adventukb.
Tales of Terror.
The Three Musketeers. (Double volume.)
The Tkagedy of Nantes.
Twenty Years After. (Double volume.)

The Wild-Duck Shooter.
The Wolf-Leader.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books.
Maiiurn Zvo.

Albanesl
i.OUIiA.
I

(E.

KNOW A

Maria].

LOVE AND

MAIDE.V.

Anstey (F.). A BAYARD OF BENGAL.
Austen (J). PRIDE AND PREJIUMCE.
Bagot (Richard. A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OK NETS.

DONNA

DIANA.

Balfour (Andrew).

SWORD.

Baring-Gould

CHKAP JACK

FURZE BLOOM.

i::TA.

THE BROOM SQUIRE.
HE
IN THE KOAk (>V
1

SEA.

KOEMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES.
LITTLE TU'PENNY.

WINEKREU.

BY STROKE OF

(S V

KITTY Al.ONE.
VKITH.

THE FROlilSHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVtt.

Illuitratcd.

CATALOGUE

^lESSRS. IMETIIUEN'S
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Gleig (Charles).

THE STEWPONEV.

BUNTER'S CRUISE.

Grimm (The Brothers).
FAIRY TALES.

Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.

GRIMM'S

THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.

Hope (Anthonyi. A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.

DODO.
THE VINTAGE.

ANTONIO.
PHROSO.

Benson

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT

(E. F.).

SHIRLEY.

Bronte (Charlotte).

Brownell

(C.

THE HEART OF

L.).

JAPAN.
Burton

ACROSS THE

Bloundelle).
SE.\S.

(J.

SALT
CafTyn

ANNE MAULEVERER.
THE LAKE OF
(Bernard).

(Mrs.).

Capes

WINE.

ClifToPd

A FLASH OF

K.).

SUMMER.

Corbctt

A

(Julian)

GREAT WATERS.

IN

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.
(Alighierl).
CO.MEDY (Gary).
fA.

LAMP.

Duncan fSara Jeannctte). A VOY.^GE

OF CONSOLATION.
THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.
Findlater

(Jane

THE GREEN

H.I.

GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.
Gallon (Tom). RICKERBYS FOLLY.
Gaskell (Mrs).

CR-VNFORD.

HOLY MATRI-

MONY.

MADE OF MONEY.
Gissing ;G.). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.
(Ernest).

THE KLOOF

BRIDE.

THE

I

N CA

'

S

M.

E.).

MRS. PETER

THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
THE PATTEN EXPERIMENT.
A WINTER'S TALE.
Marehmont (A. W.).. MISER HOADLEY'S SECRET.
A MO.MENT'S ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.
March (Richards A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
JOSS.

CLEMENTINA.
HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT.
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
THE FERRYMAN.
Mason

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.

TREASURE.

(Mrs.

A LOST ESTATE.

THE

MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Dorothea).

THE TRAITOR'S

THE TRUE HIS(E. Lynn).
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.
Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIM.\.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
HOWARD.

ROUND THE RED

Conan).

(S. K.).

WAY.
ORR.\lN.

Mann

THE DIVINE

Dante

THE HUNCHBACK

[\V.\

OF WESTMINSTER.

Linton

BUSINESS

ANGEL.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.l.
A ST.\TE SECRET.

Glanvllle

DAVID.
Le Qucux

Levett-Yeats
'Mrs. VV.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.

Doyle

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
DEAD MEN TELL
Hornung {V. W.
NO TALES.
Ingraham [J. H.). THE THRONE OF

(A. E.

Mathers

W.).

(Helen).

DRIFT.
.LIVING LIES.
Mltford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF
SPIDER.

Meade

(Mrs. L. T.).

Miller .Esther).

Montrescr J.

F.).

THE ALIEN

THE

Fiction
Morrison {Arthur'.

THE HOLE

IN

IHE WALL.

Norris (W.

A MARRIAGE AT

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUXTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.

Sergeant (Adeline).

IIKECHWOOD.
BALBARA'S MONEY.

MATTHEW AUSTEN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
Oliphant (Mrs.i. THE LADY'S
SIR ROr.KRT'.S FORTUNE.

WALK.

Parker Gilbert.
LAVILETTKS.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max\ THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE.

CROWN THEE

THE HUMAN
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE rO.VCHER'S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
(A.

T.

QulIIer

WHITE WOLF.
Rldee W.
I.O.ST

Pett'.

Couch).

A SON OF

BOY.

and

THE

TH E STATE.

THE GENERAL.

PRINTED BY

WII.I.IAM

IIANDLEY

(R. S.I.

CRO^^S.

Walford (Mrs.
COUSINS.

L.

B.\

MR. SMITH.

THE BABVS GRANDMOTHER.
TROUBLESO.ME DAUGHTERS.
BEN-IIUR.

THE FAIR GOD.
Watson (H. B.Marriott). THE ADVENTURERS.
*CAPTAIN FORTUNE.

PROPEKTV.

GEORGE

KINS-

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
ASK MAM.MA.

Wallace (General Lew),

KING.

Phillpotts (Eden\

•Q'

THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Sldgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE
Surtees

MASTER OF MEN.
THE PO.MP OF THE

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC.

I

THE MASTER OF

iMAN.

THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.
;E. P.).

AB.\NDONED.

.SEA.

MY DANISH SWEETHEART.

HIS GRACE.

E.l.

GILES IXGILnV.

Oppenhcim

ERB.
Russell (W. Clark\

THE RED HOUSE.

Nesbit {E.\
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